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THE SUMMER MEETING of other cities where we have met but read to an audience of tifty 

The features of the Oshkosh meet- in the past it reelly ::ems now, in where there should have been five 

ing were about as follows: The ex- the retrosp. :, that it remained for hundred. It leads one to ask again, 

cursion Thursday afternoon; the Oshkosh to set the pace in hospi- what’s the use? 

good program, especially the evening _ tality. These papers at the Winter Meet- 

lectures; the attendance; the picnic We were well cared for from start ing would add one full and satisfying 

supper at the Rasmussen farm; the to finish. We were strangers and the day to our main convention at one- 

excellent exhibits and the afternoon Oshkosh Society took us in, not only tenth the expense. 

| out at Rasmussen’s. to their hearts, but their homes. We The local members at Oshkosh, as 

|. This may seem a little like repeti- will not recite in platitudinous detail at other places, work their hands and 

tion but perhaps it is because we feel all the events of the meeting, only heads off to care for us, to make 

like repeating both the day and the the bright spots. everything pleasant, and succeed, 

story. The papers followed the usual but when it comes to local (city) at- 

With all due respect to the people course, interesting and instructive, tendantce, it is always lacking. 
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Just a few of the picnic crowd at the Home of Brother Rasmussen, the others were raiding the muskmelon field and orchard, ‘The picture was taken just 
before lunch which accounts for the hungry and expectant looks. The plan was wise for the crowd 

i could never have been gotten together so compactly after eating.
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The evening lecture on Thursday acres of everything, was a new ex- Best display Petunias: First, J. 

was provided especially for Oshkosh perience for most of our members. P. Roe; second, Mrs. D. D. Howlett. 

people and we had about a dozen of After supper on the beautiful lawn Best display Phlox (annual) : First, 

them in the audience. we returned, regretfully, to Oshkosh. LL. E. Davis; second, C. Phillipson. 

Our friends and co-workers of the Many thanks, more than any of Best display Phlox (perennial) : 

Agricultural College were on hand, us can express, are due to all of the First, ©. Phillipson; second, Robt 

Profs. Jones, Sanders and Moore, members of the Oshkosh Society for | Mehlmann. 

and each outlined in talks the work the pleasant day. Best display Roses: First, J. P 

of his department. The exhibits of vegetables were far Roe; second, Christensen & Davis. 

Wednesday night was hot, but Dr. ahead of those at any other previous Best display Snapdragon: First 

Kutchin was there, and held his aundi- Summer Meeting, for many years at (. Phillipson; second, Robt. Mehl 

ence to the last blistering, boiling least. Twenty-six competitors staged mann. 

moment with an original and charm- over four hundred entries, all of high Best display Sunflowers: First, J 

ing talk on birds. quality. P. Roe; second, C. Phillipson. 

Mr. Sidney Teller of the Chicago The flowers were also of high Best display Sweetpeas: First. 

ploygrounds association talked about quality. The display of apples was Christensen & Davis; second, ( 
Phillipson. 

. eh — onl Best display Stocks : First, J. P 

oye. ag ba : J Roe; second, C. Phillipson. 

wa Si, a isha & ee . Al Best display Verbenas: First, J 

uit eS ag mei. P. Roe. 

a Aaya aaere MeN ik. 3, amy } Best display Herbaceous Peren 
io \ ae ime) vials: First, J. P. Roe. 

= , a ry aia od a E Fé Ko. 5 Best display Annual Garden Flow 

in ef “ a es i a ht crs. not enumerated in above list, 

-2 : * » eae Ac oe (collection): First, (. Phillipson; 

ae a Loja a second, J. P. Roe. 
, deESe 4 aaa y Best bouquet Garden Flowers. in 

y va.) vase not over six inches in diameter 
Ley) a First, J. P. Roe; second, Mrs. D, D. 

3 ITowlett. 

POTTED PLANTS. 

i 7 u Best Tuberous Begonia: — First, 

Browsing through the Orchard at the Ras.nussen Farm Christensen & Davis. 
Summer Convention, Oshkosh, August 17th. A 35 year old Plumb Cider Tree in the background, Best Sword Fern: First, ©. Phil 

crop estimated by the Secretary at 3000 bushels. lipson, 

=m 
play and playgrounds for an hour or sorhewhat disappointing, considering Best Asparagus Plumosus: First. 

two and when the audience was most the earliness of the apple season, A C. Phillipson. 

interested he quit. We were anxious ° list of the prize winners follows: Best Asparagus Sprengerii: First 

to stay hours and hours longer. ‘ sowing C. Phillipson; second, L. E. Davis. 

Nothing exciting or excitable about o—" Best display Coleus: First, ( 

Mr. Teller, but a way and a manner Best display Asters: First, Mrs. Phillipson. 
of speech that is wonderfully effec- M. L. Christensen; second, J. P. Roe. WILD FLOWERS. 

tive. This question of play and Best display Cosmos: First, Miss Best display Golden Rod: First 
playgrounds is a very serious one, lose Fenrich; second, Mrs. D. D. WN. A, Rasmussen; second, Mrs. 1) 

and is one of the problems that may  [owlett. D. Howlett 

not be lightly treated. Our society Best ‘display Coxcomb First, C. Best display Asters (native) : First 
has set itself the task of solving the Vhillipson; second, J. P. Roe. Mrs. D. D. Howlett; second, Mrs 

problem so far as it relates to the Best display Double or Show Dah- Marcia Howlett. 
rural school. Shall we succeed? lias: First, Robt. Mehlmann; sec- Best display lLobelias (native) 

On Thursday afternoon at 1:30 ond, N. A. Rasmussen. First, Mrs. D. D. Howlett; second 
we met at the interurban depot and Best display Delphiniums: First, Mrs. Marcia Howlett. 

took chartered cars for a trip into J. P. Roe; second, Robt. Mehlmann. Best display Native Ferns: First. 

the country where we were the guests Best display Gaillardia: First, Mrs. Marcia Howlett; second, Mrs 

of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen Robt. Mehlmann; second, J. P. Roe. D. D. Howlett. 

and the Oshkosh and Algoma socie- Best display Gladioli: First, Robt. Best, most artistically arranged 

ties. Mehlmann; second, C. Phillipson. bouquet. of Wild Flowers: First. 

To see a real market garden, acres Best display Pansies: First, N. A. Mrs. D. D. Howlett; second; J. P. 

of cantaloupes, acres of tomatoes, Rasmussen; second, Christensen & Roe.
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Best display Ornamental Wild Best display Pears: First, Fred Best three Egg Plant: First, N. 

Fruits: .irst, Mrs. D. D. Howlett; Lang; second, N. A. Rasmussen. A. Rasmussen; second, Christensen & 

second, Mrs. Marcia Howlett. Best display Japanese Plums: Davis. 

Best display Native Fungi: First, First, J. P. Roe. Best six Peppers: First, C. Phil- 

Mrs. Marcia Howlett. Best display Huropean Plums: lipson; second, N. A. Rasmussen. 

Best collection Wild Flowers in ar- First, J. P. Roe; second, J. B. Noyes. Best three Summer Squash: First, 

rangement and variety: First, Mrs. Best display Native plums: First, N. A. Rasmussen; second, L. E. 

Marcia Howlett; second, Mrs. D. D. EK. W. Sullivan; second, J. P. Roe. Davis. 

ITowlett. BUSH FRUITS, Best three Winter Squash: First, 
Sweepstakes awarded to exhibitor Best Red Raspberries: First, N. N. A. Rasmussen. 

receiving largest number first pre- A. Rasmussen. Best. display Radishes: First, N. 

miums on flowers and potted plants: Best Blackberries: First, Wm. A. Rasmussen; second, C. Phillipson. 

First, C. Phillipson; second, J. P. Turnbull; second, N. A. Rasmussen. Best display Novelties: First, N. 

Roe; third, Mrs. D. D. Howlett. . . A, Rasmussen; second, C, Phillipson. 

. VEGETABLES. . Sweepstakes for largest number 
Professional Growers. Best quart Snap Beans: First. go premiums for vegetables: First, 

FLOWERS. Christensen’ & Davis; second, N. A. Ni As Rasmussen: second. Ci. Phil: 

Display ornamental potted plants: Rasmussen. . . lipson; third, Christensen & Davis. 
First, John Nelson Co. Best quart Bush Lima Beans: First, ee 

Display cut flowers: First, John | E. Davis; second, C. Phillipson. OUR STATE FAIR EXHIBIT 
Nelson Co. Best six Turnip Beets: First, N. Membe-s are again urged to con- 

Fruit. A. Rasmussen; second, Mrs. Marcia tribute something to the State Fair 

appLes. Ilowlett. Exhibit. 
. Best three heads Drumhead Cab- This will reach members in time 

ae Best plate Astrachan: First, Wm. hage: First, H. H. Lippold; second, to bring or send something. Select 

Purabull. Christensen & Davis. the best you have in your own orch- 
Best plate Duchess: First, M. V. Best three heads Cabbage any other ard or vineyard for this exhibit. 

Sperbeck ; second, Christenson &  yariety: First, E. W. Sullivan; sec- Cards will be provided on which will 

Davis. ond, N. A. Rasmussen. be written the variety, name of 
Best plate Fameuse: First, F. A. Best three heads Cauliflower: grower and county. 

Spink; second, M. V. Sperbeck. First, C. Phillipson; second, N. A. When possible, send a dozen apples, 

Best plate Longfield: First, Dr. Rasmussen. pears or plums of a kind and five or 

T. E. Loope; second, E. W. Sullivan. Best Celery, six heads: First, C. gx bunches of grapes. Exhibits from 

Best plate McMahan: First, If. ©. Phillipson. counties will be grouped, if desired, 
Melcher; second, Dr. T. E. Loope. Best twelve ears Sweet Corn: First, and a “county” sign provided. 

Best plate McIntosh: First, M. V. Lewis A. Davis; second, N. A. Ras- Showy, sound fruit, well packed, 

Sperbeck; second, J. P. Roe. mussen. every specimen wrapped in paper and 

Best plate Patten Greening: First. Best six cucumbers: First, N. A. packed in a wooden box may be sent 

Kk. W. Sullivan. Rasmussen ; second, J. B. Noyes. by express collect. 

Best plate Plumb Cider: First, Best Head Lettuce, three heads: Mark packages, F. Cranefield, 

N. A, Rasmussen; second, Christen- First, Christensen & Davis. State Fair Park, Milwaukee, Wis. 

sen & Davis. Best three Musk Melons: First, We need more fruit, all the good 
Best plate Switzer: First, J. P. N. A. Rasmussen; second, F. A. fruit we can get, Send something. 

Roe. Spink. No premiums are offered in this de- 
Best plate Tetofski: First, M. V. Best three Watermelons First, N. partment. 

Sperbeck; second, H. C. Melcher. A. Rasmussen; second, F. A. Spink. ++ 

Best plate Utter: First, J. P. Best six Parsnips: First, N. A. THE ANNUAL REPORT 
Roe; second, H. C. Melcher. Rasmussen. Under the provisions of the new 

Best plate Wealthy: First, E. W. Best twelve Tomatoes: First, L. printing law, the annual report is 

Sullivan; second, M. V. Sperbeck. I. Davis; second, N. A. Rasmussen. mailed by the Superintendent of 

Best plate Seek-no-Further: First, Best Turnips, 1% peck: First, N. Public Property, State Capitol, Mad- 

if. C. Melcher; second, Wm. Toole A. Rasmussen; second, C. Phillipson. ison. S 

« Sons. Best White Onions, ¥2 peck: First, The report and mailing lists were 

Best plate Wolf River: First, E. N. A. Rasmussen; second, C. Phil- delivered to the superintendent 

W. Sulliavn; second, H. C. Melcher. lipson. August 29. Members who fail to 

Best plate Yellow Transparent: Best Yellow Onions, 1% peck: receive the report within a reasonable 
lirst, A, Lohberger; second, H. C. First, N. A. Rasmussen; second, time should notify the Superintend- 

Melcher. Christensen & Davis. ent of Public Property. We hope a 

Best display Crabs: First, M. V. Best twelve Carrots: First, N. A. great many members will do this,— 
Sperbeck; second, N. A. Rasmussen. Rasmsusen; second, H. H. Lippold. if the report is slow in coming.
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WISCONSIN ORCHIDS often some other parts of the flower four of the deep pink, almost purple 

ALETTA F. DEAN. 7 variously fringed and cut. This is flowers, opening at once. The dilated 

(Continued from August Issue) well shown. in the White Prairie lip is bearded beautifully towards the 

The Putty Root (Aplectrum) is a Orchis (H. leucophea). It is the summit with white, yellow, and pur- 

plant more curious than handsome. largest of all this family, sometimes ple, club-shaped hairs. The lip has 

Its one oval ribbed or plaited leaf four feet tall. The blossom is large a kind of hinge near its base, by 

persists throughout the winter, aris- and one of the most delicately and means of which it easily moves up 

ing from a corm (or solid bulb) which deliciously scented of all our wild and down, or falls forward on the 

lasts two or three years before it flowers. The blossoms are greenish- column. We are apt to think of or- 

shrivels, so that three or four are white in a long loose spike. The fan- chids as inhabitants of deep, dark 
always found attached horizontally. shaped lip is many-cleft to the mid- woods, but this, one of our most beau- 

Their sticky nature has given this dle into a copious thread-like fringe. tiful and representative members of 

plant the name. Others have called It is one of the few orchids that the group, has a habitat widely dif- 

it Adam-and-Eve. The vigorous grow in our open prairies. ferent from the most that we have so 
flower-stem is a foot or more tall and We ought to have in Wisconsin far noted. You dwellers by our beau- 

bears a loose raceme of rather large the one that is called the handsom- tiful Wisconsin lakes, take a morn- 

dingy greenish or brownish flowers, est of the fringed ones—the Yellow ing walk some day in June down 

the lip sprinkled with purple dots. Fringed Orchis (H. ciliaris). So far where the sedges grow thinly on the 

It is found in rich shady woods of it has seemed to stay its westward sandy beach, and there you will find 

maple and beech. course in Michigan, but we may be this delicate, slender, purple, water- 

The most vigorous and progressive able to claim it yet. loving orchid with its long grass-like 

group as we know them in Wiscon- The Purple Fringed Orchis (H. leaves, growing in such profusion as 
sin, is the Habenaria or Rein-Orchis psychodes) has a dense round spike to tint the view, and even to tempt 

family. Many of them are hardly of small, handsome, pink-purple fra- the gatherer of bouquets. 
conspicuous enough to have gained grant blossoms. Its broad wedge- The Pogonia is of similar habits 

common names, but, widely distrib- shaped lip is cleft into many short but is less common. One of its Wis- 

uted, they are present everywhere in divisions. consin children has been called Three- 

the moister woodlands in our state. A Habenaria that is well named is Birds from the shape of its dainty 
It remains for someone with a genius the Ragged Fringed Orchis (H. la- little fruit. It is a smaller plant 

in that line to give us characteristic cera. It is quite unnoticeable in its than the Calopogon and on its one- 

names for these humble cousins of moist thickets. The greenish flowers leaved stem carries but a single small 

the distinguished Calypso, Lady’s with their narrow lip deeply parted purple blossom with a crested lip. 
Slipper and Orchis. The Habenarias into a long, ragged, hair-like fringe, Of Spiranthes, or Ladies’ Tresses, 

nevertheless possess all the character- are always objects of interest if not we have in our herbarium specimens 
istics of the group, and although less of beauty. of three kinds, and one yet coming 

attractive in color are none the less The beautiful White Fringed Or- to us. It begins to blossom about the 

interesting to the true lover of flow- chis (IH. blephariglottis) is a plant first of July and is one of the last 
ers. Like poor relations, proverbially, of the peat-bogs and borders of ponds, flowers of autumn. I used to find 

the family is a large one and while and is not often found. It is about the little, waxy, sweet-scented, white 

Twayblade, Orchid and Coral-Root a foot high, the flowers white and blossoms in a little meadow adjoining 

have but few members, the Haben- very beautiful, with the lip irregu- our garden in Massachusetts, when I 

aria are a numerous progeny, there larly fringed, was a child, and I persisted in call- 
being no less than 13 children of this A beautiful little plant, too dainty ing them “lilies-of-the-valley” long 

family of the orchids in our state. for its low boggy surroundings, is the after I knew better. It is a pretty 

The most common here is the bracted Arethusa. It has no common name. plant with its spike of white flowers 

Habenaria (H. bracteata) which It needs none. It does not belong to winding spirally around the slender 

bears its loose spike of small green- the common world. It is always a stem. It grows in open, moist land 

ish-white flowers each with its long surprise to see its large fragrant rose- and sometimes persists in the mead- 

bracts, about the middle of May. purple blossom airily perched on the ows even after they have been culti- 
Habenaria orbiculata has two great top of its short stem, without a leaf vated. More adaptable than some of 

glistening fluted leaves, sometimes as at first, standing up from the black, its aristocratic relatives, you see. 

large as.a dinner plate, spreading flat boggy earth. Its lip is re-curved and Of all our native orchids, the 

upon the mould, surmounted by the beautifully crested, and with its rosy, Cypripedium, Lady’s Slipper, or Moc- 

slender leafless stalk with its terminal outspreading wings it seems, indeed, casin Flower, is perhaps the general 

loose raceme of greenish-white bloom. a being from fairyland. favorite, and the most widely known. 

There are some Habenarias that The closely allied Calopogan— This is probably because it is more 

are really beautiful—and noticeable Grass Pink, some call it—differsfrom frequently found and more conspicu- 
enough to have won common names. the Arethusa in its taller growth and ous than the other families. Gray's 

They belong to the group of Fringed brighter colors. It is about a foot Manual mentions six species and 

Orchids, which have the lip and _ high, 2 to 6 flowered, often three or Wisconsin has them all.
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The leafy stem of the Cypripedium among the violets. The foliage is woods beside a well-traveled road. 
called Ram’s Head, bears an ex- light green. The lip is less than an Here in southern Wisconsin I have 
tremely odd blossom, whose small, inch long, white, striped with dark found it as early as June 23. It is 
reddish, veiny lip, prolonged into a red inside which shows through giv- well worthy of its name. Its stem 
short, blunt point, surmounted by ing the lip a faint rosy tinge. The wrapped in pale green, downy leaves 
curling petals which might suggest base of the lip is stained with yel- is two feet high or more. The sepals 
horns, seems to have proved the low, and its opening is bordered with and petals are snowy white, and 
power of orchids to wake at the same a row of red dots. The rest of the overhang the lip. The lip is wide in 
time the imagination of the scien- flower is greenish, spotted with pur- proportion to its length and of a 
tific and of the common mind, for the _ ple, the parts twisted and wavy, and waxy, much firmer texture than the 
the Latin name of this flower is arie- the two petals long and ribbon-like. other Cypripediums, and keeps fresh 
finum, which also means a ram, The Stemless Lady’s Slipper (C. much longer when picked. It is of a 

acaule) begins to blossom about the beautiful rosy pink with broad pink 
ae middle of May. It often grows in stripes inside. There are on each 

; Ee clusters in quite dry, shady woods, stem two or three flowers, which have 
fe, ES. preferably pine, often where there is a most delightful fragrance. 
i. ae no other undergrowth, and there it The list is not exhausted, but I 
4 j.] bd eat stands up stately and beautiful, mak- will tell the story of only one more 
Hee eee eset O ing a fine showing. It has two large, orchid—the one I call the best of all. 

i ea sai, ore plaited, downy, oblong leaves, ascend- I was out in the pine woods of 
eens Ee as ing from the root. From between the Bayfield county one spring, near 

cated as Bee 4 a weimee = icaves rises the flower stalk, 8 to 12 where a young woodsman was staying 
¢ Ke ey inches high, with a green bract at who, when he came into the woods, 

4 i the top, arching over the one beau- knew nothing whatever about flowers, 
4 tiful flower. The sepals and petals scarcely knowing a milk-weed from a 

oe are greenish, veined and tinged with butter-cup, though later he grew so 
; p we | red. The lip is about two inches learned that he talked much about the 

la Fe ang long, of a deep rose-purple, veined “pectinately pinnatified petals” of the 
ie Fi . ae with lines of a deeper color. It is Bishop’s Cap, rolling the words “like 
I f sac-like, and is cleft down its a sweet morsel under his tongue” 

x whole face, but with its edges with an unetion most moving. But 
PYRETHRUM ULIGINOSUM turned inward and meeting. Wil- one day in the early spring he tried 

Grown by Mrs. D. D. Howlett, Oshkosh liam Hamilton Gibson told in a to describe to me a flower which had 
The two yellow Lady’s Slippers— very funny way of his experiment attracted even his attention in the 

ihe large (C. pubescens), and the With a bumble-bee. He caught the woods a mile or so away. I couldn’t 
small (C. parviflorum), bloom about bee by the wings and thrust it make out what it was from his de- 
the same time, They are the most into the sae through this front fis- scription, so he went with me over 

common of the large orchids in this sure. The bee could not get out logs, and through bushes and_ bogs, 
region, The children gather them in again the way he went in, and after until we came upon a group of the 

ereat quantities. The two are much ® time solaced himself with nectar dearest little flowers I thought I had 
alike. The larger is a more robust Which he found there. Then he ever seen. There they were growing 
plant, sometimes two feet or more started towards the two little open- ‘under the trees where the peat-moss 
high. The lips of the two are nearly ings which he saw at the top, under was not very deep. Each had one lit- 
slike, though that of the larger seems the stigma. Ife crowded through — tle ovate green leaf standing up from 
nore inclined to be flattened later- but his back, at last, came in contact the damp moss. The flower stem was 
ally. It is sometimes two inches long with the sticky pollen. “A strange three or four inches high, and bore on 
und nearly an inch broad. Its sepals etiquette, this of the Cypripedium, its top a single beautiful flower. The 
wre greenish while those of the which speeds its parting guest with sepals and petals were a beautiful 
<naller one are brown-purple. The « sticky plaster smeared all over its pale purple. The lip was about 
~naller flower is quite fragrant, back.” In the next blossom as the three-fourths of an inch long, dark 

while the larger one is nearly odor- bee tried to leave, the stigma caught purple, veined, with its apex form- 
lnss, and more solitary in its habits. some of the sticky pollen, and thus ing two little horns. 
“he small one often grows in groups. the  cross-pollination was accom- The opening of the lip, towards 
Our small white Lady’s Slipper — plished. the tip rolled outward, and was a 

(Cypripedium candidum) is one of The handsomest of this family, the rich yellow covered with short  yel- 

the shyest, daintiest, and most fra- Showy Lady’s Slipper (C. spectabile) low hairs and having a few large pur- 

srant of its kind. It is only from is the latest to bloom. The first time ple dots. The inside of the lip 

three to ten inches high and grows in that I ever found it was July 11, in showed a beautiful netted veining of 

“pen boggy, or wet grassy land, and Aroostook county, Maine, growing in purple lines on a lighter background. 
sometimes in quite dry meadows great abundance in a border of wet I hurried home and got out my bot-
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any. There it was—Calypso borealis. be under the control of the Society It is evident that the Wisconsin 

And the botany said “A beautiful for ten years. It is possible that orchardist must confine himself main- 

and interesting plant in cold, mossy some movement in Illinois along sim- ly to the fall and early winter varie- 

bogs, but very rare.” And I was ilar lines might be productive of good ties, and the secretary so stated in 

happy. results. Certainly there is a large his report. There were certainly fine 
I have kept but one blossom, and field for missionary work in our coun- specimens of McMahan, Northwestern 

I have with that neither leaf nor try school grounds. Greening, and Wolf River exhibited 

bulb, Our University herbarium has The executive board of the Society ®2d the Duchess and Wealthy surpas« 
no specimen of it at all. consists of its officers and of one in color those grown farther south. 

I am afraid I have given you but member from each of the eleven con- I was much impressed with the ap- 
little idea, if you do not already know  pressional districts, making fifteen pearance of the Dudley, said to hav 
them, of the beauty, the daintiness J rombers in all. While this has the OTiginated in Maine and to be of 

and the charm of these blossoms “on merit of giving all sections of the ‘Wealthy parentage, but later and 
tiptoe for a flight.” I can bid you  gtate representation, it would seem to Much better in quality than that vari- 

only go seek them for yourselves, and he a somewhat unwieldy and cumber-  &ty. 
then you will know. some body, and, I would judge, result The annual banquet held on the 

“With memories of dainty things in placing a great share of the busi- evening of the last day iwas a very 

That fluttered back and forth on Ss in the hands of the secretary. nlepsant eyent and 2 fitting slese to 
wings, The program was made up very a profitable and interesting meeting. 

And all that goes to swell the band differently from what has been the About: one hundred were in attend- 

Of followers in fairyland; practice in our Society. Some of the *"°& A Wisconsin banquet or meet 

A seedling thou, from fairy’s bower, sessions were devoted to only one top- ing without oe m veteran hor- 

Not quite content to be a flower.” ic, but with a number of speakers. teu tunists, AOOTES a ellogg, A. J. 

ope agg ee One advantage of this plan is that the Phillips _and Dr. Loope, with their 

AS OTHERS SEE US discussions can come all at one time a jokes, i and experiences, 

The following from the report of and take a wider range, and the pa- eae aed ia aaa ae 

the Illinois delegate to our 1910 con- Pets being mostly short, there is an knowledea he many te a“ and y . 
it ill help ue to seo ourselves opportunity for a more general expres- . &e y favo cour 

venttton “Wi E incidentally sf- sion of views, and none are tedious, tesles which he received from the ole 
as others see us and aula ne o The while there’are the objections that it ficers and members of the Wiscousisi 

ford | — ee ‘i cae Hele ates to 18 desirable to treat certain subjects State Horticultural Society.” 
oe aiets weal have Son always 3 length and justice cannot be done ++ 
been in the kindly spirit shown by them in a very short paper, and then AN UNBELIEVER 

Mr. Bryant. having so many on the program and T have a h au 

“Leaving Illinois on a dreary, driz- deferring discussions until the end, Raye TeAe mUeh regarc Lng, North 

sly evening, with the streets of Chi- often leaves very little time for this ¢™ Wisconsin as a fruit country. 
y evening, . 1 very important part of the meeting. I want to ask a few questions ani 

cago all slush and the atmosphere oe fi ‘ . - believe I can get the truth fron. 
most black with smoke, it seemed good Wisconsin orchardists are some of - Is it a reliable fruit section’ 

on looking out the car window when them very optimistic regarding the Ace fie fesoa nt at . killed a 

about half way to Madison to see the product of their apple orchards, espe- i, t late frost tthe f ‘it a Abs 

rain had turned to snow. When Mad- cially the manager of one of the tria! 5 a 7 * ‘i S TAD, Soi eae eae 
‘ wo ud? re apples, pears, cherries ani 

ison was reached, every twig and orchards, who expressed the belief . ; 1H 5 her 

branch of the trees was covered with that the time was near when they can Wines nade fee ane soul ion 

a light, feathery snow, which looked compete with any part of the coun- _ Cron one’ i ones een 

very beautiful in the sunlight of the — try, including the Pacifie coast, in Wale, th ‘Gon ee nag BR 
following morning. fine box fruit and get top prices for Oren so, es HDS ts 

The meeting of the Wisconsin So- Wisconsin grown fruit. To the stran- Certain sections in northern Wis- 

ciety was well attended at nearly ger within the gates, it seemed that it Gonsin are very well adapted to frui! 
every session, and the members were would take more than one or two suc- waising. Of these I would name all 

enthusiastic and some of the discus- cessful years to justify this predic- of Door county and the Lake Supe 

sions spirited. There seems to be tion. rior shore line from Washburn nortl: 

considerable rivalry between certain The fruit judging was all done by and west to the east line of Douglas 

fruit-growing sections, but apparently one person, L. G. Kellogg. This would county. I think the fruit belt 

all was good natured and the meet- seem rather an onerous duty to put in Douglas County will be  con- 

ing very harmonious. on one individual, but he is evidently fined to a narrow strip along the 

The sum of $500 has been set apart an expert, having judged for the So- shore, perhaps three or four miles 'n 

for improving school grounds, as ob- ciety and at state and county fairs width There and in Door county 

ject lessons. Four schools have been for a number of years. Noscore eard may be yrown the very finest of small 

selected and the grounds of these will is used. fruits which ripen late enough to se-
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cure a better market than similar ing fruit raising in southern Wiscon- of the pole four wires are suspended, 
fruits grown farther south. sin. There are thousands of apple and the pole allowed to lean towards 

One of the reasons for the success trees in your county that are over the windward side. Stretch each of 

of fruit growing in these two sections fifty years of age and still bearing the wires down to solid limbs, in 

is the influence of large bodies of profitable crops. You see I am trying such a manner as will best serve as 

water which prevent late spring and to show you that you really need not braces for the pole, and hold it in po- 

early autumn frosts. move if you want to go into fruit sition. 

Replying to your question of win- raising, but if you do insist on leav- When the limb preservers are put 

ter killing will say that I have never ing Walworth county, northern Wis- oy, be sure not to tie them around 
seen a single ease of this in northern consin will _welcome you with open the limbs, but thread the wire through 

Wisconsin; by that I mean trees arms and will also make good. “C.” — hoth holes and place them -urider. the 

killed by low temperatures. North- ——3“<—___ limbs; fasten the ends of the wire 

ern Wisconsin bus one other advan- about five or six inches above the 
tage and that is the early and heavy PROPPING THE TREE limb, making a tie that will not slip 
snowfall. The ground rarely or never It is very necessary in orchards and yet support the limb, just as P 
freezes. . : : which are carrying heavy crops, to child is supported by the board in a 

As to kinds of fruit which may be support the branches with props to swing. As many additional wires can 
grown will say that the cherry has keep them from being broken down be put on as may be necessary, al- 
succeeded well in these sections and by the weight of the ripening fruit. though two or more limbs ean fre- 

certain varieties of apples. In plant- ‘Phere are several ways in which this quently be fastened to the same wire. 
mg an apple orchard an the Bayfield can be done. The one which will be The cost of thi hod of 
regions no variety which ripens later qeseribed here, is the most economi- yi ae nail ie a Hoe e ECD? 
than Wealthy should be selected. In 4,4 of any method in use at the pres- va tat ocpens on Ene male 
addition to these such kinds as Duch- it time. i used: an phe size of the tree. On 

ess, Dudley, Longfield, and Patten Phe. viatarials needed for one: tree ne Wenge elieve forty cents per 
Greening may be safely planted. 1 osu ‘4 "tree will be plenty to establish and 

. consists of (1) one strong, solid pole ; keep in proper form for ten years would not advise grapes for these (2) a quantity of 16-gaugo galvanized The siakes tha is am 7 

northern sections. 4 , Jocaliti wire; (3) limb-preservers; (4) onc Four ents per youn. expense only 
ition to these two localities . . ° : ss 

thane "6 many athens in northern naan = (5) one piece of a 2x8, Blackman Brothers of Wenatchee, 
Wisconsin splendidly adapted to the The pole i be used must be strong Washington, but in such a system as 

raising of apples, for instance a very and solid, at least so long as two- this on their thirty acre orchard 

extensive region in the vicinity of thirds the height of the tree, and some four years ago, and it has 

Chippewa Falls both west and north with avdianieter of not lesa than three worked very satisfactorily. Last year 
of the city. : inches. The pole must be of strong from this orchard was sold an aver- 

The trial orchard at Wausau, Wis., wood, and good throughout its entire age of 1,000 boxes and without a 

planted by this Society in 1897, has length, as it must bear the weight of single breakdown in any of the trees. 

given splendid returns, yielding in the entire load, and for this reason This outfit stands winter and sum- 

1909 2,100 bushels from less than the cheapest kind of poles are not mer, the only changes that are needed 
seven acres and even last year, a sea-ice from time to time, being to change 

son-of disaster over the'state, wa:mar- The limb preservers consist of the wires where necessary, and to 
keted over 600 bushels from the same Gite, Jeather or galvanized sheet put in more wires where they are 
orchard. This year the prospects are iron, or of leather and wooden blocks. needed. This method will not elimi- 

fon @ NERY large ee I could nam"“They can be made of scrap leather nate the necessity for proper prun- 

other sections which have given good from the harness shop, or from old ing, but it will prevent serious break- 

returns. . . boots, shoes or even tin cans, Their downs and save a whole lot of the 

T take emphatic excepuion to your purpose is to prevent the wire from crop and many a fruit tree from total 
statement that the raising of fruit in . . . 

. es cutting into the limb. destruction, 
southern Wisconsin is out of the ques- The 9x8 fl sie ; ns a . 
tion, “A crop once in five years.” The 2xé or at rock 1s to serve as The active, thinking, progressive 

[ éaw show your where orcharda in the foundation for the pole and pre- fruit grower will always watch his 

yourown, county. have yielded avprotit- vent its sinking into the ground, and — fruit trees closely, and try to work 

able crop three and four years out of the nail is put into the top of the systematically. The summer pruning 

five. This Society has an orchard pole and serves in supporting the ean be combined with the inspection 

about four miles southeast of Lake “7° of propping, the inspection for in- 
Geneva planted two years ago which SETTING UP THE POLE, sects and diseases; and in this way 

is one of the most promising in the The board or flat rock is placed three operations are done at the same 

state. We hope that in three or four on the ground about two feet from time and the expense of production is 

years more we can disprove utterly the trunk of the tree and on the lee- consequently reduced. 

the statement you have made regard- ward side. From the nail in the top Peter Hovland in Fruit Grower.
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Wisconsin Horticulture The Wisconsin cranberry crop is IT IS TO LAUGH 
estimated at 35,000 barrels. The If it was not so funny it would be 

, Published monthly by the 1910 crop amounted to 16,000 barrels. serious. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society al — —s——___— A nursery shark, selling cher- 
24 E. Mifflin St., Madison, Wis. . . . = : . ‘| omen im : . ne s The little city of Tomah is an ap- "9 trees at one dollar and ten each, 

s the Socie t i 
Si! OER © * ple center of no mean importance. A a ian of a ee the 
Sa . ome Nursery and other fake com- 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor local paper mentions 100 barrels a ne i ‘ = : i 
Secretary W. S. H. S.. Madison, Wis. day as a commonplace event and the Paes who have received complimen- 

AssociAre, Borrond, Bixteen ‘Hundred first three days of August 720 bar- tary notices in these columns in the 
embers of the Society. " . ee : 

rels were shipped. past, tell their poor victims that the 

———— reason Cranefield opposes the above 
Subscription price Fifty Cents a year eer . é . 

which Includes membership in the Wiscon- The fair d : tT named parties is because he is get- 
in State Horticultural Society. re fair does not open unt ues- * A e = i 

*"yend subscriptions to Frederic Cranefield. . ! 4 ting a “rake off’ from Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. day and continues through Saturday. nurserymen! It is too funny for 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. n™. _ chibi Sa weautty sery : iy 

Cola ainy be sent safely if wrapped or at. This gives exhibitors an opportunity anything. Will Coe, Lake, Ferguson 
tac! to a card. versonal checks not ac- . ag 53 he e Se ” 7 y . 

cepted. Stamps accumulate faster than we to stage their exhibit on —_ im Foley, Kellogg and some of the others 
can use them. Do not send stamps if any  <j,, ai : PAVE e . Steer mente ave avaliable. stead of being obliged to leave ome please testify? 

Advertising rates made. known on appl: oy, Saturday and work all day Sun- gy 
cation 
a ; _ day. SUCH IS FAME 

. The following is from the Oshkosh 
ultural Societ . Fetlcd Wisconsin State Hortic y A CORRECTION Northwestern. We are not. acivised 

OFFICERS On page 15 of the August number as to the identity of the particular 

D. EB. BINoHaM, Presldent_--Sturgeon Bay credited Mr. E. W. Sullivan as representative who saw so much and 

Cc. L. Ricwarpson, Vice-President-_Stanley anager of the Mberrillan Fruit yet so little of our Trial Orchard, 
L. G. K®pLLoce, Treasurer__---------Ripon = j ae 6 : 4 
F. Cranprietp, Secretary_--------Madison (irowers’ Association. Mr. Sullivan but we would like to bump his wood- 

— requests us to correct this statement. en noodle a few times against the 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER and to say that Mr. Harry Comstock 6x12 foot sign board on the highway. 

Ee B. BINgmAM; Chaleman:2:-2-20-00Me is the manager. which states so plainly that even he 

i Ge Rabie G n-nonane ++ who runs may read that “This oreh- 

Ist Dist., WM. LONGLAND,----Lake Geneva THE M'INTOSH APPLE ard is maintained by the State Hor- 
2nd Dist..G. W Barcus. —=---- Madison ticult 1 Society f. 1 . 

Sed Dints Wet | TOOLS <2 aesc sen parapoo Look for the McIntosh at the State  Ueultural Society for the purpose of 
Sth Dist. H. C. Matcres = Oconomowoc Fair. demonstrating, ete. 
6th Dist., E. GoNzENBACH ~._---Sheboygan x . 7th Dint. B . BicHansow-—-----Bparta Ti: 16-0 Of tlie very (eat we have Some people are born stupid and 

8t! ist., N. A. RASMUSSEN___~~-Oshkos! ‘ . 3 y Acai 5 idity i 
9th Dist., A. W. LAWBENCE, | JB_—————= where fully hardy. It excels its par- others seem to ee a stupidity as 

urgeon a . . oy Ve 
loth Dist. Tavive Santee Rehiand cnt Fameuse in every way: size, they go along. We are unable to 
11th Dist., O. FLANDmRs__________Bayfleld color, annual bearing, and keeping *°¥ to which class this. Northwestern 

—_ ‘ginal ties: sight-seer belongs. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS po egg a e RICH RED APPLES 
D. E. BincHaM F. CRanmrinip RICH RED APPLES, 

L. G. KeLLoce AN OCONTO COUNTY ORCHARD ‘Surrounding Wausau is some of 

Our fellow member, FH. L. Reeves. the finest farming land in the state. 
Annual Membership_____________$0.50 ° . , 
Life Membership_______--------. _5.00 of Oconto, has a twelve acre apple A ride by automobile took us 

Remit to Secretary W. ee na orchard five miles out of town, trees through a region of dairy farm- 
a - a averaging twenty years. Varieties: .aowing prosperity on every sidc 

: = 3 . . N. W. Greening, Wealthy, Fameuse, But what was most astounding than 
State Fair next; Milwaukee, Sep- \- Pecasies Tawiand ae . . 

tember 12-16 Yellow Transparent and Lowland — the dairies was the experimental fruit 
on Raspberry. In 1908, trees twelve farm conducted by the Agricultura! 

ee ~ years old’ the orchard yielded 3,000 Department of the state university. 
Ifow do you like our new head? — bushels. Several years ago, the state leased 

If you don’t like it we will take it = ten acres of land for a term of years 

off, HAS ANYONE SEEN THE FOOL at $5.00 an acre and planted it to 

KILLER? fruit trees. At the end of the lease 

Look for the exhibit of the State We have it on good authority that the bearing trees are to revert to the 
Morticultural Society in a large tent there is a man in this state that act- owner. Now the apple and plum 

near the Torticultural building, ually paid $2,200 for two thousand trees are loaded with fruit. This is 
- eo cherry trees; not only promised to said to be a poor year for fruit but 

Sturgeon Bay shipped a car load pay but paid that sum and some of the estimated yield on these apple 

of cherries to Frankfort, Michigan. the trees actually lived. He is not a trees is 1,400 bushels. Last year 

This beats sending “Coals to New- member of the State Tlorticultural they produced 2,800 bushels. To look 

castle.” Society. at the long rows of apple trees cov-
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ered with red apples is enough to CREDIT LIST FOR AUGUST —J 

make one believe either that this is Being a record of members who Hardy Nurser 

a good fruit region or else the uni- have secured additions to our mem- Y 

versity teachers have the secret of bership roll the past month: Stock Adapted for the 

proper cultivation. B. Hahn, 3; J. P. Arnold, 1; E. S. cual, NORTHWEST 
+ Wigdale, 1; Fred Beek, 1; Jas. P. 

Kegel, 2; E. W. Colton, 2; C. N. We offer a complete line of Fruit, 
THE STATE FAIR O'Hare. 1: Mrs. M. E. Brand, 1: Shade and Ornamental stock. 

every one ailere Bre, da Petes ee ey rams hi Varieties that will suit oa one of ur readers shold Henry Hastings, 1; F. Holz, 1; Geo. tie hati suit 

visit the state fair if for no other Ff mime 4.C. Jos. Mueller, 1: @. IT 
reason than to see the Apple Show. ‘Townsend B., F "Worthington i R 

The tent will be close to the Agri- Baumgartner, 1:kW Sullivan, 1: Berry Plants, Rhubarb, 

oe ak eee either Irving Smith, 1; C. B. Thomas, 1: Grape Vines, Asparagus 
alongside or directly in front. reeves - Co 4 . . 

Signs will be displayed so that it A. Me pawrence, I Goo: B.. Smith, in the Leading Sorts. 
a oo . . 1; FE. J. Delehambre, 1. 

will be impossible to miss it. ‘ “3 ™ a 

The tent will be headquarters for WASHBURN BERRIES Gaiden ind ‘Commercial ‘Ordliard 
bers. Small a]; oats and ae . , 7 Planters will do well to write to us. 

ae brellgs wall he. checked van he That there is big money in Prices consistent with Quality. 
allas e cl D erow} sivnwherries 3 2 Wash- 

members. Unfortunately our space premine: strawberries in the Wash “Send for our new 1811 catalog entitled, 
al b ti 1; ited to provid st t burn District has been demon- HARDY NURSERY stock.” 

wa fe Goo Mnmited “tg: Prowade: a Tes! strated more clearly than ever by 
room or lunch room or we would do the ‘cfop which has just béen: mar- oo 

tL  . . sll eit keted, and while the yield was only McKay Nursery Co., 

: ‘h iene Wa is a ec one a fair one, yet the growers will re- ———= Pardeeville, Wis. ——— 
for the aos puble and one fer lize between $300 and $556 an acre Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 

members ome, and bring your fom the land planted to the fruit. L-CS 
Friends bei feat f Returns from the crop are just now 

a and bring some fruit for the jeing received and the results are FORTY-TWO YEARS 
exhibit. - _ most satisfactory to the growers. The Jewell Nursery Co 

During the season just closed near- Hardy Frui . A YEARLING : lardy Fruit and Ornamental 

ly 3,000 erates of berries were taken Trees, Shrubs and Plants 
We are one year old today, and by from the land near here and there Lake City, : Minnesota 

way of celebrating the anniversary was not one erate but what brought FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES 
we come out with a new “Tfead.” ae T Tas Revit TT ig gg 0807 good prices. The Washburn Fruit 
Readers will remember that we ad- Growers’ Association handled 1,965 

vertised for designs for a head. This erates and the returns on these will % 
is the aera received ee teen average $1.55 a crate. Those sold V incennes 

is by our fellow member, Robt. Kerr Joeally will bring equally as) much s 
ef Chicago, and presented with his and taking the above figure as a basis Nurseries 
° Li ts to the society to show i ¢, 4s Peas Sage s . x om feast 0 teen iu a i it can be figured out just what the Vincennes, Indiana 

hs appreciation o ISCONSIN TIORTI" Jand produced, Hf. P. Larson un- 
cutturE. Mr. Kerr is at present ' ad: savy a ne ‘oa aS nee eat ges, emg | We. REED, 
‘n Lake Superior. : If you like the three-fourths of an acre, or his pateh 
‘ead it will stay—if not, it goes IN would average $556 to the acre. EF. Cherry Trees by the 
he dump; it’s up to you. ©. Stevens took 886 crates from his 100 or 100000 

~~ ___—_ patch of 134 aeres and W. H. Trish The Growing of Cherry Trees 
i 9 seates. Fi x wae has been our Specialty for ITY GARDEN marketed 381 erates from the same . 

PRoriTS ne . P amount of ground, besides — the veers. Our Boil and method 

% I Haye ne, had many years’ expe- amount furnished pickers and used e growing produces a Tree 
rience in horticulture and all T know — ho The Osear farm picked 201 that is not excelled by any 

has been learned from the Horticul- at y ue ov fj . i ; 1 he ; one. Splendid blocks of two- 
tural Society. erates rom %4 of an acre and others year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

“M. arden has been very success- did equally’ as well: year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early : 1. i 11 i a 15.00 f fm So well satisfied are the growers Richmond, Montmorency and 
1. ny awh so lus pe " with the returns that they will set other leading varieties by the 

sue, BaF en trues surplus from Tot cut much more land to the fruit next 100 or car load. We also grow 

0%120 feet. year.— Washburn Times. a general line of other Nursery 
Mr. Abbott is a poultryman but * — _ stock. Personal inspection in- 

horticulture seems to be a profitable Mention this paper when writing to vited. Correspondence solicited 

side line. advertisers. ee
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Q. Is there any difference in the = 

‘2 iel d size of the Early Richmond 
Questions and Answers yield and size of the Early Richmond | FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

and Montmorency cherry? 

A. There is practically no differ- IN GREAT VARIETY 
Q. Which is the hardiest blue ence in the yield of the Early Rich- Consisting of 

plum? mond and Montmorency. In size the 

A. Moore’s Arctic. Montmorency is a little larger. Both FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 
are equally good commercially. 

Q. Of which, McMahan or Duch- D. E. Brvanam. MENTAL TREES 

ess, would you set most of? . . 

A. McMahan. (. Is alfalfa beneficial to fruit Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 
— «round? If 80, how can it best be | berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 

fe started in Wisconsin? Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 
he : sh * p , , etc. 

wtlet it. can be done to diminish AL Wae-Gan: not recommend alfalfa Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

Te 1 - . . * 

A dék ie es oe GO a | Pee Ree 
and Game or any member of the leg- a eS ea syure ' greens etc. 

valafiite trees and fruit suffer. As a cover If you would like to see a really 
istature, . . Soa: 

— a tT me a. to get oT good Catalogue we would be glad 
ed and does not make as good a —_ . : Te to send you ours. It has more tha 

Q. Why should we of north Wis- growth as several of the other crops fs y aa 7 a : 

consin provide fruit trees on which used as covers. Tlairy vetch would : ty pages an escribes everyt ing 

to develop rabbits and deer for city oe much preferable. J.G.™M. in the plainest langauge without 

sports to shoot at and kill men? ee any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

A. Why? . scriptions. 
My; . Q. Is the soil where pine has 7 

oe ae grown more desirable than hardwood The C ds C 
Q. Is the Wolf River hardy and a coy gop cherry trees, elevation and e Coe, Converse & Bdwards Co. 

arer? 
good bearer’ ; climatie conditions being equal? FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

A. Fully a _ ee pest A. Cannot say that pine is any Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

as heavily as 1 eae a me aie more desirable than hardwood. We 

ete. Is generally considered a shy know this, that pine sand is very pro- 

bearer. ductive of fruit buds early and less 

_ productive of wood growth and for JEWELL 

Q. Do the twigs of a peach tree carly bearing I would prefer pine 

bear more than once in the same land, and later on and through a long MINNESOTA 

place? period of years the hardwood would 

A. Peaches are borne laterally ony, doubt produce as good erops. 

wood of the past season, so the same D. EB. GROWN 

twig does not bear twice in the same ee , 

place. J. G. Moore. Q. Wild grapevines are some- Nursery Stock 

— times found, that although vigorous, 

Q. If the ground freezes as deeply never bear any grapes. Why is this? SEE nna Sena RRR 

as tree roots penetrate, will they A. If true, this is probably due a 

probably be killed? : . : to the fact that the species is very Complete assortment of Fruit 

A. Not necessarily; in fact, if nearly self sterile. Or it may be that and Ornamental stock in all 

they were killed, some other factor for a series of years unfavorable cli- varieties suited to northern cul- 

not es by TT ie vould a eee ae aes oe ture. A specialty of Hardy 

assoc1a v 2 Treez- e ve) z er] . as s * have to be associatd with he the flowering perioc o establish Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 
ing. J.G. M. the fact stated by your correspondent E . . 

. vergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 
— observations should be made for a Shrubs, Appl dN. 

Till an orchard be benefitted series of years and the conditions of pons TUDE 4S PDs aM a 
Q. Will as : tive Plums 

or injured by seeding the land to the weather at flowering time noted. " 

alfalfa. This means trees, not soil. J. G. M. Se =e 
3 ee 

A. Every time the writer has seen a | 

alfalfa growing in an orchard the J. Is there any reason why fall | 

trees were apparently being injured. planting cannot be done? THE JEWELL NURSERY C0. 

This is especially so in dry seasons. A. The only reason spring plant- 

The clean culture cover crop method ing is recommended for Wisconsin LAKE CITY, MINN. 

is much more satisfactory and less over fall planting is because i nfall | 1500 Acres Established 1868 
injurious. J. GM. planting the trees do not have suffi-
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cient time as a rule to become suffi- nearly if not quite as great. A crop jp] 

ciently well established so that the which produces a large amount of WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

roots are able to supply an adequate succulent growth will be more effi- Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

amount of water during our dry cient, especially in a wet season, than oe we “GEEay oe secon ba ee 

winters, the results being that the ome which makes a comparatively by buying of us. Get our prices. 
tops are severely injured and fre- slow growth. As a moisture user the WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

quently killed. In regions with thing that is desired in a wet sea- | Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop. 
moist atmosphere during the winter, son, oats is the peer of any of them. 

fall planting is successfully prac- J.G.™M. 

ticed. J. G. M. = a 

— Q. Will plums do well on a south K N O xX 

Q. On some of my young apple — slope? 

trees I find some of the leaves curled A. There is no reaso nwhy in 
backward, and on the under side are a majority .of reasons plums N U R S E R I E S 

green aphis; also a lot of black ants. should not do well on a south slope. SS 

Which insect does the harm and what The greatest drawback to planting (Established in 1861) 

is the purpose of the others? also any early flowering fruit on a south 

please tell me what remedy to apply. slope is the increased danger from Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

G. F. late spring frosts. Fruits on a south They strongly recommend One 

A. Both lice and ants are harm- slope bloom earlier than the same Year Cherry Trees because they 

ful, one directly and the other in- kinds on a northern exposure and are stocky, well headed, well rooted, 

directly. The lice suck the juices therefore the danger of losing the thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

from the leaves, the ants feed on the crop is increased. / Tf a north slope Two Year for those who prefer 

exudation or excreta of the lice, and is available, use it, but if only a 

encourage their distribuiion and south slope is to be had, select the the larger trees. They also havea 

good health in every way. This is later flowering sorts and at. least nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 

not a scientific explanation but may partial success will be had. . A trial order will convince 

cover the case. Cc. J.G. M. any fone of their; quality. 

Q. What ean we do with alfalfa Q. Ts there such a thing as aceli- 
on the fruit farm? wear of trees? : en H. M. SIMPSON & SONS 

A. On a farm devoted exclusively A. If we are to draw upon other Vincennes lndiawa 

to fruit alfalfa would be of minor plants for evidences of acelimatiza- , . 
importance. It is not suitable for a tion, then most certainly we would ~ 

cover crop and of course should not he compelled to acquicsce to this be- 

be grown permanently in the orchard. Jjef, Whether or not there is such a Aaper| 

It might be found valuable as a thing seems to be very largely a mat- NOT,THE BIGGEST 

crop to produce forage for the teams ter of definition. We are sure uf this, 

as its yield on a small area would however, plants are capable of adapt- NURSERY 
be larger than any other forage crop jing themselves to changed climatic 
suitable for this purpose. It also gonditions, and whether through a PERHAPS 

might be used as a nitrogen gath- change in the length of time required 
erer. For this purpose it would bet) mature or a change in the physi- 
allowed to grow for a period of years a] condition of the plants makes no BUT WE AREDOING THE 

and the last erop plowed under in difference from a practical stand- BIGGEST BUSINESS 
the fall as a green manurial crop, joint. That there are limits beyond 

the area being devoted to some small which acclimatization cannot go We offer the finest line of Native Shrub 
fruit afterwards J.G. M. must be admitted, but within more and Ornamental Trees in the State. You 

— nes arrose confines the. writer | cantare fr te a ee 
Q. How far will autumn crops telieves it to be an important factor Attractive prices will be made to Market 

influence late growing trees and aid jy the growing of fruit in this state. Gardeners and other large buyers of 
in maturing the season’s growth? : J.G.™M. Nursery Stock. 

A. It will depend very largely on a Our Catalog is an A B C Book 

soil moisture conditions and_ the In mixing Bordeaux mixture why in its simplicity and plain handling of 

cover crop grown. If the season is do we get better results by adding Planting, Fruit Growing and kindred 

a very wet one the crop will have arsenate of lead to milk of lime be- Bublects. 
less apparent effect upon maturing fore adding the solution of blue 

of tie tenes than if it : dry. Never- stone? THE HAWKS NURSERY COMPANY 

theless, although there is less appar- If better results are obtained as Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 

ent benefit the actual benefit will be implied in the above question, in the |
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state of our present knoweldge it is on a little patch of ground, some- 7777777 

impossible to assign a reason for thing they had never seen before, and Get The Best 

them. It is not known what takes Mr. Muehlenkamp’s plain talk as 

place when arsenate of lead is added neighbor to neighbor, telling them q - Good Spray 

to Bordeaux mixture either directly that he had sold more from his orch- igs profite at lane 
or as indicated in the question. ard than from all the rest of his alt) ; for years. THE 

What causes cherry trees to bleed farm. These things count. A day Fe. ry 3, . epee as 

a gum? or two following the meeting, Mr. i Vi i practical fruit 

Growing trees in heavy, retentive, Muehlenkamp wrote as follows: i if | growers we were 
poorly-drained soils, excessive fertil- “The meeting possibly did more i FA. j sprayers: in; ovr 
ization, especially with nitrogenous good than we thought, for several i hi h: own orchards— 
manures, any form of injury under parties inquired of me the price of (ENS 3.4 found thet ode 

certain conditions of growth. Gum land suitable for orchard.” Vike eee the Eclipse. Its 
flow in the stone fruits is not smp- > lee forend ue A manufacturing en: ¢ 

tomatie by any one agent. RECORD PRICE FOR FRUIT LAND dase all the caperiimantiag’ Large fully 

Dr. O. R. Burien. The record for land prices in the iueated Catalog and Treatise ‘on. spraying 

ne. Bayfield county fruit district was MORRILL & MORLEY 

A FIELD DAY reached recently when a 160-acre Benton Harbor, Michigan 

In Wisconsin there is no lack of tract north of the city was nego- —_— _! 

sood apple land; we have millions of tiated for at the rate of $75 per acre. 

acres of it, the best that ever laid out several smaller tracts have been soll OY 
of doors . . a, 2 during the past year at a higher is 

iin Mone Cots Tne gen ox. #0 But the prin this wok i the | “We have a Bine Lot of tending oO ve nn 7 recorc or a »0-acre tract. “uxcellent ” 

tending a fruit conditions in the territory ad- Plants for the Garden. 

some of the choicest locations for ap- jacent to this city during the past 
ple orchards and cherries too, for that two years have brought about this SEND FOR LIST 

imatter, to be found anywhere. Tho sondition in the realty market and 

rides are nob dis as in sonie’ gee. therpred ictions now are that the land 

ions but Bel na walling: "fern. = double within the next five years. J. E. MATHEWSON 

tion, drainage, depth a artility of Some ten years ago this same land . z 

soil, all hat _ " Sica thay could be bought for from five to ten Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

these ideal conditions for fruit. the (0lars per acre but once the fruit LOO 
farmers buy their apples,—when they proposition has gained headway in 

linve any: ‘Not all of them, there this district the land values have ad- 

is at least one exception, Mr. Frel vanced by jumps and bounds. Every 

Muehlenkamp, who has an orchard  SC#8en sees more land set out to FOR SALE 
well worth looking at. fruit and those who have engaged in aaa 

So concluded Mr. Wim. Uanchet:  '¢ business are making fabulous re- 

of Sparta, who asked that Mr. Mueh turns from their land. The. straw- Fruit Farm of 40-acres 

lenkamp’s neighbors be invited ty betty crop which has just been har- five miles from city of 
come and spend the day at the oreh- vested was almost a bumper one and Sturgeon Bay, one halt 

ard, have a drink on Mr. Muehlen- frmers who have taken any care a ° 
kamp, of fresh cider, a picnic dinner whatever of their bed realized from mile from water; thirty- 

and listen to:some plain talk. three to six hundred per acre. The two acres under cultiva- 

It all came about as planned on apple SEOD. is also to be a Jarge one’ tion, level, without stump 
August 23. About two hundred peo-  ™ the district.—Superior Telegram. o® stone. Splendid fruit 

ple accepted the invitation, saw the a a 

orchard loaded to breaking, then  lis- APPLES IN ONEIDA COUNTY soil. Good frame house, 

tened, patiently, to President Bing- From what I know and can learn log barn, well and wind- 

ham, Mr. Hanchett and the secretary. of the Dudley apple, I feel sure it mill; 700 cherry, 800 

Mr. Morris Merrell, a commission will be a winner in this section of apple set spring of 1911. 

merchant, came all the way from Wisconsin. IT have an orchard of Best bargain in Door 

Chicago to tell about packing apples over 700 trees all planted within the . 

tor market. past three years and they are doing county. Write 

Two things loom up big in looking — finely, but any new ground I set out BOX 535. 

lack at this little meeting of farm- hereafter will be to Dudleys. Last 

ers; the fact that these men saw year I set out 250 trees and this year Madison, Wisconsin 

jindreds of dollars worth of apples 350 and have not lost a single tree,
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with one exception, and that was run 

over by a careless hand. When any ee 
one can beat that record, I would like seocssoscosces WY A N T E Dacccoceseceses 

fi heme: ok Ui, -Hirwareh, 48 ‘6 only Eight or ten more buyers for five or ten acres of Cherry Orchard Land to 
air to say that I planted yearling take the balance of 1911 planting on the | 

trees, and pruned every root and top 

myself and did not leave it to others. CO-OPERATIVE PLAN 
These yearling trees grow more We guarantee 6 per cent annually on your investment for ten years. We 
rapidly than ‘oldee onedcand overtake promise at teste 100 per ra in pretty in ee years. We mature your 
tiem. the: ‘second or third year ‘andl orchard up to where you WL ave an independent income. 

besides are much easier to shape. WHERE?? 
Think I shall establish the fact that STURGEON BAY, WIS. The Sour Cherry Land of the United States. 

they can grow mighty good apples WHY?? 

around Rhinelander. A few of my Write Us for a Booklet. 

trees are bearing and a good many 220 acres planted with 22,000 Sour Cherry Trees. 240 acres prepared for 24,000 trees in 
people around here are watching for 1912. Safe Proposition. No Risk. Large Profits. 

results. Pau, Brownr. (You Get a Deed to Your Land when Paid for.) 

° 
as Co-Operative Orchard Co. “Wistensm 

REPORT OF THE WAUPACA COUNTY 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY TE 
. . lines of domestie science and agricul- THIS IS THE VERY LATEST FROM 

Our society | consists | of from fuse, STURGEON BAY 

twenty-five to thirty families as active We would be pleased to have some The following from the Advocate 
members. We have a full set of 3 
officers and books. We have over $7 of the members and officers of the of Sturgeon Bay gives a summary of 

in cash on hand, and a few delin- See ae me vlbane ee the 1911 fruit crop. Cherries aver- 
quent members. § J _ i sume an Secon aged $1.40 per case of 16 quarts. 

Our’ society: We SPRATT as the ing Hon. FE. E. Browne’s invitation “There were shipped from this city 

Donor . to hold the next summer meeting at . . . 
Waupaca Horticultural Society 22 F a by rail during the season a total of 

5 his cottage and garden, at the Chain . 
years last June, but after the demise O'Lakes, near Winipaci 24,144 cases of strawberries; 10,741 
of the Waupaca County Society, we “"Respeutull submitted cases of cherries, (21 carloads) 518 

adopted the name “Waupaca County oe ee 0 Barwes cases of currants, 45 cases of goose- 
Horticultural Society.” ULSIE. QO. Dalaga berries, and 25 cases of raspberries. 

We hold from four to six stated giuigpsiecssss . "each case containing 16 quarts. The 

meetings each year, and our officers Extra copies of this issue will be approximate value of the shipmente 

hold office for one year. We usually sent to members for distribution. Ap- 's 50,000. This is exclusive of the 
have piemic suppers folldwing the ply early. shipments made by water and outside 

program. We are at the present time ee of the Fruit Exchange, which will 

expending a considerable effort along Ask your neightor to subscribe tor no doubt swell the aggregate by at 

the lines of domestic science and hy- this paper,—we need the circulation. least 25 per cent.” 

gienic living, but our subjects are _ _ a a _ 
made to cover a wide field, including §[ - a _ _ ii 
all lines of horticulture, floriculture, | C H E A P A P P L E T R E E S i 

road making, decorating of home and i] | 
school grounds, rural delivery, parcels |) — SOS™—~—OST 

post, construction of and plans for ' aja Chen ee ee | 
buildings, ete. Hi i 

We usually have from 50 to 100 i WINTER APPLES OF QUALITY 

members present at each meeting, || Gem City, Hanko and Tuttle's Winter, all Wisconsin seedlings of fine quality and_ |p| 
and there seems to be as much in- proven hardiness. These apples will keep in ordinary cellar until spring. 

terest manifested in the work of the Seventy-five cents each; $7.50 per dozen; $60.00 per one hundred. f 

Covet at Sia piety bite) AE SHR A) as sal cose cust” Wen call oo eweimepn we: Thies gear Sie tor er Ge’ 
has ever been in its history. It has | ait ‘worthless for orchard. planting, Oily a very iguefint plabver will set theta, ‘The [fl 
always been the effort of the origina- } branches are all formed in the nursery in a bunch on the main trunk which latter produces. || 
tors to affiliate the country and city i a malformation am uae the Sree ust as they aruve at a profitable bearing age. 

| ghout the country are all the proof needed. ) 
people in this movement, and we be- Ml SS 

lieve there has been much good ac- || Nurserymen 
complished along this line. And it HENRY LAKE SONS Co. ae rseryael | 

is and shall be our effort to aid and Black River Falls, Wisconsin | 
eneourage boys and girls along the [sss ali
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FAR REACHING DISCOVERIES IN does not to any extent carry pollen: the opinion that the reason we sel- 

APPLE POLLENATION that pollenation is effected by bees dom find Utter in old orchards is 
G. H. TOWNSEND. Cpramally all flower sucking in- because it will not ‘stand neglect. 

Por some years past iv hes been @ sects). a Whenever we find an apple tree over 

matter of sonvietion with sing orch- We have all ‘Ohgerved that) when fifty years old it is quite certain to 
% : there was a cold rain\geveral days in be one of three kinds,—Fameuse, 

ardists that cross pollenation was i oe : oi < 
: ‘ suceession when apples are in bloom, Tolman Sweet or Plumb Cider. 

essential to successful apple growing, that there is but little frujt, but if 

hut strange as it may seem no one the . _ the “ex " mule . é mu a eo 

took the pains to find out what varie- re Ve fren 8 Pea ee one rains President Bingham will be judge of 

ties were self-fertile and those that '"% i pion " fo mute a um fruit at the State Fair and Mr. Wm. 
ware TOK jured. Bees do not work in cold wet ‘poole judge of flowers. 

> . . weather but will work between show- . 
Prof. Lewis of the Agricultural : - 

x ers in warm sunshine. 
College of Oregon has been conduet- If Prof. Lewis's diseove 
- as, ‘ a % . Wis scovery proves 

of caries Eee i 8 ae hee to he the missing link in horticul- T he G reat 
is 5 ir ec as B. ¥: ‘Ss . : . 

and, the vosulia we P published = ture, it is very important that each 
zt > re 3 is . . . . . 

¥ apple growing district ascertain just Northern 
“Better Fruit” for May. The ¢ - ye . 

peru or: ANY ne system what varieties are self-fertile and 

adopted ‘was to cover the: bloom ‘with what are self-sterile and the bloom- 
a bag so that it could not receive. 07 8 N sn Hom Setter ooree 3, peal of enh ursery ¥0. any rom any er cl an : 

e oe te 2 a foiwe The horticultural department of 
1. ‘01 Ss ow ver. 

Bi the stat iversi as ke 3 i Of the varieties tested fifteen ont ™e state university has kept records Sells First-Class 
cad : as to blooming of a large number of 

of eighty-five were self-fertile and variotic Wisconsin Grown Trees 
. . arieties. 

thirteen. partly fertile, Tf fifty ora Bees seem to work most actively Our Trees Live. We had an op- 
hundred blossoms covered with bags . . : portunity to compare 500 of our 
‘s ‘ . op . when the bloom is practically all Wisconsin grown trees with a simi- 
did not give any fruit for successive 7 lar lot of an Eastern Nursery, At 

: open, and the date of full bloom the end of the season only 52 per 
years, such variety was classed as | . cent of the eastern grown stock was 
sal fcstarile should be taken as the standard in alive, while 9B per cent of ours lived 

Of the “Wi iatieg @ HG comparing varieties. The difference god grew. Moral: buy home grown 

arieties grown at all in in blooming period at the state uni HARDY. ang our stock 1¢ HEAT: Wisconsin the Baldwia. Ge Gol- BE 1é state un? THY. A comparison will prove 
Sun tie alewin, “Sirimes (0" versity grounds is much more uni- that our stock has not the willowy 

den, Oldenburg (Duchess)  Seott’s 2 2 ek . « and watery soft growth of southern 
Wint : fertil ind ‘ti RB “form on the average as one would or eastern grown stock. 

inter, are self-fertile; and the Ben W. « “ Every tree and shrub ts packed 
Davis, Yellow Transparent and Whit- expect. To summarize the record. entirely under cover, free from ex- 

oo ¢ fi 1 . i ; . tl if the Duchess or Oldenburg and Patten posure to sun and wind, 

fect ra are elassed as partly Sel Greening ordinarily bloom from. one )[—_—_——— 
ertile. : : 
Of the: self’storile -vavieties grow to four days earlier than other varie- Great Northern Nursery 

. rte semesterie varieties grown ties but that the relative period of - 
in. Wisconsin MeMahon, Wealthy. Vooniue varies with liffecot cc,. {| Company, Baraboo, Wis. 
King, Gano, Pewaukee, and the sons: Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

Transcendent Crab are the only ones Until we know more it looks as 

reported. 5.4 i though the Oldenburg should be con- 2 
The remaining varieties recom- sidered as the best early pollenizer 7 ; Pa = 

mended for Wisconsin have not been and we will anxiously wait till we : i 
tested to the ext nt to justify a re- are sure of a self-fertile late bloomer ee 
port, but there is no reason to hope adapted to Wisconsin al 

that a larger per cent will be self- Some effort has been made this P _ oe 
fertile in Wisconsin than in Oregon. season to test varieties at the uni- Pete... NP 

It a reported that the Bartlett pear versity grounds but no report. col- : . " " 
is self-fertile in California but self- lected at this date. 
sterile in the East and this suggests ~ - 1 

a “ : Should not the State Horticultur: c 
that varieties may vary in different Society arrange te teat thes val “BERRY CRATES, BOXES 

ays . ‘ ’ matter 
localities, but from observation and uf pollenation next year? and a Full Line of all 
from the tests of Prof. Lewis it ap- , ” 
pears that the Baldwin, Oldenburg, - a OTHER FRUIT PACKAGES. 

Grimes Golden and Newtown Peppin THE UTTER 

are the principal pollenizers — the The Utter is a fine home orchard a 
principal self-fertile varicties in ap- apple. It was generally planted in Medford Veneer Co. 

ple growing districts. Wisconsin orchards fifty years ago, 

Another important observation but has almost wholly disappeared. Medford, Wis. 

made by Prof. Lewis is that the wind Mr. Jay Palmer of Baraboo ventures
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PHILLIPS — HANSEN : 

The writer had the pleasure and ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 
honor on August 3, 1911, of a day’s D oO oO r 
visit at home with Prof. N. E, Han- a For Fruit Culture. Door County 
son of Brookings, South Dakota, who Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 

came to inpect some of his experi- Cc t Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 

ments with plums as some Seven oO u n y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 

trees that he sent to me for trial in SERIES Partioulace Write 2 f= 22%: 
different years are bearing this sea- 

son. All are fine plums. Have the L d DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 

Opata and Sapa which for parents a n Ss STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

the Sand Cherry on one side and a 

| choice native plum on the other they —§_ Os 

| are very choice fruit for canning or blackberry sufficiently hardy for the en fork, sap trough, cow bell, cow 

eating and the professor thinks will Dakotas. I appreciated his visit and horn knobs, pig yoke, wooden well 

| be planted in large quantities, as wish him success. bucket, strike-a-light, tinder box, 

| they are very hardy. His No. Seven A. J. Pumps. mirror knobs, candle extinguisher, 

and Nine selected from over 2,000 West Salem, Wis. seonces, betty lamp, whale oil and 

seedlings, are bearing heavy and are Se lard lamps, powder horns and flasks, 

fine, large plums, and if they prove HELP HORTICULTURAL HISTORY bullet mould, and samples of pioneer 

good in quality, will be a great ad- The Museum of the State Histori- crockery, pewter and wooden ware. 

dition to our list of native plums. cal Society of Wisconsin requests Persons having specimens of any 

I have a memorial tree of the Brittle- that it be made known to readers of of the above mentioned or other ar- 
wood, presented to me by the veteran Wisconst\ Tlorticutrure that it is ticles of interest which they are will- 

plum grower of Minnesota, O. M. endeavoring to assemble in its halls, jing to present to the state historical 

Lord, who was an old time friend of | for purposes of public instruction, a museum are requested to communi- 

Prof. Bailey of New York. Prof. collection of pictures and articles cate with Mr. Charles FE. Brown, 

Hanson admired this tree very much, — illustrative of the history of the pro- chief of the museum, at Madison, in 

as it is heavily loaded with very gress of agriculture and horticulture order that directions for their send- 

large, red plums of choice quality. in the state. For this purpose it is ing may be given. All donations will be 

My Surprise trees are bearing very <esired to secure through the interest carefully cared for and their perma- 

heavy. Prof. Hanson was much and generosity of Wisconsin people nent preservation thus secured. When 

pleased with the Lords L. apple tree articles of the following classes : received they will be praced on exhi- 

which is bearing its first crop. It is Pictures and photographs of old- bition in cases in its halls and will 

a seedling of the Wealthy, originated time and present day farm dwellings, be marked with the giver’s name. It 

by O. M. Lord. The fruit resembles barns and other buildings, fields, is important that all persons who can 
the Wealthy, but is said to keep orchards, fences, machinery, tools, do so should thus aid the museum, 

longer; the tree is handsomer than cattle, poultry, ete. sinee these specimens will thus pre- 

the parent and seems hardier and Photographs of agriculturists of sent to the coming generations of 

better for the reason that so far it prominence. Wisconsin people an object lesson of 

shows no blight. The professor ad- Old-style household utensils, hand- the trials and struggles of the early 

mired my 30 foot circular bed of made tools, wearing apparel, jewelry, agriculturists of our great state. 

Geraniums, Blue Ageratum, White Weapons, ete. Thousands of teachers and school 

Allysum and Cannas in my front The state museum particularly de- children now visit the museum each 

yard, and my fine show of Qladiolas, sires, among other articles, to obtain year for the purpose of studying its 

which came from the stock grown by an old-style ox whip, flail, tar buckev, collections. It is estimated that fully 

Matthew Crawford at Shiocton, Wis- skutching knife, string of sleigh 100,000 persons, coming from every 

consin. Prof. Harson’s large expe- bells, farm bell, dinner horn, rail- section of the state, and from adjoin- 

rimental grounds at Brookings enti-  splitter’s maul, wooden shovel, wood- ing and distant states, passed through 

tles him to the title he often reeeives,.—<©<_——AA FF 

the “Burbank of the Middle West.” x 
He bee beens sent by thie Depariment CLARK’S CUTAWAY HARROWS ARE WONDERS 
at Washington four times to traverse t Gap "| Box 321 ) Two-Horse Single Actlon Cutaway Orchard or 

the old world in search of new fruits Z — Farm Harrow with Extension Head, Reversibl®; 
(9a een > also One Horse Size. Also Double Action 

and plants. He now thinks he has olay) Ate Bl W ee Steel Jointed Pole Cutaway Harrows. (Can be 

found a new hardy alfalfa, a native paar wap vis A ato a Ae Feentit.) For Orchard aed Farm. Send for 
Ca td : as ae ogue. If a Frult Grower, send for our 

of Siberia, which is being tested Se 5 e PES Now Catalogue of Fruit Growers’ Supplies. 

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. He E. G. MENDENHALL, GENERAL DISTRIBUTING KINMUNDY, ILLINOIS 

is now experimenting to produce a
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its halls during the year 1910. In 

that year nearly 3,000 specimens were e line! 

added to its collections. The state Bayfield County Lands 
museum is today the most progres: |) gst SS 
sive museum of its class in the , Experienced authorities claim that there is no 

United States. Wisconsin people better fruit land in the United States than on 
have reason to be justly proud of it, THE BAYFIELD PENINSULA 

and should be willing to assist in its Splendid market apples are raised. Most luscious fruits 
progress. and berries indigenous to Wisconsin, mature late and 

~~ bring the highest market prices in this frost-proof area. 

ROTTEN APPLES —____——— Inquire of JOHN WALSH, President of ——_—__— 

A lie will travel so fast and so far Bayfield County Land Co., Washburn, Wis. 

that the truth can rarely overtake it. 

“A report from Baraboo is to the = 

effect that the apple crop in Sauk 

county is the largest ever known. Fig. 1291 Fig. 1317 

The market is glutted and thousands \ yey X y 
of bushels are rotting on the ground. ? 

Choice apples are worth only twenty- 

five cents a bushel.” 

This item has appeared in at least S P R A Y P U M PS 

fifty newspapers in the state and we .+.. +... eu.. “tiat.o na. 

venture the guess that the end is (een Nozzles, Hose, Fittings, etc, 

not yet. An excitable individual up | 

Reedsburg way happened into an re ‘Be. she Eis-s0 Fig. 1610 Pen it Aer, b l 
orchard at Duchess picking time and 4 

found the windfalls and culls on the Pat e % 

ground and was told by the owner DP 

that he could have any quantity for } y 

twenty-five cents a bushel; that if ay 

not disposed of the apples would | | 

surely rot on the ground. A _ local & j ee 

paper fell for the story that “thou- . li H 

sands” of bushels were rotting on ee ® © ere Fig. 1135 | H ie 

the ground for want of a market. fhe H ) 

Every grower experiences the diffi- 5 - Ea ‘ 

culty of disposing of this class of Fig. 1229 H Nera n Ba 

stock, and the difficulty will continue es i | \ 

until the business of raising apples ra 5] \ 

increases, until we have large apple 4 yn ‘aif \, Fig. 1363 

centers like the eastern states; then : g Ne red H ) Z \ a 

the windfalls and culls will find a 5 a fi b ‘i 
ready outlet through the evaporation Fi © : Ir j cea 

and cider mills. In the meantime no E 5 Ha | = L 
apples worth mentioning are rotting ; : erent Si H y y 

in Sauk county. i i) a 0 i) = 
Belt nd : 

ip eae ae ener“ Bh mies 
Send For PANSY GUIDE AND CATALOG res oc =e ip 4 

: of Flower Seeds and Plants | A | | 
===FREE TO ANY ADDRESS—— at Fig. 1364 Ness a... {os [8 

WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS er ae a ll 
PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS. Li Mrs Tato as Oe alt sae P ae A Hom e, 

ine 7 ~ef 
a 7 = ——— aay poate ES ee 

Sree ected pce Fn AT | on UNDRAPEe tes see mas 2s le seh epoes a Pa 
bany, 1905; $7.50. Grapes of New York, times you must haves = dependable pray pump outat Jou GAN ALWAYS DErES 
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Volume II Madison, Wisconsin, October 1911 Number 2 

THE STATE FAIR EXHIBIT tage. No such box apples as these ches in circumference. The contribu- 

It was a success. For the benefit ©ve™ came out of the West; the few — tor’s name was lost and we would like 

of those who did not see it we tell Oregon and Washington men who to locate him. Another feature, was 

the story heregin pictures. Every de- dared make themselves known ad- a display of splendid fruit by My. L. 

tail of the exkibit was planned weeks mitted it. Herziger, Jr., of Neenah, and with 

ahead and it *all worked out beauti- On the east side (Fig. 3) was the — it a plate of apples, variety unknown, 
fully. Tt was the first real apple plate exhibit, six hundred and eighty- picked October 26, 1910, and_ still 

show ever staged in’ Wisconsin. %¢¥€" plates and about one hundred — sound and eatable. 

Nearly one hundred and fifty bushels <> OF? = 

of apples were shown, every one per- I reer 

fect. Such specimens of Wealthy, Yon. é, gi os 

twenty-five bushels, have never before | Wi ; om Me ae ia . 

been shown in this state or elsewhere. : y La 1a TAT bce i ae ts = 

The poorest were better than the best | } , : ran bud ieee 

t plates shown for premiums. One = pa . WISCONSIN B ve | ( 1 2 Ms 

Wealthy measured twelve and one- | Ghee PY Eee . ny — pede reales 0 

quarter inches in circumference. The aia , ake i ad 

same is true of Northwestern, Me- | o pees 

Mahan, McIntosh and many other 
| 

varieties. is 

On the center table (Fig. 2) five ee g oo Bic: . 

feet wide and twenty-five feet long ee 

were seventy-five bushels of apples ey i gt roe Se ae 

symmetrically and beautifully ar- | ee" * COL sr on ee 

ranged. At the north end of this sec- sale ae 3 

tion was the box apple exhibit (Fig. 1.) pow Be ek AAI hos ey . ¢ 

The apples were beautiful but the — a se od) 

boxes whetched. Standard apple boxes Fig. 1. One-half of box Exhibit, State Fair 

were ordered and we got shabby boxes varieties; everything named in the Mr. Chas. Patterson, A. H. Loh- 

fearfully and wonderfully made of apple lists and then some. By way berger, Ernest Schaal, A. W. Richter, 

seraps of rotten lumber. The boxes of variety twenty-six kinds of grapes A. J. Philips, H. Kaufman, P. Kal- 

were of no particular shape or size, and a dozen of pears were thrown  bakken and many others whom we do 

making it impossible for the packer in for good measure. There were not intend to slight but whose names 

to do a first class job. In spite of just a few more plate apples here do not now occur to memory, contri- 

this, Mr. Wm. Dorney Valleau of than in the premium display and buted fine fruit. 

Minneapolis was able to show off the three times the variety. One of the The west side was divided into 
MeMahan, Wealthy, McIntosh, Fa- many features of this display was a three booths, twenty, twenty and ten 

ae and Wolf to excellent advan- Wolf River fifteen and one-half in- feet, and six feet deep. The larger
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ones were occupied, one by Bayfield ess by any means, dozens of other citizens may well feel proud of th 

and one by Door county, and the ten kinds being shown. State Fair exhibit. 

foot space by Crawford county. It Some immense Bradshaw and President Bingham, G. P. Bing 

is fortunate for the northern counties Green Gage plums were in evidence. ham, W. I. Lawrence, Henry Page 

that Crawford was confined to ten There was no lack of interest in the B. Hahn, and Mr. Martin separately 

feet or they would have been com- Bayfield exhibit. It was crowded and collectively, humbly and moi 

pletely eclipsed. Mr. John Hays, who every minute. estly served as hosts. 

was in charge, showed rare taste and At the end, next to out-doors, was This completes the round of tli 

skill in staging his exhibit. Fruit Door county. Apples, cherries, plums tent, but to really see it all need. 
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Fig. 2 General view, State Fair Exhibit, Milwaukee, Sept. 12-16, 1911 

from our Gays Mills orchard figured and pears in abundance. The cher- another round trip. We would then 

largely in this exhibit and among it ries were in jars, and, of course, did see on the east wall, above the plate- 

a group of beautiful Wealthy from jot even to a slight degree give any (Fig. 3) placards, photographs and 
a tree planted in 1908; the tree bore idea of Door county’s greatness in legends outlining the work of our 

one hundred seventy-six apples this cherries.» A sign in a conspicuous society in the different departments 

year. Several plates of grapes were lace, “Eight Tundred Dollars an We would find in the corner an office 

shown rom on vinesant whieh was Awre for Cherries ja Going Some.” _ two registers, one for members. 

in , r I aw sv ution . helped. to: tell’ thevcherry: story. ‘This ~ a ge a Seer Asie ee 

» apple show > pgroun 4.8 . 8 8 -e sgiste’ ne apple shown in the foreground |v ibit was one of the very best 924 seventy-eig t members registerec 

was a clever trick and a pleasing one. thines that ever happened for Door and each received a handsome badge, 
: j ‘ 2S ever happenec OC 5 : ji 

Next was Bayfield, in charge of i : PPE . “Boost for Wisconsin, Land of the 
Henry Sykes and H. H. Burns. Bay= county, as the impression has gained Fall Apple.” 

field and Washburn sent fruit enough headway that Door county is good The tent and booths were hand- 

for three exhibits and all of it ex- only fOr cherries; the apples and somely trimmed in white and green 

eelleni. Bayfield county Duchess in plums in the Door county booth were by Milwaukee decorators. In front 
bushel lots, every one sound and firm all that could be desired. A pyramid were two immense signs and a forty- 

asa Russett, was the crowning feature of our coming apple, the Dudley, at- foot flag staff from which floated the 
here. The exhibit was not all Duch- tracted much attention. Door county only clean and bright edition of Old
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Glory on the grounds, and below a Richland county McMahan, Sauk west, and starting at the west end. 

pennant, “W. S. H. 8.” The above county Fameuse and Chippewa Remove a little soil from west side 

is an attempt at a description but county Wealthy and McIntosh. of first hill; thrust fork down close 

the exhibit could only be appreciated Great credit is due President Bing- to roots on east side; gather canes 
hy seeing it. Its influence will be ham, G. P. Bingham, W. I. Law- closely together and pull down to 

very far-reaching. We have talked rence and II. Sykes for work ground parallel with row pushing 

about Wisconsin apples for many and skill in assembling the exhibit. with fork at the same time; throw a 

weary years and people have only They worked all Sunday and Mon-  forkful of soil on tips to hold the 
half believed that we could raise good day, neglecting their own exhibits. canes down and back up to next 

plant. 

Be %,. ” . sd Two men ean do all of these things 

| bin is, aie ee when and do them rapidly after a little 

! lay ati Sd " = | practice. If done properly there will 

| NTISE aT] “ : 98 i a q AI be few canes broken. Let the strain 
eve AD i ye arr sa 5 - ‘| & come on the roots by crowding with 

"hig: Bi Fi i = vn ie Re) the fork. A few roots may be broken 

| a aa A but these can be better spared than 

| ye! oa one cane. Sometimes blackberries 

| NN ba eS are fairly tipped out of the ground 

-) Pir peor by this plan but recover and bear 

| t a a 4 = = | heey erops. 

9 an be. i . Bre, " n regions where a heavy snow 

(ee | Dm ‘a ro fall is the rule only the tips are 
| oN _ 2 So ee ’ : covered, but the practice is not safe 
! a" * Are Py hs a or good as March suns frequently 

I rx Betas: ae take off all the snow leaving the 

ce JE = ; So ete | canes exposed during the worst, season 

of the year. 

Fige3. Plate Exhibit, State: Pair To complete the work cover canes 

fruit, but here was the actual, tang. Mr. G. H. Townsend of Madison completely with earth to at least two 

ible, convineing proof before their aided by word and deed during the inches in depth. 

eyes. It was the most attractive and whole week. Some years ago it was estimated 

popular exhibit on the grounds. At The secretary was there some of — that ten dollars in labor was sufficient 

least seventy-five thousand people the time. to cover an acre, but with present 

visited the tent during the week. On We must end this story as we be- prices this amount will have to be 

Thursday from eleven to five o’clock gan,—it was a suecess. doubled. Tlowever much it may cost 

12,380 people passed through. The eee eee it will always pay as the loss of a 

aisles were crowded every hour of the WINTER PROTECTION FOR BUSH single crop may mean a loss sufficient, 

day and every day. FRUITS to pay for winter protection for ten 

Many will be curious to know how The most successful growers of years. This applies to grapes also 

such a large quantity of high elass raspberries -and blackberries in this so far as covering is concerned. 

fruit was obtained. state give thorough winter protec- = te 

Most of it was purchased from tion. This is done by burying the HOLD YOUR WEALTHY 

the growers. entire plantation. Anyone having good sound Wealthy 
The remarkable Wealthy and Sounds like a fish story to one apples, sprayed fruit, will do well te 

Northwestern, also Gideon and most who has never scen it done, but is put them in cold storage. Most 

of the McIntosh were from Mr. Jas. wholly practical. Around Sparta, growers already know, and the others 

Melville’s orchard, which is ten miles hundreds of acres of “brush” are — are hereby informed, that the Wealthy 

from Chippewa Falls. The MeMahan — laid down and covered every year. is one of the best storage apples that 

were largely furnished by Mr. John Right after berry harvest the old grows. The right kind of Wealthy 

Reis of Richland Center, although canes, the ones that bore fruit this properly handled will keep in storage 
some of the very best were grown by year, were cut out and burned. until May. At the World’s Fair in 

L. H. Palmer of Baraboo. J. S. Pal- Late in October or early in No- St. Louis in 1904 we had 1903 and 

mer sent McIntosh and Fameuse. vember, according to approach of 1904 Wealthy apples on the tables 

The big Wolf River in front were heavy frost, the canes are bent down September 1904. 

erown by Fred Muehlenkamp of to the ground and covered with earth. Wealthy next February and March 

Sparta. Two men with spading forks or will be worth good money. This will 

Arthur Bassett and Mr. Toole sent heavy six tined manure forks proceed apply as well to Fameuse and Me- 

a great variety of standard sorts. The as follows: Intosh. Wormy, seabby or bruised 

box apples, our star attraction, were Suppose the rows to run east and fruit should never be stored.
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Our Second Apple Show, Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Sept. 18-23 

THE SECOND APPLE SHOW free to children who ealled for them, In bad cases the fruit also is at- 

Following the State Fair, the best tw apples to each child accompanied tacked. As you have noted, it is 

of the fruit, about seventy-five bush- by an adult. worse on some varieties, e. £., 

els, was shown for a week in one of CEDAR APPLES AND APPLE RUST Wealthy. 

the thirty-foot show windows of oo. . . . We have had very little success in 
Ginbata ‘stove, on Grand Avenue. Specimens of this curious disease controlling it by spraying. Fortun- 

: . . have been sent in from different ately, there is another and easier way. 
Milwaukee. The picture shown here- mpi ‘ae “p 
jth gives 1 fai id ea parts of the state. In one large orch- This fungus has a very peculiar life 

.. te viool ae rhe aie the ard visited every Wealthy tree was history. From the rusted apple 

peauty oF the display. ane a erent badly affected. . leaves the spores are carried in late 

signs which may be discerned, but Prof. Jones gives the remedy: summer to the Red Cedar or Juniper. 

not read, all relate to Wisconsin Your specimens of diseased apple and, infecting that, cause peculiar 

fruit and the W. S. 11. S. The word leaf reached me. Others have also brown nut-like galls on the small 
“Gimbel” does not appear in the come in this week from Baraboo sent branches, known as Cedar apples 

window. In the lower right hand by Mr. Toole and from Janesville, These in turn produce spores in May. 

corner our “Truth” and “Field sent by Mr. Kellogg. This indicates which re-infect the apple leaves. Thi 

Work” circulars were shown with an ® Widespread occurrence of the fungus is thus dependent upon the 
invitation to step \nside and get trouble. The disease manifests itself presence of Red Cedar in proximity 

copies free. Within a few minutes late in July as yellowish spots on to apple trees that it may overwinter. 

after the exhibit was opened it was the Sel surface of the apple leaves The way to stop it is to destroy all 

necessary to call a policeman to open “nen with minnie pack aoe at the Red Cedars in the vicinity of the 
-enter’.surr ad’ by: a: reddis , hig SES 

thie: walle to: traffic, TE anyone can center surrounc ed by a reddish ring. orchard. L. R. Joyes. 

. f a bett frecti Later yellowish fungus outgrowths ++ 

med Ou B Deuter or more © eetive appear on the lower side of these STATE FAIR SOUVENIRS 

method of advertising Wisconsin same spots. This is due to the apple We have on hand a few of the 

fruit please mention it. rust, a fungous disease which may so “Boost for Wisconsin” badges dis- 

On Saturday the show was closed. weaken the leaves that they fall pre- tributed at the State Fair. As these 

Every children’s hospital in Milwau- maturely in August, defoliating the were ordered for members, one will 

kee received a liberal supply of the tree and so shortening the fruit crop be sent to any member on application 

apples and the remainder distributed succeeding years, as well as this one. as long as they last.
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HARDY BULBS AND THEIR CULTURE of France. Everyone knows this old  Lillium Brownii is another species 

A. J. Smiru, Lake Geneva, Wis. garden lily with its long racemes, of which is not grown as much as it 

. . . pure white flowers, and its delightful deserves, or as it used to be. Of 

. This subject of bulbous plants is fragrance, which can not be sur- course, there are good reasons why 

far reaching and interesting, not only passed, by any other variety. Under  Brownii has to take a back seaat, be- 

to the practical gardener but also to proper conditions, these large cause of the increased production of 

the amateur, as a great many of spikes will average from six to  Lillium Longiflorum and Giganteum. 

these varieties of bulbs are of very eighteen blooms. I showed some The odorless Brownii can not com- 

easy culture. aye . spikes of bloom last spring of Candi- pete with these varieties. Although 

The: family; tot Talhunis comprise dum with seventeen flowers, nor Brownii is a beautiful flower and as 

some of the most beautiful flowers. were these from new bulbs; it was large as Giganteum, trumpet shaped, 

We have in cultivation Lillium the second year flowering with me. color pure white inside, and the out- 

Auratom, the epee e all ‘ This variety, like most lilies, should side purplish brown, easy to grow 

fi af Sopeese stumot Tutus 3 be planted ten inches below the sur- and perfectly hardy, the native lilies 

has a gold band running through the face; they get a natural protection the best for producing natural effects, 

center of each petal.» The power of during winter and summer. Tn winter also the family of the Japanese ele- 

‘fs; feageanes if warvélloud ‘Theres they are shut in airtight by the  gans_— type, for planting amonget 

aie. several types Of ‘the Auratum, frozen crust, and in summer they do — shrubbery, or in the natural wild 

aieh. a8 Aaratin Piso. ond Vie not dry out so soon.. They need a gardens varieties such as Lillium 

fatum Rubrum, but I think the old good, rich soil; it is a good plan to Superbum, Canadense and Philadel- 

Var which was discovered in Japan ——— —-— 

many years ago by Mr. Gold Veitch ‘ \ he 3 Seat i 

is preferable, because it is a stronger , aR ed sie oi 

grower, you get larger spikes of ca had oi tay , bial ies si Pe 

bloom. Cao rh 4 abet Sat aa i ry eer 3 a Ape Ce 

These bulbs should be planted as gages Milian a) PAS ee? ate gels 
soon as you receive them in Novem- Xa cs) 123 ae oy ts | , 
ber. They should be planted in good taps | ane ete bits Giileess os ie al ie 

rich soil, covering the bulb ten inches. t . aid DAN ” : one ‘ | 

They will flower the following July | ——————————ns —— 
and August. | 

There are many of the Japan lily Table of Flowers at Oshkosh Meeting. Exhibit of Mr. C. Philipson 

tes comand s prats aut fone fork in some well decayed cow ma- phicum. These grow well in a moist 

tend planting these bulbs in the fall, nure in the spring as soon as the soil, and partial shail, and in such 

it is a good plan to prepare your beds frost is out of the ground. Lilium aspect as these I don’t _know any 

and cover them with leaves or litter ligtimum and Lillium — Tigrinum flowers that are more satisfactory. 

to keep the frost out. double, known as_ the Tiger Lily. I wish to say a word for cold 

Tilliom Laneifolinm or Svaciveum flore plena, _both the single and storage lily bulbs. This is prac- 

varieties are great favorites by all this old variety is a great acquisi- tically a new feature, that is to say. 

tla’ know then: Laneifolium Album tion in perennial borders or dotted it has not become general, but is 

pure’ white Rossum, light color amongst shrubbery. This variety is fast becoming so. The high prices 

spotted Rose, Lancifolium Melpomo- a strong grower and easily cultivated of these bulbs has kept them from 

ne; Rich: Grimson: This variety is a and makes a very showy effect with being distributed more — generally. 

stronger grower and has Inver its large spikes of orange colored The most useful amongst these re- 

lowers than the other Speciosums. 1 blossoms spotted black. This variety tarded. bulbs is Lilium Speciosum 

like it better both inside and out should not be forgotten at planting and Giganteum for winter blooming. 

than Roseum. These varieties, like time, oar ; Tliese| Dulbe feduire’ more caret 
\itatinn, Are Watives: of Japan; and Lillium Henyrii is a native of treatment than the same variety 

should be planted as soon as the northern China; hardy, and resemb- grown in the summer. They have 

bulba are reecived. Plane then in es the speciosum type. On good not the vitality; they do not make 

good rich soil, covering ten inches. soil it will grow six feet and produce so much root. 1 find they want to 

Lillium Longiflorum Muliflorum, — five to eight flowers on a spike. The be confined to the smallest pot pos- 

irumpet shaped flower, pure white, color is apricot yellow spotted brown. sible in accordance with the size of 

very fragrant, should be planted in Lillium Hansonii is another variety your bulb. I use nothing larger than 
October to flower the summer follow- that should not be overlooked, espe- a five inch pot, and a good many in 

ing. Lillium Candidum, the old cially for its early blooming. It four inch pots. It takes a little over 

English Lent Lily, the best bulbs of grows about three feet, with golden five months to flower the Specisums 

this variety, are grown in the north yellow flowers, and blooms in June. after planting the bulb, that is to
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say, you may plant the bulb in the with fruit growing in this and other An apple tree will frequently exhaus: 
middle of July and have them in _ States. itself to develop its fruit, if it i 

bloom at Christmas. The Giganteums The scarcity of apples for several not cultivated. If kept in sod ; 

are somewhat stronger and quicker years past has made it possible for large part of the rain that falls run. 

to bring into bloom; it takes about the alert commercial orchardjsts to away and the grass uses a larg: 

three months from planting the bulb make very large profits, and men part of the moisture remaining 

to flowering. If you want a succes- having land to sell in possible orchard Clean culture early in the season ani 

sion of cut flowers during the winter, regions, have taken the actual facts a cover crop late, to hold the snow, 

it is a good plan to use the same and adorned them with prismatic reduces winter killing to an inco: 

methods as you do with Lily of the colors to make people rush for the sequential quantity. 

Valley; plant for succession, one pot of gold. reer RS. 

on ee ten oo ail the CAUSES OF INADEQUATE APPLE SUPPLY. Nearly all the fruit growing 1 

winter in Lillium Giganteum. The short supply is due to the &!0"S of the United States fre sub 
Lillium Tlarisii, the Bermuda failure of the farm orchards more ject, to killing frosts when in bloom 

lily; these newly imported bulbs will largely than the decline of the old or just after, and in this mespect the 

follow your Giganteums, beginning commercial orchards but the natural danger of frost IMereases ias. “We: [fu 

January 1. This beautiful lily is death from age and neglect in both south. The icy Jake regions hold the 

not so large in its individual bloom are factors. _ The neglect of or- bloom = he “ oo tends, aS 

as Longiflorum, but when well grown chards is due partly to ignorance as i. ae Ae fac a we ; ee ie 

produces more flowers on a spike. to the real needs of trees and partly the west wee "i the state fons one. 

Harrisii can be brought into flower to insect pests. Fruit trees are suffered two destructive Tosts 1 

in a shorter time than Longiflorum, ‘destroyed by insects, but these are thirty years. oe ar sinks and heat. 
which makes it more valuable for not serious when looked after. The ao lhe ee ‘ bei ne highside, 

that reason; the medium size bulbs trait is subject 0 two classes f Taride whines fruit i protected t. 

are best for early forcing. It does “estructive pests: ie worm intest- % . - - line . 

Cvainy om wonere when ne Hahah sole ngs "Theol oo th cw ng ot 
stop to think, what nature has done former Miskes wormy apples and the rater: 

in producing a natural succession latter knotty seabby ones, and taken wires 

of different varieties to follow one together ruin practically all the farm RSENS 

another until their season is past; orchard fruit. Owing to the very ‘There are hundreds of varieties of 

and then again the ingenuity of man remarkable freeze last year there apples raised, and unsuitable or 

in retarding some of these varieties #8 insufficient fruit to furnish worthless kinds are responsible for 
in cold storage, to be produced in all breeding ground for these pests and a large share of the failures. Only 

their glory out of their natural sea- the farm and orchard and back yard — fifteen varictics out of eighty-five 
Bai apple tree are in evidence this year. have self fertile bloom and a few 

. - It may safely be predicted that they others partly fertile flowers. An 

Readers are again warned against will be a very small factor in the orchard that has only  self-sterilv 

the contract orchard fakirs, the ones supply next year and thereafter. A bloom will not produce any fruit 

who charge extravagant prices for teat many people will say “we can’t except as it may be pollenized from 
trees with fake agreements about raise fruit here because of the insect  self-fertile bloom of other orchards. 
pruning, replacing, ete., for a term pests,” and when these same people The pollen is carried by flower suck- 

of years. All such are humbugs of read of the wonderful results of ing insects. Of the twenty-two lead 

the worst type. Buy your trees as Some of the commercial orchards, ing commercial varieties grown in the 

you do your seeds and your dry conclude that it is a mere matter of various regions of this country, W is 

goods, from a responsible party, pay location. The truth is, that the in- consin can claim superiority for 

the price and close the transaction. sect pests are worse elsewhere than in several of the best. The Wealthy 

Wisconsin and the wonderful or- and the MeMahan (White) con 

chards—where it is seemingly so easy at a season when most apples ar 

APPLE ie ae ea to raise such beautiful fruit—have consumed. ‘They grow better her: 

an H. Towisann, been sprayed at least five times a than anywhere else and are sure 

oo “es year. I am _ personally acquainted bearers and belong to the class 0! 

The extraordinary exhibit of the with nearly all the fruit regions of enormous producers, but require i 

Wisconsin State Horticultural So- the United States and instead of be- pollenizer. The same may in_ the 

ciety at the State Fair has awakened jing the worst, Wisconsin is probably main be said of the Snow and Me 

great interest in the possibilities of less serious affected than other fruit Intosh Red. These apples will keep 

apple growing in Wisconsin. The — regions. till mid winter and the McIntosh 
State Horticultural Society is a It is true that some varieties are Red shares honors with the Grimes 
State institution under the control not hardy, but most winter killing Golden and the Delicious as the best 
of reliable men thoroughly acquainted is an incident of lack of cultivation. quality of any grown in the world.
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Another apple that succeeds better bear any fruit worth considering, es- each person at three dollars a box. 

here than anywhere else is the North pecially such varieties as the Bald- ‘The great increase in acreage has 

Western Greening. It is a large win or Spy. been at a long distanee away and we 

apple, a good keeper but not as good The orchard regions of this state need not be concerned whether those 

quality as the Windsor Chief which do not suffer seriously from cither regions (where freight and labor 

is hardly yet classed as a commercial drought or frost and the soil is rich costs over a dollar a box) are over- 

apple. It should be kept in mind enough to produce large crops of planted or not. The planting in the 

that the commercial apples grown in large, marketable apples. It requires North Central States does not much 

any region are usually limited to a great deal of moisture to mature a more than equal the decline of oreh- 

from four to six varieties. Of the large crop of apples and at the same ards and the inerease in population. 

various sorts grown Grimes Golden, time grow fruit buds for the next} £~——- FF 

King, Rhode Island Greening, Jona- season. It also requires a soil rich WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

than, Wagner, Gano, Ben Davis, in plant food and in this respect Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

York Imperial and Yellow Bell- Wisconsin is ahead of all the fruit stock. We employ no agents but sell di- 
. ake a favorable showing awit aisidiots: exc ' rect. If in the market you can save money 

flower, all make a favorable showing. growing ¢ istricts except the moun- by buying of us. Get our prices. 

Some of these varieties shown at the tain valleys of the Pacific states, and WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

exhibit were not matured and some — inter-mountain states. All the rich Union Grove, Wis. W. S. Moyle, Prop. 

taken from trees overloaded and not valleys of the West require irrigation, sees 

cultivated, so that the size is not a which is a large expense. 

fair index of what can be done. The It costs fifty-six cents freight a “We have a Fine Lot of 

Delicious is growing well but not in bushel to market apples from the 
- . . Ra ‘ Saati ” 

bearing in this state, but its origin Mountain or Pacific states and ten Plants for the Garden. 

and season and present showing cents a bushel in Wisconsin, and this 

justifies large hopes. added to the difference in the expense SEND FOR LIST 

The Baldwin is practically a fail- of packing gives Wisconsin a margin eee eae 

ure in Wisconsin. The soil is evi- of fifty cents a bushel and this is 

antly icl it a its failure a good it, as a »s can be ¢ ’ dently too rich for i and its failur 1 ZOO profit aS upples an be grown J. E. MATHEWSON 

has done more to discourage fruit here profitably for fifty cents. I! 

growing than all other causes. is all very well to talk about three Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Of the six remaining commercial dollar box apples but the consump- 

varieties grown East or West none tion of three dollar apples is limited. 

have been tested in this state. The The vast consumption of apples is by 

prairies were the first settled in this the masses for pies and sauce and to Get The Best 

state and time has proven that they supply this market—the big market 

Japted ti le growin, —apples must be sold so they can be XY AiGeod Spray are not adapted to apple growing. apples must be s s y ci P' Puip ‘eatne’ big 

The black rich soil causes too early retailed at not to exceed one dollar a Tae profits and lasts 

and too late growth. The inadapt- bushel. Wisconsin has demonstrated a i" he for yee ae 
ae AES. isa 

ability of the Baldwin apple and the — that fancy box apples can be success- PR good pump. ‘Aa 

prairie soils led to the erroneous fully grown for the Holiday trade i iY : practical fruit 

conclusion that only the hardy Rus- and less faney apples for the entire i i 14 i ‘sing CommON 

sian varieties could be grown in this winter. : fal sprayers in our 

state. - WILL APPLE GROWING BE OVER-DONE 4 mh b: own orchards— 

a 4... 16 : |, Suge 2 found their de- 

The Wisconsin State Horticultural IN WISCONSIN? 1. RES fects and invented 

Society has steadily been combatting Some years ago the country  pro- “Stavnitases the Eclipse. Its 
‘stakes 1 Kas denon- : . : success forced us to manufacturing on a 

the early mistakes ang 1as demon duced approximately a barrel of ap- large scale. You take no chances. We have 

strated that the high ridge lands and ples for each person but it recent done all the experimenting. Large fully 

the lake fronts are splendidly adapted — years it has produced only one bar- iuetrated Catalog and Treatise on spraying 

to apple growing. rel for each four persons, but it does MORRILL & MORLEY 

Wisconsin has many advantages pot follow that the people will buy Benton Harbor, Michigan 

not the least of which is early bear- such an amount as one barrel for 
ing and great fruitfulness. The 

ridges of several counties on the a wee ie of the atate are essentially | CLARK’S CUTAWAY HARROWS ARE WONDERS 
the same as that of the trial orchard 1 PZ =—*{ BOX 321 rwelrse Single Action Cutaway Orchard a. 
: a Z arm Harrow with Extension Head, Reversible; 
in Crawford county. One tree three a. Termes, 2180 Ono Horse Size. Also Double Action 

years old last spring bore a bushel ; DEAN: Dal uy Nee) Stee! Jointed Pole Cutaway Harrows. (Gan be 
‘ sig Cae Vi “0° A Rae Extended.) For Orchard and Farm. Send for 

and a half of apples and several trees Aaa ala es Ee “ie Catalogue. If a Frult Grower, send for our 
must have had a bushel. In New She oe PWEKSES New Catalogue of Frult Growers’ Supplies. 

York a tree would have to be twelve |B. @, MBENDENHALL, ®384t pisrmimorina KINMUNDY, ILLINOIS 
to fifteen years old before it would
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Wisconsin Horticulture We invite attention to our adver. [ee 
tising columns. Fakirs can’t buy 

Published monthly by the space in Wisconsin Horticu.ture. Hardy Nursery 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society a Stock Adapted for the 
24 E. Mifflin 8t., Madison, Wis. 5 NORTHWEST 

Beware of swindlers. We have —— 
Official organ of the Society . . as 

plenty of good nurseries right here 
‘ i ‘ We off lete li it, FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor in Wisconsin. Spter’s somplete lines of ie te 

Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. +++ Varieties thet will suit 
AmSOC ATE eo ore ore ener One more Apple Show like that your needs, 

and the doubters will crawl into a 

Subscription price Fifty Cents a year hole and pull it in after them. Most 
which includes membership in the Wlscon. f tl have d that already Berry Plants, Rhubarb, 
sin State Horticultural Soctety. of them have done that already. G Vi A 

Send subscriptions to Frederic Cranefleld, Tape Vines, Asparagus 
Madison, py isconein. = a Seder: Sa aa . h Leadi Ss 

coin may "be pent safely it wrapped or at: Any agent who sells cherry trees in the eadaing orts. 

pened 10 sort. sch araines neces pot ac; in wholesale lots, one hundred or 

cee ona are avaliable | ems Mf PY more, at one dollar each, is a thief Garden and Commercial Orchard 
Advertising rates made known on appil- = and a robber. Planters will do well to write to us. 

cation Prices consistent with Quality. 
ee eee aig 

Delay diveihe dahlia tabers watil “Send for our new 1911 catalog entitled, 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ae Suene HARDY NURSERY STOCK. 

the first light frost, but no longer; 

OrricuRnd cut off tops and ripen the tubers " a a 

D. E. BinoHaM, President---Sturgeon Bay dry, open space for a few days be- McKay Nursery Co., 
Cc. L. Ricwarpson, Vice-President--Stanley = fore storing. 
L. G. KpLiocea, Treasurer__---------Ripon ——— Pardeeville, Wis. ———— 
F. CRANEFIELD, Sccretary__-------Madiron +2 +—___. Nurseries: at Waterloo;. Wis . . 

The Northwest cherry originated 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 0 in Tllinois; not tested in Wisconsin. 
D. B. BincHaM, Chairman__-----Eo-Oflloto oe 
De B. Binonant, Chalrman-------Be ome? Ot doubtful value. Pe PE 
L. G. Kugutoc-_---------------Be-0 eto The Osthei Hee 2 cathe |. SS 
F. CRANmFIBLD —__-_____________Fa-Officto ne; Gstheim cherry, 4s The Jewell N Cc 
Ist Dist., WM. LONGLAND,_---Lake Geneva hardy nor productive. Has been ie Wwe ursery 0. 

deaiee ei oigise-—ARaagg arly nor prointive, Tas tee 1° sir nd Orme 
4th Dier,, FW. Hantawo----cafitwankee (S100 210 USCANION Trees, Shrubs and Plante 
Sth Dist., H. C. MBLCHpR----Oconomowoc > se A . . 

Cth Dist.. H. GonzENBacH 2_.--. Sheboygan Lake City, a ____ Minnesota 

me put 5. - RICH ARDGON--2-=—-BUBTtS Plant only Early Richmond cherry FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES 
9th Dist. A. W. Lawrencn, JR_-----_ for early, and either Montmorency 

Sturgeon Bay 
10th Dist, Irvine SmitH___------Ashland or Late Morello for late; and prob-_—_£—-————_ 
11th Dist., O. FLANDERS___.------Bayfleld 

ably but few of the Morello. e 

56-5 Vincennes 
BOARD OF MANAGERS ° 

D. B. BiIncHAM F, CRANBFIELD Uncle George Jeffrey of Milwaukee Nurseries 

L. G. Kettoce has been going to State Fair for 

_ some time; this was his forty-sixth Vincen nes, Indiana 

tite Serena eesaecerso nen OBS year as an exhibitor of fruit. We fe Membership_______________._5. ye o. . 2 

Remit to Secretary W. tS wis hope to mect him fifty-four more W e Cc. REED, 

— __ ies Wie years PROPRIETOR 
Ss 

Boost for Wisconsin, “Land of the All hai t ° Cherry Trees by the 
. » f hail, McMahan! Queen of Fall Apple. . fe 100 or 100000 

_ Fall Apples. Since first reaching the The G ing of Ch Tr. 
SSeS is a * z ie TOWINg 0} erry lrees 

We have them on the run —the Chicago market this fall McMahan has been our Specialty for 

Western orchard boomers. has topped the market, no other va- Years. Our soil and method 
ge riety being quoted within fifteen of growing produces a Tree 

Fall delivery of fruit trees is all cents a barrel. that is not excelled by any 

right, but not fall planting. a one. Splendid blocks of two- 
+++ FALL PLANTING year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

Plant spring flowering buds in Oc- Nursery agents who plan to sell year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early 
z : : 5 Richmond, Montmorency and 

tober; tulips, crocus, hyacinth, daffo- but once in a place advise fall plant- other leading varieties by the 

dil and others. ing of fruit trees. Don’t do it. Fall 100 or car load. We also grow 

————-—__—_. delivery is all right but instead of a general line of other Nursery 

Not too late to plant peonies. Di- planting, bury the trees in a thor, stock. Personal inspection in- 

vide and replant old clumps. Muleh oughly drained spot and plant as vited. Correspondence solicited 

heavily after ground freezes. early in the spring as possible.
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One of our latest recruits is the and now we are getting a splendid (———_-——_ 
president of the biggest railroad sys- harvest in quantity and quality.” NOT THE BIGGEST 
tem in the east. We guarantee him No need to say Mr. Davis is a 

the same fair treatment as Brother member of the W. S. H. S. 

X of Blank Corners. Ours is a demo- —_-++___. NURSERY 
SB ae aot . ; 

cratic institution and Mr. President's Who knows Mr. George S. Hink- PERHAPS 
position shall-be no handicap to him. . 

ley? We want to know. It is the all 
———++___. important question in this office 

Plant tulip and narcissus bulbs just at present. Such minor questions BUT WE AREDOING THE 
four inches deep and six to eight as, Will there be war in Morocco? BIGGEST BUSINESS 
inches apart. Will Bob La Follette still raise 

Hyacinths six inches deep and cherries after he is elected president We offer the finest line of Native Shrub 
eight to ten inches apart. and will Sturgeon Bay land _ prices and Ornamental Trees inthe State. You 

. . * * om can have your choice in Fruit Trees, Wis- 
Snowdrops and crocus two inches go higher? all sink into insignifi- consinigrowiontion, Wester’ New Varis 

deep and two to four inches apart. cance. Who is George 8. Hinkley, Attractive prices will be made to Market 
ee and where does he live? He was last Gardeners and other large buyers of 

a . . seen at our state fair exhibit. We Nursery Stock. 
, The newest A ~~ Gomme ag “ have something of importance to ask Our Catalog is an A B C Book 

Ellison Bay Orchard Company. him; and any reader who knows a | in its simplicity and plain handling of 
four hundred acre tract has been pur- person by that name will confer a | Planting, Fruit Growing and kindred 
chased just south of Ellison Bay and favor by writing this office. Subjects. 

two hundred acres of tree fruits will 

be planted next spring, twenty-five CREDIT L THE HAWKS NURSERY COMPANY 
cp Gewky ‘Bid. balaies IST FOR SEPTEMBER . ; 

plum and forty’ cherry an on “ Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
apple. Upper Door is coming! Names of members who have se- 

_ 5 cured new members. Would you like 

: . to be here? Tt costs but’ little e 
Cherry trees of standard, reliable ay ; n \ costs but pe 

sorts are worth in hundred lots from » J. Coe, 1; Trving Smith, 1; K N O X 
-C 7. we ta : 

thirty to forty cents, according to B. Hahn, 1; ©. B. Thomas, 1; A. W. 

size and quality. At these prices the Jawrence, 1; Geo. B. Smith, 1; A. U 
buyer usually pays freight and re- Morawetz, 1; J. B. Loverin, 6; BE. W. N R S E R I E S 

ceives no guarantee. Singly or in Longfellow, 1; Geo. T. Tifft, 1; TI. €Becew uwnew 11 189) 
ablished in 

dozen lots delivered at your door and Simon, 1. 

a guarantee to replace once, about ——+++-__ Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

fifty to seventy-five cents. We have FRUIT FOR CONVENTION 
lead a ceeti y k They strongly recommend One 

not consulted our advertisers 7 ane SS Don’t forget the Annual Conven- Year Cherry Trees because they 
ing these statements, but believe we . : 1 . : : tion. Now is the time to save fruit are stocky, well headed, well rooted 
are safe as to maximum prices. for the exhibit in Madison next . , . , , 

2 : . . thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 
SS winter. Our premium list carries 

Mr. J. Arthur Davis is a Milwau- more money than the average county Two Year for those who prefer 

kee business man and has a summer fair and premiums are always paid the larger trees. They also have a 
home at Hartland. Mr. Davis, who in full. Wrap apples in paper and nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 
takes great pride in his garden and store in the coolest part of the cellar A. tial order will’ convitice 

grounds, writes as follows: that is dry. any jone of their quality. 

“T planted eight trees last year A better way is to collect a box —_ 
and now have — twenty-one. I and put in cold storage. This is 

had also a neglected orchard of ten an apple year in Wisconsin and we H, M. SIMPSON & SONS 

trees three years ago, few apples and ought to have a good showing in . . 

those small and wormy. I have cul- January. This will be a good place Vincennes, Indiana. 

tivated, mulched, pruned and sprayed to show late-keeping seedlings. Ra 

—_—_ Z FOR SALE Apples of New York, by 
Cay Beach. 135 colored plates. 2 vols. Al- 

COPIES OF THE BEST FRUIT PAPER bany, 1905; $7.50. Grapes of New York, 
by Hedrick. 100 colored plates. Quarto. 

flere’s your chance to get acquainted withthe moet Pee eer Albany, 1908; $5.00. Send for fine copies 
helpful fruit paper published. Articles by practica ‘John Ski ‘44 N. Pearl st 

10,000 from 22 to Jol inner, - Pearl street, 
scree of peaches How Nyoman "got $4,000 bi apples off 7 Albany, New York. 
acres. How three old trees were made to pay $161.00 for spray- 
ing. Every issue worth more than the yearly subscription price. 
THE FRUIT BELT makes friends, so we make this lberal Subscribe Wi in Horticul 

or stamps today. | 
THE PRO BELT, 45 Hawking Building, Grand Rapids, Mich. for. . . Wisconsin Horticulture
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AMATEUR FLORAL DECORATIONS 

WM. UE NM. TOOL! FORCING AND GARDEN CULTURE OF RHUBARB 
To the true lover of flowers there is joy in By Huserr D. Waite 

sharing with others the pleasure to be derived 

from their beauty. 

In the garden, in their natural form is to be Rhubarb, or Pie-Plant as it is sometimes called in this country, 

found the greatest beauty of flowers, but for- is the easiest to grow of all our perennial garden plants, and 

tunately they may be separated from where should have its place in the home garden. It is a very hardy 

ae grew and retain mueh {ner — plant and will stand considerable neglect but like most cultivated 

so that we may share with others the dehgnt vegetables it responds readily to good care and proper treat- 
of their contemplation, in our homes, or else- 

: : ment. 
where. Gathered in loose sprays or with more The ideal soil f barb j } i 1 
formal arrangemiérta of what we call boquets 1e ideal soil for rhu arb is a. heavy sandy or elay loam, 

is the most useful manner of assembling 2aturally cool and moist yet having good drainage. Heavy 

flowers to show their beauty in a decorative soils should be worked deeply, light sandy or gravelly soils less 

way, or to enhance the enjoyment of some deeply and if naturally lacking in the essential food elements 

occasion. these should be suppied. Rhubarb is a gross feeder and de- 

The present tendency to group together lights in extremely rich soil. Humus is especially indispensible 
separate kinds and even separate shades of to the best results, and the soil should be prepared by plowing 

bale of ea kind = ee — under an abundance of barnyard manure. 

ane yet we desire change and variety, and we Twenty plants will more than supply the demand of the 
sometimes choose to have varying tones of e 

7 - ‘ average household. If a supply of old roots are available 
color in our groups. Then it becomes neces- : : “ . . 
sary to consider harmony. ‘of ‘colors. Most much time may be gained by propogation, or plants for setting 

generally, though not always, we find that ™ay be obtained from any reliable seed or nursery man. The 

there is no decided shock to our sense of the old clumps owing to their size should be divided into two or 

fitness of association when grouping to- more sections with a sharp spade or heavy-bladed knife. Care 

gether the various colors of any one variety of | must be taken not to injure or disturb the crowns or eyes. Each 

flowers. Those who have made a scientific section should have [rom one to three eyes. Trim up the clump, 

study of color harmony cam tell us all about removing all broken portions of the roots but leaving as much 

color ean a eee n raindow root as possible. Best results will be obtained if the roots are 
tot mstrate ulele legos: eneed not burden slightly protected in a shed or shelter and allowed to freeze 
our minds with set rules, nor must we be able # 

Z ie out through the Winter. 
to define the various distinctions between \ . . . . wis 
lavender, minuve, ecru, withthe varying shades Growing from seed is sometimes recommended in addition 

of lilac, bluish purple, and heliotrope, or the  '® the work of propogating. The chief objection, however, is 

finer distinctions of red, from pink and rose the fact that, with the exception of one or possibly two varieties, 

through carmine, magenta, solferino, cerise, rhubarb does not reproduce its like. Myatt’s Victoria has become 

crimson and scarlet, to know if we have placed so thoroughly established in its type that it nearly always 

together shades which scem to clash, like false comes true when grown from seed. This is also true of Myatt’s 
notes in music. The one who cannot discern ],innaeus in some cases. To grow seedings from any other 

fitness of an 4 colors atten careful variety is very likely to result in serious loss of time. 
comparison, will not. be ‘helped much by com- The seed is sown in hotbeds early in the spring in drills 4 to 6 
mitting to memory set rules on color harmony. — . . 

. oe inches apart, or in the open ground as early as the weather 
It is accepted as orthodox in floral arrange- one . e i, 

faeiit ‘Hhatwe Wey Hake feel Wed-oF white ox Permits! in rows a. foot apart at a depth of one inch, and the 

green among other shades of color for contrast plants thinned to 3 ov 4 inches in the row, using the plants 

or an effect of finish, and yet it is often neces- thus removed for other rows. Thorough tillage is kept up the 

sary to consider how the green shall be placed entire season to give all the growth possible; then the plants are 

next our flowers. Pansies and many other veady for transplanting the following spring. Another system 

flowers may nestle among foliage without loss which has proved more satisfactory is now being practiced at 
of good effect, but - your asters, zinnias, the Wisconsin Experiment Station. Seed is sown out-of-doors 

dahlias, and many other varieties In various i, 4 well prepared seed-bed in August. Nothing but ordinary 
ways_and it will be seen that the beauty of oo. . . . . 

~ . care is given until the following Spring when the seedlings are 
the flowers is most effective when kept above 

3 . transferred to permanent rows. 
the foliage as nature has provided. ° : : / 

It is generally the case that the foliage of In setting the plants in the Spring set them with the buds 

any particular kind of flower is the most OF eyes from one to two inches below the level of the ground 

suitable accompaniment, but it is not always in hills four feet apart each way, or in rows five feet apart
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ters or shallow dishes it is not always con- tion at this point to discuss the methods and possibilities of 

venient to provide sand or moss as a support- Winter forcing as an industry but rather to present methods 
ing material. A few leaves and stems of which are possible and profitable to the home grower. 

oat aks be a SOM eases to keep Foreing may be practiced in the field by placing a barrel, 
ths Howers Buoy the waters piece of wire half-barrel, box or tub, without top or bottom, over the plant 
netting can often be used to advantage as a ons ‘ ‘ 

i and piling around it heating manure; or use a glass sash on top 
support to the flowers in these flat arrange- fr 1 Pl h ted 

ments. There is often occasion where the side and cut the barrel or box OR On. & 8 ant. ants thus trea! 
boquet with its front view of flowers is most ™ay be picked without ill results until the unforced plants 

suitable. For such boquets it is well to use a begin to yield. 

flat frame for a backing to which the flowers Another method is to put a cold frame over the plants as they 

may be held in place. With floral designs the grow in the open ground. Or a still better plan is to lift the 

professional florist has a great advantage over roots in Autumn and set them close together in hotbeds, removing 

the amateur in possession of available mate- the old manure and soil to a depth sufficient to permit the full 
rer neds ‘ have known of Indies who growth of the stalks, Cover the boxes with two layers of boards 
have shown woncerm IngBenuny in comme breaking joints to avoid, if possible, the leaching of snow or 
moss and wire and twine as a base for beauti- . = . . . 

. . ™ . rain. Then pile manure around the boxes to the thickness of ful creations in floral work. There are times } =“ 
when friendship leads us to desire to make @ foot or 18 inches and cover on top to the depth of six inches. 

some formal arrangement of flowers and with The heat generated by the manure is all that is supplied. If 

sphagnum moss, fine wire, tin-foil and tooth- it is desired to hurry the forcing put on fresh manure that has 

picks in hand it is possible to make pleasing been piled until heated. 

combinations from material which could not With the exception of forcing in hotbeds by far the best re- 
be used in an a a sults are obtained by thoroughly freezing the roots, as has 

was a funeral L ne a wee iene rer been demonstrated by extended experiments. It is better to 
found the green HOUSE ‘ the ve au aly a leave the roots in the ground until there are prospects of sul- 

of flowers excepting a few early asters. Pan- - éiant eold weather to freeze them elear through, although ex- 
sies, double petunias, sweet alyssum and a few | - . : é 

: posure to any sort of weather for a reasonable time is not 
early cosmos were arranged by a friend and, . oo : : 

. . harmful. After digging they may be piled in a shed or other- 
something of beauty was produced which was ‘ , . 5 

os ‘ wise protected from severe freezing and thawing. 
a solace to the bereaved ones. There are times , 
whan pangies thake sich a @enetous exowth The space under the greenhouse bench may be used but ex- 
of foliage that one may feel free to eut the Perience has shown that too close proximity to the pipes gives 

spray from the plants. ‘These, if arranged in too high a temperature for good cclor, quality, and yield, and 

flat bunches of five or six sprays to a buneh also injures the roots for future use. 

can be assembled together on the surface of The work of forcing is so simple and inexpensive that any 

a casket or table in the form of wreath, star, family having a few rhubarb roots may enjoy this luxury the 

cross or other design. The same idea may entire Winter through. A corner in the cellar, a storeroom or 

be carried out with some other flowers. attic may be.suggested where a few roots may be set in a large 

In arranging baskets of flowers, do not have box or on the floor itself. Pack the frozen roots close together, 

the flowers packed too solidly together, nor yet — filling in and packing with earth or anything to hold moisture. 

standing out singly as if stuck in sand. In Cover the crowns and keep moist. Water but slightly until 

baskets or designs do not forget that the green shoots appear when more water may be given. 

should be subordinate to the flowers and that Unless the roots are neglected and allowed to decay after 

some shades of pink flowers look well if kept they have ceased bearing there is no objectionable feature 
away than if bedded in green, The handle whatever connected with forcing in the house as very little 
should be secondary to the basket and no mat- artificial moisture is required and consequently no dampness or 
ter what fashion may permit, the use of ribbon objectionable odors are given off, 

cee be bverdone yet ut used with taste ribbon Ether foreing is sometimes practiced, *ollowing this same 

BRves 18 anish which is very satisfying to the general plan after first treating the roots with ether fumes in 
the A is the iashion of some the papers a close box: 10 cubic centimeters of liquid ether to every cubic 
fone. days to rail at the custom of presenting foot of space. The plants are exposed for 48 hours and then 
Owens at funerals as a waste io a fie and packed in earth. Much more rapid and greater results are 

mee aie “" L ead an to think that we thus obtained. 

may a van ove Ge pe prone One of the pleasing features of the work is that after the 

our sympathy and regard in times of bereave- freezing part is over the crop may be matured almost at will. 
ment. 

(Continued in Next Issue)
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Questions and Answers BULBS FOR FALL PLANTING 
———__——. KkRWPlant Now 

. What eti D HYACINTHS, FANCY FORCING ouble, all colors mixed 1 dozen; 
Q at protection should be Red, White, Blue and Yellow. All shades and single POD Sates 1.30 pen 100. Poy eal aad 5c ece 

| given to climbing roses in winter? mixed, Se cach: 30s per dozen: $4.00 per 100: 25 or dozen extra for postage Ee 

| A. Lay down and cover with ter poses, = morelt as 85s pec doeetentry MAMMOTH CHINESE NARCISSUS 
} i TULIES Sc each; dozen 50c. By mail, dozen 75c. 

leaves and boards. Delay covering Seperate color mixtures—Single Red, White, Yellow. FRBESIAS 

until after first severe frost on ac- peri miripeds, Be sachs (20 war ‘desen, $150 set pure white, Se TaUs 8825. 
count, of iiice This pest. is apt to Double sestoee colors 2he each; 25 per dozen; Lge yellow azd white shades Dozen 10e; 100 0¢ 
<eeck winter quarters by time ground Single, all coloiy wiived—tSeperdoveny $1.00 per 100, $1.50 per dozen. GlanrcsGennot be mailed. 

freezes, 
% . 

reezes, L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY, Madison, Wis. 

Q. Will it be necessary to winter 

protect red raspberry canes the same 

as the black caps, laying them on ic RS eee = ae 

; 2 NEE oY EES UES SEG) 
the ground and covering, and what G ne Mey, Aes A 

ee ag , i ae: SO UIRNS res way 40 

varieties of the reds are the best oodFruit: hus ON Pisin m UN, e 

suited for the home garden? Require sgn’. AS A Ray pes hy Ese 

A. Red raspberries require quite G d St LIAS ONE st 3 a VS z als 

as much protection as black caps. oo pra YANG <= > AY EAISN 5 

Varieties for home garden, Cuthbert 
Ke, ih 2 S 

and Loudon. 
BY a SS) 

—— It rests with you hs eS 
Q. What distance apart would you hj h y \ 3 fl Mi 

advise setting young apple trees? whether your apples = pi” | BD FA ‘fe N 

A. Twenty-four by twenty-four are wormy, whether i { \\ 

feet. a= { 
your trees lose Ae tS NN 

Q. Is there any harm done prun- their foliage and (\ AEA] 

ing apple trees in December? are eaten by disease. ON one fem aay: 

A. The best time to prune is after Y ln NS CD gf CRAY 
a yu Ca 7 Z| Xs . 

mid-winter, February, March and OM eat prevent all & “ed i y v cs NY 

April. Damage may result from these losses by usIng Ai Mi) Wear, Kf san 

splitting and checking of large xy Wy mse Mi UN f° 
ae Wee i Nee 

wounds and killing back of small Oy NE Ye 

branches if pruning is done before <p YS = UY) 
(gi AY AY 

March 1. 
SAF | ei 4: 

— oo 
18 17, V4 

° 
= ‘CHEAP APPLES AND SOME NOT R. a bl. 

SO CHEAP ;-. e i ec 

We have reports of Duchess being: S Pp RA ¥ ERS 

sold at twenty cents a bushel this 

year, and Wealthy in some cases af ep They make it possible to spray thoroughly with a fine, even mist that 

a dollar and a half per barrel. There covers every leaf and inch of bark without wasting the liquid and 

is no doubt that in every case the without extra hard work. 

buyer paid all the stock was worth. i Don’t buy a cheap sprayer; it makes the work harder and is always 

: 5 * js {out of order—they always cost more in the end. 
H. H. Warris of Warrens reports the Ea) . te 3 

i . es Gould’s Sprayers last for years. All working parts 
sale of eighteen barrels of mixed me) are made of bronze to withstand chemical action of spray 

stock, Salome, Wealthy, Longfield. I solutions. ‘You can always depend on a Goulds.”” 

ete., for $47.70 net. The difference i Send for Our Booklet At) 

lies in the quality of the apples. i} x “How to Spray — When to Spray— gt a 

This leads us to moralize a little on Bar What Sprayers to use,” Ai aa \ 

ituati wre aing most_valuable information, ab Fa SA 
the apple situation. PRUOIA crioscrsand spraying mistyyens how. and when Ml i | \ 

The editor has maintained for e e to use and all about them, We'll be glad to mail Qi a 

cane a 1 1 he h 4 al a this to you if you say So, on a postal. ai al 

years, 9 most a one, that u ie bane of tty THE GOULDS MFG. CO. | rine q 

the apple situation in this state, in a a 113 W. Fall St., Seneca Falls,N.Y. Hilt fi iF 

Michigan and other places where ae @ We make hand and power pumps \ , aa 

apple raising has not made the head- = nF By
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way it ought, is the farm orchard. 

This season affords justification in ee ee _ . 
ample measure. Apples have ruled aeseesececoces WY A N T E Diaccccscsccoses 

ree s 0- 
aap one ee ro Eight or ten more buyers for five or ten acres of Cherry Orchard Land to 

ponderance of poor fruit. Such take the balance of 1911 planting on the 

terms as “soft stock,” “small and in- CO-OPERATIVE PLAN 
ferior grades,” te. appear with We guarantee 6 per cent annually on your investment for ten years. We 

monotonous regularity. Up to the pres- promise at least 100 per cent in profits in ten years. We mature your 
orchard up to where you will have an independent income. 

ent the farm orchard has had_ its 

innings. Every farmer with a couple WHERE?? 

of dozen trees has been bringing STURGEON BAY, WIS. The Sour Cherry Land of the United States. 

wormy, soft and bruised apples to WHY?? 

town; the local market being quickly Write Us for a Booklet. 

glutted, the grocers pack after a 220 acres planted with 22,000 Sour Cherry Trees. 240 acres prepared for 24,000 trees in 
fashion and ship to the big centers 1912. Safe Proposition. No Risk. Large Profits. 

and these soon are supplied for only (You Get a Deed to Your Land when Paid for.) 
cheap people want cheap apples. The C -O . STURGEON BAY, 

peddlers are happy. In just a little o perative Orchard Co. WISCONSIN 

while these will be cleaned ucpaadoEO——&—§—§—§—§—§—§—§—AOTTa=JooeForu=x{v«wnann9n 

apple prices will go to a decent level, 77 OOOO 

i ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 
THE NEED OF PLAYGROUNDS FOR D oO oO r 

THE CITY CHILD OO For Fruit Culture. Door County 
SIDNEY A. TELLER. Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 

The first American child had the Cou nt Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 
chance, right and opportunity to play. y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 
The young American Indians en- Particulars Write : : : 2:23: 
joyed unlimited playgrounds and su- 

pervised play. Physical development L a n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 
was an important factor in the edu- STURGEON B AY, Wis. 

cation and training of the child. 
With the “civilization” of America, cee eee . a i ses ed 
and the growth from rural village to *E : ' 
cosmopolitan city, we have made 6 A Sey ‘ 
great progress in all things, except 7 re Foe iG | 1 
proper provision for places for chil- ae PS ie ae aS fo ' e 
dren to play. % 2S wed banged, 2, ot 

Why should we have playgrounds ee) eae tee hoger 2 8 on he 
and supervised play? Won’t the . on BM SATS a EAL pe «age 
streets, alleys, vacant lots and back < Jace nies oun Ba is) ~ . a ea ee 2 
yards do? All these things at their BER SLs LN SN Te enh Rea 
best are makeshifts, and lack the two ‘cama ay Ke vies a Saas ea MT Saute De he a be ae mea 
greatest factors in the value of a ey 3 a che Bs Guashs ie ee) ge cae OK a 
playground, supervision and the so- re i Py fo Uae : i if 
cial and civie emphasis to the play. se oak x me i 7 
Streets are not a safe place, neither S 
to life or morality. Delinquency aan 
starts with degenerated street play. se con : 
The “gang” is an expression of un- (Ve Bere | re 
supervised street play, and the A e cr ihe ; ee 
“gang” is known for the bad things 

it does. The street is bordered by _ 
saloons and other undesirable places " $ cae Seer: 
for children to be around. The a Ti Aes 8 i EA ee ey 
“vacant lot” is usually full of debris (Ace adn We cla taney Rf MEAN Naas a TA 

and filth, making it a poor place for One of our apple trees, 4th year after planted in orchard. Note the healthy, rugged and stout appear- 
ildr. 2: ance. The natural branching habit of the limbs. That they shade the main trunk, also the ground 

children to play. Alleys are the above the root system. [f it looks good to you. send for our cata ogue. We are specialists in every- 
places for garbage and wagons, but thing we grow. HENRY LAKE SONS COMPANY, Black River Falls, Wis.
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not for children to play. The back =——#— 

yard is too small for the social group Send Tor PANSY GUIDE AND CATALOG 

JE W ELL —and the child who plays alone de- of Flower Seeds and Plants 

velops the spoilt child who does not ~— FREE TO ANY ADDRESS —_ 

MINNESOTA know how to share playthings or WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS 

learn the value of being part of a PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS. 

“team” or “side.” Se a ee 

GROWN The large parks are usually too 

far away, especially for children. 

Nursery Stock Children will not go over a half mile FOR SALE 

to play. The large parks are usually 

full of “keep off the grass” signs and ‘ _ 
oe OO a are built to admire and not to use. Fruit Farm of 40-acres 

Complete assortment of Fruit The large parks may do for stiff, five miles from city of 

and Ornamental stock in all formal play on Sundays or when the Sturgeon Bay, one-half 

varieties suited to northern cul- parent can take the child, but for mile from water; thirty- 
" spontaneous, wholesome play, the 3 

ture. A specialty of Hardy : : ; “ two acres under cultiva- 
Shade T: Windbreak Stock child wants a playground equipped . . 

E jade amt a Teal D a with playthings, play-opportunities tion, level, without stump 

vergreens (Coniferous), Decid- and a play-leader as well as other or stone. Splendid fruit 
uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- play-fellows. il. Good f house 
tive Plums: ve . oo. : soil. ood frame house, 

Play is a serious thing in the life I b ll a wind 

ee and development of the child. Play Og Darn, WEN and, win 
rerrerrrr————————————ee—eree— is the fundamental right of the child. mill; 700 cherry, 800 

Play is the in-alienable right of apple set spring of 1911. 
THE JEWELL NURSERY C0. “life, liberty and the pursuit of hap- Best bargain in’ Door 

piness” for the child. The first civic . t Write 

LAKE CITY, MINN. expression of the child comes on the county. 
. playground. The sand pile republie BOX 535. 

1500 Acres Established 1868 | vceodes the public school andthe ‘Sena: ais . 
junior citizen of three or four years adison, isconsin 

of age learns to build a city out of ____ 

FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK sand houses, with other children, on 

the sand pile. The playground be- 

IN GREAT VARIETY comes the out-door school room, open T h e G r e a t 

Consisting of and used after school hours and dur- 

ing the long school vacation. Under N th 

FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- the guidance of a play-leader, the old or ern 

“gang” becomes a “team,” and the N C 

MENTAL TREES old impulse of the boy to do things is ursery O. 

. given a good and proper outlet. The 

Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- degenerated street play and games Sells First-Cl 
berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape take on a new aspect and we give ells First-Ulass 

Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. back to childhood what the city has Wisconsin Grown Trees 

Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, | robbed the child of. Health and mo- Our Trees Live. We had an op- 
Vines and Perennials. Roses Ever- | rality replace delinquency and dis- porcomity grown trees. with esigde 
greens etc. ease, and “fair play” means ethical tho end of the" season only” 82 ber 

If you would like to see a really | ‘evelopment. alive, while 98 per cent of ours lived 
‘s 2 The child of today is the citizen of and grow. Morel: buy home grown 

good Catalogue we would be glad e la y L lock and avoid loss. Our tees are 

to send you ours. It has morethan | ‘morrow and the greatest invest- THY. A ‘comparison will prove 
fifty pages and describes everything | ™°"!S we can make is in good citi- andl watery soft uroweh of southern 
in th lainest: 1 ithout zenship. Land values are going up. Gy castern grown stock, : 

e* Plaines) — Ww de We buy land today for factory and oerery tres and shrub ig packed 
@ a 3 sae rely under cover, free from ex- 
iny extravagant OF OVermrawn de railroad before it rises in value. Why posure to sun and wind, 

scriptions. not plan your cities with reference << 

. to the child and sce that sufficient h 
5 ern jurser’ 
The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. playgrounds, the lungs and breath- Great Nort N ry 

. FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN ing spots of the city, are purchased Company, Baraboo, Wis. 
Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery now before the problems of conges- Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

tion and transportation are too seri-
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Pe 2 

| ayfield County Lands 
ree 4 eS Experienced authorities claim that there is no 

bs ill better fruit land in the United States than on 

' on Pree THE BAYFIELD PENINSULA 
Splendid market apples are raised. Most luscious fruits 
and berries indigenous to Wisconsin, mature late and 

“BERRY CRATES, BOXES bring the highest market prices in this frost-proof area. 

anda Full Line of all B 7 field County JOHN nd Ci President of———___—- Wi . 

ayiie. OU. La . is. OTHER FRUIT PACKAGES.” yf nty Land Co., Washburn, Wis 

Medford Veneer Co. Pig. 1481 Fig. 1817 
Medford, Wis. WY 

ee 
t mss 

ous? A city is judged by the chil- S P R A VY . P l J M PS Sy 

dren it keeps and the principal thing — 

in those children is the development oe Nozzles, Hose, Fittings, etc, or 

of the play instinct. FE 

Children cannot plead for them- Fig. 653 Fig. 640 Fig. 1410 

selves or plan for themselves. We, : 7 ‘Tale off gour lat wSTie ers” q 

the adult citizens of the community, Fig. = ) 4) £8 ae 8 oa 

men and women, demand that the | 1199 es NL & \ g we 

child be protected in its right to a of j he e 

play. We ask conservation in child : ae Aas ) 
life—the greatest natural asset this § ina \ Til i 

country has. We ask for the welfare a _ \ i 

of the child, not more hospitals, juve- & a ps \ pm i 

nile courts and jails. but the great Fig. 702 ol WHO ue Fig. 1125 Mi ; Fig. Jee 

factor of prevention, playgrounds. is on i i 1358 “Astron 

Let a little child lead us and the aX ll P 
problems will not seem so hard. AT) sin, 1229 5 ene =e 

There is no man so. bad that he rt Fig. 1 A Pree p ia Vi Ba Z 

would not make a child happy—there | NY ia a ) | “ 

is no city that is progressive that is ] hued) = | 

not providing playgrounds. There | S, yi mR ae PF ihe | Fis. 7aes 

are over five hundred cities in the § he B Pik ore | Ho 

United States that have playgrounds. We 5 | Fi 5 & 71 1 

Thousands of children in Wisconsin il | H 2, H Is eB; if i i 

ask for “fair play” from their par- ag Fi H A | = ae 

ents. Their plea is for playgrounds i ED Al | = J 

now. Tlow ean you assist them? m™ | ae ot = . M 

50,000 CUTHBERT 7 7 qi 7) f 
| SI | RASPBERRY PLANTS | | — (EMME asso (Se- ism | 

FOR SALE a a ee... mans 
(eo | Seelam lara Se 

qd These plants were grown on " —" <a c- © w g 

sandy loam, have just been Se eee a Cr = ——— a 

+ When th Lf to be able to SPRAY 'THOUT ANY DELAY f: 
inispected and found to be free OR ANNOYANCE. A’ single days delay ‘may Drove costly, Ino order | to be safe, stall Ni 

: : ti 0 Es 
from disease and in fine condition. ON THE MYERS. ‘The above illustrations show only a few MYERS SPRAY PUMPS 

made in all styles and sizes with a full line of NOZZLES AND ACCESSORIES for f 
complete outfits with which to meet every requirement. GET READY NOW. WRITE}; 

F. N. LANG, Bayfield, Wis. FOR OUR SPRAY PUMP CATALOG. 
‘ F. E. MYERS & BRO., : : : : ASHLAND, OHIO
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A STORY IN PICTURES the United States. On ridges on careful scrutiny of these pictures. 

For the purpose of acquainting the either side of the Kickapoo river Remember, Crawford county is not 

people of Wisconsin with the oppor- from Wauzeka to LaFarge, west to the only place in Wisconsin where 

tunities for fruit raising at home the Mississippi and east to Richland sd ean be done. Richland and 

this Society in 1910 published a pam- county, = of = er- } ae a. fe a la ei is 

phlet entitled “The Truth About tile clay soil with air ane soil drain- perhaps better than either _ some 

age that produce the finest Wealthy, respects and “there are others. 

Duchess and McMahan in all the _ 

i world. Crawford is destined to be 

4. % one of the leading apple counties of WE s 
As he s 9% Tae N ne . + oe y the state. ao \ 

a ‘a ‘ It is one thing to say these things a=W att 
. SE ty 8 5 1 a eee L ay War as ae Py TRS ts 9! and anothe r to prove the me Very “es Ng SO ee 

WWE RA NS PO na ae well: ere 1s some proof in pictures, a i Ie LP AE Vy PEC RRC 3. SAR feta a MW: Wh f tures a Te Sra Pa aie 

SOC ER $ eke A Bay if any doubter wants to see the ori- Pe TO Oh amar 5) a 

“g e aes ys LN < ginals of these trees he should jour- ff Cue | 
5 aay Kae . i f | 

Tn Ree eee: >| ney to Gays Mills and take a look f 

Wea ciel fed San EP ey “i By at our Trial Orehard planted in 1908. i | 

| el Le mile Ca aa f One of the keenest pleasures the | | 

eRe a aa oe SOR Pec eny aia 2 writer ever experienced came with 

eae ae Pd Re Me the privilege of showing Milwaukee 

a ai piss cy dene Es gaa Rael M salesmen of Pacific Coast fruit lands 

natal et bi cetee re ee | through our State Fair exhibit. j 

Same id Be acute orp i 4 “Can the West produce apples the 
ne egal in siz and 

ee Berd 4d eee) «equal of these in size, color anc | 

om ae Sate ene BJ) =quality?” No answer, but instead } 

RR ORE aS Pac ae RB) =the assertion; “our trees come into 

a " bearing earlier than yours.” Cherry, Tree, (Gaye Mills Orchard 
Wealthy Apple tree, Gays Mills Trial Orchard Oh at three y - we treguently p'anted spring of 1911 

Planted April 1908. One Hundred Seventy-si “Oh. ah three years, WE TRedMenhy The State tie al Society i ot. One, Hund y-six wk woe Erik The State Hori ultural Society is 
se . . . . . = ‘ conservative, Je want t e 

Fruit Growing in Wisconsin.” This “Kindly step over here to the Craw- SHSCEVAULNG: WANE 8) promote 
‘ . . as fruit growing by every legitimate 

was reprinted last September for dis- ford county exhibit and see these ining’ but the ‘Teedlities. bidding: for 

tribution at the State Fair. Wealthy, one tree three years planted favor must first “mule good.” Door 

Different counties were mentioned bore two bushels like those.” Silence. jag complied with the requirements 

as well suited to fruit growing and Wisconsin leads in size, color, and so has Bayfield so far. Crawford 
among the number Crawford county. quality, productiveness and early — or southwestern Wisconsin is now in 

“Crawford has some of the best bearing. To those who have not or line. Keep your eyes on the Kick- 

apple lands to be found anywhere in cannot see the orchard we invite a apoo. .
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FLOWERS AND FARMERS ~ Our native climbers, Bitter-sweet, “Poppies in the Wheat” gives on 

MRS. MARCIA H. HOWLETT, Wild Cucumber, Honey Suckle, Wild answer to this. In this poem shi 

OSHKOSH, WIS. Grape, Wild Morning Glory and tells of the “Poppies in the wheat 

When buying a farm ninety-nine Clematis, if given a chance willcover and to her faney they seem like tin 

out of a hundred purchasers would all unsightly spots and harsh out- men, bearing torches along the shor 

select, all other things being equal, lines, with a living, ever changing, of the heaving billows of grain,” an 

the fan that wae adorned with tee) swaying mantle of green, or twining she adds: 

shrubs and flowers. Why? Because : a . 

apart from any sentimental reason, \ % Rik, Oy Aut 308 EERE : 

they instinctively recognize the in- ’ eRe eet ee nibble, 
creased money value of the one over eer : Pay chi et . 

the other. Bed cs sy nay 

One has more respect for himself ee f ¢ ates 

and his calling if his home grounds é ems Ee a 

are well kept and beautiful. The ey Pee Rete 

Good Book says “To him that hath We ¥ io FN = a 

shall be given,’ and he commands ki) 1 Es DA 

more respect from others also, for oe he ees 
well kept grounds proclaim thrift and Nea | 

prosperity to every passer-by, and all Mishap W 

right minded people wish to be con- i eS 
sidered thriving and prosperous. i Y nines 

We need not set lessons or expen- Pe iat 

sive books to teach us how to adorn ee es | parte 

our homes, the great book of nature y 1) fr She RGU As es 

is wide open for all to read, and it is J Pacts |) BS eae 
filled with many beautiful illustra- ‘ — am eerie ent 

tions of the artistic blending of trees. —E—E—EeE—eEe_err er 

shrubs and profusion of bloom. their graceful vines and clinging “The farmer does not know that they 

The Thorn Apple, Wild Crab, (ondrils into a leafy canopy of bud are there. 

Wahoo, Haw, Elder and Wild Rose yg bloom, they quickly transform a Ile walks with heavy feet, 

SSS barren spot into a bower of beauty. Counting the bread and wine by Au- 

2 Hardy bulbs and Terbaccous Per- tumn’s gain. 

4 YY 2 ennials, that will live year after year But I smile to think that years. re- 

ae BEE: 6 in a permanent border and furnish a main 

5 85 NS a ae suecession of bloom from spring to Perhaps, to me, when bread be sweet 

. en ae Ba oreo fall, even with a little neglect, are Nomore, and red) wine warm = my 

FOREN meM | Butter-cups, Tulips, Peony, Day blood in vain, 
6g Larrea ea Lilies, Lychnis, Columbines, Daisies. I shall be glad, remembering how 

rea | ; OG ead a HWollyhocks, Digitalis, Larkspur, and the fleet 

He Me EE he ral Re Phlox. Lithe poppies ran like torehmen 

, jt.* | Hardy shrubs that are easily cared through the wheat.” 

i. ee Wg j ee for are Sweet Briar, Syringa, Snow I cannot think this is wholly tru 
ai Ths Ball, Lilac, Spirea and hardy roses. of the farmer, for Nature gives ti 

i The easicst way to raise annuals all, in varying degrees, a love o! 

} for cutting is to place them in rows — flowers. Mayhap in our eager chas 

# in the vegetable garden. Except for of the dollars we lose the joy and 

yn little hand weeding in the row, all enthusiasm with which, in child 

H cultivating may be done with a horse —hood’s days we hailed the first spring 

4 { if care is taken not to bury the tiny blossom, or pass, unseeing, by thi 

sph eaeiyiear' Narenaventern’ Greening seedlings. The following varieties hedge of wild roses in bloom in our 

Gays Mills Trial Orchard, ten foot pole, twelve have proved good: Pansy, Pinks, eager haste to perform the money- 
inch caliper Cosmos, Verbena, Poppy, Zinnia, getting duties of the farm, and our 

are native blooming trees and shrubs Sweet Peas and Phlox. All of these — love of flowers becomes—not lost— 

that would enrich any landscape. are as easily raised as lettuce or but dwarfed and atrophied. 

The Sumac, Scarlet’ Maple and Vir- | onions. 1 am sure it would do us all good 

ginia Creeper, with their gorgeous Why then is there such a dearth of — to look at our homes with seeing eyes, 

autumn coloring are as beautiful as flowers around many of our farm as we pass along the highway. Look 

flowers. homes? H. H. in a poem entitled at it, as a stranger might, admiring
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its beauties, eriticizing its defects. enthusiastic spurts, will work won- chance of anything gaining admit- 
Too often, from long familiarity we ders in transforming our surround- tanec. By the 1st of the month “page 
pass it by with unseeing eyes, not ings, and bring us each year nearer proof” is ready and that is the end. 
knowing that the Burdocks and Wild the beautiful ideal we all cherish in The paper is delivered by the 

Parsnip, or other plants out of place the innermost recesses of our hearts. printer on the 5th and mailed on the 
are giving our homes an unkempt, The wealth of the farm and our 6th. This is the whole story. Please 
down at the heel look, and oceupying — lives consists not in the money value write for the paper, but write early in 
space that would better be filled with of our possessions, but rather in those the month. 

blooming shrubs and flowers. things that increase our pleasure == ge 

At some time in our lives, we all and comfort and adds to our useful- NEW LAWS AFFECTING MEMBERS 

cherish a desire for a home with ness. The love for and companion- ; GC. Le RICHARDSON, STANLEY, WIS. 
x i; a Gee fai ra Swe, ‘ | Every new law, so far as it is 
Paes seo P} a obeyed or is enforceable will, it. is 
Soares eae 2 eZ presumed, affect our members to a 
i Se eae eae ae ra a ae es is vartaii ‘axe This the taxati Na 2 i ‘@ ha Ss PON | eae | certain extent. lus the taxation of 

| ~ ee pale a an Oe incomes of single persons in excess of 

i : (eas : 7 ns “is $800 per annum, and incomes of man 

o. a i" - i and wife in excess of $1,200, will 

| ay Oe ad ee : ey? | doubtless fall upon certain of our 

! ” ee ay 7 more wealthy members, but as_ the 

ap Q 5 De i 4 tax is $250 for incomes of $10,000 
eo La Cae cal : 

Yee vee , Se per year it is probable that not all 

* ai oy . ee % our members will be oppressed there- rr 
as il A ed weet, Chapter 556 revises See. 1453. of 

} i fs . ! the R. S. 1898 to repay to county 

a ae ae fair associations 80 per cent of the 
; zs - ee premiums paid by them on agrieul- 

f 2 ' a X tural and other exhibits. The former 

a ae a a 5 ge rate was 50 per cent. This change 

a et ce in the law opens the way for larger 

| % . me premiums for apples, plums — and 
| } =oother fruits, and may well lead to 
= ——— —EEE u the awarding of third premiums on 

Brighton Grapes, Gays Mills, September 1911, planted April 1909 fruits, a matter now disregarded in 

beautiful surroundings, and the plans — ship of flowers, refines our tastes, eul- too many fairs. 

that are made in our bright-hued day- tives a love of the beautiful, and By Chapter 879 the display or stor- 

dreams are surpassingly fair. But surely, though silently, uplifts our ing of fruits, vegetables or other 

spring time, the time when our en- — better nature. foods on the sidewalk is prohibited 

thusiasm reaches its height, is a He labors well who builds a home, unless they are securely covered with 
busy time on the farm; for corn- and doubly well if he adorn that glass, wood or metal cases, or en- 

planting crowds the sowing of grain, home with the flowers Nature so lav- closed in tight cases, boxes, bags or 
and cultivating follows closely for ishly bestows upon us, making it a barrels, and raised two fect above 

weeds will not wait, and our beauti- joy to the inmates—beautiful to the — the sidewalk. The provisions of this 
ful ideal never materializes, but is eye—fragrant with bloom—a fitting section do not apply to fruits or vege- 

put off from year to year, it may be abode for—a Farmer. tables which are peeled or skinned 

at first with a sigh for the hope de- 7 i ann before being used. The owner of any 

ferred, until finally we cease to think SOME DATES TO REMEMBER store violating this section shall be 

of or desire it, giving our whole time Communications from members fined $10 to $50 or 60 days or both 

and energy to the crop that yields and copy for advertising are fre- fine and imprisonment. 

the largest and quickest money re- quently received too late for publica- Chapter 583 provides for the crea- 

turn, ignoring and putting out of tion in the succeeding issue. As an” tion of a new commission on Publie 

our lives, the finer things that are aid to readers we give the following: Affairs, consisting of the Governor, 

worth more than gold. If we cannot The bulk of our “copy” is sent in Secretary of State, the Chairmen of 

do just as we would like to do, all by the 20th of each month and any the Finance Committees of Senate 

at once, let us not go to the other long articles and all advertising copy and Assembly, and three other mem- 

extreme and do nothing. Patient should be on hand by that time. bers. This commission is empowered 

continuance in the work, here a little, Short notes may go in as late as the to investigate every office, officer, de- 

there a little, rather than occasional 25th, after which date there is slight partment, board and institution, the
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conduct or operation of which in- oxide (As: Os). Insecticides and fun- parties otherwise agree in writing.” 

volves the receipt, expenditure, or gicides are defined in like manner, Section 1666 has been rectified to 
handling of any state funds or pro- and the term “misbranded” is defined declare the custom and fact, that 
perty. As our society receives a state as covering “any statement, design or 2150.42 cubic inches shall constitute 
appropriation we come within the ju- device regarding such article or the a struck bushel, but the law then 

risdiction of this commission. Thirty ingredients thereof which shall be goes on to provide that in measuring 

days before the convening of the false or misleading in any particu- fruits and vegetables the half bushel 

next legislature, the W. S. H. S. will lar’ such as weight, place of manu- or other smaller measure shall be 

be required to submit an estimate of facture, efficiency, and pests or dis- heaped as high as may be without 

its receipts and expenditures for each eases against which the same is pre- special effort or design. In other 

fiscal year of the ensuing biennial tended to be effective. The covering words, the law defines struck measure 

period. The Commission may in- of the package must state the amount but does not define the quantity in a 
quire into the methods of conducting of percentage of active ingredients bushel heap measure, and then com- 

our affairs, prescribe and direct the and the total amount of inert ingred- pels the farmer, fruit man and grocer 

forms of accounts and blanks to be  ients, to be named or not at the dis- to sell, at his peril, his fruits and 

used, and cooperate with us in devel- cretion of the manufacturer. vegetables by “heap measure.” This 

oping the resources of the state, and From the standpoint of the horti- section should be amended to some 
making known the possibilities of culturist, perhaps the most import- fair and consistent form. 

Wisconsin. ant law of the year is the revision of The dry gallon of 282 cubic inches 

The rabbit law has been amended weights and measures embodied in is abolished. The old apple barrel 
so that there is no closed season for Chapter 566. The law is too long to holding 100 dry quarts is abolished, 

rabbits in the following counties: be quoted in its entirety, so faultily- the new provision reading: 

Crawford, Grant, Iowa, Kenosha, La constructed and contradictory in “The standard barrel for apples or 
Fayette, Sauk, Door, Bayfield, Chip- terms as to be difficult of definition. pears or other fruit, unless otherwise 

pewa, Douglas, Price, Rusk, Taylor, I do not believe all of its provisions specifically defined, shall have an in- 

Racine, Burnett, Polk, Barron, St. are enforceable. More attention is terior capacity of 7,056 cubic inches, 

Croix, Richland, Monroe, Winneba- bestowed upon the salaries of the nu- and shall not be less than 26 inches 
go, Langlade, Forest, Florence, Sha- merous officials created for its en- between the heads inside; the dia- 

wano, Jackson, Clark, Sawyer, Wash- forcement than upon a fair and ac- meter of the heads shall be 171% in- 
burn, Ashland, Buffalo, Pepin, Ocon- curate definition of standards, or a ches including the beveled edge; the 

to, Adams, Marquette, Fond du Lac, _ sincere effort to secure fair treatment outside bilge or’ circumference shall 

Oneida, Iron, Vilas and Vernon. for the purchaser while respecting the be not less than 64 inches, the thick- 

Chapter 325 adds a new section to honest wishes of the members of this ness of the staves being four-tenths 

the statutes making it a misdemeanor organization. of an inch; provided, however, that 

for any person to manufacture or The dairy and food commissioner any barrel of a different form but 
compound within the state, or to im- is made superintendent of weights of-an interior capacity of 7,056 cubic 

port or receive or sell any adulterated and measures, with general supervi- inches shall be a legal barrel.” This 

or misbranded Paris green, arsenate gion of all scales and measures barrel appears to contain about 3 
of lead, or insecticide or fungicide, throughout the state and power to in- bushels and 1 peck. 

and it is made the duty of the direc- spect, test, correct, condemn and de- It is interesting to compare the 

tor of the agricultural experiment sta- stroy the same. All cities of 5,000 figures 26 by 171% and 64 inches with 

tion and the district attorney to en- or more inhabitants are required to the dimensions 25% by 16% and 5814 
force these provisions. A peculiar appoint a city sealer, who shall test inches, these latter being the dimen- 

provision of the law exempts the all local scales and measures at least Sions of the standard cranberry bar- 
dealer from punishment if he can es- once a year, and prosecute all violat- rel. 

tablish a guaranty from the vendor ers of the law. While all persons will not agree as 

that the same is not adulterated or Some changes have been made in to the wisdom of these particular di- 

misbranded. The four terms are le- the weights and quantities of certain ' Mensions, it will be generally con- 

gally defined: Paris green must con- products. Thus tomatoes are to be ceded that the defining of a standard 

tain at least 50 per cent of arsenious sold by weight, unless otherwise spec- barrel is a much needed step in the 

oxide, not over 3% per cent arsenic ially agreed in writing, 56 pounds right direction. 

in water soluble form, and shall not constituting a bushel, 50 pounds The “bushel” crate whose contents 
contain any substance which reduces for a bushel of hickory nuts, were problematical has been defined: 
or injuriously affects its quality or 35 pounds for a bushel of cranberries, “A bushel crate of apples, pears, 

strength. etc., while “all dry commodities not plums, peaches, and other fruits not 
This same qualification applies to otherwise specified in this act shall secondarily contained in quart or 

arsenate of lead, also it shall not be bought or sold only by standard other boxes within such crate, shall 

contain over 50 per cent of water, dry measures, standard weight or have an interior capacity of one 

nor less than 121% per cent of arsenic numerical count excépt where the bushel heap measure.” I respectfully
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submit that this provision should be quired for sale in the state to comply seem that the provisions of 1668-14 

amended to have the crate contain with all the provisions of this section are constitutional and do not con- 

one bushel struck measure. as fully and completely as if the said travene the decisions of the inter- 

“A bushel crate of cranberries or packages had been packed, and the state commerce decisions, in that 

blueberries shall have an interior said fruit grown in Wisconsin. Any they only apply to secondary sales 

capacity of one bushel struck meas- person violating the provisions of this within the state, and except from the 

ure.” This is a fair provision to paragraph shall be punished by a fine law the first sale within the state in 

both producer and consumer and _ of not less than $25 nor more than the original packages. The original 
does away with the former cranberry $50 and by confiscation of the illegal package is the crate, the small box 
erate which was two or three quarts packages and of the fruit therein con-  thcrein when sold is a secondary sale 

short measure. tained.” and not in the original package. This 

| The much discussed “berry-box Until January 1, 1912, nothing prvision cannot be made to apply to 

| law” reads as follows: “All sales of contained in this act shall prevent eprle and other fruit crates and bar- 

blackberries, blueberries, cranberries, the use, sale and disposal of crates, rels but the “W. S.” sign on the 
gooseberries, raspberries, cherries, boxes, barrels and packages not con- barrel will be a guaranty of a stand- 

strawberries and similar berries in f0rming to these standards. ard barrel, an? its absence will at 
packages of less than one bushel An inspection of the law as it now least put the purchaser on his guard. 

shall be by the quart, pint or half stands would seem to indicate: 7. It would also appear legal to 

pint dry measure, and all berry boxes 1. The law cannot prevent the sell scant quart boxes and crates to 

sold, used or offered for sale within sale of apples and other fruits in customers without the state, free 

the state shall be of the interior ca- crates of one struck bushel interior frcm any penalty therefor. 
pacity of not less than one quart, measure—for there is no penalty for &. The quart is nowhere defined, 

pint or half pint dry measure. Any §° doing. The triple penalty applies but as it is a thirty-seeond part of a 

person viojating the provisions of only to sales in barrels. bushel, it would appear to contain 

this paragraph shall be punished by 2. The law does not prevent sales a thirty-second part of 2150.42 cubic 

a fine of not less than five nor more of fruits in crates and barrels of inches, or 67.2 plus cubic inches. 

than fifty dollars and by confiscation less than the standard capacity, by Personally I believe very strongly 

of the illegal boxes or packages and agreement of the parties. Can sell that the change from the liquid to 

of the fruit therein contained.” Pro- by standard weight in scant bushel the dry quart in the sale of fruit 

vision is also made for all standard crates or barrels. was a mistake, and that the law 

apple and cranberry barrels to be 3. The law cannot prevent the should be amended. If it is not the 

stamped with the letters “W. S. A.” sale without the state of any size of answer of the horticulturist must be 

and “W. S. ©.” for apple and cran- crate, box or barrel, containing fruit, to increase proportionately the cost 

berry barrels respectively,, and the nor can it apply to contracts of sale of the box or crate. A moment’s 

manufacturer’s name, and for fines made within, for deliveries to be calculation makes it clear that the 

for failure to so do. - made without the state. . dry and liquid quarts bear the rela- 

“All contracts for the sale of ap- 4. The only penalty for selling tion of 6720, 5775 to each other. If 

ples, pears, cranberries, or other apples, ete., in scant barrels, is the a liquid quart case sold at $1.00 a 

fruits by the barrel or crate, unless penalty of three times the deficiency dry quart ease should cost $1.164% 

otherwise expressly stipulated, shall and court costs, in case action were and if the liquid quart case cost $1.50 

be construed to mean barrels or begun. the dry quart case should sell for 

crates of the capacity herein pre- 5. Sales of strawberries, etc., must $1.75. In other words, there must 

scribed.” be by the quart. There is now no be the sharp rise of 161% per cent 

The law attempts, as far as pos- established custom that a full quart next year in the price of strawber- 

sible, to place similar restrictions box shall be heaped. Section 1666 TS, raspberries, etc, due to the 

upon fruit shipped into the state, by provides for the sales of fruits cus- larger box now demanded. 

providing: “It shall be and is hereby tomarily sold by heap measure, while Asters, coxcomb, snapdragon, cos- 

declared unlawful for any person or Section 1668, Subsection 10, is silent mos, nasturtium, mignonette and bal- 

persons to bring, transport, or convey as to whether the quart shall be sams all in a tiny garden six by ten 

into the state, or to sell, offer to sell, heaped or not. It is at least a ques- feet. Bushels of flowers, enough for 

or otherwise dispose of for profit, any tion of doubt whether the grower can the children and all the neighbors’ 

apples, pears, plums, blackberries, be compelled to heap up his quart children. They carry them to school 

blueberries, cranberries, gooseberries, box under the new law, especially as and to Sunday school, make garlands 

raspberries, strawberries, or other the law merely directs that the inte- of them, decorate their playhouse and 

fruits, except the first sale within the rior capacity of the box shall be one actually play with flowers. It cost 

state in the original packages, unless quart. thirty-five cents for all this. Pity 

the crates, boxes, barrels, or packages 6. This law is designed to prevent the poor, starving, hungry-eyed chil- 

wherein the same are contained shall the competition of scant quart crates dren of the rich, who have only roses 

be of the full interior capacity re- from outside the state. It would and carnations.
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SPRING FLOWERING BULBS 

Summer is lingering, October nearly gone FORCING AND GARDEN CULTURE OF RHUBARB 

and Autumn searcely here. We meet you but 

once a month and space is limited else the ‘ By Huperr D. Waite 
article on Spring Flowering Bulbs would have a 

appeared in October. There may yet be time Caiitladea 1K OS aREH IaeaS 

to plant bulbs. A long period of autumn . oe ; . 
growth is unnecessary. If the bulbs can be Forcing may be begun at once or the Toots kept in the dormant 

planted and the beds heavily mulehed the day State for weeks as desired. La plentiful supply of roots are ai 

before the ground freezes good results may hand and the room for foreing is limited, two crops may be 

be expected. Try it. grown in succession. As soon as the first roots cease to bear 

The spring-flowering bulbs are a joy and a they should be removed from the cellar and replaced by th. 
blessing. Flower beds and borders that would roots for the second crop. 

otherwise be bare and unsightly in the spring Plants not too much forced by the ordinary method may be 

rae i tulips, bea blaze of color reget in the field and used again after two or three years. The 
r weeks. se Ww TOCUS, NATCISSUS ¢ . . . . . 

om wees hese with crocus, TATSISe Ne und forcing process is very exhaustive and should be discontinued 
others of the TTolland bulbs, will) give an . — sia a 

s as soon as the plants begin to show a lack of vigor if it is de 
abundance of bloom before the annuals and “°° 1 I Ti ' 1 1 only 1 . 
the’ summer flowering plants may be safely sired to reset them 1¢ growth can »e Stopped only by remove 

planted. In order to have this it is necessary from the cellar or by lowering the temperature to 30 or 35 

to plant in the fall. October and November  ‘legrees. Rhubarb will grow itself to death if allowed, specially 

is the time of preparation for this brilliant in the celiar. Nther forcing exhausts completely, and plants» 

spring show. But the planting may be done forced in hotbeds as previously explained are rendered unfit for 

any time before the ground freezes. further use. Some growers consider it more profitable practice 
Crocus, tulips and similar bulbs are grown to force their roots to the limit and then throw them away. 

in Holland and sent to us in late summer Glaiming that they can save time by growing a new supply of 

Or early autumn and anny’ then, be had arom forcing roots each year than endeavoring to revive old foreed 
florists or seedsmen dry and dormant. The : 

: . : roots. 
bulbs have in their thickened leaves a store- oe e ‘ . 

Roots for forcing should be from beds at least 3 or 4 years 
house of food surrounding the perfectly 1d 1 . \ : 
farmed embryo blossonis: We weed only te 9d as the larger and more vigorous the roots the better the re- 

plant them in rich well drained soil any time sulls. 
before the ground is frozen and cover with a The temperature for forcing should be about 55 or 60 degrees 

mulch of heavy leaves. However, in order to and where necessary, in the cellar or attic, this may be maintain- 

mect with full success we must observe certain ed at a very little cost by the use of lanterns or lamps. The tem- 

practical considerations. perature may vary from 45 degrees to 70 or even 80 degrees 

Preparation of Soil—Vhe beds where sum- without serious injury, so that no harm will be done if the fires 

mer flowers have been srowine. should now be should gu out even in the coldest weather, providing frost does 

cleared of rubbish, the soil deeply spaded and not get. in. Of eourse the lower the temperature the slower the 
well pulverized. Deep tillage is essential, as ¢ . 

: : ‘i growth, with a darker color and perhaps somewhat heavier 
the roots of bulbous plants strike straight ‘ 5 ‘ _ % 

" . yield; and the higher temperatures will give quicker returns downward, branching but little. y lor i : 

Drainage.—The soil must be light in texture and lighter color im proportion. . 
and well-drained, as the bulbs will decay if Daylight, even in small amounts, is best excluded. Rhubarh 

water settles about them. If the soil is heavy is one of the things which are improved in color and appearance 

clay it will be well to raise the beds a few by being forced in the dark. If fully exposed to light it will 

inches to insure perfect drainage. -have full color, but the quality is better and the color quite 

Manure.—It is not essential that the soil sufficient if forced in the dark. Even artificial light will cause 
should be very rich. It is more important the leaves on some of the plants nearby to open to some extent 

that it be light and porous. Use only thor and begin to grow green which is undesirable in forcing practice 

say Manis ae Fresh manure will Smoking the chimneys to subdue the light will entirely obviate 
“aUuse » bulbs to decay. : : 
—s i > Tali te ik vlanted this difficulty. 

anting.—Lulips, ete., are usually plantec 2 . : . 
Ee ” : . vd If the plants are well loaded with wet or moist soil when 

in “designs” or masses of contrasting colors. lanted i tl ill 1 littl lditi l ist 

As the bulbs of the different varieties are all i AEC! Ua, “ENEY wi nee very . Wetle . additional moistur 
wOchiAlike’ if AUPEAHINGS BENE care ismieces- rdinarily the use of tepid Ww ater is advisable to some extent, 

sary in handling to avoid mixing. After the especially as the crop is maturing. 
beds are prepared for planting and the design The time of maturing of a foreed rhubarb crop will depend 

outlined the bulbs may all be set on the surface on the temperature maintained and also on the variety. The
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f the bed, placing all of one kind before — first picking will mature in three to cight weeks and the season 

‘ommencing with another. will continue for three or four weeks or even longer, depending 

Make the holes for planting with the fingers. on the vigor of the roots and the degree of heat used. Usually 
| Nicci ] yg Pte ¢ ine "i ae . is . e . . . 

Cover lightly and after planting compact 42 to 14 inches is a good height for picking, but experience 
tirmly the whole surface of the bed by walking will enable one to best judge the proper time. 

wer it. Do not push the bulbs into the soil y a 5 ae . Bat 
. . . . ot fhe two most commonly favored varieties, both for foreing 

without first making holes, for this leaves . 5 ‘ 
. . . and for out door culture, are Myatt’s Linneaus: an early 

them on a bed of hard soil and the straight . havi \ I . i . 1 . ‘a 
downward growing roots will tend to push variety having deep green sta eS anc ates ing arge size; anc 

the bulbs to the surface. Myatt’s Victoria: a later maturing sort, with red stalks, very 

© Winter Protection —The bulbs here recom- thick and large. 
mended for planting are all hardy in the sense Summarizing, let me emphasize the following points: First— 

of power to withstand cold, but all require a Don’t be without some rhubarb plants in your garden. Besides 

winter mulch to prevent alternate freezing being a profitable market-garden crop, it is a convenient, luxury 
and thawing. This is best put on after the qasy to maintain, 
ground ig frozen and may eonsist-of 8 to: fi Although a very hardy plant do not neglect it. Cultivate 
inches of strawy manure. Field mice are very a he fe . see . 

: : : and fertilize to the linit and you will be repaid in the vigor 
fond of bulbs and are apt to harbor in’ the , ‘ : Fi 5 

4. ie By : . of the roots and the quality of the product. The targe fleshy 
mulching if it is put on before heavy frosts. . . i : . \ . 

Spring Treatment—Uneover early in the Stems desired. for cooking puproses are produced in part by the 

spring as soon as their first buds appear. Do great store of plant food held in reserve by the many big 

not fear late spring frosts, as tulips, ete, roots. Everything should be done to increave this supply of 

suffer but little or not at ali from freezing plant food. Tillage and fertilizing, then, are fundamentals. 

if the growth is made in the open. There is Your plants will last you 20 years under field culture if given 

greater danger of injury by frost to the spin- a good start, and if the roots are separated occasionally. 

dling growth resulting from delayed removal If you have never tried Winter forcing, do so! Almost any 

vf the mull nook or corner can readily be fitted up to protect the plants 
Summer Treatment.—After yering: . . . . 

RARIMRERS iL, a i Mie few ake the from light and cold. 
tops turn yellow and die and the bulbs may ‘ -e : oo me) Choose only thrifty roots and be sure they are thoroughly 

*be allowed to remain in the ground for a Fi 1 ki for forei 1 . | ! . : roxe ; acking for ‘ing erow 1m close ther second aiid even a thir year, Arnuals and 'TO#en out n packing for forcing crowd them close together 

bedding plants may be planted without dis. i! bexes or on the floor itself. A little soil between and under 

turbing the bulbs. In ease it is desired to the roots is all that is necessary. Keep out the light; remember 

remove them immediately after Howering dig that no method of culture, either outdoor or foreed where light 

carefully and “heel-in” or transplant closely is used, has ever produced an article equal to the dark-foreed. 

in rows in the garden and leave until the tops In gathering the crop be careful not to break the stems or 

die; then lift the bulbs, dry a day or two in injure the crowns. Being a very hardy plant does not mean it 
the sun and store in a dry place until fall. will stand rough treatment. 

KINDS TO PLANT Tf you will inelude rhubarb in your garden list what at first 

Tulips—There are several classes (trade Will be regarded as a luxury in time will become a necessity. 

lists) of tulips, but the single early sorts are A large number of home gardeners are without it on their 

most satisfactory for outdoor culture. The premises simply because they have never given it a fair trail. 
following kinds are of like period of : — = = see ae 

flowering and of the same height, two . ; 

important features in large beds: 7 - “gy 
Red—Crimson King, Artus, Belle ) , eet a fd | 1“ H 

Alliance. | ) | > 

Yellow—Chrysolora, Yellow Prince. Fe -- " 4 

White—Pottebakker, Cottage Maid. | : rp iv my) Cn I CR ORD I f 

La Reine. SUAD | . e “| COUN | 
ene " A a \ 

J arierated—Keisersk ITY) er "] “am ; ee ie ania j <a nt Le if fa mW TA 

The Due an Thol class is some- | “= a By Be : , "| 
what earlier than the above, but with — | raz aes on c ad Fa sca 

smaller flowers. These may be had in = FT ba 

searlet, rose, yellow, white and crim- | nT = 4 os @ 
is ae == 

son. eS ConprORD Sarge | i . a f et The Parrot tulips have curiously 2 F ee ; ae 

shaped blossoms with fringed petals. — Bi 5 » COUNT: ; es 

These are odd but not adapted to Sai a.) ell 

massing. Some Kickapoo Fruits at the State Fair, 1911 Pon
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Wisconsin Horticulture Extra copies of this paper always H. Albrecht, 2; E. W. Longfellow, 
on hand for members who want to 1; Geo. Schimmelpfenning, 5; H. M. 

Published monthly by the hand them out. Chase, 1; H. P. Lochemes, 2; J. A. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society we Hayes, 1;J. W. Roe, 1; F. C. Meyer. 

ment rae tne neies Read the advertisements. You 1: A- 8. Huiebel, 1; I. C. Black, 1; 

s " may learn something to your advan- Wm. Finger, 1; G. P. Bingham, 1; 
rreperic CRANEFIELD, waltor tage. J. H. Sykes, 6; Robt. S. Kerr, 1: 

Sovrotary W. 8. IL. 8. Marteon, Wie. ——___++____ A. Lohberger, 2; H. F. Woerfel, 1; 

AssocitaTm EpitTors, Sixteen Hundred The big Wolf River at Milwaukee E. P. Giese, 1; J. C. Roese, 1; J. T. 

Member’ of the Society: was grown by J. T. Wood of Rich- Russell, 1. 
Q SS 

which indudes Dembership in the Wiseon, ia conte PREMIUM LIST 
otaend subseriptione to Prededte Cranefield, . * Ti id bi i leeti frui Madison, Wisconsin. ' Please mention this paper when ° te nem ers in selecting fruit 

cofemit by, Postal or Experts: Monsy Order. writing to advertisers. It helps us for exhibit next January the follow- 

carte to, n. card, Personal vehecks, not ac: more than you can realize. ing abbreviated premium Tist is given. 

can use them. | Do not, send stamps if any ° The full list will be printed in the 

en narertiaing rates made known on appll- Native plums from our Poplar December issue. . 

orchard sold in Superior for two dol- _ For best collection of apples not 
— - ——— ~  dars a bushel wholesale. less than ten varieties, $10.00, $5.00, 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society $3.00, $2.00. 
fs : . Best 5 plates commercial varieties, 
OFFICERS We have not found Geo. S. Hinkley. $5.00, $3.00, $2.00. 

D. BK. Bincwam, Prestdent--_Sturgeon Ray Mr. Hinkley paid fifty cents for ments Single plate, three premiums, $1.00, 

& & ee eerie en ce Titian bership at Milwaukee and we failed to 75e., 50e., on each of the following 
F. CRaNeFretp, Secretnry_--------Madiaon get his address. lende® 

ee ae = ‘ . . 

EXECUTIVE COMMETEEE Just now we are very busy in Wis- ine ie a Dud 
D. B. BrinowaM, Chairman____---Fa-Offcto ; z : Dh STORE ‘ange, tameuse, 
€. E. Ricmanpiow.—.-----------Be- Ooo consin planting orchards, getting Gano, Gem, Gideon, Golden Russet, 

F, Caannniaee ooo 2227o72rooaao Beco eto ready to feed the fifty million of King, Malinda, Mann, McIntosh, 

Ant Deer, Wa. Lowctanp.---—Lake, teresa apple and cherry eaters at our doors. MeMahan, Milwaukee, Newell, North-* 
‘ih Die. {Yantao---—--itwaakee When we have a little Telsure on ern Spy, Northwestern Greening, 

Sth Drar.. 1 OC, FBLCHRR__--Oconomowoc some apples to store we wi ake Patten, Pewaukee, Plumb Cider, Seek- 

i Dist, ¥ Ae "ttemanpsox_-——---Boarea time off to smash the unholy alliance no-Further, Scott Winter, Fall Spit- 

9th Dist. A. W. Lawrence, JR_—----- that now exists between the commis- zenberg, Tolman, Twenty Ounce, Ut- 

10th Drer,, Invine Rit Oe sion men and the cold storage houses. toy, Wagner, Walbridge, Wealthy, 
11 Dist., 0. Fuanneas..--------Bayfeld a Windsor, Wolf River, York Imperial. 

—, Fall delivery of nursery stock is For pecks of Dudley, Fameuse, 

DE. inom or eee Caxkupiete the proper thing but the trees must Gem, Golden Russet, MeIntosh, Me- 

L. G. Kettoca be properly handled. In this connee- Mahan, Northwestern Greening, Tol- 

—— tion see April number of Wisconsiv man, Wealthy, Windsor and Wolf 
Annual BMembershlp-.-----------30.00 Horticutture for directions. River three premiums on each, $2.00, 

Remit to Secretary W. 8. H. &. —_—-+—____. $1.00, 75e. Let us exhibit. 

Madison, Wis. Bayfield.growers are not slow. Less ——_++—___- 

SO ————————= than a year ago they organized a co- CARRYING NURSERY STOCK OVER 
ANNUAL CONVENTION JANUARY 9, operative marketing association and WINTER 

10 and 11 at the close of the season had a com- Wethave a letter full of kind words 

We ought to have a big display of fortable surplus in the bank. They from Mr. Wm. H. Stark of Stark 

apples. have now purchased a lot and will Bros, Nuresry Company. Somerof tt, 
—_—— put up a conerete building 30x60 about: ail delivery ee print: ‘heres 

Save the very best specimens, wrap feet, two stories and basement. with: “ 

in paper and pack away in a cool —_ “Your plan of favoring fall de- 

cellar. ‘The Premiums are liberal CREDIT LIST FOR OCTOBER livery for spring planting is a good 

and always paid in full. We are drawing steadily nearer to one but your people should not force 

aa the two thousand mark every day. early shipment in the fall. Would 

This paper belongs to the members Tet’s make it 2,000 by January 1, rather lose an order than endeavor to 

of the State Horticultural Society. 1912. fill it from stock that has not been 

Space is held every month for com- Two hundred members, one new allowed to mature. 
munications from members. Who member each will do the trick. Here “Tf trees are to be kept over winter 
‘will be first next month? is our roll for October: and there is no good cellar for stor-
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age, heeling in is all right. How- tion, the confidence shown in Wis- base; injurious amputation was neces- 

ever, trees should be burried to the consin by our friends on the Hill is sary the following spring. 

very tips. Some people have the idea the main thing. As in the care of strawberries the 

that in carrying trees over in this pg covering is to protect from sun and 

way, that they should only be covered TO THE AMATUER wind, unseasonable winter weather 
over at the roots and allow nature quite as much as fro > 

to select the hardy, doing away with Cover the strawberry bed this Hybrid cmp faa a i bpbsid pee J . ybrid perpetuals and 2a 

the weaklings. They forget that trees month. Any time after a hard freeze need thoroa A rotecti " Tt is a 'S. 2 a S = ‘0 yrotection. 
: spread clean swamp grass, or marsh . Bn: Prove " sa 

have been deprived of a large part of _ . . . waste of time and energy to attempt 
‘Nate oat eyatem jard “Une At 48 GE hay as it is called in Wisconsin, over t iter’ toa 7 t 1 in Wi 

syste! a s 'S- . . o winter tea roses - Ors s- 
; : se . the whole bed, covering lightly both ; Sears! 3 es 

tablished in the soil it does not have . consin. 
: 8 plants and alleys. 

a normal resistance. . . : —____+«+— 

eeeegagngemen ihe next best covering is clean WAY UP AT ASHLAND 

straw. Cornstalks, autumn leaves, T re Ach: . . 

GOOD NEWS coarse manure, sawdust, planer shav- Up here at Ashland wwe have had . . comes ¢ 1, 88 Shi Dit ane a very wet season since about mid- 
We are just naturally tickled to ings, ete., may be used but guard as summer. Tlave just finished harvest- 

death, delighted you know, overcome far as_ possible against weed seed. ing carrots (Oct. 20) and they are 

with joy. Also remember that a light covering Arie 

a on account of a piece of news is sufficient, the idea being to protect Potato crop is good where land is 

We had it at first hand and can vouch from heat rather than cold. well drained. Root crops generally, 

for it. The hardy garden roses including are good. Cabbage is big. Saw load 

The Sturgeon Bay Advocate was Persian Yellow and Austrian Yel- of as fine Holland cabbage on the 

the first to print and we therefore low, Madame Plantier, Rugosa, ete,  ctrect this week as I ever saw anv- 

quote: “On Saturday last a deal was need no winter protection but about \ hore. There should be a fine straw- 

closed with Profs. Jas. G. Moore and everything else in the line of roses jorpy crop next season if full stand 
L. R. Jones of the state university needs an overgoat of some kind even of plants is an indication. We have 
at Madison for the purchase of the in tlie Southern part of the state. just finished a peck of apples which 

John Ellison farm of 340 acres in Carpet, rugs or matting tied around proved to be very fine Whitney. They 

the town of Liberty Grove. These the tops serve only as a partial pro- wore very highly colored and in 
gentlemen will devote the large tract tection and are often useless on ac- prime condition. The grocery man 

to the raising of fruit.” count of wind. If the stems are ex- sold then for Snow: 

To be exact only a small part of posed and injured near the ground Just got in our third cutting of 

the farm will be planted next year, protection to the tops is of but little alfalfa (Oct. 19), rather late but it 

This beautiful tract includes all of value. has been too rainy for a very good 

Ellison Bay with over a mile of shore We have in mind a splendid Crim- job of haymaking. No frost to speak 

line, docks, residence, etc. In scenic son Rambler that was bent to the of lately. Weather prediction warmer 

beauty it is second only to Peninsula ground and very carefully wrapped for the 22nd. Rained nearly every 

Park twenty miles south. However, and packed away for winter except ‘ vex & weele, y Pp; day for over a week 

the scenery is a secondary considera- for a space of a foot or more at the Trvixa Cl. Siti. 

7 ca == ae Fn , ———_+.+ = 

1 : = A CORRECTION 
a ; ( oa Allow me to correct the statement 

| t , vy Nake a | made by Mr. FE. FE. Dunning in the 

\ ¥ 4 a ite Ry ; August number of Wisconsty Horti- 

3 1 , ¢ ie Be gSy <e a! > CULTURE, regarding the possibilities 

< “ hos , cad 4 at oA = of fruit culture in Milwaukee county. 

a ) 7 as Ht l Pedi a, a He says: “I do not know today any 

a t a 4 ry at Pe ax 4 tree fruit orchards in Milwauhee 
BA “J > We PE én 3 J county that have been planted to any 

; ae ey we Pi gf Ln extent and given any reasonable at- 

_. et of ed j tention” ete. My orchard on the 
ee y - id Pra. “Waldhof” fruit farm is now eighteen 

\ f a a sa Sa Pa f years old, situated in town of Mil- 
, a “ at are an waukee north of the city of Milwau- 

yy y % iy Da an y kee. I have a little over four acres 

\ Fa ry ie a ad af in apples. A half an acre pears six- 

* gf 7 o . teen years old (Clapps, Flemish and 
i. yd m ed - = Idaho) we rooted up some three years 

= — ; = ~ ago on account of fire-blight which 

One of the Apple Exhibits at Oshkosh, August 16-17 happened to spread to the apple or-
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chards. The varieties of apples we the powdered form of arsenate of 

grow are N. W. Greenings, Wealthy, lead, two pounds to fifty gallons of : 

MeMahan, Golden Russetts, Alex- spray material. It is the strongest JEWELL 

ander, Windsor and Garfield (the and best of all the arsenies manu- 

latter will come to the front as a factured. MINNESOTA 

good winter apple). I bought the I have some thirty-five young 

Garfields from the originator some Wagner apple trees, four to six years 

eighteen years ago. We practice old. They bring their second crop, GROWN 

elean culture from May to July, fol- and about twenty MeIntosh red of 

lowed by a cover crop (vetch, some- the same age. Some of these trees Nursery Stock 

times oats). We thin all apples four have up to twenty apples. Further, 

to six inches apart. In former years we our Grimes Golden (seven years), a isms eens 

sprayed with Bordeaux, this year we — fine tree in form and foliage, has 

used lime and sulphur one to thirty its first crop of apples about three- Complete assortment of Fruit 

(one to forty will probably be better quarters of a bushel. Our youne and Ornamental stock in all 

in the future, as we notice some — TTubbardstons. have some sample varieties suited to northern cul- 

burning of the skin of the apples on — apples. Our trial tree of 5% 
j 3 Rs : : : ture. A specialty of Hardy 

Greenings and Alexanders). This York Imperial, a fine well shaped is 

year is the first time that we notice tree (seven years old) has set no Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

a second brood of the codling moth — fruit so far, but the grafts [ made Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 
in our locality and from now we — into Alexander some six years ago uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- | 

resolved to spray four times a season. (now strong branches) have their tive Plums. 

So far we have sprayed the first time fhird crop, an immense load, and the ee 

before buds open, the second time — fruit of York Imperial is as good in | ———$—$—$$$$$——_ 
after blossoms fall and about four- — Jooks and quality as is grown in our 

‘eon days Inter « thinl time. The section. . THE JEWELL NURSERY 60. 
second brood of codling moth will Some six years ago I grafted some 

change the situation: More sprayings — seions of MeTntosh Re into Mac- LAKE CITY, MINN. 

are now in order. Mahan White; the branches are . ; 

I find that the rough part of the Jaden with beautiful fruit (second | 1500 Acres Established 1868 
apple skin, where lime and sulphur crop). Our Jonathan apple trees 

spray has done the burning, there (three trial trees, now eight years) 

the second brood of codling moth — faye their first crop of fruit and it ' 

enters the apple. After burning the — yemains to be seen whether the fruit FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

skin of the apple undergoes a healing — will be as fine as same variety from IN GREAT VARIETY 
process, the old skin peels off and a Missouri. One) Gravenstein apple Consisting of 

new skin is formed. It remains to — tree from Rochester, New York (now : 

be seen how the apples with this new ix years) has set a good number of . 

but rough skin will behave in ordin- fruit spurs for the next year’s crop. FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA 

ary cellar storage. As we all know, Another surprise for me and tree $ 

the Bordeaux sprayed apples, when — fruit lovers i our section. It is a MENTAL TREE ' 

they have skin injuries by burning. — fine upright grower, a beautiful tree Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 
do not keep as good as sound fruit. to Jook at. berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grajie 

But it is my belief that we can I hope to demonstrate for the Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 

avoid the burning when we spray sguthern Lake Shore Region, that Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

with lime-sulphur by proper dilution we can grow with a profit York Im- Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 

of the solution. T will not use the perial and Grimes Golden, Wagner . , 

Bordeaux mixture any longer. For and MeIntosh. T know that we ean greens, etc. e : : Mg Bh, ; 2 ee If you would like to see a really 
me lime and sulphur has come to I am also a member of the Catal ld be gla 

stay. Our MeMahan apples have American Pomological Society, and good Catalogue we woul gla: 

taken on a beautiful color as never jny name is on the mailing list of | © $end you ours. It has more than 

before seen and the N. W. Greenings many of the Experimental Stations fifty pages and describes everything 

commence to color (September 2) as where fruit growing leads. As a | 12 the plainest language without 

we never saw before. horticultural writer and contributor | aay extravagant or overdrawn de- 

I will make an exhibit of our fruit to leading German _ horticultural scriptions. . 

in the tent of our State Horticultural papers I am known in the Father- 
Society. There you can see for your- land for more than twenty years, | The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

self what lime and sulphur spray will and in our seetion, that is north of FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

do in changing the color of fruit. the city of Milwaukee, I claim to Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

I forgot to mention that we use be the pioneer in fruit culture. For
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vur fruit, I am proud to say, I have Americana plums. They sell readily 

huilt up a reputation. We have a beside the “imported” Europeans at 

faney family trade and to many of — prices twenty-five to fifty per cent Hardy Jturserp 

iny old customers [ean sell the fruit above the prices charged for the lapted for the 

right over the telephone. Our prices Europeans. Stock NORTHWEST 

as shown by my book are $1.50 ° to aap: os TT 

S175 for Greenings, MeMahan and UP SPARTA WAY We offer a complete line of Fruit, 

Wealthy for A No. 1 fruit. . Shedetsad Oessieatal stool. 
W. A. Rrewrer, Some people hold to the opinion aeevour needs Bure 

es that Sparta and all of Monroe county 
is only sand, strawberries and tunnels.” 

TREE FRUITS ON SANDY LOAM SOILS It is true the county has plenty of all Berry Plants, Rhubarb, 
B. M. VAUGIIAS, GRAND RAPIDS. : : 

these but there is something more to Grape Vines, Asparagus 

The apple and plum season are Monroe county; for one thing: some * i 

now practically over and a report mighty fine apple land on the clay in the Leading Sorts. 

from a sandy-loam orehard may not hills. Editor Wells of the Monroe 

be without interest to readers of County Democrat who attended the Garden and Commercial Orchard 

HortictULTure. Field Meet at the Muhlenhamp farm Planters will do well to write to us. 

When we planted our apple orch- has the faith that endures. Te be- Ericea; consistent with; “Quality, 

ard, about sixteen yeara ago, we were lieves in his own county and people. «SOT OF OE Mew AM eatmieamettted, 
told—even by nursery men—that we We give herewith some of his opin 

would) fail Well we did) fitl to jons and regret that we cannot publish SSS 

grow many varieties but we did grow — the editorial in full: McKay Nursery Co., 
and are successfully growing several ©Today orchard lands in’ Oregon, ———— Paid ceville;: Wie? 

varieties of apples. From less than 3,000 miles from the best fruit mar- Nuzseries’ at ‘Waterloo;. Wis: 

cighty trees we have just harvested kets, are selling at $2,000 per acre, 

over two hundred and fifty bushels and we regret that much Wisconsin 

of apples, in spite of the heavy freeze money has been invested there which 
‘ ‘ * FORTY - TWO YEARS 

of May 5, which eame just as the could have been more profitably em- ee 

blossom buds were opening. Many — ployed in developing the neglected The Jewell Nursery Co. 

of our bearing trees are young. We — opportunities presented for apple ecul- Hardy Haitend cosneolel 

tind well adapted to sandy loam, the eure in Wiseonsin. If orchard lands Lake City, . Minnevora 

Whitney No. 20, Northwestern Green- in Oregon, under their adverse mar- FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES 

ing, MeMahan’s White, Sweet Rus- — ket conditions, are worth $2,000. per 

set, MeIntosh, Sweet Brier crab and — acre, we ask what are the possibilities 

Martha crab. All of these bear well under the more favorable conditions 

and grow well. existing in) Wisconsin? Within 24- S 

We have not been able to grow any hours shipping distance of Monroe _ Vincennes 
plums on our sandy lands, exeept county are Tocated the great market Nurseries 

Americanas, unless you elass the — cities whieh supply 89,000,000 of the . . 

Miner in some other group. This most prosperous people on which Vincennes, Indiana 

vear we have had a magnificent crop God’s sunlight shines. Our markets, 

of Early DeSoto, Rollingstone, Che- the best in the world, are at our Ww. C. REED, 

ney, Forest Garden, City, Comfort, doors. The money paid for freight PROPRIETOR 

Stoddard and Surprise plums. alone on the Oregon apples would give Cherry Trees by the 

Wolf, Knudtson’s peach, Kathrin the Monroe county grower a good : 100 or 100000 

ind Miner did not yield so well,— — price for his entire apple crop. Tlave The Growing of Cherry Trees 

probably because the blossoms were you ever thought of that? has been our Specialty for 

more injured by the May 5 frost. “The Democrat lays no elaim = to Years. Our soil and method 

One Wolf tree that was protected — possessing knowledge which qualifies of growing produces a Tree 
produced an excellent crop. it to advise the intelligent and pro- that is not excelled by any 

We sold no apples for less than one — gressive farmers of Monroe county re- one. Splendid blocks of two- 

dollar per bushel and no plums for garding the most profitable products, year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

less than two dollars per bushel, but we feel that a county which has nae Amine any ant 

while part of our plums brought made the strides that Monroe county other leading varieties by the 

three dollars and twenty cents a has in dairying and in small fruit 100 or car load. We also grow 

bushel. We found a ready sale for culture has a class of farmers who a general line of other Nursery 

both apples and plums. In fact we can tackle and carry to success any stock. Personal inspection in- 

have never been able to fully supply agricultural problem where success is vited. Correspondence solicited 

the local demand for well grown possible. After listening to the in-
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structive talk and inspecting the BUYSMONTANA ORCHARD LANDS in the southwestern part of the stat 

magnificent orchard that we did yes- AND KEEP COOL. Thermometers at Wisdom, Mon: , 

terday we have no doubt as to the The newspapers early in October registered 10 degrees below zero « , 

practicability of apple culture in this reported two feet of snowin Montana. Saturday according to reports 1. - 
county. We only regret that every The following clipping gives an idea ceived here on Sunday. 
man in Monroe county interested in of prevailing temperatures there. 

agricultural pursuits could not have Dillon is two hundred miles south WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
heard and seen what the Democrat of Hamilton, Montana, which is the Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

representative did yesterday. heart of Bitter Root valley. stock. We employ no agents but sell di- 
. rect. If in the market you can save money 

“Monroe county is capable of sup- Dillon, Mont., Oct. 29.—Unusually by buying of us. Get our prices. 
porting more than double the popu- cold weather for this season of the WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

lation it now possesses and support- Year is reported from Big Hole basin, Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop. 

ing them better than we live today. a = ~ 

The farm of the future, we believe, fa at ah Bemeee eo ot : : 
instead of being a 160 or 200-acre i, fe “y ge pax aa 

tract will consist of not more than 20 i ; 3, = ee RES ape 

to 40 acres, with 80 acres considered i ‘ Uae Ce as ky” 

a large farm. Intensified farming t we te a Ne ay 

will bring about this change, and : ae RRs. pars a Reo Ne oc! 
with the new condition will come ae SH Seer pA gi t- -neshtt 

double and treble the present land ‘ Ber Pet cts ee et vi AE ay hy 

values. It appears to us that the ie ee eee aaa ee Pate Pai Eo ee? Ra ned 
first and one of the important steps athe es 3 SS yee eerie ous aoe * | 
to take in order to bring about this dames boat. one are Ranier use ds eriresni 369 Laat, 

desirable condition, is for those who £ ad ars rs ‘ % Ge S| 
have lands suitable for apple growing . a : F 

to commence investigating the ques- Ss ao “6 

tion; make a study of it, start an ae | 

orchard and give it attention. Make a) ‘ (ee 

the same efforts to care for it in a t as Nala ey. . ee 

manner to bring the best results that F 8 Bree nie aaa 

the Monroe county farmer has been ° : 

making for 25 years to improve their eka ; 

dairy herds, and which has resulted i Z se : pee 

in making Monroe one of the best AM a NR Eeee oe Ea cen oe ed 
dairy counties of the best state in the PA Ub UPL ia, ee PP ‘ TN! Se Pana 

union. Ten years of such intelligent BUILT TO LIVE, 

attention to the orchard we believe qyAayupnoth or away down south of any pon betmeen, thas the heath an! strength cary al 
would bring surprising: secults and. Meier peti ues nemo neni Tsetse moa uve pom Suncast iver et 
convince all that at last the Monroe We are specialists in everything we grow. Henry Lake Sons Co., Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

county farmers had realized the 

golden possibilities in an industry _ : 

which had been neglected for fifty sasoooseococes WY A N T E Dcceccceccacces 

ee Simeted, sien wir farmer vend Eight or ten more buyers for five or ten acres of Cherry Orchard Land to 
of the question of apple growing will take the balance of 1911 planting on the 

make a success of an orchard, but CO-OPERATIVE PLAN 
if he does not intend to apply intelli- We: guarantee 6 per cent annually on your investment for ten years. We 
gent tiethods. to the work he had promise at least 100 per cent in profits in ten years. We mature your 
hetter let the other fellow raise the orchard up to where you will have an independent income. 

apples.” WHERE?? 
——_+-4++——_. STURGEON BAY, WIS. The Sour Cherry Land of the United States. || 

For water culture try Paper White WHY?? 

Narcissus. Set half a dozen bulbs in Write Us for a Booklet. 
a shallow dish with some pebbles for 220 acres planted with 22,000 Sour Cherry Trees. 240 acres prepared for 24,000 trees in 

. . 1912. Safe Proposition. No Risk. Large Profits. 

a xe need a a in the (You Get a Deed to Your Land when Paid for.) 
lark. reat exactly the same as 

Chinese Lily. For Christmas bloom Co-Operative Orchard Co. moe 

start now.
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gate the high bush cranberry on a 

Questions and Answers large scale? How should the seeds T h G 

be gathered, stored and planted? e r e a t 

SS A. There are several methods of 

Q. Should fruit trees (particularly propagating high bush cranberry. Northern 
apple) be pruned after the fourth One of the easiest and'most rapid is 

year and if so to what extent? by the use of seed. It may also be Nurser Co 

A. Apple trees need more or less propagated by hard wood cuttings y e 

pruning every year no matter how made much the same as cuttings for 
old they may be. In the case of trees currant propagation. It may also be Sells First-Class 

over four years old but little pruning propagated by green wood cuttings . 

will be required if careful attention taken during August and rooted Wisconsin Grown Trees 
has been given up to that time in baal Pt Where seeds are used pone reese Live. (Wei had an op: 

haping the trees. There will be they should be gathered in the fall Wisconsin grown trees with a simi- 

cane ‘anches in the center of the When mature, and stratified. This is the end of the season only $2 per 
tree that need to be removed and not one by alternate layers of sand and Cent OF Roe eon crn avon stock: was 

infrequently sap sprouts appear which Seed in a box of convenient size. Stock and avond loss. Our trees are 
should also be cut out. They may be left here over winter and Tare a and Our etek ae HEAL, 

planted in drills the following spring, thet our stocks Hes nob the willowy 

Q. What is meant by “Summer” or kept stratified until the second Som ea 

pruning? season. The seeds usually lie dor- entirely ander cover tree Son ee 

A. Pinching growing shoots to mant the first year. posure to sun snd wind, 

prevent further growth in length, the Pror. J. G. Moors. 

removal of branches, in fact any — Great Northern Narsery 

pruning if done during the growing Q. Which dogwood is it that has Company, Baraboo, Wis. 

season is summer pruning. Pruning — the large white flowers and is used for Wette for Catalogue and Price - List. 

during the growing season checks ornamental planting? As its peculiar 

growth and must be very carefully habit of growth is one of its charms, 

done. The amateur should proceed must they be transplanted without FOR SALE_ Apples of New York, by 

very carefully. pruning? Tlow is it propagated? Beach. 135 colored plates. 2 vols. Ai- 
——. A. It is impossible from the de- bany, 1905; $7.50. Grapes of New York, 

Q. What time of the year should — scription given to identify the par- Diss tons! sh00 eead to hie te 
grapes be pruned? ticular species of cornus here re- to John Skinner, 44 N. Pearl street, 

A. October or November. Prun-_ ferred to. A specimen of the plant Albany, New York. 

ing should be done sufficiently early would be necessary in order to iden- 

so that the canes may be laid down tify this as there are a number of 

and covered before the ground freezes. species of cornus which are used for K N O xX 

-_—— ornamental planting and which have 

Q. When should Arbor Vitae be white flowers. 
pruned after planting, at what time J. G. M. N U R S E R I E S 

of the year? ——. a 

A. June. Q. Tow are Winterberry holly, (Hetabliehed tn 1881) 
— ; sheep berry and June berry propa- Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

Q. When can Arbor Vitae be gated? 

planted to best advantage and should A. 1. Winterberry holly is Tlex They strongly recommend One 

t be pruned at planting time? verticillata. This shrub is usually Year Cherry Trees because they 

A. Evergreens may be planted best propagated from berries which are stocky, well headed, well rooted 

quite as early in the season as decid- lie dormant the first season. Strati- thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

nous trees and to quite as good ad- fying, the same as recommended for Two Year for those who prefer 

vantage. Fortunately we may delay high bush cranberry, should be fol- the larger trees. They also have a 

the planting much later in the case lowed. 2. The sheep berry, Vibur- : i 
: . . nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 

of fruit trees and with hopes of sue- num Ientago, belongs to the same 

cess. If attention has been given to group of plants as the high bush A trialvorder will’ convince 

securing a good root system but little cranberry and is similarly propa- any one of ‘their, quality: 

pruning will be necessary at the time gated. 8. The June berry, Amelan- — 

of planting. chier sp? may be propagated from 

~--- the seed which is handled the same H. M. SIMPSON & SONS 

Q. What are the different ways as the seed of the high bush cran- Vincennes, Indiana. 
and which is the best way to propa- berry, except it should be planted the
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season following harvesting, or it <=" =. SS ‘| p BP . Bo eee Se Te x 
may be sown the same season pro- re ar ~ 8 me | BO es il £ 

o rate pase RL 7 _+) or | et A? duced, or may be propagat d from the Rea eas 2 OOS ae \s , Aa res) ee 7 

suckers which arise around the roots. Ree ny MURS geist | Std. ee >| t 

It may also be grafted on Mountain Fat) at yi ih es ee HT tf : Fed eat Ne a eee 9 — Ee ed eI! 5 ash. een 2 NA = ee SS Smee Le: Qe Sy —__ BS (5 Cale eS a Al ea fo 
a at fae ek BY Wal pee 

Q. What is the sheep bur and A xy i = Cig 
? “a VAS} </ J G 

how propagated? ‘¥. - 4 Gh bar , if ro ‘ : NAT Ry 
A. There is no such plant as the oy sa ncemiaiey Direct from the German Mines iy Py Gi) 2 

. « * t s a 7: * f HA) 
sheep bur listed in horticultural But it takes time to get it 

books. What is undoubtedly meant See your dealer now, before he better balanced, your soil fertility 

is the sheep berry. contracts for his goods, and urge is conserved, and your crops are 
so him to get good up-to-date brands, larger and of better quality. 

Q, May veneer tree. protectors’ be containing 6 to 10 per cent potash, Potash Pays. 
a BRAY MENSCH MCG DEORCCLOrS and to carry POTASH SALTS We will sell you or your dealer 

left. on permanently without injury in stock. Potash in ary amount from 200 lbs. 

to the trees? There is profit in such goods up. Write now for prices and for 

A. Veneer tree protectors can un- both for you and your dealer. free pamphlets giving just the facts 

doubtedly be left on trees a number You get more plant food for — you are looking for about improving 
of years without serious injury. How- your money, your fertilizer is crops and soils. 

ever, we have found it desirable to GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc. 
y re » veneer 4 vast every Continental Br ilding, Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago remove the veneer at least every Whitney Central Bank Building, New Orleans 

other season so as to clean out the 

space between the trunk of the trees 

and the protector as it is a hiding ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

place for all kinds of insect pests. D 0 Oo Lr 
-— For Fruit Culture. Door County 

Q. How would you propagate Tar- Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 
tarian honeysuckle, Syringa, Lilac, c t Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 
Snowball, high bush cranberry ? oO u n y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 

A. Tartarian honeysuckle may be ———P>—S Particulars Write : : :::::: 
propagated cither by hard wood eut- 

tings or by layerage.  Tlard wood I d DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 
cuttings are handled the same as cur- a n Ss STURGEON B AY, wis. 

rant cuttings. Cuttings are prefer- 

ably made in the spring. 

Syringa or Philadelphus, may also yes sing A SEE me ely FY 

be propagated by dormant wood ecut- iN Ling fa — : widen oe SS aq 
ings. It is also frequently propa- { I Ye = i \S Cem ag oe 
gated by green wood cuttings made in | is = Pa N\ Ga DNS od A/ 5 sme Pay _ KS 4 
late summer and rooted under glass. Mi | a . RELIABLE gi WA Mf, 

Lilae is propagated by green and \ KW ws PRAYERS WY ee 

mature wood cuttings, also by root \ . “op S ae 
euttings and by suckers. 7 on Only thorough work with the best machinery will (PaSs 

Ss ‘ball 1 Riel: ‘bush cranberry accomplish.the best paying results from spraying. WG ys a 
Snowball and high bush ‘cranberry \ You must spray if you would have perfect fruit, and it Fang LWA 

are both Viburnum = opulus. The \\ doesn’t pay to bother with a cheap outfit. It means no Ac NF 

Snowball being a sterile form cannot _ end of trouble and it’s too risky—you have too much yan aw \ \! 

be propagated by seeds. Other than a at stake. if ist | i LN 
ast sane s » Goulds Sprayers have provea tneir su- \ Wh 

this it may be propagated the same ay periority by years of service. We make i { ei / 

as the high bush cranberry. S Ni tthe sprayer best suited to your condi- \ pes 
7c. YR Oe tions. It will last for years because all \ N Y| iF Ey 

ae SH SY AY working parts are made of bronze to My Yh ji { 
— bes (/ 0 \\ \y ) resist the action of chemicals. wee i eae a 4! 

‘ > WANs can depend on a Goulds”? to work when aN — cl Q. Is it a good plan to grow rasp- * “a W\// met eral as long as you require. aH 

berries between apple trees the first Ped \ vi Send for Our Booklet: 
four,or five years? If so should more \\ II Y Y w ~ ies “‘How to Spray—When to Spray—What Sprayers to Use” 

e y be od? | = di ‘s the matter th hly. It gives valuable Tas nena fe pani aa INRSR Ngee eee 
A. : ne pest, most  successfu a Ihe) uK ‘THE GOULDS MFG. CO., 000 W. Fall St., S Falls. N.Y 

orchardists are agreed that only fi 4 s ) li We Make both Hand and Power Pumps for Every Service 

annual crops should be planted in a il : I il Mr
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a, 
the young orchard and of these only ——ooeEeEuyeGuoe=eeeeee——————OO 

the ones that require thorough cul- e 

seas ayfield County Lands —____+«+___ 
NO BUGS IN MONTANA ED 

Dear Mr. Cranefield: Experienced authorities claim that there is no 
“ ised, T li better fruit land in the United States than on 

s promised, I am sending you a 
: : : THE BAY FIELD PENINSULA 

yerbatim copy of a portion of th Splédidia ' : seca Mase lig frui 
és ; . Palos eats plendid market apples are raised. Most luscious fruits 
Kighth Annual Report of the State and berries indigenous to Wisconsin, mature late and 
Entomologist of Montana—Montana bring the highest market prices in this frost-proof area. 
Agricultural College and Experi- - —Inquire of JOHN WALSH, President of — 

ont Stati tin N or 82. i ment Station Bulletin : Numbe Tr Bayfield County Land Co., Washburn, Wis. 

Pror. J. G. Sanpers. 

MONTANA NOT FREE FROM PESTS AS 
OFTEN REPORTED, 

“There is a widespread impression Fig. 1291 Fig. 1317 

in Montana that, while other parts \ ‘ie RK Yl Ge 

of the country are seriously affected Nay Kd 

with pests, our fair land is nearly or rite : 
quite free. We have shown, in car- _ ‘ 

lier reports and bulletins, that there S P R A Y P l J M PS r 

is already a large proportion of the ca Tae 

pests and diseases that could reason- - | (ER Nozzles, Hose, Fittings, etc. 
ably be expected to thrive in our 

climate and that, in number and én 4s Big 668: Te of gure Myers” Fig. 640 Fig. a 

power of doing injury, there is really rae FN ah ea ae RA } i, oR, 
sa am. /i\) \ - og \ 

little difference between the pests of Ba Cag! Fie eee j ; | 

our state and those of other states. ak I | Pe ) F, \ CW 

“This erroneous idea may be attrib- 7 (Ne 4 ait it 
Z : } i e Bll trons 

uted to two things, namely, the false cu cae ik tee | 
‘ ; : ; Ss Cra A 
impression given out by interested f = Ate ll en 

q ee y 
property owners, and a general lack P ea sf) B | ut E} 

of knowledge of the facts of the ease, Fig. F68 ye i Bt 
We have been repeatedly called upon Fig. mee i Fig. Nay 

to give information to persons who . ae i 5 
were thinking of buying property in if BN 7 

Montana and had been led to believe aN Vig. 1229 Jf ay Ns \ 

that climatic and other conditions i Ah am, il El 1 | 
were such that, while fruits reach Hi Lee, roll i | 

i a png ; Aen & 
a high state of perfection, their pests Ii \, S LN 5) PA Hq | Fis. 1363 
ure unable to live here. } 3 Y |e repay |” g 
mS : 4 Heel | SP ee fas 

“Tt is not the aim of the State HI | 7 Hi 4 ih » = (| 4 
> : : ° ‘ T: Fy “¥ preravig 1] 
Entomologist to interfere with the | 6 i 3] fae Pa 1 

development of our agricultural in- i i i i er yO 2 
dustries by needlessly advertising the <a TN WE | ayy eas Bs 

pests that are to be found here or - ame al <P) o ” a 
tl > expecte appe: it is — Pde gaa oe u a lat are expected to appear, but it is fe We ee ey > Fig. a 

our purpose to discover the facts and eae ee es Ce CD cua 
Wuxi - AV i) 

make them known through the reg- (sonra q aS a r Allee 
ular publicity channels of the Mon- . 5 | Pes | = = a 

4 55 “al Be Fig. 1364 aed 1 ee 4 a rz 

tana Agricultural College. ou, (oR reer vive CAR er er Seve ———- A 

Pror. R. A. Coorry, Seay ee 5 — fe — OP SRST ah recat 
* : he ( eee am ect ent li 

Entomologist. ree —— Cees GF 7 ise, 

Montana. el Maar. SSS = el — 
_ oe a eaabaaaill iin 

Pl When the season arrives zou want to be able to SPRAY WITHOUT ANY DELAY 

lease send me a copy of your OR ANNOYANCE. A single day's delay may prove costly. n order to be safe at all 
neti NY ‘ Sa ee x 3 times you must have a dependable spra. ump outfit. 

bulletin No. 18, containing the Help- ON THE MYERS. The above illustrations: show ‘only a few PAYERS SPRAY’ EUMES 
f Frui ; i ints : made in all styles and sizes with a ful Ine 0} S s or 
ful Fruit Growing Hints. Also: Jf COmpiete outfits with which to meet every requirement. GET READY NOW. WRITE 
Could the soil be analyzed to tell FOR OUR SPRAY PUMP CATALOG. 

whether it is fit for growing small F. E. MYERS & BRO., : - : = ASHLAND, OHIO
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SSIES aS LP fruit such as raspberries and straw- - NENT ie Are : ; saan 
BAYH Hf ees = berries, by sending a small package Send Tor PANSY GUIDE AND GATALOG 
A 7 ye i —> . of the same? If so, please tell me of Flower Seeds and Plants 
K fi ye | yf i = where to send it. And, Could you FREE TO ANY ADDRESS—— 

d EY OSG i an tell me if it is a good plan to bend WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS 
aha YT 5 y, mn i the tops of the spring setting of PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, Wis. 

mst Ny i H raspberries down this fall, the variety 

SPRAY ny being Cuthperts; and is it best to : 
—— cut the tops off to make them yield 

THOROUGHLY heavier? and what time of the year Kellogg ’s 
Thorough eT he en should this be done, and how should 

cannot spray thoroughly un- they be cultivated, shallow or deep? Nursery 

wa less you use And is it best in setting out rasp- 
1 berries to make the land rich with Oldest Nursery in 

manure, or is it best not to use any Wisconsin 

i manure? ¥. H. 

RELIABLE Answer.—Bulletin No. 18 no longer Our stock is grown right, dug 
val 7 right, packed right, and by no u available. least, th 

PRAYERS Soil question referred to Prof. means least, "he 

\ Whitson of the Agr. College. Anti- PRICES ARE RIGHT 

. pgnee are better cipating his reply will say that a soil Our Specialties are Small Fratts 

Op aad it eroater deuiand analysis is of very little practical and Fruit Trees 
ee? J then any ote a, value, at best tells only one of the 

ree; cee erfect material things that must be known. Apples singly or by the 1000. 

uf WwW end exper ee There is no good reason why the Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 

fi Y aN, Ap by more than 62 tops of Cuthbert raspberries should Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 
\ 7 fy years of exclusive is fall less f 2 4, Pamp making ex be bent down this fall unless for FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

Y L eectad - iP winter protection. 

as Sos each Spray- (os Blackeap raspberries are propa- Get our price libt, before you place 

l = srwe sell. May gated by covering the tips of the your order and save money. 

—Z—_— >» shoots with soil in midsummer. | It Address Box 77 

| Ze is too late for that now. KELLOGG’S NURSERY 

EY -E——_=s Xe i t) The best growers cut back fruiting Taneavite Wiscoretn 

R fag eanes in spring. One-third or less 

A gigulaeend fre # an is sufficient. This is done after 

SS **How to Spray— | i growth starts. 

S weg te Speeg— | s Culture topies may be‘ter be taken NOT THE BIGGEST 
iS U oe pi ty . . 

S Ze coe Into the mbiock i nl  intn _, . f bush fruit 
SS Of sprayers and spreyin es inter protection o yush fruits mixtures very thorough: RUNS 
k ote aet i en discussed elsewhere in this issue. NURSERY 
ik THE GOULDS M'F" . RI] (oat $$ rec, Gaal PERHAPS 

‘We make all Kinds of hand and Oye jer) 

Re eee ee =I >) The Prize 

Ss __ | ey : . BUT WE AREDOING THE 

<A ° Orchard of Wisconsin BIGGEST BUSINESS 

A Richland County orchard took $211 We offer the finest line of Native Shrub 
——SSSSSSSSq__i dollars in premiums at the State Fair and Ornamental Trees in the State. You 

and: the ‘orchard 6 & pronounces nen can have your choice in Fruit Trees, Wis- 
“ . is ‘ ; We have a Fine Lot of owner Wants to retire and the property consin grown or from Western New York. 

may be purchased at a low price. The Attractive prices will be made to Market 
” property will pay very good divinends Gardeners and other large buyers of 

Plants for the Garden. now and will increase yearly. " Want Nursery Stock. 
others to join me in buying this and z 

SEND FOR LIST other paying orchards. This will stand Our Catalog is an A B C Book 
investigation and we invite it. A in its simplicity and plain handling of 

—————————EE quick reply is desired, otherwise the Planting, Fruit Growing and kindred 
matter may be closed. Subjects. 

ech, %, G. H. TOWNSEND, |_| THEHAWKS NURSERY COMPANY 
eboygan, isconsin ygan, MADISON, WIS. Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
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FACTS ABOUT MONROE COUNTY never be satisfied with an investment est acreage of small fruits in the 

We like to tell the truth about at home. It must always be some- state, his different plantations com- 

fruit growing in Wisconsin. where else, just at the foot of the prising thirty-four acres; ten acres of 

The Pacific Coast states have sent T"ainbow. Anyway we don’t want — blackberries, all Eldorado; fourteen of 

us big stories and we have been asked Speculators in the fruit business in strawberries; eight of black raspber- 

to believe them,—some of the more Wisconsin, we want men like J. W. ries and four of reds. 

credulous did actually swallow every- Teverich of Sparta. Ilowever that is quite another story 

thing and sent good money to Oregon, We are pleased to give here another which we may tell later, the present 

Washington, and even to the Bitter of these plain stories of suecess such discourse concerns the orchard. We 

Root Valley to pay for- desert land as we have printed in earlier issues. cannot improve on the following ac- 
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Six Year Old Orchard of J. W. Leverich, Sparta 

vn the mountain tops, water rights be- It came about in this way: count as printed in the Monroe Co. 

longing to some one else, enormous The Editor of the Monroe County Democrat of Aug. 31st: 

salaries to “managers” and the priv- Democrat attended our Field Day “After a trip of a half mile across 

‘lege of letting promoters speculate meeting at the Muehlenkamp farm fields, through berry patches and over 

vith their money. and there learned something about hills our eyes rested on a scene of 

In exploiting Wisconsin as a fruit apple raising in Monroe county. beauty, being five acres of fruit laden 

tate we give only bare facts. We With true newspaper instinct Ed- trees and vines, where in the spring 

‘an scarcely hope that the recital of itor Wells, following the clue, soon of 1904 stood nothing but the stately 

hese facts will stop the western landed at the Leverich fruit farm oaks and the underbrush which had 

‘low of Wisconsin money for we have which is about 3 miles north of clad these hills from the beginning of 

always with us, not only the poor but Sparta. time. Mr. Leverich explained to us 

the wild-eyed speculator who will Mr. Teverich has probably the larg- that he selected this particular tract
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of ground for his experiments in fruit formed from a forest to a model or- 1911 155 cases 1.64 per case 254.20 

growing for several reasons, the tract chard. Such spots only need the ap- —— oe 

in the first place being a rich loam _ plication of intelligence, industry, and 1190 cases $2,077.19 

soil with a heavy clay sub-soil. To the perseverance for which the Mon- Black Raspberries. 

the north and west of the tract stands roe farmer is noted, to place this 

timber which protects the orchard county in the same enviable position 1905 54 cases $1.21 per case $65.34 
from the winds, and to the south and regarding the cultivation of the apple, 1906 421 cases 1.46 per case 614.66 

east are hills which protect the trees grape and plum, that it now oceupies 1907 305 cases 1.60 per case 488.00 
from winds blowing from those direc- 1908 235 cases 1.89 per case 445.25 

tions. This lot he platted into 16 | myers is ten ead 1909 145 cases 2.05 per case 297.25 
i i Bg i aa eee 1910 76 cases 1.95 per case 148.20 rows for tree fruit and two rows of | 1 aia ert iee BURN: Ft : 

grapes. The fruit trees are set 22 to ff ep Fic re a 1911 111 eases 1.56 per case 173.16 

the row, and two rows of grapes about — | ud Sy eae t —— oe 

400 feet in length cach, in which are | . 4 aes: ; 1342 cases $2,231.86 

set seven distinct varieties. | | a Re : Red Raspberries. 

Mr. Leverich has here conclusively j ! eo Se : 1905 10 cases $1.21 per case $12.10 

demonstrated, by a living and thriv- Bee y # iy, 1906 154 ensea 147 per ease 926.38 

ing example that a man can, in a i a ES } 1907 125 cases 1.68 per case 200.00 
period of seven years, create a bearing famed “ie a 1908 915 cases 1.75 per ease 376.25 
orchard of apples, plums, cherries and ey! R ag 1909 54 cases 1.85 per case 99.90 
grapes from the wild land, and during ery aM OW 1910 10cases 1.98 percase 19.80 

that entire time cultivate the ground Teena ie 1911 0 

between the rows for the production ee ny __ ee 

of other crops, thus securing from the aed cas y i S68venses $934.43 

tract a continuing revenue during the *})* fA wey ¥ 

period of growth of the orchard. hs Pi 4 Ee i Ei Grapes. 

At the time of setting this 5-acre os 4 a Paes, aed 1906 10 baskets. 

orchard in the spring of 1904 Mr. | Hs aod yer | 1907 100 baskets. 

Teverich placed between the rows of - eae BEF — 1908 200 baskets. 
trees either black raspberries or red J. W. Leverich, Sparta 1909 20 baskets. 

raspberry or blackberry brush. These regarding the cultivation of the small 1910 10 baskets. 

berry brush have been thoroughly cul- fruits and the development of the 1911 175 baskets. 

tivated and cared for as the trees and lairy herd. == . dairy he 
vines of the orchard, and as a conse- The following table gives the re- 505 baskets, 25¢ per basket, 5 

quence there has been a crop of ber- turns in detail of the products of : #12625 
ries each year, commencing with 1905. this five-acre tract, in addition to Cherries. 

In 1906 the first returns from the furnishing some idea of the care and 20 cases, $1.50 per case $30.00 
orchard proper wore secured 10 baskets precision with which Mr. Leverich Apulia. 

of grapes being picked. The plum keeps account of his farming opera- rk hel 
trees commenced bearing in 1907, the tions: 1908 5 bushels. 
apples in 1908, while the first cherries 1909 10 bushels. 
were secured this year, it being the Récalpteiot a: Monroe: County Orchard 1910 0 bushels. 
opinion of Mr. Leverich that this Planted and owned by the Leverich 1911 75 bushels. 

locality is not adapted to the culture Fruit Farm, Sparta, Wisconsin. _ 

of cherries. Sales from five acres of land planted 90 bushels, 75¢ per bu., $67.50 
What impressed us the most for- May, 1904, to fruit trees and set be- Plums. 

cibly was the fact that here was an tween the trees to blackberries, red 1907 5 cases. 

illustration of the possibilities of val- and black raspberries and grapes. 1908 80 cases. 
ley soil of Monroe county which has * 1909 50 cases. 
awaited demonstration for more than Blackberries: 1910 0 cases. 

fifty. years, and today there are dunbt- 1905 24 cases $1.19 per case $28.56 1911 130 cases. 

less many places on the sheltered side 1906 152 cases 1.47 per case . 223.44 a: 

hills in the valleys of this country 1907 207 cases 1.67 per case 405.69 215 cases, $1.25 per case, $268.75 

just as well adapted naturally for the 1908 288 cases 1.59 per case 557.92 Plants sold 500.00 

culture of fruits as is the spot which 1909 239 cases 1.54 per case 368.06 ——— 
Mr. Leverich has in seven years trans- 1910 124 cases 1.93 per case 239.32 Grand total of all sales $6,235.98
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These figures are for cases of 24 Berries. CONVENTION PROGRAM 

pints each of blackberries and black 1584 Eldorado blackberries. Members may be disappointed that 

and zed raspberries and 16 quarts of 2575 Gregg black raspberries. the program is not given in full in 

plums and cherries, . 1957 Cuthbert and Marlboro red rasp- this issue. Unfortunately the details 

This tract being largely in the na- berries. were not completed in time for pub- 
ture of an experimental orchard, Mr. | lication but the Sain fSanives Hee 

Leverich has set it in a greater va- 6516 outlined below. The complete pro- 
riety of trees than he probably would / : : gram. will be :-resily: for-the January 

if he was to now set it with the knowl- After the inspection which we had. . <i 
we oe issue which will reach every member 

edge he now possesses after seven the privilege to make of this orchard, before Clonventi 
- . . ; . vefore Convention. 

years of experimenting. Some of the growing on what is generally known 
varieties have done better than others, as valley land, and which in a period Tuespay, JAN. 971. 

but it is not the object of this article of seven years has reached a stage of . . ws . 3 ‘5 ‘ 5 First session at 2:00 P. M. giving to specify particularly in regard to profitable productiveness, and which ae . 

that, but to tell of the orchard as we bore every indication of being thrifty, exhibitors anopportunity to get-fruit 

found it. It consists of the follow- and has during that seven years, when"! place and everybody a chance to 

ing trees, vines and berry brush: the 1911 returns are all in, brought a , 

the owner over $6,000.00, we are The features of the afternoon ses- 
Apples. again impressed with the truthfulness 9" will be an address by W. Hs Man- 

88 Northwestern Greening. of the assertion that any man who chett of Sparta on the New Era in 

44 Wealthy. will use intelligence in the culture of Wisconsin Horticulture. 
11 Tolman Sweet. fruit will not find it necessary to go. After the introduction of delegates 

11 McIntosh Red. to Oregon or Washington and invest from other states A. E. Bassett of 
11 Milwaukee. $2,000.00 an acre in orchard land, Baraboo will tell about marketing ap- 

11 Wolf River. 3 when there awaits him in Monroe ples direct to the consumer, and Ton. 

11 Scott’s Winter. county unnumbered opportunities for i A. Rodgers of Gravette, Arkansas, 
11 Longfield. the profitable development of the or- will talk on Co-Operative Marketing 
11 Patten’s Greening. chard business if one half the intel- of Fruits. Mr. Rodgers is a member 

11 McMahan. ligence and money is devoted to it of the Arkansas senate but of more 

11 Duchess. that is necessary in the west.” importance ‘to: us he 8 general. man- 
1 Plumb Cider. Comment on this story is seareely 98°" of the Ozark Fruit Growers As- 
a necessary. The returns are not up to sociation. . . 

242 some of those given in Western or- The Ozark section comprises a ter- 

Plums. chard literature but this account has "tory 200 by 400 miles in extent and 
22 Wyant. the merit of being founded on fact. has 40,000,000 trees in orchards and 

22 Cheney. We do not point to it as the most ‘*wenty thousand acres of berries. 
11 Brittlewood. remarkable thing that ever happened Also, co-operative marketing of fruits 

11 Surprise. in Wisconsin but it answers in one is a success in Missouri. 

4 Ft tiie way definitely and positively a ques- ‘Turspay Evening, 
tion often asked by young men con- 

11 Desoto. templating fruit growing. “Tow will Some good musie, followed by an 

—— I live while the trees are growing?” illustrated lecture by Frank ©. Pel- 

99 Cherries. Here is the way Mr. Teverich an- lett of Atlantic, Towa, “The Econ- 

11 Early Richmond. swered the question,— “I planted the omy of Nature in the Plan of Eden.” 

Total number of trees set 352 trees and while they were getting Mr. Pellett is highly recommended 

/ ready to bear, 6 years, averaged $207.- as an entertaining speaker. 
Grapes. 86 per acre from the land between the Wepxespay Forenoon. 

20 Moore’s Early. trees.” Also note that the cherries 

10 Campbell’s Early. were not successful which lessens ma- The usual business session and elec- 

10 Brighton. terially the gross income. tion of officers to be followed by five 

10 Concord. Go, young man, and do likewise. papers or talks on The Farm Orchard 

10 Moore’s Diamond. ——_+>+ and one by G. H. Townsend on In- 

10 Worden. We have 500 extra copies of this dividual or Collective Effort in Fruit 

10 Wilder. issue. These may be had for the ask- Growing. Mr. Townsend will com- 

= ing, postage paid. If you want ta pare, without prejudice, the stock 

80 . mail them ask for envelopes also, company, the co-operative, and the in-
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dividual ownership plans in fruit (6) Top-Working in the Nursery, E. COMMERCIAL VARIETIES OF APPLES 

raising. A. Smith, Lake City, Minn. G. 1H. TOWNSEND. 

WipNesbaa’ AepeRNoON. (7) Organization of a Wisconsin Out of some two or three thousand 

, . . Nurserymen’s Association. varieties of apples grown in the United 
W. Paddock, professor of horticul a ; . States, only about twenty-five have 

ture in Ohio State University, will This session will be of interest to hen fond desirable #6 mow a a 

tell us about Iorticultural Methods growers and amateurs as well as nur- bisitioss. Laele of knowledge and ii 

in the East, and Prof. Washburn of | serymen for we all want to know how dividual, white are: responsible for 

Minnesota about Minnesota plant nursery trees and plants are grown. the planting of many worthless vari 
0 : pays 

ne W. N. Tracy, seed expert of Tuunspay AFTERNOON. elles, but the; largest responsibility 
. rests on the nursery agent, grower and 

the U. 8. Dept. of Agr. will be pres- Alfred Senn is city forester of Mil- dealer. Not a few nursery agents 

ent on ‘Thursday and talk on Seeds waukee. He is responsible for the offer to sell anything that will get 

and Seed Selection. The market gar health and vigor of Milwaukee’s street — the purchaser's money and then de- 
deners will do well to listen. Mr ‘Tracy 

knows about seeds and seed selection i i ee a a | 

and ean tell what he knows in a eon- 4 iin ae i Hs 

vineing and entertaining way. | YEG 4 

The Students Speaking Contest | rey | a 
which proved so entertaining last P Bias a] 

year will be repeated this year. Prof. Ss - cs sar | ee eae ® ad 

Moore will attend to the details. pe PTD bx date 7 
. Lcd a “Ge, Bey wes P 

Wepsespay Evenina. bs om ake aa Ro 

This is the ladies session, Pres. | a - ah 4 ts / 

Bingham will be deposed and told to ie iia zy . ne MO A 

go way back and sit down, and Mrs. ee Bact go P me ry. | 

Marcia Howlett of Oshkosh will pre- | eMiagegehe ~~ ; Fick ; | 
side. Five ladies hosides Mrs. Tlow- ae a hk | 
lett will present papers and there will — Pe. Te ae Bw’ eg 

be something doing from start to iia. ma i | 
finish. There will also be some music, "2 ———— —_ mt 
instrumental. A Portion of Exhibit Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, at State Fair 

Tuurspay Forenoon. trees. Mr. Senn will talk on the liver whatever is most easily obtained. 

yee . . Rational Care of Street and Shade Apple trees are longest lived in poor 

This is a new one, a SeSH1On for and ‘Tyee, soils and mild climates but it takes 

by the nurserymen. As this part of Madison is justly famous the world a soil that forees growth to make the 

the propram 7 pretty well settled, it over for its parks, drives and private yield of apples large year after year 

is given seriatim. grounds. Wm. G. McLean, park su- and it is nothing against Wisconsin 

Nursery Session. perintendent, has some original ideas that orchards have died—they do 

. on the laying out of Home Grounds that everywhere. It would be in- 

QQ) Propagation of Nursery Stock and will get them out of his system. teresting to know how much of the 

with Demonstrations, Prof. There are a few other items still Winter killing is really due to borers. 

Moore. cooking and when well done will be foliage destroying insects, and drouth 
(2) Cultivation and Care of Tree soryed up—next month. If all goes —trees.robbed of moisture by crops. 

Fruits in the Nursery, R. J. well there will be a surprise or two weeds and grass. 
Coe, Ft. Atkinson. to add to this feast. The Duchess is the most exten- 

(3) The Strawberry and Bush Fruit Now, really, dear reader and fel- sively grown of our Summer apples 

Nursery, M. S. Kellogg, Janes- low member, can you afford to miss because so hardy and productive and 

ville. it? it is a self-fertile variety. If the 

(4) Some Insects Liable to be Dis- To the men: bring your wife along, Dudley is a self-fertile apple it 

tributed on Nursery Stock, if you don’t, some of the women pres- should largely supersede the Duchess 
Prof. J. G. Sanders. ent will ask you pointed questions, if because larger, better colored and 

(5) Some Diseases Affecting Nursery you are not married, why, get busy, better quality. Its season follows 

Stock, Dr. L. R. Jones. there is still plenty of time. the Duchess.
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The McMahan is adapted to the and the North Western Greening and not very juicy but mild almost 

Northern limit of the corn belt, and in the North. The York Imperial is sweet in flavor. 

is a large yellow apple with pink a good sized apple of a yellowish red The Delicious is a new apple that 

blush. It is grown because it is a and green mixture often irregular promises to give the Grimes Golden 

large producer and sells at a fancy in shape and has practically super- and the MelIntosh a good race 

price. It is one of the best pie and seded the Baldwin and the Rhode for first place in quality. The White 

sauce apples and beautiful in appear- Island Greening because better in Winter Pearmain is another apple 

ance. quality and more productive. The that is likely to take a prominent 

The Wealthy grows everywhere, North Western Greening is a large place among commercial apples be- 

almost, and has all the qualities apple and tree a rank grower, a cause of quality and vigor. 

desired except that the tree is not of | moderately good bearer, but rather The Duchess, Dudley, MeMahan, 

the spreading kind, has a tendeney dry in texture and coarse, but mild Wealthy, Snow, MeIntosh Red and 

to overbear and be small on old trees, — flavored. es 

and it will not hold its fruit that The Ben Davis and the Gano are | 

matures early. In young trees it large highly colored apples desirable ve os = 

grows to large size and often red all in all except quality. They were | see Sot Sous a5 

over. In quality it is mildly acid, originally planted because it was be- les Se ay! 
a te : . 5 A SRR ne ETS FS 
juicy, sprightly in texture and lieved that the publie would never | yah Sabiar Vaan a ¢ ee aK 

‘ ‘ a chan te gt Th Dip Wiel SR rE OR. 32%, 
slightly wine flavored. The Me- be discriminating but are now not  |724& ae Nae a bee! 

Mahan should be marketed not later much in favor. | gf oh “ay te 

than November, and the Wealthy by The Northern Spy is a large red, | 4 2 ee 
the first of December, unless put in juicy, wine flavored apple grown in , ER | 

cold storage. the lake regions and in Colorado. "” yn ae a | | 

The Snow and the McIntosh Red — Its size and quality are offset largely | 

are late Fall and early Winter apples. — by the fact that is does not bear much J i ! 

The Snow is a great favorite and the under fifteen years, and then irreg- jf | 

McIntosh is larger and much richer — ularly. } - 

in wine flavor and considered by The Newton Pippin is a large yel- ! 
many the best of all apples in quality. low apple grown from Virginia to | 

It succeeds in Canada and favor- Oregon. It is a hardy tree but re- Be 

able localities in the Northern states. quires rich soil and is a good pro- OY 4 Yice.but Worth Looking at. | Mcintosh 

The Grimes Golden is a beautiful ducer and has a rich wine pippin he North W. : 3 

small or medium sized yellow apple, flavor when fully ripened and_ finds the North W estern Greening are ‘ 

grown from Virginia to Oregon,and a ready market. abroad. ‘Wiseu: in, im ont parts 0 

is mild, rich wine pippin flavor. The The Wagener of recent years has seonsin te Jonathan ae 
Seems oak : . . = well in Richland county. Grimes 

best bearer, but requires rich land eome into favor in the Northwest | . 5s 1 ‘ 
, 7 : we . Golden in Richland, Sauk, Milwau- 

and the best culture. Should be because of its many qualities. It is . . 
. . kee and Door counties but their 

marketed not later than December. somewhat flat, of brownish red color . 
#8 - Z 7 3 prospective value not reported. Old 

Jonathan, King, and Yellow Bell- and ridged, making it almost octag- : =e 
qe 7 : and thrifty trees of the King are 

flower are mid-winter apples. The onal in shape. The Winesop and, ; 7 : j 
P ‘ 5 found in Southern Wisconsin and 

Jonathan is slightly oblong, dark the Stayman Winesop are red apples. 5 
- . . . : . ve ie 9 is growing successfully top worked 

red of medium size, juicy, mildly grown from Virginia to Colorado. . . a a 
: : a : in Richland county. The York and 

acid, and wine flavored. Grown from They are rather tart but have the rich , 
we . . the Wagener on the lake shore and 

Virginia to Oregon and more exten- wine flavor and are the best quality . . . 
5 the Winesop growing well in Craw- 

sively planted than any other apple. of all the very late keepers. 
a se pas a . ford county. 
The King is a larger apple and light The Spitzenberg is a large red 3 Lo. 

. i 3 Anyone who has tried the varieties 
red, wine flavored and grown in apple extensively grown in Oregon : . 

: 1 aur : named (except the seven Wisconsin 
Canada and the lake regions. The and Washington. It is a good pro- varieties) should t lis 

. . ry va 2t1es shoulc repor BS S 
yellow Bellflower is a large popular ducer and keeper but tart in quality. ee ° Sport ‘results To 

. : WY this journal. 
tart apple grown in the lake regions The Rome Beauty and the Arkansas — 

and California. It is an annual but Black reach the markets last. The Mention this paper when writing to 

not a large bearer. former is rather large brownish red advertisers. 

The Baldwin, York Imperial and _ striped, oblong apple, and the latter + +___ 

the Rhode Island Greening are late same shape but very dark red. They Ask your neightor to subscribe for 

winter varieties grown in the East, are both somewhat coarse in texture this paper,—we need the circulation.
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SOIL ANALYSIS in common with all farmers have fully recognized or determined. Such 

Letters of inquiry regarding soil ' contend with. matters as the soil conditions affect 

analysis have been frequent of late While these matters are not serious ing color, firmness, keeping quality, 

and we have: referred. them to: Prof, 7 new lands, they will become more and so on, are matters about which 

Whitson of the department of soil and more serious the longer land is we have some general ideas but these 

physies who writes as follows: used for agricultural purposes. This have not been well established. Such 

“TL have your letter of the 23d asking is becoming apparent already in some matters should, of course, be the sub 

for a brief statement of my ideas as Sections of the state. There is an ject of thorough seientifie investiga 

to the value of the analysis of soils important difference between such tion, but as it stands at present we 

to be used for small fruit culture, lines of farming as dairying, where have ample reasons for undertaking 

I believe that as time goes on it # large portion of the essential ele- the chemical analysis of soils by the 
will become apparent that this is ments are retained on the farm and — most approved methods. 

a matter of very great importance. wwe . ~~ wah ~ SE — Qi 

A considerable) part of the small as W Ne: a” i 

fruit farming of Wisconsin is on ee VS ta Ne eC VE 
: ma : We NT 3 Ave AS 

the lighter types of soil. These soils baz\\ ee, , <Q a . . oY: i 4 & ~m q 
as a class are very variable in chem- lw iN \ \ “Y 7% SS \ Pets. 

ical composition, many of them being ) i \ : Ay we - “ k 
quite deficient in certain essential ‘ S & \ _ 

: rps . ws aon i \ eS . 8 
elements. This is particularly true “PALL yb 8 a; j selhg PR 

. -: . r \ s 4 
of the element phosphorus. Some i PLE, NN a ae 

Z a ea Bi | 
of our sandy soils have shown as low l eo 4 a ¥ 

. : Pe [a 1 a * y 

as .OL per cent of that element while t , (el vt r : . : oar”: Zs A 
other soils which could in no way sil ; Aare 4 

whatever be distinguished from them oe +e! La 3 5 ite. : stinguished fri argo. asa oe Py oe ~<a 
except by chemical examination, have Oe sy ae” 

. [Me en ee. YS KD as a 
ten or fifteen times that amount. im evi la tt ar 
mye . . . Hy oi n % i 
This clement, of course, is absolutely Se ee be bd 

necessary to the growth of all plants | . 9 “ r a 
a j FE ae TAN 

and is removed in considerable quan- im A 

tities from the soil in fruit as sold. ae, * eee cee | 

The lack of a sufficient. supply of “se eee cc 
this element in the soil manifests pee 

itself in different ways in the crop. # ' 

It not only greatly reduces the yield 
but renders the plant more subject 7 . . Ba a 

to disease. This is in accordance with A Snapshot; State Fair Exhibit W. S. H. S. by Prof. Milward 

» general principle applying t P P 2 é 6‘ 
the genera Drm re ippiying 10 the supply inereased by the purchase In this connection I might mention 
plants and animals alike, that health - . . tae . 

. of feed stuffs, and such other lines the work of the Soil Survey which 
and vigor of growth are the greatest . . . a . . . . + . 

. : . , as grain growing or fruit raising in is being carried on by the Geological 
preventatives against disease. What ae : = . . 

lo which there is no natural supply of | and Natural History Survey and the 
has been said in regard to phosphorus “as <8 : : ‘ 

lies t ly tl tant 4 fertilizer, and where a very consider- Agricultural College in cooperation 
28 ut y ie same exten oO * . « a 

heer a ° ve \ : able amount of the essential elements with the Bureau of Soils of the U.S. 
2 eleme sh. . lh. : : Tht 

ie Bement, potash is sold from the farm. This difference Department of Agriculture. This 
But the need of more complete ‘ i 

. «se . must be recognized and proper steps work, which was begun two years ago, 

knowledge of the soil conditions 'S taken to maintain a balance of fer- is progressing rapidly and includes 

not limited to these two mineral cle- tility in the soil. the chemical analysis of all types 

ments but applies to other conditions While as above implied, there is mapped. This work is being carried 

of the soil necessary to maintain enough already well known to make on by counties, the reports of which 

fertility in general. For instance, the chemical composition of soils to will be issued as soon as possible after 

acidity, which prevents the growth of — be used for crop growing highly de- the completion of the field and lab- 

the best legumes so necessary to add sirable, there are many indications oratory work. It is our hope that the 

nitrogen ta the soil and thereby sup- that there are other important influ- reports on three or four counties will 

ply this very essential element, is of | ences of the chemical composition on be ready within one year from this 

course a matter which fruit growers the crop which have not yet been date. It is also hoped that this map-
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ping will be of great value to fruit Virginia crab which Mr. Philips “We are nearly sold out of apples 

growers generally in giving not only claims is ever so much better than at the following prices: Jonathan, 

the chemical composition of the dif- the Tibernal for top working. [T Snow and MelIntosh at $1.25 per 

ferent types mapped but other infor- would like to have him tell me why. bushel. Windsor, Wagener and North 

mation in regard to the physical econ- For one thing the Virginia is more Western Greening at $1.00 — per 

dition of the soils. subject. to black-knot, otherwise there — bushel.” 

A. R. Wuirsoy. is practically no differenee for the We marketed 2,000 baskets (one- 

en first ten years. After that the trunk — fifth bushel) to the small towns with- 
ROTTEN APPLES of the Virginia don’t seem to grow in 14 miles of here and nearly all 

Another wail of woe has come from — fast enough for the top of some of the — retailed at 85 cents per basket, even 

a correspondent in the Wisconsin strong growers. I top-grafted hun- when Michigan plums sold as low 

Agriculturist about apples rotting on dreds of them in this neighborhood as 13 cents in Chicago. 

the ground in the Philips orchard at 01 both varieties. I never found any Our grapes were also very  satis- 
West Salem. Sueh things do harm that would out-grow the Ilibernal factory. Sold 600 baskets at 25 cents 

because the average newspaper man While I found lots of them on the — from one acre set four years. Camp- 

grabs at this sort of thing like a Virginia that were top-heavy. Mr. — bell, Moores, Worden and Concord. 

hungry bullhead at a piece of pork Kellogg said that so many apples were I also expect about 100 bushels of 

on a rainy day. (Did you ever fish rotting on the ground, some like Me- No. 1 apples from our young apple 

for bullheads?) Then the average Mahan and Northwestern Greening, orchard set 6 to 9 years. 

reader reasons like this: “Apples are which I think looks very silly. My T have taken 58 premiums (48 firsts 

rotting on the ground and yet these Wolf River sold for $3.50 per barrel, and 10 seconds) at the Melfenry and 

raseally fruit growers and retail rob when apples were quoted very low in’ Walworth county fairs and the people 

bers want 35 to 50 cents a peek. Chicago, and MeMahan even sold as are coming to see the orchard from 

Robbers.” And the man who had — high as four dollars. Nothing rotted many miles around. 

some idea of going into fruit growing here but the small and undersize, and T fixed our Overland 38 auto so 

and help to develop a splendid in- they would not had we known in time that) we could load three tiers of 

dustry will easily draw the conclusion where to ship them. When we were — baskets on the back making 62 for a 

that there is nothing in it. pretty near through shipping we got full load, which made the work of 

It was the farm orchard apples that ®" order from north Wisconsin that delivering very satisfactory. 

rotted on the ground this fall and not apples were searee, high, and very I wanted to send you some of our 

the fruit man’s apples. That is why hard to get up there. Thad a relative best native and Iybrid plums for 

we say again and again of the farm in South Dakota during the months the state fair but they were nearly all 

orchards “raus mit em.” of August and September who said gone before that time. 

The article in question was not that they had to pay from 40 to 60 +++ 
sufficiently explicit on one point and cents per peck all fall at the station. APPLE TREES FOR TIMBER IN 

therein may do Mr. A. J. Philips an A friend just come back from west NEW YORK 

injustice. Mr. Philips does not own North Dakota said they had to pay » suiter in Greate Hele. Grower 

the orchard now having sold it to a 8 cents per pound all fall. We have ia wy exeellent article on the teem 
om pp to try to get in touch with the small . 

farmer. = ‘ orchard amakes suggestions regarding 
: : 5 retailers and avoid the large com- . " . 

Some time this owner will “come os 55) the number of trees of each kind to 

to” and find that the orchard is worth aerasion houses.” _ plant and incidentally makes  state- 
3 Frep Muriienkamr. . : ’ 

more than all the remainder of the = apg ments of much interest to Wisconsin 

farm if properly cared for and a JUST OVER THE LINE growers. 

little common sense shown in market- We rarely go outside of Wisconsin “Apple trees at fifteen years should 

ing the fruit. In the meantime we {9 get figures and facts on fruit yields, produce three bushels each.” 

expect there will be another ease of  jecause it is wholly unnecessary to “Cherry trees at eight years should 

rotten apples. do so, but Brother II. G. Street lives produce one bushel each.” 

Just to show the other side of the at Hebron, Illinois, and Hebron is These we know are fair estimates 

picture we give herewith a part of a — only two jumps over the state line. for New York and show clearly one 

friendly letter from Brother Muehlen- Mr. Street, who really belongs to tremendous advantage we enjoy. 

kamp of Sparta: us anyway, raises plums, grapes, etc. Here are a few Wisconsin figures 

“I saw in the Wisconsin Agricul- He not only raises the fruit but knows that might be duplicated in hundreds 

turist that Geo. Kellogg visited Mr. how to sell it. Listen. of orchards: 

Philips’ orchard near West Salem Under date of October 11, Mr. S. Wealthy, three years planted, two 

which is mostly top grafted on the writes: bushels. Gays Mills.
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McMahan, twelve years planted, Michigan could be a great fruit disreputable growers of fruit, who put 

fourteen and one-half bushels. Wau- state. By the most painstaking care out trees and then do not cultivate. 

sau orchard. on the part of a few men in Oceana prune or spray, and then are allowed 

Thirty-eight trees Hibernal, twelve County, Michigan, that county pro- to ship fruit which is not inspected. 

years, 375 bushels. Wausau orchard. duced fruit which ranked with fruit This is a fearful drawback to the 

Verily, if we had trees in Wisconsin shown by any section of the United — reputable fruit men of Michigan. 

that bore but three bushels after fif- States at the land show in Chicago There is little question but that 

teen years, we would make cordwood about a year ago. Wiseonsin can grow good fruit, but 

of them. We expect about seventy- Yet the writer, whose home ig in to make it at all profitable the Wis 

five bushels per tree in that time. Oceana County, would prefer to buy  consin fruit growers must create a 

As to cherries, we hardly like to western fruit and to pay a higher Wisconsin market and protect this 

give Sturgeon Bay returns, lest some price. And why? A personal expe- market against the impositions of thi 

New Yorker might see them and ac- rience will tell why. A year ago in indiscriminate growers. The fruit 

cuse us of prevarication. ee 
tes 2 | 

THE PROTECTION OF THE REPUT- a 

ABLE FRUIT GROWERS | = . ; od 

E. L. LUTHER. | | 
. | 

, Ses | pa 
Students’ Contest, Annual Conven- f : Peer saat’ ae 7 oe 

tion, January, 1911. Iie eee aah 7 aceee HTH Eris erm ; 

Iforticulture, fruit growing, indi- | is * 7 

cates the highest stage of civilization i a , 

and the most settled state. ‘The no- | i y 1 f 

mad took his flocks and herds with i Pied : 

him. ‘The cereal farmer can move | Re i 2 : 

every year. But the practice of hor- I Ege, P ‘4 oy % e | 

ticulture requires a settled abode. A k BS } i f Wade I tom an a . 

man cannot carry growing trees witb eee: 

hint The beginning of a Fruit Farm on Madaline Island 

Growing fruit is a special business. | November the writer received a bar- business of Idaho and Washington, of 

The great drawback in fruit growing rel of three varieties of supposedly Montana, Colorado, and Oregon 

in Wisconsin, as in every state, is select-assorted and properly packed would not last long and these states 

the failure to recognize this truth. apples from the county seat of Oceana would not be able to boom the fruit 

Very few people think that anybody County. Upon opening the barrel it | business were the matter of producing 

and everybody can raise cattle. But was discovered that the layers of ap- and marketing left to the indifference 

most every grain farmer, or stock ples at the two ends of the barrel of the promiscuous grower. But the 

farmer, or dairy farmer has set out were select-assorted apples but that fact that all who have trees must 

trees and—neglected them. almost every one of these was jammed. spray or have their orchards sprayed 

Now the neglect would not be so Of the rest of the apples scarcely one for them and all must bring to market 

bad if it influenced only the one who but was worm-eaten, bruised or crip- a good product or take it back home 

did the neglecting. But it does not pled. Oceana County can carry off makes western fruit honest and helps 

stop there. Trees neglected are the prizes at shows and can fool the peo- western fruit to make and hold a mar- 

especial prey of insects and disease. ple on the market. Instances have ket against nearer competitors in 

A lot of weak, sickly, insect-infected, been known where green apples were Wisconsin and Michigan. 

disease-infected trees counteract the packed in among peaches and put The dairy men are protected against 
efforts of the reputable fruit grower upon the market. The Michigan fruit oleomargarine. The seed producers 

and injure him in the production of industry is liable to prove something are protected against weed-seed pro- 
good fruit and spoil his chances on of a sham to the consumer. Not ducers. The stock men are securing 

the market. The greatest drawback that the people over there cannot pro- protection. Industries are standard- 

to successful fruit production is the duce excellent fruit, not that a good izing. Honest products are making 

ordinary home orchard. For the prod- many people over there do not pro- industries profitable and respectable. 

uct of this orchard on the market is duce excellent fruit, but that quite a The fruit men have the same right to 

pretty likely to injure the reputation good many growers are what we might protection. The best way to be sure 

of the locality. call the promiscuous, indiscriminate. of the product is to enforce some sort
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MADISON, JAN. 9, 10, 11, 1912 
f orchard practice, the next best way Another disturbance and consequent ate mixture of clay, sand and rock 

is lo be sure to enforce some sort of — change of level in the great inland of different and of all kinds will of 
ficial inspection of fruit packing. ocean caused the potsdam formation — necessity contain all of the earthy or 
The best asset of the fruit grower is to emerge from the waters while at mineral clements of soil fertility. 

un honest package. This should be its borders was now formed the mag- The soil of the glaciated areas of Wis- 

secured either by legislation or by — nesian limestone layer. consin is extremely suecessful in’ the 
ussocialions. In the next change and in a sim- production of all farm: erops includ- 

While the writer docs not relish jlar manner appeared the St. Peter’s ing fruits. 

compulsory legislation any better sandstone. Then followed several The alluvial soils of Wiseonsin are 
than any body else, yet it would seem minor deposits of ‘Trenton limestone, found along the river valleys and in 

that if half of the game wardens could — shales, and clinton iron ore until the a few cases in the “lowlands” which at 

have added to their duties the matter great deposit of Niagara limestone one time formed the basin of a glacial 

of orchard and fruit inspeetion, Wis- along the eastern borders of the state lake. These soils being deposits made 

consin could do well in the fruit busi- was made. hy rivers in the lowlands adjacent to 

ness. Tt is a dead certainty that a In a brief and general way this is their channels or at their mouths con- 
business like the fruit business which 4 statement of the formations com-  titin all the elements of fertility 

requires years before any return can posing the surface of Wisconsin. washed out of the hills. 

he secured upon money invested ought Probably the greatest agency in One of the staple fruits grown upon 
to be protected against loss oceasione | changing this surface, as described. these lands is the eranberry in the 

by careless and indifferent. producers woro the glaciers which passed over a marshes of the north central coun- 

of fruit, great part of the state in three dis. "es . 
+ finde dobes: One wf these: ice sheets The third class of soils, the resid- 

OUTLINE OF TOPOGRAPHY AND coming down from the north passed ual, forms avery inconsiderable 
SOILS OF WISCONSIN over the: easter: ‘horder ofthe state’ amount of the surface of the state, it 

Prov. R. B. Jotns. as far south as the Kettle Range of being restricted to the valleys in the 

Thegeclowy wi Wiseonsiit we ie has hills which extends from Washington ve ociermaie “ ot the state 

x a 5 =~ ig county south and west to near Madi-  ‘ 6 SEEAGE: OF “POLE. LOEMALLON 
influenced its topographieal and soil . 7 above mentioned. 

features is peculiarly interesting. son or even beyond it. é Over this ares ice sheet ever 

From the prehistoric ocean which The pve other ace; Sheets) faled fi yassed shies ahem’. aud agent von 

at one time covered the greater part reach points as far south as the one four 1 bi . id ve. f his. TI 2 soil 5 . . - . 2. described but appeared to expend ME" POLITE evIGRNees ens, Ne SO of the great valley of the Mississippi . . . of the valley region consists of a mix- 
- : . their frigid character and drop their ah Des . 
river, the earliest portion to emerge . ture of elay, sand and humus whieh 
was the northern part of Wisconsin. loads to the north and west coming with areal management may be 
lx dis vostow die webs wea of down over Marathon and Clark coun- wien scr ; ad : 

roc : : . made very productive. * os “ ties and points still farther to the ee . . igneous origin being classed, among The vicinity of Sparta, in this 
those of the Tfuronian age. The northwest. area, is one of the most successful 

granites of the northern and noeth- By mo ‘means least BORE. the in the production of small fruit of 
western parts of the state contain agents operating in forming Wis- any loeality in the state. 

many deposits of valuable ore most Consin’s topography amg the ETOSIVE The goilg of thé state-are. in char- 
prominent among which are iron and and transporting action of ats streams ‘eter and fertility ‘preeninently 

copper. As the receding waters of Tn: ‘the southwestern portion of the adapted to the scicenssfal growing of ° 
this ancient ocean passed through the state is the evidence of this action fruit of various kinds. 
successive periods of geologic time most pronounced in the so-called pre: ‘ ee 
several distinet deposits were made glacial valleys of the Mississippi 

to register its retiring progress. After river. CREDIT LIST 

the archean and algonkian rocks of Classified aceording to manner of Names of members who secured 
this early period had appeared aboye Production the soils of Wisconsin new members during November: 

the waters there was a heavy deposit ™ay be grouped under three heads; B. Hi. Grant, 2; C. R. Rowley, 1; 
of potsdam sand made upon the — viz. glacial deposit, alluvial and re- Dr. C. L. Babeoek, 1; 'T. J. Ferguson, 

shores and bottom of the sea. Much — sidual soils. By far the greater part 1; B. Hahn, 1; IL W. Guthrie, 2; 

of this formation appears on the sur- of the state would come under the &. R. Prindle, 1; Max Patitz, 1; Hen- 

face in the area included by Wau- first class the whole eastern half and ry CG. Demitz, 1; O. B. Cornish, 2; 

paca, Adams, and other counties in the northern parts having been trav- 1). D. DeLong, 1; Salem FE. Weld, 1; 

the same latitude west to the Mis-  ersed by the glaciers. Ifoward FE. Johnson, 1; Geo. L. Tifft, 

sissippi river. A glacial drift being a conglomer- 1; Ralph E. Wilson, 1.
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Wisconsin Horticulture Twenty-four pages this month but THREE THOUSAND BUSHELS, OR LESS, 

not every month. No, No, No, says ON ONE TREE 

Published monthly by the the editor, it’s too much like work. Dear Editor :— 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society . . At the summer meeting at Oshkosh 
24 E. Mifflin St., Madison, Wis. We are indeed favored this year Jast August our editor placed a wager 

Official organ of the Soclety. in a meeting place, the beautiful As-  \ith either Prof. Moore, Sanders or 
30) » Ohe (ris nee Q is- 

—— sembly Chamber is placed at our dis- Jones as to the number of bushels of 
FREDERIC CRANBEFIBLD, Editor posal with the adjoining “parlor” or, a5 a wertain “2 vider tree sesratary’ W,, 8! Ul. S,-Maaieont, Wie i . f ia tieol apples on a certain Plumb-cider tree 

Associate Editors—Sixteen Hundred lounging room for our fruit display. in my orchard. ITis estimate, I believe, 
soctol v ++ . 

Members of the Society Thé Avenue Hotel will ‘he ‘Weaa was about 15 barrels, but according 

= = a ] ee to the September Wisconsin Tforti- 

Subscription ‘price Fifty Cents a year duarters as usual, Tost Gifford’s culture it was a much greater amount Sean ad ano Neeley. sem smile is worth half the price and be- Tk ni a tof a : le aken 
Send subscriptions to Frederic Craneficld, — sides there will be real apple pie made kept account of the apples taken 

Madison, Wisconsin. ae . . “s . from the tree and found that the only 
Remit’ by Postal or Express Money Order. — from Wisconsin apples. _ ‘ 

Coin may be sent safely if wrapped or at way to clear the editor was to count 
tached to a card. Personal cheeks not ac r+ i : -” 

cepted, Stamps accumulate faster than we an 3s . . each apple twice. The wager ealls for 
can use them. Do not send stamps if any Ihe Society, in convention assem- i : 
Gther cana are: nvailable. bled, will fix t bership foe f cigars for all present at the winter 

7 re oS ek 1 Q 2d, W x B a Crs: ee r : 2 

atte Using, miles) made Bown ‘on ‘anvil ii " re ie hh Lit alt 8 Loo meeting in January and as we all 

— 2 10 coming year; that it will be $1. know that Brother Cranefield gnokes 
we have no doubt. Just hurry along . . 

. . . . ’ s good cigars, also that he is a\ game 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society those renewals and new memberships . ‘ \ 
loser, why not hold him to his wold? 

—-— and saye 50 cents. NAR 

OFFICERS One dollar now pays for two years. ee 

Db. E. Bingham, President____Sturgeon Tay Se pageeigtten en 
«©. L. Richardson, Vice-President Stanley BEN DAVIS 
L. G. Kellogg, ‘Treasurer. -- Ripon LETTERS 
F. Cranfield, Seeretary——~ Madison [yoay Sir:— Last year we had no apples. Our 

meedueiee coMniTiED If you fail to receive your monthly merehant every week would supply us 

“ . magazine Wisconsin Torticulture this with three barrels. One each Bald- 
D. ©. Bingham, Chairman _______Fa-Offiicio Suv: and ‘B Davi All ld 

Cr Tas Mughardaon.s- veene cae tee Be-Oficio month don’t blame the postmaster—  W!". PY, ana Den tavis. Bole 
1 G, Kellogg--.----_----_______Bx-Oficio : : ‘ ane pric on“Davis 

KF. Cranefield oo Be Omete because it haswt been mailed. We ** the same price, and the Ben Davis 
ist Dist., Wm, Longland______Lake Ge : : - a 2 empti 7 
det Diet Win oneand anes ke Geneva still have your copy and we are hop- barrel was the first to be emptied by 

gra Biot it OR ea ~ aioe ing and wishing that we may have the his customers. A lot of country peo- 
5th Dist. 1. C. Meleher-__---Oconomowoe — opportunity to send it to you ple who were supposed to know a good 
6th Dist., E. Gonzenbach_---____ Sheboygan a ; : S 
7th Dist. B. A, Richardson__-_____Sparta There is a little matter of - apple from a poor one, were the buy- 
8th Dist., N. A. Rasmussen__ Oshkosh 3 ‘ 

{ith Dist A: W. Lawrence, Jr, Sturgeon Bay unpaid dues. ers. 
Dist. Irving Smith__2° 7s : This: :y ie 4 

1ith Dist. 0. Tianders., ona Tf for any reason you want to dis- This year off of several hundred 

—_— continue your membership won’t you — trees only old Ben fruited, giving us 

BOARD OF MANAGERS kindly notify us? a barrel to the tree. We've got ’em 
D. EF. Bingham F. Cranefield Wisconsin Horticunrure. in the cellar worth $1.00 per bushel. 

L. G. Kellogg Frederie Cranefield, Editor and Wish our trees had all been Ben’ Davis 

—_, Manager, Madison, Wis. and we would have one thousand 
Annual Membership_.——-____ $0.50 , , 7 Life Membership_..---_.__........ 5.00 ct cpp bushels to sell. Forty acres planted 

Remit to Secretary W. S. IL. §. NO PAY, NO PAPER to Ben Davis in western Racine 
Madison, Wis 7 . . 

a One hundred and forty-seven mem- County, the apple belt of Wisconsin, 

hers are in arrears and will be won- would yield a princely income in less 

You will please keep in mind the dering why they didn’t get any paper than ten years. No land on the mar- 

dates Jan. 9-10-11. this month. Each and every one has ket. W. J. Movie. 
. . —__—-—o-+-—____ 

SS an been notified three times and then WEST 

Everybody boost this month for dropped from the membership and ERN AEELES . 

2000 members just a few more needed. mailing list. Tow do you stand? From a full page. advertisement: in 
Have you received a notice? Two Better Fruit, published in Hood 

—— notices? No pay, no paper. River, Oregon, we glean the follow- 

‘The Assembly Chamber will easily ing: For twenty-eight carloads of 
hold 1500 people, Iet’s fill it. apples shipped from Cashmere, the 

_ _ Boctor Doope following average prices were paid the 

. a growers, F. O. B. Extra fancy, 

: An outline of the program is givei Died Thursday Morning, No- $1.591% per box. Fancy, $1.4014. “O,” 
in, this issue. There will be a few vember, 30th, 1911. $.971. 

minor changes and some additions all None Who Knew Him But Varieties, Grimes’ Golden, Jona- 
adding, we hope, to its interest and Will Mourn. than, Bellflower, R. I. Greening, Stay- 

value. ; man, Spitzenberg, etc. It cost from
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35 to 40 cents per box for picking,  tist to pursue every path of nature in merous and make a thorough job of 

packages and drayage. quest of wisdom for the world. I fertilization. 

Subtract this from the price for have faith that he will rise, phoenix- There is one feature of reproduction 

“Fancy” and compare with Wiscon- like, above the degradation of modern — called “vegetative propagation” which 

sin prices. commercialism, Ile is building the [think should be considered first, al- 

The Lord and the Ifood River foundation on which we may all unite though it is not really breeding. 

grower are the only ones who know in economy and harmony some day. We raise our potatoes from the 

how much it costs to raise these Ex- But in this day he is like the well tuber, not seed. Most of our orna- 

tra Fancy and neither will tell. meaning preacher of the gospel, sup- mental trees and greenhouse plants 

——_. ported from pew rentals paid by the from cuttings. There is no crossing, 

PLANT BREEDING gambler, usurer, keepers of desrepu- With plants propagated vegetative- 

table places, ete. ly, there are several kinds of varia- 

Oo.Be WHEENADI, MILWAURER Nature’s processes are so extremely — tions to consider. There are fluetua 

Although plants as well as animals complicated we understand compar- tions due wholly to environments, dif- 

have evolved by natural processes of atively little of what we accomplish. ference in food supply, moisture, ete. 

reproduction which may be called The production of life seems to be Experiments and careful observa- 

breeding, we have come to associate very much like the generation of — tions for many years has proven quite 

with the term “plant breeding” the  clectricity. We have discovered ways conclusively that fluctuating . varia- 

idea of some connivanee of man, een ne ea ee ae 

whereby he is to acquire some per eee Re REN Sete oe 
sonal benefit. And just now, when ame ae eEOrs ie *% iy? 

civilization is actuated by near-sight- Se PO AC 
cd policies, what is considered his ly a ae ee 
personal benefit, proves to be a gen- Bes af Aa Ue ok Ce 7 

eral loss or waste. The results are A ae aly ‘ 
not usually happy ones. It seems "Re Rau a ; 

7 eaten S\N rs RR ec SNAP strange that main should take such PE ene 2 ee pel ae 

pains in breeding for himself every- , ks ae Dey eee ee 

thing bul himself. ee neh an al a ee : 
Although supervised breeding ap- i 2 

pears to be actuated by a desire for 

winning dollars, and the poorer speci- 

men of man being the support of mod- 

ern civlization, his so-called freedom 

having destroyed his intrinsic value, 

no investments commercially are 
made iv that divection. Sweet William, and Sufficient to Fill the Eye 

If in place of exploitation of our #d generally know when we have it. tions due to such influences do not 

fellows by various processes of graft But do not know what we have. change the plant from year to year. 

some of us would acquire ownership The suecessful plant breeder is a ‘There seems to be no inheritance of 

of the others, the dollars involyed ‘detective. Te creates but little, but changes induced by environmental in- 

_ would argue in favor of intelligent watches nature’s developments and is fluences. Where the descendants of 

breeding. quick to kidnap a child that will in- an individual varied greatly in size, 

Truck gardeners, fruit growers and gratiate itself with those who are able it was thought that by selecting con- 

florists are constantly on the look-out 0 “pay the piper.” The more I ob- tinually from the largest and the 

for new varieties which will please Serve, the less confidence I have in smallest, two races could be devel- 

their customers without increasing direct application of energy to make — oped. « 

his labor to produce. a change in product or conduct of Experiments have been carried on 

Specialized labor has developed to plant or animal. And the more Iam for a very long series of generations, 

a poifit where “the breeder? is main- convinced that environment influences one line consisting of the largest, the 

tained much the same as inventors of the destiny of every new life gener- other line of the smallest progeny. 

machinery, promotors of gold mines, ated within its influence. However, I At the end of experiment the two 

fortune-telling, ete. am not quite as radical in this con- lines were brought under the same en- 

tention as the seed grower who dis- vironmental conditions, and within a 

“IL fares the land, to hastening ills covered that the best crops of red very short time the average size of 

a preys, clover were obtained from loealities the two types became identical. 

Where wealth accumulates and men where old maids were numerous, be- Until some one can show that selec- 
decay.” cause they kept many cats.. The cats tion is effected within pure lines, it is 

Of course there is a love for truth destroyed the field mouse which en- only a statement of fact to say that 

that impels the broad-minded scien- abled the bumble bee to become _nu-, at the experimental evidence we have 
— —e. . e
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is against this. The southern swamp Environment the Principal Factor. different and remain thus different for 

cypress now used for greenhouse lim- There is no question about our in- generations. Then bring it north, the 

ber with its peculiar club roots sent dividual development being controlled first crop will be as in the south, but 

to the surface for air, we find is a by environment more than all other the second season it will be back to its 

Venetian, driven to the swamps, and — fyetors, original northern character. 

when planted on a hillside, loses all But whatever environment pro- 

its characteristics which had been in- — yees, will vanish like your reflection ; 

duced by swap environments and in a mirror as soon as you disappear. Kellogg S 
goes right back to its original habits. ‘There can be no heredity of such in- 

There is a feature of development. — fluential effects by the individual so Nursery 
however, that will mislead a novice. — influenced. 

The florist calls it “sporting.” Herein is the important function of aes aie m 

About twenty years ago the Cath. the breeder, for such acquired charac- isconsin 

Mermet Rose wits introduced, a pink teristics can be fixed in or transmitted Our stock is grown right, dug 

variety. That is to say, it looked pink to its progeny. right, packed right, and by no 

when introduced, and beeame quite Burbank says, “Environment is the means least, the : 
popular. Mr. John N. May was a a yonitee Pe cueateed?) au auadige 46 , ; i - aeateas dhenéanal fini ie architect of heredity or heredity is PRICES ARE RIGHT 

leading rose grower t ten and Had (WE “the sum of all past environment. The 

houses devoted to this rose. They yecults of environmental influences Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

were growing particularly strong and Gani Bo fixed. only by crossing: with and Fruit Trees 

it was noticed that May’s Mermets es oeale relate, . . > ° Ma” oe ‘hoes plants not too closely re lated. Apples singly or by the 1000. 

Were “sporty anclined.” 0) .a! close It seems that these acquired char- Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 
watch was kept. One day a side shoot acteristics are impressed or conformed Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 
bearing a white flower, more rugged to by the germ cells. It is their fune- 

and perfect in form than the pink, and tion to transmit the rearranged form- FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

more beautiful than any whitewariety ain af censtristion of the progeny. Get our price list before you place 

in market at that time. Ile propa-  ‘pyore is no other way, and the reason your order and save money. : +t eT Beta? ’ 
gated from it naming it “The Bride. I say to cross with plants not too Address Box77 

It is still a popular variety, but the closely related, is that the closer re- KELLOGG’S NURSERY 
C. Mermet has “run out.” The facet — |ated parentage is the nearer you Janesville, Wisconsin 

of the matter is the Cath Mermet was eome to conditions of self-fertilized 

simply an undeveloped “bride,” some — and yegetative propagation, already 

of its qualities remained latent for a referred to which do not fix or hold 

long time. It required Mr. May’s on to improved character. I he G reat 

skill to develop the child in swecord- The skill of the breeder is in the 

anee with its inheritance. selection of the parent to eross with Northern 

We have many , undeveloped — the strain or variety he desires to im- 
“Brides” among our children. Those Prove, that will not combine other N rser Co 

who keep our Truant Officer and Ju- rameters strong enough to dominate u y e 

venile Court busy and whom we per- me the progeny as to! wiliafe: the: de 
mit to b ished | t velopment or improvement sought. 

aL JO JUTLISTO yeCcaUuse r oa * . . 5 hal @ Re: Dunisied Decnuse: Or: ou The progress is dependent primarily Sells First-Class 
ie ure to maintain environmental in- 1) Gultivation and improvenient. OF Wisconsin Grown Trees 

uences that will properly develop and Bete t ag awial 4 a Re ai the individual, which in turn is con- Our T, Li We haa bri ¢ tie iafanl aualities . : Jur Trees Live. We had an op- 
wring ou e lafené qualities. trolled largely by environmental in- portunity to compare 500 of our 

. . . a oe Wisconsin grown trees with a simi- 
Environmental influences whieh de- — fluences. Then to fix improvement by lar lotof an Eastern Nursery. At , : ! the end of the season only 52 per 

velop or bring out these latent char-  cross-breeding, I have spoken fre- cent of the eastern grown stock was 
m . . * alive, while 95 per cent of ours lived 

aeters, if removed, cause the character quently of environment. There is also and grew. Moral: buy home grown 
i ha ql ‘} is called place effect that is i stock and avoid loss. Our trees are 

to become latent again. The Bride what is called place effect that is in- HARDY, and our stock is HEAL- 
‘ teresting. I ay raise t atoes in : THY. A comparison will prove 

Rose may show pink again, and then — feresting. may Taise tomatoes in a that our stock has not the willowy 
oe . . ° 20) iffere exposures in Milwau- and watery soft growth of southern 

disintegrate entirely. The next feat- oven foment exposures: 1m Mila or eastern grown stock. 

ure to consider is the self-fertilized “°° *™ ee f an asorinnent on ene weeny free and shrab Je packed 
‘ nn . . vironments. But if 1 compare a crop ey 7 rs 

species. The effect of selection in. . . eis a posure!tosun and. wind, 
. in Milwaukee with one in Memphis, 

such species as wheat, barley, and 
: . we would speak of place effect. G N N 

oats, is essentially the same as by If & Hovtherd dmato ie Paised in reat orthern jursery 

propagation vegetatively, although the south, the first crop of fruit will Company, Baraboo, ‘Wis. 

seed is formed, and we call it breed- be like it is in the north. But the Write for Cntalogee and Price - List. 
ing. second season’s crop will be entirely _ eminiitin 

Oe : \ pS abTIA ah /
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The process of crossing, of course, are a great many thinking skillful So- = 

becomes complicated. T eannot go ine — cialists in Germany. 

to it in detail for lack of ability on Think it over Mr. Profit) [funter. K N O xX 

my part and time on yours. But I See that a normal atmosphere, sun- ——— 

will give you just one of Gregor Men- — light and clean water is administered 

del’s discoveries which pertains to — to every soul. See that dust, noise, NUR S ER I ES 

what he has called “The law of dom- waste energy is avoided. See that 
P 55 7 F a (Established in 1861) 
inance. natural recreation is universal and 

A red primrose crossed with a that community values go to the com- Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 
white primrose yields purple prim- munity. Then human breeding will They strongly recommend One 

roses. But these purple hybrids will balance plant breeding. We can never 
: h , he nal dl funeti Year Cherry Trees because they 

produce three kinds of progeny. About ve normal until they funetion to- k Il headed 1 d 

one-fourth will be white, about one- gether. are: stocky, well headed, well roote 
fourth will be red, and about one-half ~~ thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 
will be purple. These white and re:] ID WAS AWFUL Two Year for those who prefer 
will go on producing pure colors, but My dear Cranetield: the larger trees. They also have a 
the purple will continue to divide in- I am in reecipt of a letter from a | nice Jot of Apple in northern sorts, 
to white, red and purple. The purple this morning who says as fol: : . | 

always splits into the same propor: lows:—“The Wisconsin box apple ex- A ‘trial order’ will ‘convince 
LENS SEIS SHUN! PLO} ae sak : any one of their quality. 
tions: hibit at the Fair has had a’ terrible 

» effect on me.” You may be in for a 
Mendel suggested that the cause of — ‘ . , 

these peculiar phenomena is that the damage suit, H. M, SIMPSON & SONS 
. . Very truly yours, 

hybrid) produces two kinds of ovums j x . . 

anil two kinds of pollen. The one James C.. Moore, Vincennes, Indiana. 
icind of ovum ‘and. one leindof pollen Associate Hortienlturist. 
boing oxnctly like those of oneof the [a 
arents f the hybrid sO. far as the VERY NICE INDEED 

paseo © . we The year 1911 started out very FORTY-TWO YEARS one character under consideration is ae ‘ ae Z s The J ll 'N —— 
concerned. ‘The other kind being like poorly: for an apple crop. We had e Jewell ursery Co. 
ligsanet Dy very little rain in’ the summer and Hardy Fruit and Ornamental those of the other parent. This theory aa Trees, Shrubs and Plants 

has been fairly well sustained fatik ood! C810, Lie trees anklet cout Li Ci i 
| an | nicely but were covered with green Lake City, . Minnesota 

When We ‘conbuler ‘that environ. lice that made the leaves look as if a PFISTER HUNDRED ACRES 

mental influences act the same on the fost had burned them, then down 
individual as on plants, that our ehil- came a good soaking rain, followed by 

tren are petog shaped and tempered a warm sunny day and in less than 24 . 

xy these influences, it is quite appar- jours the orchard was in full bloom V 
ent that the future of our civilization — , : ar of . teen cite incennes 
: ; and all fear of loss by inseet pests 7 

is dependent upon the environment of Wiis» OURE ‘ Nurseries 

the rising generations. Statistics My Duchess erop was killed by frost Vi Indi 
show that in our large cities there IS in 1910, but this year most all of incennes, indiana 

a deterioration. It is the mission of — them bore a good crop. I think I had W. C. REED 
the city planner to determine what — about 1,800 bushels of Duchess, which ° ° 9 
these devitalizing effects are, and re- ‘oid at 81.00 for a while ther Tent | PROPRIETOR 
construet our cities so as to be eco- 599 pushels to a Minneapolis firm Cherry Trees by the 

nomical and healthy. for T5e.; the rest sold for 50c. Sold 100 or 100000 
Although humanitarian impulses 286 bushels to Duluth for 50e, but The Growing of Cherry Trees 

should be enough to insure the requi- the firm went into bankruptey and I has been our Specialty for 

site improvements, it is interesting to am_ still looking northward. Weal- Years. Our soil and method 

note that the heartless (successful) — thys about 1,200 bushels, Greenings of growing produces a Tree 
business man is beginning to read a 300; all other kinds about 200 bush- that is not excelled by any 
“hand writing on the wall.” Germany els. Everything except the Duchess one. Splendid blocks of two- 

is takirig-« lead invskilled labor today sold well for one dollar .a. bushel. year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 
i 5 ae . . . year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early beeause by better city planning the There was some loss on the Wealthy, : 

health and skill of labor has i lit didn’t. k as well as usual: i Richmond, Montmorency and 
realth and skill of labor has improved, it didn’t keep as well as usual; it other leading varieties by the 
and although some of our capitalists ripened too early. The Duchess crop 100 or car load. We also grow 

say the expense is prohibitive,—Ger- will probably be light next season on a general line of other Nursery 

many is also proving that it is econ- account of the abundant crop this stock. Persoral inspection in- 

omy. Over 1,500 cities and towns — season. James W. Metvinne. vited. Correspondence solicited 
now have no tax levy at all. There Chippewa Falls.
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A CHERRY OR TWO of potatoes or corn? A large part of — bluestone and lime. The Paris green 
Forty-five years ago a Wisconsin Wisconsin is yet an unknown land so may be mixed with the Bordeaux and 

farmer planted a few cherry trees on far as the raising of the apple and thus slugs and mildew overeome at 

the edge of his barnyard and next to the cherry is concerned. North of once. Spraying sounds formidable 

a cultivated field. These trees thrived 44 degrees latitude and west of but really is easy. Plant cherry trees 

and bore abundantly for many years (teen Bay except along the shores in the home orehard. Tf you think 
until the farm passed into the hands Of Lake Superior spring frosts too you don’t care about fruit, remember 

of a man to whom cherry pies were Often blast alike the blossoms of the you are not the whole thing. The 

a useless luxury and cherry trees Cherry and the hopes of the planter, boy and the girl and the good house- 

an incumbrance on the face of the but all through Southern Wisconsin wife are to be considered. Can you 

earth, and the trees were all dug  #d particularly along the shores of raise cherries in Southern and Eastern 
out and fields changed. Nature’s Lakes Michigan and Superior and in Wisconsin? Most certainly you can! 

kind hand defeated the will of the all of Door county the sour cherry TI give you my word for it. Try it. 

destroyer by preserving seedlings thrives and is as reliable a cropper as C. 

along the new fence row and these @pples, corn or wheat. Not when 9 0 

battling with adverse conditions still neglected, nothing, neither potatoes | 1MPORTANT INFORMATION 
gave each year multitudes of snowy oP corn or garden truck, will thrive 

; under neglect. The bugs will eat |For Those Who Desire To 
these crops and weeds and grass Put Money in Orchards 

starve them. Good farmers cultivate Apoles: aud, grapes have “proven) very 

wo te ii potatoes and spray to prevent ravages profitable on “Apple Ridge’, which is be- 

a B oof bugs and disease. Why not try | Yond question the best apple and grape 
on / . 5 . region in the state and better than the 
a. po the same plan with cherries and see Bitter Root country. Owners of two large 

apie . i what will happen? orchards want to retire and have given me 
el Shen Tiana pere| ‘ a price less than good orchard land without 

ato 5 Pian eee A dozen cherry trees, one-half orchards. Think of only one hundred dol- 
\¢ roa eee as Rh = =Montmoreney and one-half Karly lars an acre for property that paid over three a; ae tN ee Se : a vary 
wy ab i PUSS Sale ct: bs Richmond planted 20x20 fect on | thousand dollars net profit last erop. Why 
ge aiabatShe ai > See aan d ar oe “ pay more and wait years when you can get 
aA foes a He a) Re, almost any soil, if well drained, a big per cent. here from the start. Look 

rn ee ee < } al leeent] rare > wa into this and you will want this snap. 
Pee RE. 0 YG athe decently cared for in the way’ of | Sit. ‘how much you wish to invest and 

a rH py t * ‘A cultivation and an occasional spray- begin a thorough and exhaustive investiga 

AT ae ON | ing will pay better than anything else tion at once. 

Res a Pe on that can be grown on an equal amount G. H. TOWNSEND, 
ee ‘ Se ee ee of land. BR ge ER | . MADISON, WIS. 
Pear. pg a | At three years after planting there 

should be a little fruit, at four years 
One-year old Cherry Tree, Fish Creek, Wis. . 

Photo 24 Months From Planting enough to make everybody wish for 

= r P more and at six years the trees will 
blossoms and ripe red fruit, delight- oo cr Meee ” 
ae , e be in full bearing. For twenty years FOR SALE 
ing alike the robin, the grosbeak and t least tl hh dt lack of ——_————. 

the child of the man who knew only ih eas ; neat io om = se oe © 
‘herries to eat, to can and even some 

corn and hogs and many dollars.‘ i . : 
ee O88 wie y to sell to less fortunate neighbors. Fruit Farm of 40-acres 
These wayside fugitives themselves : . . ; 

: a : Some soils are better than others five miles from city of 
passed into oblivion but left behind for the light ratt 1 : or the cherry, a lig y 
progeny which retreating to fence : Crys A AES rather: eandy Sturgeon Bay, one-half 

: soil seems best but clay loam, sandy : . 
rows and corners to this day bear : : . mile from water; thirty- 

: Ml much fruit, enough loam, any kind if only well drained. . 
occasionally | , C) : °° . y ss as e Weeds and grass will starve them, so two acres under cultiva 
sometimes to provide juicy comfort . ° 

wae plant lots of garden truck between tion, level, without stump 

for’ two families. the rows and even between the t Splendid frui . » rows and eve veen the trees 
These groups of cherry seedlings — . or stone. piendi ruit 

| dl * in the row for the first three of four wil. Geod frame: house 

huddled in the fence corners as if years, this will encourage cultivation. . i. 

for defense tell a story that might Spraying must be attended to but it log barn, well and wind- 

well be heeded by every farmer and jg not a serious matter. Everybody mill; 700 cherry, 800 
home owner in Southern and Eastern ses Paris green on potatoes—use a apple set spring of 1911. 

Wisconsin. If in spite of neglect little the cherry trees d head é 5 
t e Whe te ay ae tans, ‘ Best bargain in Door 

and the most adverse conditions off the slug which skeletonizes the Wri 

cherry trees will persist and give leaves. Mildew sometimes plays county. rite 

returns for forty-five years what may havoc with cherries but is easily and BOX 535. 

not be expected if a few trees are effectively checked with one or at 

planted and cared for each year at most two applications of Bordeaux Madison, Wisconsin 

least as well as a like number of hifls _mixtuye which is easily made from i eel 
« =~ nee a a }
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DUNNING STIRS UP THE ANIMALS 

AGAIN 

I noticed in the November issue of © soomeeeoeoe WAY A N T E D iccccccncoscee 
“Torticulture” the article written . 
' M. Bikes of i Milwaukee Eight or ten more buyers for five or ten acres of Cherry Orchard Land to 
a ' Ee high . ai : ere : take the balance of 1911 planting on the 
ounty im whieh he takes exceptions : CO-OPERATIVE PLAN 

to what he calls the statement in my . 
. ww . We guarantee 6 per cent annually on your investment for ten years. We 

former article that there were but two "i : : 
in Milwaukee County who were promise at least 100 per cent in profits in ten years. We mature your 

men mn fei ee on v whe we 1 orchard up to where you will have an independent income. 
growing rul systematically anc 

states what he is doing and the re- WHERE?? . 
. su STURGEON BAY, WIS. The Sour Cherry Land of the United States. sults that he has accomplished along 

this line. WHY?? 
I did not state in my recent article Write Us for a Booklet. 

that there were no others in Milwau- 220 acres planted with 22,000 Sour Cherry Trees. 240 acres prepared for 24,000 trees in 

kee County doing this thing, but that 1912, Safe Proposition. No Risk. Large Profits. 
(You Get a Deed to Your Land when Paid for.) 

so far as I knew, there was no one else. BAY 
Mr. ichter’s experience: instes ° STURGEON ’ Mr. Richter 8 experience instead of Co-Operative Orchard Co. WISCONSIN 

contradicting the statement that T 

made, substantiates my claim, which 

was in substance, that fruit could be — plums, pears, cherries, grapes and ap- think that much more is being made 
grown in Milwaukee County as well ples in Milwaukee County as are be- of this subject than circumstances 

as in Door County if given the same ing produced by any other county in warrant. Again, I would not minim- 

proper care and attention. the state, we have a right to claim it, ize the influence of special conditions. 

You, perhaps, will remember when and I can prove that this is true in TI do not think that Oregon findings 

Twas at the State Fair that I brought any exhibits where given a chance. are applicable to eastern conditions 

in a branch of Lombard plums and E. FE. Dunnina. nor vice versa.” 

I claim that there was nothing better —+>+— We are willing to take a chance 

in the way of plums there. I met SELF POLLENATION OF THE APPLE = and say that in orchards of five to ten 

one of our friends from Door County The article on Apple pollenation acres containing two or more varieties 

and in showing him the branch, he by G. If. Townsend in the September there is very little danger of lack of 

remarked that that was NO BETTER — number brought out several letters of — pollenation. 

than was being grown in Door Coun- anxious inquiry from members who + 
ty. I have at no me made the claim had planted blocks of single varieties TOO BUSY 

that Milwaukee County was the and feared that loss would result from 
BEST or ONLY County in the state lack of pollenation. It has been beautifully said that 

where good fruit could be grown, but The article in question was merely “flowers are the language of the soul.” 

that it was ONE of the Counties in a review of a recent bulletin by Prof. They express the best and sweetest of 

the state where fruit can be grown [Lewis of the Oregon station giving our innermost selves. There is some- 
successfully with proper management, — results of experiments in Oregon and thing so lovely and refining about the 

and the statement from parties in nowhere in the article is the state- peautiful blossoms and delicate 
other parts of the state that they grow ment made that similar conditions plants, that they should find abundant 
as well, is practically an acknowlede- exist here. Rather the question is space in every home. 

; ce . . 
— of this Lio e well ict merely raised aud Saou that We often hear the remark, Oh! I 

o srpretation means eque vestigt s be started. Bie oe . ing to my interpr On mens edu: Inyesieabionss: AS TGEAT LCS . like flowers but I don’t have time to 
and no better. The truth is we know very little a 7 . 

. ag Z 5 a! eare for them. Take time, my friend. 
I have no disposition to underrate about this question and it is extreme- — ,, . : =e There are many that repay abundant- 

any other part of. the state. I think, ly unlikely that Oregon conditions 1 , 3 
_ . . y a little care, and if you can not 

however, that each district should apply in this state. hav : . 
. . se . . lave a great variety, there is no one 

stand on its own peg, so to speak, and Prof. Craig of Cornell University _ y th 1 ‘ 1 

if we tually do produce as good says: “Personally, I am disposed to so busy-that: they will not beable: to 
1 We! SECU I we Bs oF HAPS: “ 9 ote F — find rest and encouragement in caring 

i nn Tc 5 for one or more of the almost endless 

CARR “ i 3 7" : variety of lovely plants and shrubs. 

: eee ; see = 5 : ‘ | Watching the leaves and buds un- 

re ~ am Fe ve i fold is an inspiration, as (] » unfold- 
ie aa ry i Seay ing typifies the developiv: © f our 

! . pe aa == lives, if we but measure to the best 
= — = - of which we are capable. 

A Few of the Vegetables at the Summer Meeting, Oshkosh Mrs. L. H. Parmer.
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_ Pam unable to advise you about ing season and will bring 50 per cent. 

Correspondence the Gano apple. Tt is not planted in| more money in market. 

| | Chippewa county. The Wealthy is a J. S. Paumer. 

good apple but not a winter apple. 

i haveswoontly purchawal 160 weres This season they ripened too early : 

of land in Chippewa county which ! and did not keep at all; they I intend to plant an orehard on 

consider is a splendid orehard sit. [T° all gone now. Some: years they tind slopiite toward the north. The 
T expect within the nest sear to plant lereey potty, swell: Gill mmilewinier. 1 soil s bivek Wily i clay, Sul soil 
8000 apple trees, think the Gano apple is not recom- / "here is good drainage. Which va- 

The soil is all first Gass, it being mended for Wisconsin. They are vieties would you advise planting on 
at old pastage din rio. pase twelee planting a good many Melntosh Red a place of this kind in the western 

jeri: bere now, it is the nearest toa winter part of Kenosha county? TI do not 

T intend to plant two varieties, apple of any we have and does fairly want to plant many of the early varie- 

which are: Gano, and Wealthy, and well here. AML the Fall apples do well ues but would like winter: varieties 
expect to have storage by i Fone leretTnit. I think we will have to get — for the reason that the greater part of 

the trees are bearing and will pick, 30M! "ew variety of an apple before — the apple trees through this section 
ear, watades, aid pack an {0b i we can grow winter apples here. are summer and early fall varieties 

bushel boxes, having each apple wrap- TASES We MEGVIELE: and they are seldum ‘of miuely valuta, 
fed RepnTAely 1A. PAPER, Meanie a8 a while the winter fruit is searee and 

western fruit. is handled, and T will To dowt know enough about the always brings 8 Bond market rice. 

depend on winter marketing from hardiness of the Gano jpple to reeom- Olt inarket i now being supplied by 

January to April. mend ite Tt iiay be-all right ana tT New York apples for 40 cents: per 
Now, would you plant more varie- would be willing to plant a number peck. Tt seems as though we ought to 

ties and what would they be? Do you on trial and T think that they would be able to supply our Wisconsin mar- 

know of any better varieties for my — prove good. My neighbor has 15 or ket with Wisconsin apples. 

purpose ? 20 trees ten years planted. ‘The trees I inclose a list. of trees that T have 

Kindly advise me and T assure you look fine and have not yet suffere | marked ; would like if you could give 

same will be greatly appreciated by any winter injury. They have borne me some information in regard to 

me. Fr. OO. B. several years and this year were heay- them. ALK. 

— ily laden. They are a handsome RanGelai Cb: 

We submitted this inquiry to five appearing apple and Mr. Baer’ says ds 

members and give herewith the re- they are fine in quality and an all As a rule we do not advise the 

sults: winter apple. planting of apples on the black soils 
“T don’t think much of Gano for I don't know how Fameuse would of Racine and Kenosha Counties but 

Wisconsin. It has color and keeping seem for a box apple but. they bear plenty of excellent apple land may be 

qualities but nothing else. Me had well, sell well and are good. Of  feund in the western part. of these 

better plant MeIntosh.” course Wealthy is all might, an the counties. ‘Tree fruits require thor- 

D. BE. Bincuan. combination. Wits Toone. ough soil drainage and that is -too 

sci oe often Jacking in your part of the 

T have had no experience with the 1 would advise planting more than state. Also rich soils induce a heavy 

Gano and only know of now and — two varieties to extend picking sea- growth of wood at the expense of 

then a tree in this section. It son. It would be impossible to pick fruitage. 

would seem like a hazardous under- fruit from 4000 Wealthy trees in the Regarding the varieties marked the 

taking to plant very many Gano in short period we are allowed in this following are generally conceded to 

the vieinity of Chippewa or Chippewa climate before Wealthies drop. T have be the best: Pewaukee, Dudley, Me- 

county as the Gano is of the same found the picking season for Wealth- Mahan, MeIntosh, Wealthy and Wolf 

type as the Ben Davis, and does not — ies is not longer than from 8 to 10 River. These are all hardy and pro- 

mature its fruit until very late in days, and even shorter depending on duetive. You will find the North- 

the season and varicties that mature weather conditions. western Greening a failure in soutl- 

their fruit late in the season are sub- I believe if we have any box apple et Wisconsin or nearly so. Scott’s 

jeet to winter killing in Wisconsin — that will compete with western stock is too small, Willow Twig is not re- 

after a heavy crop, outside of the Lake it is the Snow apple. In my ex- liably hardy, Golden Russett is not 

region. My advice would be to go perience compared with Wealthy, it productive enough for a market apple. 

slow on Gano until it is thoroughly comes to bearing a little later, is a T note what you say about late keep 

tested in that part of tle state and = much more regular bearer, apples ing varieties and know that that is 

plant such varieties as MeIntosh, Me- — more uniform in size, and size just the general impression and yet more 

Mahan, Fameuse and Dudley—varie- right; better quality, better color, six money can be.made in Wisconsi. 

ties that have stood: the test. weeks later, will hang to trees much from the fall apples than from winter 

L. G. Kettoaa. better, giving two weeks longer pick- apples if the former are properly
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1andled. There is more money ‘n_ We reason like this—Eve 8 1 4 her-_ 77,7 

uchess at 50c. a bushel than in late self and Adam 8 1 2 4 Eve—total 

ipples at $1.00 or more. “QO.” $938. Hlinois ‘Telegraph: Eve 8 1 Ask Your Neighbor 
gos gpg 4 2 know how it tasted and Adam . 

INFORMATION WANTED ON TOP. 281 42 sce what it might be like— to Subscribe for 
WORKING total 36,284. . : 

For the past eight years nearly, | Can anyon® explain: ‘to “Yarns” 

have been running a sort of experi- hove this could: have been possible, WwW ° * 

mental orchard and among other imasmucl: asi neither: Bye: nor Adam tiscons in 

things I am trying out some thirty had £9 (2)¢ . 7 

varieties of apples. Through the mis- There is said to be nothing Bee Horticultur 
fakes (2) of nursérymen in sending under the sun, so apparently spraying e 

trees othier than those ordered, I find ™USt Nave been in’vogue in the dirst 
myself blessed with five good thrifty age in order to have so many apples 

Ben Davis trees, eight years old. One rom Wane; reps me to weal, It is worth while even to sce the 
is all I want for experimental pur- Yours;, . new Capitol if only half completed. 
poses. Can I top-graft these trees W.. Ee Chote: The officers in charge are very careful 

with some other variety? If so, what? P. S.—This is taken from “Yarns” — about the Assembly Chamber and well 
I would prefer either of the follow- September issue, of the St. Louis they may be for it is a beautiful 

ing: Windsor Chief, N. W. Greening, Cordage Mills. room. 

Utters Red, Patten’s Greening, York 

Imperial, Newell, among Winter ap- - — 

ples or Wealthy, White M’Mahon, oe. eR ox 

Canada Red, Milwaukee, Winter Ba- . hy = 2 

nana or Pewaukee among late Fall a5) te te ee 

apples. Ot oped Rage 

I have all the above in bearing and Fl ES ee PRAM . 

of course have the material for top ey ‘eee Fey ee 
‘ag fr ce varietics, Ce PR tie eS aay oC 8 he 

grafting from those varieties. Can ates ae NS, Monee re ys A eo ys 7 

you or some of your readers give me , Re BERS PS ae v Soe aay 

some suggestions in the matter, apes Bate mates Peake eae pecary: ih SRS Cae 

founded on experience? 13a Be ° eae Re ise ee aa eA 

J. S. ANpERSON. San iS ast Dib ieh Ania Sanaa Si aye HN a ida vo 

Manitowoe, Wis. i a Se Seas 
eg ene 5 fie ns. oy : L4H 

A LITTLE NONSENSE fol eee _ Di eee 

Although this pertains to a problem 4 5 ce a f Me Ne RSS oH 

centuries old, and has caused endless Sie ee Rs eat ny ery re 

discussion which apparently has not  . [RM ee | is fee ae max sn 9, Ae 

yet ceased, and because now is the Bes 2 t P , : ae a 

apple season the following clipping eam ae ie / 7 Bias 5 y ee vy Ra 4 

seems apropos: Nee age Rae aah So. Stam 2 ae ME ete DAs Ped ce spe 
ecard ie eae Ga at NG nme ag 

ADAM’S APPLES. a7 /| ee ef PS, eae WPS cay; ei Be yh Ba YAN TL ke. hee 

A correspondent passes the sub- 

joined on to us as “the latest,” and BUILT TO LIVE 

asks us to put it in Yarns: 

Ilow many apples did Eve and Away up north or away down south or any point between. It has the 
Adam eat? The old version says: health and strength to carry all the apples nature can pile upon it. The 
Eve 8 and Adam 2 (Eve ate and hole in which it was planted was not “shot with dynamite”. It was not 
Adam, too)—total 10. This is what leaned to the sun” nor, “to the wind.” It never wore a “tree protector” 

. : because it never needed one. It shades itself and also the ground above 
certain American newspapers have to the root system keeping the soil moist and cool and forest conditions. No 
say about it: Nebraska Herald: Eve “peculiar slope” was selected. Just good soil and level ground. It was a 
8 and Adam 8—total 16. Mississippi one year top tree when planted, and by a man who had just common 
Gazette: We don’t see this; Eve 8 horse sense. If you are in the market for fruit trees and this one looks 
and Adam 8 2—total 90. New York good to you, send for our catalog and a list of your wants. 

Screamer: Our contemporary is en- We are specialists in everything we grow. 

tirely wrong; Eve 8 1 and Adam 

8 1 2total 893. Ohio Advertiser: HENRY LAKE SONS COMPANY, Nurserymen, Black River Falls, Wis.
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)\ oo | OC for twenty years or more. If planted 

. 15 feet one way cultivation will be 
| uestions and An. | : : 

| Q Answers difficult after ten years. JEWELL 

Q. low does the Dudley apple Q. What are the four best vari- MINN ESO I A 

compare with the Duchess in size, eties of plums to plant for commercial 
color and bearing or yielding qual- orchard in western Wisconsin? GROWN 
ities? Ilow with the Wealthy in A. De Soto, Surprise, Wolf, Rock- 

season and keeping qualities? Is it f a. . , , 
: ‘ord. 

a dessert or cooking opple? What ee Nursery Stock 

apple does it compare with in flayor? . 
Q. Is there any variety of the 

A. Larger than the Duchess, not «gand Cherry” or “bush cherry” a 

quite se highly colored, fully as pro- which produces really good fruit. to Complete assortment of Fruit 
lifie. Same season as Wealthy and oat or ean? ‘ sae . . a ! ot and Ornamental stock in all 
fully as good keeper. Compares fav- ; “ 1 lif 3 oe = 

orably with Wealthy in quality. he Ria de iseiud, tO" be (ood vaneties sulted. to northers cul- 
ee you are hungry enough to eat it. ture. A specialty of Hardy 

Q. Is it possible to raise Rhode ——— Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 
Island Greening in Wisconsin ? Q. IT now have some Pewaukee Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 

A. We died ini? @ buaiel of and Gano 33 feet apart. Can I plant uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 
fi ~~ RI a Tl ‘and t ee “ie fillers among them? Tf so what vari- tive Plums. 
eee ane at the ety of filler would you recommend? 
apple show in Milwaukee. It is not : ————————————— a ” aye ——— 
on the recommended list of varieties A. The orchard “filler proposition 

of the State Horticultural Society. is much like quineunx planting, fine 

= in theory but rarely works out to a THE JEWELL NURSERY 00. 

2 2cess . Si Tt takes more 
Q. Is there any advantage in the successful conclusion. LAKE CITY, MINN 

quincunx form of planting more than Courage than the aes a dene 8 ’ . 

that it gives more trees to the acre? — SeSses to deliberately eu gown 2 1500 Acres Established 1868 
. vigorous apple tree that promises to 

A. We venture to answer,—n0. hear four or five barrels of fruit the 
The quincunx or five square method coming year. Better plant cateh 
of planting is one of the beautiful . 1 welts Beats = crops for a few years, beans or po . | 
theories that is perpetually brought nines FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK | 

to the attention of planters but it is : ee IN GREAT VARIETY | 

a curious fact that we see very few . oi gs 
3 ay ; Q. Is it necessary to spray cherry Consisting of 

quincunx planted orchards. Like lots ' the first ls L yoars after 

f other things it is very fine—in  ‘T°°S "ve rst and second years aim 
theory. 8 ony planting for fungus diseases? FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 

aa A. Yes. The slug and mildew are 

Q. When is the proper time to quite as likely to attack young trees MENTAL TREES 

prune currants? a8 vier nt and oe ee Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 
scds_ evel a0 he close o - ‘ K. November: needs: every Tear Mil . berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grapt 

7 the season. By all means spray with ‘Vines: Aaparadus. Rhufarh: 6 

oO Bordeaux and arsenate of lead. 2 paragus, a ar i GRE 
Q. Which is preferable, setting pee Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

7 Frees: i oir permanen Vines and Perennials. ver- out young trees in their permanent IS IT NECESSARY TO FERTILIZE AN a el ennials Roses, E 

places or setting them close together AFPLE ORCHARD? greens, etc. 

with a view of transplanting? the bi i . If you would like to see a really 
. This is one of the big questions in — 

A. Leave the nursery business to éonneation with’apple raising-and no good Catalogue we would be glad 

the nurseryman. He knows how to less important in Wisconsin than in to send you ours. It has more than 

do it and you don’t. New York fifty pages and describes everything 

Prof. U. P. Hedrick, horticulturist | in the plainest language without 
Q. Is 15 feet north and south and at the Geneva, N. Y., Experiment Sta- any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

30 feet east and west too close to tion, answers the question so far as scriptions. 

plant apple trees if I plant every certain New York conditions are con- 
other tree of an upright growing cerned. The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

kind? In Bulletin 339, New York Agr. FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 
A. Better plant 24x24 feet which Exp. Sta., Prof. Hedrick gives a de- Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

will permit of cultivation both ways tailed account of a fifteen-year ex-
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;erinent on rather poorly aad Oaaaaaa_E_—esSOOOO > 

vlay soil near Geneva. 

A summary of results as prepared 

ty Prof. Hedrick follows: | 

1. This bulletin is a report of a 

jifteen-year experiment to determine 
| Seo exe oo MADISON, WISCONSIN 

whether it is necessary to fertilize 
G. P. GIFFORD, Ownership Management 

apple orchards. 

2. Current recommendations for ese, s Tene a ii SRI cE Cree 

fertilizers in orchards are unreliable i op , 

lecause there have been few investi- ek ; Pte br eee 
: . . 7 ERE ncaa OES BN ORE f ers 

sations of the subject which have fur- | - as OS ces BS 

. . < | Qu aeeieas ich Sa Bs 
uished trustworthy information. Pres- |i a “ORE Siar oe Beate a 

ent practices are largely based on the } i WEE Ee 

fertilization of field and garden I J t | 

crops, but the needs of apples cannot a A ieee oe z 

he compared, in the least, with the | om : Te oe 

needs of herbaceous crops because of are] Nit atti 4 

the great difference in the habits of i t 

erowth of the two kinds of plants. | f | i li r Rr 
Speyer . wis i y i a , 
Fertilizing apples is a difficult prob acy ro ne SSERAY BUSY 

- : Pacae : eS ee | 
lem, too, for, besides variability of : Pee ee Rigi aay eee 

ie Pe ee ee i 
plant and environment to contend ee a ae eed 

with, as with all plants, it is neces- 

sary ake x f the tree and 
ry to take thought of the tree an Just off the Square on Monona Avenue, the 

of the crop of the future. . 

3. This experiment has to do with Great White Way of Madison 

apples—not apples and grass. Atten- . 

tion is called to this fact because most FIRST-CLASS SERVICE 

of the investigations of fertilizers for 

apples have been carried on with trees MUSICAL SELECTIONS—6 to 7 p. m. Daily. Sundays 
in sod. In all such experiments the in- from 12:45 to 1:45 p. m. Orpheum Theatre Orchestra. 

teractions of soil, apples, grass and Headquarters for Delegates and Members of Annual 

fertilizers are so complicated that a Convention, State Horticultural Society. 

crucial test is impossible. 
Dn 

4. The experiment under diseassion — 

was earried on in a Station orchard, ° 

the soil of which is a clay loam too ares ew mes, ; 

heavy for a good orchard soil and not ! e SY ty a 

better than the average clay soil in : Vy New Things Sai P, E 

the farm lands of western New York. i \ The old fertilizer Prone ow 

The orchard has been given the care a formulas are giving LS v <3 

it would have received in a commer- i, way to the new. At ) uw 

cial plantation. es every farmers’ meeting SY] YY, ; 

oD . LS one subject should be Ve 
5. There are twelve plats in the ex- se 

. " “ae A the fertilizer formula } 

periment. The fertilizers applied each that will furnish a balanced ration to the crop and keep up the fertility 

year are as follows: of the soil. To do this the fertilizer should contain at least as much 

Stable manure, av. per tree, 415.15 
pounds. 

Acid phosphate, ay. per tree, 12.66 

pounds. 

Muriate of potash, av. per tree, 7.26 as Phosphoric Acid. Our note book has condensed facts essential 

pounds. in farmers’ meetings and plenty of space to record the new things 

Acid phosphate, av. per tree, 12.6 that you hear. Let us send one to you before your Institute meets. 

1 A supply of these is furnished by request to every institute held in several states. 

poungs: We will be glad to send a supply delivered free of charge to every Institute, Grange 

Muriate of potash, av. per tree, 7.26 or Farmers’ Club Officer on request. It contains no advertising matter. 

pounds. GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc. 

Acid phosphate, av. per tree, 12.6 Continental Building, Baltimore, Md. Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 

pourids £3 Nassau Street, New York
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Nitrate of soda, av. per tree, 3.67—©_——— 
pounds. ! 

Dried blood, av. per tree, 12.84 EDITORS AND PUBLISHERS 
pounds. SS 

6. An important consideration is Please keep in mind that this issue of Wisconsin HorticuLture is copy- 

that the fertilizers were put on only righted and no part of it may be reproduced except by permission of the 
underneath the branches of the trees 
30 that a tremendous excess of each publishers. Such permission will becheerfully granted on application and 

has been used and the experiment, if due credit is given. 

therefore, throws light on the ques- 

tion as to whether excessive fertiliza- 
tion is deleterious to trees. 9. The trees in this experiment are not vigorous the drainage, tillage 

7. The apple in the experiment is would Have been practically as well and sanitary condition of the orchard 

the Rome top-worked on Ben Davis, off had not an ounce of fertilizer been should be looked to first and the fer- 

the Rome buds all having come from applied to them. One must conclude — tilization afterward if then found 

one tree and the stocks having been that if fertilizers have no value in this necessary. Lastly, before using fer- 

selected carefully. These precautions orchard, they have no value in many _ tilizers the fruit-grower should obtain 

were taken to exclude individual va- ther orchards in New York. positive evidence by experimentation 

riations. Cross-pollination is provided 10. From the data at hand there a8 to whether an orchard needs fer- 

for, there being over a hundred other seems to be but one interpretation of tilizers, and what ones. 

varieties separating and bounding the the results of this experiment. An 

plats. analysis of the soil before the experi- 

8. The results of the experiment are ment haa begun oat that . that McKAY 
gauged by the yield, size, color, flavor, time there was, in the upper foot o 
moatenity. ard keeping quality of the soil, enough nitrogen per acre to last NURSERY Cco., 

fruit, the diameter of tree, amount, mature apple trees 183 years, of phos- PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

color and weight of foliage and the Phorie acid, 295 years, of potash, 713 , 

length and weight and the annual years. From this well-nigh inexhaust- offer as usual a complete line 
growth of the branches. ible storehouse, tillage, cover-crops ; 

The fertilizers have had no sensible nd good care have made available all of nursery stock for spring 

effects upon the yield of fruit in this the plant food these trees needed. delivery 1912. If you are 

experiment. 11. It may be necessary to fertilize interested in planting fruit 

The size of the apples is possibly some apple orchards in New York. trees, small fruit, ornamental 

increased by the fertilizers since the Such eases will be found on sandy and stock, or in fact any class of 

percentage of culls and seconds is a gravelly soils, on lands very subject to nursery stock adapted for the 

trifle higher in the check plats. : drought, on very shallow soils and on Northwest, write us for cata- 

The several current generalizations soils quite devoid of humus. Some . , . 

as to the effects of fertilizers on ap- soils may require some of the chief log and prices. You will 

ples find no verification in this ex- elements of fertility; some, though find our prices consistent 

periment. few, indeed, need the three which with the quality of stock 

All of the trees in the several plats usually constitute a complete fertil- offered. 
have borne crops very uniform in ma- joy, 

turity, keeping-quality, texture and 49 4 geuit-grower may assume that 

Oe tablesigtving/ the ai- his trees do not need fertilizers if they Nurseries at 

ddietar of the teeeain thevexperiment 27° vigorous and making a fair WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 

shows no difference outside the range amount of new wood. If the trees |||. 

of variation in the several plats. 

The foliage in the plats receiving 

nitrogen was greener than in other D oe 6 r ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

plats during the last season, the first ‘eer eee 2 

difference to be certainly countéd as For Fruit Culture. Door County 
ait ofiot ef & fertilizer: Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 

There was also a measureable effect Co u n t Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 
of the nitrogen in the weight of the y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 
leaves. TTT Particulars Write : : 9: ::::: 

There is slight evidence that the 

trees on plats to which nitrogen is ap- L a n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 

plied are making a greater annual STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

growth of branches. 

,
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OF THE 

NURSERY CO. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society | a:¢ in a position to furnish 
- : high grade Nursery Stock of 

The Following Premiums are Offered for Exhibits of all kinds and varieties suit- 
Fruit at the Annual Convention able to Wisconsin and other 

- northern districts. 

: Will be glad to figure on 
Madison, January 9, 10, 11, 1912 . 

your wants cither in large or 

small quantities. 

Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 

1. Best collection of apples, not less than Pre. Pre. Pre. Pre. 

15 varieties .........0...0...0..... 810 00 $5 00 «$83 00) «$2 «00 

2. Best 5 plates (5 varieties) commercial WAUWATOSA WISCONSIN 

apples for Wisconsin................ 5 00 300 2 00 ’ 

3. Best Plate Avista..................... 1.00 15 50 ————— 

4. Best Plate Baldwin ................... 1.00 15 50 a ee eee, 

5. Best Plate Ben Davis................. 1.00 75 50, 

6. Best Plate Dudley.................... 1.00 75 50 “We have a Fine Lot of 
X. Best, Blate Burekilics os cacccswe we owvncnos 100 75 50 , . 
8. Best Plate Fall Orange................ 1.00 75 50 Plants for the Garden.’ 
9. Best Plate Fameuse................... 100 15 50 

10; Best Plité Ganowss« x eorowes as coer 1 00 15 50 SEND FOR LIST 

11. Bést Platé Gétiiss co: scecnses sees 7 00 15 50 —————— 

12. Best Plate Gideon .................... 1.00 15 50 

13. Best Plate Golden Russet.............. 1.00 15 50 MATHEWSON 
14. Best Plate Hibernal.................. 1.00 15 50 J. E. W 

15. Best Plate Jonathan.................. 100 15 50 Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

16. Best Plate Longfield.................. 100 15 50 

17. Best Plate Malinda................... 100 15 50 

18.. Best Plate Mann. ccccceccc ccs ieceses 1:00 15 50 . a 

19. Best Plate McIntosh.................. 1.00 15 50 THE PRICE OF THIS PAPER IS 
20. Best Plate McMahan................. 100 15 50 

21. Best Plate Milwaukee................. 1.00 75 50 FIFTY CENTS A YBAR 

22. Best Plate Nowell.................... 1.00 75 50 It is published by the State Horticul- 
23. Best Plate Northern Spy.............. 100 5 50 tural Society and supported wholly by 

24. Best Plate Northwestern Greening..... 1 00 15 50 subscriptions and advertisements. Sub- 

25. Best Plate Patten.................... 100 75 50 seription, until further notice, includes 
ie annual membership in the State Horti- 

26. Best Plate Pewaukee i iia ie icaxes 106 75 50 cultural Soclety, Subscribe now and 

27. Best Plate Plumb Cider............... 1.00 15 50 get a copy of the 1911 Annual Report, 

28. Best Plate Seek-no-Further............ 1 00 15 50 250 pages, and twelve numbers of the 

29. Best Plate Scott Winter............... 1 00 15 50 Magazine, all for fifty cents. The price 
30. Best Plate Fall Spitzenberg........... 1 00 1 50 willsbesQnesDoljae asterTamiery, nOtR 
31. Best Plate Tolman................... 100 5 50 

32. Best Plate Twenty Ounce............. 100 15 50 

38. Best Plate Utter.................-.... 100 1 50 WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
34, Best Plate Wagener................... 100 15 50 Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

35. Best Plate Walbridge................. 100 15 50 stock. we employ ine agents but sell di- 
rect. a t 

36. Best Plate Wealthy................... 100 5 50 iybijagefaa Gaewrgis 
87. Best Plate Winesop.............-..... 100 15 50 WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

88. Best Plate Windsor................... 100 15 50 Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop.
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Ist 2d 3d EARLY HISTORY OF SPRAYING 

; 1 Prem. Prem. Prem. “There is nothing new under thi 
39. Best Plate Wolf River................ $1.00 $075 $0 50 gin!” This is trie of @ . g : sun! praying 

40. Best Oe tie, we the ap Gem, While orchardists of the present day 
1€3 : udley, Iameuse, Gano, Gem, are inclined to consider themselves 

ven — nin the leaders if not the pioneers in 
MeMahan, N. W. Greening, Tolman, spravine ] batine all s : : a spraying and combating all manner 
Wealthy, Wiridsor and Wolf River.... 2 00 1 2 is of insects and fungi, a glance back- 

a ar ores ee ——————— i a a8 5 ward will show that the practice is 
. eS XN1D1 TADS. 0... cece ec eee eee eee oO ol 

not b. y an. means new. 

43. Best Exhibit Grapes.................. 1.00 15 50 oe by any a 5 efi 

44. Best Plate Seedling Apple............. 2 00 In the year 1629 John Parkinson 
writing on “The Ordering of the 

RULES OF ENTRY. \ Orchard” says: “The canker is a 

shrewd disease when it happencth 
; 1; AM cmtnes must be filed with the secretary before 5 P. M., Tuesday, to a tree; for it will eate the barke 

eanUary #: round, and so kill the heart in a very 
2. i must be arranged ready for judges by 9 A. M., Wednesday, Jan- little space. Tt must be looked inte 

uary i in time before it hath runne_ too 
3. Four apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. fares Host men dos. wholly cutawar 

hal papain must be furnished for each entry, except for No. 1, ais much aa da fretted with the-eanker. 

which may include a entries. 1 then dresse it, or wet it with 

5. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums paid eine ar” ‘ 

only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must forward fee ne . a . . 

for membership before receiving check for premium; fee for annual mem- lo those familiar with the blight 

bership, fifty cents. canker of the apple and the present 

Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit to the sec- method of treatment the above will 

retary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibition. Transportation @PPear good advice even if it somes 
charges must be prepaid. over a distance of 282 years. At is 

All entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will be furnished fe we now use corrosive sublimate 
by the secretary on application. . or copper sulfate as an antiseptic in- 

For further information address: stead of vinegar but the suggestion 

F. Craneriesp, Secretary W. 8. HW. S., Madison, Wisconsin. that “it must be looked into in time 
: before it hath runne too farre,” is 

STUDENTS’ JUDGING CONTEST. most excellent. 

Twenty dollars in prizes will be awarded to students in the long and Tn nae cs a vineyardists 

middle courses, Horticultural Department, College of Agriculture, for the me e . fo oon for remedies for 
best scores in identifying and judging varieties of fruit on exhibit. une one of the vine mildew. Va 

Under rules prepared by Prof. J. G. Moore. a ee recommended ani 
Final awards to be decided by a judge appointed by the president. USE uti the problem was finalls 

solved quite by accident and as fol 

lows: Vineyardists in the vicinity 

of Bordeaux (France) had suffered 

W e e jaf t 2 lt considerable losses by theft of fruit 

u Ss Cc oO n Ss 1 n oO r tc u u re from vines growing along the high- 

ways. It had been the practice 

The Only Magazine 
WANTED 

DEVOTED TO HORTICULTURE A_ position as working foreman or 
manager of a fruit farm. Experienced 
in planting, spraying, marketing, etc. 

IN WISCONSIN Can also do general farm work. Will 
give references. State salary. 

F. E. SHESTOCK, 

————S—— Algoma, Wisconsin. 

WE ANSWER QUESTIONS 

eeOurce PANSY GUIDE AND GATALOG 
of Flower Seeds and Plants 

PRICE 50c A YEAR , SUBSCRIBE NOW ——FREE TO ANY ADDRESS—— 
ONE DOLLAR AFTER JANUARY, 1912 WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS 

PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS.
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: a 
‘or several years previous to 1882 to —oooSSSSsSsSsSsSsSsms$99ssss.iiijininninn 

sprinkle the fruit with verdigris so ) 

that it might have the appearance of ay 1e ounty | ands 

heing poisoned. In 1882 for reasons 

uf economy, certain growers substi- Experienced authorities claim that there is no 
tuted a mixture of lime water and better fruit land in the United States than on 

copper sulphate and were astonished THE BAYFIELD PENINSULA 

io note that the vines so treated were Splendid market apples are raised. Most luscious fruits 
free from the downy mildew. Out and berries indigenous to Wisconsin, mature late and 
of this aééident grew the Bordeaux bring the highest market prices in this frost-proof area. 

inixture the most valuable remedy — Inquire of JOHN WALSH, President ot =a 

known for the treatment of fungous Bayfield County Land Co., Washburn, Wis. 
diseases of plants. While we have ee 

borrowed most of the remedies which 

we now use from France or Germany, 

much of the early development of Fig. 1291 Fig. 1817 

spraying can be found in this country. / weAel pe 

It is with considerable pride that wig Sa 

Wisconsin horticulturists refer to the ae i 3 

record of the late Prof. B.S. Goff in a S P R 

the pioneer work of spraying. ee A Y P U M P S 

The first systematic trial of Paris N 1 H Fi a 

Green as a remedy for Codling Moth (cee ozzles, ose, ittings, etc, 

was conducted by Goff at Geneva, N. Fig. 653 Fig. 640 
. : : Fig. Fig. Fig. 1410 

Vis in 1885, as was also the first a « Pr. Te off your fat Te Ayers!” —_ ; & 

experiments for the control of apple Rn la o Bt ans : =e p hod UN rig. =) é 
seab. In the latter case hyposulfite ts i) 1199 (Ca 4 3 a al 

of soda was used. Two of the most i | Bios oy eT 
. iD | PRA * " ea” 

valuable devices known for the con- (| | Wye he” Vai sees 
; rs A \ Mt Zs eT (Aire 

trol of insecis, viz., the kerosene at- ‘eee | stat Ci Wit hi 
=>. {oa fq 

tachment for spray pumps and the j “ltt ene i | fH 

cabbage plant protector were invented —) \ 58] i aH 
\ 88) ca nm Wh P 

by Goff. Fig. 702 > 8 FO ie x tH vie, MEO 
While it is true that we in the 1 te. 1125 | H 138g oe 

United States have not added materi- y aa } f 

ally to the list of remedies for the {¥ . , nema y . | 

control of insects and diseases of rh ig, 1249 ts Wye \er , 

plants, while it is true that the Bor- | NY a0 i 3 \ a) 1 

deaux mixture for fungi and kero- ii | Lee al 2 | 

sene and lime-sulphur for insects | y KA Lh wei) \ FP Mn | Fis. 1303 

comprise about our entire list, much \ g Ir sie 4 ‘ Pi y arene ‘al a. . | Honea] j t 3 
has been done in the development of rE fi i A ae ° Ey A tj 
special formulas. Our Experiment i] | O I ay hati, te | 

Station Scientists have also laid bare HH HI Ai en i i} 

the life histories of the plant pests, ™ gL Vl | =e) = 7 ? 

st st i ant step i LEED = = the first and most important step in aD) RIC Sae fo > 

their intelligent control. = cael «| Sen ehee S el Fig. . Ea 

Such is the indomitable spirit of a cee me —_ —— Aaa 1) ee | 

the Yankee that no sooner does an | F Cl f | | 
. a SS ee| | 

obstacle present itself than he sets ated Fig. 1364 Ve oa, ly 

about to find means for surmountiny me gahled = a COpakein re gut, 

it. ‘This has proven true in the case Gk ass ie! —S— QA ee He Fa fon ty 

af the much talked about and dreaded | g PCN apiece / We PO. a ¥ fo oY 

San Jose scale. As soon as it had ere oe aes 
* an When the season arrives you want to be able to SPRAY WITHOUT ANY DELAY gotten well established a spraying OR ANNOYANCE. A single days delay may rove costly. In. order to, be sufe at all 

i y: ime- mes you must have a dependable spra: um, tft. AL AYS DE 
mixture was found known as Limc ON THE MYERS. ‘The above illustrations show only a few MYERS SPI\\Y DUMPS 
Sulphur wash which would completely made in all styles and sizes with a full line of NOZZLES AND ACCESSUIULS for 

ee ; complete outfits with which to meet every requirement. GET READY NOW. WRITE 
control it if properly and persistently FOR OUR SPRAY PUMP CATALOG. 

applied. F. E. MYERS & BRO., : : : : ASHLAND, OHIO
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EE, 

— This N ark Book is a 1s INew St 

i R Mail y eady to Mai 
a ae ; 

,: a Pre ; There is a copy for You. It will be sent Free a ts —— 
es Ore me on receipt of your name and address. 
SANS ae 

, a Ay Ask us—today—to send you your copy. Ai — 
i ot oe 

b Just say on a post card, ‘Send me the new 
Mi rs Condensed Stark Year Book.” Then sign your 
Vs] » name and address. The next returning mail 

\{ te will bring you your copy. 
3 ~ a 
Ning’ Po b . 
aie ? Bs What This New Book Is . ; te ££ — ones ees os oe 

] ea ie: ie The Condensed Stark Year Book is a safe, trustworthy guide-book 
soe) | for tree-planters and orchardmen. 
Were The wealth of information it carries is the work of many men. The 
oe aa brightest horticultural minds and thousands of successful orchard- 

% men in all parts of the country were called upon to furnish the cream 

of their experiences on the many subjects related to  tree- So we have a Special Service Department for the purpose of 
growing. To this has been added the knowledge we have gained helping and counciling with fruit-growers—to help them solve 
from our 86 years’ experience. the many problems met ina season’s operations. 

This great mass of matter was then turned over to our experts. ' This iZepartment is in charge of experts in pse-planting and 
We instructed them to sift the wheat from the chaff—to con- fruit culture. These men have a wealth of information at their 
dense and simplify it until it could be easily understood even by command—their training and long experience amply qualifies 
the man who knows nothing about trees or their care. They them to council with you on any orchard problem you may put 
did it, and did it well. up to them. Their pme is yours, free for he asking. They will 

: . i _ dig into your problems with eagerness. And they will not rest 
Think whatisuch @ bool means to. you! Noione man, How. they have: found the:exact information you nesd, ever well informed, could possibly prepare a book the equal of 

the Condensed Stark Year Book. No one man’s lifetime could The greatest assistance these experts can render is in helping 
possibly cover the hundreds of experiments and tests of varie- you to get started right in the beginning. You know that an ‘‘ounce 
ties reported in this free book. of prevention is worth a pound of cure.’’ Why not, then, get in 

Let this new book be your orchard guide-book. It will always ©¥CH with us now on your planting plans for next spring? 
be on hand to answer perplexing questions. It will help you re- Planting the Right Varieties 

duce mistakes; it may save you from committing a costly error. ———<—$ 
. The only short cut to success in fruit growing is good varieties—and good 

86 Years of Experience care. It costs no more to bring a Stark Delicious apple tree into bearing than 
a eee, a Ben Davis. But what a difference there is in profits! 

The re methods ued in growing Stark Trees are, 86 Years: "ous ade ot Biary’ Ties tor Spxiad placing Iacomplete will everyoiodd 
pertect. Four generations of scientists—experts in tree-growing variety. We have a splendid stock of Wealthy, Duchess, McMahon 
have devoted their lifetime work to growing good trees. McIntosh, Boiken, Yellow Transparent, Liveland Raspberry, Wagener, etc, 

: also the Montmorency group of cherries, Early Richmond, the sweet cherries, 
__ Thousands upon thousands of satisfied planters of Stark Trees, ee. etc. We can supply the variety you want, in the size you want it—at 
in every nook and corner of the country, prove that the work of a price that allows us but a fair grower’s profit. 

these men was well done--that Stark Trees are good trees. radt ipnet too early to make your plans for spring planting. “The man who de- 
aysis often disappointed. This year stock in many lines is unusually scarce 

And Stark Trees are good trees. They are well rooted trees. —the early buyer will be sure of the best, both in trees and in service. 
They are thrifty. They are strong. With the ordinary care that Write us to-day about your spring plans. Wecan surely help you and it will 
any tree should have, they will thrive and produce good fruit. cost you not one cent. 
And they are sold at prices no higher than any tree-planter must 
expect to pay for a good, dependable tree. St k B 9 

A Free Council Service ar ros 
— oe ee ° 

But we do more than grow and sell good trees. Even Stark Nurseries & Orchards Co. 
Trees, good as they are, will not make a successful, profit- $8 ° 3 
paying orchard unless they receive good care. Dept. 1 1 Louisiana, Missouri 

SB a a I I SP ETE OE EE TT DE LY SRT ETE APPT TEE TE IO IE LEE IGT LTTE 

Cantwell Printing Company, Madison, Wis.
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Volume II Madison, Wisconsin, January, 1912 Number 5 

. . . 
At the School House in Wisconsin 

AS the title indicates, this is mostly ume is the pieture on the onening — for there it is set down that the coun- 
about country schools in Wiseon- page, a picture, net of a school house, — try life of today is far different from 

sin, the one room rural school—the — or play grounds, but of a fo-row corn that of 25 or even 10 years ago. 

“little red sehool house.’—the place culifrator! Improved grains, the Babcock test, 

where most of our members received ‘This is followed on succeeding pages improved highways, a few improved 
their early training. methods of — tillage, 

There will also be vastly improved ma- 
found something chinery have brought 

about trees, shrubs, about a New Agri- 

vines, flowers, teach- culture. 

ers, county superin- : « Add to these the 

tendents, school ofi- |/ij_™_/ii ‘i } curser telephone, rural mail 
. . wrod ls | =— . . ’ 

cers, and a little dis- i bon Pe i cit | i it service and the trol- 

cussion on the per- eg EE ok | = SS —=> t} Jey and we have in- 

versity of human na- jae f : meet | deed a New Coun- 

ture, rect - ab | try Life. Science 

‘There is also poct- ay E lias invaded the field 
ry and considerable [i re Noof agriculture in 

: a . Fai . 
sentiment and the Qi” F A oy every part of our 

introduction of these =) tps ie A country and in this 

will forever condemn i : uplift Wiseonsin has 
the whole as a sci- fi ; z : a always taken the 

entific production, [i 2 lead. 

for science and sen- . In the country 

timent are said to be t districts two things 

incompatible. Even = = and two alone have 

if we admit that A Bayfield County schoolhouse, Built of logs but cozy and comfortable Inside failed to keep pace 
much there is. still Two thousand acres for playgrounds. Don't waste any sentiment on the with the general 

oe boys and girls of this school, they are to be envied ‘ 
an exeuse for that advance, viz., the 

which follows for in the final analysis by pictures of: a new country road, a surroundings of the country home 

of events great or small it is senti- © modern interburban trolley ear, a road and the country school. 

ment that rules the world. seraper and a steam roller. There That the increased prosperity of the 

sos : might well have been added a rural country, the improvement in methods, 
LESSON I. . . . ._ : ‘ 

telephone line and a mail carrier. The — the inereased comfort and conveni- 

One book, at least, has been written — relation of the two-row corn cultivator ences of farm life has not extended 

about country schools, an extremely to the country school is not at once — to the country school is most  pain- 

interesting and valuable book and one — apparent and it is not until we search — fully evident to even the casual ob- 

of the most striking things in the yol- the text of the book that it appears, server. We have, then, a new agri-
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5 o 6 > D a Be 4 culture and an old school, we have changed ani 

© Jaag3i ever rapidly changing conditions in farm life all 

ut 4| tending to make of that life the most independent 

3 and substantial of any existence in the wide world 

o and with it the spectacle of the boys and girls de 

3 serting it for the cities. 

The problem of “How to Keep Enough Boys on 

the Farm to do the Farming” is quite as keen as 
a ever after a half century of discussion, discussion 

from every angle but one, and that the school. 

a It is not to be desired that every boy born on a 

o farm should become a farmer, that would be too 

much to expect or wish for, but that every one who 

al desires to be a farmer should have a square deal, 

© should have educational opportunities every bit as 

good as the city boy no one will deny. With the 

a improvement in edueational methods, better build- 

ings, school libraries, superintendence, inspection 

. and a more rational and equitable division of school 

funds as between the so-called higher institutions 

& and the rural schools, this Society is not directly 

© concerned, These things are in better hands and are 

being conducted by the State Department of Educa- 

tion in a way of which Wisconsin should be proad. 

© With the surroundings of the schools, the school 

yard and the play grounds or rather the pitiful lack 

of play room we may consistently concern our- 

6 selves. The beautification of school grounds, the 

planting thereon of trees and shrubs and vines, of 

ee flowers and perhaps a garden is without doubt 

~ “strietly a proper sphere of action for the State Hor- 

ae ticultural Society. 

wt . oe gp —_ This brings us at last and abruptly to the subject 

223.8 rexepgadessiesd brenedeagse” oo. ‘“" in hand, The Improvement of Rural School Grounds. 

las oo aa er i ea? To engage the attention of the reader the next les- 

8582 Se ~ Pad son begins with the poetry promised beforehand fol- 

‘ fy" lowed by some pithy quotations in prose. 

-le @re 
LESSON II. 

Ao 

crass THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE RURAL SCHOOL GROUNDS OF 
Ge ® eo WISCONSIN. 

There was a child went forth every day; 
ey = And the first object he looked upon that object he 

Se . Onn, became ; 

8 <= . ; And that object became part of him for the day, or a 

ber CRE om. “Ha certain part of the day, or for many years, or 

: Re \" ™ e stretching cycles of years. 
& . Wn i 2 ‘ 

bs oO a\ \ ( The early lilaes became part of this child, 

» NN \ ie ess And grass, and white and red morning glories, and 

a PAY Rage Late tiny gre white and red clover, and the song of the 

© Brey Pocus 1 pheebe-bird, 
§ Geary ane 68 Rog ten re eee] And the Third-month lambs, and the sow’s pink 

8 leese: sgecees feroag faint litter, and the mare’s foal and the cow's 

ete Qe ge eee Woo ene Oru calf, 
: 4 And the noisy brood of the barnyard. 
3 en he roe tem DRive wee 

“Oy * e # KH * 

eS{esl 8 @ ee 5 @ % & _.These became part of that child who went forth 

Plan for Brooklyn School, Green County. Four acres of land, and more every day, and who now goes forth, and will 
will be added if needed. Room here for trees, shrubs and children. always go forth every day. Walt Whitman. 

+ x
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“In the country we do not yet ap- that the antipathy to farm life is ficant thing. But this kind of man is 
preciate fully the educational influ- often formed before the child is able more likely to give a fifty-eent educa- 
ence of environment. We rely too to reason on the subject. An attract- tion to a five-thousand-dollar boy,— 
much upon books and do not pay ive playground will do more than a a ten-thousand-dollar boy, perhaps, in 
enough attention to things. Various profitable wheat crop to keep the child possibilities. With charity for such 
reasons why boys leave the farm have on the farm.”’—Prof. L. H. Bailey. a father, let us do the best we can for 
heen assigned by speakers at far- his children as God gives us the abil- 
mers’ institutes. [ have never heard “The country child has rights. He — ity to see the best.’—O. J. Kern. 
any one claim that the cheerless, tree- is entitled to a square deal in oppor- H 
less, country school yard of itself had tunities to enjoy the best that the Comment on the above remarks and 
any power to charm and enthrall the civilization of the world thus far has verses is scarcely necessary and it is 
average country boy. * * * produced. ‘To him should come art, doubtful if anything ean be said that 

“The seeret of keeping more boys music, and literature. Millionaires will add to their foree. 
satisfied with the farm 

ve primarily with the © 8308 a @ ° 7 Ds / oO “9 Cer erseae 
character of the country 26 Y . Oo. 2 950 

school house and its sur- ._ 2 29 e. ® Gf 2 a i fe 

roundings. Why do not |” a8 Bo-% o& a s & eo 3 08" 
trees and fence posts grow ° 38 “4 ACL a pe ry i co 

in many country school | S a QaEeS N *y oO 5S sepelle © 

yards, when they thrive | ae es) “or NY ~ a / sate 

with great vigor around |” %% a \ ~ 
the farm home a few rods 5 ig Bor f\ 1g . 
away? Scientific agricul- |" Des! aN ' 18, Be a 

ture tells us that soil may Vn, a eae | leo A, 

be inoculated so that al- wal XX Mee 

falfa, soy beans, cow peas, v = 1g oD 

ete., will grow and produce . el |e ia 

abundant crops. Some one | _ ‘ | I; 

will do us a great service “| A ik ca 
if he will tell us of the ae yee 
particular microbe and its | 

method of culture that Sp 

will correct the unpro- ; ‘ 

duetive character of the | 

soil in so many school a Gre 

yards, with special refer- | 

ence to trees, flowers, | 

vines, shrubbery, ete. The | ® 

peculiar kind of bacteria |_ 6 

needed is the one that will es “Cle 
induce the average school , |g ° 9)» 
patron or director to con- ee ye eee 

nect himself gently but oo aN ee a8 a oo? 

firmly with a spade and do | i o *Qre OD eee) CR PoD _ &: Are Cha 
some excavating in the —_ 

: A sketch for a school in the wilds of Sawyer County. Only native trees and shrubs used 
hitherto unexplored coun- 

try surrounding the crossroads temple are founding libraries and art galler- It will be more to the purpose to 

sacred to the “three R’s.’—Among _ ies for city children, but who is doing consider conditions in Wisconsin and 

Country Schools, O. J. Kern. a like service for the children living sce if we are giving our children their 

in the fields?) True, a poem, a pic- full rights in the school; see if we 

“One’s training for the work of life ture, or a song, as an edueational are not perchance giving a fifty-cent 

is begun in the home and fostered in agent, is likely to be regarded as a education to five-thousand-dollar boys 

the school. This training is the re- fad by the man whose mind for the and girls; if we are not neglecting 

sult of a direct and conscious effort last thirty years has run chiefly to the playground which Bailey assures 

on the part of the parent and teacher, corn and hogs. Such a man thinks — us is of more importance than a profit- 

continued with the indirect result of | that there is no use in putting a five- able wheat crop. (Note: For Wis- 

the surroundings in which the child thousand-dollar education on a fifty-. consin read corn, or cow crop.) 

is placed. The surroundings are cent boy. As a plain business propo- Almost without exception — the 

more potent than we think, and they — sition there is no use in wasting so grounds of the rural schools in this 

are usually neglected. It is probable much good money on such an insigni- state are pitifully neglected, the sur-
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roundings bare and cheerless, the play- Day exercises have borne no good re- the school house.” This Society work 

grounds inadequate and in general sult see the school grounds of Wis- ing in conjunction with the office ot 

the conditions abominable. consin.) the State Superintendent aims to im 

The writer would like to give a A portion of the 1911 Arbor Day — prove the grounds of the rural school- 

more cheerful estimate of conditions Proclamation reads as follows: of Wisconsin, to rescue them from 

but finds it impossible to do so. The “In Testimony Whereof, [have — the barrenness and desolation now al 

exceptions to the statement are very hereunto set my hand and caused the most universal and make of them in 
stead little beauty spots. It is a big 

* o" o or oi Inan-size job, but we have begun anid 

| as follows: 

: . | Our original plan was to select one 

a school in each county, a school hav- 

JL ing a good school house, ample 

J. asctut dove grounds and above all a wide-awake 

2 kaye ltee Tye b and progressive school board. On 

. \ “ this county school spend as) much 
| < J fioiudy: as indy, hexequived toanake it 

‘ attractive and beautiful; with — the 
| _ co-operation of the school officers: lay 

He . pa out ample play grounds and a little 

L} os J g | | later establish a school garden; en- 
Joo / Boy & . . 

carr “« BeBe | deavor to do everything possible to 

2/0 eee ed * provide a “square deal” for the boys 

and girls in at least one school in a 

county. One little spot in a county 

seems insignifieant but our hope is 

8 that the idea may spread. Weeds and 

BQ — smallpox spread, why not the aroma 

wie alite jock from flowers and the joy of a play- 

” : =" ground “all our own"? 

\ Experience has taught us already 

| ' that we may expect but little from the 

$ “grown-ups” of the country school 

EBiincees : districts as theirs is usually a policy 
Jato Sie elles gape ' < F 
“| if ' of obstruction rather than encourage- 

aL" ment, but from the county superin- 
é Saat Pr Lsienssorengg, wrens eae . tendents, the teachers and most of all 

& oree? } 7 Qe from the boys and girls we expect 

: ! 3 WE “Be , ; lo much assistance, / 
| 9 a *Q \\\ B ° If Johnnie Jones has a ball dia- 

A » mond, vaulting bars, ete., at his school 

| . \ and Ethel Jones a shady corner for 

| 1o5 \\\ dolls and marvel of marvels! a real 

: { i & \ iL or” play house, the Brown children in 
"ase ye gs District No. 4 down the road will 

Sy ik “ f "E hear about it, quite often, so often 
es ve that something will eventually have to 
0 ‘o be done in No. 4. Perhaps the county 

plan is not the best plan. If it hap- 

i ‘eel Beou & ae ve ale pens that a better one arises we will 

. — e —— eet teee st P _ back up and take a fresh start, but it 
Plan for a Waukesha County school; two acres is at least a beginning and it is be- 

rare, if indeed any whatever exist, Great Seal of the State of Wisconsin ginnings that count. Something, 

and this in view of the fact that we to be affixed. Done at the Capitol, in however little, is being “done at the 

have had an Arbor Day for many the City of Madison, this......day school house,” actually done and not 

years, a day of songs and recitations, of,” ete. talked about. 

all of which tend to improve the rhet- It is not the intent here to criticize The specific and particular things 

orical and musical abilities of the the spirit or intent of this proclama- which have been done so far are here 

pupils —but fail utterly to im- tion, except as to one count,—it was outlined. 

prove the appearances of the school “done at the Capitol.” What we par- The work was begun in 1909 with 

grounds. (For the proof that Arbor ticularly need is something “done at four schools, one each in the counties
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of Door; Manitowoc, Grant and Sauk. preparation of the ground and the who prepared the plans the school 

In 1910 three more counties were planting of said trees, shrubs, plants board was asked to submit data con- 

added to the list, Dane, Waukesha and vines. cerning the grounds. 

and Fond du Lae. In each ease the “The said first party further agrees From these data planting plans 

county superintendent was asked to to furnish during the continuance of were prepared as shown in the fol- 

select a school having grounds at least this agreement necessary information lowing pages. 

one acre in extent. The school offi- and directions and competent super- LESSON III 

cers are then asked to sign a contract intendence for the care and preserva- on , 
releasing to this Society full control tion of the aforesaid school grounds. PUANS, (NOTES BND COMMENTS. 

of the grounds as to the planting of “The said first party further agrees The Door County School.—Vhis 

trees and shrubs, the location of out- to furnish free of charge and prepaid school, known as the Sevastopol 
buildings, ete., for a period of ten all trees, shrubs, plants and vines nee- school, District No. .., ‘Town of Se- 
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Lyons School, Baraboo, 

years. The agreement on the part of essary to replace those that may die  vastopol, is just on the outskirts of 

the Society is as follows: or to extend the landscape scheme if the city of Sturgeon Bay. 
“Said first party* agrees to furnish it shall consider such replacement. or This district has one of the best 

to said second party * * * at such extension expedient, provided, how- one-room school buildings in Wiscon- 

times, and in such manner as_ it ever, that such loss by death or other- sin, heated by furnace in the  base- 
deems advisable, without charge to wise was not in its judgment due to ment and running water supplied 

the second party, landscape plans for indiscretion, neglect or Jack of care from artank in the'altie. Theverounds 

landseaping, improving and beautify- of the second _barty, its servants, ontain two full acres and someone 
ing the school grounds and all trees, agents or inhabitants. very sensibly located the school house 

shrubs, plants and VARES DECECERTY “OF “The said first party may at its jn one corner, thus giving ample room 

convenient m adorning, landscaping option in such manner as it may elect, for playgrounds. The original plan 

and beautifying said school grounds. erect suitable signs upon the prem- has been modified in several particu- 

Said first party also agrees to provide ises stating the purposes or other lars. The scheme involyes a separa- 

a competent oF expert Berson. OF per- Facts concerning said school grounds.” tion of the grounds into two equal 

fons ‘to superintend and direct the To obviate the necessity of a per- parts, the one designated as “Play 

*The State Horticultural Society. sonal visit on the part of the one Ground” to be unobstructed by any
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trees or shrubs. Not even grass is tunity exists for the development of for outbuildings and border planting 

called for here. The adjoining area, an ideal scheme of school grounds Owing to the contour no walks have 

separated from the playground by a planting. The greatest drawback is been established and with a little care 

low fence and heavy shrub bank, is the very sandy soil. to avoid footpaths none will he 

to be seeded and kept in order as a , needed. Probably the most distinet 
5 Sauk County School. < . 

lawn. Several ornamental trees are ‘ ive feature of this plan is the grouy 

planted here. This area is designed While this is under “district” man- of evergreens in the left foreground 

to be used as a safe and pleasant agement it is actually a graded vil- The first work was done in the spring 

recreation field for the girls and lage school. The two-room brick of 1909, when 162 trees and shrubs 

smaller boys, while ball games and building stands well back from both were planted. The planting was com- 
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Sevastopol School, Sturgeon Bay. 2 acres 

other equally strenuous sports are in streets and the grounds, with the pleted in 1910, using 172 shrubs. Re- 

progress on the playgrounds proper. rather sharp incline from the front planting in 1911 required 54 trees 

The shrub banks along the walks — street, are well adapted to the work and shrubs. Total cost for material 

and around the buildings have not in hand. for the three years, $104.85. 

been planted as heavily as indicated We have here in addition to ample mn . , 
: \ . “4: The Manitowoe School. 

on the plan, the High Bush Cran- grounds surrounding the building a 

berry in the rear being omitted en- very liberal area for playgrounds in This is District No. 10, Town of Man- 

tirely out of consideration for the the rear. Since the plan was pre-  itowoe Rapids, and known as_ the 

feelings of the ball players. The pared the district has acquired a part Branch school. 

Queen of the Prairie roses along the of the private grounds adjoining the The grounds here consist of an 
north walk were also omitted. playgrounds and are negotiating for even acre, far too small. Several trees 

In all 24 trees and 362 shrubs were the remainder. This is known as the were growing when the work was 

planted May 1909 and to renew and Lyons school, District No. 6, Town begun. 

complete plans 15 trees and 85 shrubs of Baraboo, and is just on the out- Several changes have been made, 

April 1910. The expense to date, ex- skirts of the city of Baraboo. as the situation seemed to demand. 

clusive of inspection and_ oversight, In the main features this plan is For instance, the walks and shrubs 

is $123.67. similar to that of the Sevastopol in the rear have been abandoned, as 

Owing to the barrenness of the school, heavy masses of low-growing the favorite playground seemed to be 

grounds in the beginning every oppor- shrubs close to the building, screens across the grounds rather than on
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cither side of the building. The trees rounding the country sehool. Any- enough for both children and flowers, 

set in the background have been thing in the way of decoration either The work should not be abandoned 

brought nearer to the front and bor- inside the building or outside has, lit- but pursued more aggressively than 

der groups have been added. erally, to be forced on them. A few in the past but on different lines, 

In 1909 trees and shrubs to the exceptions have been found, the bright Trees may be planted on the high- 

number of 142 were planted; in 1910, spots, but the statement will hold ways and borders of the — sehool 

x4, and in 1911, owing to the severe true in the case of two-thirds of the grounds selected for our work, quick 

drought of the previous season, 100 schools of the state. growing shrubs planted to conceal the 

shrubs were required for replanting. The second great obstacle, perhaps — uglier features but no “landseape ef- 

These grounds are typical of about the greatest, is the pitiful lack of feet’ should be attempted that will 

nine-tenths of the ordinary rural space for planting, the utterly inade- occupy even a square foot of ground 

schools in Wisconsin, neither better quate grounds of the average country that may be used for play. 

nor worse, school. A campaign of edueation should 

The hearty, whole-souled co-opera- The grounds of the strictly rural be started, a playground campaign, 

tion of the board and patrons insures schools of Wisconsin average less urging school boards to provide at 

success at Branch. than one-half aere in extent. Is it least two acres for each rural school, 

ee a ee ee oo . a little exercise paddock as it were, 

FEO peerapsar| BEE ce ononges °—o— | where the boy and girl of the farm 
. (eMech orange Giro tbe Pies BY (gO? eo. may have an equal chance with the 

. gag // ow calf and the colt. 
Gotten Willow ess” unenogome _ ee 

1 ig BY EH gee 3 FEDERAL INSPECTION OF NURSERY 
‘im sneer ‘| - . STOCK 

Smuencaiot LATA é The following is part of a cir- 
I : cular letter recently received from 

is : Prof. Symonds, who is president of 

, ee : an association of state nursery in- 

Q . spectors. It seems to be a matter of 

‘ 2 importance and will be brought up 

10rhun barber BOR BSE ran Baeaieny “o) for discussion at the convention. 

“The need of a law to protect this 

country from pests which may be ac- 

ky , cidentally introduced on infested or 
SE | __ oe at Oe diseased plants from foreign coun+ 

Branch school, Manitowoc County; one acre. A case of too many trees and tries, has long been realized, and ef- 
shrubs. Everything between the Arbor Vitae groups and forts have been made from time to 

the rear of building has been removed. wo 5 
time in the past to seeure such legis- 

The remaining schools in Fond du right or proper to take any portion lation. These have failed because no 

Lac, Waukesha and Grant counties of this stingy little piece of ground general attempt has been made to 

do not differ in any way from the for the planting of trees and shrubs? arouse public interest and because of 

Manitowoc school and will not be Shall we aim to instill in the minds the opposition of certain minor im- 

described at this time. of the boys and girls an appreciation porting nursery interests that feared 

Very little publicity has been of the beautiful. if by so doing we — that quarantine regulations would in- 

sought by the Society so far, in fact deprive them of the little playground — terfere with their business. 

the management has kept as quiet as — they now have? The discovery during the last three 

possible. To play is the inherent right of years that imported nursery stock 

There seemed to be very good rea- every child and is the most serious and other plants were bringing into 

sons for this policy. If we had ad- business in its life. This right should this country vast quantities of win- 

vertised the fact widely that we would not be interfered with even at the ter nests of brown-tail moths and oc- 

furnish plans and material for plant- — school. casional egg masses of the gipsy 

ing school grounds or even plans it This much our work has shown, moth and such important foreign 

is likely that the demands would have that the great need at the present plant diseases as the white pine blis- 

been far in excess of our ability to time is more room for the children ter rust and the potato wart disease, 

supply them. outside of the schoolroom; room for aroused new interest in such legisla- 

Secondly, it seemed best to wait play and a little left over for the tion and several bills have been intro- 

until the planting already done had — planting of flowers. duced in recent Congresses, with the 
developed. There are many prob- The time may come when country — view of protecting the country against 

lems connected with work of this schools have adequate grounds, two, such new and dangerous plant ene- 

kind that do not show on the surface. three, five or even ten acres, and if it mies. 

One is the indifference of the average does we may then work with a better A new bill was introduced in both 

school board to the conditions sur- spirit for there will then be room the Ilouse and Senate at the recent
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extra session of the present Congress will it interfere with state quarantine the market early this fall but while 

and will come up for discussion and regulations. visiting in Chicago this fall T hunted 

enactment at the first regular session (6) The expense to the National up the commission house where w« 

beginning in December. government will be very small in pro- had consigned our apples and looked 

This legislation has thus been in- portion to the protection gained, prob- things over. After noting the great 

dorsed by the U. S. Department of ably not to exceed $25,000.00 annu- supply and the critical attitude of thi y 
Agriculture, and also by many fruit ally. The government is now appro- buyers I did not wonder at our low 

growers and other associations, by the  priating $300,000.00 annually, in an returns. T was somewhat surprised 

American Association of Economie effort merely to control the brown — to find also that we of Wisconsin do 

Entomologists, and by the American tail and gipsy moth, in a small sec- not have the market for mid-season 

Association of Official Horticultural tion of New England, and the New — apples nearly as much to ourselves as 

Inspectors, England states themselves are spend- I had supposed. Tere I found very P' 

The following are the principal rea- ing upwards of $1,000,000.00 annu- fine Jonathans from Illinois which 

sons urged for the passage of this ally in the same effort. with us is a winter variety, competing 

act: (7) The entire value of imported with our Wealthies and MeMahans. 

(1) The United States is the only nursery stock as declared at customs At that time, just before ‘Thanks- 

great power without protection from is about $350,000.00 annually, searcely giving, Fameuse and Northwestern 

the importation of insect infested or more than the government is now ap- Greening and other winter varieties 

diseased plants. propriating to assist in the effort at sell locally at $1.00 per bushel and 

(2) A large percentage of the im- the control of the gipsy moth in New not enough to supply the demand 

ported insect pests and plant disenses England, and about one-third as much while but a little over a month ago 

in this country have been brought in 8 the New England states are spend- good apples might be had at twenty- 

on imported stock. Among those re- ing annually in the same effort. five cents per bushel. Although 
deritly-so. intwodueed ave tha Gan Jose Horticultural and agricultural so- thousands of barrels of apples were 

sealevand in New England, the brown cieties and individuals interested in shipped out from this section this 

tail moth, and in past years, more than this measure can aid in securing its fall a merchant in our home town is 

50 per cent of the major fruit and P2ssage at the next Congress by for- advertising the receipt of a carload 

crop pests and plant diseases which warding resolutions of endorsement to of New York apples of winter varie- 

now ivifest this country: their local representatives in Con- ties because there is not enough of 

mri ‘ pss.” winter varieties to s ] 
(3) The losses oceasioned by these Bross. ny + winter varieties left, here-to. supply 

. THomas B. Symons, the demand. 
imported pests now amount to hun- ‘i 

en College Park, Md. More than ever we have noticed 
dreds of millions of dollars every ti lagit f the F 

: x 5 fameuse 
year, the San Jose scale alone costing J.B. Smiru, en nis, “ on F - me a or 

approximately $10,000,000.00 a year, New Brunswick, N. J. eee ed ered srbeeie were ore “a 

and these losses will remain as a con- EK. L. Worsuam i ete BS fal ee, ve penis 
tinuing annual tax on agriculture. Atlanta, Ga a idorar @ pus Heh Syen, “when got 
w TI ‘ll . Ua athe fruit of earlier varieties might have 

tant rere es “ ane slant tie Committee on National Legislation been had at a much lower price. 
porlan insect pests and Pp ant: cise of the American Association of Northwestern Greening seems to take 
eases which may be excluded from . i aa . : 

: na : Keonomic Entomologists. well with local consumers. At any 
this country. There is now great : 7 io rate, it would be well to carefully 

danger of the establishment through- consider the variety question before 
out the United States of the brown AEFLES FOR WISCONSIN ‘ — a, ” 

% ates planting any large area. 
tail moth. Imported nursery stock, For several years Secretary F. W. A. Tooue. 

during the last two years, has carried Cranefield of the Wisconsin State ay . _ .. - 

this pest to twenty-two states, and it Tlorticultural Society has strongly The howe is from the W ‘scans 

is by no means certain that it has recommended the planting of summer Agriculturist of December 21st. 

not been established in some of and fall varieties of apples such as It is true I have persistently and 

them. The white pine blister rust Duchess, Wealthy and MeMahan, I hope consistently preached fall I 

and potato wart diseases are two claiming that as we are near large apples for Wisconsin for years and 

other examples of dangers which may markets and these varieties bear well expect to continue for some time 

be kept out. The former threatens over large areas in Wisconsin, that along the same line. A rs 

the pine forests of the country and they would prove more profitable in In the first place we have no winter 

the latter has put an end to potato the long run than later apples that apples that can compete with the best 

culture in large districts in Europe, must compete with Ben Davis, and varieties grown in the Eastern states g& 

where it has gained a foothold. the well known eastern varieties. Un- and the far West. We might as well 
(5) The operation of this bill will til the present apple season I had admit it as to enter into long argu- 

not work a hardship on any of the in- agreed with Mr. Cranefield, but the ments and explanations. 

terests it affects in this country. It season’s experience has caused some The Northwestern Greening lacks 

will protect the nurseryman/\ust as doubts. It is probably true that ap- uniformity in keeping qualities and 
much as it will the fruit-grawej}; nor ples were a worse than usual glut on the tree is unreliable except in a few
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‘imited sections. The Malinda cannot and Jill, and the Wisconsin fall apple This is figuring mulching at $2.00 per 

stand up in size or quality with any has everything else in the apple line load. This cost would carry through 

of the standard winter kinds. * beat a million miles, east or west. from year to year, excepting the prun- 

The Windsor is a keeper and would I’. CRANEFIELD. ing which would be a little additional 

he profitable if we could keep the tree - ++ after the third year, but would not 
from blighting to death long enough SOMETHING ABOUT CURRANTS AND 2dd a great deal, say $25.00. The 

to bear fruit. GOOSEBERRIES cost of picking and marketing is 

When we get fine winter apples that The following statements concern- about twenty-five cents a crate. 

compare in early bearing, quality and ing cost of production were furnished a 
productiveness with Duchess, MeMa- — senior in the College of Agreiulture 4. Interest on the investment? 

han, MeIntosh, Wealthy, and Wolf by one of our most progressive grow- This would depend upon the value 
River we can and ought to enter into ers of currants and gooseberries, Mr. of the original land. We do not pre- 
competition with the Baldwin and, EB. Dunning of Milwaukee. sume it would be fair to take my 
Ben Davis sections. Mr. Dunning is engaged in the place as a basis as that is worth at 

Brother Toole visited Chicago at — business of manufacturing furnaces, least $500.00 an acre for the bare 
the wrong time and in an unfortun- ete, and must give much time and land, and the bushes add from two 
ate season, The Wisconsin apple study to the very important factor, hundred and three hundred dollars 
season covers about six weeks begin- “cost of production.” So also must more. I consider those in full bear- 
ing with the last week of August. the fruit grower if he is to succeed. ing add at least $300.00. You actu- 
During that time the Illinois Jona- a ally put that much into it the first 
than is very little in evidence and 1. How many seasons of bearing? two years, before they are self-suport- 
can never compete in size or even in My oldest bushes are eight years ing, so you will see the interest item 

quality with the kind of MeMahan from planting, and are in their prime. — yayjes anywheres from $25.00 — to 
and Wealthy that we ought to put on Consequently [cannot speak from ex- $50.00. 
the market. The glut of fall apples perience as to the life, but T think it 

on the Chicago market this year was is safe to say that they are good for 5. Yield per acre per season ¢ : 

due wholly to the farm orchards and the three years that it requires to When the currant bushes are in 

Sauk Co. is the biggest sinner in the mature into full bearing and ten years ay Weakitie «A. good) Va¥iety, like the 

state in this respect. bearing: therenfter, gut goosebertion «Teed! Groas Wilder oe Potion will 
At the same time Reedsburg and the same. yield) from three hundred to four 

Baraboo farmers were taking 20 cents 2. Cost per acre year of planting? hundred erates to an acre, and sell at 

4 bushel, many: of our growers "were Assuming that you have the ground average price on this market 
getting $3.00 n barrel. The right prepared the year before, the cost (Milwaukee) at $1.50 per crate. The 
kind of fall apples in Wisconsin the first year consists of the money  gvoseberries will yield more, but are 
properly handled have always been paid the nursery for the bushes gencrally sold at a little less per crate 

money makers. IT would be quite will- for good standard varieties such se that the market value per acre is 

ing to place the 32 McMahan trees Nas) Red Cross, Pomona or Wilder, #bout the same. Deduct 25 cents 

our Wausan orchard, If years old, in No. 1, two year old bushes, and the crate packing leaves $1.25 selling con- 

coripetaon for the next 8 VESTS with planting, cultivating and hoeing the sumer 1242 cents, $L12'9. 

any trees of any winter variety of first year, I should estimate at from I might add that in order to pro- 
twice the age anywhere. ; $150.00 to $200.00, and for the Per- duce these results, you not only need 

The Fameuse is really a fall apple. fection or Diploma at least $100.00 first-class No. 1 two year old bushes 
It comes into bearing about 12 years more, as these bushes are more searce — but proper and prompt attention must 

after planting and is profitable at and expensive. Goose berries about be given to all the details such as 
about 20 years of age. As I have $250.00. mulching,, pruning spraying and 
sons and may have grandechrldren | aon _ cultivating. You can searcely give 

would certainly plant a Fameuse 3. ost per ere each yen of currants or gooseberries too much 

orchard if going into the apple busi- bearing? mulehing, as they must have a consid- 
ness but first of all would set lots of In this question, you have included erable amount of it, and neglect of 

Duchess, Wealthy and McMahan, a picking, marketing, ete. I will sepa- any of these details above mentioned 

little buneh of MeIntosh and plenty rate that question in order to get a would very materially reduce the yield 
of Dudley for my own needs. These uniform cost. They do not bear much — and might make what seems to be a 

would make me some money for the next year after planting and are profitable investment a failure or at 

present needs at least. not in full bearing even the second  jeast a loss. That business cannot be 

Stick to the fall apple, brother, it year, consequently, it seems to me the gone into on a cheap  seale and 

is a safe bet. What we want is a cost of picking should be separate. — gyceeed. 
short life and a merry one. Grow Aside from this there is mulching, a 

right, pack right, assassinate the dis- (should be about twenty-five original 

honest commission men, root out the loads to the acre) cultivating, hoeing, Ask your neighkor to subscribe tor 

farm orchard, except enough for Jack spraying about $100.00 to the acre. this paper,—we need the circulation.
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Wisconsin Horticulture ers for Wisconsin, but Secretary of George Morgan, Secretary; O. M. 

State Frear has all of us beat 2000 Olson, treasurer. Executive commit- 

Published monthly by the miles. Don’t fail to be on hand tee: Wm. Olson, H. H. Peavy and 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Tuesday. A. I. Lien. . 
24 E. Mifflin St., Madison, Wis. ST rst E. ©. Stevens was elected as a 

Official organ of the Soctety. This is a special school grounds delegate to the state meeting which 

—— number, Next month there will be will be held at Madison January 10 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor another special feature, “The Men and 11. 

Secretary W, 8. H. 8. Madison, Wis. Behind the Trees.” a . 
Associate Editors—Nineteen Hundred The Washburn society is composed 

Members of the Soclety. ——o* of an enthusiastic lot of members who 
WHAT PUNISHMENT IS FIT? corde? : : es : are working to promote fruit growing 

Subscription price Fifty Cents a year We caught the office boy in a far on 9 more extensive seale in Wash- which includes membership in the Wiscon- an of the back ith a well ore ’ 
ain. State Horticultural Boclety. ranciieia corner. of the back ‘room: with. &. we burn district. It is also to benefit 

end subscriptions to Frederic Cranefield, , . —_ ig ick . * 
Madison, Wiseenoin’ s ‘a ‘ : worn copy of,—not Diamond Dick, — farmers who are engaged in growing 
Remit by Postal E: e e1 — ar a py . ny : 

Cols may ye isont sutely” if wrapped Order: - a ae I, of the aa es ; fuit. The society plans to hold meet- 
tached to a card. Personal checks not ac- Jon being reprimanded he offerec ings eae i » winter cepted. “Stamps accumulate faster than. We pe > & rey ings each month during the winter 
can. use them. Do aot send stamps If any the following defense:—If A. Kelley geason and all farmers and others are other means are available. - oR: 

Advertising rates made known on appli Knox Plumb down will Elizabeth or — jnyited to attend. 
cation. Sotal . 
__ LP. Ket hum? . . Washburn Times. 
— - - ~ a We ask again what punishment is a 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society fit for such a crime? ALSO BAYFIELD 
+ The Bayfield Horticultural society 

OFFICERS STRAWBERRIES OF QUALITY held its annual election Tuesday even- 

D. E. Bingham, President___-Sturgeon Bay ) s " i ve a a ing and elected the following officers: 
C) 1. Richardson, Vice-President. --Stanley Our strawberries averaged $447.00 Ing Rae gi officers 
L. G. Kellogg, Treasurer___-------__Ripon an acre this year and the quality sim- Wm. Knight, president; F. Kerns, 
FP. Cranefleld. Secretary_—-—--____-Madison : A a id reaps 

. — ply immense. I picked a crop of fine vice president; A. H. Wilkinson, treas- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER raspberries from plants set in May urer; oO. Flanders, secretary. The 

D. B. Bingham, Chatrman__._._-Bx 0 meto of this year. Apples heavy crop and paved pes, has about 150 mem- 
L. Richardson..--__-_-__----_Ba-Offcio fino j ity starti ne ors, bei > largest i » state. Te G. Kellogg e222 ee ogete fine in quality. Am starting a 15-acre ug re, ing the largest in the state 

IP. Cranefield--_________________Ba-Oficto berry and fruit farm here. F. Kerns was elected delegate to the 
ist Dist., Wm. Longland__-__-Lake Geneva — : 

2nd Dist. G. W, Relgle-----------Madison Dr. We. F. Furr. state convention. 
3rd Dist., Wm. Toole-_-__------_-Baraboo , 
4th Dist., If. W. Harland___--_-Milwaukee Washburn. Bayfield Progress. 
5th Dist. 1. Melcher_—-_--Oconomowoe ——_—_—_+-++—__ ——¢--__ 

t. E.G emenaaed 7th Dist B AO tlehardson-——Shartn OSHKOSH ACTIVE A SENSIBLE USE OF MONEY 
ist., N. A. Rasmussen _-_-_-_ Oshkosh 1 . . 7 . te 

9th Dist. A.W. Lawrence, dra Sturgeon Bay The Oshkosh Horticultural society, Wasutnaton, Dec. 12.—Mrs. Levi Z. 

10th Dist ‘ Ge Hane renenos pentane at its regular meeting at the Chamber Leiter, the millionaire horticulturist, 

—— of Commerce rooms, appointed dele- whose conservatories contain many 

BOARD OF MANAGERS gates to the state horticultural meet- rare plants valued at thousands of 

D. FE. Bingham F. Cranefield ing, to be held at Madison on January dollars each, brought home a number 
L. G. Kellogg 9, 10 and 11. Mrs. Marcia Howlett of exceptionally costly specimens from 

read a paper on “Sentiment in Horti- her recent European trip. 
Annual Membership_________________ $0.50 ” x ¥ 5 Life Membership---__------_________ 5.00 culture.” Mr. Cooper read a paper Mrs. Leiter is called the Flower 

Remit to Secretary W. S. H. & on “Fertilizers, Soil Fertility, and Lady Bountiful because her beautiful 
adison, Wis. hope ae 3 mossy 

_ ee men : How to Maintain It.” The next blooms adorn every hospital and insti- 

- -———s meeting will be held at the home of tution where the sight of the frag- 

Be sure you are right then go—to Mrs. Marcia Howlett on January 2, rant blossoms bring cheer to the in- 

the Convention. all the members being invited to meet mates. 

Sea for a social time and an oyster supper. Her entertainments are always 

Washburn growers have bought Oshkosh Northwestern. unique through her treatment of 

30,000 fruit trees for planting next ee flowers. She rarely displays cut 

spring, including some peaches and WASHBURN ELECTS blooms, declaring it cruel to separate 
pears. The annual meeting of the Wash- them from the stalk. 

~ ° —_ burn Horticultural society was held Among Mrs. Leiter’s personal dis- 
The Bayfield growers dedicated at the Commercial Club rooms on coveries js a beautiful verbena of a 

their new building December 20th. Monday evening of this week and was delicate pink shade. This verbena 

This is the second building to be quite largely attended. The annual was used at the ball Mrs. Leiter gave 

erected in the state by co-operative election of officers was held at this Miss Helen Taft last winter in com- 
effort among fruit growers. meeting and resulted in the following pliment to her guest’s favorite color. 

- a being chosen to head the society for A new maiden hair fern is another 

We thought that certain of the W. the ensuing year: H.H. Burns, pres- Leiter horticultural triumph. 

S. H. 8. people were pretty fair boost- ident; F. A. Bell, vice president; Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin.
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DR. T. E. LOOPE pany he was to serve was transferred forget. Others may have brought to us 

A TRIBUTE. and the place was filled by another. a more profound knowledge of the 
, . . . . He served his county as register of | ways and means for making money For the first time in the life of our 8 y 

little journal has it become our sad deeds two years and chairman of the but none a kindlier spirit. 
date XO annOUnee the ieidoval by town board for fourteen or more Just now when we are rushing so 
death of Oa ‘OF diie Ketive and walle years. In connection with his prac- madly ahead to gather in the dollars 

heloved members : tice he has been interested in fruit from orchards and gardens, we needed 

" : , growing. He joined the State Horti- Dr. Loope just a little longer, but From a home paper we take the fol , a a > take t - : : a : : 
lowing: cultural Society in 1897 and became while we shall miss the hearty greet- 
“Truman Ellis Loope was born in iS president in 1901, serving in that ing and the kind word his spirit will 

New York State May 7, 1841. He capacity for a period of six years. He remain. 

ime with his parents to Wisconsin W282 ™2 of quick perception and of His profession lost a wise coun- 
cu B Ss are s SC 3 * : + ied and wavtisdl we Beaclue, bat a high mental power. He won an en- — selor, his lodges a loyal brother, our 

vear later moved <tr Dodge County viable reputation for himself as a | members a friend. 

“hore they lived about ttenty yeare  BlYSician and possessed the full con: +++ tre the ved venty years. ? ; 7 

At the 7 f sixteen year he began fidence of the people. NOTES'EROM MENOMONIE i » age of sixteen years he begy i e ) For the benfit of members I may 
teaching in the public schools and ‘They are gathering home from every land — fori ¥ | ie ( 5 7 

taught eight winter months. Ife en- One by one, meee Hing He, Omala Blum ‘by 
. As their weary feet touched the shining far beats any Plum on your list. It 

strand is of same season as the De Soto, 
One by one; hree times as : 

Their brows are encased ina golden crown — “aree Himes as large and of best qual- 
And travel-soiled garments all laid down, ity. It is fully hardy here and a 

on And cleitied in Spite raiment they rest strong grower and an early bearer. 
oft © meac Ee ; rave : 

Es) ea Where the Lamb loveth his chosen to ead Lt originated with Mr. Williams in 
Paik BS One by one. . Nebraska. I would say that with a 

; Wa, the. SHEN OH O AHE GIversene Plum like that, Plum growing would 
x a r One by one; be profitable here and L wish L could 

oa # We are myer the waters each even-tide. correspond with some one who under- ne by one . 
We can hear the roar and the dash of  Sltds and makes a business propagat- 

the stream ing the Plum that I may send them 
Ever oii through our life's deem Jimbs or buds from it to propagate. dream; . os : 
Sometimes the waves all the banks I believe the Delicious Apple is 

overflow, , going to prove hardy. Upon the high 
Fometimes in bright’ ripples the sell . , me Waa ho, bee Ml ' ‘ table land where the Weston Orchard 

One by one.” Cov’s orchard is located it stood last 
ale a .. : winter anyhow in perfect shape. Also 

While a physician by calling, one om a : , . - : the King David wintered well on that 
of the noblest of professions, he was soil 

De; T. B. Leope: lured ever by that subtle call of Na- 1 regret. our society has not yet nf ere r society has not yet 
tered the high school at Horicon, ture which none who have heard can ake $ - és . 
Wi 1 ; maduated. 1 Sel taken steps to try out these newer 

s. where he graduated. 2 ma- resist. fae p aays . We, Where fe Brat uate’ ‘ ma . . . varieties of winter apples upon soils 
triculated at Rush Medical College To such as listen there is revealed 41.4 Jocations that seem as favorable 
of Chic ngo in 1864, and gradu uted ina truth a be vty and joy more satis for commercial apple production right 

1866. T[e then removed to Minne- fying, more lasting than aught else here: in: our state as anywheres: ‘The 

sota and began the practice of his this life affords. Stayman Winesop, the Senator and 
profession. On November 21, 1867, Dr. Loope raised fruits and flowers, Black Ben are strong growers with 
he was ited i arriage ‘arrie 2 was a professions rti- . Atle « : 5 
6 was united im m PTAAge to Carrie, but he ‘ . nol a professional hos © ane. While not as hardy as Duchess 

J. Wood and in 1868 they came to culturist. The red and gold of the in the valley where I have them and 

Waukau where they resided for about apple appealed to him far more than where Wealthy neither is hardy, they 

eight months, when they moved to the profits from the orchard. ITe left they may as the Wealthy some of 
Eureka, where he has since resided. no fortune as the world counts a for- thei ait least, prove peifectly hardy 

There were two children born to tune, but to his family and friends he ‘peri these hiali hardwood tablelands 
them: Truman Elbert of Iola and Eva left a far richer inheritance. It was a . 

; zi ee ne and plateaus with limestone under- 
Ardella who resides at home. good to know him; his kindly spirit inid) of whiel wes have anany: along 

“Dr, Loope belonged to the Masonic — pervaded all our councils. [He was al- the ‘southwestern part of our. state 
order and was amember of the 1, O. ways a peacemaker among us and if 114 Gewhere also. Yours truly, : . a ‘Isewhere also. s truly, 
©. F. Lodge. In politics he was a Re- dissension threatened Dr. Loope was : — 8 I S. Runnine 
publican and east his first presiden- always at the front with song or story, Menomonie, Wis 
tial vote for U. S. Grant. Ie offered jest or kind reproof, smoothing the _¢e, ~ 

his services to his country during the way for us. His words left no sting Mention this paper when writing to 

Civil War as surgeon, but thé com- and there is nothing that we want to advertisers.
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A PROTEST ture in money and labor, and the big - 
Having been a member of the return in the money value of the crop 

State Horticultural Society for sey- ° from a carefully tended back yard, JEWELL 

eral years and constantly waiting to and the great gain in flavor, delicacy 

learn that the Society was about to and freshness in what is gathered MINNESOTA 
assume a neglected duty in paying from it, as compared to the necessar- 

more attention to other branches of ily staler and more flavorless store- 

horticulture beside commercial and bought vegetables? Or has it done GROWN 
experimental fruit growing, I have anything to spread the knowledge of 

waited in vain, I feel that the time the enormous saving from a thera- Nursery Stock 
has come to protest and protest vigor- peutic and hygienic in neurasthenic 

ously against such partiality in be- cases? Does it realize or make the SS 
half of a limited class of citizens, public realize that physicians feel that a OO 

while a greater number, standing in garden work for sedentary or nervous Complete assortment of Fruit 

much greater need of instruction and people eclipses all drugs and medi- and Ornamental stock in all 

encouragement are practically entire-  cines in value? varieties suited to northern cul- 

maior rl stati fu Have the honorable board of offi- ture. A specialty of Hardy 

rticle I] of the constitution of the — ce 2 executive ¢ 2e . 
Society, as given on page Vill of the with hes Ine onal, andl genders Shade: Trees, Windbreak Stock, 
Report for 1908: ‘saya: liged Sek saalth: OF . Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 

por 5 y! ever realized what a wealth of possi 

“Tts object shall be the advance- bilities lie in that little muddy back UOUS Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

ment of the art and science of horti- yard, under the well directed and in- tive Plums. 
culture throughout the state.” structed care of the tired clerk, or a 

Has that been done for any branch weary school teacher, or busy house) | 
but commercial fruit growing? On wife whose closely counted pennies 
page XXIIT, Report of min. is a do not enable pel to buy all they THE JEWELL NURSERY C0. 

statement of “Additional aims and would like of radishes, young onions, 
purposes of the Wisconsin State Hor- or lettuce—and think again of how LAKE CITY, MINN. 

ticultural Society,” from which the much of those could be grown for a . 

following statements are quoted: family of three or four, even in a plot 1500 Acres Established 1868 

“Purely an educational institution. of six by ten feet. 

Its purpose the advancement of every Is not the cumulative value of the 
branch of horticulture throughout the produce of the thousands of such gar- FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 
State—Aims to accomplish this dens which are now run in a hap- 
through publications, individual help hazard way, an inestimable asset oe IN GREAT VARIETY 
= conventions (two yearly).” Now — the state? Many families derive their Consisting of 
let me ask how much except the work entire year’s supply of vegetables 
on school grounds has been done for from such gardens. In my immedi- FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 
any branch of horticulture except the ate neighborhood there are but two 
fruit growing? Is it fair to the thou- families who have not such gardens, MENTAL TREES 
sands of citizens of the state who and all the others derive most or all 
need instruction and encouragement their supply of summer  yegetables, Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 
in truck gardening, vegetable home and in some cases their winter’s sup- berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 
gardening and flower gardening that ply as well. In the families where Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 
they should be ignored? Has the So- the occupation of the father keeps Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 
ciety ‘sued a Jaane bulletin, or him outdoors during the day, his Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 
even a cire that will g 8 - shar york is little 

ita Eo} HEN b Mw Heel hack, Bo mamacing saad apuiogs op tie [TE oy 
yard to make the most of it? Can ground in de spring, the balance of Hf vow would Eke to: Gea cette . nai : : . , ee an good Catalogue we would be glad 
one write to the State Horticultural the work is done by the women and 
Society and say, “My back yard has children in odd moments and done, to.send. you ours. It Aasimore dem 
room for a small garden, the cost of too, not as a wearisome drudgery, fifty pages and describes everything 
living is rising so rapidly, can you but as a pleasant recreation, enliv- in the plainest language without 

send me a bulletin and plans telling ened more or less by a gentle rivalry any’ extravagant or overdrawn de- 
how to make the most of it?’ Has between the neighbors. In the writ- scriptions. 
the Society plans to distribute of what — er’s neighborhood most of those peo- 
to grow and how to do it in a garden ple are working people of ordinary The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 
6x10 feet, or 10x20 feet, or 20x40 feet, wages, and the produce of their gar- FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 
gte.? Tas the Society the data and dens makes a very appreciable differ- Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 
statistics to show the slight expendi- ence in their living expenses as it is, :
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jut with short, terse bulletins giving 

definite instructions without much ex- a _ a 

planatory argument, their gardens aoewessoceccee WY A N T E Dovcccvcscvones 

ce eC Go CIC mue. ore 

fr e cow mone Ge te eee of Eight or ten more buyers for five or ten acres of Cherry Orchard Land to 

thumb method handed down by their take the balance of 1911 planting on the 

unedueated peasant parents. Anything CO-OPERATIVE PLAN 
that ean be done to reduce, as these We guarantee 6 per cent annually on your investment for ten years. We 
gardens do, the expenses of a family promise at least 100 per cent in profits in ten years. We mature your 

fron two té five dollars a ionth 38 orchard up to where you will have an independent income. 

aun economic saving to the state not WHERE?? 
, to be despised or to be ignored in the STURGEON BAY, WIS. The Sour Cherry Land of the United States. 

fostering care of the state’s resources WHY?? 

hy the Horticultural Society. The Write Us for a Booklet. 

cumulative value of the returns of 220 acres planted with 22,000 Sour Cherry Trees. 240 acres prepared for 24,000 trees in 
small back yard gardens multiplied 1912. Safe Proposition. No Risk. Large Profits. 

by proper encouragement and the im+ (You Get a Deed to Your Land when Paid for.) 

proved methods of working those al- © STURGEON BAY, 

ready in existence, would outstrip in Co-Operative Orchard Co. WISCONSIN 

their relative value those of the fam- 

ily cow to the dairy interests, or the § ————— - 

family chicken yard to the poultry 

farm, and both of these are recog- , wh ye 

nized as important factors in the ; oe . 

economy of the state by the experts : os eS Nhs. * Me he 
working in those lines. “Gites oie ‘a ae aye 

In attempting to aid the classes of i eae ie ack Sian 

people for whom this work is urged Me RO as 3 a 

it is useless to prepare elaborate bul- , aS ce egn ET ds Be i 
letins because the evident care and yy ie ee ie ghee. See a sais 

accuracy of their preparation lends a a. #3 ee teat ae aga Rie § Sa Ps ata 

weight to them that is disgusting to ised: RO RS 38 a ee Pros OMe ee ca aw 
an unedueated person, so that the a. ig So De bas) ie <7 namie ay soe oe eS Cae eer 

really simple bulletin is laid aside to oa S Si? Saas BAe stein oe es Meg ea 
he “read carefully when there is time og 5G a A) CO j eb ‘i i a2 

to think about it.” and that time say, we 7 Smee 
pressed and crowded and squeezed out in a ee We ® ors P 

by the little daily cares and pleasures BO eran A Te TN 
never comes. The way to reach them a 1 ee Sa : WV a : ae 
will be by little leaflets not exceed- ae a) ate ae i cna Pe 5 Na” 
ing ever four pages in length, written aoe : ‘ ‘ Re uk 
without explanatory argument, but eet? ean Ger ssate Nien NGA Nebe! A 
rather dogmatically, and planned to iy ie < 7 Beng oes On <h i ANE s( Ae i Dawe 

he read, before dinner is ready, or Abs 8 Pee ae Aric a WER oN Vs es 

waiting for supper or on a rainy Sun- - : — — = " 
day. It should be short, terse, sim- 

ple and concentrated, yet so full of BUILT TO LIVE 

meat that there is always a hidden 
nibble to entice one back. Such cir- Away up north or away down south or any point between. It has the 
culars, I am sure, would work a revo- health and strength to carry all the apples nature can pile upon it. The 
lution and an economy in living for hole in which it was planted was not “shot with dynamite”. It was not 
not nierely the: smell salaried city leaned to the sun” nor, “to the wind.” It never wore a “tree protector 

: * because it never needed one. It shades itself and also the ground above 
man and suburbanite, but also among — the root system keeping the soil moist and cool and forest conditions. No 
the farmer’s women kind, for it is “peéuliar slope’ was selected. Just good soil and level ground. It was a 
well known that a farmer himself one year top tree when planted, and by a man who had just common 
won’t work a vegetable garden. horse sense. If you are in the market for fruit trees and this one looks 

I hope that my protest may stir good to you, send for our catalog and a list of your wants. 
the Society to suitable action at the | We are specialists in everything we grow. 
coming convention. . 

Brancuaro Harrer. | HENRY LAKE SONS COMPANY, Nurserymen, Black River Falls, Wis,
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OF THE N E R E 

URS IES 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society | ceisienea in 1081 

a Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

. . tae They strongly recommend One 

The Following Premiums are Offered for Exhibits of Year Cherry Trees because they 

Fruit at the Annual Convention are stocky, well headed, well rooted 

— thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

Two Year for those who prefer 

Madison, January 9, 10, 11, 1912 the larger trees. They also have a 

nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 

= = SSS A trial order will convince 

any one of their quality. 
Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 

1. Best collection of apples, not less than Pre. Pre. Pre. Pre. 

15 varieties ........................$10 00 500 $300 $200 | HM, SIMPSON & SONS 
2. Best 5 plates (5 varieties) commercial : 

apples for Wisconsin................ 5 00 3 00 2 00 Vincennes, Indiana. 

8. Best Plate Avistaircccouess cone vancecenoes » i OO 15 50 

4. Best Plate Baldwin................... 100 15 50 
5. Best Plate Ben Davis................. 100 15 50 

6. Best Plate Dudley.................... 100 15 50 poe ee es 
7. Best Plate Eureka.................... 1.00 15 50 The Jewell Nursery Co. 
8. Best Plate Fall Orange................ 1.00 15 50 Hats ait aa Ornamental 

9. Best Plate Fameuse................... 100 15 50 Lek Gis, me an tian 

10. Best Plate Gano...................... 100 15 50 ake: Sty. innesota 
11. Best Plate Gem...................... 100 75 50 EEE TEEN BUNOREDLACGRES 
12; ‘Best Plate Gideon « siisses os ge swavees e 1 00 75 50 

13. Best Plate Golden Russet.............. 1 00 15 50 

14. Best Plate Hibernal.. 0.00.6: cc 100 15 50 ‘ 
15. Best Plate Jonathan.................. 100 15 50 Vincennes 
16. Best Plate Longfield.................. 100 15 50 e 

17. Best Plate Malinda................... 100 15 50 Nurseries 
18: “Best Plate: Matitivcss aewsces we copes « 1, 00 15 50 Vi Indi 

19. Best Plate McIntosh.................. 100 15 50 incennes, Anelana 
20. Best Plate McMahan................. 1 00 15 50 

21. Best Plate Milwaukee................. 1 00 15 50 W. C. REED, 

22. Best Plate Newell..........-......... 1.00 75 50 PROPRIETOR 
23. Best Plate Northern Spy.............. 1 00 15 50 Cherry Trees by the 

24. Best Plate Northwestern Greening..... 1 00 15 50 100 or 100000 

25. Best Plate Patten.................... 100 15 50 The Growing of Cherry Trees 

26. Best Plate Pewaukee................. 100 15 50 has been our Specialty for 

27. Best Plate Plumb Cider............... 1 00 15 50 Years. Our soil and method 

28. Best Plate Seek-no-Further............ 1 00 15 50 of growing produces a Tree 

29. Best Plate Scott Winter............... 100 15 50 that is not excelled by any 

30. Best Plate Fall Spitzenberg........... 1 00 15 50 one. Splendid blocks of two- 

31. Best Plate Tolman................... 100 15 50 year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

32. Best Plate Twenty Ounce............. 1 00 15 50 year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early 
Z , Richmond, Montmorency and 

33. Best Plate Utter..................-... 100 75 50 other leading varieties by the 

34. Best Plate Wagener..........-.-..-..- 100 15 50 100 or car load. We also grow 

35. Best Plate Walbridge..............-.. 100 15 50 a general line of other Nursery 

36. Best Plate Wealthy................... 100 15 50 stock. Personal inspection in- 

37. Best Plate Winesop............-...... 100 15 50 vited. Correspondence solicited 

88. Best Plate Windsor................-.. 100 15 50
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Ist 2d 38d ————so 

Prem. Prem. Prem. 

39. Best Plate Wolf River................ $1.00 $075 $0 50 THE HA 

40. Best peck of each of the following varie- Ww K Ss 

ties: Dudley, Fameuse, Gano, Gem, N U R S E R Y Cc O. 

Golden Russet, Jonathan, McIntosh, 

McMahan, N. W. Greening, Tolman, . ss f ish 

Wealthy, Windsor and Wolf River.... 2 00 1 00 15 are in a position to furnis. 

1. Best Exhibit Pears. ........-...+..+-.. 100 15 15 high grade Nursery Stock of 
42. Best Exhibit Crabs................... 1.00 15 50 . . 
43. Best Exhibit Grapes.................. 1.00 75 50 all kinds and varieties suit- 
14. Best Plate Seedling Apple............. 2 00 able to Wisconsin and other 

RULES OF ENTRY. northern districts. 

1. All entries must be filed with the secretary before 5 P. M., Tuesday, Will be glad to figure on 

January 9. . : 
2. Fruit must be arranged ready for judges by 9 A. M., Wednesday, Jan- your wants cither in large or 

uary 10. . small quantities. 
8. Four apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. 

4. Separate samples must be furnished for each entry, except for No. 1, 

which may include all entries. 

5. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums paid 

only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must forward fee WAUWATOSA, WISCONSIN 

for membership before receiving check for premium; fee for annual mem- 

bership, fifty cents. ——_——_——__ 0 
Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit to the see = —_—————_ 

retary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibition. Transportation Pr h Ki 

charges must be prepaid. We ave a Fine Lot of 

All entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will be furnished x 

by the secretary on application. Plants for the Garden. 

For further information address: 
F. Cranerie.p, Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin. SEND FOR LIST 

Se 

STUDENTS’ JUDGING CONTEST. ] E MATHEWSON 

Twenty dollars in prizes will be awarded to students in the long and i 

middle courses, Horticultural Department, College of Agriculture, for the Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
best scores in identifying and judging varieties of fruit on exhibit. 

Under rules prepared by Prof. J. G. Moore. 

Final awards to be decided by a judge appointed by the president. 

_ — _ THE PRICE OF THIS PAPER IS 

a _ cy FIFTY CENTS A YEAR 

| % os oes 5 It is published by the State Horticul- 
he i ‘ & Sa | ak eee — tural Society and supported wholly by 

een ape So ‘<a subscriptions and advertisements. Sub- 
Dod fOR a ae scription, until further notice, includes 

eS nce Pr en | annual membership in the State Horti- 
[ea 5) ie a < Yop wt ty | cultural Society. Subscribe now and 
| Se MS E (hea . aie | get a copy of the 1911 Annual Report, 
le sp ee ON Wi: we. Oa A 250 pages, and twelve numbers of the 
| . Sow a i u & Magazine, all for fifty cents. The price 

Ra a) will be One Dollar after January, 1912. 
ogee. i 

i eae | _ 
14 i ™ 

= oo WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
Fee Ears , \ Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

stock. We employ no agents but sell di- 
rect. If in the market you can save money | ° 
by buying of us. Get our prices, 

WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

A bunch of fruit men headed north. Fish Creek, Door County, August, 1911. Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop.
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Q. How close can Wealthy apples i 

. and Duchess be planted for commer- | 

| Questions and Answers cial purposes and not be crowded ¢ McKay Nursery | 
= A, 24x24 feet. | 

Q. Let me know best time to prune ~ Com an 
hard maples. Q. If chips or sawdust is good Pp y 

A. Any time before March 1. After mulch, when, where and how is it ap- PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

that time there is danger of sap flow plied? . 

and pruning should be delayed until A. i ni We used ag ia wane Offer a Complete line of 

after leaves have started. ter cover for strawberries in place of 

ee straw or other material. HARDY NURSERY STOCK 

Q. Do you not think that in ten ~ ~ FOR SPRING 1912 

years the apple market will be over- Q. I notice that some fruit man has 

filled ? said not to wrap young trees with tar If interested in planting FRUIT 

A. No. Ten years hence there will —P#Per- I have wrapped about five hun- TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

be fewer growers than now, but they dred two enrS and have — no bad ORNAMENTALS, write us for 
will be the right kind. In that time Meets. What is the danger? CATALOGUE and PRICES. 
the shiftless ones will be weeded out A. The correspondent does not state You will find our prices consist: 

and the ones that stick will have the whether “ not the i was removed ent with quality of stock offered. 

right kind of fruit to market. There '™ Spring, Serving: only as a winter 

will always be a market for the right Protection against rodents. If so re- = 
kind. In ten years we will have moved no damage whatever would re- 

twenty millions more people to feed, sult. The bark of young trees very NURSERIES AT 

making one hundred millions. frequently shows injury when closely WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 
_ wrapped with paper of any kind if 2 ! 

Q. When is the best time to top left on all summer. The strings used 
. 3 | s the bes B * . ° : 

graft? Pin tying also frequently girdle the 

A. March or April. ‘Lop-working trunks. It is unlikely that so-called WANTED 

78 ApEn. 1 SIm8 tar paper is worse than any other ‘kc wosition 93. worlling foreman cor 
7 3 3 success : st any si s * for 
can be done successfully almost any jing, MEeeee OL ndinlt chia Eeeparlonced 

time before midsummer if the cious in planting, spraying, marketing, etc. 
' : ae Can also do general farm work. | Will 

are kept dormant. The slightest in- F give references, State salary. 

dication of vrowth in the cion is fatal Q. I have = small orchard of Dela- F. E. SHESTOCK, : & vane "ware Red, ‘Tolman Sweet, Walbridge Algoma, Wisconsin. 
, . . and Northern Spy, but before plant- 

@ : hen is - best time to cut ing any further would like advice as 
cions for root grafts? ets a f ‘ ; to what kinds to plant for winter va- ) 

A. November, December, January. yieties. I see other kinds advertised Kellogg S 

—_, more or less but nothing said about 

Q. How can rabbits and mice be these. Location, Buffalo Co. Soil, Nursery 
x f rehard ¢ idea * kept out of an orchard ¢ ideal. / / Oldest Narsery in 

A. Two boys, two guns and three A. The Lawver or Delaware Red is Wisconsin 

beagle hounds. certainly a keeper but not much else. 
_ It is not considered hardy in Wiscon- Our stock is grown right, dug 

Q. What is the best preventative sin. It lacks size and quality. This right, packed right, and by no 
against sun-seald? is true of the Walbridge, which is too means least, the 

A. Healthy, vigorous stock to start yall er * TS Tae the PRICES ARE RIGHT 

a moa drained soil ands voot and is grown extensively in Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

clean: cultivation. Wisconsin. Northern Spy succeeds and Fruit Trees 
~~ very well in the eastern and southern Appl . / ; a” . les singly or by the 1000. 

" Q. What can re done ° retard the counties but rarely comes into bear- Caneats eg ihe Ge &e 25,000. 

oom in an early spring ing under twelve years. Plant Me- Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 
A. Whitewashing, covering the Mahan, Wealthy, McIntosh and Dud- 

buds and branches with a heavy spray ley and leave the late keepers to the FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

of whitewash proved effective in Mis- Fast and the far West. Raise quality Get our price list before you place 

souri on peach trees. It might be apples of these kinds, pack honestly your order and save money. 

. worth trying on apples in Wisconsin, in three-bushel barrels and there will . ‘Address Box 77 

but we have doubts about it. Door never be any lack of market. The KELLOGG’S NURSERY 

or Bayfield people would like a chance — trges will bear five or six good crops Janesville, Wisconsin 

to answer this question. while the Spy is getting ready.
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A LAST WILL ee 

Wituiston Fisi. 

He was stronger and cleverer, no 

doubt, than other men, and in many e venue @) e 

hroad lines of business he had grown 

rich, until his wealth exceeded exag- MADISON, WISCONSIN 

veration. One morning, in his office, G. P. GIFFORD, Ownership Management 

he directed a request to his confiden- = — - —E 

tial lawyer to come to him in the af- F { Pr eran 

ternoon. He intended to have his | Pe aS: ie 
will drawn. A will is a solemn mat- ee F eae ey Re ae er Pee 

tor, even with men whose life is given — Re ines <1 eee 
up to business, and who are by habit = eee be sic 

mindful of the future. After giving | . . on’ 

this direction he took up no other The x { 

matter, but sat at his desk alone and | be AWN aad : 

in silence. a on all ae 

It was a day when summer was ser se 

first new. The pale leaves upon the | fy a 
trees were starting forth upon the areas i i] Me ne = a 

yet unbending branches. The grass : = Rae nea ea — S| 
in the parks had a freshness in its a SS 

green like the freshness of the blue a pain ES 

in the sky and of the yellow of the 

sun—a freshness to make one wish Just off the Square on Monona Avenue, the 
that life might renew its youth. The 7 . 

clear breezes from the oul wantoned Great White Way of Madison 

about, and then were still, as if loath 

ta go finally away. Half idly, half FIRST-CLASS SERVICE 

thoughtfully the rich man wrate upon 

the white paper before him, begin- MUSICAL SELECTIONS -6 to 7 p. m. Daily. Sundays 

ning what he wrote with capital let- from 12:45 to 1:45 p. m. Orpheum Theatre Orchestra. 

ters, such as he had not made since, Headquarters for Delegates ‘and Members of Annual. 
as a boy in school, he had taken pride Convention, State Horticultural Society. 

in his skill with the pen: 

“IN THE NAME OF GOD, 

AMEN. J, Charles Lounsbury, being ap ie _ > owe 

of sound and disposing mind and fs. LA cS oe ap Si Roe S ogee s 

memory, (he lingered on the word ssh any oe \N Y HF Mi % see 

memory), do now make and publish ey NN ————— Ge gS 

this my LAST WILL AND TESTA- Paes There is a difference between fruit NE aoe 
MENT, in order, as justly as I may, ° Esp ay growing and forestry ste 
to distribute my interests in the world SHHT yet most of the directions for fruit growing are directions epee 
among succeeding men. Ray for producing rapid wood growth only. ea 

“And first, that part of my inter- 7] ‘This means coming into bearing late and irregular bearing one if 4 
ae ENP account of lack of enough available mineral plant food to raise a \\W RO 

ests which is known among men and sa J/ crop of fruit and to set strong fruit buds in the same season, \ a 
recognized in the sheep-bound  vol- 7 ee (C 
umes of the law as my property, be- ff POTASH Lah 

ing ineconsiderable and of none ac- a EH 

count, I make no account of in this "4 a) 
my will. “a Two years before the trees are expected to come into bearing the Om 

‘ an . . \ annual application of minerals should begin, using 50 to 100 me 
My right to live, it being but a life \ pounds Muriate of Potash and 100 to 200 pounds of bone, acid Ry & 

estate, is not at my disposal, but, \ phosphate or basic slag per acre. oC. 

these things excepted, all else in the QS Potish inporoves the Ravan, ehicnlig auality'and keeping £ gs excepted, Leys power as well as the yield of fruits. _ 
world I now proceed to devise and NA doetres*bookswitn 

bequeath : Sh TTD GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc. 
“Ttem.—And_ first, I give to good a] Ri Continental Building, Baltimore Jj POTASH 

fathers and mothers, but in trust for | Whitney Central Bank Building - 

their children, nevertheless, all good | ere | New Osteane : PAYS 
little words of praise and all quaint SS d
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pet names, and I charge said parents sire to figure to each other the last- | 

to use them justly but generously as ingness and beauty of their love. | 

the needs of their children shall re- “Ttem.—To young men jointly, be- FOR SALE | 

quire. ing joined in a brave, mad crowd, ———woo { 

“Ttem.—I leave to children exclu- I devise and bequeath all boisterous, 

sively, but only for the life of their inspiring sports of rivalry. I give to Fruit Farm of 40-acres 

childhood, all and every, the dande- them the disdain in weakness and five miles from city of 

lions of the field and the daisies there- undaunted confidence of their own : : a Sturgeon Bay, one-half 
of, with the right to play among them — strength. Though they are rude and . . 

freely, according to the custom of rough, I leave to them alone the mile from water; thirty- 

children, warning them at the same power of making lasting friendships two acres under cultiva- 

time against the thistles. And I de- and of possessing companions; and tion, level, without stump 

vise to the children the yellow shores to them exclusively, I give all merry i ; 

of ereeks and the golden sands be- songs and brave choruses to sing, or stone: Splendid fruit 

neath the waters thereof, with the with smooth voices to troll them soil. Good frame house, 

dragonflies that skim the surface of — forth. log barn, well and wind- 

said waters, and the odors of the “Ttem.—And to those who are no mill; 700 cherry, 800 

willows that dip into said waters, and longer children or youths or lovers 3 

the white clouds that float high over I leave Memory, and T leave to them apple set spring of 1911. 

the giant trees. the volumes of the poems of Burns Best bargain in Door 
“And I leave to children the long, and Shakespeare, and of other poets, county. Write 

long days to be merry in, in a thou- if there are others, to the end that 

sand ways, and the Night and the they may live the old days over again BOX 535. 

Moon and the train of the Milky freely and fully without tithe or Madison, Wisconsin 

Way to wonder at, but subject, never- diminution; and to those who are 

theless, to the rights hereinafter given no longer children or youths or © =O 

to lovers; and I give to each child lovers I leave, too, the knowledge 

the right to choose a star that shall of what a rare, rare world it is.” OY 

be his, and I direct that the child’s 

father shall tell him the name of it, —— - OPPORTUNITY 

in order that the child shall always 

remember the name of that star after SOME GOOD ADVICE ABO of shares in the 

he has learned and forgotten astron- While reading the Wiseonsin Horti- Gays Mills Fruit Farm is 
omy. culture, I saw that J. S. Anderson for sale. An unusual opportun- 

“Ttem.—I devise to boys jointly all wants information on top grafting on ity to become interested in an 

the useful idle fields and commons Ben Davis, . . established fruit growing company 
where ball may be played, and all Ben vr Is a poor seer to te is here presented. Part of the 

snow-clad hills where one may coast, graft on, although any hearty variety orchard has veached the Bearing 
and all streams and ponds where one will grow on them. I would put on " 

may skate, to have and to hold the either Newell or Wealthy varieties period and well known orchard 

same for the period of their boyhood. that don’t grow very fast after they experts have pronounced it the 

And all meadows, with the clover come to bearing. Years ago they best orchard in the state, consid- 
bloom and butterflies thereof; and all told me that an early variety would ering its age. The property rep- 

woods, with their appurtenances of "ot grow on a late, but that is not resented, in part, by this stock is 
squirrels and whirring birds and true. T have the Yellow Transparent located in the best fruit section of 

echoes and strange noises; and all and Malinda both growing on the Wisconsin, in the Land of the 
distant places which may be visited, same tree and both doing well. Fall Apple. This stock will be 
together with the adventures there _ In regard of keeping up the fertil- sold reasonable but not at a sac. 

found, T do give to said boys to be ‘ty a. an ee oe et at oe FiBce. If interested ‘write 'to 
theirs. And I give to said boys each 18 not enough on the best of our clay 

his own place - the fireside me night, soils. T’ve seen orchards in this local- T. CORNELINSON 

with all pictures that may be seen in ity that did not get 2 fork-full manure w ASHINGTON, "B, c. 

the burning wood or coal, to enjoy for forty years, still bearing a fair 

without let or hindrance and without crop of apples every other year, but 
any incumbrance or cares. they never come up to the standard j 
“Ttem.—To lovers I devise their in size and color. These are mostly 

imaginary world, with whatever they carly varieties while late varieties sear PANSY GUIDE AND GATALOG GUIDE AND GATALOG 

may need, as the stars of the sky, the such as W albridge and Newell and —_vaee to Ane abonaes 

red, red roses by the wall, the snow most all the winter varieties don’t WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS 

of the hawthorn, the sweet strains amount to anything. It seems to PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS. 
of music, or aught else they may de- me most anyone could solve this
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question for himself, by hauling some 
inanure on one row and plowing it a gee) 

under and notice the great difference Ee 
ARDI 

in foliage and fruit. The great = 

trouble is, most farmers have no SPRA Y ER 

manure to spare for their orchard, 

they want that for their hay and Hand and Power Sprayers 

corn land. a a . . . . 
sai eT HE Sprayer that gives the satisfaction. Nothing 

I have a way to keep up the fertility a | Ford The bi 
~ : 7 { to wear out, r . 
for the last twenty years which I find 4 sal . ust or get out ob order, ie best 
very satisfactory. After putting a i f material used in construction. Adapted for all kinds 

wsod avoven ‘wire fenoe wll nround, T i | of uses. Thousands of satisfied users in the east and 

imake a moveable fence of boards / west. A full line of Sprayers, Spray Material, Orchard 

so to fence off any part of it, which —s Supplies, Nozzles, etc. Write for booklets. 
I seed down with clover, and after ros __ 

this clover has a good start in y M ROHLINGER & SON 
g i in . 

the spring turn in hogs. There : = 
ale 523 CASS STREET 

ought to be about twenty on an . MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 

acre, leave them in there until about a : 

the last of October. Feed them 

and fat them in there, move their 9 | 

feeding trough around on different 

places, and build a temporary shed THE “PROGRESSIVE’”’ BERRY BOX 

in the center for them to lay under. 
After taking them out, plough the To the Wisconsin Fruit Grower 

. ‘ll The “progressiveness” of Wisconsin has finally reached the Wisconsin. Fruit 
ground. Now some will say they wil Grower. Perhaps it is not the particular brand of progress that you subscribe to, 

: . . but we do not see how you can dodge it. Please read the copy of law we have 
pick all the apples up. Never mind, enclosed. This law says that if you want to sell berries next year, you must sell 

= < i 5 ' them in dry measure quart or pint boxes. You can have boxes with as much false 
let them, you will have i the a ibe bottom as you like for ventilation, but the part that contains the berries’ must 
4 3 to pick off from the trees for hold a little more than 67 cubic inches. 
ipples to p fi The practical difference between this new box and the old is that it will hold 
the next three or four years. Others more berries if you see fit to fill it up. Whether you fill it or not, it is going 

: ; to take more wood to make it on our part, We can manufacture fewer in a day. 
will say T haven’t got that many hogs. Due to other new and progressive laws our help will cost us more. Therefore you 

had trouble in. that ought to pay more for the boxes and crates. You no doubt will ‘have to take it 
[ never had any trouble in wat out of the ear progressive people by adding it to the high cost of living. ‘The 
5; 5 hin SSS 3 a man Who ships into the state will have to use the same box you do, so the law 
regard, one can always buy lean hogs will no doubt help local growers by keeping out the southern and Michigan. berries, 

stoc ers. Tlogs bought unless they are sold in dry quart boxes, The law applies to the grocery man as 
from the stock buyers. Hog vous! well as to you. It also means that you will not be able to use secondhand boxes 
that way and turned on a clover field and crates from outside the state. We offer the following legal standard boxes 

: js ‘ and crates: 
and fed right, will pay for every Wisconsin dry quart boxes, 5 in. x 5 in. x 2% in. deep. 

Michigan dry quart. boxes, 4% in. x 4% in. x 3 in. deep. 
pound of feed and the trouble of feed- Either style dry pint boxes. Our special pint will be 
ing them 4% in, x 4% in. x 154 In, deep. 

ig them. Panel end 16 quart crates to fit Wisconsin or Michigan dry quart boxes. 
Xo te pe sew AMP Solid end 16 quart crates to fit Wisconsin or Michigan dry quart boxes. 

Sparta. Frep. MUenLenkaMe. 34 pint crates for dry pint boxes, 
We can furnish the above either in the flat or made up ready to use. 

~~ — We can furnish either the Wisconsn or the Michigan dry quart boxes, but we 
are recommending the Wisconsin box as it has been devised to meet the needs 

SOMEBODY MUST HAVE HAD COLIC of the largest berry shipping centers of the state. It is the best dry quart shipping 
«oad ¢ 9 ty for vem- box that can be gotten up. Not being as deep as the Michigan box, the fruit 

T noticed in the issue for Decem will not crush from its own weight, as it will be apt to do in the dry Michigan 
. ar & ‘ttle ; ” box. If you have to put more berries in a box than formerly, you surely do not 

her, 1911, under “A Little Nonsense, want them spoiled when they get to market. 
a little sketch concerning apples eaten We can also furnish either the panel end or the solid end crate. We continue 

: : to recommend the panel end crate to our customers. It is lighter and more 
by Adam and Eve, and would like to easily handled than the solid end crate. It not only means a saving of your 

i é money to order this crate, but it also means a saving of your time and patience 
run the total a little higher than when handling your berries. 
36 datcllowee We wish to call your attention to some other lines. We manufacture apple 
36,284, as follows: boxes. Most Wisconsin people wasted their apples this season, or let them rot on 

. ok si sted the ground, for want of a smaller package than the barrel, that would fit the market. 
If Eve 8 1 4 2 know how it tasted, | we make bushel and half bushel boxes for that purpose. We also make baskets 
‘ ‘ 5 0 : , for shipping beans, melons, tomatoes, etc. If interested send for price list and then Adam 2 02 4 1 02 know if one’s order gue supplies now. Ch te ot aan ’ : : 
; : a a Michigan growers lost thousands of dollars the past season by not being able 

taste differs from another's. Total, | ,, Michigan grow hen they needed them. By buying your packages now you will 
20,249,164. Yours very truly, not only get them cheaper than you will next summer, but what is more important, 

* e = you insure yourself a package for your crop. You are facing a new condition in 
Tferserr TH. Howenn. your business and you had best. be prepared for it. Other states do not use the 

: : ary quart.. Few if any other factories will make the dry quart box as a main 
Chico, Cale product. Ordering from factories outside the state at the last minute may result 

in your getting the wine quart, which you cannot use. You cannot afford this 
——- — risk. You can much better afford to get your supplies now. Write for copy of 

law and special winter offer. 
The Question Box will always be . . . . 

open at the Convention. Although Wisconsin Fruit Package Co., Crandon, Wis. 

not mentioned in program questions 

will always be in order. Ask ques- F . . . 

tions. Subscribe now for Wisconsin Horticulture 

'
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° ° : s POSSIBILITIES OF COMMERCIAL Wisconsin State Horticultural Society APPLE GROWING 
Pror. James G. Moore. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION (At Annual Convention, Minnesot: 

State Tort. Soc., Dee. 1911.) 

10. BE HELD AT In discussing the possibilities of 

. fruit growing in the middle North- 

Madison, January 9, 10 and 11, 1912 west, it becomes necessary for us at 

. the outset to give the limits of what 

The convention will be held at the Assembly Chamber, State Capitol. we mean in speaking of the middle 

The Avenue Hotel will be headquarters for officers, members and visiting Northwest. It cannot be entirely 

delegates. Rates $2 and $2.50 per day, American plan. placed within the artificial boundaries 

Opening Session, Tuesday afternoon, January 9, 2:00 o’elock. of any group of states, but must be a 
section in which the climatie condi- 

Tuespay APTERNOON.-2 0’CLOCK. tions are very similar. On account 
. . of this fact the section which we are 

Music. OLENING SUSSEIN: to consider would include Minnesota, 

The New Era in Wisconsin Horticulture. ...00.00.....0.....W. HL Hanehett Wisconsin jorthern poe and east 
Address. ...... 00000000000 e00e.e-.. Ton. James A. Frear, Secretary of State find that the conditions throughout 

Introduction of Delegates: Minnesota, Tllinois, Towa, Northern Illinois, foe i 
Nosthendter, Towa are very similar and heeause of this 

Marketing the Apple Crop. ..........................A. K. Bassett, Baraboo cussing Ga entities of edt ue 

Co-Operative Marketing of Fruits........TPon. P. A. Rogers, Gravette, Ark. ture. 

Discussion. The early history of the develop- 
Daily demonstration in Grafting by Mr. G. F. Potter, Dept. of Horticulture, be . : 

University of Wisconsin. ment of the fruit growing in _this 

° section is one of struggle and disap- 

TUBA EVER —8 OGTR pointment. The early settlers ecom- 

Music. ing from more eastern and south- 

Tllustrated Lecture, Economy of Nature in the Plan of Eden. ..........- ern states brought with them the va- 

ee - feeceeeeeeee ee Frank C. Pellett, Atlantic, Iowa rieties which they had come to know 
: as superior in the various sections 

WepNESDAY ForENOON.—9 0’CLOCK. 

BUSINESS SESSION. T h G t 
President's Address. e r e a 

Report of Secretary. 

Report of Treasurer. Northern 

Report of Chairman of Trial Orchard Committee. 

Election of Officers and Exeeutive Committee. Nursery Co. 

The Farm Orchard: Is It Worth While?........1f. ©. Melcher, Oconomowoe 

Treatment of Farm Orchard— Sells First-Class 

Hor Hirst Fits Yea Sins casweose meres oa cena gs on oe we Ba Ta BI 

For Seeond Five Years..................A. W. Lawrence, Sturgeon Bay . Wisconsin Grown Trees 

After Ten Years. ... 0.000.000 00000 cece eee eee eee ed. S. Palmer, Baraboo Our Trees Live. We had an op- 
portunity to compare 500 of our 

Discussion. ler oto an asters SNursorys At 

Orchard Conditions in) Wisconsin and ILow They Can Best Be Met— Gontot tha cuter erown sock bes 

Individual or Collective Orcharding...........G. Hl. Townsend, Madison eee Mee gent of ours lived 

HARDY, and our stock a HEAL: 
Wepnespay Arrernoon.—2 0’CLOCK, THY. A comparison will prove 

that our stock has not the willowy 

Seeds and Seed Selection. W. N. Tracy, U.S. Dept. of Agr., Washington, D.C. sa atereny pot erowtD of southern 

Horticultural Methods in the East. .Prof. Wendell Paddock, Ohio State Univ. ene (then end shrab deipscked 

The House or Typhoid Fly: new methods of controlling this pest...... posure to sun and wind, 

wees eeeeeeeeeeee Prof. F. L. Washburn, State Entomologist, Minnesota 

Students’ Contest. Great Northern Nursery 

The State Horticultural Society offers three prizes of Five, Three and Two Company, Baraboo, Wis. 

Dollars each for the three best five-minute talks by students in the Iorti- Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

cultural Department of the University. .
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Webnespay EveNtng.—8 0’CLOCK. horticulturist. was interested in the 
LADIES’ SESSION. production of seedlings and from the 

thousands produced there have been 

. Mrs. Marcia Howlett, Oshkosh, presiding pieked out here and there those of su- 
Susie. perior merit until there has heen built 
Papers by Mrs. KE. E. Dunning, Milwaukee; Mrs. L. TE Palmer and Miss Cora up alist which gives a very cousider- 

Astle, Baraboo; Mrs. Mareia Tlowlett, Mrs. Ward Davis and Mrs. No AL able range. fur ‘the selection of the 

Rasmussen of Oshkosh. fruit grower. The horticulturists of 

Trcrspay Forexoo\. 9 o'choen. no one of these states has been alone 
in this work. This state gives the 

THE GROWING OF NURSERY STOCK. Wealthy, Wisconsin boasts of being 

Dropawiitionof Numery Stack with Demonsteations. «. . o Dtof.J.(@. Moore _tecbeme of the MeMluhuity while Pat 
Cultivation and Care of the Tree-Fruit Nursery... 2.2. J. Coe, It. Atkinson eis a lowa has brought out) Pat- 

Tits Stenwhorey aid Buell Penid Nursorys voncooo- AUS. Kelloge;Tanesville (8S Greening aid other Sameties 

Sime Theoets Linblo te le Distrilufed on Nursely StockteeProf, Te Ch Siaidass Riel have arldial wnety to the sprog: 
Some ‘Discuses: Affecting Nuisety, Stuclionssove gseusens cx «Diy dan Ri Somes Reels for commoreial anple geowime in 

Top Working in the Nursery. ..0..0..00.0--.K. A. Sinith, Lake City, Minn, "te middle Northwest. 
Organization of a State Nurserymen’s Association. OY 

Trerspay Arreksoon.--2 0'CLOCK. TOMATO SE E D 

The Name and the Game. ......... 0.00000 eee eee eee ee Win. Toole, Baraboo A hrnived amnpantralithe faumaus 

Rational Care of Street and Shade Trees... 0.0.60. .6 0 cee eee eee ee “EARLY BUCKSTAFF™ 

Alfred Seun, City Forester, Milwaukee Pet Package a5 cents 

Improve the City Lot................Wim. G. McLean, Park Supt., Madison Per ounce 75 cents 

The Greenhouse Vegetable Industry in Wisconsin. . Frank Ovenden, Kenosha RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM 
¥ OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 

from whieh they came. These trees ing which is being held here today. § —=———————————— 

were planted in the new settlements We find that these early growers 

under unfavorable conditions. In banded themselves together into socic- 50,000 CUTHBERT 

the majority of instances the results — ties for : general ‘scission of the RASPBERRY PLANTS 

were anything but gratifying. Kither best methods to be employed in over- 

the trees ‘lid not thrive or if they coming the difficultes which they en- FOR SALE 

did by far the larger nimmber were countered. Out of these mere local 

sooner or later destroyed by the se- societies came cach of the great state qd These plants were grown on 

verity of the climate. ‘The result of organizations which for cuthusiasm sandy loam, have just been 

these early plantings may therefore and good work performed are the peer inspected and found to be free 

be considered largely as negative, but of any in the country, for it is only from disease and in fine condition. 

in negative results there may very where there is a common cause that 

frequently appear seme positive feat- enthusiasm and cooperation can be F. N. KANG, Bayfield, Wis. 

ures. This is true, for out of the brought to the highest point. Po 

early attempts at growing varieties Finding that they could net. rely °° 

which were brought from the cast, upon the eastern varieties, these pio- IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

there remain some which are among  neer horticulturists started out with 5 

the most important in commercial the avowed purpose of securing varie For Those Who Desire To 

fruit growing in this scction today, ties which would be capable of with- Put Money in Orchards 
of whieh the Fameuse and Duchess standing the conditions which they Apples and grapes have proven very 

are notable examples. found to exist. With a common start- Fea tee bee apple ead ane 

Fortunately the discouragements ing point we find the work leading region in the state and better than the 

met with by the carly horticulturist along two widely diverging lines, both Bitter , Rect country. , Gunere of two large 

did not have the effect of stamping of which have led to affirmative and price less than. good orchard land. without 

out his enthusiasm for fruit growing very important results. One was the orchards. Think of only one hundred dol- 

in his new environment. As the va- importation of varieties from regions Deedee Caw deco why 

rious growers met with practically the having even more severe climatic con- pay more and wait years when you can get 

same results there came to be a feel- ditions than those prevailing in this a big per cent. here from the start. Look 
‘ . * * < i into this and you will want this snap. 

ing of sympathy and general interest section and from this work we have Stare haw wich you wich to: invest and 

in the cause which resulted in renewed — secured such varieties as Longfield begin a thorough and exhaustive investiga: 

vigor heing put into the work, and and Yellow ‘Transparent. By far the on:atonce; 

from whieh accrued results which are greater, and to an extent the more G. H. TOWNSEND, 

clearly evident at the present. One of productive work was that of produe- MADISON, WIS. 

these results is evidenced by the meet- ing adaptable varieties. Nearly every
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Thus we find that the early history other conditions are, the soil must wrong deduction been made from thei: 

of apple growing in this territory was either be adapted, or capable of being failure? What is the true signit) | 

primarily a period of experiment, most corrected so as to become adapted or — cance of their failure?) That we can 

of the work being done by the pioneer else the project is a failure. The day |©° WW 

who with courageous heart and stead- is past when commercial orchards can . 

fast purpose was laying the founda- be put on any kind of soil as was the BWALDS FOLDING BERRY BOX 

tion of a commercial apple industry home orchard of forty years ago. Not ener) 

for those who were to possess the in- all the soils in the section under con-  **T*NTE® 48 "9 ‘807 eee) Pa 

heritanece he had builded for them — sideration are adapted to fruit grow- LF fase. es /| 

through many a struggle and discour- ing. Neither are all the soils in any fic Pos aa bes | 

agement. particular state, whether in this sec- tS Ly 

The period of experimentation is tion or any other. For the growing Fro.1 Fig 2 Fig. 3 

not closed. We have no right to ae- of apples a clay loam or gravelly loam The only folding berry box made of wood 
. “ cot ais wicteeHel ds veneer that 

cept the legacy of the pioneer and — with a fairly porous subsoil is the type GIVES SATISFACTION 

turn it to our advantage without do- of soil which is usually considered Made in Wisconsin style, Standard dry 

ing all we can to improve the eondi- best adapted to the production of this measure quarts and pints. Neat and 

tions. We may never be able to do as Crop: It is true that in some sections Seeker our arid Fees: eee Me 

much, or at least secure such marvel- — certain types of sandy soil are being — we will tell you more about this box and 

ous results as the generation just past, used with success, but this type of soil how to get it nearer home at manufac 
a : turer's prices. Do it now. 

nevertheless we have a duty to per- requires much greater attention and a We also manufacture crates and old 

form as well as they and unless we larger expenditure in keeping it in style quarts and pints in K. D. for crate 

perform that duty to the best of our suitable condition for the production epee RRO have step! 

ability, succeeding generations will of a paying crop. If we were to study — crates and boxes, big reduction in price on 

rightly aceuse us of being an ungrate- the soil map of the states mentioned carload lots. Our material and prices will 

ful and negligent generation of horti- we would find that the middle North- please you: 

culturists. ‘lhe legacy the pioneer west contains a sufficient area suitable Cumberland Fruit Package Company 

horticulturists left us was a list of va- for apple growing on which to de- Cumberland, Wisconsin 

rieties adapted to our climatie condi- velop an apple industry many times | ——S— ™—SOO—O—S— 

tions, our legacy to succeeding gener- larger than that now possessed by any 

ations should be an established com- similar group of states. The lack of STRAWBERRY 

mercial apple industry. suitable soil then cannot be offered 
Are there insurmountable difficul- as an excuse for the lack of a com- PLANTS 

ties which prevent the establishment mercial apple industry. ——— 

of such an industry ? If we were to Glimeaie: 100,000 choice Strawberry 

talk with a fruit grower of New York ihe ehie® wurament axel iw these Plants. Also Red and Black 

or of Oregon he would doubtless tell ; anak ee used by tose Raspberry, Asparagus and Rhu- 
us that there are, for there is a pre- who claim this region cannot become baihsraots. 

vailing idea that the conditions in ® commercial apple section is that the These plants will not be 

this section are unfavorable for com- climatic conditions are such as to dug more than twenty-four hours 
mercial apple growing. There is. but make it impossible to grow the apple before shipping. All stock guar- 

one method of telling whether such is successfully for commercial purposes. anteed. Hot bed plants in sea- 

the case and that is to analyze care- The inception of this idea was from son. Write for prices. 

fully the conditions as they exist and the failure of the pioneer to grow un- — 

then from our analysis draw a conelu- wlapie on renee RASMUSSEN’S 
sion either ; s atten § , re we to take the failure of the early a 
en ae in the affirmative or in the fruit growers as the final word rela- FRUIT FARM 

The development of a commercial tive to commercial apple growing in OSHKOSH, - WISCONSIN 
i a commercia é 

5 x. the middle Northwest, or has the 
apple industry depends upon four fac _ 

tors: soil, climatic conditions, avail- 

able market, and the man. The ques- ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

tion which arises then is, does the D oO oO r x 

middle Northwest possess these requi- ___ For Fruit Culture. Door County 

Sites .. Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 
Ott. Cc nt Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 

The former belief was that every- oO u y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 

thing in fruit growing depended on OT Particulars Write : : : ::::: 

the soil. We have come to believe 

that the soil is not the only factor in L a n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 
successful fruit raising, but still a STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

controlling one. No matter what the
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not grow apples or that we should have an over-production because of MEMBERS OF THE 2000 CLUB 

learn, as other fruit sections have the lack of proper distribution. I Here is our honor roll for Decem- 

learned, that we should not expect to think we are safe in asserting that ber, a list of members who have in- 

grow all the varieties whether adapted with proper distribution there is little duced others to join the Society and 
or not? The carly fruit growers op no probability of over-production, help swell the total to 2,000. Just 
ae that they cul ne and ft at least of any but the extra faney notice B. Hahn's record. 

about securing varieties which they grade of fruit. If, then, the question A. Lohberger, 1; A. Gropper, 2; 'T. 
could grow as well or better than any. eae . 

ae, . Pace RP Ay seewpiics is that of proper distribution, the D. Van Buren, 2; G. M. Breakey, 1; 
other region. Is the New York grower wiiakt f tl list . shippi 

a er 2 Sti "2 § x ir: . ’ cern Oo. 
discouraged because he cannot grow | “i we ° F Rasa of shipping B. TL Grant, 1; G. IL. Ackerman, 23 * ry vr tanee 
as good Ben Davis as Missouri, er the 2. 76 One OF paramount importanee. yA Pon Eyck, 2d. A. Hays, 15 Boe This question of distance from. the , 
Michigan grower hecause he cannot » . g B. Hahn, 31; T. W. Boyee, 1; Martin 

: market is of great importance to the _— vos 
grow Jonathan to compete with the . ars 0 sleep 2 1 commercial apple grower. Larson, 1; @. Ackerson, 1; 3. °C. 
Oregon product? Should the Minne- iRsows, 2: DP. A. Raw 9 
sota or Wisconsin grower then be dis- (Continued: Next, Month!) SOS, en are ae INTERAC 

re 
couraged heeause he cannot erow Fig. 1291 Fig. 1317 

King, Northern Spy or Baldwin as J. , 7 iy 
does Michigan or New York? If we ay Ne ye” 
lok over the range of varieties which fa See, 
are adapted to commercial culture in bia) | 

the section under discussion we will ba S P R A Y P l J M PS 

tind that we are no more. restricted ee 
than many other commercial sections. (ea Nozzles, Hose, Fittings, etc, 
Our Wealthy, Duchess, MeMahan and 

MeIntosh are not surpassed hy those Fig. 053 . . Fie. 640 Fig. 1410 

xrown in any other section. In addi- ON A ‘Tile off your Ha tSThe Nyers ie J =e 

tion to this there are several other ‘ac N\ Fig heel f 
varieties which may be ealled into b @ iy d199 fo, i ate 

use, but we do not even need to stop su: | ce F Re a} 
eave quis 7 % \ NES fi 

here, ‘The possibilities of adding new al | i A (ait ah 
varieties which will fill in the vacan- ce | ad Hi i 

. ‘ : %. = S ‘ a, en 
cies whieh now oeeur in our list are 4 a => | =a 

sroalor-todaythenwover lefore:becanse Ss Wee. a B 
os . =i S33 a i « piineteles 4 aws governing Fig. 702 > 35] % A the prine ipl and) laws) governing 8. ql D sinincs Fig. 1125 i Fig. Be 

plant breeding are now better under- sere On. i 1358 “mee 
stood than in the past. New varie- a Gai p | 

, 3 ia a ties are constantly being addel I 1 Ap=taea : \ . aa Vig. 1229 Socrane BE | have only to mention the Gem City i ~ fas “Bal \) 04 
: i | a 

which has been recently given at- i Wy { Ell \, tS | 

tion by your Society and the Dudley, } | Wil | \ f 
which has been placed among the im- | » g | Z we, ? catky,| Fis 1385 
portant varieties in Wisconsin, in | fj ni : Vi or ral A 

proof of this statement. If our eli- | J H | re le ° aq “ i] 
matic conditions permit of growing | | Om) 4 ed a 
such varieties successfully why should Mati li | i = i i ai 

we consider unfavorable climate as — TED A { =e ee 

our excuse for the lack of commercial = = Hl aE = ae 
=e i, prea att ea Pe ee 
fruit culture. cn Bas Saar Fig. Been Tuma 

Eran eer cea, | (Ee aaal 
Available Markets. § ae = la A) u f 

. _ . La: ¥ SSP | | 
One of the chief questions which is eng fm Fig. 1364 lane a eer oes tam a 

as EYE? on p 
troubling the man who contemplates reece MARR TEUET VALVE ite oy [ear og ee a 

11 vormaretal sovelsard! ab ihe ‘nvexe LA (irre Rea. aparently # commercial orchare at the present (like Se oe aa ch E : fact Ris 
time is the probability of over-produe- a ox"... _- ae 

5 . cn OE Mapper, ease = AW 
tion due to the recent large plantings SSS ~ are? ae . ~ 
in s g sections caret. When the season arrives you want to be able to SPRAY WITHOUT ANY DELAY 
in'so many sections. A careful study OR ANNOYANCE. A single day's delay may prove costly. In order to be safe at all 
of the situation will convince one times you must have a dependable spray pump outfit. YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND 

that the probabil ON THEE TERS, Bhi steve dunetlions are oR 8 lew MERRS, SEAT, PUMPS na ity yer- oti made in all styles and sizes w a ful ine Oo: for 
: he probability of over-production J] Mrtviete outfits with which to meet every requirement. GET READY NOW. WRITE 
is very slight, but that there may be FOR OUR SPRAY PUMP CATALOG. 

certain sections which will apparently F. E. MYERS & BRO., : : : : ASHLAND, OHIO
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Orchard Planting S I ARK Books F REE. 

2 K 

0 if 0 k Stark Orchard Planting Book and 

By | Wy) Condensed Stark Year Book 
calls) HWY / wit y \} [Two splendid, practical volumes which 
ST: aaa ) tell the amazing story of modern-day fruit- §j ad E = a _ ia NW | culture. Two books filled with invaluable, § a 
VY Vey a down-to-the-minute information on orchard- te taaeyere! 

és ye ing in all its phases; complete descriptions " Sires sr | 
beatin of varieties, season of ripening, locality poe at ») peek : as ee pe 

) IN) fe where each variety does best, ete. They J Year. BRobky mi VAX yr As ); 4 
J Va y-" tell a common-sense the sensational story of ‘ Baie: 

J \aatgy x profits that are being made from commercial ee ee 
), Tae \\ and home orchard growing. These books | (@imma 

m y4 show just whi a a ym ¢ a 4 an 7 WA h t what you can make from a Stark 
~ av/ Lie ) Orchard. And they are both free. Use " ee \ 
Fant y yy) : the coupon. ay) I & EEL EM P aS Ge 

Nai Sa Stark Orchard Planting Book he SS oe ANE CARS ‘f Oa <a 

LSE SS . . . , y ; 
99~ « A book of trustworthy information by a recognized | i | 

7 6 es 4 Stark Bro’s authority - given free to the whole world, not a cata- ty y 
; log or picce of advertising literature, but a well of infor- ie ; 

th *. * 
mation on the planting and care of trees from the da . a 

Nurseries & Orchards Co. help d i trees { fievday 

they are received from the nursery. As the author says: 
‘The contents is not the result of my own experience alone. Condensed Stark Year Book 

It is a collection of the knowledge and experience of many “A Diamond Mine” of Informati 
men. Each has spent a large part of his life working with trees. ormenon 
Many. have had scientific training. All are rich in that greatest Here is a book as different from the usual run of nurserymen’s 
of alk lnowledge—practical experience.’’ It tells the real catalogs as day is from night. It is a veritable mint of boiled- 
secret of success in orchard planting. down information on varieties for commercial or home-orchard 

my . . planting, season of ripening of all varieties of all fruits, letters 
At Planting Time Most Mistakes Occur! from successful fruit-growers from every part of the country, 

f oo comments by our national horticultural authorities, etc., etc. 
This invaluable book explains in simple language, how to It also gives the facts about Stark Trees and quotes prices. Every 

avoid those failures in fruit-growing that are directly due to easy- statement in this book is backed by a million dollar nursery. 
to-make mistakes made when the trees were planted. Planters the country over say this is the best, the most valuable 

e cannot begin to tell you here the priceless information and most practical book of its kind ever published. e have Ww t begin to tell here the priceless informati d practical book of its kind published. We h 
contained in this small but most valuable book. You must have _ thousands of this kind of letters. 
the book itself. Send for it mow. Use the coupon. Or write a Sear’ Wear, oak ‘oad. Gh é tthe Stark Year Rook 

. tie ; ; : : . Stark Year Book received. Ihave C the Stark Ye . 
gard. -oF letter today, without fail, for this truly remarkable several good horticultural works, but ceived, le ia aot oaly the most 

. believe your Year Book contains beautiful and artistic work of its kind 
more valuable, up-to-dat égesti ever issued but th st actical 

Please send me another dozen copies have often thought should be in the forthe new beginner,or the old one guide for the planter of fruit and other 
ofthe Stark Orchard Planting Book. hands of every planter. Will greatly either) than any of them.—John A. trees. The text is unique in many 
This booklet contains very tithely, aid them to. make a success of the | Minger, Memaha Co., Kansas ways, especially in the directness cf 
valuable and some belated informa: trees planted. [think it will be ap- Permit me to thank youfor your statement and the absolute worth of 
tion. Iam sending copy today to apreciated by all.—A. F. Buvinger, handsome catalogue. It is the most the various trees and fruits described. 

young man who was. at my place Labette Co., Kansas. comprehensive of its kind [have ever It should be in, the library of every 
yee MS Reed Prontetan — “Willyoukindly send me one of seen. The color plates are beautiful, fruit grower.—Thos. F. Rigg, Iowa 
Seen Rein ‘Gredon Con, Mo” your 'Stark Orchard Planting Books? and ofdcest absistance in sclectinetruit. Horticultural, Experiment Grounds, 

. * * Have just run across one borrowe * —J. O. Lewis, Wash. Co., Tenn. AFCIR S/0:, SOWA: 
Your Stark Orchard Planting Book £, friend and think it is the best 

is the best thing I have ever seen. Tt gad simplest information onthe sb Neither the Condensed Stark Year Book nor the Stark wi ree planters need badly; jeu i f ithe 
if they will read'thia book and follow ierccaver ome an eee Mold be Orchard Pianting Book can be purchased. They are our 

the instructions they will be much pleased to have one for reference and free gift to you. You might as well have these book 
benefited JF Fourot, Orchardist, jf there is any, price jiitached to rise treasuresin your home. They are waiting for you to ask 

nner Lo., Sas. me know and it wi ve forwarded. 

The Stark Orchard Planting Book Trusting you have some left, remain for them. Send the coupon today. 
received. his is something that - 5 jams, Lancaster Co, Pa. we . 7 

see a Stark Varieties Pay Big Profits 

1 RA Stark Delicious and other special Stark sorts are profit-makers— proven so by 
Free Book Coupon Hi) thousands of successful orchardists who have planted Stark Trees. | Our 

. . stock in all classes of fruit trees, small fruits and ornamentals for Spring 
Stark Bro’s Nurseries & Orchards Co. Fillin, cut — »!2nting is complete. 

Louisiana, Missouri 
Send me free books without obligations on my part. out, and k B 9 

mail this tar ros 

“ame ] €aupen’ == N ies & Orchards C today for urserles rchards VUo., 
Address eee ere ee ‘ aie . i 

— two Free 111 Stark Station, Louisiana, Missouri 
I expect to plant __________trees this spring. Books. aD 

Cantwell Printing Company. Madison, Wis,
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66 : . ” The Men Behind The Trees 
“The Men Behind are past but we still 

the Guns!” When - need, and have, the 

our esteemed “ex.” caret ‘men behind. the 

first used this ex- . guns.” In) Wiseon- 

pression we all sin we have thou- 

thought he had said 1 sands of these men 

something new. The A and most of them 

faet that the | C) are close to the soil; 

splendid) marksman- ; the others are in 

ship of our gunners ‘Aad y polities. 

no less than ovr i Wisconsin stands 
guns and ships was Oe “first” in dairying, 

responsible fer the f p re first ino grains, and 

victories at Manila ié fe a presently will be first 
, 

Bay and at Santiago 3 - in fruit. Not  be- 

roused our patriot- i f 1 cause we have richer 

ism and kept us iia / : { F f { soils, better air or 

boasting for months. ri ef | A better water, but be- 

When we consider od f f cause we have the 

the matter carefully P / men behind the cow, 

ve find it was not so \ : / the men behind the 

uew. American man- Ps i a seeds and the men 

hood, American y behind the trees. 

haracter, energy, a ae ) Horticulture in 

uthusiasm, — deter- . ye Wiseonsin is now in 

mination and brains FF , the making and for 

‘ave made this hg some time we have 

nation. Other coun- wanted our readers 

ines are as rich in to meet face to face 

natural resourees the men who are 

but have lacked the making it. 

men, To that end we 

First of all it was will publish, from 

the men behind the time to time, the 
muskets at Bunker Hill, then the men pictures of some of the “men behind 

behind the ax in the forest. The days the trees” and something about each 

of the fighting men and the pioneers A. L. HATCH one.
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Let it be plainly understood that is this: he has made the best possible you would comprehend exactly thi 

there is no significance whatever in use of all of the faculties with which motive of these narratives and whi: 

the order in which the portraits are nature endowed him to the end that is meant by “the man behind tly 

published nor the position in the he ranks today one of the leading hor- tree.” He dehorned, decapitated aw’ 

paper except that the pioneers will  ticulturists of the United States. disemboweled those old trees, ripped 

have the place of honor, on the front Electing the business of fruit grow- out the sod, using a plow where pos 

page. The other fellows may, owing ing for a life work, he put into it sible, a hoe, pick axe, handsaw or hi 

to the exigency of the situation, find hard work, hard study and integrity. teeth, where the plow wouldn’t work 

themselves back among the spray Such things seem to pay in the end. 

pumps and nurseries. Ts there any young fellow within 

Be it further known that the re- sound of the serateh of my pen who 

marks accompanying the pictures are is cussing his “Inek?” A. TL. Tateh 

not sketches written by the subjects never met anything that weaker men 

themselves. Not a single question has eall “good Ineck.” Tf old man Bad a 

been asked as to age, color, character, Tuck came his way he kieked him P 

lineage, polities, religion or “previous into the street.’ v a 

condition of servitude.” All of that We suspect he was the son of poor ; &j 

and more has been supplied from the but honest parents. We hope so. He . ) 

vivid imagination of the editor, and — is somewhere between 45 and 70 years ere 

consist mostly of things that they — of age, it’s immaterial; horticulturists 7 ” 

didn’t know themselves. We are not never grow old. ; 

concerned about the year when these In 1872 he joined the State THorti- " 

men were born nor where; we want cultural Society and has been one 4 

to know what they have done. of its most helpful members ever b 

We are now ready to begin. If since. From his “Observations of a 

there are no suits for libel more will Novice” at the 1874 convention at y 

follow next month. Madison, we will quote the following 

and then quit: A. K. BASSETT 

A. L. HATCH “There is no nobler employment of | Sprayed, prayed and fought like thi 

Mr. Hatch lives at Sturgeon Bay. the human heart than home-making. devil and in the year of abundance. 

The whole country up there is his— Of all home attractions none are 1911, harvested one of the cleanest. 

by right of discovery—and a very purer or more cheering in their prettiest crops of apples ever ripened 

substantia] portion of it by right of — tendencies than those offered by hor- by the sunshine of Sauk county. 

ownership, “recognized in the sheep- — tieulture.” Sent some to a Chicago commission 

bound volumes of the law.” It is not house and received net returns of 15 

yet quite twenty years since Mr. A. K. BASSETT house per barrel. The rest of the 

ITateh, in company with Prof. Goff, By way of contrast we take great marketing story he told at the con- 

discovered Door county, and today it pleasure in making you acquainted — yention. 

is the leading fruit producing county with A. K. Bassett of Baraboo. We A young orchard is growing up 

in the state. (Make a heavy mark say contrast, meaning thereby in age around the old; says he expects to 

for foresight.) Just before that he only, the other one being A. L. Hatch. have 100 acres in time. Age, 30. 

owned a farm and an orchard in That’s the only contrast. : os 

Richland county. All of this orchard, When we requested a copy of his THIS IS THE LIMIT 

except one row, was in sod as was latest photograph for our rose-pink 

the fashion then and now in Rich- boudoir, he wrote on the back, “age I have been very much interested 

land county. This row, cherries, bore 30,” which we are willing to concede in the growing appetites of Adam 

exceedingly even in off years. The to save further argument. and Eve. I see by the last issue of 

Hatch cherry orchard at Sturgeon It’s mostly hills around Baraboo, Horticulture, Mr. H. H. Howell fixed 

Bay has always been cultivated. limestone clay-covered hills, the kind a total of 20,249,164, not saying any- 

Make another mark for judgment and where the good apples grow. On the thing about size nor quality of 

observation. top of one of these hills, the very top, apples. 

Ife was a tree peddler once, about may be found an old orchard—and I wish to Say that 202,020,249,164 

thirty-five or forty years ago, out in Bassett. The things he has done to was too many apples for the two to 

the Kickapoo country. The trees he that old orchard in the three years he eat, ‘and it’s no wonder they raised 

sold are alive yet and bearing the has owned it, defy description. The (ain. 

kinds of fruit he said they would bear. first year the Fameuse, Utter and Yours very truly, 

Make another mark for honesty. Plumb Cider all looked alike, and if R. O. Binauam. 

If you should follow closely the you could have seen those seab masses +) 

life of this man you would have your’ and then the clean skinned Fameuse Mention this paper when writing to 

slate covered with marks. Briefly, it last year that brought $3.00 a barrel, advertisers. a
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THE NAME AND THE GAME around, to see if we can find in the value of varieties. He was advised 
BY WILLIAM TOOLE, BARABOO, WIS. conduct of others, misfits according to make a study of conditions in his 

Probably most of you at some time to these. rules of the game of life; own loeality, and choose varieties 

or other, have heard some one say, rather let us lool within ourselves, which had proved suitable; there, ‘ind 
“if I have the name I may as well to: nee if Me eee living up to the it is very important to make a good 
huve the. gains,” such eeproseion #en- standards which we assume, when we selection. Tle replied that it is more 

erally following mention of some un- neeept a reputation which V desire, important to he able to get: theistinds 
complimentary rumor or accusation. onl behooves us to give’ heed that fou order. There are many: other 
It is something of a shock to think we have studied well the rules of the things that might be considered in 
that anyone would choose to. live same. The scholar, to pass examin- the line of what constitutes a good 

down to some lower standard, rather ons andl seeure lis degree; must Iorticulturist, and not the least. is 
than. stiive for a better life, aid vet give evidence that he has acquired the quality of fruit we put on the 

there are probably many who follow knowledge e erin ines before he market. We criticise the use by the 

a downward courses, heeaase of the receres his dipioma. Might not we, ether fellow, of red netting, which 

impulse of an unkindly attitude to- with advantage to all concerned, — gives green peaches a luscious ap- 

«ard them. “We love to: think that make a study of the ethics and amen- pearance, yet others may be as much 
we, ourselves, are choosing a name ities of intercourse with our fellow disappointed in our apples, or ber- 

that is worthy, one which Indicated MEDS a etter still, treat durselves to ries if we have not done honest grad- 
exalted inna: Gad ie HES WEI GIT a periodic examination of conscience, ing and packing. / 

sider whether we are living up to the a a ths mene OE 8 certain Bond And. we may ask ourselves, if we 

rules of the game, which is implied ‘ hristian Becks dn that CAS instead have played fair with our State Hor- 
hy the name, or the reputation which On ane sins of pride, wrath-— (jeultural Society, amd given good 

we assume. Perhaps there is no def- Seaale ‘ ot "Tat and other of ‘he measure of help for the benefits re- 

inite thought in our mind, that the ihe * aus eal “ a wort 3 ceived. Have we given it the im- 

stand which we take in society, im- orticulturist, ask myself: if T have jyulse of our enthusiasm, sustained 

poses on ourselves obligation to live kept my hens from my neighbor's hy constant loyalty to the cause of 

up to any definite ideals, yet we eae ne j Allowell weed seeds to Wisconsin ITorticulture? Having 

would be very jealous of any intima- Site or a iia mine to my neigh considered some of the qualifications 

tion, that we may not be worthy of ora: fieldst Have T planted trees on of an ideal individuality, for the 

the reputation which our aequaint- te line next my neighbor, that hs members of our State Horticultural 

anees aceord us. It is true that there and shall help to yield profit to mes Society, may we not as well give some 
are many: ‘who: are: satisfied to have Have I harbored insects or plant dis- thought to the individuality, and de- 

acquired a name without having  C*S°> that might become a menace or — sirable characteristics for our State 

varned it, as we note that there are '™Jury to others? Have I been as [forticultural Society as well. 
some: whe sideavor to ‘secure’ their ready to share with others, as I have If we, consider retrospectively, the 

college degrees with as small a meas- been to accept, the good things of — history of our society, and make com- 

ure of intellectual effort as will carry life? Have I been iBenerous oF not parison with like organizations of 

them through. with flowers to the sick or shut-in, or other states, we have reason to be 

If all participants in base - ball selfishly kept. to myself the abund- satisfied with our standing among 

played strictly to the rules of the 77° that might have been shared kindred societies and yet it is well 
vame, there would never be any risk with others? Have I been negligent {4 consider if we have, at all times. 

in being umpire; and if all players in caring for the nursery stock T given evenly balanced attention to 

in foot-ball, were true to the spirit have bought, because of the promise the various interests which the broad 
f the rules of the game, there would to replace? TTave I been reckless in subject of Horticulture represents. 

e much less danger to those who giving advice to the inexperienced, — [¢ jg proper that fruit culture should 

-trive for honors on the gridiron. perhaps giving them cause to regret yeceive leading consideration, for the 

There are certain qualities of mind, the possession of too many trees, of history of the work of our society is 

-f character with which the world such varicties as Borsdorf, Longfield, a continued account of efforts to find, 

vredits the Horticulturist. If a lover [libernal and Repka? If in the the best possibilities of fruit grow- 
{ flowers, he is supposed to be gen- trade, have IT been as careful of the ing in Wisconsin. We have proved 

‘vous and kindly, with high ideals. roots of the stock delivered as of the so much, and excited such hopes for 

!f a lover of fruit, then the world appearance of the tops? Have I been profitable ventures in commercial 

“xpects an accompaniment of tem- too ready to take advantage of the orcharding in Wisconsin, that it is 

perate inclinations, and habits. If dealer’s disclaimer of responsibility, due to those whom we have encour- 

our lives do not accord with these and not used due diligence in en- aged, to see to it that they are wisely 

ideals, we are not living up to the deavoring to furnish customers with directed. In the meantime, we must 

rules of the game, and our name is that they have bargained for? not forget, that the’ interests of the 
not a credit to those with whom we At the State Fair a visitor was farmer and small grower, are just as 

class ourselves. We will not look making inquiries about the relative important as are the interests of those
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who have surplus capital seeking in- of the sections assigned them? As tical, well prepared and delivere.’ 

vestment. Each head of a family it is, we know that we can look to with the ease and confidence o 

represents a center of happiness to our Lake Geneva brethren for certain trained publie speakers. 

several individuals; a possible mem- classes of information. We know While all were excellent the jur 

bership in our society, and a vote, just whom to look to for light on awarded the prizes as follows: Firs: 

and an influence, in making and dir- legal questions and to whom to turn. A. Seaton; second, Harry Fart 

ecting legislators. In reviewing the for nomenclature wisdom. Do we — third, George Potter. 

activities of our society we realize estimate ‘as we should the value of In the fruit judging and identit! 

that in the past, we have considered — the good will, and good fellowship — cation contest, TT. S. Neweomb wo, 

a great variety of subjects, in addi- gained through intercourse at our se- first prize, Anthony Berg second an 

tion to caring for the various grades ciety gatherings? Many of us do, T  Tfugo Klumb and IT. A. Phlughoef: 

of demonstration orchards, whieh we am sure, but we are missing one good — tied for third. 

have established. T ean now think and enjoyable feature, in failing to oe 

of but one class of Torticulturists maintain our annual banquets.  Per- THE NEW ERA IN WISCONSIN HOR- 

whom we have neglected. That is haps they have been suspended—I TICULTURE 

‘the commercial florist. Why should hope not abandoned—because it has We He TANGHEDT SPARTA, WISs 

we not have them with us, as well been difficult to work up a sustaining That we are just entering a New 

as the nurserymen? With the many — interest in each event, but T suspect ra in Tlorticultiure in this state i 

and diversified horticultural interests that our loss is largely due to the — very apparent to all who have bee 

now being promoted by our society. fact that we have overloaded our sec- taking note of things in hortieul- 

it is easily possible that some may be — retary with too many eares at annual tural lines throughout the state 

temporarily ovgrlooked. meeting time. Why not have it es- during the past two years. The 

We have accustomed ourselves to tablished, that the Viee President of — dividing line has been sharply mark- 

depend on the versatility of our see- the society each year, shall be chair- ed and unmistakable to even the 

retary, feeling confident, that his man of the Banquet Committee? Or — most casual observer. The hortieul 

varied talents will always serve us. when we have systematized our work ture of the past has been experi 

Are we not at times negligent in not and assigned special duties to each mental to a great degree, bringing 

showing, with helpful suggestions, member of the executive committee, many disappointments with just 

our interest in his work? A surplus let us, by all means, make a good cnough rays of hope interspersed to 

of kindly thoughts would be better selection for a director of social keep its devotee enthralled and keep 

than apparent indifferences on our — functions. him everlastingly at it. The Horti 

part. These promptings apply to Now that we have considered some — culture of the present is an attractive 

the support of our paper, as well as of the qualities, which stand for the business venture with well defined 

to the general affairs of the society. make-up of a good Horticulturist, areas of suitable locations and well 

Could we not eatalog, and elassify, someone may ask, of what avail is established  guideboards of — experi- 

the various subjects, and interests, it to study the rules of the game and — mental knowledge pointing out the 

that should be considered by our so- live up to the standard of conduct, way to success. 

ciety, that a balance may always be which shall entitle one to feel that The Horticulturist of the past was 

maintained? In fruit culture, we he is a Torticulturist in good stand- looked upon as a sort of fanatic, af- 

have the large and small fruits to ing? Why do so much for others? flieted with a harmless form of 

be cared for by commercial and ama- Surely he will value the good will of | lunacy. Today we honor him as a 

teur growers; market gardening and his fellows, and to him will be the sturdy pioneer whose persistent ex 

the care of the home garden; flowers contentment that is always the re- perimental work has made /orticul- 

for indoors and out; shrubs in var- ward for unselfish service. Tonors ture in this state an attractive busi- 

ious classes; evergreens and other will come to him in time, but honors — ness venture, while we look upon the 

trees; landscape art, parks, cemeter- are not continuously satisfying. The —horticulturist of the present as an 

ies and drives; school ground decora- crowning earthly joy of a well spent — enterprising business man of a high 

tion and school children’s gardens; life, will be the consciousness that order of intelligence. 

promoting local horticultural and one has done his best, and that his As the past has been an era of 

civic improvement — societies. The life has been a benefit to his fellow experimentation so the present is an 

foregoing is but a partially sugges- men. Era of Rapid Development and when 

tive list of the many subjects that naan we look around and see with what 

we have considered in the past, and OUR STUDENT FRIENDS energy development schemes along 
which will come before us again in The student contests were quite as horticultural lines are being pushed 

the future. Might not these subjects interesting as ever. we can readily understand that we 

and interests be classified by sub- The close attention given by the need not concern ourselves as to 

divisions, in such a way that we audience to the speaking contest and means of accellerating the movement 

might look to the various members the hearty applause showed plainly but are made to feel that there is 

of our executive board, to keep in the feeling of our members for these great need of strenuous efforts on the 

mind and have a sort of supervision young men. The talks were all prac- part of the Wisconsin State Horti-
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ciltural Society to make it an era, commission markets and a few of the promoter and the real estate shark?” 

rot only of rapid development, but an leading country towns for estimates Fortunately we have with us today 

«ra of sane and businesslike develop- of the number of cases of strawber- representatives from several sections 

ment as well, else we shall fall on ries that their trade would take at of the state who are so closely con- 

evil days. certain prices. When I had heard nected with horticultural interests in 

Right here I wish to quote a few from all, I found that estimates from a business way as to qualify them to 

lines from a popular author. different towns tallied so nearly with — give us much plain unvarnished truth 

| their population that IT beeame econ- from their respective sections of the le who lives within things can never") t t 
worship in truth. vineed that they would make a safe state. Let us ask Mr. Richardson of 

kyes blinded by the fog of things cannot — basis of estimate of what the con- Sparta whether or not there is room 

wars ceaienem by the din of things can- sumption would be in the territory for further development along horti- 

not hear truth, within my reach. This T used with cultural lines in his section and if 
Brains bewildered by the whirl of things — the census report to form an estimate so whether he wishes to see develop- 

cannot think truth. ” y ” g * : 
Lets BaRIeWeR Ky tHe welentlot things OF how many acres of strawberries it ment by the nonresident investor 

cannot feel truth. would take to supply the territory through the good (7%) offices of: the 

eee en of things eam at prices which I considered satis- professional promoter or development 

. . factory. My estimate was that 800 by the home builder, who wishes to 
How’ vividly a picture of earlier — acres, producing such crops as I had — establish a home and obtain a liveli- 

days, when I, as a young man just heen able to produce, would supply hood as a horticultural specialist. 

attaining my majority, comes to me all the markets within reach from Let us ask Mr. Kern of Bayfield and 
at this time. I had been an experi- Sparta. A few years later Sparta Mr. Bingham of Sturgeon Bay and 
menter in horticulture from boyhood — alone came into the market with 600 — others prominent in horticultural 
days. I was casting around for a acres and many competing towns had work these same questions and then 
business opening. The President of sprung up. ‘The result isa matter of — let us investigate the nonresident in- 

the Wisconsin State Tforticultural history. The strawberry crop was al- — vestor development of the Bitter Root 

Society as a farm institute lecturer Jowed to rot on the ground unhar- — district and some of the other west- 
was telling the people of the State vested. The only satisfaction IT got ern sections following this plan and 

that there was no danger of over pro- out of that year’s business was to compare it with the Minnetonka dis- 

duction of fine strawberries. How know that my pencil did not deccive — triet in Minnesota with its resident 
eagerly I listened to that statement. qne in making an estimate and that development, small holdings and 

Ifow I wished to believe it. Why? — strawberries were so cheap that peo- happy homes and I think we shall 

Simply this; I was an experienced ple got the strawberry habit which have no trouble in deciding whieh 
strawberry grower and I knew Teould has worked to the advantage of straw- plan for development we ought, as 

raise large crops of fine strawberries berry growers ever since. a society, to encourage. 

and if this statement was true, I I mention this only to illustrate It is, however, a fact that the ar- 

knew I need look no further for a that there may possibly be a per-  gument may be truly used that the 

Lusiness opening. I knew something — fectly sane and cold blooded business professional promoter will develop 

of markets but had some troublesome — method of guaging development in much more quickly the orchard pos- 
doubts as to their limits and the any horticultural line. sibilities of any section but let us 

danger of over production. I was If you will but take the time to stop to inquire whether even this is 

hetween the two fires of hope inspired examine the collection of prospect- desirable. 

ly the president’s assertion and uses, issued by various real estate lstimates from reliable sources 

despair inspired by my own doubts concerns, which Secretary Cranefield » place the acreage planted to cherries 

as to extent of markets. Jope said: has in his office, you will agree with in the Sturgeon Bay district at from 

“the president is agman of business me that we are in the midst — 2,000 to 3,000 acres and reliable par- 

experience beyond your years, his of things horticulturally here in Wis- — ties who have been watching develop- 

indgment should stand without ques-  consin and the all important question ment, in that section, predict that 

‘ion and held up illusions of a happy before us is, Shall we allow our eyes this will be raised to 10,000 acres 
‘ome over which I should preside to be blinded by the fog, our ears within a very few years. We are 

urrounded by loved ones.” Doubt deafened by the din, our brains be- told also that the present bearing 

-aid: “the president’s statement will wildered by the whirl, our hears acreage is about forty, from which 

nly lead others to take up straw- deadened by the weight and ov yery handsome returns are being: re- 

‘erry raising and hasten the day of throats checked by the dust until we ceived which are being flaunted by 

glutted markets and calamity and can neither see, hear, think, feel or the professional promoter before the 

if you plunge, it will put an end to speak the truth. dazzled eyes of prospective investors 
all your visions of home and loved Ifere we may well ask, “What is as an example of what they may 

ones.” the truth, where may we find it, and receive if they will only sign a con- 

In my perplexity I did what I have how may we separate it from the fog tract with them for a ten acre or- 

since learned wag the only sensible and din and whirl and dust that is chard which they are able’ to show 

thing to do. I wrote to the leading being kicked up by the professional them, with their pencils, will bring
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in a handsome income for old age our markets and stimulating con- miles from Minneapolis, 1,800 miles 

and retirement. How illusive is the sumption, thus making room for a from Milwaukee, 1,900 miles from 

inducement to the man, working on rapid and natural inerease in horti- Chicago. The Minnesota grower 

a moderate salary; a compensation or cultural production thereby building however, has to ship his fruit 50 t: 

income for the retirement of old up happy and prosperous rural homes 100 miles to Minneapolis, 350 to 40: 

age. Ah! that has been a perplexing and making this an Era of Rapid and miles to Milwaukee, 400 to 500 mile 

problem with him for some time. Businesslike Development of Horli- to Chicago; and the Wisconsi: 

Here is its solution, and how easy cultural Interests in This State. grower approximately 100 to 300 mile 

that company of promoters are going __ to Minneapolis, 25 to 200 miles ty 

to make it all. Just the signing of Milwaukee, and 150 to 400 miles t: 

a contract, and the payment of a COE awit ii Chicago. / 

few dollars per month and _ presto MIDDLE NORTHWEST The New York grower who desire= 

change the perplexing problem is By Pror. R. A. Moore to put his product on these market- 

solved. iontinued’-from: Tanudty (085 has the following distances to ship 

How quiekly it causes the fog to Available Markets. Five hundred to 600 miles to Chicago, 

raise before the eyes. How quickly 600 to 700 miles to Milwaukee, ani 

the din of it deafens the ears. But The apple being the most cosmopol- 1,000 miles to Minneapolis. Those of 

before we allow the whirl of it to itan of fruits is grown over a much Virginia and West Virginia must 

bewilder the brain, let us use a small wider range than other fruits, with ship about the same distance. Taking 

grain of sense and businesslike pre- the result that at least some of the the average distance to these market 

caution and make ‘some inquiries. product is produced near by the ma- points, which constitute the chief ones 

Let us ask the representatives from Jority of the great consuming centers. for the middle West, we see that the 

the Sturgeon Bay district what in A difference of a few cents per unit Oregon grower has from ten to four 

their opinion will be the effect of in the cost of transportation may then teen times as far to ship, the Bitter 

multiplying their present output by mark the difference between being Root seven to nine times and New 

250 or even 100. In their opinion, able to secure a remunerative price in York and Virginia three to five times 

will it be possible to obtain sufficient any given locality or in not being able Michigan is the only state that is at 

help to harvest such an output? Will to ship to that market. How does the all comparable and even her distances 

it be likely that transportation facil- distance between the available mar- are greater for the average shipment. 

ities will be sufficient to handle it if ket of this section compare with those Owing to this proximity to the 

harvested? And will markets at of other apple growing regions? We markets and therefore the lessened 

profitable prices be found for such can possibly point: out this compari cost of transportation this section 

an increase? Let us have estimates °°? better by giving a few figures should be able to hold nearly an ex- 

from them regarding the number of than by any other way. clusive trade in its standard varieties 

times their present output can be Hamilton, Montana, the central in Milwaukee, St. Paul, Duluth, Min- 

multiplied with safety to the investor. point of the famous Bitter Root Val- neapolis, Superior and cities in the 

Tet. us ak these gate -qilestions of ley, lies 1,000 miles from Minneapo- Tron region, and a large trade in any 

representatives from the various lis, 1,800 miles from Milwaukee, of the comparatively large cities of 
other fruit producing centers here 1,400 miles from Chicago. The ap- the section. As to the availability of 

represented ‘revarding:-the ‘particular proximate distance from Oregon markets no apple section of the coun- 

line of production of their section. points to the same markets are: 1,500 try possesses more favorable condi- 

Let us insist on well considered an- . $$$ ______— — 

swers, and then let us get the in- 

formation thus secured tabulated in . 

shape for distribution to the inquir- 

ing public that they must know the ff. ® 

approximate truth and use it for fa 

their guidance and protection. : — 

Some may object that such a course = B= oe ‘ | 

will check development and all will . EE re | Be ai 

agree that rapid development at this F es = i - Se 

time is desirable, but I think most of is wh e ——— ES 

you will agree with me that the most | 4 a ee | 

substantial development will come | a = . | 

from letting the unvarnished rays of SRT Sw /asrmpaneomrerarer ates amie 

truth so dire t it as to keep produc- a soviet, 

tion and market demands nicely bal- | & oe 9 OE seo ese rie Sei 

anced; by pointing out those products Se = — 

of which there is an underproduc- The playground is all in front of the school house. Jingling Bros. pay bill board 

tion: developing ways’ of widening rentals in rural diaislely git adeutmslon Hiokely Soi got the tickets
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ions for an outlet for its crop than sin, Minnesota and northern Iowa demand sufticient to take many times 

he section we are considering. Mar- have been passing through the state the amount now produced; with mar- 

kets, then, are not an excuse for not of the home orchard, and today stand kets and market facilities surpassed 

building up a commercial apple in- at the threshold of a commercial ap- by no other fruit growing region; 

dustry. ple growing industry. The home or- with growers who are growing fruit 

The Man. chard as a producer of market fruit as a business and not as a side line to 

If the other three essentials for must go or the home producer must dairying, grain raising, or other busi- 

snecésafuil commercial: apple orchard: reform. Conditions have changed _ ness, there is no conceivable reason 

Gigvare Hot Fesponeible foe tie future and practices must change to keep why this region, once despised as an 

ilevelopment of stich an. industry in pace with the changed conditions. apple growing section, should not take 

tive: middle: ‘West. then the grower What is the cause for the present as- its place among the foremost sections 

must be held responsible. I do not cendency of the W estern grower! Not of the country as a producer of fine 
lelieve we are ready to admit that flavor, not superior conditions of soil appearing, first-class apples of qual- 

the fruit grower of these stateaas aoe °F climate, not more natural bless- ity surpassed by none and equalled by 

equal in initelligerice: and enerey t6 ings, but because he makes apple few sections of the country. 

those of any other section. Wherein, ere tng ‘business, not fi Bide lags PROCEEDINGS OF EXECDTIVE coM- 
then, does the failure lie? To get at This is a day of specialization and a MITTEE 

the reason for the present situation ™°? to be a good fruit grower must The most rtant: ae rt) 

let us look at the history of the de- Brow fruit asa business. We have no Vxcoutive. Dominitiee “ a “ : i 
velopment of a commercial fruit sec- erubieism:of the pioneer in hissorchard ee — ome “ a“ the first 

tion. In this consideration we must practices, fur he lived up to the ap- i Piel ane number 

exclude the West because its develop- proved anetliods of his day, but Weds * Tl : a ee ste —_— 

ment has been along radically differ- severely criticise the orchardists of “ thie 3 "ion eee orehurds aS 

ent lines than that of the East. The today, either “farm” or “commercial Joos! us the sineil Comin tbe oy 

development of the Hast and middle who follow the same’ methorls the ve them. the new orchards will 
Northwest has been identical. he ®'OWe of fifty or even twenty-five as with winter apples only. 

fruit finding its way onto the mar Years ago followed. No man is blame: ile the selection a he ae and 
kets in the main has been the surplus less in fruit growing who does not 2 sal rece = = i te 4 re orchard 
fruit from the farm orchard. So long keep abreast of the times in the mat- coma af - safe to say that but 

as conditions were not too adverse the ter of the production of the highest ew, Varigties Snlllbe Helceted for Gach 

farm orchardist was able to produce grade of marketable fruit. His fail- orchard and that the orchards: sie 

a fairly creditable quality of fruit, ure is not alone his, but it cffects one strictly commercial basis. 

hut as soon as the trees grew older, deleteriously every man who offers We neve tablished fall apples as 

the pests more numerous, and the fer- fruit on the market, and it matters tne o tne pnts crops un 

tility of the soil declined, quite the not whether the neglect is of orchard Hus pliite; new let us see: whak sve 

reverse was true. It was not until spraying, pruning or the marketing can do with winter kinds. Fae 

this condition came to the point where — of his crop. - connie mags Bee for 

the fruit of a section was becoming a With abundance of suitable soil, a " ssistant to the Supt. of Trial 

reproach to the section that a com- list of adapted varieties as large as Orchards, a field man, as the work 

mercial industry developed. Wiseon- any commercial section, and with a has now grown to such an extent that 
. one man can no longer cover the 

o - - = 1 ground at the proper time. 

E. The committee at its second meet- 

ep. Ds 7 ing located the Summer meeting at 

i.) CS r Bayfield. 
Ba 5 Pa sie “ The changes in membership fees 

Be Pao a 3 Sy _s % oe was the only business transacted at 

5 ER a 5> Ss the third session. 
Ree | te | er eS | + 
ee See see i oe 4 i GET BUSY 
SI ea aes 23. ee iad ! a - = x 

te aaa Oi En ‘i ! Now is the time and the only time 

| to get in on the old rate. Until 

March 1st, fifty cents goes but for 

only one year. 

| i There is still a good supply of the 

| 1911 Report and a copy will be sent 

| to every new member. It is the most * 

| compact, concise “meaty” state re- 

- ea . port published and is easily worth 

This is not a jail, but a Wisconsin school house. No wonder the boys want to five dollars to anyone interested in 

seveute eat de an a) MAMI sauce SoreehtON we) laforsiven. windows any brane of horticulture.
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Wi j rti It lost in the wilds of the park and even Mr. Rodgers of Arkansas, but he sent 

SCONS LW ho cu ure in getting from one wing to another. a very fine paper which was read 

Published monthly by the President Bingham is a woodsman — by the secretary. 
Wissousin: State Horticultural Society and after being twice lost borrowed ges 

24 E. Mifflin St., Madison, Wis. an axe and “blazed” a trail to the The apples shown were from [ood 

Official organ of the Society. west entrance. IIe was reported lost River, all except those from Wiscon 

——— once after that, but no doubt this sin. Some of the visitors, from Mad 

FREDERIC CRANBFIELD, Editor story is without foundation. ison, actually believed that Bassett’s 
Secretary W, S. H. S., Madison, Wis. 4 , 1 
Associate’ HaAltora—_Ninetesn Huriared — Fameuse, Wealthy and Seeks were 

Members of the Society. Several near-fatalities were report- Western grown apples and were per 1 DI I 

—= ed, the most serious being brainstorm = mitted and encouraged to go away, 

aebeeeintion: Bree Sas gee Wikeon in the case of some of the berry and — believing it. 

ain, tate Hortlcaleural Bocteye craseaaia cherry growers indueed by attempts —— 

Madison, Wisconsin. to show State Inspector Emery and Someone told Supt. Essman_ that 
Remit’ by Postal or Express Money Order. 5 : ‘ 

Coin may be sent safely if wrapped or at: Attorney General Bancroft that a all the MeIntosh shown by the Bitter 
tached to a card. Personal checks not ac- esas: Tasos ; ‘ied 
cepted. Stamps accumulate faster than we  Wihe-quart berry box properly stapled — Root people at Chicago were bought 

gan wee them. De not tend stamps ff any jighds G7 and a fraction cubie inches. from Reis of Richland Center. 
cafhavertising rates made known on applt- a He is telling it yet, or still, over 
a — The ladies were all there, not only at the Capitol. 

s H 1 1s on Wednesday evening but at every — 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society session except Thursday afternoon We never had a better class of 

OanICERS: when the ladies of the Madison Hor- papers both by our own members and 
PFICER . + co 

ticultural Society took them some- by guests. Prof. Pe ok’s ening 
D. E. Bingham, President___-Sturgeon Bay |" eee NOON vy Buests. of. Paddock’s opening 
C. L) Richardson, Vice-President----Stanley where, we don’t know yet where they — statement condemned the farm  or- 
L. G. Kellogg, Treasurer_____-----_-Ripon “ ‘ Se 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary_--_--__--Madison went or what they did, but they were chard in Ohio, and elsewhere. Ile 

— seen at the poultry show in the U. W. said much besides which will be re- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Stock pavilion, and late in the after- peated later. 

D. 8. Bingbam, Chairmano.-= Bene hoon were reported imbibing Oolong . — 

EB G, RONG awe n nora nman vB OD or Java at the home of one of the Prof. Washburn enjoyed himself 

ist Dist., Wm. P. Longland Lake Geneva Madison ladies. very much but not more than we 
2nd Dist., G. W. Reigle-____--_----Madison 5 ‘ in 
3rd Dist., Wm. ‘Toole.- --------- Baraboo — enjoyed his company. Mr. Tracy 

Dist., W. C. Seiker________Milwaukee . . tae 
bth Di & Molener=- 2 JOconsmowoe In spite of the cold all were even- came all the way from Washington 

on Dist. Hi Gonna aT aan tempered except. Christensen who and expressed himself as | much 

oth Dist. x Ww RasmUser satan occasionally grew peevish when some — pleased to be with us. 

roth Dist., Teving Suilth.-—-----~--Aehian one would ask if he brought his wife — 

o oO along. He looks steady, sober and Nearly everyone, except commis- 

polRD OF GIERAGERS well trained and one would naturally — sion men, agree that the bringing to- 

D. E. Bingham F. Cranefielad suppose he was a married man. gether of the producer and consumer 

L. G. Kellogg — will pretty nearly solve the problem. 

a Want the usual dope? Here it Bassett did it. Read his paper. 

Saar engabarship-----------------$0.60 is: fine meeting, best we ever had. -—-- 
Remit to Secretary W. S. H. S. The attendance was excellent and the Two of the papers were in a class 

_ _ Madison. Wik program interesting and profitable. by themselves; The New Era in Hor- 

- Only one miss in the entire program, — ticulture, by Mr. Hanchett, and The prog 
CONVENTION NOTES 

The Madison weather man is lo- 

eated on the top floor of the least IMPORTANT NOTICE 
accessible of the University build- Madison, Wis., Jan. 20, 1912. 
. . After March 1, 1912, the fee for annual membership in the Wisconsin State 

mgs: He is ws I guarded day and Horticultural Society will be One Dollar. Local Society Dues for each member, 
night and that’s the only reason he fifty cents. 
is alive: Not for a minute did he Application for Annual Membership will be accepted for but one year in 
rive us ze lus during the whole advance on the fifty cent basis. Local societies may forward rhembership 
BIE! MS) SEO POs IAUTINE” Ue) WON until March Ist, at the old rate, twentv-five cents for each member, after 
week. In spite of ten, fifteen and that the rate will be fifty cents. 
twenty-two below the attendance ex- Applications for life membership must be accompanied by nominations by a 

. 2 life member or an annual member in good standing for at least two years. The 

ceeded 15000 at every session. fee for life membership is $10.00. (Dating from January 11th.) Now is the time 
—— to renew and to get new members. 

i s ages ewe Membership includes subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. Tell your 
The Capitol building was warm neighbor about it. Boost a little and we can have 2,000 members by March Ist. 

and well lighted at all times but some FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Secretary. 
suffering was reported on the way Remember it Is One Dollar after March ‘st., 1912. 

over from the Avenue. Many were
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\ame and the Game, by Mr. Toole. .-@-  ™7:1}MDNM.—000\«»>——nnn—e—>»>e—e—eeeoro''' 

oth appear this month. aOR 
— Wp J re THE HARDIE 

Kach of our own people had some- = 

thing new to tell but probably the ie SPRA Y ERS 

most striking paper was the one by fe 
\. K. Bassett of Baraboo. Producers H Hand and Power Outfits 
and consumers alike are excited just 5 aT : z : 5 

me “ nt i hiat : : : its a J a <r =) The Hardie Sprayer is built by a practical fruit grower, Low a high cost « ving 
OW-RDOWE Che! HIGH ECOSe OF TV Eg) am ] | for fruit growers and by a man who knows how to 
the probable cause of it. build sprayers. 

. a r Parts coming i i i i 
The discussions and side-talk all | arts coming in contact with spraying fluid made of 

: I hard metal brass and cannot wear out. 
through the convention placed — the & 

Society clearly on record as favoring in The Hardie Sprayer is the Sprayer that will work when 

individual ownership of fruit farms ay a ee. work and wall de your spraying right. 
G ; 

as opposed to large ventures and | e Tlardie Pump Is guaranteed. 

especially the “five and ten acre” co- i | Write now for prices and catalog. We can give you 

operative plans. i the best material, prices consistent with quality on 
ee me Arsenate of Lead, Sulphur Lime, Bordeaux, Bordo- 

e siete Alene a4 Lead, Powdered Arsenate of Lead, Scale Killer, Sulfur. We have a com- Our visiting delegates marvelled : : 
. plete line. Do not delay. Send for booklets and prices. 

much over the presence of so many 

young men and women in our So- M ROHLINGER & SON 

ciety, seems they don’t have our kind Se 
P és . 523 CASS STREET 

of women in’ Lowa, Minnesota and 

Illinois. ‘The presence of the women MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
from Sturgeon Bay, Oshkosh, Wash- 9 ————_—_A AANA ar 

burn, Baraboo and other points, this 

year and the splendid) program fur ‘ 

nished by them Wednesday evening, sf we 
: e wm ‘ 

fixed for all time the place of women : 1 og he at imgy 
Ww + 4G, oS in our society. We know now that “Gites ap eee 

we cannot get along without them ig Ra aH sine, 

in the Convention and in Society do 1 ta NOS » Convention ¢ Society dé Seale ae eee / 

cape eae ETRE Capo. bo 
ings. Pate ais peas OY oe 1S. 

eee AEE Ct are baa ant wo Bo tae ye oo as SENSE Be ot, Co NEI SS a, x ‘ 7 ‘ oT GAR ROE Se iar one, Sates, Fe. Paka : 
Phe business session passed off Bite. 1) Sp i ON, SMR at SE UNAS A, Alas. ata 

. . . BPE! CLK soi GAM ANGIE CRE MORE Stn D5. Sh peat ae 
quietly and = the election was the i ‘ing Bi? he Pane Oe ae eae Aes Pe a shy 

5 3 24 Bee Ry 2h a a AEE EE Pl Fe FP WE ae 
tamest affair we have secn in years. ‘28 € i os, CSS Sade Ura cae cata Pres Papen Ara eek gay ber « d . Me er ; Races RANE tae pent “4 
Same old bunch all through for offi- By i Se Oe as Asaia Ny ; 

cers and only two changes in the Jee, ia sag Cee ee Ra 

executive committee. See page & for p gk e Nr: ee p 
new committee. On Thursday article j SSR id ca he az ea s 

| of the Constitution was amended ) Bo 7e lea oe ae 
giving the Executive Committee om ia yes ii Wy 2 aT, 

power to fix the fees for membership. i) cer | BCS) ies / Pa ee re 

Several resolutions of more or less ye 5 a 7 ; eg Sait 

importance were passcd at the last Bee es AGE: rats Si oe aT ANS ES 
ec teddies PREra Wie aac A oe or session. , hi re ars, a Pe Ly soak ed { Kei" aX ee Si 

4 Ale MBE Oe olds NU RRER a ithe, Nit aaa 
- (BYE) as eon An Mae oR UN Oe 

No one sang Auld Lang Syne or . 

told stories during the last hour but WINTER APPLES OF QUALITY 

we closed as we began, doing busi- Plant Fall Apples? Certainly. They are good for hogs and greatly help out the 

hess. Banana and Orange Trusts at this time of the year. 

> +. Is you want a good winter apple to eat, you will certainly have to grow it yourself 

To be exact we have at the present for you simply can’t buy any and will not be able to for many years to come. To exact we have at the pres c " nies ie < 
writing 207 life members and 1,682. We have a winter apple that will out show and out-class a New York grown Baldwin, 

annual tal of 1,889. This is jus incolor, size and quality. As good eating as the Wealthy. We grow shrubs too and the 

Sane! tA: Lolalso4 T,86e. nig: 18. Just grade and quality is a little extra. Catalogue ready now. 
111 less than 2,000. The total mem- . . 

bership Feb. 1904 was 111. HENRY LAKE SONS COMPANY, Nurserymen, Black River Falls, Wis,
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PREMIUMS AWARDED _ sett; second, H. ©. Meleher; third, ~ 

L. G. Kellogg and John A. Hays, John Reis. 
judges. Scott’s Winner—First, O. J. Burn- JEWELL 

Best collection of apples not Jess ham; second, H. H. Harris and Sons, 

than 15 varieties—First, A. N. Kelly, Warrens; third, John Reis. MINN ESOTA 
Mineral Point; second, John Reis, Tolman—First, L. TH. Palmer, Ba- 

Twin Bluffs; third, A. D. Brown, — taboo; second, J. KF. Baer; third, A. G 

Baraboo. N. Kelly. . : ROWN 

Best five plates of commercial ap- Twenty Ounce—First, John Reis, 

ples, five varicties—First, J. EK. Baer, Utter—First, Tf, C, Melcher; see- Nursery Stock 
Baraboo; second, A. N. Kelly; third, ond, John Reis. 
A. D. Brown. Walbridge—First, A. K, Bassett; eee 

Avista—Virst, A. N. Kelly; second, sevond, John Reis; third, A. N. Kelly. 
A. D. Brown; third, If. @. Melcher, Wealthy—First, 1]. H. Harris and Complete assortment of Fruit 
Oconomowoc. Sons; second, FE. W. Sullivan; third, and Ornamental stock in all 

Baldwin—First, O. J. Burnham, A. D. Brown. . varieties suited to northern cul- 
Richland Center. Winesap—First, A. N. Kelly. ture. <A specialty of Hardy 

Ben Davis—First, Henry Kurtz, Windsor—First, ALN. Kelly; see- Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

Cedarburg; second, KE. W. Sullivan, oud, John Ke om eden Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 

Alma Center; third, A. N. Kelly. Wolf Hive aus dae 7 WL uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

Fameuse—First, A. K. Bassett, Ba- second, A. nN ne yy; third, Hi. ft. tive Plums. 

raboo; second, A. D. Brown; third, — Harris and Sons. . . 
A. N. Kelly. Peck Fameuse—First, A. K. Bas- ee = 

Gano—First, A. N. Kelly; seeond, it second, A. N. Kelly; third, A. 

J. E. Baer; third, John Reis. ). Brown. . . 
Gem—First, A. D. Brown; second, a on J. I. Baer; sec- THE JEWELL NURSERY C0. 

William Toole and Sons, Baraboo. ond, A. N. Ke y: . LAKE CITY MINN 

Golden Russett—First, Oscar ©. Peck Gem—First, A. 7 een , , 
Wifler, Plymouth; second, A. K. Bas- sreoud, Walliam Toole aiirat,. J " 1500 Acres Established 1868 |! 

st; third, John Reis. Peck Golden Russett—First, Join 
Ilibernal—First, A. D. Brown; Reis; second, A. K. Bassett; third, 

second, A. N. Kelly. A. D. Brown. . William 
Jonathan—First, O. J. Burnham; . Peck Jonathan: a N : ig FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

aecond, William Toole and Sons; ‘Toole and Sons; second, A. N. Kellys IN GREAT VARIBTY 
third, A. N. Kelly. third, John Reis. . _ oe 

Longtield—First, BE. W. Sullivan; ST ce Ee Consisting of 
1 hike, rs , Peck MeMahon—First, John Reis; second, IT. C. Meleher; third, A. A. ees son HC. Mi oe eau FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 

syck, ad. ON veto q ings— 
Malinda—First, John Reis. a ee cemmd, Yoh * MENTAL TREES 
MeIntosh—First, John Reis. First, ag t fon een, 
McMahan—First, A. N. Kelly; sec- Reis; third, J. 2. . . ‘ ; 

1 John Reis: thi 5 Peck Tolman—First, A. N. Kelly; Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 

S alt eet no a nt Browns second, L. H. Palmer; third, J. E. berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 

coool AL Db "Beone third, Joh, Baer . Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 
Reis 7 2 my Sour Peck Wealthy—First, E. W. Sul- Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

° . . livan; second, A. N. Kelly; third, Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 
Northern Spy—First, James Bald- A D. Brow t 

win, Plymouth. p 4 Windsor First, A. N. Kelly greens, etc. ; 

2ck sor—First, A. N. a4Ly. 
Northwestern Greening — First, es Jolf Ri First, A. N If you would like to see a reafly 

ee an a, Peck Wo iver—First, A. N- | good Catalogue we would be glad John Reis; second, A. N. Kelly; ,, ly: second, John Reis 
hird . Pb Kelly; second, John Hels. to send you ours. It has more than third, Mrs. II. Tiehle, Baraboo. Exhibition of crabapples—First, A. : ; 

Patten—First, A. A. Ten Eyck; sete cond Jeb Ral fifty pages and describes everything 3 rT Welly: see A eis. : . . second, John Reis; third, A. N. waa wt grapes.—First John | im the plainest language without 
Kelly. R ox Brees , any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

as eis. Boge 
Pewaukee—First, 0. J. Burnham; Best seeding apples—First, John scriptions. 

second, A. K. Bassett; third, Henry Reis 

Kurtz. eS —— ess The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

Plumb Cider—Second, A. K. Bas- Extra copies of this issue will be FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

sett. sent to members for distribution. Ap- . - 1s [ 
Wi Li 

Seek-no-Further—First, A. K. Bas- ply early. isconsin’s Largest Nursery
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K N Oo Xx Questions and Answers M K N | cKay Nursery 
Q. Will sowing a piece of new G 

N U R S E R I E S land to corn fodder and plowing it ompany 

(Beiadiiched in: 1861) under when 12 to 15 inches high add PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

anything to the humus? . 

Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. A. a but not a “sible method . Offer a Complete line of 
Th ‘ r scommend One of soil) management. nthe first . 

x ey Eanes ee si en i place new land will not Inck humus HARDY NURSERY STOCK 
CAM UMErTY ANSSE) Decauer they and secondly there are better methods FOR SPRING 1912 

are stocky, well headed, well rooted of supplying it when needed. TT 

thrifty and vigorous. Plent: f ee 
Sen, ‘Year f h ” fe 6. Whidi és die | ‘incle é If interested in planting FRUIT 

Ww. | , e best ack Cap ae? or vie ie - er " 1 : “ i te Ly TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

raspberry to pl: seonsin / 
the arger’ Frees; . ES aNsO) ave e ‘ . * Geox Plate ae peseonsan ORNAMENTALS, write us for 
nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. th, ATER: CATALOGUE and PRICES. 

A. trial order, will soneee ©. Whe cea be done in an old You will find our prices consist- any one of their quality. : Lb Ge One aM 8 - p 
" ¥ apple orchard that has been in sod ent with quality of stock offered. 

a good many years and where the se 

H. M SIMPSON & SONS trees are planted so irregularly that 
it is impossible to get in with a team NURSERIES 

Vincennes, Indiana. and work to any advantage? URS AT 

A. Cut out one-half of the trees WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 

and eut back and trim up remainder 

A skillful teamster with a light, 

steady team ean get into almost any Send For PANSY GUIDE AND GATALOG me Oe a <n , 
+ Our, kind of an orchard. Either cultivate Kello S 

[of Blower Sends and Pants fig woth car alg be ou Ny, 99 
WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS —— ursery 

PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS. Q. Which is the best distance for . 

Wealthy trees, 20 ft. apart or 25 ft. Oldest Nursery in 
A. Twenty-four feet. Wisconsin 

. Q. ‘What age gripe vines woul hitapeonton vita ae 
Vincennes you advise buying and how long be micas least, the % 

N e fore expected to bear? 

: urseries A. One year, select. Ought to PRICES ARE RIGHT 
: . bear two years after planting and Our Specialties me 

‘pecialties are Small Fruits 
Vincennes, Indiana a full crop in three years. . and Fruit Trees 

Vv ° C. REED, Q. Is it beneficial to scrape bark Apples singly or by the 1000. 
PROPRIETOR of fruit trees if same becomes rough Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 

. oe Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 
Cherry Trees by the and scaley ? : 

100 or 100000 A. Yes. Various injurious — in- FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

The Growing of Cherry Trees sects find lodgment in the crevices of oo 

has been our Specialty for the old and sealey bark of fruit Get jour price list before you place 
Years. Our soil and method trees. . 
of growing produces a Tree —+ + Address'Boxir? 
that is not excelled by any LOOKING AHEAD KELLOGG'S NURSERY 
one. Splendid blocks of two- It is unlikely that Wisconsin Hor- Tanesilleg Wisconsin 
year : to7 foot trees and one- ticulture will consist of more than 
ioe Ba share ely 16 pages during the coming year un- 

other leading varieties iy the less something special demands an WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

100 or car load. We also grow inerease, but it will be “different.” | Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 
a general line of other Nursery |The Editor hopes, with the aid of the rae Ne dhe taken yee can tate oven 
stock. Personal inspection in- members, to make it the best horti- by buying of us. Get our prices. 
vited. Correspondence solicited cultural paper in the United States. WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

How many will help? Union Grove, Wis. W. S. Moyle, Prop.
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FACTS AND FIGURES acres eight years old and these trees winter, forming a pleasing contrast 

Please yeaa ‘all of tha returns here bore most of the apples, the other with almost any background. It in- 

given and atalyzs. same. You will 2Ye acres five years planted and bore creases and spreads by underground 

find nothing startling’ nor will you first crop last year. runners but is easily kept within 

. . oe ++ bounds. 
find any exaggerations. It is just a , . . : : 

plain simple story taken from care- THE CORNELS / Cornus paniculata is quite different 

fully kept books. It will answer the As a class, the Cornels or Dog- in general style of growth and ap- 

question in the minds of many now woods would rank next to the EE 

on the anxious seat. Is ag any nue eee ees ee 50,000 CUTHBERT 

oney in gardening and fruit rais-  Talave planting, > 

ee hw following isa statement species of this gems (Comus) are | RASPBERRY PLANTS 
of gross returns for 1911, furnished — Most usually found in good soil. They FOR SALE 

by Brother Sullivan of Alma Center, 276 usually to be found around the 
(See No. 1, Vol. 1, Wisconsin Horti- borders of woodlands and along xoatls q ‘These plants:were’ grown’ on 

culture.) Mr. Sullivan combines that pass through the woods. They sandy loam, have just been 
fruit-raising and gardening, vory are also often found along the edges ingpected and found to be ‘fies 

. of dense fence rows where they make : 2 oo 

aucensstully. a pleasing show, both with their tlow- from disease and in fine condition. 

Raspberries, 14% acres.....- 460.75 ers in the late spring and early sum- . . : 

Sinaubariies, 10 aeres...... 2,255.00 mer and also with their attractive FN. LANG, Bayfield, Wis. 

Apples, 4 acres........--+.- 450.00 — fruit in the autumn. 

Celery, 1 acre. ...-. eee eee 270.00 Cornus alternifolia is a very large 

Onions, 134 acres.....-.-.. 387.00 shrub, and, if encouraged in growth, oO P PO RT U N ITY 

Asparagus, 34 acre........- 45.50 — it will attain a considerable height. _———————— 

Carrots, VY acre............ 1345 As the name indicates, the leaves are . 

Spinach greens Meees HE 8.87 alternate on the stem instead of being Ao of shares In the 

Radishes, % acre.......--+ 16.35 opposite, as is the case with all the Gays Mills Fruit Farm is 

Cabbage, 312 acres... .-. +++ 274.95 other species. The smaller branches for sale. An unusual opportun- 

Beets, Yg acre.....-.eee ee: 16.00 are somewhat streaked and mottled ity to become interested in an 

Potatoes, 10 acres.......... 189.69 and are shiny in appearance. The established fruit growing company 

Plums, VY acre. .... +. s+ ee 9.59 leaves are ovate, taper pointed and is here presented. Part of the 

Plants, Vy acres... eee eee 143.90 rather large. The greenish white flow- orchard has reached the bearing 

Trees, 1-16 acre........+-+- 60.00 ers are fairly showy, but it is the period and well known orchard 
Onion Sced, 1-16 acre...... 28.00 showy bright blue fruit: on the red- experts have pronounced it the 

Rutabagas 2.0.6... ee eee 15.00 dish stalks that is the chief attraction bese orchard in the state;.consid- 

Grapes:. Wj, Gk6eg wweewwenn. (GBTAO of this shrub. This species, like all Sosy: Th pes, 74 - : ering its age. e property rep 
Tomatoes, Vy acre..... 5-5 + 65.00 the Cornels, transplants very easily. di beat; ki 

ea Cornus cireinata —(ound-leaved resented I (Party By this:stock 4s 
Potatoes, not sold. « : . . located in the best fruit section of 

1,200 bu. valued at 60e.... 720.00 Cornel), like the preceding species, Wi in, in the Land of th 

Rutabagas, not sold, 300 bu. 45.00 is quite tall growing and has larger, F Il Anak na e a ee 
Carrots, not sold, 200 bu..... 40.00 more rounded leaves. The branches Fal | Apple. his stock wi e 

Squash, 14 aeres........... 20.00 have a speckled appearance and the sold reasonable but not at a sac- 

_—Ss clusters of blue fruit are very showy. rifice. If interested write to 

$5,545.45 Cornus stolonifera is usually found T. CORNELIUSON 

in swampy ground but is easily grown 215 9TH STREET S. W. 

We have here an average of $163 — on drier ground. Its chief attraction WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 
an aere for 383% acres. We have — is the bright red color of the bark in 
lots of room in these columns for 

other reports. Gardeners please 

speak up! Also farmers and tobacco D oO re} r ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

growers. 
; : TOT For Fruit Culture. Door County 

Mr. Sullivan writes:— Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 
“Rutabagas raised as a second Cc t Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 

crop after strawberries, so these are Oo u n y Dollars per Acre Annually. For 

counted in acreage as strawberries. ————— Particulars Write : ::::::: 

Spinach was raised between other 

vegetables. I have 8 acres of apple L a n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND co., 

orchard in all but 4 acres but 3 years STURGEON B AY, wis. 
old. Of the 4 acres reported, 114%
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TTT TT ssn Fs pearance from the other cornels. The 

bushes are upright in growth and Th G 

THE HAWKS | rschine stove n distinct stem AD e Great 
R S E R Y Cc oO though growing in clumps each bush 

NU e is quite treelike in form. The pani- Northern 
cles of bloom are about the size of 

. ., . clusters of privet flowers. ‘The flow- N C 
are in a position to furnish ers are so freely produced they are ursery O. 

high grade Nursery Stock of quite showy when in bloom. The 

flowers are followed by clusters of Sells First-Cl 
all kinds and varieties suit- | white berries which are very orna- ells: Dirst=\sags 
able to Wisconsin and other} nt! in autumn, William Toole Wisconsin Grown Trees 

in Wisconsin Agriculturist. Our Trees Live. We had an op- 

northern districts. + = Wlacousin erown trees withis site 
WILD GRAPES, PINE NEEDLES AND 1a lot oF on astern Narsery,, At 

Will be glad to figure on STRAWBERRIES cent of the eastern grown stock was 
; . alive, while 95 per cent of ours lived 

‘ : [remember reading in an issue of and grew. Moral: buy home grown 
your wants cither in large or : a : stock and avoid loss. Our trees are 

Horticulture, an inquiry regarding HARDY, and our stock is HEAL- 

small quantities. why some of the wild grape vines that our stock has not the willowy 
never would bear any berries. I ane watery sort erowth.of/southern 
want to say that [have seen a dozen Every tree and shrub is packed 

. . : . entirely under cover, free from ex- or more old, healthy vines, for a posure to sun and wind, 
period of fifteen years, that to my 

WAUWATOSA, WISCONSIN knowledge never produced a berry, 
: : . Great Northern Nursery though some of them blossomed. pro- 

TO fuiscly while other vines right near {| Company, Baraboo, Wis. 
by did not seemingly have as many Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 
blossoms, bore a great quantity of 

“We have a Fine Lot of | 

’ Mans for che Gadex” | | ARSENATE OF LEAD, LIME— , 9 

eee SULPHUR SOLUTION (ee 

J. E. MATHEWSON Fully Comply with most rigid requirements of Insecticide Act of 1910 

so — Grasselli Arsenate of 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin Lead is being successful- 

ly used to destroy all 

SY P leaf-eating insects, such 

eS a eR l as Codling, Moth, Potato 
a Fi Beetle, Curculio, ete. 

STRAW BERRY ely The Grand Sweepstake 

PLANTS w ADE Se prize of $1000 for the 
iw 

me) 7 \ re best carload of apples 

. 4 : shown at the National 
100,000 choice Strawberry <6 yu aS ( LS PAT OF Apple Show, Spokane, Plants. Also Red and Black RS) . : 

Raspberry, Asparagus and Rhu- )- 4°) Washington, has been 
barb roots. PRO won by users of Grasselli 

These plants will not be Arsenate of Lead for the 
dug more than twenty-four hours W_________t last three years 
before shipping. All stock guar- su oo, . ditesd. Te bed plants in sex Grasselli Lime Sulphur Solution is the Standard remedy for San 

son. Write for prices. Jose Scale. It has also come into prominence as asummer spray to 
ad replace Bordeaux Mixture. 

RASMUSSEN’S For Further Information Write 

FRUIT FARM The Grasselli Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 
OSHKOSH, - WISCONSIN Tho Grasselli Chemical Company, Established 1839 Main Office Cleveland, Ohio 
ey
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fruit. I have never seen this pecu- j y 
liarity with the tame grapes. iY, a A ’ av ‘ 

I have found a good way to cover GN Yield, Flav OF and Shipping Quality of 

a household patch of strawberries is <) strawberries are improved by the use of a 
to rake up pine needles late in the \ fertilizer containing 10% of 

fall and scatter same over patch to \ 

cover ground and plants thoroughly, Lis \ \ 

and throwing small branches from | IN, 

trees here and there to keep the eov- Gye > 
ri ; 4 ie ws » cring from blowing off, though this EE % Some of the largest growers of the South use 

kind of covering stays on better than a %t 200 Ibs. Sulfate of Potash to the acre and find it 
straw. M. N. ITanson. eS of very profitable. 

~ -fTollandale, Wis Gees Have your dealer carry brands of fertilizer rich enough in 
: ee Potash as wel! as Potash Salts. ~ 

pe oS I If he doesn’t, we will sell you Potash direct in any 
MizeN oe amount from a 206-Ib. bag up. 

THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTI- eo am Write to us for prices and for free book of fertilizer e GPG s for prices anc e book of fertiliz 
CULTURAL SOCIETY i EGES Shy formulas and directions. 

} +8 6 aT EON 
We clip the following from the Gime < SS GERMAN KALI WORKS, 

Jefferson Co. Union: i © gs oe > Se» Incorporated. 
. . Wats» ies ee \ Lake Mills, Wis, Dee. 12, 1911. \ MOH 4 wel Bie te cont elanera: 

Minnesota is taking the lead in Se NS) a aoa S 2 ay Monede cadet 
members, enthusiasm and good work Be a WIR, SS a SSSR Whitney Central Bank SSS SSS NS pit. RR Bldg., New O1 
of the Horticultural societies of the SSS oN é.- New Orleans 

world. They have 8,000 members, 

they had 2,000 plates of apples, 50 a) 

plates of grapes and 50 bushel boxes M é * s © 

of apples on exhibition last week. The Gays ills Bigger Fruit Profits 
re a oO SA Rawsi t? gongs ec 8 eprey pinD 1h 

With a program with si subjects and Land Company te Iwas ont endeavor tee! 
committee reports, beside their an- . . ne Gore the beat spray pupip 
nnal election of officers. With a || is offering for sale $9,500.00 oA} farm whet prodoed the 
most enthusiastic banquet the weck ae eae eo Py PY ; ECLIPSE 
_ . ahate wand & a $ 4 _ pUE i / é SPRAY PUMP 

was full; the ir zc al in bringing out pose of owning and developing a ; }) $ Le ae in ieeerite 

seedlings is wonderful; about 26 are 160 acre tract of choice Kickapoo ; Al Vi eft hes proved iteolt best 
competing for the $1,000 offered for fruit land. This stock will be ; a J | Liles to sock on’ yorr 

one apple seedling and the cash is in sold in $100.00 shares on easy 4 ell t y: ia” Wetter ote cally 

the bank, and another $100 is offered terms, at par if subscribed on or EN teliswhygoushoud spray 

for a seedling plum. They have al- before jae Ist, 1912. Full “Sesame itwith'an Reltpee. Tt’ free 
ready ‘house seedlings of particulars furnished interested Write to-day 
eady many thousand seec ings: «6 parties. Write any of our officers. MORRILL & MORLEY MEG. CO., Beaton Harbor, Mich. 

apples, plums, grapes, raspberries and ena ese een ein een neni anno EnNN 

strawberries. —________'|| =e) 

They are doing more for northern ————————————eeeE—E——eEe—————————— 

horticulture than any other organiza- ° 

tion in the states. ©. G. Patten of Cherry I rees Will Grow 

Towa is doing more than anyone in 

the United States for the interests of WH ERE? — 

northern horticulture; he surpasses e 

Burbank for hardy fruits. Burbank Wi 

hag done wonders for California but Sturgeon Bay, is. 

hardly a thing for Wisconsin or . 22,000 set out Spring 1911 — 26 dead ones. 

Minnesota. No more 1911 planting to offer. 

Prof. Hanson of Brookings, S. D.. 26,000 “‘heeled in” for 1912 planting. Over one-half of these sold. 

is working for still hardier fruits; ; ; 

hose th vill stand 40 below zero. If you want to make a safe, sound investment with a guaranteed income 

those that will stanc ° OM” EE for ten years and an independent income for ten years more, WRITE 
—Gro. J. Kenioce. 

. : 
+ Co-Operative Orchard Company, 

This paper is a “free forum” and OWnereOt thi ‘ 
1e W 

its columns are always open to the Famous “Plateau Sturgeon Bay, is. 
expression of opinions on matters Orchard. [Largest Cherry Orchard in the World.] 

horticultural by any member. ,
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‘ Red River EWALDS FOLDING BERRY BOX | Qfgfg” Seed Potat ; 'S* valley ee otatoes 
a "4 * « eon s ,, ue peventeo ava. 12, 001 nV : os tio & Rip _¢ E> od. ° Km 

Eeroay Py age EW NE ed ee wr.” SR 
Chip bees = S Ei} 7” mi ee om 

ey SS Sy Red River Red River Red River Red River |i 
riot Fo2 Fia.3 Six Weeks Early Ohio White Ohio ff IrishCobbler | 

The only folding berryZbox made“of wood ancyieiteoe Sails Onorin the Similor to Rod (AMM qniZish Cobbler be HAA 
veneer that ket gardener.Makes [MMM in the country. Early Ohio except id Bliss’ Triumph and ie 

GIVES $\TISFACTION Tiptntsrenis, peo: AMM Ohi ace nus finer nearg ners | 
oar ‘ ‘ ices well, naned for d o. Just ay early, narket variety. Tt 

Made in Wisconsin style, Standard dry Sar ‘Kea River Enoothnens, flag 5 iis aa ‘goed in putytolde Tesmphe 
measure quarts and pints. Neat and this oar are fancy serene riealiuy, Pratuctign oot looks better and n e Y his yoar are tron . dctles eats better. 5 

strong, is at ready Jor business, needs ag atock. “smoothort Mo soll Miseanas re grown ave been. Our Red River fl 
tac ke noe ee Hele: ue ia day and in years. year.Get our prices. [fF ‘acre. best obtainable. 
we 2 a ox and P 4 b 
how to get it nearer home at manufac 5 ae ss ed 
turer’s prices. Do it now. Red River Seed Potatoes, grown tn'the'ooid northwest, are ahead of all others for quick early 

We also manufacture crates and old ma 'Gide" dood Botatoos keve craton renutation fl rate ears eee rowing and handling; our 
style quarts and pints in K. D. for cra i i c ed headquarters for pure see g Piukorb atid large oro wate Whe have Goat wotaiges mae ner cory beCLion ane Wa ara Scar egos DeNGauMrears (05 NTS O00 tLe bash in 
: ‘i & fi ave Stap Seod “Potatoes, Corn, Oats, Barley. Field Seeds, Garden Seeds, Poultry Supplies and Tools. 
re ean Nexen bid redaction taatce an [kee OLDS SEED COMPANY, Drawer os , Madison, Wis. 
crates ; a price on 
carload lots. Our m terial and prices will 
please you. 

Wigtwerns Rey eo ee Cumberland Fruit Package Company re ee Ne ee apie ¥ X\ \ Ae a y aa , go JR GE . SP Ei ae 
Cumberland, Wisconsin “4 + aR Se MEE 1. Vos VRE ae 

—_—_—_—_—_———————————————. ee cee Mae: a Pe RBS ahh en 
tess CO. GER. 2 e ¥ ge a 

S. Borgen of Dallas, Barron Co., Ipples ‘ a és » ee ; oe 
reports Northwestern Greening, Wolf os we ay il : \ Fe sci 

: RL 
River, and Northern Spy as_ bear- RO cat { f Md Kae 

ing and in good condition. ‘The s A } f > 

Spy bore first crop seven years after 4 lea 

planting, a good reeord for this va- i ea ai ac 
, j ae 5 “ 

riety. ( ‘ | : en nf ——eey oy 
= ps p P a ACCT ele! ies 

Not too early to buy seeds. Cet fy Ph [ \ aa y j ee ® al ioe. ,  - catalogs and plan the garden. Don’t @ Pe 0 a | ® 
eer S72, au 

neglect the flower garden. Twenty- PALE *—7) ce MD isi. | 
five cents to one dollar invested in Ay a ee ; 
the seeds of annuals will give returns a | \ ers 

. . Sea 
more lasting than ten times that sum 

spent in cabbage or corn. . “ 

a evnaan Y SPRAY PUMPS»”NOZZLES Tf you have anything on your mind 5 jG 

just write it down and send to the are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 
editor, and if it will pass in the mails ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 

. . power rigs. They have all been developed in line with modern spraying requirements 
it will be printed. and have long since passed the experimental stage. We show here a few types of 

ee our complete line of Spray Pumps, Nozzles, Bamboo Extensions and Accessories. 
Ask questions. For your conven- Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 

ience a question sheet is enclosed sea aS ERE NN A 

with this issue. Fill out and return . sae ‘ EE Lad 4 1g 
to the editor. Your questions will 

be answered as nearly as possible in ie ~~ 

order received. J om 

cen —— | a || cae : my | ' 6 j I 

TOMATO SEED Cs..” ay | 
(MiB aae nf a 

A limited amount of the famous Coed 4 nes 

“EARLY BUCKSTAFF” (eee eh Oe =o 
Per Package 26 cents * 

nate FE.Myers € Bro odde e 
RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works 

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 
| ASHLAND, OHIO
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. 
Orchard Planting S | ARK Books F REE 

> ° 
J fy a kk Stark Orchard Planting Book and 

all Condensed Stark Year Book 
“i om A | r ‘ ‘ . Lim nV, | F Two splendid, practical volumes which | jeequecwercemenet=steero=s 
SI ary a tell the amazing story of modern-day fruit- § 
‘aa f . | culture. Two books filled with invaluable, 

\ B! i) 4 wet down-to-the-minute information on orchard- ‘Ondensed 
\ ey = ing in all its phases; complete descriptions eS { my 

bien of varieties, season of ripening, locality a p) ia) / 
D | WAIN) roe where each variety does best, etc. They [@Dieral ) 

: ar \ ys tell a common-sense the sensational story of [A y ya" < - « bi Ke) 
Oya 0 profits that are being made from commercial [4 

) ba <A \\ and home orchard growing. These books }\%J : i 
ar | y 7 yh show just what you can make froma Stark }) 
ern} 4 Nail 0 Zz sav Ley Orchard. And they are both free. Use ‘ 
Tass Pe ahtow the coupon. — a, 

PR aad P oS 
Ys ve - ey 

OH TR Stark Orchard Planting Book a yr ae 
of a a (ara 

3O* * ook of trustwort information by a recognize ® ae ae | fe} “ag 7S" “IN A book of hy. inf ion b ized i £ ' 
Stark Bro’s © | authority —given free to the whole world, —not a cata- oy a 

* log or piece of advertising literature, but a well of infor- is | 
Nurseries & Orcharde Co. | eon on the planting and care of trees from the day |» 3 

they are received from the nursery. As the author says: — 
‘‘The contents is not the result of my own experience alone. Condensed Stark Year Book 

It is a collection of the knowledge and experience of many “ a ea? . 
men. Each has spent a large part of his life working with trees. ‘A Diamond Mine” of Information 
Many have had scientific training. All are rich in that greatest Here is a book as different from the usual run of nurserymen’s 
of all knowledge—practical experience.’’ It tells the real catalogs as day is from night. It is a veritable mint of boiled- 
secret of success In orchard planting. down information on varieties for commercial or home-orchard 

5 ° 2 planting, season of ripening of all varieties of all fruits, letters 
At Planting Time Most Mistakes Occur! rom successful fruit-growers from every part of the country, 
i. . . . comments by our national horticultural authorities, etc., etc. 

This invaluable book explains in simple language, how to ft also gives the facts about Stark Treeg and quotes prices. Every 
avoid those failures in fruit-growing that are directly due to easy- statement in this book is backed by a million dollar nursery. 
to-make mistakes made when the trees were planted. Planters the country over say this is the best, the most valuable 
We cannot begin to tell you here the priceless information and most practical book of its kind ever published. We have 

contained in this small but most valuable book. You thust have thousands of this kind of letters. 
the book itself. Send for it mow. Use the coupon. Or write a Beait’Viar Book ived. BR G vie Bia: Wear Bock i . . : ark Year Book received. Ihave Copy of the Stark Year Book re- 
card or letter today, without fail, for this truly remarkable . vera good horticultural works, but ceived, “It is not only the. most 
volume. Ibelieve your Year Book contains beautiful and artistic work of its kind 

more valuable, up-to-date suggestions ever issued ‘but the most practical 
Please send me another dozen copies have often thought should be in the for the new beginner,(or the old one guide for the planter of fruit and other 

of the Stark Orchard Planting Book. hands of every planter. Will greatly either) than any of them.—John A. trees. The text is unique in many 
This booklet contains very timely, aid them to. make a success of the | Minger, Memaha Co., Kansas. ways, especially in the directness of 
valuable and some belated informa: trees planted. I think it will be ap- Permit me to thank youfor your statement and the absolute. worth of 
tion, Tam sending copy today toa preciated by all.—A. F. Buvinger, handsome catalogue. Ii is the sneat the various trees and fruits described. 
young man who was at my place Labette Co., Kansas. comprehensive of its kind [have ever It should be in, the library of every 
yesterday, and) who is starting an “Will you kindly send me one of seen. The color plates are beautiful, fruit grower.—Thos, F. Rigg, lowa 
orchard.—C. O. Reed, Proprietor, your''Stark Orchard Planting Books?” and of great assistance in selectingfruit. Horticultural Experiment Grounds, 
Model Fruit Farm, Oregon Co., Mo. Haye just run across one borrowed  —J. O. Lewis, Wash. Co., Tenn. Hardin Co., lowa- 

Your Stark Orchard Planting Book from a friend and think it is the best 
is the best thing I have ever seen. Ie and simplest information on the ub: Neither the Condensed Stark Year Book nor the Stark 

8 what the tree planters need badly; j i ’ ; 
if they will read this book and follow Fae Tae aE iS he Orchard Planting Book can be purchased. They are our 
the instructions they will be much picased to have one for reference and free gift to you. You might as well have these book 
Benched be Fourot, Orchardist, if there is any, price attached to it ies treasures in your home. They are waiting for you to ask 
jumner Co., Kansas. me know and it will be forwarded. 

The Stark Orchard Planting Book Trusting you have some left, L remain for them. Send the coupon today. 
ived. This i hing that 1 —R.M. Adams, Lancaster Co , Pa. Sent . . 

Feeewve fs Is something tha Stark Varieties Pay Big Profits 

i Stark Delicious and other special Stark sorts are profit-makers—proven so by 
Free Book Coupon Hii thousands of successful. orchardists who, have planted Stark Trees. Our 

. " P stock in all clagses of fruit trees, small fruits and ornamentals for Spring 
Stark Bro’s Nurseries & Orchards Co. Fillin, cut —!22ting is complete. 

eee 2 a > Louisiana, Missouri d 
Send me free books without obligations on my part. out, an k B 9 

mail this tar ros 

Name_______________________ | Coupon N ° O h d Co 
: today for urseries & rcnards eg 

cla es ‘ Aen . 
ve our two Free 111 Stark Station, Louisiana, Missouri 

I expect to plant _________trees this spring. ‘atacinaas 
Books. 

ait Cantwell Printing Company, Madison, Wis.
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“LEST WE FORGET” 

Sometimes we forget. When I say George” and others of the old 

“we? T mean certain young sprouts guard, but largely to A. J. 

around the state —— Ile owas forever 

along about 80° or rN talking in those 

10 or 50 years of age a days, you — simply 

who are growing res coulda’t stop him 

fruit and making a rc day or night and al- 

little money and a ways and forever 

great deal of noise. . about apples and 

I say again we some- Ff os pears and plums and 

times forget that : _ cherries and flower 

there were pioneers gardens and new 

and early days and e kinds of apples and 
trials and tribula- Pp the right way to 

tions and a_ time ie plant a tree and “my 

when the Wealthy i Pa 3. dear friends, we can 

apple was not, and ys aS raise good fruit in 

to be an earnest ad- ‘ P ‘ NV r Wisconsin if you 

voeate of apple rais- , rk Bs: ‘ ‘ will only get the 
ing anywhere north Ri PY ab oe right kind of trees 

of Baraboo was eR P DR: Say and take proper care 

more dangerous os t Bt) 1% 1 oa of them,” ete. ete, 

than being an ab- / RY ji oe 8 ce gi ete., ete., until mid- 

olitionist in the \ p. Wa night, and — begin 
fifties. There is no A over again before 
chance, however, s q M é + daylight. And after 

that any one con- 3 1 Ys S a time it began to 

nected with fruit have its effect and 
growing in this state people began to take 

at any time during care of their trees. 

the past half cen- Forever looking 

tury will forget A. for new kinds of 

J. Philips. apples and tracing 

Why, seven-tenths their pedigrees; 

of all the saithusiasii that is now planted trees on his own account as 

making things hum in Wisconsin shown by the following from the 1881 
can be traced back directly or Report: 

indirectly to “A. J.,” and “Uncle A. J. PHILIPS “When I started in 1871, as near
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as L can remember the stock in trade ism by which a high percentage of if you have started on another track, 

was about as follows: Wild land, mechanical energy may be converted — it’s men and methods that count. 

worth $500; experience and observa- into electrical energy by means of Says he was born in Denmark and 

tion, $10; cash on hand, $500; trees, — rotating an armature through power- if you give him a chance is quite 

bought and paid for, $50; grit, $100; — ful magnetic fields.” —Webster. boastful about it, but he will get over 

making a total of $1,160, for engag- With a few modifications this defi- that in time. 

ing in a business T knew but little nition fits the ease in hand. There is These sketches are neither obitu 

about. Now, to continue the same — a high pereentage of electrical energy aries nor autobiographies, and as. a 

business ten years later, T invoice as developed into mechanical energy — rule we do not permit the vietims te 

follows: Cultivated land in orehard, when Rasmussen is around, and say anything, but just as we go tu 

$3,000; experience and observation, press the following comes by wireless 

$2,000; eash on hand, $10; trees on telephone: 

hand and in nursery, aside from ona “At present am working for pleas 

orchard, $500; grit, $1,990, making a j Ss — ure as well as profit. Am raising al 

total of $7,500. Parties here who are af 5 falfa, fruit, vegetables, flowers, poul 

adepts in railroad) corporations may ‘ ” try, dairy eattle and last but not least. 

say this stock is heavily watered, but three strong, healthy horticulturists, 

of this you ean judge.” all on 20 acres of land.” 

Tle believed in northern Wisconsin , There is absolutely no exeuse for 

and was one of the first to suggest + pursuing the subject further; enough 

atrial orchard somewhere in_ the has been said. 

“eut-over” section; in company with : A a 

L. G. Kellogg crossed and eriss- MARKETING THE APPLE CROP 

erossed central Wisconsin and finally 

landed at Wausau. You all know Ay AS BASSETTS BARABOO: 

about the Wausau orchard but per- After carefully pruning, spraying 

haps not all know that Philips was ae and cultivating an apple orchard, this 

there at the beginning of it, helped to all important question arises, “what 

select the varieties and with his own _ Nigk. Raaeawwecn is the best method of marketing the 
hands planted the trees. Tad charge crop?” When we buy spray material, 

of the orchard for several years in the mostly obtained by the rotating of farm machinery and labor, we are 

beginning. Couldn’t keep from top- himself through fields, ete. That asked to pay a fixed price, but when 

working a lot of the trees, top-work-  ™ay not be exactly right but the the majority of apple growers wish to 

ing being one of his hobbies. Guern- idea is there, dispose of their crops they consign 

sey cattle, boys and girls, good stories, Teachers of Physics have a little their produce to a commission house 

prohibition and apples for the farmer joke appertaining entirely to their and accept what they are willing to 

are a few others. Pretty good hob- particular subject and sooner or later — send in return. 

bies these. every one of them springs it on some Secretary Cranefield states in the 

To make a long story short, it would  Wnsuspecting student. ITere it is: last issue of the Wisconsin Torti- 

take a long story to tell all A. J, “Suppose that’ an irresistible foree culture that we ought to assassinate 

Philips has done for horticulture in should mect an immovable: object the dishonest commission man. At 

Wisconsin, it will suffice fo say that what would happen?” When you’ get that rate they all ought to be assas- 
in all his enterprises he bas “made time figure on that awhile and in the — sinated. It has become second nature 

good.” meantime here is another. for them to be dishonest. In_ the 

There may be no lesson in this only Supposing Rasmussen knew noth- first place there are too many of them 

a yemiider to the “sprouts” that ing about raising apples and planted and in order for them to live in the 

there were really and truly giants in @ lot of trees what would happen? — style they do, it is necessary for them 

those days, but if there is one it is Answer; Apples. to make false reports. Last summer 

the suggestion that dogged persist- Was formerly in the creamery busi- several stopped at my place as’ they 
ence wins the day. We are likely to "ess and as soon as he had money — were making a tour in their automo- 
need some of that particular brand in Cnough became a market gardener bile from Chicago through to Min- 

the days to come hence we say again, and plans to continue in that line for neapolis. They looked over my or- 

Test we Forgct. F.C. a time and then plant fruit trees. chard and showed me how to grade 

a We lack space to tell about the fruit and said that most of my ap- 

market garden but many of our mem- ples would go as first class. Most of 

N. A. RASMUSSEN bers saw it last August. When the the returns I got showed that they 

A human dynamo, restless, resist- fruit trees are in bearing watch for sold for cull prices. If they did sell 

less, always on the move and always prize box apples and other choice well, they took out a little extra for 

making things move. products. All of which leads us to handling them. On one occasion I 

Dynamo:—“A species of mechan- say again, get into the game, even wrote to find how the extra charges 
i .
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came about. They sent me a nice houses reported apples a glut on the — ples I ever saw—thanks. —Inclosed 

letter saying that this was a choice market and sent very poor returns. — please find a $4.00 check for same. 

car of early apples of which they had = Yet these people declared the cheap- Very truly yours, 

more or Jess trouble ino making dis- est apples they could buy were 40c. GW. G. 

position. They sent mea list of a peck. In contrast let me read you one 
charges which showed $30.75 extra for Then, too, [Thad letters from a frei eaTiiiasiel Wioiise? 

icing and demurrage. great many grocery and fruit dealers 

. Why not eliminate the commission = from the small northern towns. To Chicigo, TH 

man and sell direct to the retailer several To sold apples right along. 21 Bbls. Apples 

and consumer? The large grower After getting started in selling Received 0-5-1 

and the fruit growers associations can direct to consumer and small retailer, | For Ace’t of ALK. Bassett 

probably do business with the eom T was able to dispose of the remain- Baraboo, Wis: 

mission house but it is) from the der of my erop and could have sold 7 weatthies 1.25 $8.75 

standpoint of the smaller growers the quantity many times over, T did 8 Cooking 1.25 2.75 

that To wish to speak. not get four or five dollars a barrel ' Sweet ' a 

I consigned the bulk of my early as some folks did that we read about, 6 Blush decayed "Eh Boatey 
apples to a commission house and. re but T sold) from $1.60) to $3.00) per lopse pack ‘noma 

ceiving very poor results, PE began to barrel f. 0. b. at) Baraboo, according Freight $7.82 

look around for trade of my own, to variety. And this, considering Commission at HTaG 
I began by placing a small advertise- last year, is very good money. Money Rel meron cna 

ment inomy local paper stating var- talks, yet the letters T received from (remarks) Price for 21 RbIs 8.40 

iety and price. This brought greater — satisfied customers, were encouraging. ot! gaat 

results than I anticipated. T received This is the way they run: Por RoI ; r 

orders) from many parties who had Per Bu on 

once lived in the vieinity of Baraboo, Nove 1; 1911 Alone this ania Gite I iiede a 
but had moved away and took the Mr Arthur Bassett, Baraboo, Wis. shipment of the same varicty to Tills- 

local paper, From one party Tres Dear Sir:—Apples ree’d in fine condi- boro, North Dakota, which were ten 
ceived the fourth order and could tion, as fine a barrel of Fameuse as days on the road, and another. to 
have sold them more if TE had had T ever saw. We are certainly enjoy- Hooper, Colorado, which traveled 

the apples to spare. Several persons ing them. Enelosed find money. or- eighteen days. In both cases word 

from the city, while visiting in Bara- der for $3.00. Many thanks for your eame back that the apples arrived in 
hoo, saw my advertisement and or- trouble. Respectfully yours, five sondition. 

dered some sent to their homes. One cao, T ami so: well pleased witht the. ave 

Chieago lady ordered two barrels of cess T had in selling: direct. to. con- 

early apples and as soon as she got Marquette, Mich., sumer and retailer that hereafter T 
home she sent me an order for ten November 8, 1911. intend to dispose of my apples in 

barrels more for her neighbors. Mr. A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, Wis. this way. 

Through Baraboo people T shipped Hour Afr, Bassett :— The location of Wisconsin makes 
many apples to parties living in’ the The Snow apples were duly re- it an ideal place in which to market 
Dakotas, Minnesota, Utah, Colorado, & es : ‘ : a 

a a ceived. They are the finest Snow ap- a crop in this way. 
Michigan and Illinois. Only a short 

time ago one of our leading dentists aa wr i a 7 a 7 

sent a box of my Snow apples to Los | i 4 Rs bie ~. = ~ = “—_ , | 

Angeles, California, and word eame \ | ee Mg hi . ae "v Tost ins { 

back that they arrived in fine condi Ve a Tt, a rN | ij ! r 
tion and the man said that he would y ey " wat | 

he sick if eating too many apples \ be | i Hi 

could make him so. i Yr F : ad 

The majority of my orders, how- in "| | rea I} 

ever, came from the northern part of ‘ L | oat . 

Wisconsin. iris yoann Eon al 
Many summer visitors from Devils ‘i i et a me | 3 i iY MN A\S c i es EN 

ae came i oe i” ad | I eae oy a anil we bah a 

and seeing the fruit, which they de- (eae Caer Ppt PERS rarer ae 

clared was far superior than any they f J eae a - BY Pl : It a re" vail hee edn tah toe a a ae ed PE could buy in the city, left orders for | Ar oh ae ‘pf 2 

a barrel or two to be shipped as soon re SDS ga: 3 ee a x a \ 

as they went back, and later ordered ry Gee Md rs J a@ 

some for the fall and winter. This | a 2 PP ees 7 — 

was at the time when the commission Some of the apples at Madison, January 9-11, 1912
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The freight rates on a barrel of larger scale. I shall place advertise- all his neighbors and friends and you 
apples from our station to any point ments in the local papers of some get their orders, but send him poor 
in the State is not over sixty-six fair sized northern towns, stating apples and he is lost forever. 

cents. Thus making it possible fora grade, variety, freight rates and It scems to me that here is an 

consumer to get apples at picking price. I think it is very essential to excellent opportunity for a young 

time for $3.00 or less, which is a state the price, as the majority of person to enter a new field of work. 

very moderate and satisfactory price people do not care to bother about It will take a few years of course be- 

and leaves the grower a good com- writing for prices. If the price suits fore a brisk trade can be established. 
pensation. them and the fruit is guaranteed, but remember this always, that un- 

In the northern part of the State, they are quite likely to send a trial less one sends a customer apples of 

where there are thousands of apple — order. quality, you are killing trade. It is 

hungry people, few apples are raised, A Wisconsin farm paper is also a the come back order we are after, 

and retail prices are never lower than good place to advertise in, thus get- and a customer will not come back 

thirty-five to forty cents a peck for ting in contact with farmers who with a second order unless he gets 

cull apples. At least that is what do not raise apples. what he wants. 

residents of those parts tell me. I spoke before of the chance of At present, at least, there is very 

From past experience I know a_ selling extra choice selected and little competition in this line and 

good many apples could be disposed packed fruit in the large cities. For the time is fast approaching when 

of to the working classes living in this purpose I would advertise in the middleman must go. 

the factory towns near the large cit- some magazine likely to be read by ++. 

ies. These people, like those living the moneyed class. I ran across an THE BERRY BOX LAW 

in the northern sections, would con- article a while ago about an eastern Berry growers, cherry growers and 

sume more apples if they could buy grower who made a specialty of do- all others who sell fruit in boxes will 

them for what they are worth. ing this. This is the way it reads: do well to examine carefully the law 

I think if one wanted to make a — and $ decisions on same relating to 

specialty of selling fancy fruit they IAVE YOU A HANKERIN’? fruit packages, in this issue. In case 

could find a ready market for them for those firm, sweet apples you used you do not eare to read all of these 
: we to knock off the tree with a club when - . » 
in the large cities. the old. man wasn’t looking? That decisions, here is the “meat” as we 

If anyone has an orchard located Ras back 1” the faye Wie neta understand it :— 

near a city of some size he can dis- Fee ere Ore nea. (rat hore (1) Strawberries and other similar 

pose of a great many by peddling Slee and color Due lacie the real flavor fruits must be sold in the full dry 

them. An aristocratic grower might ated a Vermont orchard and will have quart or dry pint boxes. No use to 
. . : for October delivery a limited quantity a, 

consider this method beneath him, of apples that are just a little the best talk about your constitutional rights 

but it is an honorable business also foe ale nactisulee: sno: Bie @ ceived and privileges, you simply will not be 

a money making project. I sold prac- permitted to sell in wine quart boxes 

tically all my late fall and winter The grower ought to place “catchy” whether marked “short” or any other 

varieties in my home town. I de- labels, containing the farm name and way. 

liver them by the bushel as my cus- location, on the barrels. This is the (2) The crate and not the box is 

tomers wish them, thus saving the modern way of advertising and is the “original package” which means, 

cost of the barrel which pays for de- extensively used by manufacturers of as the Editor interprets the opinions, 
livering. I find that people would food products. We are all familiar that berries, ete., may be shipped into 

rather buy a bushel at a time than a with the brands—None Such Mince _ the state in short boxes and sold once 
larger amount. I have many custo- Meat, U-need-A Biscuit, ete. Fruit only and by the erate only. Any 

mers who use from three to four shipping associations are now falling second sale or sclling by the box lays 

bushels a month. This goes to show into line. They are adopting brands the seller liable under the Wis. law. 

that people will consume more apples which are trade-marked and are ad- This protects the Wisconsin grower 

if they can buy them right. I notice vertising them to increase consump- but, will make the dear people howl. 

that it is the people of moderate and_ tion of their fruits and I think it Let every grower appoint himself a 

ample means who buy the most ap- would be profitable for the small committee of one to see that both 

ples. The rich people usually wish grower to do likewise. of these opinions are upheld. 

to purchase about ten cents worth, But lastly, and most important of —-+___. 

and of course such trade is not worth all, one must guarantee the fruit. A NICE SUMMER AT BAYFIELD 
soliciting. The recollection of quality remains Please consider carefully the fol- 

Many persons say to me, “I don’t long after the price is forgotten. lowing from Mr. Wm. Knight of Bay- 

see where you sell your apples, I I get a letter with the money in it, field received at this office Jan. 26. 

can’t sell any?’ My one answer is I send that man just as good apples, “T have set a mile of fence posts 

“Have the right goods and then ad- and maybe a little better, than 1 between Jan. 1st and 15th. Holes 

vertise.” would the man who pays after he gets were dug for the posts and posts set 

When my young orchard gets into the apples. Send a man as good ap- ready for the wire all during that 

bearing, I intend to advertise on a ples as you guarantee and he will tell severe weather.”
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Oj _to each particular circumstance; and crops mentioned on this much 

G di each one must make the necessary ground. I will go into minute de- 

ardens modification for themselves. Now, tail, as that is what she asks for. 

( ,————————"!_ all that is necessary for the small But she will have to begin by modify- 

‘This department is to be a permanent gardener to do is to modify what is ing my instruction to suit her cir- 
feature, at least the heading. We will ms i . % 7 es 1 hus te tua ihe bead and wilt devote done on a larger scale by the com cumstances as I am located at Green 

us much space as required, up to two mercial growers, who Miss Harper Bay, Wis., and I do not know where pages, to articles on the home garden, di : 2 : 
whether front yard or back yard. Every apparently thinks is getting more she is, so if my dates are too late 
woman reader, and as many men as z “ . “ 
choose to enter, will be considered as- than their share of the good things. plant earlier, if they are too early 
sis > S. 3lancl d H er " . . 
of Mant soe ed wee Blanchard are There is one very important factor plant later. Plant the rows across + 

paraoe. eye, onored eet ane comfort that the person with only a very — the land beginning 9 inches from one. 
contributions to this office not later than small piece of land near the house, end with one row of Eclipse beet. 
March 25 for the April number. e s . 

a and oftentimes the stable too, has to put the seed balls one inch apart, 

A BACK YARD GARDEN contend with that they fail to realize cover $4 inch; 18 in. one row Parsnip 

GEO. B. SMITIL, GREEN BAY. until they try to make a garden; and — seed one inch apart, cover 34 inches, 

Iforticulture came last evening and that is that a considerable part of when 3 in. high thin to 4 in. apart; 
| notice the communication of their ground is in the shade of the 18 in. one row chantenay Carrot seed 

“Blanchard Harper” entitled “A house or stable, and when this is the + seed to an inch thin to '% inch 

Protest.” Apparently Miss Tfarper case, it is an impossibility to have a and when the carrots are as large as 

dees not fully realize that in nearly garden that is very successful. But your finger, pull out every other one 
So — _ to use. Also thin the beets in the 

Cost for Seed 10x20 ft. Scale 4 in. to ft same manner, as the beets make the 

finest of greens, and after having 

Beet seed. thinned the beets and carrots once, 
OP ed le — ai adi ; thin them again in the same manner 

Let eteeeeeeeeeeeserereess Barly radish ‘ 
. always pulling the largest’ ones for Parsnip seed. P , 

ag itp . use; 15 inches one row of onion seed 

boob vv vce bevtieereereeceee Barly radish 1 seeds to an inch; do not thin until 

Carrot seed. they are large enough to use; 15 

05 18 in. | — inches one row onion sets, get the 
Onion seed. small sets and put them 114 inches 

05 15 in. apart in the row, 1 pint will be 
Onion sets, Beans. . . 

enough. Fifteen inches one row 
05 15 in, a gi Tithe WSAATS see 1U, ime 

Notts’ Rixetision peas. After peas seed Notts Excelsior peas 1% inches deep, 
0 15 in.| —— a ae 7 seed 2 inches apart, 15 inches another 
W3 5 in. 5 ; 2 

Nott's Excelsior peas. Second. planting row of peas, thin to 4 inches after 
om Ce ae ay » 2 inches i . i r 05 15 in. Giana 2 ba they arc 2 inches high; 18 inches one 

Six early cabbage plants. cut dig up and seed row of six Jersey Wakefield cabbage 
radishes. ‘< 

03 18 in. plants, buy these in the market, do 

Six Snowball cauliflower. not try to raise them; 18 inches one 

05 18 in. |———~ row, 6 Snowball Cauliflower plants, 
One Earliana tomato plant. b thé ia dh kat (80 Gach 

Two Dwarf Stone. My" een. O DRAKE, OU TRENOS) 
10 30 in. - one row, 3 plants of Earliana To- 

Spinach seed. mato, two Dwf Stone. The Earl- 

05 iana is the finest of the Ey. Tomatoes 

Spinach seed. and will not run to vines if the 

00 i = = ground is a little too rich, as a good 
One hill cucumber. One hill muskmelon many varieties will do. The Dwf 

06 60 in. | ; a a Stone is the finest of the Dwf. vine 
Lettuce seed. «ae * ie - varieties; 60 inches, one row of one 

_ Heiaes. ska hill Evergreen White Spine cucum- 
tee: : ¥% Ib. radish seed, .20 ber, make the hill 244 feet from one 

| a0 Beans te side of the bed and about 1% feet 
marred a across, put in about 20 seeds so as 

es ae “to allow some for bugs, cover 34 inch 

all cases where instruction is given as there are some cases where a gar- and when they have about 5 leaves on 

with the idea of helping the amateur den can be made I take one set thin to 4 plants; one hill musk melon, 

in his work, it is necessary to mod- of Miss Harper’s figures “10x20 ft.” if you want orange color flesh use 

ify, or change the imstruction in some and inclose a diagram of about all Admiral Togo, if you want green 
part in order to make it applicable that it is possible to grow, of the flesh use Rocky Ford, plant same as
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cucumber. Now in regard to the their own land. The necessary ma-  aceounts. If you do well with a bed 

time of planting, the beet, parsnip, nure for this much land would be of three by six feet you will bring 

carrot, onion sets, and peas are to be 50 cents worth, and the seeds would = more encouragement to many whe 
planted as soon as the ground is dry cost 83 cents. Other expense would would like to do the same, than if 

and warm enough to work up good be labor, and you get your pay for your garden were large and spacious 

and fine. The cabbage and cauli- that in the glory of watehing things and to those who have larger gardens 

flower are to be set out about May — grow, and eating them. Of course I we appeal for the sake of many who 

10th in this loeality. The tomato have assumed that you do your part — through ignorance are not doing what 

plants about May 20th. Set the well, hoeing and weeding often. Ev- they may with theirs. 3 NM. 

* plants a little deeper in the ground erything that is put down in this oe 

than they stood in the seed bed. article is thoroughly practicable un- 

Plant the cucumber and melon seed der good care. PLAN YOUR GARDEN NOW 

the same time that you set the to- 7 The daily arrival of the sced eata 

mato plants. Now, for the second AN APPEAL logie reminds one that it 18 time te 
crops, mark all of the land off for In attempting to encourage home — decide what we wish to plant the com 
the rows that have been mentioned gardens, the Wisconsin Horticultur- ing season. 

the first thing after getting the Tand ixt urges upon everyone having a First in order is a succession ol 
ready to plant. When you have all onal yarden to help the good work. vegetables that the table may be sup 
of the first planting done, plant one Oye of the first necessary things to plied at all times with a variety of 
row of Scarlet Globe radish seed in 4 (ane is for cach person having a good things throughout the year. 
the space between the beet and pare dite patch which yields flowers and “Last but not least,” looked — at 
snip rows and one row hetween the vegetables is to prove to his or her from the viewpoint of home comfort, 

parsnip and carrot TOW Two weeks neighbor the advantages of such a comes flowers. Let us have them 
later plant one row radish seed be- garden, and to do so effeetually as without stint. There is such an end- 
tween the cauliflower and tomato figures are) more convincing than — less variety to choose from that all 

row; the radish ought to be 4 seeds \ords, Jet us urge upon each one, tastes may be gratified at a minimum 

to an inch Y% inch deep. When you first, to keep an accurate account of cost. 
plant the first seeds plant two rows cverything expended in the purchase When Adam and Eve first: opened 
of Round Summer spinach seed be- ,¢ manure, seeds and labor, and, sec- their eyes they found themselves. in 

tween the tomato row and the eueum- ondly, another of the returns, as for a garden. Does not this fact  pro- 

ber and melon row; plant #4 in. deep instanee, a daily record of how many — claim that horticulture was to be the 

one seed to one inch; two rows of bunches or heads of lettuce or rad- leading occupation for their deseend- 
Simpson lettuce seed between the jhos are gathered, how many quarts ants. The growing of fruits and 

vine row and the end of bed, a seed of peas, or pounds of string beans or flowers is a soul satisfying oceupa- 

one inch apart, cover Vy inch, thin Gans of corn or bunches of beets. tion, and while the men are pushing 
to 3 inches. When the set onions are ‘Then send us the list and we will the fruit industry, suppose we ladies 

6 inches high plant one row of Gol- gum up the value of the erop at mar- devote what time and talents we have 
den Wax beans about three inches jet petail prices. to the beautifying of the home: Let 

from the onions on the side towards The smaller the garden or bed the — it be a work of love for our home and 

the peas, one seed every 2 inches jyore anxious we are to obtain the surroundings in which we should get 
when they have 5 leaves thin to 4 in., 

plant beans one inch deep. T assume 8 j : 

that you will pull the onions as soon & r r 

as they are suitable for use as green Y Hh} | | 

onions. As soon as the peas are done | HA | 

bearing, pull the vines up and spade ee | 

the ground, and plant 3 rows radish : 

seed or part radish and part White 

Egg turnip seed. As soon as you cut 1 a a | 

a head of cabbage or cauliflower, diz beg nis ay 

the ground up and plant radish or al eae st ; Po ere P . B ‘ ! 

turnip seed. It is safe to plant tur- al 7 | BON eee ets BD 
nip seed to August Ist, and radish Eel bia ye 7 Crs @. So 

seed to Sept. Ist. In all intermediate : 1 | ; isa ipa 8 2 

crops the land must be thoroughly : oc . 4 ™ f ba 

cultivated and worked up as soon bars ca a er ; 

as the crop is removed. When the “ ea ae hail . Bi re’ | 

yines run over the line of their space beincalidacea ih Sie oo bat r e 

lift them up and turn them back on Some more apples, alao at Madison, in Junuary
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| our children interested that they, too, thinned and the perrenials for the failed, your soil conditions aud lo- 

may become interested in growing flower garden are ready to be set out, — cality and anything else you think in 

things. Mrs. L. Hf. Paver. The garden will yield more in both — fluenced the growth. B. IL. 

eres flowers and vegetables if by resisting ++ —___ 

THE MINNEAPOLIS GARDEN the influence of the beguiling spring CREDIT LIST FOR JAN. AND FEB. 
MOVEMENT one curbs one’s impulse and starts in : 5 : 

. . Li with: but half’ whit is dasived 1 Being a list of members who have 
eting 2 reste y t he vhat is desired, anc pa. 5. 

A meeting of people interested in then: vesives all. t ats 6. shit secured members. This is our honor 
end j edwe: of ; mn resists emptations to shirk “arr 

spreading — the _knowle dge of — the | aie : an mS roll. We invite you to a place 
charms and usefulness of home gar- the cultivating, transplanting and re- hereon 
dens, was called at the residence of planting’ Ba is “ heated an. W.S. Hager, 2; Jas. Baldwin, 15 

Mrs. Joseph Jastrow, president of the fall al om a cet, hi mth win. Martin, IJ. C. Roose, 2) KW. 

Madison Womens Club, to consider 1 7 wi wee not only four peo- Fenlon, 1; Ferdinand Lotz, 2; W. A. 

the _advisubility of organizing in Pie on the entire summer boun- Toole, 1; Ro A. Woerfel, 1; J. 8. 

Madison a Movement patterned after oe tn ve a es aot Hie Armstrong, 1; Hugo Kegler. 2; Rob. 

that which, under the leadership of cleus sa tb oF cannec On i Hor, de G. LL ‘Towed, 1; Taeob 
adi e » i "4 is veCTS Ale CUS. es . r, ., : . Mr. Ronar, editor of the Minneapolis ee 5 Zain, 1; Fred 1. Blackinton, 1; EB. 

Tribune, has proved such a success. + + C. Garwood, 1; John Kegel, 15d. Ni 

Ways and means to carry out a simi- ARE YOU SATISFIED Mills, 1; Jim Borders, 2; A. A. UNL 

lar plan in Madison were discussed Are you satisfied with the choice of rich, 1; P. T. James, 1; R. E. Wedg- 

and much enthusiasm aroused, and wile : ” ei «sl A in a . wood, 1; T. D. Van Buren, 1; Geo. 

those present were desired to do all vn . veslien? ‘ix ae TH Your dui, by Re W. Gilbert, 1; N. A. 
; i parde ave they given y 

possible to further the end. B. If. _ garden ¢ ave they a n i Rasmussen, $¢ TL. J. Tucker, 13 C.D. 
a return commensurate w s - ene. oy . == . commensurate with eondi-  yraoGilfrey, 1; Henry Naffz, 1; F. L. 

PLAN THE HOME GARDEN tions? Or have certain things failed ¢ Mielke. 1: de A. Ilayes, 6: WoC 

Let us know and try to help yous fey yy ge ee pe, 
Plan the home garden early in the Ww . . y p> Sicker, 3; .D. Ee. Bingham, 4; ‘. Haw- 

, oe Snes e want everyone who has a home % » Paul 
year, especially when it is small, be- — . . . arden, 1; Bo Tlahn, 15; HE lb. Paul- 

B : . . garden to aid us to compile a list 9: BE. I 
cause then every inch of space is SD aceectinee . . son, 13 J. AL Dunstan, 2; B. I. Boue- 

3 of varieties best suited for the home . 1. J. Sthovides 1: EW 
needed and should be carefully ar- |... er. . in " sein, 13 G. d. Sehneider, 15 1. * 

gardens of various localities. ‘The . , . ; Foss o. 
ranged. Allot the space so that the . i ve . Longfellow, 1; Arthur Fossum, 25 

. varying climatic conditions of — the 5 . inwall 
taller plants will not shade or obscure teers Perey 1D. Aspinwall, 1. northern, southern, eastern and west- , hink B mg 
the smaller ones, plan for an early fs '. as We think B. Hahn, of Sturgeon n § ern portions of the state, the differ- . : 
crop of radishes and lettuce to be = we . Bay, is a hummer, N. A. Rastnussen 

: . ent soil conditions, as the sandy soil 
followed by a later one of string .. . can go some, too. And then we love 

an : near Kilbourn, the clay around Madi- ‘ - 
beans, spimach or turnips, and where — , . the little ones. Robt. Kerr captured 

; ; = snl son and the marshes now being  re- lee dit Che woody. out.on Sid Island 
s early Beane: peas ; q 5 ‘ lis «woods 0 Sand Islan 

he _ beans, pc a8, na a claimed in other parts of the state, Rayfield, Wi S. Ilager haw a 
ave sn . ate ant- ; - near Bayfield. . S. Tfager has ¢ 
MANE f | cropped Pe oa nh P a certainly would seem to call for an ial game preserve and can bag a 

$ sttuce, espec » cab- : zs special game preserve ¢ van bag : 
he a eae y late “le equal number of varieties to mect the i most any time. Try your luck 
age ng oY The 2» é . . "3 . yraee most any 4 ry Me Hk. 
ie and caunbower. 1 he sma: ler different situations. To discover exact- 

i a the greater the ge ly what varieties will grow best in 
i planting the dwarf varieties oO cach locality is our purpose. To do IN MILWAUKEE NOW 

wans and peas, and for training the that without the co-operation of the “Your kind letter of the 19th at 
ate plants on _stakes or trellis. embers of the Horticultural Society hand, and ean only say that T ap- 

onesie of this kind makes a great- vould mean the establishment of cx- preciate most deeply and sincerely the 

cr share of the successful crop. perimental gardens all over the state honor which the Society has seen fit 
Biancuarp TLarrer. at great cost of labor, time and — to confer upon me, by re-electing me 

money, to do it if each and every as Vice-President for the ensuing 

KEEP THE HOME GARDEN SMALL member will contribute his or her year, and that so far as lies in my 

Enthusiasm when reading the new mite of information and experience, power T will push along the grand 

seed and plant catalogues, the charm — will accomplish it quickly and ece — work that the organization is doing. 

of the opening spring, entice one to nomically. Come everybody, lend a — I did not attend as Twas in the throes 

plan a garden which will demand hand, send vs your mite, however of moving to Milwaukee to practice 

more time and energy than one is humble, and if it takes a moment’s law in a larger and T hope a more 

prepared to give during the stress of — precious time just remember that you — uscful field. It may well happen that 

hot and dry summer weather. The im the past have sought and learned I can be of assistance here, and will 

delight of working in the open and from some one else’s expericnce, and always be at your or the Society's 

out doors usually leads one to forget were grateful and now must prove — service.” CO. TL. Riciiarpson. 

the time when weeds grow quickly your gratitude by helping others to a 

and peas and beans must all be picked do the same. Tell what varieties you Send one new member in March, 

while the onions are demanding to be + plant, what succeeded, what ones and one in April, and one—
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Wisconsin Horticulture Let every grower see to it that the ment in any particular orchard com 

dry quart is enforced. March is a pany, scheme or plan of fruit grow- 

Published monthly by the rood month to look for southern ing. 
. . . . 8 

Wisconsin State Horticultaral Society grown. strawberries. We venture the opinion that thi- 

Official organ of the Soctety. —— is or should be the policy of every 

seca Why not cooperate in buying berry officer of the Society; none shoul 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor boxes and erates? you can save from lend the influence of his position t. 

Secretary W, 8. H. S. Madison, Wis. twenty-five cents to one dollar per any concern. This is also the policy 
Associate Editors—Nineteen Hundred . a ‘ A . 

Members of the Society. thousand on boxes, according to the of this paper, to furnish reliable in 
=== quantity purchased. Get together. formation about the different sections 

Subscription price One Dollar a_ year — of Wisconsin and their horticultural 
which includes membership in the Wiscon- 7 as z aay : 
sin State Horticultural Soctety. Ask questions. The question sheets possibilities and that is all. No ow 

Mean gee to Frederic Cranefleld, cont out last month return but slow- should ask more. The wise investor 

Peis Pr roatal on Express. Money rae, ly. Do not hesitate on account of the — will investigate for himself. 
or attached to a card. Personal checks ac- request for name and address. Names 
cepted. Stamps accumulate faster than we . 
can use them. Do not send stamps if any are never published unless requested. 
other means are available. : . : 

Advertising rates made known on appli Send a bunch of questions for April. EVERGREENS 
cation. 

we 1 Phe price is now One Dollar for SS et 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Societ Soon ‘ is 

subseription to Wisconsin Horticul- and Deciduous Trees 
OFFICERS ture including membership in the OF QUALITY 

D. E. Bingham, President___.Sturgeon Bay Society. A dollar bill Isa very con- For Parks, Lawns, Private Grounds and 
¢ e Richardson. ee ea eet venient way of remitting. Reforesting 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary_-------_~Madison —- 

— . . Arbor Vitae Balsam Fir 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE How | many words, m ordinary White Pine Norway Spruce 

D. E. Bingham, Chairman__--..--Fe-opeio handwriting, may be written on a Europ. Larch Aust. Pine 
oe Kelloggren-na2---v-----—-- Ofte postal card? Try it some time and — 

Fe Sane eee Genes when done turn the card over and All standard varieties of ornamental and 

2nd Dist., G. W. Reigle-----------Madison write Editor Wisconsin Horticulture, Fruit Trees 
8rd Dist., Wm. Toole________..---Baraboo . +e Write for Catalogue 
4th Dist., W. C.. Sleker-- ~-Milwaukee Madison, Wis. 

th Dist., H. C. Melcher____-_Oconomowoc 
6th Dist., B. Gonzenbach_-_-----Sheboygan ——= EVERGREEN NURSERY CO. 
Bih DALI A. Rasmuswen ----Oabkoan = ‘The new Department, “Gardens,” STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

ion Bist ane: payyrence-- Sturgeon Bay should be popular. We solicit con- 
11th Dist.,O. Flanders___.-..-----Bayfleld tributions on vegetable and_ flower 

a gardens, house-plants or anything 
BOARD OF MANAGERS , . Thile thi ’ D. 1. Bingham i Gianeaeta that makes better homes. While this Kellogg Ss 

L. G. Kellogg department belongs mostly to the 
= women members “mere man” will be Nursery 

Annual Membership —----_—- 2233100  allowe . Life Membership _-.....-._--.222210 09 2lowed to enter. . 

Remit to Secretary W. 8. H. S. aig Oldest Nursery in 
adison, Wis. = ° 

ee eee CORRECTION Wisconsin 
sions or grafti fore Or > 6 of the February issue an : : mot er for grafting before . ee ° the re u ; “ ‘ Our stock is grown right, dug 

March 15. article on fruit growing in the North right, packed right, and by no 
es west was credited to Prof. R. A. means least, the 

What great acorns sometimes come Moore. It should have been Prof. 

from little Oaks. J. G. Moore. “R. A.” knows a whole PRICES ARE RIGHT 

ane lot about corn, alfalfa, ete., but when Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

March is the month for hotbeds. it comes to fruit you want to see J. G. and Fruit Trees 

See March, 1911, number for direc- about it. 5 

sions Did you save your papers? : “-- Apples singly or by the 1000. : y 5 papers't ONCE MORE Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 
a Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 

An annual membership free for the On page 4 of the July issue the 

first March renewal slip received at Secretary, over his signature, pub- FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
his offi C ie oii rtai i a this office accompanied by a dollar. lished certain statements concerning Get our price list before you place 

—~— the investment of money, that it your order and save money. 

Copies of the Weights and ; Meas- seems necessary to repeat at this time. Address Box 77 
ures Law may be had on application It is to the effect that no advice will KELLOGG’S NURSERY 

to Supt. J. Q. Emery, State Capitol. be given by him either by letter or Janesville, Wisconsin 

Madison. through this paper as to the invest-
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THE OYSTERS SHELL SCALE a very little more than the cost of this spring. You fellows down there 

PROF. J. G. SANDERS, the ingredients which are used in in the southern part of the state 

The commonest and most widely the home made wash. would feel smart if this little neck 

distributed scale insect in Wisconsin It must be remembered that scale of land up here should show you how 

which causes damage to various kinds insects and plant lice which suck the to grow peaches, or show that it is 

of fruit trees and ornamental plants, sap from their host plants can not possible. 

is the “oyster shell scale,” which was be poisoned with Paris green or other Be not weary in well doing. 

imported from Europe over a century — arsenical poisons nor controlled with Irvine C. Sirus. 

ago. In the aggregate, more damage Bordeaux mixture which is only used 

to fruit trees and ornamental shrubs for the control of fungus diseases. 

is eaused in Wisconsin by this seale aa diaaeaaaaia M K. N 

insect than is generally realized, al- WISCONSIN PEACHES, WHY NOT? 4 Cc ay ursery 

though its attacks are generally not so I am glad to note that a special CG. 

fatal as that of the San Jose Seale, effort is to be made to try out some oOmpany 

which has been found at a few points. of the winter varieties of apples. Do 

Apple, willow and poplar trees are not overlook Black Ben, Delicious, PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

often times seriously infested to such and several .others that are quite 

an extent that the plant is decidedly strongly advertised. Why do we not Offer a Complete line of 

stunted in growth. The scale is also do some work along the line of HARDYZNURSERY STOCK 

readily recognized by = ee 

its brown color and VA $ pa g ie) 9 LY FORWSPRING 1912 

slongated shape—much f) yf» DT BY we 2h 
py ae YEU) 1 a F ‘ 

narrower at one end Ya 's Vi [oA = Con He If interested in planting FRUIT 
. P 4 A AE RRO which bears a light (a a Ga TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

yellow spot. Beneath [pace Ra I (ned ORNAMENTALS, write us for 

this brown scale will be | Noe - Mv Ties) CATALOGUE and PRICES. 

found upon examina- I ar’ I Coe = You will find our prices consist- 

tion in the winter or in af ; is i é me é ent with quality of stock offered. 
the spring, many tiny, i A eSB me 

white eggs which ap- i < + bs ec = 

pear like particles of , y % 

dust. These eggs hatch My fe ‘ NURSERIES AT 
g clog ¢ i. Foo 
in the late spring and ; $4 4 3 » WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 

the crawling lice mi- Ng fl perk a . 

grate to the youngest iy Fe es H a A 

twigs to begin feeding. ll Aw Mi @ 3 A 

Consequently, the scale RE 1 = i 

does great damage by ts Cia Na we . j K N O xX 

stunting the growth of page d Si Pee _ 
the youngest shoots. : ¥y See 

Fruit growers and +e e N U R Ss E R I E Ss 

others should examine . THE OYSTER SHELL SCALE 
their trees carefully for After Dr. L. O. Howard, Year Book U. S. Dept. of Agr., 1894 CEeteblished tn 186%) 

this seale which if present in consider- trying to develop a race of peaches 
. ‘ ‘ ~ ae Make i f rr 5 

able numbers should be treated. A that will thrive in Wisconsin. Per- Th a specialty of Cherry Tress 

thorough application of lime sulphur haps this last should be done in our ey strongly recommend me 

wash one part to ten parts of water private orchards, but the writer ex- Year Cherry Trees because they 

sprayed on the trees as late as possible pects to see the time when we will are stocky, well headed, well rooted 

in the spring before the bursting of be producing peaches here in Wis- thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

the buds will be highly successful in consin, that will be just as good as Two Year for those who prefer 

controlling the pest. The later the any we gan get from Michigan or the larger trees. They also have a 

application is made, the more suc- Texas. The best peach I ever tasted ice lot of Apple i th ris 

cessful will the results be. was grown in our garden at Green nice Jot of Apple in northern Sorts. 

Lime sulphur in commercial form is Bay. We will do well to think of A trial order will convince 

generally more desirable than the home these things before some stranger any one of their quality. 

made product, particularly that made comes along and snatches the honor ~~ 
in Wisconsin since our lime does not which we should have had. I have 

generally contain, a high percentage ordered a few peach trees to set this H. M. SIMPSON & SONS 

of calcium. In fact, the commercial spring, and I note that Washburn Vincennes, Indiana. 

lime sulphur can be purchased for parties have also ordered some for
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SOMETHING ABOUT ADS —— ee. ee 

We want your business, but we ARSENATE OF LEAD 

don’t want it unless we can give you 9 — 

about one hundred and seven cents 

in value for every dollar you pay. SULPHUR SOLUTION 

The reference is to advertisements 
- « referen . as o aevertisemen . Fully Comply with most rigid requirements of Insecticide Act of 1910 
in this paper. The ads and member- 

ship fees must pay for the paper and TT ._ TS—me Grasselli Arsenate of 

any time when the total receipts from Lead is being successful- 

these two sources are insuflicient to _. ly used to destroy all 

cover the bills the paper must be ass S leaf-eating insects, such 

cut down. a R l as Codling, Moth, Potato 

But as remarked in’ the beginning Fs : Beetle, Curculio, ete. 

we don’t want the business unless it f 4 The Grand Sweepstake 

pays you. We have suspected all ape sd . 
: . * rize of $100 

along that an ad. in Wisconsin Ior- 17) ; po Ay 4) beat hata © for she 

ticulture was a money getter and now vo Vex? (",  Wawry |S shown. at te id nl 

we know it. Leg US pat org (67 ‘Appl Sh Spok na 

Witness the following unsolicited Y aoe ‘ ‘an po ne 

testimonials. )- ashington, has _ been 

“L have advertised extensively in PRO won by users of Grasselli 

various papers, most always with Arsenate of Lead for the 

satisfactory results but I have never last three years. 

had as good returns for money ex-. Grasselli Lime Sulphur Solution is the Standard remedy for San 
pended as from “ads” in Wisconsin Jose Scale. It has also come into prominence as a summer spray to 

Horticulture. This [ believe is due replace Bordeaux Mixture. 

to the fact that all the readers oF this For Further Information Write 

paper are interested in’ horticulture 
. . . ; 

ad the “ad” comes to the people for | Th8 Grasselli Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wis, 
whom it, is intended.” The Grasselli Chemical Company, Established 1839 Main Office Cleveland, Ohio 

N. A. Rasmussen. ig i 

“T have just been running over the 

January totals on our advertising re- 

sults and I think there is due you a 

note of congratulation for the show- O R C H A R D H EA I E R S 

ing made by Wisconsin Horticulture a FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FROST 

on our January copy. During the ee 

month of January we reeeived fifty ; ; 

inquiries from this piece of copy and Write for Prices and Description 

a substantial order and more orders 

will undoubtedly come later as a re- 

sult of our follow-up.” M. ROHLINGER & SON 
“It is not very often that I thus 

deliberately, without solicitation, tall 523 CASS ST., MILWAUKEE WIS. 
about our advertising returns, bua | aA 

yours is an exceptional case-——you are 

doing a splendid work in Wisconsin 

for the horticultural interests of the 

state and I think it is due you to D 0 0 r ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

know that with the right kind of copy pee For Fruit Culture. Door Count 

Wisconsin Horticulture is a profit Orchards Pa a Revenue of f 

producer for the advertiser. Five Hund ut Eight H di, d 

Wishing you continued and ever Cou nty Dall. un, A o aan at il un Fe 

increasing suecess, I am 0. ars per Wait nnually. or 

Yours very truly,” Particulars Write : : :::::: 

* * * * * 

l an d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND CO., 
This is the sort of thing that glad- STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

dens the heart and feeds the babies. :
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THE FINAL WORD ABOUT BERRY BOXES poy 

During the convention representatives from several of the larger fruit “We have a Fine Lot of 

centers submitted to Mr. J. Q. Emery, State Superintendent of Weights and 

Measures, several questions regarding the new Weights and Measures Law. ” 

‘These were fofwarded by Mr. Emery to Attorney General Bancroft. We give Plants for the Garden. 
herewith, by permission, the portions relating to “short boxes and “original 
package,” and advise a careful perusal of same by every grower. SEND FOR LIST 

a 

Exrracts or Arrorsbty Gexerat Baxcrorr’s Lerrer or daxvary 31, 1912. 

“ORIGINAL PACKAGE.” J. E. MATHEWSON 

In your letter of January 9th, you ask a number of questions regarding Sheb . = 

the weights and measures law, being chapter 566 of the laws of 191. You eboygan, Wisconsin 

state question has arisen as to the meaning and scope of the expression “ex- 

copt the first sale within the state im the original packages,” where that ex- 

pression occurs in paragraph I of section 1668; and you ask if the meaning. ©] ——$ A 

of the term “original package” as therein used is that given by the United 
States Supreme Court in Guekenheimer yv. Sellers (St Bed. 997), to-wit: ‘an STRAWBE RRY 

original package within the meaning of the law of interstate commerce is the 
package delivered by the importer to the carrier at the initial point of ship- PLANTS 

ment, in the exact condition in which it was shipped.” And further that an = 

“original package” ceases to be such according to the following rule: “Goods: . 

imported do not lose their character as imports and become incorporated into Pla ae choice Seen berty 

the mass of property of the state until they have passed from the control of Raspberr Ag aa d Rh 

the importer, or been broken up by him from their original eases.” Low et al. bark roots Sparagus an\ “ 

y. Austin (SOULS. 29). And you ask if these quotations do not correetly These lants will not be 

es the meaning of the term “original package’ as used in the Wisconsin dug more thas twenty-four hours 

stadutes. , , . . . before shipping. All stock guar- 
In my opinion, these quotations give an accurate interpretation of the anteed. Hot bed plants in sea- 

phrase “original package” as used in the Wisconsin law. To would, in’ that son. Write for prices. 

connection, refer you to the following authorities also : 

“An original package, as applied to interstate and international RASMUSSEN’S 

commerce, is a package, bundle or aggregation of goods put up in 

whatever form, covering or receptacle for transportation and as a FRUIT FARM 

unit: transported from one state or nation to another. An original OSHKOSH, - WISCONSIN 

package, within the constitutional provision respecting the regulation 

of commerce, is the identical package delivered by the importer to the 

carrier at the initial point of shipment in the exact condition in which 

it was shipped.” 

17 Amer. & Eng. Ene. (2nd Kd.) 73. T H E H AW K S$ 

“Property becomes mixed with the general mass of property 

within the state when the original package in which it was imported N U RS E R Y Cc O. 

is no longer such in the hands of the importer, but until that time the 

article remains a subject to interstate commerce aud is protected: by 

the commerce clause from state interference.” are ina position to furnish 

17 Amer. & Eng. Ene. (2nd ld.) 71. ‘ 
high grade Nursery Stock of 

You state that another question has arisen as to the meaning of the 3 — . 

‘first sale within the state” and you ask if this expression means the first all kinds and varieties suit- 

sale by the importer in original package, or does it mean the sale made by the : : ile by the importer in orig package, or does it me re sale made by the able to ‘Wisconsin “and othér 
onsignor residing in some other state to the consignee in Wisconsin; or does 

{ mean something else / northern districts. 

“The right to sell any article imported is an inseparable incident Will be glad to figure on 

to the right to import it, and there is no distinetion in this regard 

between the sale at wholesale to individuals engaged in the jobbing your wants either in large or 

or retail trade and a sale at retail to the consumer, provided the goods 

are sold in the original packages in which they were imported. The small quantities. 
right of sale does not extend beyond the first sale by the importer after 

the arrival of the goods within the state.” : a 

17 Amer. & Eng. Ene. (2nd Ed.) 66. 

“The point of time when an article of interstate commerce ceases WAUWATOSA WISCONSIN 

to be such and the power of the state over it begins is not the instant ’ 

when the article enters the state but when the importer has so acted bo 
.
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upon it that it has become incorporated and mixed with the mass of 

property in the state or country.” ‘ 

17 Amer. & Eng. Ene. (2nd Ed.) 70. JEWELL 

After articles have left the hands of the importer they are no longer 

subjects of foreign or interstate commerce. M I NN ESO I A 

“The first sale in the state of the imported article destroys its 

character as an import and incorporates it with the mass of property GROWN 

‘ of the state.” 

17 Amer. & Eng. Ene. (2nd Ed.) 71. Nursery Stock 

The first sale within the state means the first sale by the importer in 

the original package. It sometimes happens that the consignor, residing in Sa 

some other state, is the importer—that is, the sale may not take place until 

the goods have reached this state. When that is true, the sale by the con- Complete assortment of Fruit 

signor would be the first sale within the state. Probably, as goods are generally and Ornamental stock in all 

sold, the sale by the consignor takes place without the state and the person varieties suited to northern‘cul- 

to whom he sells the goods may make one sale within the state in the original t A ialty of Hard 
ure. specia: y package. A 

“SHORT” BOXES. Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

, . . . Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 
Your next question is: “Is the selling in berry boxes or erates or barrels Shrubs, Appl dN 

whose interior capacity is less than the interior capacity thereof specified by uous TUDS,, +{Pples. an a 

law, except the first sale within the state in the ‘original package’ even tive Plums. 

though those boxes, crates or barrels be marked ‘short,” or so marked as to — 

show their exact capacity, tolerated by the terms of the law?” . — 

I find no provision of law by which boxes, crates or barrels may be sold 

or used within the state unless of the capacity provided by this law. The THE JEWELL NURSERY -60. 

several provisions of section 1668 provide the interior capacity for barrels and 

also for berry boxes and crates for various articles. It nowhere makes any LAKE CITY, MINN. 
exception for such boxes, crates or barrels that are marked to show their 

exact capacity. In my opinion, sales in such short boxes, crates or barrels 1500 Acres Established 1868 
are violations of the law. 

‘Your next question is: “Under the terms of the law, is the use of the 

old stock for making said boxes, crates or barrels now left in the possession of 

producers or of dealers in the fruits designated, tolerated by the terms of the FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

law if such old stock is manufactured into barrels or crates or boxes not of IN GREAT VARIETY 

legal size?” . 

Paragraph 10 of section 1668, relating to the sale of various kinds of Consisting of 
berries, provides, in part: F 

« * * * all berry boxes sold, used, or offered for sale within the RUIT, SHADE AND ORNA 

state shall be of the interior capacity of not less than one quart, pint, 

or half pint, dry measure.” . MENTAL TREES 

Paragraph 12 provides that any person Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 

“selling apples, pears, cranberries, or other fruit in barrels of less berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 

gest than been orried or tal ho Hable oe ureower fT ings, Asparagus, Rhubarb et a: shortage therein. Orn : 
mental and Flowering Shrubs, 

Paragraph 14 provides, in part: Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 

“It shallbe and is hereby declared unlawful for any person to greens, etc. . 

bring, transport, or convey into the state, or to sell, offer to sell, or If you would like to see a really 

otherwise dispose of for profit, any apples, pears, plums, blackberries, good Catalogue we would be glad 

blueberries, cherries, cranberries, gooseberries, raspberries, strawber- to send you ours. It has more than 

ries, a ane Sie axe the ans oY wie the ee a the fifty pages and describes everything 
original pac! ages, unless the crates, boxes, barre. 8, or packages where- in the plainest language without 

in the same are contained shall be of the full interior capacity re- a a 
quired for sale in the state to comply with all the provisions of this any extravagant or overdrawn de- 
section as fully and completely as if the said packages had been scriptions. 

packed, and the said fruit grown in Wisconsin.” 

es The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 
It follows from these provisions that the law does not regulate the manu- ’ w 

facture of boxes, crates and barrels, but it does prohibit the sale or use or the FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

offering for sale of any boxes, crates or barrels unless of the full interior Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 
capacity required by law.
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Questions and Answers © FOR SALE ‘ 
A splendid location for chicken and fruit farm; 15 acres, adjoining beautiful 
little lake, in the summer resort district of Southern Wisconsin, Good six-room 

Q. What do you know about house, barn, ete., good drilled well, fine old shade trees and orchard of over 200 
2 Death?” trees—apples, cherries, pears, plums, peaches, crab apples; also asparagus beds, 
Bug Death? pieplant, strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants, grapes, etc. First 
A. Contains much inert material class home markets, both retall and wholesale, for fruits, vegetables, poultry 

such as plaster of Paris, ete., for and eggs. An ideal opportunity for an enterprising person—a good living from 
ae “ss ” the start. Absolutely necessary to sell and for a quick sale will make low 

which we cannot afford to pay 30 or price and easy terms. Address E. W. NICHOLSON, R. R. 12, Brookfield, WIs. 
35 eents per pound Better buy Paris 

green or arsenate of lead. 

Q. I am interested in spraying an ] Wo 

orchard. We also have fifty colonies ae 

of bees. Will the spraying harm the as Ste OD 

bees? Yours truly, A. &. i aN ‘Spee at’ a 
j ek okcs cal nor, os x : 

A. Many bee keepers claim that ath of i. Ri Your fruit is not at its best in 
z 3 Z ra ESR : . is 

spraying fruit trees when in full aint NY) yield, flavor, color or shipping 
bloom with sprays containing arsenic G oo ae nS gy qualities unless the Potash supply : i , a : ; 2 
may poison bees but fruit growers ea is adequate and available. 
uite generally contend that there is ay . 

0 6 : . i A fertilizer for fruit should contain no danger. It may be said to be an n A 5 
: Tan at least 12% Potash 

unsettled question. Tlowever, there yy | > . 
is little or no need of spraying in NDE: } Many growers use annually 200 Ibs. Muriate 

; eG q of Potash per acre. 
full bloom and this is the only time Potash also: iaSusee Ste land | \ 

: ste is chance of injuring bees. EW otash also insures strong wood and early anc when the re is chance of injuring bees. > ae i continuous bearing 

lhe first spraying for scab and cod- lp Sain bs . : ; 
ili th le trees should be ly Ws wy Write us for prices if your dealer doesn’t 
dang moth on app 8: Urees Sho. : oT er carry Potash Salts; also for our free books 
done immediately after the blossoms WA 4 with formulas and directions. 

fall. ih | Tee 1) ’ —— GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc. 
—— AGH LET Gi HA ie my ia Continental Building, Baltimore 

Q. I have 500 apple trees set out ist HT 7.4 f( a Whe een Block, Chicago PO Tae Wh itm ‘i ta 
two and three years. I have not Sh EES ney New Ores Building, 

plowed: the:land: bitkept well worked 

with cultivator and disk. gas 

Would you advise plowing? s a gE HE HARDIE 

A. No need of plow if grass and Ap | 

weeds can be kept down with tools . R A Y R 

named. ‘The cherry growers at Stur- SP E S 

seon Bay use a light gang plow cut- Hand and Power Outfits 

ting furrows but 2 or 3 inches in q ll 

depth followed by disk. Keep the ee The Hardie Sprayer is built by a practical fruit grower 
soil stirred and free from grass using | for fruit growers and by a man who knows how to 

‘ools best adapted to purpose. build sprayers. 

—- Parts coming in contact with spraying fluid made of 

(. TIow and when can hybrid per- x hard metal brass and cannot wear out. 

petual roses be grafted to produce aaa The Hardie Sprayer is the Sprayer that will work when 

tree roses; and are our native wild A you want it to work and will do your spraying right. 
roseg suitable for stocks? a The Hardie Pump is guaranteed. 

A Grafting roses is rarely prac- Write now for prices and catalog. We can give you 
ticed in the northern states although the best material, prices consistent with quality on 

sometimes successful. Budding is = Arsenate of Lead, Sulphur Lime, Bordeaux, Bordo- 
the method commonly followed for Lead, Powdered Arsenate of Lead, Scale Killer, Sulfur. We have a com- 

producing tree-roses. Bud high on plete line. Do not delay. Send for booklets and prices. 

Mannetti stocks in July or August, 
or as early as plump buds can be M. ROHLINGER & SON 
secured. Possibly our native stocks 523 CASS STREET 

would answer although not very MILWAUKEE, - - - - - . WISCONSIN 
stout. Who can answer? —__———<—$. —_—$
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3 Red River Ss all P. TOMATO SEED | | Olds’ “vac,” Seed Potatoes 
A limited amount of the famous A Nie as a. 7 bay > pn 
“EARLY BUCKSTAFF" iW EO et a CC, 

Per Package 26 cents ee si di nee er el) 
Pp 768 2 ° 2, . 

er ounce 7S conte Red River Red River Red River Red River |j 
RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM Six Weeks [jm Early Ohio White Ohio IrishCobbler 

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN getty satrecearty i Barly Oto ta the Similan, to Rea I annaonater “=F 

sensi ket gardener.Makes in the country. Beis (Ohio excent Bliss’ Triumph and 
a quick growth, Olds’ Red River h ise is fast superseding 

arene Cue ate, ANIM ss Sash co eal market sarc te 
SKILLET CREBK STRAWBERRY FARM grown ‘Si Weoks tpocarance’ ond fi ay dd er Tooks better and 

Don’t forget that I have for sale the best stock smoothest Worse chowants ff WB beste ave been “Our ied River 
of everything in the line of ingese gearsGct our peices, acre. Gest obtainable. 

Fruit Trees, Grape Vines errs ae 
Berry Plants, Asparagus Roots Red River Seed Potetoes, grown in tho cold northwest, are shead of all others for quick early 
Everything I sell must be straight and give satis maids" deed Botatoes faved national reputation, 24 yeare’ Gxperieace growing and handling; our 
faction or your money comes back as willingly as potatoes are known in every section and we are acknowledged headquarters for pure seed. of tho best in 

fascia both pariien nr AT? for Bese aa soul Patan Cre ut re dacs Carhon en Poe Bole wi ee” ©" ot 
‘awer 65 ISOM, 

L. B. IRISH, BARABOO, WIS., Phone 179-M i. L. OLDS SEED GOMPANY, - Mai 2 ae 

Sc Grieg Oy SEN Bre aay; SOS, 
SENS ICIS RY ps ere Jes Be WISCONSIN NURSERIES | eigen Qi | //-sghe Sige? 

Grow and handle all kinds of nursery BOS OR SRO Wee SERB oa Sa RS PO SAAR ) Bee Sh aN Soa maa? % OT Se ONAN 
stock. We employ no agents but sell di- VEN > a 2) v v % ees Daa 
rect, If inthe market you can save: money he OS as mR A SD), PORTS ea 
by buying of us. Get our prices. "Grae “toe a ya 

WISCONSIN NURSERIES, Pic, > f \\ GG? Kee 
Union Grove, Wis. W. S. Moyle, Prop. Re OZGH, f i 

ys y C , » 
Send For PANSY GUIDE AND CATALOG @ aD 4 aN. 

of Flower Seeds and Plants ( | nf Sey ~~; 
——FREE TO ANY ADDRESS—— Fete TN wise , ites} 

WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS a8 i gee eh 
PANSY HEIGHTS, BARABOO, WIS. @ tl | 0 a A re) 

: er oe SI 0.3: 
eT ae Gi Slhoe i 

Wd Pg ° i eer . ee 

Vincennes — MYERS ° . 

{\UESErioS SPRAY PUMPS» NOZZLES 
Vincennes, Indiana are made in many styles and sizes is meet every spray: 
W ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 

e C e REED 9 cae rigs. They have all Been developed in line with t mpdein spraying sparen 
and hay since passed the experimental stage. We show here a : 

' PROPRIETOR our Carnot te of Spray Pumps, Nozzles, Bamboo Extensions and Accessories. 
log No. Sp-12 will gi full descriptions and pi 

ee ane the Onc new casing No Se WaeEPOR IT NOW. . 
or eee SG a 

The Growing of Cherry Trees Ay + 1" 
has been our Specialty for : . 
Years. Our soil and method  - te ce] 
of growing produces a Tree a ‘ se : / 
that is not excelled by any “in 4 x | 
one. Splendid blocks of two- Ss ue || v. 
year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- ane wy 

-| year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early ( Aare 
Richmond, Montmorency and eg 3, 4 
other leading varieties by the t ee cil eis 
100 or car load. We also grow 
a general line of other Nursery F - yers ro e 
stock. Personal inspection in- £ 
vited. Correspondence solicited Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works 1 

* _ASHLAND, OHIO |
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9 5 
T h e G rea t Vreeland’s Spray Material } 

Has No Bqual e 

Northern a ete 
let entitled, “Spraying 2 

N C Simplified.” Also. handle . 
ursery VO. murecry stock and special grade 

dynamite for tree planting. 

Sells F Cl BERRY CRATES 
el irst-Class A FOXES 

Ww. G T Richland Co. Nursery and a full line of 
isconsin Grown lLrees Twin Blaffs, Wis. . 

vs Other Fruit Packages 
Our Trees Live. We had an op- —ESSeeeeee! 

portunity to compare 500 of our : , 
Wisconsin grown trees with a simi- We furnish full dry quart and 
ler jotior en Bester Noreery At pint berry beret and all, other 

t! @ season on r * ackages to comply with the new 
centot the eastern grown stock was Choice Wisconsin law. 

allye, while 96 ber centot ours lived Ss b Pl 
and grew. oral: buy home grown 

Sep a ae Strawberry Flants | || medford Veneer Co. 
aH. A comparison will prove Medford, Wis. 

a ir cl as m ie willowy -to-! 
and watery soft erowth of southern Grown, By'Up:to-Date Methods: 

OF GRStETH ETO WN SOCK. Senator Dunlap, Per. and Warfield, Imp., 
Every tree and shrub is packed 50,000 each. Also Steven's Late Cham. NEW STRAWBERRIES! 1212 Cele entirely under cover, freo from ex- | « Blok Pecy Avma,, Pers Babich; Tap: ici wcuniiseweniee, ALL FREE eal 

» Per: . : . a cliable, interesting and instructive. 
Bestire ep sunianid:wind, Haverland, Imp.; Orem, Per.; Climax, EVERBEARERS and other important varieties. 

Per.; Excelsior, Per.; St. Louis, (early) Address G. N. FLANSBURG & SON, Jackson, Mich. 

Per.; Oregon Iron Clad, Per.; President, 
Great Northern Nursery Imp. and Midnight, Imp. ae 

. Price 60c per 100, $3.50 per 1000. . . . Company, Baraboo, Wis. By mail 15e per 100 extra Bigger Fruit Profits 
. Black Beauty, Imp. and Grand Marie, ° ev inaapray pumpin 

Witte: foe: (Catalogue: end! Prive ~Llets Per. $3.00 per 100, Fig type. t vente Ti rule rowers wee Sats one eniTeavr to He 
: Plants Will Not be Dug More LA to ise one a0 acer feat 
han 24 Hours Before Shipping ! y *§ “ECLIPSE 

BWALDS FOLDING BERRY BOX | Irwin Fruit Farm :  |Wi\ Sspray pump 
Lancaster, Wisconsin ; hi i It overcomes every de 

hadi : At i ie ian praved Hteelt bent 
PATENTED AUG. 13, :907 gam] i ft | } Iwactial work.” Put an f h ro 1g : lipse to work on yeu 

Ry i cana : wel a New Write for one tally 
CL ff = | LS J ¥ Mlustrated catalogue. [t 

fit ee... S| bigs: | SEND 15c FOR A PACKAGE OF LSS tells why youshould spray 
é y. Res SSS Keres “eugene iewithan Bellpse, [t's free 

Fro = Fo? Fia.3 TOOLE’S GIANT PRIZE Write to-day 

a ; - ee MORRILL 8 MORLBY MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich. 
The only folding berry box made of wood PANSY SEED 
veneer that ———————— SaaS 

GIVES SATISFACTION 

Made in Wisconsin style, Standard dr We will include a copy of fiisdeure quarts, and) ‘pints Neat ‘and Toole's Guideto Pang Culture and Catalogu GLADIOLUS BULBS 
strong, is all ready for business, needs no SE RIO MEE DESC RANE IAEES GROFF’S HYBRIDS 
tacks nor stapling. Write us today and a and all the Best Sorts 

we will tell you more about this box and WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS First premium at Iowa State Fair 1911 
how to get it nearer home at manufac- Pansy Heicuts Write for catalogue 
turer’s prices. Do it now. BARABOO, WIS. . —— a 

We also manufacture crates and old SEO Rie uae 
style quarts and pints in K. D. for crate 
makers and large growers who have stapl- 
ing macnines and make up their own . @ 
crates and boxes, big reduction in price on 
Se lots. Our m terial and prices will 50,000 CUTHBERT Fruit Trees 
please you. 

Cumberland Fruit Package C. -| RASPBERRY PLANTS keris Planes 
umberland Fruit Package Company 

Gumberland, Wisconsin FOR SALE Ornamental Shrubs 

qd These plants were grown on From the North 

FORTY-TWO YEARS sandy loam, have just been Send its your list of wants 
The Jewell Nursery Co. inspected and found to be free First class stash atchowei BEES 

Hardy Fruit and Ornamental from disease and in fine condition. 
Trees, Shrubs and Plants The Cascade Nursery 

Lake City, - Minnesota F. N. LANG, Bayfield, Wis. Osceola, Wis. 
gg 
FIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES :
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Orchard Planting} ST ARK Books 
> . 
U hy 0 kk Stark Orchard Planting Book and 

eal Condensed Stark Year Book 
WWW 5 3 : a 

Waa WY y i Two splendid, practical volumes which ee 
pe: ae | tell the amazing story of modern-day fruit- 
"ae f . | culture. Two books filled with invaluable, 

\ Ww 4 ua" down-to-the-minute information on orchard- lensed YA ae : ci ; ee Bis ee 
) eel ee | ing in all its phases; complete descriptions Starla 
i ~ ie of varieties, season of ripening, locality i / 

} ANY rye where each variety does best, etc. They (oral y 
J VN ~~, tell a common-sense the sensational story of 

a4 LS p profits that are being made from commercial 5 
W yee E44 \ and home orchard growing. These books [yj 
Soa ) " Fe _ show just what you can make from a Stark 
Ey) Zo Orchard. And they are both free. Use 

RRP J Be Lass the coupon f ws rhe : 5 me + 
: e 

oO Raa Stark Orchard Planting Book ae 

wage . ve A book of trustworthy information by a recognized ee P ’ 
Stark Bro’s * authority—given free to the whole world,—not a cata- JP) tar ro’s y Biv fo the : wo 

Nurseries & Orchards Co log or piece of advertising literature, but a well of infor- F777 ii 
mation on the planting and care of trees from the day yar ] 
they are received from the nursery. As the author says: 

‘‘The contents is not the result of my own experience alone. Condensed Stark Year Book 
It is a collection of the knowledge and experience of many “A Di d Mine” of Inf. . 
men. Each has spent a large part of his life working with trees. yamon ine 0 ormation 
Many have _ scientific training. All are Beh in that Ereatest Here is a book as different from the usual run of nurserymen’s 
of a pnowle eo practicas experience. t tells the real catalogs as day is from night. It is a veritable mint of boiled- 
secret of success in orchard planting. down information on varieties for commercial or home-orchard 

3 . planting, season of ripening of all varieties of all fruits, letters 
At Planting Time Most Mistakes Occur! from successful fruit-growers from every part of the country, 

This invaluable book laine in simple 1 h comments by our national horticultural authorities, etc., etc. 
‘his ‘inva uable book explains in simple language, how to It also gives the facts about Stark Trees and quotes prices. Every 

avoid those failures in fruit-growing that are directly due to easy-  gtatement in this book is backed by a million dollar nursery. 
to-make mistakes made when the trees were planted. Planters the country over say this is the best, the most valuable 
We cannot begin to tell you here the priceless information and most practical book of its kind ever published. We have 
contained in this small but most valuable book. You must have thousands of this kind of letters. 
the book itself. Send for it mow. Use the coupon. Or write a < 

gard oF dstler today, srithout fail, for this: truly’ remarkable several good hentctlorl works bel coeed. Me ie oct one thee wieat 
volume. I beli Year Book contai iful and artisti ite ki ; more voluable, uptordate suggestions ever istucd. but the’ most preetieal 

Please send me another dozen copies have often thought should be in the for the new beginner,(or the old one guide for the planter of fruit and other 
of the Stark Orchard Planting Book. hands of every planter. Will greatly either) than any of them.—John A. trees. The text is unique in many 
This booklet-contains very timely, aid them to make a success of the | Minger, Memaha Co., Kansas. ways, especially in the directness of 
valuable and some belated informa: trees planted. I think it will be ap- Permit me to thank youfor your statement and the absolute worth of 
tion. Tam sending copy today to a preciated by all.—A, F. Buvinger, handsome catalogue, It is the ost the various trees and fruits described. 
young man who was. at my place Labette Co., Kansas, comprehensive of its kind Lhave ever It should be in, the library of every 

yesterday, and. Reed, Pereion “Will you kindly send me one of seen. The color plates are beautiful, fruit grower.—Thos. F. Rigg, Iowa 
Model Fruit Farm, Oregon Co, Mo. Your. Stark Orchard Planting Books?” and of great assistance inselectingfruit. Horticultural Experiment Grounds, 

odel Fruit Farm, Oregon Co., Mo. fave just run across one borrowed —J. O. Lewis, Wash. Co., Tenn. Hardin Co., lowa. 
Your Stark Orchard Planting Book from a friend and think it is the best 

{a the best thing I have ever seen. It and simplest information on the sub- Neithor the Condensed Stark Year Book nor the Stark 

if they will read thie book and follow hive evse come and peng et Orchard Planting Book can be purchased. They are our 
the instructions they will be much pleased to have one for reference and free gift to you. You might as well have these book 

Beachtea J.P... Fourot, Orchardist, jf there is my price sttached to : ie treasuresin your home. They are waiting for you to ask 
ie i it wil lorwarded. 

The Stark Orchard Planting Book Trusting you have’ tome left, remain for them. Send the coupon today. 
received. This is something that | —R.M. Adams, Lancaster Co., Pa.” woe . . ( 

Stark Varieties Pay Big Profits y big 

fh Stark Delici d oth ial Stark sort fit-makers— by 
Free Book Coupon EY thousands. of successful orchardiste who have planted Stark Trees. Qur 

Stark Bro’s N ies & Orchards Co. Fill : stock in all classes of fruit trees, small fruits and ornamentals for Spring 
o’s Nurseri re al a janting is complete. In,cut °” 

Louisiana, Missouri 
Send me free books without obligations on my part. jout, and S k B 9 

mail this tar ros 

“ne | Coupon Ni ies & Orchards Co 
Addr. today for urseries rchnards sy 

ess 
ss two Free i isi issouri Tfoxpeckin glaat soa hls eects . 111 Stark Station, Louisiana, Missouri 

—————* oucine Books. 
ail Cantwell Printing Company, Madison, Wis.
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The Supplement is a new feature but not a permanent one. It is issued for the purpose of 

bringing under one head many valuable communications on corporate methods 
in fruit growing that are of great interest just now to many of our readers 

ORCHARD COMPANIES AND COM- tract, however, earries a lease, rental are gambling games and not fruit 

PANY ORCHARDS , free to the company, for a term of — raising. 

Within a few years several plans years, usually ten. The profits and We will not carry thé argument 

of corporate control in fruit raising surplus during this period are di- further except to say that it should 

have been put forward of which at vided between the company and the je the coneern of every person wheth- 

least two are legitimate and based on investor in some definite proportions oy in the Society or out of it, who is 

actual development rather than spee- sect forth in’ the contract, usually interested in the development of fruit 

ulation or fraud. 60 per cent to the company and 40 raising to do everything possible to 

One is the joint stock company or per cent to the investor. promote it on a sane, conservative 

corporation in which a number of in- The management and control of — and substantial basis. 

dividuals organize under the laws of — the orchard rests absolutely with the We want this era of development 

the State with a stated capital con- company throughout the term of the — ty Jasf. We want fruit growers, not 

sisting usually of land, sell shares of contract. At the termination of the — gpeeulators. We want 1000 or 10,000 

stock and with the money so secured, — lease, the orchard becomes the prop- yen or women to go into the business 

develop orchards. erty of the investor or buyer to “do and sfay in it. We want them to be 

In this ease the individuals com- with as he sees fit.” satisfied with their investment. We 

posing the company furnish their This in a very general way outlines want lasting development and not 

own money and control their own the contract orchard selling plan. Ing Jjom, 
business through a board of directors. some cases, notably in the West, the There is another phase of this ques- 

It is really individual ownership. investor gets only a “unit” or indi-  ¢ign and one that cannot be ignored, 

The merits and demerits, the vidual share in the whole plantation, gid that is the Sociological side, the 

strength and weakness of this plan in others a definite plat which he may — coojal side. the home side. 

will not be discussed here. That we select in the beginning. The siecetil divdinnmne of 

leave to our readers hoping thereby We do not propose to praise or con- large orchard cuterprises will mean 

10 secure more fat “copy.” demn either this or the stock com- the employment of a few skilled men 

The other is the contract plan of | pany method, but state as fully as and many unskilled and, according to 

‘levelopment and operates under near- may be in this limited space the our xtenderd as horticalturiets, te 

y as many different platforms or methods employed. norant men. ‘They may be home 

‘leclarations of principles as does the What this paper does condemn atid cars but viet lela’ builders! 

Republican party at the present time unreservedly, is misrepresentation, ‘Two hundred and fifty home owi- 

ind like the party factions agree in cither in the sale of stock or of ote ind Nettie huilderavarennd Sparta 

ul essential things. contracts whether in Wiseonsin, ealivvate 500 to 600 aeres of fruit 

A company or corporation buys Montana or elsewhere. / Place: thelr aerenge in oneceroup and 

land but inatead of selling stock, Commercial drut growing in. Wis: we would have 10 or 20 men of brains 
maintains a “close corporation” consin may easily be a profitable bus- and the others Greeks or Italians. 

which plants trees and- sells these iness when properly conducted either Which is best? 

newly planted orchards on contract in by an individual or a company but ene 2, 

lots to suit the purchaser, usually five there is no plan known of raising. The sovial unrest In our land today 

acres or any multiple thereof. These fruit whereby the mere investment of | ‘>, engaging the; .titention: ‘of very 

orchards, the company agrees to de- a few hundred dollars, either in thinking person. There are many 

velop for a term of years at its own shares or contracts will insure the who compare conditions here with 
expense and are offered on a deferred investor a fortune, an independent. those that caused the French Revolu- 

payment plan, the purchaser receiv- income or abnormal profits. Gold tion. 

ing a warranty deed when the final mines, the Board of ‘l'rade and Poker The writer, for one, is not alarmed. 

payment is made. The original con- all offer such opportunities but these We will have no Revolution in the
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United States such as that in France summed up ina single sentence, “Do der feelings of our beloved) frien: 

in 1797. the other fellow before he does you.” let us consider the matter serious! 

A Marat may arise, the Marseillaise The creameries are factories and The paragraph cited may be mo 

nay be sung but instead of a red- come under the Jaws governing in- ified in some particulars, as follow 

handed despot we will have a strong. dustrial enterprises, The papers and discussions at. ti 

virile leader of men and he will come In both of these the faetors Convention, whieh concern prese: 

from the farm; the battle hymn may requisite for success are more or less and future development of orehar < 

be sung but it will be by sturdy men under human control. Brains win. in this state, all pointed out the di 

from the farms and its burden not In fruit raising other faetors enter gers that are apt to result from ove:- 

war and bloodshed, but) Peace, Prog that are not under control. We ean- development and the present tendency 

ress, dJustiee and Right. not control stiushine ner the winds to rush into fruit growing as a ge: 

When the crisis comes it will be of heaven whether the gentle breezes rieh-quick proposition. 

the amen from the farms who will save from the South that bring spring and This is undeniable, as the record. 

the nation. the opening of buds nor the storms show, but may or may not reflect th 

If combinations of capital, corpo- of midsummer that bend and break policy of the Society. 

rate methods are best in fruit grow- the fruiting branch. Neither can we One thing is certain, however. 

ine Jet ous have these methods. But control the seasons. For this reason nothing was said at the convention 

forthe sake of the future these meth- the comparisons are not fair or just. or elsewhere that was meant te re 

ods should be put before the people For this reason profits cannot be fleet on the integrity or financial 
in the right light. so surely predicated. These are standing of any company or individ 

Capital invested in any of the cou merely facts for the investor to con-  ual,—principles only were discussed. 

tract orchard onterprises in this State sider and are not conelusive argu- Mr. Hanchett’s paper also sharply 

(there are several of them now and ments for or against corporate effort. criticised companies here or elsewhere 

more coming) ought to, and no doubt es which promise investors a fortune 

will yield a good substantial rate of A TRIFLE from the investment of a few hun 
interest but keep this always in mind: Hew important are trifles. The dred dollars, 
there will be no fortune in it. The little inconsequential, — no-aceount We are inclined to exelaim, as did 

men who put their money, time, and things that happen every day and ihe renowned Patrick, “and if. this 

brains into these ventures are the every hour may readily eause much pe treason, make the most of it.” 
ones who will take whatever there commotion and even disaster when S26 
may be above a fair and just return the Fates so design. Napoleon af- A WORD FOR CORPORATE FRUIT 
to the investor and fhey are entitled flicted with hemorrhoids, a trifling GROWING 
to il. You are not putting any brains complaint, was unable to sit his horse Since the Winter meeting and the 
into the business, only money. at Waterloo and on this account the February issue of  “Iforticulture” 

++ _ battle was lost. eame out, I have been asked by many 

A FEW GENERAL PRINCIPLES History teems with similar in- af it was really the opinion of the 

Co-operation is a very good thing stances where apparent trifles have Society in general that individual 

in selling fruit as witness the suecess served to change the current of his- ownership of orchards is the only way 

of our fruit growers associations. tory. of building up the frait industry of 

Co-operative stores, where conduet- Even in this, our little world, a the State. 

ed on correct principles, are suceess- trifling paragraph in the January is- To these [ said, as I say now, ver) 

ful. Co-operative ereameries have sue has eaused much commotion. emphatically, No. It is not th: 

usually been suecessful, also tele Witness the very sound articles on opinion of the Society, as a Society 

phone lines. corporate fruit raising in this issue that Individual ownership is the onl: 

Tt is reasonable to suppose that co and more to follow. way to success in fruit farming. 

operative or corporate: fruit: growing The trifle that inspired, in part at The Corporate plan of fruit: grow 

may also be a good thing. The Joast, these excellent articles was a ing has many advantages over Tn 
theory at least is good. The cost of — paragraph on page 9 of the February dividual ownership as can readily lu 

production is lessened and disposal issue to the effeet that papers and — seen by those who stop to figure out 

of the out-put simplified. The large talks at the Convention scemed to fix the cost of equipment and manage 
concern attracts and is able to retain the poliey of the Socicty as favoring ment of small tracts. As far as the 

skilled managers and labor, ete., ete. individual effort in fruit raising as Society is concerned there are but few 

It may be well, however, to inquire — opposed to co-operative effort. This if any in the Soeiety, who know the 

if these are fair comparisons. The and Mr. Hanchett’s paper “The New merits and demerits of Individual 

co-operative fruit associations and Era in Horticulture? in the same — ownership over Corporate ownership 
stores are engaged purely in buying issue were the cause. of orchards, but what have an interest 

and selling, are concerned solely with From the Editorial standpoint this or investment in Corporate fruit 

trade and commerce, the rules and is a big, fat, juiey happening for it farming. ‘They would not and could 

principles of which are clearly de- brings out lots of copy. Now, lest not be in the fruit business in the 

fined. Usually the principles may be — we be accused of trifling with the ten- favored fruit sections if Individual
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eonership was necessary to success. of the State Horticultural Society is The co-operative orchard people of 

Lecause being non-residents of these being interpreted as an attack on the Sturgeon Bay are planning develop- 

sections they could not stand the ex- — of ———— and ment ona large seale for Door county 

petise necessary as regards care, ete, on re-reading the paper can see that cherries. They certainly should be 

ihe first ten years. But having faith it can easily be so construed, so L able to give us a valuable paper on 

in the Corporate plan, they are will- hasten to correct that impression. the subject of markets for Wisconsin 

ing to put their money into the plan T have no quarrel with reliable resi- cherries. ‘They certainly have given 

under a general manager. dent promoters or realestate men who this subject much thought and ean 

Everything, it seems to ome, is in are bending their efforts toward the give us a pretty accurate idea of the 

favor of the Corporate plan or some development of so important an in territory in which a market can be 

system) of co-operative oreharding. dustry as horticulture in this state. found = for this Wisconsin product, 

We are interested in growing all the | The fellows T did mean to attaek and who and where our competitors are 

fruit the markets will stand and shall continue to attack are the fel- ete. 

many years must come and go yet lows who, as you know, have swarmed We want development, let us try to 

before this will be accomplished judg- about our meetings of late, whose sole ger it through intelligent discussion 

ing from the past. possessions have been a carpet bag in of possibilities in the several adapted 

And the past is as good a point one hand and some claborate plans for localities of the state. 

to judge from as the imagination of — gathering in the peoples | money Yours for Well Considered and 

a skeptical mind about the future. through promotion schemes whieh — Tlonestly Direeted Development, 

We have only been at the Commer- they wished the Horticultural Society W.OTE. Pascuierr. 
cial oreharding proposition in Wis- te countenance in the other, and who Sparta, Wis. Feb. 25, 1912 

consin about three years. Even now — could fly the state on a moment’s no- es _ 

some begin to set up the ery, “Over ties, leaving the Horticultural Society 

done, over-done” already. Is Michi- to hold the bag. TWO KINDS 
wan erying over production? Ts. the A further object of my paper was Your favor saying the March issue 

West erying over production? But to bring out a discussion from the of the Tlorticulturist was to deal 

Door County im Wisconsin in three representatives from different parts quite largely with the matter of co- 
wears has planted sufficient to flood of the state on the subject as to how operative fruit raising and asking me 
the markets of the world. far development could be pushed in for an opinion on that subjeet is re- 

[was through the strawberry shiamp — their seetion with safety to the ine ceived. There is no doubt but this is 

of about 1901 when prices did not — vestor and my bringing in Sturgeon becoming a live subject, but to be 

pay for the harvesting but T doubt | Bay as an example of possible loss perfectly frank Tomust say that 1 

very much if it would happen again from over development is responsible have had no occasion to give it much 

with ten times the acreage. for the interpretation which has been thought. TP realize however, that 

If Sturgeon Bay has already over- given it and whieh TP very much re- there is at the present time a demand 

done the cherry planting how about = gret. You will doubtless remember — for reliable working plans for produc- 

he other sections where cherries are omy warning to the editor of the Wis- tien in this line. ‘The salaried man 

wing planted by individual owners consin Farmer in your presence that in the city is tiring of investing his 

on years behind Door County. Will my paper without a full discussion savings in the artificially manipulat- 

ndividual ownership idea save them would be of no value, as its prin ed stocks of commercial enterprises 

rom loss? cipal object. was to provoke dis- and is seeking profitable investment 

Who can say that the man’s judg- cussion as to possibilities in the in more stable ventures, and with 

rent is wrong who favors co-opera- way of development. To was not agricultural production falling be- 

ive ideas? present when the paper was read, hind city consumption more and 

Who can say Lam wrong if T favor but understand that it failed to pro- more with cach passing year and food 

orporate fruit) farming? yoke the diseussion T had hoped for, products steadily advancing in’ priee 

Who can say the man is wrong who and Tam hoping that such a diseus- he may well give the matter of food 

iors the Duchess apple for Wiseon- sion may be taken up through the — production as an investment some 

mn Commereial orchards? columns of the official paper of the careful study. 

What ten years hence has in store — society by sueh men as Hatch, Bing- As T understand it there are al- 

w the fruit growers no one can say, ham, Nourse, Kern, Knight, Riehard- ready two ventures of this kind 

it L will venture to guess that if son, Leverich, Sullivan and others inaugurated in this state working on 

WM nol be over production. from other sections of the state. Tt radieally different plans and both 

D. BE. BrxaiaM. would seem to me that such a discus- with fair prospects of suecess. These 

ee sion ought to be both interesting and ventures will be watehed with in- 

THE WRONG IMPRESSION profitable and would help in keeping — terest without doubt by your readers 

\ditor Horticulture : our official paper a “Live Wire? and and a’ discussion of these different 
From some correspondence T have an important factor in seeuring the plans through the columns of the 

-eeived from Milwaukee IT see that development horticulturally that we — Torticulturist would be of interest. 

uy paper read before the last meeting = want in Wisconsin. W..OTT. TWaxciuerr.
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A Plea for Co-operation 

Editor Horticulture: work gocs on in a wholesale way worry. If we have a white ele- 

You have had a great deal to with common sense energy. phant, we have elephant drivers. 

say about developing commercial Not only are we indebted to the Whether anyone should invest in 

orcharding in Wisconsin, and have promoter for the rapid develop- any promoter’s project or in in- 

urged it as something to be greatly ment but for the introduction and — dividual sehemes is a matter for 

desired. During the last three education in a practical way of — him to determine. The larger pro- 

years the development here has — bright young men who will become — ject of co-operate effort offers 

been more rapid than at any time — live expert horticulturists, capable — features of more economical man- 

in our history. This has been — of handling the orchards and their agement and certainty of results 

brought about by the various com- products in the future. Individual if properly organized, and there is 

panies organized for this purpose. effort did not do this so well. no more reason to condemn it than 

Not only has this inereased de- Formerly we could count the real there is in condemning creameries, 

velopment come from the plantings — horticulturists here with a very — cheese factories or rural telephones. 

made by these corporations them- small tally card, but now we have What we all want is better condi- 

selves but the great impulse given — scores of energetic men whose skil] tions of living—more sure returns 

to individual ventures. Until the and intelligence are fully equal to for labor and investments. This 

advent here of the promoter there every emergency. is the time for co-operation and 

was very little appreciation of land Mr. Tlanchett in the February not antagonism. Let us boost anid 

values, although our demonstra-  TforTicuLtruRE seems to take a — not knock. 

tions for the last fifteen years had — gloomy view of the large plantings Yours cordially, 

shown the possibilities. Now the at Sturgeon Bay. He needn’t A. L. Harcu. 

Door County the Land of Homes 

At the summer meeting of our a basis of home making and get- “These are the opportunities 

Society held in Oconomowoe, Aug. ting a living.” * * * Door County has for the city bred 

17th, 1910, Mr. A. L. Hatch read “Tn fruit growing we expect man. If he knows how to harness 
an excellent paper on “Opportuni- {hye largest revenue from the land ®& team, milk a cow, grease a wa- 

ties for City Bred People in Door so the amount needed to support 8° to plant a garden, to plow or 

County.” It appears in the An- ae cultivate a field, he may avail him- 
a family is much less than that ee Z 

nual Report for 1911. s self of these opportunities with 

As some of Mr. Hatch’s remarks, of other P forms of soil ‘culture: the full assurance that they are as 
= 4 Little fruit farms of five to fifteen ‘ ‘ 

at that time seem so pertinent, at . reliable, as satisfactory, and profit- 

the present time we reprint them acres are common in Door County able as ean be found anywhere.” 
heres and promise to be sufficient for the 

“What are the conditions that Purpose.” * * * se : 
make this region contrast so sharp- “Another matter that should in- “Among those now engaged in : 

ly with the rest of the country? terest our prospective home build- actual or prospective fruit culture | 

Are they reliable and permanent er is the development of fruit at Sturgeon Bay we have sailors, 

and do they constitute “Opportuni- — growing already established. Not doctors, printers, clerks, tailors, 

ties for city bred men?” What only is the most of Door County university students and graduates, 

opportunities does he want? In a well developed farming com- farmers, teamsters, engineers, bar- 

discussing these questions I shall munity but fruit growing is rap- bers and carpenters as well as fish- 

assume that he wishes to establish idly expanding. We have wide  ermen and farmers. With such a 

a home for himself and family and awake young men engaged in the wide representation among the 

where he can get a living. Home _ business, using up-to-date methods — various trades and professions the 

building and getting a living are and appliances to secure the best city man should find encourage- 

surely the most important of all results. To associate with those ment to believe that he, too, might 

employments, and I deem it very who are engaged in this work and join the ranks of the prosperous, 

appropriate to limit my essay to making it pay, is of itself an in- under conditions that make life 

fruit growing in Door County as  spiration and help.” well worth living.” 

.
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| OUR SCHOOL HOUSE AND GROUNDS try school and will say that it’s the Chanees are there is at least one kid 

| Meaning, of course, your own par- best place yet discovered for educat- in the school that has no flowers at 
tieular school, where your children ing children if the right kind of a home; perhaps more than one. 

spond six or seven hours a day for teacher is in charge. The teaching While you are at the grocery store, 

several months in the year. end of this problem is not in our buy three packages of aster seeds and 

low many times do you pass the sphere but we want to call attention send them to the teacher. I know that 
school house in a year? What, if any ‘0 the fact that not all the educating — facilities for flower gardening are 

thing attracts voit attention as ot is done inside the school house. At | not the best but it wouldn’t hurt you 
pass? TIow many times have you least an hour a day is spent outside any to go over some evening after 

walked over the grounds? Tf you were of the school room and on the grounds supper and dig a little space about 

a boy or girl again what games would and often two hours. It is due to the ee _ 

children that the environment here as 

fo ~ | well as inside should be such that it | ts | 

will help rather than hinder in the — | pe, 

| . sate tit | = proper edueation of the child. ion Wests | 

saa i iad Si The school belongs to the child. It Sea. ; | 
4 : ,N | does not belong to the school board ame 2 gee | 

8 2m} «or the parents or the teacher but is |,.¢. SARMRBE oiee S i re 

Pee al or ee | the® particular and exclusive property | wailed cae > a 

} of the children. It was made for their — | a 
| ig exclusive benefit and use. 2b meee ° Se } 

| RET ae nll Let’s help make it attractive as j eto pee sa simak Ks | 

, a: well as helpful to them. Take a good — | ed sais we Sete | 

— look at the school grounds next time [i a Fie tau aaae gay 

Cig Mpa epistore of a summers ome putt you go by. Tf you are of the opinion |e aa eer 
Are Viieconaln children as food that a border of trees around the lot —_ Oo : . 

ou like to play at recess or noon? would help appearances and give Weare going: to have something like thieln Wie: 

ls your school yard big enough for *°™* shade at recess, why not set yard in Massachusetts 

hese games? Are the outbuildings about planting them? Surely some- “go” big. Or perhaps the boys will 

reasonably sanitary or an offense body will help. ; do it. The asters may not do very 

zainst common decency? Is there No doubt a few shrubs or even wil- well during vacation but there may 

1 tree for shade and a shrub or two [ws would serve to hide the hideous be a flower or two when school opens 
in one corner? Is the school house #4 glaring ugliness of the outbuild- in September and these will be very 
on level ground or on a side hill? ings. These are easily found. precious. 

Whose school house is it anyway? A spirea, a Japanese rose and a Now this isn’t landscape art, as the 

Quite a catechism isn’t it? But sytinga all planted in one bunch“off- artists teach it but such little things 

then we all need catechizing oecasion- side” somewhere will prove a tremen- will help some. If you don’t do it, no 

ally, even the editor. The writer was dous help to the teacher and a com- one else will and perhaps this little 

reared on a farm and knows the coun- fort to more than one boy and girl. may lead to more next year. It may.
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even lead to a beautiful and attrac- When you are at the school house also but the six demonstratic 

tive school in time. Surely the school notice if any other games are going school grounds are rather claborat 

will never be any different than it is on, besides base ball. Not much else, affairs. Much good will surely con 

now unless someone makes a begin- except a mild form of rowdyism. Few from the work in time but in tl 

ning. children know how or what to play; meantime something ought to | 

. done right here at home. Don’t wai: 

————— eld bs alia for us to go at it. We do not want 

Rohe ‘ ee ea to give the impression that all of th 

Rc; Rane coe maa / rural schools in the state are neglected 

oe ee aes 5) as to surroundings, dirty, weed-grown 

a | shabby and generally desolate. Best i. : sna B ! 
4 re “5 thm ich f There are really a few districts in 

a AA a he a Ba the state where some pride is shown 

Z| jl ». 5 4 ih ae ee 4 R| in the school but the number is piti 

r oe os Le X B3 nae ‘ a | fully small. The Society in its work 

ie. pee = oS any oe Are i | aims at the ideal and it may be a long 

Bigs ile | / r , cee saith if time before the results are available. 
pe f | y — ot a, ; a i: i ‘ W hile we are wali . gee 

ad a ’ ug Rm rye ntalen ait cag do \ In every country school district make 

eS: oe PiAnhre : Bee isin, nae Syst a start toward improvement. 
oT a pee RD Sat a ee Elaborate landscape plans are en- 

ie ei aomscr tae ss ae ey tirely unnecessary and usually im- 
Mr se Sap SAAN SR y ssary sually im 

Rape Pane FY, waa Ee as Pe paca and out of plese oe a 
ere Rent aed Pera shes Aide Rte Calan ke OM a aS ittle common sense and consideration 

oe i a : a Bre ee Wy Hy ag x oe as oe for the children will do more than all 

ee - ees wie SEONG ae the faney plans that can be drawn 
_ a CE Border trees, shrub screens where 

A good school house poorly located. Quite likely this was the only piece of waste land in the district. — yeeded, clumps or groups of shrubs 

There ig just one more little favor but that is the text of our next ser- in corners as a start will work won- 

we want to ask. Plan to go past the mon. ders. Consider it. a crime, a sin that 

school sometime when the children This is not an article on the im- cannot be washed away, to plant eith 

are outside. Saunter idly by or lean provement of rural school grounds, er tree or shrub in the way of the 

over the fence and watch the pitiful nothing like that, only just a little children. 

attempts at play. Play is education. 

That’s trite, but nevertheless true. =z Cnr — una Na ai, “So ay 

Anyway every child has a right to | * By Ror : Ladin ‘ 

play and the chances are he is being i 4 % ea aes | 
deprived of about the only opportun- | we yo es eas ak, 
ity he hag to play. | 7 “ ue as Ass Fi ei 

If there are more than three boys ! h p x.% SS 
in the school there will be a game by YW: wee aie re 

of ball inside of one and_ one-half ae 2 u . p 
minutes after they are outside. ey Pa we) 

Every American boy over and j 2 a *: a a: 

above the age of cight years has an in- i we a te u bie ri 

herent right to play base ball. It’s | ogy ~ | (| 

in the Constitution—or ought to be. | 5 m1 iW 

He would have a high old time play- | A de Ce ul 
ing base ball anywhere around the ed Asa ke é 2 eons | 
school house shown above, wouldn’t | 2 \ $a hk El 
he? Is your school yard on a side waa by OR di som: 
hill? Then in the name of Froebel, nena ae ac lin 
Cary and the county superintendent, 

get busy and find a place that’s fit for 

playing ball. ' , ; ; | 
The girls also need a little room. This sort of thing costs but very little in cash outlay. It’s the result of planning 

Don’t you think the people who stuck gentle scolding, a little mild preach- If the landscape artist demands it, 

that nice little school house on that ing done with the hope that somebody tell him to hunt another job; the 

miserable side hill corner were rather will start something. The State school belongs to the children. Lets 

short sighted, or stingy, or both? Horticultural Society is working take a look at our school grounds.
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OVER PRODUCTION OF FRUIT needed to supply the demand. The are of value for the Northwest and 

N. A. Rasmussen. same is true with apples and cherries. were originated by a Mr. Louis Suel- 
“Is there danger of having an over Fancy box apples are shipped from ter, of Carver, Minnesota. They are 

| reduction of fruit in Wisconsin?” is the west and car loads of barrels from known as: Beta, Monitor, Dakota and 

e tion asked bi Tf T wer the east while we have the best oppor-  Suelter. Mr. Suelter who died a 

aoa wen sruquescien © would es tunities to grow them at home. number of years ago gave a history 

“No” with capital letters, but what is One of our local commission men of their origin, ete., In J he Minneap- 
the public sentiment? told me he had shipped to him last olis Freie Presse, a German paper 

We might refer to other lines of 8°80” two carloads of cherries. They published in Minneapolis, on Octo- 

husiness and note results. About two “eT? positively the best he had ever ber 18, 1884. ‘This article: has ‘been 
vonrs: ‘ego; the Paine; ‘Lumber: Com- handled; it had been impossible to translated and printed for the pur- 

suny of Oshkosh completed a modern get good cherries in the past and if pose of having the originator better 

h door aad bind faetory and the they could furnish him that grade of | known among horticulturists, as he 

ve, today, turning out han sash mal goods he could use many carloads of has done valuable work, and a copy 

doors than were manufactured in the them. will be furnished by me to any: one 

entire United States a few years ago Perhaps the Jew was right when desiring it. ie tiles: ii this attiels 
aidatill the Paine Lumber: Company asked if he could sell an article which that he hybridized the Coneord with 

is constantly behind on orders. was a drug on the market, he ans- 2 very sweet wild white variety and 

A fow years ago when IT was en- wered, “Yes, if you have enough of this is corroborated by Prof. T. Vv. 

gaged in the creamery business our it.” T think the same could be said Munson, of Penison, Texas, in his 
newspapers and farm journals urged of fruit in Wisconsin. it five thous- hook Houndation of American 
the farmers to keep more cows, feed and acres more of cherries were plant- Grape Culture. . 

and house them better; the same was ed and many more of apples, plums I found the graprs on the original 

advoeated at the dairy convention and and small fruits all other states Bueltée home but the present owner 
at every farmers’ institute and what would be looking to Wisconsin for did not know them by name. T pro- 

is the result? Dean Russell tells us their supply of fruit and thus could cured a number of cuttings of each 

we have increased our number of UT state be once more in the lead. and planted them separately in 1908. 
ley Sowa AELY pee Gent Gi en years Let us then not forget our good mot- with the assistance of the son of Mr. 

and our dairy products seventy-five to: “For better fruit and more of it.’ Suelter and Prof. Munson I was en- 

Nerden iu the ‘same length ‘of time $+ + abled to identify them all four. Last 

and butter soars a few cents higher HARDY GRAPES FOR NORTHWEST ei. these pre hore’ a-heavy ee 
year by year. BY WM. PFAENDER, JR.. NEW ULM, without having had “ait eens 

The poultry men went at it even MINNESOTA. ae ne fst aT Bled ost ee 

stronger than did the dairy men, with Grape growing does not seem to ae lovee a eh Boner with a an 

poultry conventions, poultry shows, have kept pace with other fruit pro- 1 bank Wiake fie Jelly; and a 

magazines and journals of every de- ducing plants in the Northwest. Very ne - me f eee site Th 

scription and even invented machin- likely the main reason is that the va- me oi ewes vation Gin Gane <a i 

cry with which to raise chicks. Na-  rieties we now have must be protect- Dat a ein "Vusveuectast. ore 

ture was too slow; they could not wait ed in winter and taken up again in “Men: oe grape known as Oporto . 

for her. With all kinds of “get rich spring, a job that is generally put off whi h I srocured From Towa, and an- 

quick” ideas, without much capital or on account of other pressing work at " k : mas Il a “ vl . h it 

«experience needed, a great many peo- this time of the year and in conse- al oh sea caisad Gia els 

ple embarked in the chicken business. quence is often omitted. Up to sev- prowake teow Haneaty, Both of these 

Modern poultry houses were built eral years ago the Clinton was con- ‘irs: ales “perfectly hardy. butadiene 

throughout the country as well as the — sidered the only hardy grape and to the Carver praped’ have borne: best. 

vity. People who did not go into the this was added the Beta which was All of these may be grown on arbors 

lusiness smiled and said: “In a year sent out by the Minnesota Horticul- porches ot ‘on a trellis and may he 

or two we will have all the eggs and tural Society and which is perfectly left out over Winter Game aa 6 wild 

chickens we want,” and so they may hardy without winter protection. The geave, OF otiTs> prover pruning will 

if they are willing to pay forty cents origin of the Beta was not generally sects! & better yield. With these 

per dozen for eggs and twenty cents known and my efforts in ascertaining hardy plants any one may have all 

yer pound for chickens. the orginator resulted in acquiring iy, grapes; desired. for any, purpose 

/ Now as to fruit. A few years ago the hardy grapes described further on. without the work and anxiety neces- 

in our town two or three crates of Having grown grapes for a number of sary with the varieties generally 

pineapples went begging on the mar- years I was constantly looking for al a 
ket. Today two or three carloads are hardy varieties. Correspondence and Diente: 6S 

quickly disposed of and where form- articles I read in my Horticultural It costs money to remind you. Send 

erly one car load of peaches was sold Journals assisted me in finally plac- in your renewal on receipt of first 

many times that number are now’ ing a quartette of hardy grapes that notice and oblige. One dollar now.
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Plan so that tomatoes, celery, and place where they had grown for sey 

late beans may follow early peas and eral years. The coming summer wil! 

potatoes, while second plantings of see all the annuals blooming in othe: 

peas can follow early lettuce and rad- situations, in other words the garde 

‘This department is to be a permanent ishes. Salsify, beets and parsnips — flowers will seem to be playing “puss 

pera deast, the. neni: ay’ Gets should be planted at one side of the in-the-corner’ with one another 
oe much es eralized. up cordene garden to be out of the way. Lettuee Morning flowers will take the place of 

whether front yard or pack yard, Every can be sown late in August, produe- — wild cucumber 5 sweet peas will find 

choose fo enter; sr be connldered: aa ing a fine crisp growth if a piece of another strip of ground; Dahlias will 

Mrs. R. G. ‘Thwaites of Madison and Mrs. old carpet or gunny sack is thrown take the place of sweet peas; sun 

ie palmer OL peranee nave one aid over the seed bed to retain moisture — flowers will shade the chicken coops; 

eet eee fenrpe rons to le orice until the lettuee is up. nasturtiums will riot over the hya 

ber. Plant enough of sueh vegetables as cinth bed and poppies imitate their 

the family relish, but a little economy — predecessors in the tulip bed—but all 

The stern eden enka be at planting time will ensure more sat- will find a new corner giving them 

3 . z : isfactory results in the end. fresh soil and situation. 
ginner in gardens is hereby gently di- _ 

rected to the numerous, timely and 

excellent articles, of their kind, also PERENNIALS . PLANTS FOR THE GARDEN 

letters and paragraphs upon the sub- MRSh: REUBEN G.“PIYNITES: If your garden igs small there is no 

ject in The Woman’s Magazine, The It is so much better to move peo- necessity for a hot bed. Shallow box- 

Ladies’ Tlome Journal, Delineator, nies and most of the other perennials og placed in a sunny window will 
Woman’s Home Companion, Ladies’ during the late summer and fall, that grow all the seedlings you can use. 

World and many others; also to the they ought never to be disturbed in" Jach box should have about an inch 

special garden numbers of the Coun- the spring unless it is absolutely nec- of good drainage, made of broken 

try Life, Garden Magazine and other CSS@Ty- If that is the only season pot, coal ashes or some rough material 

magazines of suburban life and do- when you have time or inclination jy the bottom. Above that you must 

mestic science. One who is uncertain for the work, then do it very early have at Jeast an inch of good fine soil, 

of what a given situation will sus- before there has been time for any gifted. This soil should consist of 

tain, or who is too indefinite as to the = "Ww growth of buds and roots. If ahout one-third each of lake shore 

possibilities or requirements of one’s they are moved late in the spring sand, leaf mould and light garden 

own case, may often find a sign post Some of them will be apt to die and joam, Wet your box well the day be- 

in these little articles. Tt is suggest- "ost of them will refuse to blossom — fore you want to sow your seeds. Fol- 
ed that unless one is a seasoned ama- for you that year. Therefore, plan to Jow the directions for planting that 
teur thoroughly acquainted by experi- rearrange and divide your perennials come on each packet of seed. Cover 

ence with the requirements and possi- "ext September. the box with glass or paper until the 

bilities of one’s own garden, or ambi- ae seeds germinate. Water very careful- 

tions, a little browsing in the litera- NASTURTIUM BORDER ly whenever it is needed and never 

ture for the horticultural novice may A friend was lamenting that she when it is not. When the seedlings 

~ not come amiss. B. IT. could not afford to buy enough ger- are large enough to handle transplant 

~ anium plants for a border on each them into similar boxes about an inch 

CAUTION side of the steps leading from the apart, or in little flower pots until it 

Mrs. L. H. Paumer. sidewalk up the terrace to her front is warm enough to set them out in 

‘The home garden enthusiast is apt Porch steps. The situation seemed the garden. R. G. T 
to let his zeal run away with him or arly suitable for geraniums because —S 

her, when planting the garden. It Of the drainage due to the terrace HARDY PERENNIALS FOR SHADY 
scems so nice to get out into the sun- “lope, so the suggestion was made PLACES 

shine to work after being housed in that she plant trailing nasturtiums The Lily of the Valley does very 

so long, that we are apt to forget that 0" each side of the steps so as to wel] in partial shade, also the Bleed- 
when Old Sol gets to sending down form a border of glowing red. ing Heart (Dielytra) the Day Lily 

pulsating heat rays, sixteen hours a R. GT. (Hemerocallis), Tradescantia, Peri- 

day, that we lose some of our energy —_—— winkle or Trailing Myrtle (Vinca) 
and that the heat that saps our ROTATION the Hardy Russian Violet and the 

strength, acts as a tonic to the weeds. One home gardener who failed to wild yellow and blue violets. Our 

It will be more satisfactory in the realize the necessity of rotation of beautiful wild Trilliums, and Meadow 

end to estimate our needs and plant crops in the flower garden as in the Rue, Solomon Seals, both true and 

to our requirements, for there is no vegetable garden failed to make the false. May apples, Hepaticas, wild 
more unsightly place on the farm ordinary wild cucumber grow where ginger and all of the wild © ferns. 

than the average garden, the latter it had done well for five or six years Provided the soil is brought from the 

part of the season. or to make sweet peas grow in the woods, and a covering of leaves left
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on in the fall, the shady corner of crop or to buy cheap seeds, sav- SOY BEANS FOR THE ORCHARD 
one’s lot can be made a paradise for ing , a few cents on each and R. S., Milwaukee, writes for infor- 

the beautiful wild plants of this re- then have a sparse and straggling ination regarding the growing of soy 

gion, Onee planted they need little row of weakly plants yielding not beans and cow peas in a two year old 

care except to add a little covering of enough return to pay for the labor of cherry orchard on land which needs 

fresh loam from the woods once a planting, without taking into account fertilization. Soy beans are prefer- 

year and to thin out if any of them the loss of the use of the ground, able to cow peas as they are very 

spread too quickly. A few crocus, and the opportunity for planting in much more hardy. ‘The cow pea is a 
snow drops and Seylla bulbs planted season? B. I. hot weather plant and unless it has 

amongst the ferns add much to the a considerable of this it makes very 
interest in early spring. R. GQ. T. The home gardener choosing vege- little progress. ‘here are several in- 

— tables for delicacy and flavor will find — sects which work on the cow peas 

TEN COMMANDMENTS some good varieties among the fol- which make it next to impossible to 

Thou shalt : lowing: grow cow peas in Wisconsin. 

I. Prepare the soil of the garden Lettuce—May King; Hartford Soy beans have been grown for the 

by thorough tilling. Bronzed Ilead (for sale by one seed jst fourteen years to advantage in 

II. Enrich the soil thoroughly firm as, “Crisp as Ice”); black seeded Wisconsin. They are grown general? 

with barnyard manure and other fer- Tennis Ball; Mignonette; Paris Jy for the seed beans or hay, but, they 

tilizers. White Cos; Express Cos. are great nitrogen gatherers, conse- 

III. Purchase seeds from reliable Peas.—Little Gem; Premium Gem; quently enrich the ground upon 

seed men. Nott’s Excelsior; Advance; Strate- which they are grown, especially in 

IV. Cultivate after every shower, gem. (AIl dwarf varieties.) Cham- nitrogen content. This would be par- 

from the sowing until the harvest. pion of England. ticularly true if turned under as a 

V. Destroy all weeds uprooted by Beans.—Stringless Green Pod; large part of the nitrogen is found 

cultivation. Karly Valentine; Refugee; Refugee in the leaves. The soy bean plant 
Tei auale HOE? Wax. (All dwarf.) does not take nitrogen from the 

a . . Beans, — Lima.—Thorburn’s or ground unless there are certain bac- 
VI. Till or work the soil while wet Tyreor’s Dwarf; Fordhook; Hender- teria present which act in conjuneti é : 3 3 eria present which act in conjunction 

because working a wet soil destroys son’s) Bush Lima; Burpee’s ditto; with the plant in securing the nitro- 
fertility and makes it lumpy all sum- Wood’s Prolific. went trai thé air. If soy’ beans hava 

mer. Beels—Thorburn’s New Model never been grown on the ground it 
VII. Purchase cheap seeds—they Rad® Crosbirs Kevvtinn. HI] be : 1 pk: ck 

: * sy ays > s Bypliar wi a good plan to secure a sa 

my be old or-Jacking m vitality, Corn.—Golden Bantam; Portland; of bacteria laden soil from the Ex- 
WATE: Leave: ‘the fruits upon the Stowell’s Evergreen; Country Gentle- periment Station and seatter over the 

plants. The crop will be larger and . ‘ i : 
: ‘ - man. ground just previous to sowing the 

of better quality if picked promptly ee beans. It will be preferable to plow 
when ready. . A very productive home garden is the land if this can be done without 

IX. Keep plants in the garden 1 1d by it or in three parts: injury to the tree b 

which have passed their usefulness— pained’ OY Ms owner in three parts; injury to the trees as soy leans 
: A.B. and ©. A’ contains peas, would do much better on land that 

lean sverything out ;asiaoon ‘as: crop cucumbers and tomatoes. B contains has been plowed and dragged. Soy 
is OvEE : beans, carrots, turnips, egg plants, beans should either be planted in 

he tena Get eee beets, ete. © contains corn. During drills, eighteen inches between the 

as a i the first year the parts are sown in rows and two inches apart in the 

m a like ever present enemies, sequence; the second year the rotation rows or sown broadcast. If planted 

seeking what they may devour. commences. A takes the place of B; — in drills about two pecks are sufficient 

— B oof C; © of A; and the third year to plant an acre. Where sown broad- 

PENNY WISE A takes the place of © in the firs! cast we use at least one bushel per 

In purchasing seeds it is well to re- year; Bof A; and Gof B. This rota- acre. It would seem preferable to 

member, that care and knowledg» and tion has been successful for eight sow broadeast and plow under when 
labor neeessary to grow the best are years and the garden bears well. Peas the soy beans were about ten inches 

expensive, and that if seeds are offer- and cucumbers are planted together high. 

ed at a very cheap price it is well to }ecause while the peas are large the —SSS 

suspect a lack of at least care or ¢ucumbers are still small plants and Few people know the fragrant 
knowledge in their preparation or qo not begin to run until the peas are white blossoms of the nicotiana affinis. 

that, while all these may have been  yemoved. Late cabbages fill the re- Tt is grown easily from seed, sheds 

given them, yet through age or acci- maining space of the ground after its fragrance in the evening and is a 

dent the vitality or purity of these the peas. great attraction for large tobacco 

has become impaired. Which is + moths and humming birds. It needs 

cheaper in the end, to buy good seeds Questions about flowers and flower rich soil, moisture and a sunny situ- 

ata just price and reap a fair gardening are always in order. ation.
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LISTS OF TREES AND SHRUBS SUIT- Wild cucumber is a very rapid an effort to provide his family witi. 

ABLE FOR PLANTING ON growing annual vine and will often fruit. There are few, if any, places i 

SCHOOL GROUNDS cover a multitude of sins while per- Wisconsin where thig is impractica. 

For highway and border planting: ennial vines are getting ready. none where it is impossible. Sma!! 

Elm, Linden (basswood), Soft Maple, Native plants: The Red Osier (dog fruits succeed everywhere in the stat: 

Searlet Maple, Norway Maple and wood), Leatherwood, Winterberry Apples, fairly good ones, may | 

Green Ash. (northern holly), buckthorn, sumacs, grown even in sections where comme: 

The elm thrives on heavy soils but smooth and staghorn, wild rose, com- cial orcharding is inadvisable. Le 

is not at home jn northern Wisconsin, mon elder and scarlet elder are all every farmer plant a strawberry bed 

especially on the sandy soils. . fine native shrubs. one-eighth acre or less, 50 plants eacl 

The Maples are best under these For a flower garden get wild flow- of black and red raspberries, 6 each 

@onditiens: ers and ferns. These will prove more of currant and gooseberry and_ per 

Hackberry, Black Cherry, Scarlet satisfactory than annuals. haps blackberries. Also two dozen 

Oak and White Ash are all desirable. Plant tulip, crocus, hyacinth, daf- apple trees. Let him give as much 

Plant street and border trees at fodil and other bulbs in September or time to these as he does to an equal 

least thirty feet apart. October. These will bloom in April. acreage of cultivated farm crops and 

Wild Crab, ‘Tartarian Maple, Don’t wait for Arbor Day to plant as much more as he can give without 

Mountait Ash aid Russian Mulberry trees and shrubs, it comes too late. seriously neglecting his regular farm 

fies tr8es, of Iésser Rize: than thexones Do the planting as early in the spring duties. ; ; 

ia the divet list aud more suitablesfor as the ground can be worked and the The returns will usually be in about 

dénaniental purposes than for shade speaking and singing on Arbor Day; the same proportion as the returns 

or defense. the trees and shrubs will feel better from the farm; the good farmer will 

Shrubs: From the extensive lists about i . haverblenty of fruit, aot Jet arty ‘Gx: 
offered by nurserymen, choose only The schoolyard belongs to the chil- cuse about lack of knowledge stand 

the kinds that are fully hardy and dren, don’t stick it full of trees and in the way of such result. : 

that will withstand @ little neglect. shrubs. The principles and Precepts If there isa surplus from this plan- 

The following come in that class: of landscape art will be satisfied by tation the wise farmer will invite his 

Common lilae, Persian tilac, Tartar: planting on the borders, close to the neighbors to share it on some equit 

ian, honiéysuckle, Rosa-rugosa, Mock building and to screen outbuildings; able basis, or sell. in the local market 

Gratige or Syzinga, Van Houten’s so will the boys. if the returns will pay for the time, 

Spirea (bridal wreath), Common bar- Send inquiries about trees, shrubs or feed it to the live stock. He will 

berry, Purple barberry, ‘lhunberg’s and directions for planting to the simply take what he can get and be 

barberry. State Horticultural Society, Madison. thankful for it and will never go 

is cannot go mueh farther and be We answer questions. round cussing the fruit business as 

. . —_——+--9--___. a business. 
within the bounds defined. . : 

When severa] kinds are planted HOT STUFF fmt, fie formes who nee eo nh 

in a group or border, attention must To the Editor: always, ioe a oat avai . 

be given to the height of the differ- I am trying to be a farmer and to eoara: sient an tie eanE in 

ent species at maturity. Of the ones 8¢t a small orchard, with commercial more has one-half sf r " fon. 
named the lilacs, honeysuckles and possibilities, started on my farm. I tions ‘aud ‘tha wanaat neck ok 

syringa are the tallest. Common and hae been H fiihusiastic yeller for conventions and much more than one. 
yurple barberry rank next while Rosa- ne W. 8. H. S., but when our editor 
Rugosa and tat wreatlis are lower comes out and hits the “farm orchard” an of mie ee oe 

growing. ‘Thunberg’s barberry is the 7" the solar plexus, and lets on that and fruit plantation * omens 

dwarf of the family, rarely exceeding there’s nothing in Wisconsin fruit Without a auth it ece 
three fect in height. growing but commercial orchards in dents: the atte sail aca or abe 

For best results plant shrubs two Door and Bayfield counties, it grinds. orchard as a side line te ene ii tn 
to three fect apart in groups or bor- Why should “we” pay one dollar for ing: Many Picea in ooh Wis, 

ders and transplant when crowding membership and let Bingham, Hatch, consin raise tobace as a side fine 

begins. Rasmussen and three or four others others sugar beets bak hoe © oi 

Vines: Wild grape, trumpet hon- get the benefit? “a.” these eas great care and * onion: 
eysuckle and Ampelopsis (Virginia “G” is partly right and partly If the farmer was so disposed he 
creeper) are all hardy and satisfac- wrong. Let’s start with some defini- might raise an acre of strawberries as 

tory for covering fences, arbors, tions. A home orchard is one suffi- 2 side line, or plant 100 apple trees. 

screens, ete. cient to supply the needs of the There is, however, no assurance of 

Englemann’s Ivy, an educated form family and every farm home should a profit in such work. The tobacco 
of Virginia creeper, clings to brick or be supplied with such an orchard. and beets find a ready and unlimited 

stone walls but not to painted sur- We have said that a man is not a local market at prevailing prices; the 

faces. good citizen unless he at least makes fruit does not. The local market is
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ihe controlling factor in the case of spade and a stout club. It is under- feet. The farmers brought in their 

the home orchard or fruit farm, and stood and agreed that fruit trees are vegetables, and hardy and well adapt- 

the only factor worth considering. to be set only in a plowed field free ed fruits of all kinds.” 
“a” has a farm orchard and will, from logs, stumps, stones or other in- Another extract takes us to 1874 as 

eventually, either abandon it or get cumbrances, and that the site for a follows, “On the night of July 25 a 

into the commercial game. shade tree shall be a space four feet wind storm swept over Door County 

The commercial fruit grower ig one across, free from sod. from west to east doing much damage 
who makes fruit growing his main Grasp the tree firmly in one hand to timber and farm property and also 

business and farming a side line. and with the knife trim the roots just tore up 8 or 10 apple trees on the 

The possibilities in commercial fruit a little where the tree digger left farm of Jos. Zettle.” (Mr. Zettle re- 

vrowing are immense in this state and bruised and ragged ends. This will ceived diplomas and medals at the 

the business has grown very rapidly soothe your feelings and will help World’s Columbian Exposition in 

in the past five years. A very large some. 1893.) 

part of this development can be traced Dig a hole just big enough and “Now we have business centers 

to the work of this society. In doing deep enough to accommodate the which afford the farmers ready mar- 
this, the society has worked mainly roots, no more no less. Stick the tree ket for farm and forest products each 
with a few tested localities, believing in the hole, shovel in soil sufficient to going on his way improving his farm 

that results would be better than seat- cover the roots and then jump on it. by better buildings, better fences, set- 

tered efforts. It meang millions of | Shovel in some more soil and get in ting out orchards of all kinds which 

dollars to the state. If means a round- with both feet and dance a jig. Fill are doing exceedingly well in this 

ing out of the resourees of the state. with loose soil for a mulch and tackle _ locality.” 

Is there then any good reason why the top with the knife. Cut off most In a brief review of Door County 

the society should go backward? Now of the tops, inside crossing branches by the Editor he says: “experiments 
as to the last count: “Why should we — first, then cut back the others until with cultivated fruits have been very 

pay one dollar a year for membership you are sure you have ruined the tree. successful but a few years hence a 

and let Hatch, Bingham, Rasmussen After supper go out and cut off some more extended and correct essay can 

and three or four others get the — more. be written on this subject; however, 
henefit?? Reverse this statement and Go after another tree and proceed our farmers are investing quite liber- 

you have the facts. The men namel as before. On your way you are pretty ally in fruit trees, their former pur- 

vet no benefits from the Society more sure to meet Mr. Wise Guy, who will chases have grown to fine thrifty 

than other members, but confer bene- tell you that this plan is all wrong; trees bearing such fruit as apple, 

fits constantly. They and others know that you should dig a hole deep and pears, plums, crab-apple, and grapes, 

how to raise fruit and are doing it. wide, trim the roots at a certain slant, ete. The present year, peaches have 

They and others are big and broad get down on your knees and work the been successfully grown in different 

‘nough to give freely of their knowl- — soil carefully, very carefully, around — parts of this county and in some in- 

vdge to help the beginner, and “G” the roots, working it in with the fin- stances the fruit was equal to that 

is one of many who get the benefits gers, be very careful to avoid bruising grown in peach growing districts far- 

of this help. the roots, lean the tree 2114 degrees ther south. All kinds of berries grow 

ee _ S. S. W., trim the top little or not at in profusion either in wild or ecul- 
all, ete., ete. tivated state, one variety following 

SOME REMARKS ABOUT PLANTING . * Ilere is where you use the club. the other. First comes the grand 

Gentle spring is here. ‘This beauti- strawberry, next, red and black rasp- 
fi. sentiment is composed in Mareh : berries and then the nourishing blue 
in a steam heated room and two feet HISTORY OF DOOR COUNTY berry followed by the palatable black- 

of snow outside, but dependence is Sturgeon Bay, Wis., Feb. 19, 1912. berry and ending with the healthy 

placed on the printer, the calendar To the Editor of “Horticulture :” eranberry both of high or low bush 

and the weather man to make good. In the February number we find in variety which last until strawberries 
With spring comes tree planting—and the article “The Man Behind the ripen again.” 

‘Ss many amateurs are numbered Tree” that Door County was discov- (Loud pedal.) 
among the readers the following hints ered about 1893. Now, Dear Editor, “The position of this county be- 

inay be of interest. with your permission I should like to tween two large bodies of water is 

First, collect all of your scientifie quote for publication a few extracts claimed to be peculiarly favorable to 
treatises, books, government publica- from a History of Door County pub- fruit and the many thriving orchards 

lions, experiment station and W. S. lished in 1880 which takes us back as in the county would seem to be good 

II. S. bulletins, and send them to the far as 1866. We quote the follow- witnesses to our facilities for fruit 

“puzzle editor” of your family paper. ing :— growing.” 

Ile may be able to make something “to be sure the first exhibition in All this was published in 1880. 

out of them; no one else can. 1866 was not a mammoth affair but When was Door County discovered? 

Secondly, provide, in addition to what there was, it was good and the Yours very truly, 

some sound trees, a sharp knife, a Society was placed square up on its U.N. O. Berrer.
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Wisconsin Horticulture Nothing like an early garden, but In the Hydrangea, nearly all roses 

nothing is gained by puddling around and weisgelia flowers are borne on 

Published monthly by the in the mud. Wait until the soil new wood and may be cut back in 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ¢ 2 . 0, spri QA, Mittin St. Madison, Wie. erumbles when turned. spring. 

++ ++ 
Official organ of the Soclety. . 

ee If you want to beat your neighbor If this paper don’t suit you, aay se 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor by a week or two, build a cold-frame. 

Secretary W, 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. A box six inches in front and two feet 
Associate Editors—Nineteen Hundred t bael long avd. ax wide aa you 5 

Members of the Society. at back, as long and as wide as ll 
— please, and covered with glass. Two Ke ogg Ss 

Subscription price One Dollar a year storm windows will answer. Radish, N 
hich includ bership in the Wiscon- 

sin State Horticultural Soctety. esc cress, lettuce, tomato and cabbage. ursery 
arhend subseriptions to Frederic Cranefeld, A). actor, pansy, ete 

adison, isconsin. ane as > AAR Sy. oO , 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. 444. Oldest Nursery m 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped Wisconsin 
or attached to a card. Personal checks ac- Tf plants of the following varieties ‘ . 
cepted. Stamps accumulate farter ae we h 1 f } I di 

c them. Do not t 2 ra . can use them. Do not send stamps if any are purchased for the home garden Our stock is grown right, dug 
Advertising rates made known on appli. at a green house, or from seed men right, packed right, and by no 

een _ or professional gardeners they are apt means least, the 

- : to be stronger and at the same time 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society . i . PRICES ARE RIGHT 

obtained with a saving of labor and 

—_ worry out of proportion to the slight Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

Seeiiek ost: gg plants, cauliflower, cab- and Fruit Trees dD. BE Bingham, President. Sturgeon Bay cost: gg p » ower, 
cL. chardson, ice-President____Stanley ri e og *. 
L. G. Kellogg: Treasurer aipen ~—bage, celery and tomatoes. Apples singly or by the 1000. 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary__..___.__.__Madison —_+->>—__—_—- Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 

—_—— We list with gratitude, a new “gar- Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 

Bi inch an ee omnes den” editor this month, Mrs. R. G. 
. B. ,c meee ia bey : ‘ ss ei 

Crk: Richardson. =" Be Ofelo Thwaites of Madison. We have room FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
L. G. Kellogg-------------------Ea-Officto 5 
RF. ChaneD eee BO te for many more. Have you been suc- Get our price list before you place 

dha Diet, G.'W, Relgle=sn-—-—----Madigon cessful with some flower? Tell us your order and save money. 
3rd Dist., Wm. Toole.____-_--_-_Baraboo ve inv isi . are si Disk, WG. Bloker cc Mileaakee about it in simple terms. If we are Address Box 77 

5th Dist., H. C. Melcher_-----Oconomowoc ever to know how to do these things KELLOGG’S NURSERY 
6th Dist., E. Gonzenbach___._.___ Sheboygan ra Te ille, Wi. ; 
7th Dist., Fred Muehlenkamp_.---Sparta you must tell us. The professor and . Janesville, Wisconsin 

, 8th Dist., N. A. Rasmussen______ Oshkosh . : 
9th Dist., A. W. Lawrence__Sturgeon Bay the professional are both incompetent 

10th Dist., Irving Smith______-____Ashland lo i 
11th Dist; 0. Flanders_...-..__._-Bayflelad to do it. 

———+2+___ 

BOARD OF MANAGERS Some eastern seedsmen are sending M K N 

D. i. Bingham. G. Kellogg F. Cranefleld notices to their customers of the es- Cc ay ursery 

— tablishment of a bureau of informa- 

Annual Membership .......____.___-$1 09 tion for the benefit of their patrons. Company 
wim te ken 90 Why cannot some of our Wisconsin 

“Madison, Wis. seedsmen do likewise? Surely, our PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

= : need is great, our climate, soil and 

Contributions on any topic related winds being so different that the Offer a Complete line of 

to horticulture always aceeptable. many books and magazines written 

gee for and by the eastern gardeners are HARDY NURSERY STOCK 

Uncover roses and other protected sorely misleading here. Do our seeds- FOR SPRING 1912 

shrubbery before the buds start. men not realize that all such efforts 
_< bring their own reward in increased If interested in planting FRUIT 

™ : : business ? 
The legislature meets April 30th USES a ° TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

in special session. Among other When pruning shrubs keep in mind ORNAMENTALS, write us for 

things the solons (wise men) will the flowering habit. The flower buds ieee ine and PRICES. 

tinker and patch the berry box law. of the Spireas, Snowball, Syringa ou will find Our prices consist: 
+ ‘Tartarian Honeysuckle, Flowering ent with quality of stock offered. 

Don’t feel that you need a lot of | Almond, Lilac and some others were — 

money in order to have a flower gar- formed last year. Spring pruning of 

den. The annuals are beautiful and these kinds is equivalent to the re- NURSERIES AT 
for less than a dollar you may have moval of flower buds. Wait until 

flowers in abundance from mid-sum- after the blossoming period and trim WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 
mer till frost. to your heart’s content.
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meter or wet-and-dry bulb thermone eee 
% ter. Directions for use in any cle- EWALDS FOLDING BERRY BOX 

Questions and Answers ae WE : : 
mentary work on physics and in many f 

1 ee 
works on agriculture. paTEnTeD Ava 13. ssor ine 

3 ; eee st aad 
Q. I would like to know if corn ; i! 7 ft: bain 

would be a good crop to plant in a Q. Is the American Blush apple Ke Wo” RY bee Se i 
raise 5 State? vhere is f i aay 

young cherry orchard that was set out '!! ed in this state If so, whe ne 18 Ay tea 
last year. We had potatoes there last 't @ Success or failure as a wines riot Hoe Haat 

year. When is the right time to plant apple? IT. G. The only folding berry box made of wood 
% veneer that veteh and how much fo the acre? A. T have had American Blush in GIVES SATISFACTION 

F. C., Door Co. hearing for 4 or 5 year. ‘Tree is very Made in Wisconsin style, Standard dry 
, . 5 ayy > of . sautif measure quarts and pints. Neat and 

A. Would not plant corn in cherry hardy anil one of the most beautiful strong, is all ready for business, needs no 
orchard; better plant beans this sea- 1" foliage and shape I ever saw. Is tacks nor stapling. Write us today and 

con. Sow vetch about July 1 to 10 an annual bearer, fruit is large and. we will tell you more about ths box and 
* ee oe eee how to get it nearer home at manufac 

where thorough cultivation has been smooth and fairly good; keeps well turer's prices. Do it now. 
wiven. Use only winter vetch, some- until February. ALN. Kelly. We also manufacture crates and old 

rr © T style quarts and pints in K. D. for crate 
times called sand vetch. Use about makers and large growers who have stapl- 
cight quarts of vetch seed per acre. Q. 1. What kind of paint should ing macnines and mare up their own 

7 ‘ s 36 i sd. é 4. HBR? crates and boxes, big reduction in price on 
D. E. Bingham. Touse on trimmed apple trees? . carload lots. Our material and prices will 

esac 2. Which currant does the best in please you. 

Q. Tam = thinking seriously of Wisconsin, the Cherry or Perfection? Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
planting an apple orehard of about Is the Perfeetion good to plant in Cumberland, Wisconsin 

500 trees on a farm seven miles from — large fields? W. T..B, SS 
Vall and one mile from Lake A. 1. White lead and linseed oil. 
Michigan. i am thinking of planting 9; Perfection. WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

the following kinds: 50 each of G d handle all kinds of 
\ . _ row and handle all kinds of nursery 

Duchess, N. W. Greening, Delicious, Q. 1. Which is the most produe- stock. we employ po agents but sell di- 
Toe ys 25 eae! f . 5 ‘, ‘ ‘ . i a Wealthy; and 25 each of MeIntosh. tive of these three late strawberries, | ys ia.the market you cen seve money 

MeMahan, King David and Roman tenwane “Tce ' . Woes , z " . , ey Stevens Late Champion, Chesapeake, WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 
i Beauty. Tave I too many kinds? pesccmont Williams? Union Grove, Wis. W. S. Moyle, Prop. 

Vhich should I drop and what should 2, Is Early Ozark a more produe- 

I substitute for commercial orchard ? tive strawberry than August Luther? 

A. conse the selection is goad How dows the Phun Farner rose APY gg @ t 
except that Lam not acquainted with berry compare with the Cumberland e rea 

the last named, unless it is a perver- 1" preductiveness 4 L. EL. . 
sion of Rome Beauty, in which case Jetferson County. Northern 

no change is needed. All of these A. 1. Stevens Late Champion. 

Kinds should sueceed in) Milwaukee 2. No. Nursery Co. 

county and for local trade the number 3. Plum Farmer most, productive. 

of varieties is not too great. BE. A. Richardson. 

a —_—— Sells First-Class 
Q. Tow) much moisture should Q. Please state how and when to 

the atmosphere in a cellar contain, in cultivate an orchard of thirty years Wisconsin Grown Trees 

rder to be most favorable for storing — of age. Give reasons. Mrs. F. IT. porn to Narabate GOO OE one 
lulbs and vegetables? And how ean Manitowoe County. Wisconsin grown trees With & sum 
it be tested ¢ es eth the end of the season only 52 per 

‘ A. Thorough, clean cultivation un- cent of the eastern grown stock was 
Waushara County. K. B. ‘ alive, while 95 per cent of ours lived 

. — til July 1 to 10, according to season. and grew. Moral: buy home grown 
g x | : . stock and avoid loss. Our trees are 

A. Depends on the kind of bulb or = [tf is not a question of number of HARDY, and our stock is HEAL- 
_ ae i. ait. f good tilth and THY. A copiparison will prove 

vegetable, some kinds requiring more — times but a question of good tilth anc that our stock has not the willowy 
moisture than others. Canna and destruction of grass and weeds. Plant and witery eof eron of southern 

Dahlia require more moisture than cover crop of oats, veteh or buck- Every tree and shrub ig packed 

the Gladiolus. The latter may be kept wheat in July. The reasons are the elroy Un er cea’ ‘rom @x- 

ina paper sack in the pantry while same as for cultivating corn or pota- 

such treatment would mean death and — toes. 
les . 1 : Great Northern Nursery destruction to the Canna. It is large- — 

ly a matter of experience and judg- . Q. Is there an opening in Wiscon- Company, Baraboo, Wis. 
ment. The moisture content of air sin for a woman to engage in flower Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 
is determined by the use of the hygro- seed growing ag an occupation, and
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will it prove renumerative? If so, any one of them will be exactly like 

should she start with one variety only the Golden Russett. Standard varie- 

or how many? ties of fruits are propagated by divi- JEWELL 

A. Flower seed growing can be zion 8 a parent plant into parts as 

suceessfully carried on in Wisconsin, . Lala eect eubiings, “e M I NN ESOTA 

and made quite profitable, provided pau Tn fee sume tent to nthe 

the grower selects good stocks to be- state i nese facts. A diseussion of ine GROWN 
win ‘with wud ever afier watches ihe “why would lead us into plant breed- 

stocks carefully, keeping them up to mE. N S 

n high standard of perfection. We ————— ursery tock 

would suggest annuals to begin with, Q. 1.1 have a Flemish Beauty 

such varieties as Asters of the Comet, pear set out in 1904. It is growing ee 

American Branching, Ifohenzollern, nicely and looks good but has failed . 

Carlson’s Branching, Crego and al- to blossom yet. What is the reason? Complete assortment of Fruit 

lied types; also the early varieties of 2. What is a Dwarf pear? and Ornamental stock in all 

Cosmos and Salvia. Many varieties 3. If two or more kinds of rasp- varieties suited to northern cul- 

can be grown here, most of them, how- berries are planted near each other ture. A specialty of Hardy 

ever, are produced so cheaply abroad are they likely to get mixed by propa- Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

that it does not pay to attempt them — gation? Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 

wnder our Wisconsin conditions. It 4, Will cions cut from the tree in uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

may be difficult to find a market for February or March do for next spring tive Plums. 

the product until the grower has es- grafting? J. UW. H. 

tablished a reputation. Placing the Dane County. SS EE ———eE 

crop on the market is really a mont A. 1. Probably lack of cross-polli- TH JE [ 

difficult part, as the dealers jealously . oO 4: ° . . — 

guard against sending out seeds of es wae pee ot oT oer E WEL NURSERY CO. 

lobe avait ee LAKE CITY, MINN. | 
As to that part of your question, i “s P | 

“Whether or a it would be profit- 1 aA stendard sort like the Flemish; 1500 Acres Established 1868 |§ 

able for a woman to engage in flower So root which produces 

7 ying.” we asitatingly ans- ‘ ° 
weed rea?” Moat nec gorepe ae 3. There can be no mixing of rasp 

wild rather trust the sclection of a Demme in the manner stale’ |e | FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 
woman in flower secds, to that of the be produced different from tha exist: IN GREAT VARIETY 

. ane we have ever known to at- ine variety would balaccomplished by Consisting of 

ala . planting seeds. Roots, of course, 

Milwaukee, Wis. A, Contes might iatermingle and mistake made FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 

= in digging sets of red raspberries. 

Q. In planting a seed of any one 4. Yes. Cions cut in March should MENTAL TREES 

tree, how often must the seedling be be kept in ‘a moist medium and in . . 

transplanted before its final planting * cool place. Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 

to produce as good a fruit as the —— berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 

original ? WR. S. Q. 1. What variety of winter ap- Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 

Milwaukee County. ple would you plant in Barron Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

A. Our correspondent is on the County, on well-drained sandy loam? Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 

ee 2. What do you think of the Beta greens, etc. 
wrong track. The character of the i 
fauie Borns. beeaisesdling tree. or Ga, robe! If you would like to see a really 

3 ee eee Ne SESE OF Dust 3. Can I keep my orchard from get- ood Catalo Id be glad 
will not be materially affected by the . p my : & 9g gue, we: wou eg 

number of times it is transplanted. ting sod bound with a spring tooth to send you ours. It has more than 

Under all ordinary circumstances the harrow? Have kept the ground in fifty pages and describes everything 

transplanting will have no effect what- good condition for three years, but in the plainest language without 

ever. The kind of fruit a seedling city T keep; it oe indefinitely ? any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

tree will bear is determined by other 4: What warily of grapes would scriptions. 

factors than transplanting. you plant, if any, up here? 

Out of 100 scedlings of the Golden A. 1. Malinda, N. W. Greening. The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

Russett apple, for instance, the 2. Small, fair quality, very early FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

chances are about 1000 against 1 that and may ripen in Barron County. Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

any two will be exactly alike or that 3. I see no reason why the spring
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tooth harrow will not answer if used We have no information concerning 
often enough during the growing sea- Black Diamond. Who can help? ° . : 

son. No objection to plowing shal- 2. Crude petroleum. ‘ Bigger Fruit Profits 

low in spring in ease the grass is too 3. Cherries are propagated by bud- XY vontel bp Tae eowers, 

persistent. ding and cannot be reproduced from Got Re tive est rag aim 

1. Beta, if any. seed. The seedlings are almost sure . Ki \ farm that produced the 

—— to differ from the parent. If the costal a NN ECLIPSE 

Q. What about planting 600 two- shoot starts from the trunk, above i | 1 SPRAY PUMP 

year old trees, 300 of which are Dud- the point where the original bud was} Aj | i feet found in athe nates 
leys, and 800 Wealthys? And use dy- inserted, it will be Early Richmond; } j\ i | i tn meio tn 

namite? It is claimed that the blast of — if below, either Mazzard or Mahaleb, {4d | : tee ada ge 
dynamite will loosen up the ground so — both worthless. * a Duneeree cree cat ties 

that the roots will grow much faster 1. White Plume. Blanes deerme ealtivaisealipee it free 

than when the trees are planted in 5. Yes, by spraying with arsenate Write to-day 
holes made by a spade. How is this? of lead; 2 pounds to 50 gallons of MORRILL § MORLEY MEG"CO;, Bectow Haitior; Mich. 

Ilow is the dynamite used? What water. Sine SRT 

kind? How ‘small .a: piece of dynae fee 

mite is necessary? And what per cent AR E 

dynamite ? E. P. S. S NATE OF LEAD, LIME— 

Rock County. 

A. In localities where “hard pan” SULPHUR SOLUTION 

prevails or where but a thin soil layer Fully Comply with most rigid requirements of Insecticide Act of 1910 
covers a layer of limestone, or in the Grasselli Arsenate of 

case of a very heavy subsoil, it is Lead is being successful- 

likely that dynamite could be used to . 

advantage. It may also be said that ly used to destroy all 

ce 5 leaf-eating insects, such as a rule such conditions are very un- A) Se . 

favorable for fruit trees. On all or- Gr l as Codling Moth, Potato 

dinary drift soils it is doubtful if the a a Beetle, Curculio, ete. 
gain in a loosened sub-soil will be ey The Grand Sweepstake 

sufficient to repay the cost and danger wn AD * 7) prize of $1000 for the 

of using dynamite. The main feed- me) <7 A 7s best carload of apples 

ing roots of trees are found in the Oe 3 & shown at the National 

surface foot of soil and the anchor ey SUS pat OF KY Apple Show, Spokane, 
rvots will readily penetrate anything i A°) Washington, has been 

hut hard pan or solid rock. PRO won by users of Grasselli 

mo Arsenate of Lead for the 
Q.. 1: thee years ago I ordered last three years. 

ne dozen Gregg raspberries, but was Grasselli Lime Sulphur Solution is the Standard remedy for San 
sent the Black Diamond. Have borne . , 

. Jose Scale. It has also come into prominence as a summer spray to 
no fruit so far. Intended for home . 

use Should I diseard the kind I | TePlace Bordeaux Mixture. 
have and make another attempt at For Further Information Write 
Crewe? _. The Grasselli Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 

2. What kind of oil is used for . . : 
smudge lamps, when it can be bought The Grasselli Chemical Company, Established 1839 Main Office Cleveland, Ohio 

for five cents or less per gallon, as 9° 4 _—_ARAAAAAAmAAmAmAmmmmm 

stated by some writers? 

i hae Son el ee ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 
cherry produce an early Richmond D Oo oO r 

tree. Or if old tree cut close to TT For Fruit Culture. Door County 
ones produce same kind from Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 

4. What is the name of the best Co u nty pe Eines te pee piel 

celery for home use? ee 9° ars per Cre nnually. or 

5. Can the curculio be controlled on Particulars Write : : iii: 
plum trees? M. N. H. L a n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND CO., 

A. 1. Gregg is standard over most STURGEON BAY, WIS. 
of Wisconsin and is one of the best.
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Q. 1. Do you recommend the use of 7. Care of orchard? the best in that orchard. A highly «: 

dynamite for planting trees? 8. Where can I procure the very sirable apple. 

2. We have some fruit trees that best trees for this purpose and about 5. Any should sell well in any may 

cannot be cultivated. Would the spray what ought they to cost? ket. Study your markets. For mom 

solution on the grass be dangerous to . . makers, place Wealthy ahead of Divi 
: ; A. 1. All things considered, orch- . . 

young chicks or horses? . . ley and leave others as given in li-: 
- 3 5 ardists prefer level ground, but if a 
3. Is lime sulphur solution tested Segeigege 

: : slope must be used, select the north 
by means of an ordinary hydrometer? : ‘ 

W.C.B slope, next choice east. Rather than Ask questions. 

cor plant the south slope would prefer 

A. 1. Answered clsewhere in this to forego planting fruit trees. 

issue. 2. Ground should be deeply plowed K N O xX 

2. The danger is very slight. and as well prepared as for corn and 

3. Use commercial lime sulphur, jin much the same manner. Time of 

mix as directed on container and — year is unimportant. N U R S E R I E S 
there will be no need of hydrometer. 3. We recommend fall apples such SS 

= as Dudley, MeMahan and Wealthy (Established in 1861) 

Q. 1. Would it be advisable to for leaders, although there is no doubt 
prune the old wood from the currants that Melntosh and Jonathan ean b.» | Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

in the spring if they had not been at- grown successfully here; in fact any They strongly recommend One 

tended to in the fall? kind whieh ean be grown anywhere Year Cherry Trees because they 

2. What is the advantage, if any, in Wisconsin will thrive in Crawford are stocky, well headed, well rooted 
in the wore root graft over the pieec County. thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

rratt ¢ Tw ver 20: 
= a ‘1 1 ul t hell 4. Two year old trees. Two Year for those who prefer 

3. What harm does the oyster she %. Ae eacly i 2 spring ‘as 5 7 ‘ se we ». As early in the spring as_ the the larger trees. They also have a 
bark louse do¢ How rapidly does it ground can be worked. . . 
spread? 6. 24x94 feet. nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 

4. Do you consider the Gregg a bet- 7. Thorough cultivation until mid A. telalorder will, convince . y o a € a 
ter black cap than the Cumberland? . . any one of their quality. i . summer tollowed by cover crop of 
If so, why? G. A. —= 

3 oats or vetch. 

A. 1. Yes, but get at it carly in 8. From firms which advertise in H. M SIMPSON & SONS 
the scason, as currants are early birds. Wiscossin TLorticuLTURE. Cost. will 

2, No advantage whatever but depend upon quality of stock but will |Wineennes, Indiana. 
rather a disadvantage. We want trees in all cases be reasonable. 

on their own roots just as quickly as 

possible in this climate; “ loaet; our Q. 1. Is the average quality of ° 
shicate Z ISCONSID, VOTICUES: newly cleared land rich enough to \ Incennes 

3. (a) Sucks the sap and weakens produce ood crops of small fruits . 
a a2 e good crops sma s— 

the tree, usually destroying fruit : : _ . Nurseries 
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, 

spurs on old trees, when unchecked, currants and gooseberries without fer- Vi ‘ 
and often kills young trees. bilizers? iii ° incennes, Indiana 

An indefinite sstion. Three aan . 
(b) An indefinite auestion ane 2. What are the hardiest early va- W C REED 

years’ neglect is sometimes enough. iiatieg of wemehes Of eoud. Guality? e e 9 
. : sties 2aches x ality? 

4. Largely a matter of choice and . ; 8 8 ! 5 PROPRIETOR 
ice liti 3. At what age do  gooseberrics 

een! Condiuonss come into bearing? When are they Cherry Trees by the 

, qanlsia i | 1 at their best? 100 or 100000 

7 t M hat iside 1S West BEAVIS 4 Tas the Dudley apple been test- The Growing of Cherry Trees 
“ 5 - ruil: treeas ; 1 2 does ed at the state experimental orchard ? has been our Specialty for 

oe now Prepare: Brouns ane eee 5. What, in your estimation, is the Years. Our soil and method 
the time of year make any difference? ‘ ’ of growing produces a Tree 

5 : relative market value of Duchess, . 
3. What apples are best for this Dudley, Wealthy, N. W. Greening and that is not excelled by any 

ey, Wealthy, N. W. Greening an ; 
section (Crawford Co.) for market- Tol ° a ie les? Am: e one. Splendid blocks of two- 
ing? olman swee t apples? Amateur. year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

4, Whopper treats best Zor plant “PAP Gourley. poy 1g) loot ieee _Berty a, Ae he ‘ - dhe : 4. Xe Richmond, Montmorency and 
ing in order to have orchard begin A. 1. Yes. / other leading varieties by the 
bearing as soon as possible? 2. Peaches have not been tested in 100 or car load. We also grow 

5. What is the best time for plant- Bayfield. Go slowly. a general line of other Nursery 

ing these trees? 3. Two years; in full bearing at stock. Personal inspection in- 
6. Tlow far apart should they be three years. vited. Correspondence solicited 

set ? 4. Yes, at Wausau, and is one of
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Q. What is a good growth in [7 __|{> SOS 

length for young trees? Some of Door County Fruit Lands $650.00 Yield Per Acre in 1911 
Strawberry plants for sale. ‘The varieties 

mane anaie Hines fest and most: of FOR SALE which produced the above amount; were 
them 2 to 2% feet this year. Also Cottages and Bay Shore Lots Warfield. Senator Dunlap, and Euhance, on 

P 3 BARGAINS new soil. Vigorous, thrifty plants. 
A. A very satisfactory growth, in ——— — Write to Write for Prices 

fact, above the average. Such trees | C.R.Seaquist & Son, Sister Bay, Wis. Dr. J. G. SEIDEL, Warren, Wis. 
as these with this kind of treatment. ©£_—-———— > 

should be heard from in the future. 

Kenosha Co. F. L. B. 

Q. Which is the best soil for po- ¥ Wir 

tatoes, sand or loam? State reasons. iY 
Rg 

A. Commercial potato growing is Ph << wr a, 

successful in Wisconsi 1 Daan ain PO PALL MSS , ws, i ; : uccessful in Wisconsin upon both oH ea oe ed Your fruit is not at its best a 

clay loam and sandy loam soils. The had ae ads hs; i a DESL 
eavR : . Fatt (rey NY) yield, flavor, color or shipping question is misleading because the reall ie Pay, au liti | the P 1 I 

better grade of sandy soils in Wis- Onan aaa ‘ yy q nd 1s Un tl “ aaa Vsupply 

consin contain considerable loam. ete , \ Is adequate and available. 
F Vira aye 

These fertile sandy soils are preferred i ats A fertilizer for fruit should contain 
to heavy clay loam soils largely be- CHa } at least 12% Potash 

cause they can be handled in wet ee y Many growers use annually 200 Ibs. Muriate 

weather easier in reference to plant- M of Potash per acre. 

ing, cultivation, harvesting, ete. The Sy Potash also insures strong wood and early and : eS 9 y 5 
better grade of sandy loam soils un- KZ 4 a IN continuous bearimy 

der cultivation also stand protracted i Ss: ay Write us for prices if your dealer doesn’t 
drought better than the heavy clay Hi] Mf Wy i carry Potash Salts; also for our free books 

ay A i . as 3 irecti 
soils. It is important to understand i Me 5 with formulas and directions. 

se . if y 
that a wide range of variation exists aN We J IW i poem oP GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc. 
‘ * . 4 38; A iY i a Ga, a ) tinental Building, ii 
in the sandy soils of Wisconsin in WG RS eI CZ i q ) “Monadnock Block, Fmt 

regard to fertility and water-holding “ ie eo Whitney Central Bank Building, 
. ~ aa - = New Orleans 

capacity. J. G. Minwarp. 

Q. (1) When can plums be grafted 

or budded, i. e., top working? aie git 

(2) What varieties of native plums eeE- er oe ~ TH 

or stocks would be best to top work Ie | ccucm E HARDIE 

European or Japan plums on to make 

them more hardy? ie SPRAYERS 

(3) Would cherries be more hardy : Hand and Power Outfits 

hy top working on native hardy trees? NM 

Maiden Rock, Wis. G. E. H. aE ba The Hardie Sprayer is built by a practical fruit grower 

, . \s F | for fruit growers and by a man who knows how to 
A. (1) Early spring. Cions used i build sprayers. 

must be wholly dormant. First set- ‘a . . . . . 
‘led weather just as buds on stocks Parts coming in contact with spraying fluid made of 
are swelling. If cions are kept in i hard metal brass and cannot wear out. 

ice-house top-working may be done as a The Hardie Sprayer is the Sprayer that will work when 
late as June although not advisable. ta you want it to work and will do your spraying right.- 

If cions have “calloused” at basal Wi The Hardie Pump is guaranteed. 

end, grafts will not grow. . . ip Write now for prices and catalog. We can give you 
(2) The combination of native with i . the best material, prices consistent with quality on 

European or Japan plum is not con- fee Arsenate of Lead, Sulphur Lime, Bordeaux, Bordo- 

genial and will not give satisfaction. Lead, Powdered Arsenate of Lead, Scale Killer, Sulfur. We have a com- |* 
(3) The union would not be suc- plete line. Do not delay. Send for booklets and prices. 

cessful. M. ROHLINGER & SON 
Q. What is the cause of apple trees 523 CASS STREET 

dying. They seem to be all right in MILWAUKEE, - - - - - WISCONSIN 
the spring and about midsummer the
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OO 7sdeaves turn brown and in a few weeks © (7? 
SEND 15c FOR A PACKAGE OF the branches also start to die. I have “ ic 

cut off the branches about four inches We have a Fine Lot of 
TOOLE’S GIANT PRIZE further than they were affected and Pl f h Garden” 

PANSY SEED saved some trees for two years, but ants for the Garden. 

SS later were again affected and killed 

Wisi iadledbweoprer out. Is it what they call blight, and SEND FOR LIST 

TouldeGiide t4 Peasy Colture and Caalagie is there any remedy for it? 
of Flower Seeds and Plants V.EWw 

WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS T . J. E. MATHEWSON 
Barer Heine A. Undoubtedly fire blight. Some 

BARABOO, WIS. varieties as Yellow Transparent and Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Transcendant crab are more subject 

to the disease than others. Very 

often one or two trees of such kinds NEW; STRAWBERRIES! 1212.c#!s« 

. will infect an entire orchard. Dig Rk Ae tad anid tosiructt KELME Mew 
3 cliable, interesting and instructive. 

Choice out and burn such trees and continue — EVERBEARERS and other important varieties, 
sstiinon ava. Armee sis _ Address. N. FLANSBURG 8 SOR, Jackson, Mich Strawberry Plants cutting as described. Disinfect cut -. 

DITA WRErrY + tants ting tools frequently by wiping with 

Grown By Up-to-Date Methods rag saturated with formalin. : GLADIOLUS BULBS 

Seater Dialap, ver aod Warleld: Tropes a and all the Best Sorts 

Bien Pans Aroma, Pers Babach, hans Q. (1) My young — trees—apple, First premium at Iowa State Fair 1911 
Haverland, Imp.; Orem, Per.; Climax, plum, and cherry fruited last season Write for catalogue 
Per.; Excelsior, Per.; St. Louis, (early) for the first. Some apple trees turn- GEORGE S. WOODRUFF 

: : i . independence, lowa 
frei oa Miinehe lope Reresideats ed black or very dark and died, I 

Price 60c per 100, $3.50 per 1000. thought it was blight. What would 
By mail 15c per 100 extra. ; ‘ead 
Black Beauty, Imp. and Grand Marie, you advise! 
Per. $3.00 per 100, Fig type. (2) Have you seen or know the Frait Trees 

Beta Grape? 
Plants Will Not be Dug More . p 

Than 24 Hours Before ‘Shipping (3) Would you advise the planting Fruit Plants 

‘ . of Gravenstein Apple in Barron Ornamental Shrubs 

Irwin Fruit Farm County; also Gano. e fie Nori 
ncaster, Wisconsin Barron County. J. N. M. rome ne NO 

. 2 Send us your list of wants 
A. (1) Send specimens to Prof.: L. First class stock at honest prices 

—_  —._ RR. Jones, Agr. College, Madison. Address 

Fire blight attacks new growth caus- The Cascade Nursery 

THE HAW KS ing twigs to turn black and die. Osceola, Wis. 

Apple trees in Barron Co. are also [Lo s—“‘(CCSd 

N U R S E R Y Cc O. frequently affected with “black-heart” 

the heart wood turning dark brown or 

black. 
are in a position to furnish (2) The Beta originated in Min- STRAWBERRY 

. esota; said to be a seedling of Con- 
high grade Nurser of | mesetas sarc . 

gh g Sery Stock cord. Very hardy, early and produc- PLANTS 

all kinds and varieties suit- tive. Small in size, poor in quality. — 

. : (3) No. 100,000 choice Strawberr: 
able to Wisconsin and other _ Plants. Also Red and Black 

northern districts. I would like to know if potatoes Recobery, Asparagus and Rhu- 

can be successfull rown on land RED TOOK: 7 
Will be glad to figure on] 7 § These plants will not be cleared of stumps and some under- dug more than twenty-four hours 

your wants either in large or | brush the season before? Yes, very before shipping. All stock guar- 
.. successfully. anteed. Hot bed plants in sea- 

small quantities. (2.) After land has been cleared of son. Write for prices. 
stumps and under-brush how soon —_—_ 

= = may fruit trees be set out to obtain RASMUSSEN’S 

the best orchard? The land may be FRUIT FARM 

WAUWATOSA WISCONSIN planted to trees at once with potatoes 

’ between rows of trees. This assum- OSHKOSH, - WISCONSIN 
ing land to be well drained. Not in-
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frequently forest lands require a year “a | 

* or two after being stumped ‘to be- Guaeeee ya % 
come well drained. ; 5 M .. EVERGREENS 

——$_+ 2+ 
To the Editor and Secretary : b ———————— 

It was with interest that I read the y a and Deciduous Trees 

article in the last Wisconsin Agricul- \ ‘ E OF QUALITY 

turist, entitled, “A Protest,” as the — re TN OCR PERE TE e 
iter of said article states, “the State : For Parks, Lawns, Private Grounds and 

writer ¢€ . a 1cle S$! HES; ne Otate Reforesting 

society is largely a fruit growers as- BERRY CRATES — 
sociation,” which had its origin with EOXES Arbor Vitae Balsam Fir 

the professional nurserymen, some of snd a full ineiot White Pine Norway Spruce 

whom desire to continue on the old Other Fruit Packages Europ. Larch ‘Aust. Pine 
lines. This would be a great injustice — 

to the average amateur horticulturist dat be ees quareiand All standard varieties of ornamental and 
te . , ckages to comply with the new Fruit Trees 

considering the increased state appro- Wisscnea law Write for Catalogue 

priation which emanates from the 

fund raised by direct taxation, and Medford Veneer Co. EVERGREEN NURSERY CO. 

if allowed for professionals alone Medford, Wis. STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

would be only one more for “special 22 

privileges” and oppressive and obnoxi- 

ous to the amateur. But no one could NN arta tilt at apps ye Oe I OK GUT st ess BOs ae Se, 
he more considerate and just, in this Sate) eee Pee 

matter than our seeretary and editor Sah ai Lise eee ee oh yezen pase 

has been in the past, and with proper eee edn eo 2) aa eure Me x" y gs 

support will undoubtedly continue. Wako. £ “ ss) B), 7" ea Oy 

Mrs. D. D. Howterr. Ber 1) fl =e | PK D> it 

ee fin ve 
ys ( & 

Wanted at Once @ . 2. 4 
em ee wea 

Man to take care of small truck Fa ' | on _——a 
garden in Northern Wisconsin. (ive) ie qT) et ies} 
Must have experience, be strictly ey J Il | as ar a i aN 

sober and reliable, and furnish 6 al! Oo. .4 FS 
references. A permanent place A “Cee 2. | 
with opportunity for advance- Fy Ni oR i 
ment for the right man. a} = = ape! CD ihet tat SEES 

ELDRED KLAUSER M i f RS 

——= oor SPRAY PUMPS«°NOZZLES 
a are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 

Orchard Land in ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 
power rigs. They have all been developed in line with modern spraying requirements 

* d have long si d th imental stage. We show here a few types of 
Dunn County, Wis. a completo line of Spray Pumpa, I Nozzles, Bamboo Extensions and Accessories. 

Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 
= — WRITE FOR FTNOW. og , 

Surface rolling; soil, rich clay a} ay ; / a - 1g 
loam underlaid with limestone. : 
The orchards of adjoining farms B * + ay 

show the adaptability of this Pa, we OY | 
part of Wisconsin to apple Co r \ fA) ’ f 
growing. Near railroads and See 1 ] 
markets. Prices reasonable. (Ames Fy fll : 
Write for particulars. S ag 13, S ey = 

William J. Starr F.E.Myers € Bro. 
Eau Claire, - - - - Wis Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works 

, : ASHLAND, OHIO :
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Orchard Planting] ST ARK Books F REE 
Dn y 
J ip D A Stark Orchard Planting Book and 

all) Condensed Stark Year Book YY) noo, 
wel | i Two splendid, practical volumes which (caqegmesrmmtT ney 

= aaa a tell the amazing story of modern-day fruit- §j 7 ae, 
Nae | culture. Two books filled with invaluable, ; ; ao 
NG yi ! os down-to-the-minute information on orchard- (Ondensed 

) ih ae a ing in all its phases; complete descriptions 7 WO ern ae | 
i Ne i 7 of varieties, season of ripening, locality Ls a Aes, ee kp : 
Fant ont shes ach, Se “3 hes ‘ Yoar Rokk @ a Way AN rg where each variety does best, ete. They ar £2 Pe O01). ‘ 

j VGae y-. tell a common-sense the sensational story of i A Ge 4 
J Tet (eS profits that are being made from commercial fh Ve eee 
YR Paes \\ and home orchard growing. These books |AIM 

SO A ey ar Sih show just what you can make from a Stark Vl Wo J y if 
a ee Orchard. And they are both free. Use j 2 cued By a ms 

BA dais hide : the coupon. wf i Mies 

OME ai an ay 
we i Stark Orchard Planting Book De if cie 1 aE ANG eI CNRS ed = y 

2 FET SNS : tho ge P 
BR gga eee see A book of trustworthy information by a recognized i, , | 

Stark Bro’s authority —given free to the whole world,—not a cata- : Ba a: i 
* log or piece of advertising literature, but a well of infor- ii | Nurseries & Orchards Co. Bor B 

mation on the planting and care of trees from the da . P Pp iB y: 
they are received from the nursery. As the author says: 

ii “The contents is aol thevresult £ myiows experience alone. Condensed Stark Year Book 
is a collection of the knowledge and experience of many “ . oe . 

men. Each has spent a large part of his life working with trees. ‘A Diamond Mine” of Information 
Many have had scientific training. All are rich in that greatest Here is a book as different from the usual run of nurserymen’s 
of all knowledge—practical experience.’’ It tells the real catalogs as day is from night. It is a veritable mint of boiled- 
secret of success in orchard planting. down information on varieties for commercial or home-orchard 

. . f . planting, season of ripening of all varieties of all fruits, letters 
At Planting Time Most Mistakes Occur! from successful fruit-growers from every part of the country, 
_ . a comments by our national horticultural authorities, etc., etc. 

This invaluable book explains in simple language, how to It also gives the facts about Stark Trees and quotes prices. Every 
avoid those failures in fruit-growing that are directly due to easy- statement in this book is backed by a million dollar nursery. 
to-make mistakes made when the trees were planted. Planters the country over say this is the best, the most valuable 
We cannot begin to tell you here the priceless information and most practical book of its kind ever published. We have 

contained in this small but most valuable book. You must have — thousands of this kind of letters. 
the book itself. Send for itnmow. Use the coupon. Or write a Sia Year Bock ved 1 é Fate: Blot: Year Bock: 

Ne ; . : Stark Year Book received. Ihave Copy of the Stark Year Book re- card or letter today, without fail, for this truly remarkable several good horticultural works, but ccived: le ig snot ioaly the Tost 

. lieve your Year Book contains beautiful and artistic work of its kind 
more valuable, up-to-dat ti i d but th it tical 

Pleate send me another dozen copies have often thought should be in the for the new beginner, or thevold one guide forthe planter of fruit and other 
of the Stark Orchard Planting Book. hands of every planter. ill greatly either) than any of them.—John A. trees. The text is unique in many 
This booklet contains very timely, aid them to. mak f th Minger, Memaha Co., Kansas. i ‘ally i i of 

valuable and some belated informa: trees planted. I think it. will be ap- Poclime te teak toot sersuerh and ihe absolute worth ot f r y : : Permit me to thank you for your e ! r tion. Lam sending copy today to apreciated by all.—A, F. Buvinger, handsome catalogue. Ie te the most the various trees and fruits described 
Se ee ee ato te starting an ae Con sans. p  Sompreltensive of its Lind T have ever feat ee thes Rigg, lows ° ts _ “Will you kindly send me_ one of seen. e color plates are beautiful, . vais sas * a 

orchatd C-.Oi, Reed. Proprietor, your "Stark Orchard Planting Books?” and of areat assistance in selectingfrut. Horticultural, Experiment “Grounds. 
arm, Mo. fpur s i ardin Co., lowa. 

Your Stark Orchard Planting Book faved feed anh trial ie inthe bet A OO LE 
inthe Beat thing I have ever neon. tt and simplest information on the ube Neither the Condensed Stark Year Book nor the Stark 
is what the tree planters nee adly; j, i ii s 

if they will read this book and follow (Ct, Of Planting and pruning weet! Orchard Planting Book can be purchased. They are our 
the instructions they will be much pleased to have one for reference and free gift to you. You might as well have these book 

Beoetited. ~1. 8. Fourot, Orchardist, it there is any price jiitectied to it det treasures in your home. They are waiting for you to ask 
umner Co., Kansas. me know and it wil ye forwarded. 
The Stark Orchard Planting Book Trusting you have some left 1 remain for them. Send the coupon today. 

received. This is something that I —R.M. Adams, Lancaster ‘Co, Pa.” a ' 5 
Stark Varieties Pay Big Profits 

: Ri Stark Delicious and other special Stark sorts are profit-makers— proven so by 
Free Book Coupon BE thousands. of successful. orehardista who, have planted Stark Trees. Out 

P stock in all classes of fruit trees, emall fruits and ornamentals for Spring 
Stark Bro’s Nurseries & Orchards Co. Fillin, cut — >!nting is complete. 

Louisiana, Missouri 
Send me free books without obligations on my pat, Jout, and k B 9 

mail this tar ros 

te eee «= ON ies & Orchards Co. today for urseries rchards eg 
Address - es - . 

: two Free 111 Stark Station, Louisiana, Missouri 
I expect to plant _______trees this spring. Books. ——ae 

ail Cantwell Printing Company, Madison, Wis.
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THE SCHOOL OF LIFE 
| Onee upon a time—please be pa- Tearned how they are called in the 

| tient, this is not a fairy story, even Latin tongue and their classes and re- 

if it does resemble lations, and that is 

one,—onee upon a sepeoy> botany. Learned how 

time in a New Jer- y ae - this old earth is 

sey factory town a e “i a iy made, and that is 

barefoot boy stubbed y ie N geology. 

his toe on a piece of + i, 3 ; ee Spent as much 

slag but it never f Bi time as this cruel 

dented his toe be- > a world demanded in 

cause this boy went ; 4 _ making a living and 

barefoot most of the i ta a little,—quite a lit- 

time and his feet e tle——more and the 

minded not a piece nt rest of his time in 

of slag. Shoes cost \ " ; searching out the 

a lot of money in * : beautiful in nature. 

those days, sixty ‘ ; i mae . Apples and plums 

years ago, and there G eer ee and other things 

were many feet in a ey q that grow on trees 

the family. He was es wt re. are also his by right 

just an average size i of discovery, but 

hoy and probably not ee. these, after all, have 

remarkable in any ie oii been of secondary 

way. His picture is °e <4 importance in his 

hefore you. Didn’t — life’s work. Flowers 

xo to school very and flower culture, 

:muech in those early both for profit as 

days; there were i well as for pleasure, 

other things to do, bs has absorbed his en- 

hut later in life, in ergies and enriched 

Young manhood and ee . his life. 

in middle age, he Wm. Toole, of 

hegan to go to school Baraboo, twice pres- 

ind learned the se- ident of our Society 

crets of wood and field and how plants r and member of the executive com- 
grow, and the kinds of flowers and mittee for years without number, 70 

trees and shrubs and their names and years young, has lived a full and 

the innermost secrets of their lives.” WILLIAM TOOLE satisfying life. To him life has meant
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more than to most of us, because he HOW TO MAINTAIN SOIL FERTILITY long way toward the maintenance 
has been able to see more in life H. 0. COOPER. the soil fertility of the farm. 

than mere dollars. ; The maintenance of soil fertility The proper method of preservi; 
A successful farmer, florist and yay be accomplished in two ways, ®2d applying manure varies som 

fruit grower, he has always found  \j,. First, by the application What according to prevailing econ: 
time to attend our meetings and to of stable manure; second, by the use tions. I think it is generally c 
give fully and freely of his knowledge of commercial fertilizers together with ceded that on the larger dairy farms 
that we, too, may learn that this old 4 system of green manuring for the — it is best to haul directly to the fev! 

world is not such a bad place after all. purpose of keeping the soil well sup- every day or two, with the exceptiv., 

He also founded and is the spirit tied with humus. perhaps, of times when the ground |< 
and life of a neighborhood club that A good supply of humus in the soil, covered with deep snow. Such metho | 

has attracted attention far beyond the hy the way, is a very important point; however, is hardly practieal for tho~ 
limits of Sauk County. 

A good roads association, a corn en ¢ 
, ae » . } 

growers’ association, a local telephon: 3 ry a . 
. chy fT 2 er 

company and a few other local en- 4 % ng = mh} Bon 

terprises receive his time and atten- fk ¥ 4, eo é » et % Sig 
tion. yor Og ware f ys ‘ mee. S- ve : oe ~t % 5 mo. ; SASL SA 

A year ago the University of Wis- 4 e ih ap 4 PPE SS hte 
: : : 4 aod yes CN ares (oes a 

consin conferred on him an honorary ee eS Shai bee 7 7s os 
: : Sorc’ y i otal. Se. Na ae BZ PERE ROC Ree 

degree. / We of the Society always Fa Mt net va bat P| ae Ro BES 

honor him. han oe SA”, raion eae j 
+ . r 5 ie. aS. <a ie oe ara A IR 

Now, dig out your moral from this RCS Wg ON A (ie Me (CREE Ne nT 
z fr eS es , = a iy ARE ee” 

to suit your taste; here is one for ¢ 7 ris igen Pe Se 8 3 i ; Ss ; « a a PS z RikS A 5 oe met: a be Ee) a Oa iis eS 

beginning: Sixteen years of continu- og poe ih By hse Cede hate . er . r an 7] ~ (Garni wa Na 
ous schooling, which includes a uni- a7 » Na 8 PN ag Wi 

: : , im . * a Lae areN Rae Oa 1D 
versity degree, may not spoil a boy. Tae ig "i | NAS ty CRS REA ON Yd SS ’ iia - f P + Tee > La At Ne 

oo 0 ap SED 7 ene eR. Ls ARIAS RS: 
PLAY bees ey Ne es Beaten RS. 

/ Betty ws Bt gine eS 
In the tittle sermon last month on g Bie Le a Me EEF 57 . 1? ia imme | a Sin aie — ft Dy 

school grounds there was a promise of ee ales Bey APs vf 

another on play. In place of the ser- | rc ae Aa 4 mod . it Z| ? ' 
mon we will tell you about a book ae 7 L & i 

. | r f 
wherein you may read about: The q : it \] i 

Value of Play; The Equipment of the | i 0 t 

Playground; Classification of Games; | gin ' a 
7 1 ] of 

How to Teach Games; and how to H ae 

play at least one hundred different i ea 

games. j F a / 

The book is entitled, “Play,” and is 1 no | 

written by Emmet D. Angell, one time } 

director of physical cdueation at the A ai SSS Lil NE ha r a 

University of Wisconsin, published by 
. ag a Sod. Cultivated. 

Little, Brown & Co., 34 Beacon St., Two Whitney crab trees ten rods apart, alike in age and size when planted, and under 
Boston. Mass: similar conditions’ except as to cultivation. 

It ought to be in every school in the not only as a souree of plant food, with smaller number of stock. Some 

state and especially in the rural but also to put the soil in the proper advocate storing the manure under 2 

schools, for it is a fact, the aver- tilth and inerease its capacity for shed built for that purpose so that the 

age child doesn’t know how to play. holding water for plant use. fertilizer elements will not be leached 

Now, if there are ten teachers or ten In considering the use of stable away by the rains, while others cor 

school boards, or ten real public manure the farmer engaged in stock ‘tend that if the manure is properly 

spirited citizens among our readers raising or dairying has somewhat the piled in an open yard there is but lit- 

that will send an order to this office advantage; for by feeding the crops tle loss from leaching, at least not 

for a copy of “Play,” it will be fur- grown supplemented by the purchase enough to warrant the expense of a 

nished at one dollar a copy. The cf feeds, especially those rich in the shed for storing. 

regular price is one dollar and a half, fertilizer elements, such as wheat, Care should be taken not to allow 

but the difference will be charged bran and cotton seed meal, a supply the manure to heat, as much fermen- 

against the school grounds fund. of manure is obtained which, if prop- tation will drive off much of the ni- 

Who will be first? erly preserved and applied, will go a trogenous element. Losses from this
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source may be reduced by the use of cations of phosphoric acid. Marshy A LEFT-OVER 

laud plaster or ground rock phos- soils are rich in organic matter and There are many things that add 

phate, same to be used as an absorbent — in nitrogen ard require as a rule phos- spice,—and vinegar,—to the life of an 

in the stable. Only a small amount — phorie acid and potash and sometimes editor. He may count that day lost 

| per animal is needed, about one-half lime. Potash salts are of especial whose low descending sun marks rio 

pound each day. value for clover, grass, corn and fruit. scrap with the foreman of the print- 

I; is quite an advantage to have a They should be applied in the fall ing: office. Each is. certat dat. the 

manure spreader for applying the on heavy clay and in the spring on Giner is a blockhead and it is not un- 

manure to the land,—not only is it sandy soil. They are more likely to likely that both are right. 

i vreat labor saver, but the manure be needed on the sandy soil. Last moiith we hada letter from a 

is broken up so that it comes more Wood ashes are sometimes used as party up Squeedunks way, who had 

closely in contact with the soil and a potash fertilizer. They contain studied History aid claimed to prove 

thus more readily becomes a part of — from five to ten per cent potash when thoreftor that ‘A. L. Hateh was not 

the soil, giving quicker returns and unbleached. Ashes have a beneficial the first white child born in Door 

less danger of loss. action on the mechanieal condition of County. 

As to the use of commercial fertil- light soils, but for clay soils should OF course it was printed and the 

izers, I have had very little experi- be mixed with an equal amount of oditor wrote @ real sarcastic comment 

ence but understand they are used — |and plaster. to follow it, but some “ivory dome,” 

| Fee — ‘ either here or over at the printery, 

ia. | r : killed it. It has eome to life and 

A mi. follows: 
4 ae. He & a bg ig 3 “This is a fine tribute to Mr. Hatch 

Ue Ro Pin rae aN 7), a 8 x . dhs. it Be ‘ and his contemporaries. They went 

OF ie eo Neca : we 4 NR ADEN E Ay my up there and scraped the moss off 

Sy an Ex oiaiea i ose Dk Sait aie Rees Me of Door County and its antediluvian 
% sy BL ype he Pins: iad uhh pee: jc bien ® fruit growers and produced some 

LE ide SER Aaa . CNRS oc CaN Keg | real orchards. Progress dates from 
\ FARM Vai tA EIS Or Re ONAL Rae ta tk Eres . 

” ‘ bie re = i Re ta Pe ‘tay then. People kept cows in Wisconsin 

ts Ras Wagers Fy pen Bah... Sy a Ge “before the war,” but it needed a 

be y “ pa ke pL ee oye " v By we aon Ifoard to make dairying a real busi- 

¥ A ie iy iat, (i % lai iM i ness.” Eprror. 

ae ‘| a pag Ry ie ie Now, of course, U. N. O. Better, 

i a in Vi ; e and if you are not good you shall be 

A nee PO coal” hed iM , ys en aaa! | 4 om spanked again and sent to bed with- 

cunbele x: ~ Bp es eh i y, &” = i out Supper 

2S Ee eT ASE ES + ae ait = : CREDIT LIST FOR MARCH AND APRIL 

, Sod. Cultivated. C. Jos. Mueller, 1; A. H. Schulz 1; 
Native plum trees. Conditions same as Whitney crab shown on page 2. G@ L, Babusele1s Gee. Marley: 1; Leas 

quite extensively by some. I think One more point which perhaps is ter Katough, 1; A. Gropper, 4; A. F. 

for intensive farming they have a worthy of consideration is the import- Dod, 1; J. A. Hays, 1; H. F. Marsh, 

place, more or less in extent, accord- ance of keeping the land covered with 2; Geo. L. Tifft, 2; Max Patitz 7; 

tugs to conditions. Even where man- ‘some growing crop, especially in the B. Hahn, 9; N. A. Rasmussen, 1; 

ne may: be obtained in liberal quan- latter part of the summer, as at that A. Gudmundson, 1; Wm. Finger, 1; 

oes u somelimes 18 rendered mauch season the nitrates are quite readily Louis C. Meyer, 1; W. E. Larson, 1; 
‘nore efficient by the addition of single . W. G. MeKay, 1; H. A. Fruechtl, 1; 
frtilixee dneredients in phosphate ov formed and are apt to be lost if not" : ce aa 5h. Th. SEehas 

‘a pnoee Elizabeth O’Brien, 1; FE. F. Stabel 
potash compound. taken up by some plant. .Rye makes feldt, 1; Jas. P. Kegel, 3; B. C. Thore- 

Ground rock phosphate has been @ 00d cover crop and, when to follow son, 2; R. E. Wilson, 1; Henry Wil- 

isund to possess considerable value as corn, can be sown at the last cultiva- kie, 1; A. W. Lawrence, 1; A. K. 

« fertilizer if mixed with stable man- tion and thus be well established when Bassett, 1; P. J. Sorenson, 1; Jas. A. 
ure, or applied direct on soils rich in the corn is removed. Vetch, being a Wilson, 1; A. W. Riese, 1; G. H. 

humus. Sandy or light soils are es- legume, is better but perhaps not quite Townsend, 1; Louis Mayer, 1; C. J. 

pecially benefited by applications of so sure. The two together make a Medbury, 1; J. G. Martin, 1; J. M. 

potash and will not in general be good combination. The Cow Horn Black. 1. 

benefited by phosphoric acid fertiliza- turnip has been recommended as being Se 

tion. The clay and loam soils, on the beneficial on the heavy soils on ac- Subscribers may ask questions. The 

other hand, do not often need potash count of the long, deep root, but it editor will send them to the “men who 
but are apt to be improved by appli- does not live over winter. get the benefits” for answer.
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be safe to substitute April for March “But,” some one may exclaim, “if «1 

G d in the time tables, and then combine can afford to buy such plants an 

ardens the readings for April and May for seeds, why should not a beginner «)., 

May. Miss Bennett, I think it is, so?” Unfortunately, people are .. 

A department conducted by practical Who in her book on “The Flower Gar- constituted that if disappointmen:s 

Fomen who, really nave gerdens. Contelbu den” times the sowing of seed by the and reverses come at the beginning f 

lets of ee ee se fee cai leafing of certain trees, thus making an enterprise, the resulting diseoi:- 
Harper, “I,” Mrs. Palmer, “P," and Mrs. the directions adjustable to various agement often makes one give up the 
Thwaites, “T." If you know about flowers, eee * * : ™ : . * 
home making or home keeping, write it localities. It is a mistake to sow seed whole project. To avoid disappoin:- | 

pown: ans next Corps ale too early, because of the risk of freez- ment, it is well while gaining skill, 

fe, (hls “ORice. ing or rotting in cold rains, and yet judgment and experience to contine 

on the other hand, one must not delay one’s efforts in the beginning to tli 

The fostering oe of the garden long, because ot the killing effect on well known tried and hardy flowers 

activities of a town is the duty of the young seedlings of the sudden coming and _ vegetables, to avoid novelties, anil 

local horticultural society. Tet each of summer and the dry, hot weather. where the same catalogue offers vari: 
one bestir itself, and if necessary con- . . . : ti . . . 9 ee ties of the same thing costing fiv: 
sult with the state society or other 7 fly. . . . i . cents a packet to twenty-five cents a 
organizations interested in the subject PLANT VINES packet, to take the five cent. packet, 

a8 to ways and SRDS and oppor- Vines trained over the porches of whose very price proclaims it as easicr 
tunities. Do a little this year, and the home add much to the beauty and to grow, hardier and more prolific. 

the sum of all next autumn will cause — coolness and are easily care] for. One When years of experience and real 

surprise. of the best vines is Clematis Panicu- Jove of gardening have proved them- 

ae lata, as it is quite hardy, a free bloom- selves, then is the time for the gar- 

In planting the June and July er, and the vines die back nearly to dener, a beginner no longer, to try 
crops of string beans and lettuce, it the ground in the fall, so they may the more expensive seeds of the deli- 
1s a good plan to run a furrow about be cut back, thus removing the un- cate varieties. 

four inches deep; fill it with water sightly litter from the sereens in Good examples of this principle are 

and hoo in one-half ‘the soil, then put winter. Morning glories form a lovely found in the rarity of the finer dah- | 
in the beans, eye down, and cover with shade if planted where the sun don’t)... 
the remaining soil dry. strike early in the morning, causing lias in ‘many gardens. Many pur: 

~ ’ te chase the more expensive bulbs, but 

=a, the blossoms to close. American ivy how many succeed in carrying them When planting lettuce plant such forms a fine, strong plant, but gets eT 5 ene 
varieties as will make a succession at too heavy unless kept cut back. “P.? OY" © second year? The same holds 
one planting. A good selection is true of gladiolus, some spireas, and 

May King, Mignonette, Sterling or in the vegetable garden the most deli- 

Black seeded Tennisball; then for a MAKE HASTE SLOWLY cious okra and cucumber seem to bear 

second planting use the Cos or Ro- The inexperienced gardener is sparsely and be short:lived. 
maine lettuces, because they stand the cautioned against purchasing very —— 
summer heat; and the third planting expensive seeds or bulbs. If ref- 
about July 15 or August 1 should be erence is made to seedsmen’s cat- ALL OUR OWN 
made under the cheese cloth screen, alogues of the best firms, different A walk through the woods these 

and consisting’ of the Cos lettuces, varieties of the same plant are offere.| days is filled with pleasant surprises 

May King and Tennisball, should at prices varying from five cents to There are so many lovely blossom< 
carry the crop through to freezing seventy-five cents per packet for seed, just opening out of the seemingl: 
time. from fifteen cents to several dollars cold, dark, lifeless soil, and if you 

——— each for plants. Why so? The an- have a slightly sheltered sunny cor 

Caution should be used by the Wis- swering chorus is “because the more ner it will look like fairy-land in # 

consin amateur gardener in following €XPensive oneg are rarer.” Why are few days if you will take up some 

out the planting directions as to time the expensive ones rarer? They are clusters of Hepatieas, Snowdrops, 
given in the leading garden and other often the most beautiful and desir- Dutchman’s Breeches and Maiden- 

magazines published or edited in the able. Why not grow them so freely Hair Fern, transplant with some of 

East. This country of ours is as di- that they will no longer be rare, but the woods soil. Woods Violets, and 

versified in its climatic conditions as greet one commonly on every side? Wild Lily of the Valley with a back- 

the whole continent of Europe, and But alas, it does not always rest with ground of ferns forms a lovely bank. 

even more so. And as to every man’s the growers to produce the desired Later comes Columbine, Shooting 

view proximity looms large, the esti- quantity because a rare flower or plant Stars and many more lovely plants 

mates are naturally based upon the is so difficult to raise, and even if whose beauty and fragrance will well 

conditions surrounding editor and_ raised to maturity, is so uncertain in repay the little cultivation they re- 
publisher. In thé neighborhood of reproduction that the difficulties must quire, and cost nothing but a little 

Madison and further North it would be guaged by the increased price. labor. epee
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ONE WOMAN'S GARDEN ECONOMIES Cold Frame.—A frame was con- writer has been surprised to note that 

One woman who reasons that time ‘structed at a cost of two dollars for among ten or a dozen University of 

and money saved is time and money three sections, but was made to take Wisconsin College of Agriculture stu- 

ty use where otherwise needed has the storm sash from the south side dents employed to assist in the heavy 

found the following items time, of the house instead of the regular work of the garden not one has known 

effort or money savers: hot bed sash. anything of the proper care of tools 

Manirei—a few Ghickens Ga. this Stakes for marking lot or garden — in regard to the efficiency. They know 

case merely five) furnished enough limits are easily made from the han- book theory, but tool practice is to 

manure, whieh was earefully con- dles-of old brooms. A saw euts off them an unknown field. “TL.” 

served to fertilize a garden which had the broom part, and a draw shave a 

previously required seven loads per Points the stake, making a durable AQ GARDEN MOVEMENT IN MADISON 

annum, Three loads were bought in hardwood unbreakable stake. Last month mention was made of a 
the autumn to use for covering peon Green feed for chickens is cheaply meeting called to consider a report 
ies, iris, larkspur, columbines and bulb grown from the mixed lettuce seed on the Minneapolis Garden Club. 

beds, and the chicken manure and sold by seedsmen at five cents per Phat meeting was followed by a Sim 

litter from the coops supplied the ounce. day afternoon meeting at the City 

balanee. The chickens are kept on a Tools.—Proper care of garden tools Library at which Prof. J. G. Moore 

modification of the Philo system—the — is an economy of time. A dull hoe or told of the work accomplished by the 

eo ee children in the vacation garden expe- 
| riment conducted by the University, 

and Mr. Wm. G. MacLean, superin- 

oF tendent of Park and Pleasure Drive 
Bie ei se sj Association spoke of the benefit of 

Mist, OES. 3 ts or: pr co, = an gardening for children in the home. 

{os oll : a de es sacs ‘i si Both speakers also spoke at length 

co . al upon the possibilities of the im- 

Se; = a . provement by slight personal effort of 

te. | backyard and dirty holes, and illus- 

ees - = eer ee ' trated their points by lantern slides of 

- : ieee ae ee ee Ns actual transformations. Miss Blanch- 

Se i: ! ait j ard Harper then closed by a plea for 

apt RA RATER CS Soapstone ae oh CO ee home and backyard vegetable garden- 
tegen nys page ge ec pe ar he : 

Be 5 ay me co a ina t ing as a means of economy and offset 

pa a Hip ae Be ite aa to the high cost of living and in its 

y Bees ee aay oa es, hygienic effects in a dietary way and 

us a means of exercise. Another meet- 
Picturesque and beautiful. Children like to go to school here. ingt was called by Mrs. Reber and Mrs. 

roosts and droppings boards removed spade, rusty cultivator teeth, clogged Kahlenberg, chairmen of the depart- 

aud the manure scraped daily into sprayer, all cause greater loss of time ments of education and social econom- 

large packing boxes, which are kept than that consumed in the eare neces- ies in the Madison Women’s Club, to 

covered with boards and building pa- sary to keep them in a good, efficient consider the question of school gar- 

ner, The straw or shavings forming working condition, and yet not one dens, vacant lot gardens for poor and 

the litter in the coops is removed amateur gardener in a hundred keeps well-to-do, and backyard vegetable 

when dirty and either spread directly the tools in working order. Always gardens. It was decided to open ne- 

on the garden or piled there until keep a broad file to sharpen spade and — gotiations to work with the Madison 

the snow thaws in the spring. As hoe, and remember that the file is Horticultural Society and under its 

manure averages a dollar a load the ruined and useless if rubbed back and auspices as far as possible, to arrange 

~aving is worth while. forth; rub only in one direction, lift with a well known authority to give 

Labels and Markers.—Once in sev- it off the tool and repeat. Rubbing three popular legtures on the practical 

eral years a bundle of lath is pur- back and forth destroys the teeth of and technical phases of home garden- 

chased and eut into halves and quar- the file, while working it one way only ing, and to obtain advice and coopera- 

ters, and sharpened at one end. These cuts the tool to be sharpened. Keep tion of men of practical experience in 

are used as markers and labels, and an oil can on hand for the lawn school gardens and vecant lot gardens. 

can easily be written on with a car- mower. Never put tools such as spade, A third meeting was held April 25, 

penter’s pencil, even when unplaned. hoe, cultivator or hand plow away ©. W. Price, of the Wisconsin Indus- 

When the garden is cleaned up in the with clay or damp soil adhering. The trial Commission, who had formerly 

fall all these sticks are gathered in a spot so covered rusts and so makes been associated in the welfare work of 

pile and carefully put in the cellar friction and destruction of the effi- the International Harvester Company, 

for use the next spring. ciency of the cutting surface. The described the successful working of a
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garden plat of fifteen acres divided gus enters the tree through wound., 

into lots of one-eighth acre for each . often by limbs freshly pruned and 1 
family by the City Garden Associa- R eutews disinfected. The fruits of the fung. ~ 

tion of Chicago. He insisted that a are produced on the dead wood of t!.. 

competent paid supervisor was trees, usually in autumn. Affect] 

the prime necessity for success, also from hortienttural, papers and experiment Tees should be promptly eut ar] 
the advisability of assigning the plats Btetion bulletins : ae mere re eon burned on the spot_and the stuns 

to families rather than individuals, of But in readable ang attractive. sna well grubbed out. W isconsin growers 

making the garden a family affair, a college school of journalism, under the direc- should carefully prevent its introd).- 

means of keeping the family together, Hovecs, ig cattor for’ fine tdene. we. home tion into this state. 
Boe : to make this a permanent feature. Price 

of obtaining fresh, pure air and — of Wisconsin Horticulture, one dollar, In- === 
healthy foods for young children., ding membership, ete. ete. NOT OVERPRODUCTION, BUT POOR 

a ae 5 — 
Prof. K. L. Hatch, | niversity of Wis- A PERENNIAL BED FOR KEEPS DISTRIBUTION 
eonsin, then described the University - : : Regarding overproduction of fruit 
experiment with children-gardens last The Garden Magazine tells the very Prof. C. I, Lewis of the Oregon Ex- 

year and showed photographs, and he — best plan for a bed of perennials. perimental Station has this to say, 
also gave an account of the inception Makeshift work will not do, in this oF “Overproduction has rarely oceurred in 
and success of the various garden any other permanent enterprise. Dig American fruit growing; at timcs wi 
movements in New York, Buffalo, YOUE bed at least two feet deep, throw- have had poor distribution, and in 
Philadelphia and Cleveland. ing the sod and black surface soil to 1896, owing to a heavy crop and poor 

The following points were brought one side, and the subsoil to the other. distribution, one might say an over- 

out in discussion: first, that school Throw am Ble inches of the best man- production was realized, but we have 
gardens, with the cooperation of ure available and mix it thoroughly had nothing: of the: kind. since then; 

teachers and play ground instructors with the sods and subsoil and a little and both apple and pear production 
afforded the line of least resistance, of the surface soil. Then return the ee. peat downward, the shrinkage 
and that through the children the Test of the surface soil, being careful being from 76 million barrels in 186 
influence would extend to the parents; to break lumps, and you have & per- +9 25 million barrels in 1910. With 

second, that vacant lot gardens or manent perennial bed that will be a proper organization, with good dis- 
backyard gardens beyond the three Joy to you in years to come. tribution, with the growers control- 

lectures previously planned, would re- — ling their fruit and handling it when 

quire the services of a practical su- DO NOT PLANT IMPORTED POTATOES placed on the market for consumption, 

pervisor on a regular salary paid by The Department of Agriculture, with storage-in-transit rates, thor: 

the fostering organization; third, that the New York Experiment Station, is a field for fruit produetion of all 
the demands of existing organizations — th. Weekly Market Growers’ Journal classes.” Let Wisconsin learn moeth- 

such as the Park and Pleasure Drive and the Rural New Yorker, are warn- ods from the older fruit states, and 

Association and other societies have ing Americans against planting we need not fear overproduction, with 
absorbed such funds as would possibly potatoes imported from Europe. A such magnificent markets on all sides. 
have been available at present and serious potato wart disease common as we have. 

that because of the difficulty of rais- jy Europe, was found in Newfound- —— 
ing funds the paid supervisor would land a few years ago. Other discases PLAN THE HOME BEAUTIFUL 

te = ees reported re- Ate oye on i Einebe but nol vet The daughter coming home to th 

a8 = found in United States, Canada has farm after a month at school, has « 
ceiving from Congressman John Nel- placed quarantine on all importations h > joyous thrill if. sl — We 
son, upon request, three hundred pack- from those places. The United States pase sevens | i " : ~ s ‘ we 

ages of seeds, each package containing during the past winter, imported heabl an ross hen a in a 
five packets, which she was distribut- through Boston alone, over half a Sian an aa / aa one tues 
ing among school children between jnillion bushels. Suspicious eases Along the a es et es a * 

the ages of ten to fifteen years. The — ghould be sent to your nearest experi- fi ini spent ie a , ang Hm 
name and address of each child is ent station. rouse showing up like a pietur 

taken, and an account is to be ren- ee against a background of tall. tree 

dered by each in the autumn. “IT.” SILVER LEAF APPLE The prospective buyer — uncon 

“Great oaks) from little acorns DISEASE sciously loosens his purse string 
grow? A new fungous disease of apples when such a homey place invites hini 

(At last we have found a use for which kills affected trees in three to The children of the farm grow u 

govt. seeds. Eniwow. five years is reported from the New with better, higher ideals into mor 
York Experiment Station and from beautiful lives, if they are sur 

os Canada. Affeeted leaves have a sil- rounded with such beauties instead 0: 

If you have anything to sell or ex- very or milky gloss, which is first ob- the barren, heartsickening farm 

change, advertise. If you want to — servable on a single limb, whence it stead so often seen. 

buy, advertise. We reach the people.. spreads over the whole tree. The fun- The Iowa Experiment Station ha-
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rvently isued a bulletin giving sug- planting trees, according to Green’s advantages of thinning as follows: 

gestions for beautifying country Fruit Grower. One of the secrets of — production of fancier fruit, regular 

homes. Let us picture one such as — successful tree planting is to get the crops from year to year, no props or 

they recommend: soil into immediate contact with the breaking of limbs and “opportunity 

The house stands well back from fine roots of the tree. If you have a to destroy insect infested fruit, thus 

the road and the other buildings are clay or muck soil, dig a hole and pour — materially checking the spread of in- 

cither behind or at the side of it, in water and loose earth, stirring it sects early in the season.” 

never in front. Approaching along into a thin mud. Dip the roots of Fixed rules for thinning cannot be 

the highway, we look across a spa- every plant into this just before set- given. The amount and method de- 

cious lawn of blue grass. A few ting. Two persons can plant together pend on age, variety, and general 

hardwood, long-lived trees, which are to advantage, for while one sifts in thrift of the tree. Some growers esti- 

large at maturity, such as the elm or — fine dirt, the other packs it around the mate the amount they want to leave 

oak or maple, or perhaps some of the — roots. The soil will stick fast to the on a tree, then thin one to that 

many large evergreens are planted, roots coated with thin mud, and your amount by actually counting the ap- 

—ceeemeennmmanse ——— ples left. Then that tree will serve 
§ ss mea Bip: 9 i nie thle hs a as a model whereby accurate amounts 
| ey ; ean be left on the other trees without 

counting. Other growers note the 

distance apart at which the fruits 

ripen best, and thin them to that dis- 

on tance, always being eareful not to in- 

| <te jure any of the fruit spurs. The time 

| r i a for thinning is when the apples are a 

| a little larger than a ripe olive. Delay 

| es } means waste of the tree’s energy and 

WW as a | > se * ld deerease in faney fruit. 

| sees 

| GLUTTED CENTRAL MARKETS AND 

| oe ee : HUNGRY INTERIOR POINTS 

\ “Three hundred thousand barrels 
| ane of apples are estimated to have been 
| - Bz. grown in Calhoun County, IIL, alone, 

ae ne , aS ee, ? last season,” said Louis Erbe of Mis- 

SES AL ee Pn hal. Wot. ey souri, at the last meeting of the Kan- 

Picturesque and might easily be made beautiful, Why not move the wood-house? sts Torticultural Society, reported in 
Green’s Fruit) Grower. Owing to 

not so thick as to damage the lawn tree has every advantage. An inch — Jack of co-operation, thousands of bar- 

nor so near the house as to keep the of the surface should be left loose to pels were dumped on the big. river 

hingles damp and decaying. The prevent escape of moisture, and the qyarkets every week during Septem- 

lawn is framed along the sides by a — tree should be pruned at once for the jer, October, and November, until 

enser growth of the permanent trees. same purpose. Evaporation from a priees went to fifty eents a barrel, 

Back of the house are large sized — large leaf surface is the cause of most and some days, several thousand bar- 

rees “for a background, and the pie- of the loss of new plantings. rels remained on the levee at St. Louis 

torial effect thus secured is avast — unsold. “There are thousands of 
improvement over that of the build- FROFIT IN THINNING APPLES farming, mining, stock raising, and 

ing which stands out against the bare One hundred and sixty-two dollars lumbering distriets everywhere that 
~ky line.” On the lawn the shrubs ars and eighty-five cents per aere net would consume cnormous ‘quantities 
massed about the border and its cor- profit) for thinning apples on eight of apples, but do not because the 

ners to soften angularity, with lower year old Ben Davis trees, is reported — prices are too high, even while the 
vrowing kinds in front. Flowers are by L. D. Bateheler, horticulturist for central markets are glutted. ‘The 

planted in ornamental beds two and a the Utah Experiment Station in railroads charge unreasonsble rates 
half or three feet wide in front of the sQychard and Farm.” The net in- to inferior points.” Individual apple 

shrubbery, as with such a background, Grease of choice and faney fruit where = growers are scarcely able to look up 
the colors show off much better than the fruit was thinned to a minimum — these neglected markets, or to get pro- 

in the open. of four inches, over adjoining trees per consideration from the railroads. 

Sar unthinned but receiving the same The remedy is to form apple 

PUDDLING ROOTS AT PLANTING treatment otherwise, was worth one growers’ associations with — offices 

There is no danger of packing the dollar and thirty-nine cents per tree. located centrally in’ their distriets, 

soil below the surface too much in Professor Batcheler enumerates the (Continued on Page 9)
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Wisconsin Horticulture There is nothing finer than agarden spread during the past few year. 

of annual flowers; try it. from an abandoned nursery which ; 

Lublished monthly by the One package each of Aster, Candy- the present time contains a lary: 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society tuft, Celosia, annual Larkspur and number of young and old trees whic): 

Official organ of the Society. Balsam will cost twenty-five cents. If have been killed by the seale. 

je you feel real rich spend another quar- The new state inspection law 1m 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor ter for Snapdragon, Coreopsis, Mari- quires all property owners to cause tli 

Secretary W, 8. H. 8S. Madison, Wis. gold, Mignonette and Nasturtium. treatment of such infested trees a1 
Associate Editors—Nineteen Hundred ‘ = . . ° 

Members of the Society. Next year you will want Petunia, the direction of the inspector. Duy- 
= annual Phlox and lots more. ing the past few weeks eight or ten 

Subscription price One Dollar a_ year Sow everything in the open ground city blocks have been sprayed witli 

Hat state Hocticaitaral Bovlety. Wiscon: early in May. Six by ten feet is lime sulphur solution. It is certain 

Madison’ Wisconsin to Frederic Cranefela,  onough, that by following up this treatment 

a ietae Be eee ey ore SS earefully each year further rapid 

ee ee eed dierertuatGr Gan Bo. ONE DOLLAR spread of the scale can be prevente:| 
gan. use:them,, Do, not tend stamps if any Notice of change in fee was printed and the adjacent orchards protected 

cate nine rates made known on appl: in the February issue and in addition from infestation. . 
Sa -~—_a circular letter mailed to every mem- . The San Jose seale infests prac- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ber. In spite of this several of the tically all of our fruit trees, with 
—_ old renewal blanks have been sent in the exception of sour cherry and 

OFFICERS with an enclosure of but fifty cents. Keiffer pear, and some of our orna- 

D. BE. Bingham, President-._-Sturgeon Bay There is no excuse for this. No name ental shrubs. 
Cc. L. Richardson, Vice-President-_--Stanley 3% 7 ° 
L. G. Kellogg, Treasurer-_----------Ripon can now be entered except on receipt 

Fe, ‘Cranefeld, Secretary snussass-Madizon of one dollar for annual membership ABOUT DYNAMITE 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and ten dollars for life membership. Your letter of some time ago, 
D. BE. Bingham, Chairman__------Ez-Oficio rr which was mislaid, came to my at- 
Cc. L. Richardson-__--__---------Ea-Oficio DELICIOUS * 
L. G. Kelloj pec oo no tention today, and I note what you 

FS pans one “T will make a report to you on my — say about planting by the use of dy- 

Bed Diets, Wim, ‘Poole a-2-22222 Baraboo Delicious apple trees. Four years ago jamite. I have found this a very 

ath Diab We Cs Sleker-n-oa-aMilwaukee =I planted twenty Delicious apple, two effective and economical way of pre- 
6th Dist., E. Gonzenbach--------Sheboygan year old trees, and have lost only two paring our clay soils for tree plant- 
7th Dist., Fred Muehlenkamp_----Sparta : 3 t 
8th Dist. N. A. Rasmussen_..--.-Oshkosh trees, and these were killed by too ing. 

10th Dist. irving See Stren ead close cultivation. This winter the My method of doing this work is 
11th Dist., 0. Flanders------------Bayfleld thermometer stood from 34 to 387 de- {6 strip off the soil to a depth of 

BOARD OF MANAGERS grees for four days and they have not shout six inches, making a cavity of 

D. E. Bingham Fr. Cranenela killed back an inch. This year they about thirty inches in diameter. 

L. G. Kellogg are set with fruit buds and give Then puneh your vertical hole in the 

annua Membership —.-----------$1 ow promise of truit. It’s a wonder the center of this from a foot to eighteen 

Life Membership ----------------..10 09 society don’t wake up and plant an inches deep, with a sharp pointed bar. 
Renilt: tol Geuretary W. 5, Be Risa wis, 2pple of quality, like the Delicious, [to this I drop one-fourth pound of 

ee instead of some of the doubtful vari- dynamite and tamp this with a small 

Read the reviews in this number. ties selected for those new trial orch- quantity of earth and light. This 

2+ ards. Evererr G. TULLEDGe. explosion renders conditions such that 

Grass and grains must be kept out Fond du Lac County. the hole can be enlarger very easily, 

of the orchard. The Delicious heads the list in the — g]so leaving the subsoil in a nice loose 
__ new orchards. Eprror. condition for several feet from this 

Cultivate the orchard in May, June oo hole. 

and part of July. INFESTATION OF SAN JOSE SCALE The young tree such as ordinarily 

++ ____ There has been discovered recent- planted in this section, which of 

You can make money by buying ly a very serious infestation of San course is properly pruned, is placed 

from firms which advertise——in Hor- Jose scale in the town of Whitewater. into this hole with the roots in their 

TICULTURE. This is the largest known seale in- natural position and the top soil, 

SS fested area in the state. During the which was removed with the shovel, 

Do not fail to keep an account of | spring Professor J. G. Sanders, State is gently packed around the roots. 

the expenditure for fertilizers, seeds, Inspector of Nurseries and Orchards, The balance of the soil used to level 

plants, plowing, ete., and compare it mapped out the infested area in the up the surface. 

with the results in gathered crops— western part of the town in the I found this very satisfaetory also 

then send HorticuLTurE a copy to use vicinity of the Normal School. It in the planting of shade trees. 

in persuading others to do likewise. seems apparent that the scale has J. F. Kaponsry.
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REVIEWS reported by the Nebraska station from boxes without ice to Alaska, Chicago, 
(Continud from Page 7) results of a four-year test, in which Minneapolis, Washington, D. C., and 

with well paid, commercially trained * the yield of marketable fruit per many other places during the past 

nen in charge. These men would sprayed tree was 26 bushels more two years without losing a box in 

Koops¥ecdrd Of top conditions dn thelr than the yield of unsprayed trees. transit. He paid a cent a pound for 

distriets and all over the country. The Missouri. Eruit Experiment Sta- picking, eight cents a box for packing 
Vhevesuld then deside whareeto Hine. tion shows thirty to fifty per cent in- and eight cents each for the boxes, as 

nea to beat advantage, whether‘te store crease in merchantable fruit due to reported in the Northwest Horticul- 

tlie apples or’ sell them. at once: spraying six times. Ninety per cent turist. Cherries stand shipment well 

‘Tey would workout systems/of grad* of the culls were sound, being thrown if properly picked and packed. 

ing and packing and labeling so as to out on account of poor color or small —++___. 

get a reputation for the association S128 both: of whith might have been SHORT STORY ABOUT A SMALL 

for uniformity of product. They avoided by thinning. FRUIT FARM 

would advertise the association in — Here is the story of a twenty acre 

leading trade papers, so that every DYNAMITE FOR TREE PLANTING farm for 1911. It is supposed to be 
one that wants to buy apples. will “A young tree planted where an old a market garden but you will see that 

know where to find them. It is need- one stood, rarely seems to do well,” cows figure largely in the story. It 

loss to say that apple buyers every- Says Prof. Green of the Ohio College is a good story and of the kind we 

where would prefer to send orders to - = , 

associations where they could rely on | X 

standard, uniform grading rather than | “Su _ 

such as individual growers practice, | «3 { } x aN 

who pack to suit themselves, often ae Sas as if j s NS 

without regard to standards or uni- Miletes ; — Vy 4B — ‘ ‘, 

formity. And lastly, the railroads are He: qo ; Sines bs KahX : — Ne 

reasonable if approached before the ae Zt Ka ed aut. A ah 

rush begins by big customers such as jas ce a , NR Me ge cree 

the associations would be. : Ha E , | 

There are many sections in Wiscon- Fhe Me | | 

sin that are already in prime shape to eee Se $4 vO 5 

form such associations. Talk about it cnaaani nia Fae, -Y-) —e | 

among your neighbors. Work for uni- amr} oo 3 | 

formity of produet and uniformity of a ] 

distribution, which means higher 

prices for every barrel of Wisconsin | | 

fruit. 

FIGURES ON SPRAYING APPLES Neither picturesque nor beautiful. If this was a cow barn it would be condemned by 
the “barn inspector,” but it is plenty good enough for children. 

hae a ee of Agriculture in Green's Fruit like to print. N. A. Rasmussen of 
Maret Hee Hushel than front thoserthat Grower. This is probably due to im- Oshkosh is the owner of this farm. 

cote not sprayed, according to replies poverishment of the soil, or to infee- ; Tere is a hint to the quarter see- 

neeived from. fruit growers) of ‘Mis: tion with diseases from the old tree, tion farmers. Sell one hundred forty 

ori dnvanasversdoiqueations:asled. ‘by or to the fact that the soil is packed acres and get down to business on 

‘ie State Board of Horticulture. The hard. . the remaining twenty. 
Vruit Grower reports the case. Two Dynamite properly used to blow out Receipts from twenty aeres, 1911, 

id one-half per cent of the orchards the: old stumps; loosens the hard. soil Five cows $ 902.40 
«id not bear marketable fruit, because and subsoil and the gases destroy an Poultry 210.15 

«insects and fungus diseases. Twelve sects and diseases. Dynamite of the Tree fruit 135.25 

her cent reported “no erop,” without forty per cent grade 38 safe and caSy Strawberries 196.50 
viving cause. to handle under the instructions fur- Raspberries 399.80 

In addition to the higher price re- nished by the manufacturers. Other bush fruit 97.00 

cvived, it is reasonable to assume that Musk melons 513.65 

‘he yield also was increased by spray- LONG DISTANCE CHERRY SHIPMENTS = Tomatoes 461.35 

ing. This would make the cash value Cherry growers will be interested in Miscellaneous, ineluding 

of spraying run into dollars per tree an address of C. E. Fitzgerald before seeds, plants, roots and veg- 

for some trees. the fruit growers’ convention at Bel-  etables of all kinds 1387.20 

The cost of spraying is twenty-four lingham, Washington, in which he ae 

cents per tree for four applications, as stated he had shipped cherries in Total, $4296.30
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SPRAY CALENDAR 

| When? 
What? Why? How? oe  —— Remarks 

ist spraying | 2a Spraying 3d spraying 

Apple | Seab and bitter | Mordeaux Mix- | Before growth | Just after blos- | 10 days after 2d 
rot ture or Lime- begins |" “soms drop spraying 

Sulphur (1 to 10 L. S$.) | (1 to 80 or 35 (1 to 30 or 35 
| L. 8.) L. 8.) | 

Codling moth | Arsenate of Lead | Just after blos- | 10 days later Last week of | Ist and 2nd spray 
| combined with soms drop July or 1st week | ing same as 2d and 

| Bordeaux of August for 2d | 3d for scab; mere 
| brood ly add arsenate of 
| lead to Bordeaux. 

Oyster shell scale | Lime-Sulphur March or carly bo not use © 
| 1to9 April but before | | laekclnt Thee on 

growth starts | -phur on growins 
| | | plants at less dilu 

(tion than 1 to 80 
| 

Oyster shell seate | Kerosene Emul- | When young are | 10 to 12 days | 10 to 12 days 
| sion active later later 

Cherry and Mildew and shot- | fordeaux Mixture | When leaves are 2 weeks later After fruit | Add arsenate — of 
Plum hole fungus | 38—4—50 about 1-3 grown harvest lead for slug ani 

| other — biting i 
Currant: and Mildew, blight’ | fordeaux and Ar- | When leaves are | 2 to 8 weeks |. gerts, 2 Ibe to. oi 
Gooseberry and Currant senate of Lead | fully developed later | gals. 

worm 

Grapes Mildew and an- | Bordeaux | Refore leaf buds 2 to 3 weeks | 3d, 4th and Sth 
thracnose open later | ‘applications ‘at 

intervals of 2 | weeks If re- 
quired 

Strawberry Leat-spot or | Rordeaux and Ar- | When first leaves | After blossoms ' 
blight and leaf- | senate of Lead appear fall 
eating insects 

Raspberry and Anthracnose and Bordeaux As above 2 weeks later Spray new growth 
Blackberry fungous diseases “after fruit harvest 

Sasha wee sacar | 

SPRAY DOPE ing about forty-five gallons of water; phate; one and‘a half rounding table 

For clean, marketable fruit and it will dissolve in twenty minutes. spoonfuls of quicklime. 

healthy trees and plants spray un- Slake the lime in a pail, using plenty This is the equivalent of one ounce 

coasingly. Tt isn’t half as much of water to make “milk of lime”? of the copper sulphate and one and a 

trouble as you imagine. This line of rather than a paste, and pour this quarter ounces of the quicklime. If 

talk- is purely for the amateur and into the sulfate solution. That ought your copper sulphate is in large erys- 
beginner; the other fellow needs no to be Bordeaux mixture. Add two tals, break them up with a hammer 

telling. pounds of arsenate of lead and go until there are no pieces larger than 

Nothing is more puzzling to the to it. one-fourth to one-half ineh. The 

amateur who has three fruit trees and EOR THE! AMATEUR. lime must be fresh, not air-slaked. Ti 
2 here hushes ; - , _ oe should be pounded up fine with a ham- six berry bushes than the reduction = The back yard gardener is likely to mer, unless you buy it already grount 

» fi as given i tins a . : . or, ess yo y it already groun 
the , formula given in bulletins ane wear out both his pencil and patience ap 

periodicals, as these are always in in figuring one-fiftieth of four pounds, Diss irate iphwta 
re aeRelS ‘i : ssolve the copper sulphate in on 

terms of barrels. ete. Better use the formulas and di- quartol wasmn:s vn na the Ii 
The se Ay as a dove 8Bg 3 Z : art yarm water. ace the lime 
The farmer who has a dozen trees, peetions printed in Horricunrerr, in a separate vessel 1 slal 

“urrants, raspberries and a few erape < a separate vessel, and slake i! currants, raspberries and a few grapes May 1911, borrowed from the Garden fowl eittle a itt : vn 

ng soa barre’ eaux ad: slowly w ittle water. After i can use a barrel of Bordeaux to ad Magazine, as follows: . 
vantage. Spray the trees first and stops bubbling add enough water 1» 

give the rest of the plantation a dose BORDEAUX MIXTURE. make one quart in this vessel. 

just for luck. Here is a standard I 1 I need it for Now pour your quart of copp: Ta 3 ardeat ¥ ne y : 
fornitila : DL yOUr garden you ced] sulphate solution and your quart « 

anthracnose of the bean and cucum- lite Soliition: Lorether dnt buck 
Four 3 ¢ oy sulfate; e . eS rether o a bueke 
Four pounds copper sulfate; ber, for leaf spot of the beet and but do it this. littl 
ne + Peal Sh an race " —but do it this way: nour a litt 
Five pounds fresh lime; currant, for early and late blight of f hi i ‘ : 
Fifty ee $ we - rom eac , ‘ket a . 
Fifty gallons water. the potato, and a dozen other ills. afl ‘en into the bueket and the 
The regular equipment consists of Don’t forget that any fungicide is a stir, then a little more from each an 

‘ . ies sin. 4 7 , 
a fifty gallon barrel, two half-barrels preventive rather than a cure. Tt @8@1m stir, and so on. When you's 

or easks, and various impedimentia must be applied early, before the dis- done this, yowll have two quarts 0 

in the way of pails, ete. Try this ease has made a good start. bluish-white mixture in the bucket 

simplified method; suspend the sulfate To Make One Gallon—Take one Add to this two quarts of water 

in a sack in the spray barrel contain- heaping tablespoonful of copper sul- making four quarts in all of your
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mixture. This is now ready to spray. of the paste. You may use double can be used in combination with ar- 

Jt should be shaken or stirred fre- this amount if desired in the ease of senate of lead (but a mixture of 
quently while being sprayed; and it resistant insects, such as the potato Paris green and lime sulphur is in- 

should be made up fresh each time _ beetle. jurious to the foliage). 

you spray. KEROSENE EMULSION. spcigeg 

LIME-SULPHUR. For most sucking insects, especi- Farmers, take notice! Spray your 

Properly, lime-sulphur mixture may ally the soft-bodied ones, sueh as orchard this month. 

he considered both as a fungicide plant lice or aphids, a satisfactory 

and as an insecticide, for its use asa spray is to be found in kerosene 

winter wash for scale on fruit trees emulsion. It is not a poison, and is EWALDS FOLDING BERRY BOX 

is usually followed by reduced injury of no avail against such insects as rey 

from fungous diseases. the potato beetle; nor is a poison — P*TENTEP*Ue 1% ‘807 ee — 

However, its principal use is for spray like arsenate of lead of any Ley lise 3 t 

the control of San Jose scale. The use against the sucking inseets for CR fees oe 
. 4 a si a * fiscs.! re & t/ eet 

strength ordinarily used is suitable which kerosene emulsion is adapted. eo ARG SS Peed 

for winter applications only; never The distinction should be clearly un- Fiat Fro 2 Fig 3 

when the trees or shrubs are in leaf. derstood. Kerosene emulsion is a The gal folding berry box made of wood 
" - . . 4 veneer tha 
The process of making this is both contact remedy. Paris green or lead GIVES SATISEACTION 

tedious and disagreeable and it must arsenate are stomach poisons. Made in Wisconsin style, Standard’ dry 

be done out of doors. I do not advise In Making Small Amounts—Cut measure quarts and pints. Neat and 
P small seal i ls . strong, is all ready for business, needs no 

home preparation on a small seale. from a cake of common hard soap a tacks nor stapling. Write us today and 

There are reliable brands of con- cube about one inch square. Take Me will tell you more about this box and 
ccmiwn iil Vonece . . , monte nc chai 5 axe now to get it nearer home at manufac- 
centrated lime-sulphur on the market one-half pint of soft water; ome pint turer's prices. Do it now. 
which you can purchase in fairly of common kerosene, or coal-oil. We also manufacture crates and old 

small quantities. If you are in doubt Pour the half pint of water into style quarts and pints in K. D. for crate 
. s . makers and large growers who have stapl- 

as to what brands are trustworthy, any convenient vessel holding a quart jng macnines and make up their own 

write your state experiment station. or more in which you can_ boil it. lie pnd pores big recuction prives will 
: : ., carload lots. Our material and prices wi 
Some stations test out these prepara- Shave the soap up fine and drop it please you. ‘ p 
tions each year. Tf yours has not into the water. Place the vessel on : 

+ cen. tell vou ‘of he f 1 bring tl ice 4 Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
ss “4 lly. some sta- » fire, a e« the water to : done so, it can tell you of some sta- the fire, and bring the water to a Cumberland, Wisconsin 

tion that has. boil, stirring to see that the soap is | ——__ 

ARSENATE OF LEAD. all dissolved. 
sas : Remove the vessel from. the fire 

About the only diffieulty with old- 1. while. tt tev is etl 
rape . and, while the soapy water is. sti 
fashioned Paris green is the fact that ‘ I h G t 

‘ 8 BES hot, add the pint of kerosene. At e rea 
it washes off readily. In the ease . ‘ 

f some vewetabl 1 bl onee churn the mixture violently. 
of some vegetables, such as cabbages, 3 ‘ 

F For this purpose you may use a com- N th 
this may be no disadvantage. We eet : am or ern 

A “ mon ege-beater. It won't hurt the 
prefer to have the poison come off beater in the Teast il 

, sge-beater im 1 least: you can easily 
lwfore the heads are marketed. As SS# 0° . : . N C 

se . oe wash it clean afterward with soap urser o. 
i rule, however, it is a distinet ad- = Z 

. . and hot water. Keep on churning 
vantage to have a poison that will tl it f Lainie til 

le mixture for several minutes uner e 

adhere through showers. Arsenate : 1 ft Sells First-Class 
. : you have a creamy mass of even con- 

of lead will do this. * : i i eae _sisteney throughout, Wisconsin Grown Trees 
Standard Formula. — Arsenate of a." 5 . i v , : This is your stock s ror Our Trees Live. We had an op- . ‘ This is your stock solution. Por lead is used at strengths varying all . . portunity to compare 500 of our 

. ordinary summer use you will take Wisconsin grown trees with a simi- 
le way from three pounds to the . lar lotof an Eastern Nursery, At 3 I . oa age 

) ‘ one part of this and add to it fifteen the end of the season only 52 per 
uindred gallons up to twenty pounds ; ‘ is of vat cent of the eastern grown stock was 

. or twenty parts of water. alive, while per cent of ours lived 
» the hundred gallons. It depends ! and grow. Moral: buy home grown 

. . 3 ices stock and avoid loss. Our trees a) 
m the power of resistance of the COALBES ED) MUDCEC RES: HARDY, and our stock Is HEAL- 
pecies of insect for which the spray Combining two different poisons so Sea aie eon i pre 

is applied, There is no danger of as to make a doubl-heade:l applica- Bnd watery soft erowtn of soutnern 
‘urning the foliage. tion at one time is often a labor- Every tree and shrub is packed 

In Small Quantities.—This chemi- saving device for the amateur. Thus, I soltrely under: ever. free from ex- 
eal comes in the form of a thiek, Bordeaux mixture can be used in 

sticky paste. For ordinary use take place of water in the preparation of 

ene tablespoonful - just slightly Paris green, and in this way we can Great Northern Narsery 

rounded, to one gallon of water or get one spray that will kill fungous Company, Baraboo, Wis. 

Bordeaux mixture. diseases and chewing insects at the Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

This is the equivalent of one ounce same time. Similarly, lime-sulphur
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THE FARM ORCHARD If there is one mistake more com- , 

MH. C. MELCHER. mon than any other in the farmers’ 

In his letter assigning me a place orchard it is that of too close plant- JEWELL 

on the program of this meeting, See- ing and this in spite of all the advice 

retary Cranefield said I was expected given on the subject. Twenty-four MINNESOTA 

to plant and care for an orchard of feet each way seems like a long dis- 

two dozen trees to supply the farmer’s tance for the young trees but you can 

family with apples with none fo sell. still cultivate and raise crops for the GROWN 

To keep well within the question I first five years and by that time they . 

think I will resign at the end of five will not seem to be so close together Nursery Stock 

years for I cannot imagine the fam- and you can afford to let them have 

ily this side of Salt Lake City that full possession. —— 

could profitably use the product of I have in mind an orchard just OO 

these same trees after they reach ma- across the street from my home, Complete assortment of Fruit 

turity. formerly owned by my father. Ie and Ornamental stock in all 

In times past it was often neces- was a great lover of trees, also an varieties suited to northern cul- 

sary to spend some time in meetings agent for nursery stock and always ture. A. specialty of Hardy 

of this kind to try to prove that Wis- did his own delivering. At the close Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock 

consin could raise apples at all, but of each season all surplus stock was Evergreens (Coniferous) Decid. 

after the showing of the past year planted in his limited grounds. It uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

we think that question is forever was so closely planted that eultiva- ‘ 2 

eliminated and will never be shot at tion was never possible. In this or- tive Plums. 

us again. The commercial orchardist chard were many of the early bear- _ __ a _ 

is taking advantage of the knowledge ing varieties and for a few years bore ee 

gained and there are being more large good __erops. This orchard is on a 

orchards planted in Wisconsin than much female highway and was al- THE JEWELL NURSERY C0, 

ever before, and why should not the ways pointed out as an object lesson 

farmer also take advantage of the in bow of close planting and was LAKE CITY, MINN. 

situation and profit by it? largely copied. It is now twenty 1500 Acres Established 1868 

The subject is “The Farm Or- years old, and although many of the 

chard”—an old subject—one that has trees have been cut out, it has been 

been discussed so often that we feel unprofitable since it was twelve years 

our inability to present anything new, of age. 1 

but we remember that the Gospel has T have seen only this last year new FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

been preached for nearly two thou- orchards started with trees but  six- IN GREAT VARIETY 

sand years and there are still sinners teen feet apart, or worse still, have Consisting of 

in the world. The evangelist that seen young trees planted between 

comes to your town does not come older trees that were already too close FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 

with a new story but it is the same together. The farmer is very often 

old story told perhaps in a little dif- an easy-mark for the persistent fruit MENTAL TREES 

ferent way that finally compels you tree agent and will often give a small 

to “eome across” and so, if what I order to get rid of him and think no Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 
have to say will induce someone that more of it until the trees are deliv- berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 

has no orchard to start one, or cause ered when he will take his spade in Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 

another one to add to his, I shall feel one hand and his trees in the other, Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

that my effort has not been in vain. will hunt for a place where they will Vines and Perennials, Roses, Ever- 

In locating the orchard the farmer be least in the way and never give greens, etc Z 

is at a disadvantage. It must of them another thought. That farm- If you would like to see a reall 

necessity adjoin the home grounds.  er’s two dozen trees will never supply 9 

He may have an ideal spot in a re- his family with apples. good Catalogue we would be glad 

mote part of the farm but his two In selecting varieties the farmer to send you ours. It has more than 

dozen trees would be at the merey of has the utmost latitude. Commercial fifty pages and describes everything 

trespassers and would not receive growers usually grow what the public in the plainest language without 

many of the little attentions that demands, or try to create a demand any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

would be given it when close by. It for what they grow. The farmer can scriptions. 

is very often possible to have the grow many choice varities that are 

orchard simply an extension of a not usually considered profitable but The Coe, Converse & Bdwards Co. 

well kept lawn. Wherever I have no- they add variety and sometimes help FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 

ticed this the effect has been very to lengthen out the apple season. Wisconsia’s Largest Nursery 

pleasing. Do not make the mistake of plant-
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ing too many varieties. Remember [——————O 

Vv'aw living ap your peviee | ARSENATE OF LEAD, LIME you are living up to your privilege 9 
you also have small fruits on your 
farm. You have passed through the SULPHUR SOLUTION 
strawberry and raspberry season and . - . Inseetici o10 
there are still blackberries to be had Fully Comply with most rigid requirements of Insecticide Act of 191 

when the first apples are ready. You oe Grasselli Arsenate of 
are not so fruit hungry as you will Lead is being successful- 

be at almost any other time of the ly used to destroy all 

year, so for that reason we would not NY e leaf-eating insects, such 
have more than four of the two dozen ai Q i as Codling Moth, Potato 
early varieties, and I would have as Fe Beetle, Curculio, ete. 
many different kinds. _We all know = f “1 The Grand Sweepstake 
a Duchess | the — ge nels Ww ADE 33 “a prize of $1000 for the 
nut no family wants four Duchess BF, es sarload 
trees. Other good ones are Yellow vo er Aa 7S Dest ‘carload, of apples Teanencraniti a % shown at the National Transparent, Tetofski and Red As- Leg ac (67 than AY: US PaT OF » Apple Show, Spokane, 

The gap between summer and early )- re) Washington, has been 
winter can be profitably filled in with j>) =) won by users of Grasselli 
Wealthy, Longfield and MeMahan. Arsenate of Lead for the 
If you plant two of each kind they ast three years. 

will furnish more apples than you Grasselli Lime Sulphur Solution is the Standard remedy for San Pp 
can use but you may want to make Jose Scale. It has also come into prominence as a summer spray to 
some cider and Longfield and replace Bordeaux Mixture. 
ae are epee that. You For Further Information Write 
will also want a couple of crab trees : : : . 
and I would recommend Whitney | Th@ Grasselli Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 
No. 20 and Sweet Russett. They are The Grasselli Chemical Company, Established 1839 Main Office Cleveland, Ohio 
good to eat, excellent for pickling but 

worthless for jelly. Never plant a | — 

‘Transcendent unless you can plant 

it by itself in an isolated place for ee ee 
it will surely blight and carry the 5 
trouble to all of its neighbors. g= gE” 

This will leave twelve trees for the Gp | SSeS THE HARDIE 
winter apples. They are not as a 

rule as productive as the earlier kinds F SPRAYERS 
and besides we expect them to take " 
us over a longer period of time. i Hand and Power Outfits 

For early winter we have Fameuse, da ro The Hardie Sprayer is built by a practical fruit grower 
general favorite, and no home or- | for fruit growers and by a man who knows how to 

chard is complete without it. While build sprayers. 

i! lasts we do not care about anything 1 | Parts coming in contact with spraying fluid made of 
else. hard metal brass and 4 ard metal brass and cannot wear out. 

Seek-no-further, Newell and Tol- ej 3 
mari Sweet aie also éntitled to a aa The Hardie Sprayer is the Sprayer that will work when 
place. The Northwestern Greening ‘ey you want it to work and will do your spraying right. 

we * é % The Hardie Pump is guaranteed. 
never was a favorite of mine but it H 

's still “fashionable” and perhaps you iB Write now for prices and catalog. We can give you 
had better have a tree or two of it. j the best material, prices consistent with quality on 
You can also plant Ben Davis with = Arsenate of Lead, Sulphur Lime, Bordeaux, Bordo- 

the . . - Lead, Powdered Arsenate of Lead, Scale Killer, Sulfur. We have a com- le assurance that it will live and : : 
1 plete line. Do not delay. Send for booklets and prices. ear you good crops but remember 

once more that we are not raising M ROHLINGER & SON 

apples for sale. 
4 : . 523 CASS STREET 

Grimes Golden is a winter apple 

of high quality that should have a MILWAUKEE, 7 = = = = WISCONSIN 
pines fi eye Wich, eee Fy cp
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Wisconsin it is a much longer keeper turist. We think some of this spirit [7 — | 

than when grown further south, and was born in him. We also believe Ww | 

will keep well into March. You can much came to him through cultiva- STRA BERRY 

see samples of this variety at this tion and be just can’t help doing such PLANTS 

meeting that in type, size, color and _ things. i 

quality are the equal of those grown e believe ‘0 shard, re . nelrere We believe the farm orc ard, mor¢ 100,000 choice Strawberry 

anywhere. than any other one thing, is respon- Plants, Also Red and Black 

We will now assume that you have sible for the “Back to the Land” Raspberry, Asparagus and Rhu- 
planted these two dozen trees and  jnoyement that is so strong at the barh.roots: 

eared for them to the best of your present time, and we are sure you These plants will not be 

ability, that you have cropped the are not looking forward with so much dug more than twenty-four hours 
land rationally and not at the ex- pleasure to the time when you ex- before shipping. All stock guar- 
pense of the trees. We will pass over pected to sell out and move to the me ee bed Plants in sea- 

the intervening years and take a look city, and this couplet from Goldsmith s80« rite for prices. 

at it at the end of five years. If you eomes to you with its full meaning: 
have given the trees a “square deal” RASMUSSEN’S 

: 6h ME ¢ sg. i : “How blest is he who crowns in shades you have had some apples and you Ra: Eneee FRUIT FARM 

have learned how much more satis- 4 youth of labor with an age of ease," OSHKOSH, = ‘WISCONSIN 

factory they are than the same kinds : 

taken from the purchased barrel. You have suddenly discovered that Loo 

But is that all you have learned? If you are in love with your farm and 

you have been at all observing you would not part with it at any price, === 

have learned many things. In the But this “Back to the Land” move- 3 
jini ; j ie ont i sy. It is as old as the Fruit Trees beginning the trees all looked alike ment is not new. It is as old as the 

to you, but as they have developed hills. Let us quote once more from Fruit Plants 

you have noticed some one thing that Goldsmith; after travelling — over Ornamental Shrubs 
is peculiar to each variety and you most of the civilized world and havy- 

. . : . 5 From the North 
find that you can go into a strange ing partaken of most of its pleasures, 

orchard, even before fruiting, and the time came when he longed once Send us your list of wants 

name the varieties almost as unerr- more for the rural scenes of early First class oct iat hones prices 

ingly as the experienced stockman life. Listen to what he says: 

can separate the different breeds. 4 The Cascade Nursery 
7: 3 y y wanderings ‘round this worl 
You have also noticedthat one ya- a eee nouirid sthig! wor Osceola. Wis. 

riety unaided will grow into a per- In all my griefs—and God has given my 

fectly symmetrical tree while another share — 
ith: the Seats - + I still had Nopes my latest hours to crown 

with the same environment, like a Ana in these humble bowers to lay me 

wayward child, will need almost eon- down; 
stant correcting to keep it within T° husband out. life's taper to a close K N O xX 

= And ‘keep the flame from wasting by 
bounds. repose. —__—e—w_wS 

If your orchard is on the highway And as the hare, when hounds and horns 

i ised pursue, NURSERIES the passerby has often stopped t0 pants to the place from whence at first ey 
compliment you or ask your advice it flew, (Established in 1881) 
and you can see the necessity of post- 1 Still had hopes my long vexations past, oreneseuwegas 
. ‘i A < Here to return, and die at home at last.” 
ing up on these questions and in this Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 

way you are educating yourself. But quay . * ———————— TT, They strongly recommend One 
beyond all this you have seen how it Y. . ; * 
has added beauty to your farm and Bigger Fruit Profits ear Cherry Trees because they 

incidentally has added value. We Ps Here is agpray pumpin- | are stocky, well headed, well rooted 
. . oe vented by frult growers. 3 . 

believe by this time you are so much oa I retest ray" vm thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

interested that you will not stop with | farmthatproduccathe | Two Year for those who prefer 
the two ee rer but, like the col- Fos. Py Vs ECLIPSE the larger trees. They also have a 
lector of antiqu urniture or rar i tA i . + 

. ane: * . ei A $ SPRAY PUMP | nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 
cions of a promising seedling. An i a | elt prergomen, every de- 4 

see or hear about. I have heard a} A | i “It has proved Itself best A trial order will convince 
oo i fit i In actual work. Put an any one of their quality. 

story told of our A. J. Phillips, and i i hi trees and earn bigger bro: 

I can easily believe it, that he once {PRR & Hhtstrecedcavalopue: ie 
. * Le RES fella why youshould spray 

travelled fifty miles to secure a few Ye eA —and why you should do : a : Sonne Itwith an Eellpse. It's free i Mh 
coins of a promising seedling. An Write to-day 

outsider would call him a crank, but MORRILLS MORLBY MEG.CO., Beaton Harbor, Mich. Vincennes, Indiana. 

to us he 1s an enthusiastic Horticul- poe |
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Choice , 
Kellogg's EVERGREENS Strawberry Plants 

SS Nursery —— 
Grown By Up-to-Date Methods and Deciduous Trees 

Senator Dunlap, Per. and Warfield, Imp., Oldest Nursery in OF QUALITY 
50,000 each. Also Steven's Late Cham- Wisconsin ; ; ; 
pion, Per.; Aroma, Per.; Bubach, Imp.; For Parks, Lawns, Private Grounds and 

: > Cli ; : Reforesti 
Pert Baccion Fer, Sr_Lowa, (vig) | | OUP stock is grown right, dug — 

Per.; Oregon Iron Clad, Per.; President, right, peskost right, and by no Arbor Vitae Balsam Fir 
Imp. and Midnight, Imp. means least, the ite Pi avis z, 
Price 60c per 100, $3.50 per 1000, Waite pee Norway Spruce 
By mail 15c per 100 extra. PRICES ARE RIGHT Europ. Larch Aust. Pine 
Black Beauty, Imp. and Grand Marie, — 
Per. $3.00 per 100, Fig type. Our Specialties are Small Fruits All standard varieties of ornamental and 

Plants Will Not be Dug More and Fruit Trees Fruit Trees 
Than 24 H Before Shippi . Write for Catalogue 
an eure: merore Ppin€ Apples singly or by the 1000. 
Irwin Fruit Farm Currants by the doz. or 25,000. EVERGREEN NURSERY CO. 

Lancaster, Wisconsin Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

Get our price list before you place " 
your order and save money. SEND 15c FOR A PACKAGE OF ee WM. KNIGHT & SON 

TOOLF’S GIANT PRIZE KELLOGG'S NURSERY 
SSS Janesville, Wisconsin ea state and 
PANSY SEED 

—"e__ e 

svc cinneta Fruit Growers fe will include a copy of 

re Cet Flower Seedeand Blais ot M K N We have land for sale in the Bay 
Cc ay ursery field Peninsula Fruit Zone. Good lo- 

WILLIAM TOOLE & SONS C cation, good soil—suitable for apples, 

BER OUOE Wis. ompany cherries and small fruits. 

Also grass lands for stock and 
PARDEEVILLE, WIS. dairies. 

Prices are cheap and terms easy. 

ss Offer a Complete line of We will also clear and plant to or- 
chards for you, and cultivate and care 

THE HAWKS HARDY NURSERY STOCK for them for five years. 
FOR SPRING 1912 Write us for prices and terms at 

NURSERY CO. , BAYFIELD, WIS. 

If interested in planting FRUIT 

: woe furnish TREES, SMALL FRUITS or _ 
are in a position to furnis ORNAMENTALS, write us for sg a ae 

high grade Nursery Stock of CATALOGUE and PRICES. . i iia ‘i 

all kind d i : You will find our prices consist- Be | 

a ands anc, vaneties, Suit ent with quality of stock offered. j La , 
able to Wisconsin and other q ae i. : 

northern districts. : : 
‘ NURSERIES AT Will be glad to figure: on U BERRY CRATES 

. . WATERLOO, WISCONSIN BOXES / 
your wants either in large or aod 6 Full lide of 

oe ee Other Fruit Packages 
small quantities. 

WISCONSIN NURSERIES gag bey bees nd ols 
SS Grow and handle all kinds of nursery Rackages tofcomply with the ‘new 

stock. We employ no agents but sell di- , 
rect. If in the market you can save money ‘ 

WAUWATOSA WISCO NSIN by buying of us. Get our prices. ° Medford Veneer Co. 
’ WISCONSIN NURSERIES, Medford, Wis. 

Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop.
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Orchard Land in D o Oo £ | MB MEBESTIN THE STATE OF WiscoNSI | 
Dunn County, Wis. — For Fruit Culture. Door County 
SS - = Orchards Pay a Revenue of from 

. o, Five Hundred to Eight Hundred 
Surface rolling; soil, rich clap Co un ty Dollars per Acre Annually. For 

loam underlaid with limestone. we Particulars Write: ::::::: 
The orchards of adjoining farms 

show the adaptability of this L d DOOR COUNTY LAND CoO., 

part of Wisconsin to apple a n Ss STURGEON BAY, WIS. 
growing. Near railroads and 

markets. Prices reasonable. 5 

Write for particulars. $650.00 Yield Per Acre in 1911 Door County Fruit Lands 

| | farerctrairee Tin ree FOR SALE 
arfield. Senator Dunlap, and Euhance, on Iso Cottages an a" ore Lots 

William J. Starr aeoemeill Vigorous, thrifty plants, ee CAINS 
Ea Clai Wi Write for Prices a. oe, Write to ———— 

u Claire, e- 2 fs 1s. Dr. J. G. SEIDEL, Warren, Wis. C.R. Seaquist & Son, Sister Bay, Wis. 

: WLS Re PS Lg SIO Br sale, FOS, 

Vincennes CR ae WEST my es SOR N 5 ee EON a TMT ae & B ae Ti 
as he S32 FOR EN urseries Wine Soi - 3 

Vincennes, Indiana aos Vl Ww eae 
Oe sgh NG 

W. C. REED, | J ?: 
PROPRIETOR | @ . SNe 
Cherry Trees by the q 7 Sa ~, 

100 or 100000 five) a KD ie) 
The Growing of Cherry Trees Cy a || Digs P|. +3) 
has been our Specialty for oi eri ee LD ; 
Years. Our soil and method eh - . BS 
of growing produces a Tree “Tn enn ) 
that is not excelled by any pe a : ess 
one. Splendid blocks of two- p 
year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 
year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early Dp peers ia foot tree, Panty SPRAY PUMPS»’NOZZLES |, 
other leading varieties by the are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 
100 or car load. We also grow ing need from the small knapsack or bucket eultitertn the J large 

a general line of other Nursery Lad gd ea ec aha captain Saag 
stock. Personal inspection in- ae Coie ise of Say Pas Neate, Dinnion Eeteoeions and Assoeoien 
vited. Correspondence solicited Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 

WRITE FOR IT NOW. - 

1¥, Leh | 
“We have a Fine Lot of ¥, 4} AE i 

Plants for the Garden.” Ar Y > ) : 

SEND FOR LIST Camas 1) t ; 
ne . pee AC 8, A f 

i: B nN FEM cB J. B. MATHEWSO E.Myers & Bro. 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works 

. -ASATAND, OHIO |!
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WILD FLOWERS flowers and we were obliged to name It was in May we found the Trillium 
Being a treatise, more or less authen- them ourselves. woods, but many belated “Robins” 

lic, on the phanerogamous plants The Wind Flower grew best on the lingered in June when we went for 

of Wisconsin, their habitat, analo- big hill near the railroad cut, and the — yellow Lady Slipper. 

gies and homologies, with particu-  Trilliums,—do you remember the day Can you remember the times when 

lar reference to the orders Ranun- We first found the Trilliums over in we went after the cows, across the 

culaceae, Liliaceae and Orchida- the Maskell woods? Acres and acres creek, through the long grass? Bare- 

rede. 

; SN lie ad A ke GR - . Bey ah) 7 oh. ER A 
Yesterday I met Art Gillen for 4 ato mA at en on aie ty tf fi is hale, tart " 

the first time in years and naturally Daya as ‘ ag? ts 4 16 Ne F X A 

the talk turned to old times, some- cd 2° ane ats sas eS N bse n Fa sas awe 
thing like forty years ago. We talked pei ay Po ‘ % iy oa Le ’ Reta Sd 
about the old school house on the hill, ji ft Oe | Ce se i a i os 
the rail fence just exactly six feet J erie oe J Nee ~~ M 
from the south windows and the chip 7 5 b P ORS 

munks that scampered along the top E rr. (i & ye S 

rail or chattered at us through the 5 2 as | , 

open window and dared us to come ys Pye ae x 

after them; about the poplar trees ge ) ml > J ; 
whereon we carved our names, “mine 7 2 i ey } y \ 

the highest,” but most of all of the ya sa #. a D &Y: 

wild flowers of those good old days. Ga ™ a A) rar ‘ 
Strange that into two old grizzled = . Pree Bt 

leads should come thoughts of wild “~~ al re } “ahs B * aot i. 

‘lowers but no doubt it was the florist’s wees NES . 4 re rs = 

v indow that did it. F “ % i) ; eae 
Somehow these greenhouse blooms Ney ‘4 Aas | 

em but cheap imitations of x es ye eS | 
‘owers to one who has sought and tia iY} y JE x | 

‘und the choicest of Wisconsin wild a " a - — | 
- . T = Wake Robin.  C in Wiscon- 

lowers in their homes. We were — gin''May and June; beare transplanting well, Photo by Mary” K, Mecker, Minneapolis, 
sreat chums in those days and any Minn. 

ood or field unexplored by us was of them, and we called them May footed and with bare legs, too, we 

certainly not worth much. lilies! No matter, they were beauti- always waded through the bog where 

Seems to me now as if it must have ful and we knew that, if we didn’t the long grass grew because the water 

heen a sort of heathen neighborhood know the name, “Wake Robin.” at its roots was cool and oozed be- 

‘or no one seemed to know even a Nearly as plentiful was the Colum- tween our toes in the most delicious 
vommon name for any of the wild bine that we called “Honeysuckle.” way; remember it Art? There is
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where the fringed Gentian grew in down the slope, in that little patch of | greeted me that afternoon in Ju: 

clumps. We didn’t know then they woods on the old MeFadden farm, down the hill in McFadden’s woo: 

were Gentians, but picked them just where there seemed to be nothing but Of course, if you insist, I will 

the same. ,That- was some time ago brakes and “fountain ferns,’ when you all I know about the people \ 

and T always wonder when I see a right before me there on a little knew then, about Josie that we call , 

pictures? Gentians, if boys and girls “island” of moss, stood a elump of “Juiey,” and the other Art, ali 

still gather them in the old pasture, that queen of all the wild flowers. “Fat Goose,” and many, many oth + 

or are they all “nature study” chil- (Cypripedium Spectabile, the Showy — things, but mostly my mind runs «) 

dren now. Lady Slipper. TI didn’t know the — wild flowers today because, perhay: . 

. of the weather, or because I ought 1)» 
——— . = SERS a eee <g ‘ é é 

i L, re mm As ey Ff i write something about our wild flo 
H p i oy Tas 

\ a Dg Pong vee q ers for the paper. It really ought 1 

ype ; » aN ra eee rf Tayy be something learned, scientifie, rel 

A | ‘ oy) Vas | “nature study” dope, because boy 

WU, y, 2 a eee ‘ t| and girls these days seem to be fed 
/ - > ‘ a NY . “fe . . . 
Lf We 5 ime Oar A wy y | on scientific pap from their very ii 

| y V4 a Rl a t/. now ure poy \ | faney and never to run wild in thi 

. H Nive %, yx " = HE ae | 4 y) woods: as we did, just simply gather 

! y : ay ea oN ip) | if ing wild flowers. If I ever get around 
. ow La OM SV la a / . : we 

S a ma ie aaa Fe yom Sf p to write that wild flower dope, it will 

he ANS A f f EK aa A bristle with botany and Latin, but 

i AX ni { ers, A en you will never in the world recognin 
sR AR es 41} y Md he i v4 of | our old friends therein. 

x Nou a ol tale lla ae ; WANTS TO KNOW 
a ed ae luis a this nus . 

. ie Vi) \ 1 ha) wie AS Things horticultural are not open ae I 
\ NV Vat cne hey i] a i eee) | a‘ A ‘ wi 

‘ NA Ay ¥ el i : / WM \ ! } + ing up well here this spring. There 
Ci fer Ais | ' ‘ H : 

i ‘ee Fi A Ae ee. | Foe \ | < will be a very light apple bloom, and 

3 Lhasa P ee i Peo many of the half-hardy kinds show es SVR 5) K < half-hare : 
«alter Berk Viren eat ia: considerable winter killing. Cherries ale ae] Ne et an, 
ie Lag \ Za i" Pret phd also are showing the effects of the dry 

i YA ¢ Ni bes summer and cold winter. 

oh ‘ raw The strawberry outlook from. the 

| heaae bs 7 Pe same cause is discouraging, as every 
‘ "es . 

} SS . z vo one failed to get a good stand ol! 

| aN x | plants. Other small fruits seem ty 

| rl pin ‘ 1p -4 be in normal condition. TPS ia te A bs . . . 
oy WaNs= a eel Pare : Many people will be interested in 

HI | NS Raa ice Se ; ian 4 : ee ee RS aT i Pd Ny a % i the report of the income of Mr. Ras b %, > a My tae AS) ’ ¢ | - ih a apy LY acon A ya f i ff) y; yi mussen’s twenty-aecre farm, but the 
| USP PNG AEA OS Y xaagel | Bae 5 ini ; 

Remy ‘4 Veg Ae ew ie OTP Rae ae se report is incomplete. ‘The next timc 
ANE ia oY OPA Ne Alen Dae Mee: ee Waa : aa ‘ : 

Rack %, ws MPLS A yeas P , ne you see “Nick” just ask him what it 

cost to produce that $4,800. Ther 
Cypripedium spectabile, Showy Lady's Slipper. “In southern Wisconsin I haye found ¢ " 1 i 

it as early 1s June 23, it is well worthy of its name. Its stem wrapped in pale green, are items in that report that will in 
downy leaves is t et high re. The sepals and petals are yhite, and ost! ms ras . ‘ec, the overhang the ip. Mrne ip fs wide In proportion to ity length and of a waxy, mucn terest many of us. For instance, th 
rmer texture than the other Cypripediums, and keeps fresh much longer when ‘picked aievins j ik sf de 

iis ofa benutitul roxy pink with broad. pink stripes Inside, “There are on each stem aaa would like to know if h 
wo or three flowers, : y st delightful fragrance.”—Alletta F. Dean in “The sy) 
Wisconsin Orchids” Annual Report 1905. Photo by Mary Ik, Meeker. sane sold cream and butter on the ope 

. market, or if he sold milk by th 

We found the bottle Gentian, too, Latin name that day, nor cared to quart. If the latter, not many of 

but paid little heed to these; we know, only stood spellbound for a can “go and do likewise,” because 

were always waiting for them to open. time, afraid, almost, to break those are not so favorably situated. Th» 

Many a time I have watched the stout stemg crowned with the most strawberry grower would like 1) 

bumblebee search in vain for an open- beautiful flowers I had even seen. I know if his income was principal! 

ing and finally whir away in disgust. have seen them all since then, Art, from fruit or plants; if the latter, bi 

It really was a no account flower or most of them, the strange, straggly, comparatively few of us can purst' 

that was always so late in opening, butterfly things from Brazil and In- that line for an acre of plants wi! 

but the color was heavenly blue. dia, trying to grow on blocks of wood supply several counties. We kno 

You didn’t go along the day I in hot-houses, orchids from every Mr. Rasmussen has all this informa 

found the Pink Lady Slippers. Just land, but none compare with the tion and he is willing to impart i: 

by chance I wandered a little farther clump of pink Lady Slipper that to others. H. C. Metcuer.
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GROWING OF STRAWBERRIES pay out good money to other men grower a part of the proceeds. What 

Vaper read at the meeting of the © hoe for you, rows one ‘way will more could you ask? 

\W. st Beaver Creek Progressive Farm- do. But rows both ways will cut your 2 
ors Club, May 3, 1911, by @. [,  hoe-bill at least one-half. Afraid GREGG NOT HARDY NORTH 
Wood. you won’t get plants enough? Tf . . 

| am well aware that most of you, Your ground is in good condition, if 1 notes oe the Horticulturist the 

perhaps all of you, know as much or Your plants are alive when set, and question, “which ss the best Blacks 
mere about strawberry growing as I if weather conditions are only half raspberry to plant in Wisconsin,” and 

do. so that if I should attempt to favorable you will have all the plants the aRSWer. “Was the Grogg.” Now, 

instruct you it would seem a good You need. But there are three big ifs, this is a mistaken and misleading 

deal like teaching a duck to swim or You say. So there are, but the same ESOP 2? the locality:should bs given. 
a Leghorn pullet to fly. Keeping this ifs stand in the way of suecess with I have lived up here at Antigo since 

in mind you will not be expected to  ®"Y other method. With your ber- 1888 and have grown all kinds of 

swallow any more of what follows Ties in rows both ways you can keep fruit trees, berry bushes and shrub- 
than seemeth good to you; and you them clean with but very little hoe bery. Up here the Gregg will kill to 

will no doubt keep on growing straw- ing up to the first of July, or near the ground without protection, and 

berries in the good old-fashioned way that time. Cultivate frequently. will teil badly where protected. All 

notwithstanding my most earnest Strawberries in our climate will of tlle Seieit ON get from them, you 
effort to show you how to grow straw- Usually stand the winter without pro will have to dig in the ground to 

berries commercially, which Tam tection, but a mulch of marsh hay. find and ee Know" that would; not 
hilled to do. ‘ straw or coarse manure will be no be a very paying crop. I have tested 

Tni the dirst: place: ta @eow Sta. detriment; Wher spring approadhis all kinds of Black Raspberries and 

berries commercially—or any other  Temove the mulch, or at least a part the only one that will stand the win- 

crop for that matter—it is nly ne. of it. Do this some time between the ters in Langlade county is the Cum- 

cessary to raise more than you and _ first of January and the 20th of Tune. berland Black. They are a VERY. 

your family, including your poor re- You may hit it just right. , al none oe ond on good so)! well 

lations, will be able to consume, so as After that you have nothing to do Eroweeee ” fone feet high. In my 
to have some to sell. This is some. for several weeks but to sit on the garden I picked berries from bushes 

times difficult to accomplish. At fence and watch the berries grow. from 4 to 7 feet high without any 

other times it may be done without They will ripen some time in Junc protection: T just let them grow and 

much trouble. But you will have to probably, and will then have to be do not cut them back in order that 

begin at the beginning, do your plant- picked. Right here is where the people: can. ‘see for’ themselves, how 

ing more than a year before you funny part comes in, and there are hardy! they’ Bee; _ Every ee 1 have 

harvest a crop. . various ways of proceeding at this to use a step ladder to pick the top 
When you begin to think about interesting juncture. One is to stand branches. The crop is heavy and is 

plinting don’t consult the almanac. © YOuE feet and _ stoop down after a nea Nay 
Of course we all know that there are the berries till all the blood in yout and yields ; ‘He ean af tie ‘Wasered 

dozens of men who never plant any- hody' seems’ to ibe nour head and and 1 sh 1 berri 
. a ¥ backache is horrible, simply in-  ° 8000. BNEDEC EEIGS: 

‘ling without consulting the almanac, pour eas oo PM My son, W. H. Marsh, has tried all 
be my-advioe ¢ is: dante foo describable. Another is to get down ki 1 1 : Y - 

ss y advice to you 1s, don't do: tt. on the ground and hunch along be- xinds rere. ears ago he tried all 
You want to forget all about the kinds of Black. He put out one aere 

tween the rows till you get so cramp- , 
Hl thy for generally speaking—at ed and stiff that getting up seems and they all killed to the ground ev- 

‘ost nine times out of ten—you will like an absolute impossibility. Some ery winter, so he plowed them under. 

‘ove better suecess with strawberries prefer one way and some the other. When the Cumberland came into ex- 
i vou plant them in the ground in bik whichever method “you ‘adopt you istence he tried them. One year ago 

Spring . of the year. If your no doubt will wish you had chosen last spring he set out 2,000 Cumber- 
“ound is rich and in good tilth so : land Blacks and last year he got a 

ich the better. It would have done the other and make the change. good crop of as fine large Blackrasp- 
harm had it been well manured However, after some: work and a berries as ever grew. 

«plowed the fall before, to be heap of torture you will manage to I have been in the fruit business 
| Iverized with the disk in the spring. get them picked, one way or another. al] of my life, lived in Wisconsin 

(+, if not too coarse and strawy, the and of course will immediately turn yince 1840 and my age is 74 years. 

hanure might be applied in the them over to the Sparta Fruit Grow- Fruit that I recommend I have given 

s ring and worked in with the disk. ers’ Association to sell for you. They a thorough test, so I don’t get my 

When you get ready to plant, don’t would just as soon sell strawberries experience from the papers. 

plant broadcast. Strawberries look in the dark of the moon in June as H. F. Marsn, Antico. 
etter in rows and will grow and to retail timothy hay and red dog oo 
‘ruit just as well. If you are fond in the winter time. More than that, Cultivate the orchard at least three 
of hoeing, or if you are willing to they will actually turn over to the times during June and spray twice.
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with a cheesecloth screen raised from daisies, asters, phlox, marguerite c 

G d six inches to a foot higher. Keep nations and salvia can be had at rm 

ardens well sprinkled until seedlings are sonable prices. 

large enough to transplant and then A strong incentive to make a tar 

A. department conducted by practical place in permanent situations by the garden lies in the fact that the 

women who really have gardens. Contribu middle of August or first of Septem- tivation of the new soil attending | « 
tions are solicited. The editorial staff con : ; = . j ‘6 ‘ . 
sists of ‘all who contribute-an article each ber; to transplant later is rather un effort is the best preparation for a 

month. If you know about flowers, home certain. In transplanting, puddle successful garden the following ye: r 

making or home keeping, write ft down. Gch plant and shade for several days. B. H. 
The next best help is to ask questions. 
Send all contributions and questions to this “a 
office. , F a r 

THE TARDY GARDENER : ‘ 

Ce a 10 PEOPLE WHO HAVE RECENTLY MOVED. ’ <8 i Pa - H| 

1 | ye “ A P ‘ A 
To those who have so recently com- ] os ivi “ ke b 7 

; 5 ° ns a . 
pleted a new home, that everything | Co P ten \v B G 
about it in the latter part of May or 4 x v 7 “ ' 

ly aa 2 " . “/? “ id even early part of June is in the raw ge 3 a) 43 i a, 

yellow clay stage, the question of a % 7 i Zi and rt Rp 

garden for the summer seems well aN y . AG chile i rAd 

nigh hopeless. But if the work is un- sp fil Bs & ; ee 7 £ 

dertaken in the spirit of making the f ’ bs) hs ; ei Poe, 
best of a bad bargain, much can be i y A a 4 4 J wpe’ 

done, not merely for immediate re- ye _ gs Os SS a ras 

sults, but for future permanent ef- r oa iN Pw b ye a 
fects. Sifted coal ashes and barn- V? > ‘ AER 274 a. - 4 

yard manure mixed in liberal quanti- q iC re » ts re 
a isi 3 + Pay Ya - \ + A Cael 

ties in the clay will produce the nec- d yo 4 Y | ¥, a ly GMs 

essary fertility and texture where one ey a4, ad Se Ae ‘.'y ey i , a. 
a hy Vi : Bx ' ' C of 6 cf 

eannot afford to pay for the more oy \% Ca: | a *&, \ a 
. . Pa a . F 

desirable good black loam and leaf % y Se ¥~ ha PA oe jt nN Ed 

mold at one or two dollars a load. "ae sl ‘ my er ape Pe ot es 

Prepare the borders by spading in ip SA ; a 8 FEV wee be ewe) c é , ; oP . t= >: 
both ashes and manure and_ level E 7 «a Seed ) + 8 ‘ Bt bol 7 
carefully, then sow quantities of seed i P i a, Saw *k Rl tetas 'aS 4 iS 
(that is, three or four times as much * at “3 E Prwéw\ ae ol | 
as under normal conditions) of sun- ve ee y 7s a ei 9 X 

flowers where shade is needed, African “ AX). Po a « \ 

marigolds, nasturtiums, zinnias, sweet _—_ LF oo a, + i J 
alyssum, mignonette, bachelor’s but- ea Pe i. ’ f cs fr i 

tons, then water systematically. It | Bie i. p fan 
is also advisable to scatter a few hand- | = ad» is also advisable © seatter a few hand | i) p La an] oe i 

fuls of good artificial fertilizer on . A ae — 
the soil around the plants after they Gentiana Andrewsii: Closed or Bottle Gentian; common but retiring and hidden frou 

~ . all but true lovers of wild flowers. Photo by Mary K. Meeker. 
have come up. 

Then in a carefully prepared seed- Oriental poppies are so extremely dif- ORIENTAL POPPIES. 

bed, so arranged that it can be kept ficult to transplant successfully, that Oriental poppies are so extremly | 

covered with cheesecloth screens, sow they will be treated separately. difficult to transplant successfully 

the seeds of the perennials for the Tt is well to plan for the next year that the following plan, which work»d 

following year. A good selection is in planting perennials and shrubs for _ well for the writer, is offered to others. 

larkspur, hollyhocks, canterbury bells, space for growth as they mature and For some weeks before planting tin.°. 

gaillardia maxima, coreopsis, grass fill in the border with annuals like egg shells from the kitchen cooking. 

pinks, Scotch pinks, Oriental pop- babysbreath, bachelor buttons, mari- orange skins or lemon skins, from 
pies. The soil must be good gold, kockia, zinnias and castor beans which when cut in half the pulp had 

and fine and should be composed (which should be started in the house been scraped, were carefully savid. 

of rich loam, well rotted man- in March), and four o’clocks. Where then filled with good soil and set in 

ure and sand. Sow the seeds, sprinkle one can buy plants at the greenhouse, a box of sand. In each one wit 

carefully, cover first with a news- the filling of the new ground becomes dropped a few poppy seeds. When 

paper until germinated, and then more easy, as pansies, geraniums, the plants were about an inch high. |
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the egg shell or orange skin itself was plant a plat of 60x60 feet. One pa- into the soil to shut out the under air 

transplanted without disturbing the trol of Boy Scouts took several plats, current. When tile is not convenient, 

seedlings. Ag the seedling grew the anda number of families have taken wrap a number of folds of paper 

shell or skin decayed and the plant’s others. Every plat is required to grow about the plants and tie a cord about 

roots were free to spread out. B. H. an assortment of vegetables. them. The celery will blanch beauti- 

Supervision of the gardens and fully and be cleaner. 

SPIREAE FILIPENDULA. gardeners is in the hands of students Mrs. L. H. P. 

‘hits beautiful Title perennial i of the extension department of the —— 

so little known that one who loves it University working: under Professor SUC PERT OR MORE 
longs to bring it to the notice of all Hatch. The greatest, obstacles in the Sweot peas should be trellised 

. practical working of the scheme so api weed aD 
flower lovers. From a small rosette far have Geert twos fest. that. sost on coarse meshed chicken wire fas- 

of finely pinnate fern-like leaves the of the lots offered wore covered with tened to stout stakes driven into the 

Sirone ender bee atoms nS bene- such héavy sod as to rita them prac- ground, The peas will weave through 
ing a cluster of tiny rose-like blos- | tea 4 the meshes and form a_ beautiful 

tically unusable prepared so late in - 
soms, 80 ag to closely resemble a heavy the season: the second, that many lots hedge. Keep the old blossoms eut off 

white ostrich plume. The little plant fer ‘d a . navailable ene & and thus prolong the period of bloom 

is hardy in Wisconsin with slight pro- ° ered were wnayan’s . of these dainty, fragant flowers. 
f H . far from the homes of the workers. - 

tection and is propagated by root di- B. Il. Mrs. L. H. P. 

vision. Some of the well known east- seasciss 

“mM si on list it i cata- 7 ca “SaaS 
A edie Bediens, at TRELLIS THE GARDEN PEAS. mene ut pest : moms: 

iieie Lilesids. farm, near: Madison, The larger varieties of peasvshoull Bush fruits after being: tied up and 

have a number of fine plants which }. trellised up on chicken wire worked out should receive a heavy 

make a beautiful showing in June stapled to stout stakes driven firmly mulch of old leaves, coarse straw or 
and July. BU. in the ground. The peas will yield shredded corn stalks, | to help retain 

_ better, will not mould and the work the moisture at fruiting time and 

THE SECOND CROP VEGETABLES. of gathering will be minimized. The also smother the weeds. . 

It will be time when this number dwarf varieties may be left to trail - Mrs. I. TI. P. 

reaches its readers to prepare for the = on the ground, or if brush are con: BIG ‘CHERRY PROPITS—'FOR:OHG: 

second planting of vegetables. The venient, a few stuck along the row : q 

peas will be gone, so plant late cab- helps keep them out of the dirt. . In the February number of Green’s 
lage plants between the rows. They Mrs. L. TL. P. Fruit Grower an account is given of 

will spread when the peas are out of a the crop from 530 Ohio cherry trees. 

the way. pANSIES. The record shows 530 twenty-four 

In place of the early lettuce run a ‘ é fuart Grates which sold for $1,060. 
firey: thie GF foue inchs desu Pansies should have a rich, mellow —'The bulk of the erop was shipped to 

fill it with water and let that soak soil, and be somewhat sheltered from the large cities and sold on commis- 

away; then plant Early Valentine the intense heat of the sun. They LOM “The .crop Was! BD heavy here 
siting’ beans, eyes. down, and fill in should be kept moist, and the soil that it was almost impossible to get 
with the dry earth. Plant the Cos should be stirred frequently in the pickers. All growers were forced to 

l-ttuees for the mid-summer eating, course of the day, thus Conserving. py, two cents a quart, and even at 
itnd on ‘hot days shad the ow witli moisture _and keeping down the that it took us four long weeks to get 
il. chesaeeloth seresn daseribed ia weeds. Pick off all old blossoms and — our crop off the trees.” 

the. Hortiouliral Soeiety “Reports, don’t allow too many buds to open at The cost per crate is figured as fol- 

1910. one time if you wish large flowers. lows: 

Early beets and early carrots and Masi L, H.R Picking. . 1 1. $0.48 
carly turnips may be planted at this — Crate... 1. 2. 25 

‘ime and gathered in September and FIRST RADISHES, THEN CELERY. Express . 2. . 1 . 20 

October. B. H. April weather has reached a long Commission... 20 

—_— way into May and has been a severe a —— 

The City Garden Society of Madi- test to the germinating strength of Total . 2 2... $118 

on has begun actual work. Vacant seed, but as in old-time warfare, the Deducting $598.00 total cost we 

lots were secured by the society and strong has survived, and we will have have a net returr. of $461.00 or less 

plowed by the courtesy of the Park garden “sass” after a while. Early than $100.00 per acre or less than 

and Pleasure Drive Association. Ar- celery can follow after radishes and $1.00 per tree. How does this com- 
rangements were made with the Olds lettuce, and when ready to blanch, pare with Sturgeon Bay? 

Seed Company of Madison, whereby draw the leaves and stalks close to- ++ 
assortments of seeds are furnished at gether and slip a three-inch tile down Plenty of time yet to plant seeds 

a low price, sufficient in quantity to over them, pressing the tile slightly of annuals in the flower garden.
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four years ago he used matted rows. working the operator, should hav. 
5 Now he is “satisfied beyond a doubt,” large air chamber, and easily acce- 

R eutews after four years’ use of the hill sys- ible valves, and be made of dural 

tem, that it is better than the matted — material. 

row. IIis plants are two feet apart 2. An agitator that will keep 1 

eee ee is Hee an ge found ue beet in the row; fruit buds are pinched off — mixture well stirred. 
pration bulletins: ites ney ra oe the first year by boys, and the runners 3. About 35 feet of hose, four, 

put rages ana atricigg Mabe ggag cut, and “you can almost we them seven ply, according to the press. 
college school ot dournaliem, unger the dire: grow. Cultivation is. the seeret of — developed, about a half-inch in dia 

editor. We hope to make this a permanent success in growing strawberries. It eter, and fitted with proper ban‘. 
feature. Price of Wisconsin Horticulture, . . 2 
one dollar, including membership. ete,, ete, takes less time to cultivate and clean and clamps. For large trees, anotl. r 

out the hills four times, by going — lead of 25 feet is needed for use froin 

INVESTIGATE BEFORE INVESTING IN over them every seven or eight days, a tower to be built on the wagon. 

than it does to clean out onee after 4. Bamboo extension rod lined wiih 

PROEQSED ORCHARDS allowing the grass and weeds to grow — brass or aluminum, or a quarter-inel: 

Alarm is felt by some orchard men jhree or four weeks.” gas pipe 12 feet long, equipped wit! 
when thinking of the large new plant- leakless stop cocks. 

ings in Wisconsin. They remember DAMPING-OFF EASILY PREVENTED 5. Nozzles that will spray, 

certain slumps in certain fruit mar- " . sprinkle. 

kets and they fear overproduction, be- oe ah of ra ie an 
“9118 5 Pini Si awaies -— 1 cauliflower plants mm flats, does no 

cae eae —— of com seem to be a disease, and can easily CANE FRUITS IN BUSH FORM 

We firmly believe that the slumps he prevented. The Market Growers’ “To insure currants and gooseber 

in the market are due, not to over- Journal reports the experience of a ries against the borer, and to renew 
production, but to poor distribution. 8 who formerly lost thousands of the fruit-bearing wood, they must be 

Last fall there were apple-hungry small plants, but now has no trouble trained in bush form,” says the Mar 

communities not many hundred miles with damping-off. Ife regards it as ket Growers’ Journal. When handled 
from markets where apples dragged ordinary deeay caused by too much in this way, new shoots spring from 

at fifty cents per barrel. Wisesiisii’s dampness around the young stalk. In — the roots to replace those killed by 

population is going to increase. Farm planting the seed, he uses a board — borers and those that are too old to 

orchards would be unable to supply with a handle on the upper flat sur- bear well. The new shoots, if clipped 

the demand. Commercial plantings face and narrow square cleats length- at convenient height to stop terminal 

will prove profitable. But there are Wise of the under surface. When — growth, will send out side branches 

business schemes in fruit development pressed down on the soil, this leaves and increase the new fruit-bearing 
as in other lines. Investigate before it firm and flat with channels in wood, so that unprofitable canes may 

investing. As the Purdue Experi- which to sow the seed. He covers the he destroyed. 
ment Station puts it, “Lhe danger seed up to level, with sharp, fine sand. — 

lies in the exploitation rather than in This allows the water to drain away NOT ALFALFA 

the development of fruit growing; in from the stalks quickly and prevents “Alfalfa should not be planted in 

the sale of stock in speculative the trouble. . the orchard,” says Green’s Fruit 

schemes rather than in the sale of OO Grower. “It is a perennial plant. 

apples to consumers or of apple lands POINTS IN BUYING A SPRAY OUTFIT sending its roots deep into the soil, 

to apple growers.” Ninety per cent perfect fruit may taking moisture and nourishmen! 

ae be had by spraying the trees. But from the trees.” 

HILL CULTURE FOR STRAWBERRIES © slack work doesn’t count for much. This is borne out by a bulletin cf 

ILill culture produces strawberries You must spray at the right times, the Wisconsin Experiment Station, 

averaging a day and a half earlier with the right materials, and reach showing a caved-off bank in whic! 

than the matted row system, but the every part of the tree that may be roots of one-year old alfalfa hav 

yield in most cases is only three- infested with worms, moths or fun- gone over two feet deep. With suc! 

eighths as much per foot, as shown by — gus diseases. In order to do this, an a root system, alfalfa makes cultiv 

tests of a dozen varieties at the Ohio efficient spray outfit is necessary. In tion difficult. 

“Experiment Station. On the other buying such an outfit, there are five The annual legumes, as cowpe: . 

hand, the Northwestern Horticulturist points to bear in mind, besides get- soybeans, or Canada peas, are mu: | 

reports a paper read before the Wash- ting one proportionate to the size of better. They may be sown in tiv 

ington Horticultural Society by Chap the orchard. A barrel pump is satis- summer, allowing cultivation in tiv 
Bayes, who tells of selling $500.00 factory for less than five acres. Pur- early part of the season when t!v 

worth of berries per acre in hill cul- due Experiment Station Circular 34 trees are blossoming. After fro- . 

ture at a cost for production and enumerates them thus: they make an excellent cover to pr 

marketing of $250.00, on land just 1. The pump should develop 85 to vent alternate freezing and thawin : 

cleared of fir and cedar forest. Until 200 pounds pressure without over- through the winter.
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FRUIT PROSPECTS Here follows a word or two from Gregg and Kansas more than Older 

Reply postal cards were mailed to the reports: and Cumberland. Cuthbert killed 

«saetly one hundred members on May “T did not have an apple tree killed Sd caer a oo some ; 
aeki re) 7 3 j pom . se : z sas ca . M.S. ELLOGG,. |, asking for reports on crop as in- or injured nor fruit buds injured Gu “— ce 0. : KEL LOC 

jeater yr Q offeets yin- + : : OCK Ks ye dicated by bloom and effeets of win any way. Such varieties as Jonathan, ck Vounty 

, > ay 27 y = . 104° 1 > x 
tel Up to date, May 27, only forty Ben Davis, Grimes’ Golden O. K.” “Apples and pears taking the rest 
paue replies have been received from Bayfield County. Wa. Kniarr. cure. Cherries and strawberries ex- 

thirty-eight counties. % F : cellent.” W. P. McGovery. 
Summarizing these reports it may It will surely be June 1 before Ozaukee County. 

he said that apples will be a very apple trees are in full bloom. We do . 

light crop as indicated by bloom and — 20t expect to begin picking strawber- “Peach trees dead. Lost nine acres 

winter-killing of many half-hardy ries before July 1. Outlook bright of alfalfa. Roses dead to the ground. 

vainietieds for a big crop of all fruits.” Ornamental shrubs badly injured.” 

Only one county, Richland, reports Bayfield County. — O. FLanpers. Racine County. B. R. Bones. 

full bloom and no winter injury to i Si 5 — Se ee ma 
apples. Sauk county reports are con- a “ , al] , 

flicting, but show half crop or more i nn cya po rd 

and no winter injury. “ i v i 
; unl _ . " 

Three reports from Door county in- mS LA ats , hi y 

dieate full crop of cherries, no injury “4 . es seen aa S F | 

io buds; apples one-half to two-thirds i Z mig e 3 | 

crop; Japanese plum buds all killed AP Ye i ih Noel 
but trees O. K. a yf Nee 

Bayfield reports cneouraging, but ary * i ath aN | 
‘ ‘ y Yes Ped {i My : | 

too carly to judge fairly. A Cle ae 2 ' | 
The only reports, with one exeep iV — «py M Nae aa se i | 

tion, showing severe injury to. trees a I i i ' ail Sia ; 

and plants come from the southeast- ei we, a al Cae ie 

ern part of the state, Racine, Ke- “a e iy ee A ae es ae ~ | 

nosha, Milwaukee and Walworth a ; Z Lee ie ae 

counties. The exception is western ye co - + “a Pais ] 
st Sg ” ~ Ney Sag: i a 

La Crosse county. a4 4 } 5 et. 
, 5 . Pe Ne . if « i . (ree 

It is safe to say that apples will be ay . - Pa oS (3 E Fa 

less th half tive pl Ce Ors are Te | \ > Ae ess than one-half crop, native plums Clee <2 Jn y: A “4 - ¢ me . } eee ry 4 

full erop, cherries full crop, Jap. ¢ BS Ma be on) f a bs > ia 4) 
LS Y Ads a Sere ar 5 yo. TBS. J md ! 

plums none. aS ay Ben m5 i a 
: ay: \OMMEN uo od NS See SMALL FRUITS. EE ™ — 

3 trawberr: avy @ 5: Cypripedi beseens (Larger Yellow Lady's Slipper). The two yellow Lady's Sli 
Strawberry bloom heavy and pros pers tite large (Cc. pubescens), and. the small (C. parvifloram), bloom about the. same 

peets bright for bumper crop but acre- time. They are the most common of the large orchids in this region. The two are 
: 5 much alike. The smaller flower is quite fragrant, while the larger one is nearly odor- 

ve reduced one-third to one-half in less, and more solitary in its habits. ‘The small one often grows in groups." Alletta I 
Dean. Photo by Mary K. Meeker. 

many places on account of weather 

vonditions last summer. “IT do not know what the old sages “Apples will be a very light crop 
* 8 1 

Raspberries, blackberries and grapes who predicted the death of all apple with the exception of Wealthy, which q : I PI 1 y 
intered well when covered but killed trees have to say for themselves as I is good. I think I will have two 

» the roots where left standing; ® do not find the least sign of winter- thousand bushels of Wealthy.” 

sood lesson. killing in this vicinity (south of Chippewa County. Jas. MELVILLE. 

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS. Baraboo).” A. K. Basserv. +» + = 

We find this spring a general clean- Sauk County. Dr. J. G. Seidel of Warrens, up 

Pp of half-hardy shrubs and peren- “Not many apples this year. Straw- Sparta way, bese leave to report as 

aials, something badly needed. Fol- berries full of buds. Two late varie- follows on 11% acres of strawberries 

lowing a few mild winters we are ties winter-killed, Klondike and for season of 1911— 

‘efpted to experiment with attractive Gandy; glad to get rid of them.” Six hundred and fifty crates 
~orts that do not belong in Wisconsin Wa. Frevpuouse. at $1.50.............-..8 975.00 

ind an old fashioned winter is need- Iowa County. Nine thousand plants at $3.00 27.00 

ed oeeasionally to put us back in our — 

proper place. Some interesting and “Strawberries badly winter-killed. Total 2.0.6... e200 ee ee ++ 81,002.00 

valuable reports on ornamental plants © Wood, Warfield, Lovett, Clyde show- “T think this yield is just a little 

have been received and will be given ing most injury; Dunlap no injury _ better than any you have published 

next month. at all. Cane fruits badly injured. to date.”
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The Society co-operates with the two columns of convincing editori; 
sconsin Horticulture i eee 

Extension Division of the College of comment from the secretary, th 
Published monthly by the Agriculture. Prof. J. G. Milward remark that “If you don’t like thi 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society = wi]] use our Gays Mills and paper, say so,” “The Farm Orchard 
24 E. Mifflin St., Madison, Wis. 3 Bay trial orchards for d ‘el a Vl di Bocce 
Official organ of the Soclety. Sturgeon Bay tria ore ards for dem- artic e an sma ig. as to “recei\ 

onstrations in spraying. ing benefits” in the May issue. Als 

FREDERIC CRANEPIELD, Editor ee but not least a “personal” letter. | 
Secretary W. S. H. S. Madison, Wis. . sven i has done “g” good to be humiliate: . 
Associate Editors Nineteen Hundred Don't fail to spray even if the his mi e's B diti learn ho» 

Members of the Society. bloom is light. While trees “white ug mind is in condition to learn ho 
—__ with bloom” delight the eye and fill ticulture now. “Go thou and do lik: 

Subscription price fifty cents a year; in 5 ‘ ai ay Wise.” “ee 
diuding” membership mW. Sot 'svone aot. the heart with hopes, light bloom may . 

la Remit one ollie to Frederic Crane; produce a very satisfactory crop if — 
eld, Ee a ls 8. “Remit by Postal or Express Money Order, we spray. NURSERY AGENT TO BE LYNCHED 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped 
or attached to a card. Personal checks ac “gees I have your letter asking in regari 
cepted, Stamps accumulate faster than we ? . . . 
See ee ae Ente ceamps Ae any Keep out of the beans while the touisome nursery selling trees in thi- 

Application for entry as second-class mat- plants are wet from dew or rain neighborhood. I have inquired around 
ter at the postoffice ai Madison, Wisconsin, = nee : 1 deal but I % find 
pending. sing rates 1 de k 1K Anthracnose or “spot” ig distributed ® g00d deal but can’t find any 

sing rates made known on appli- . . cation. : me by brushing or handling the vines or body selling nursery stock under 

~ == pods while wet. By the same token Wrong conditions. 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society wait until the dew is off before pick- About two years ago some parties 

ing beans. around here sold to my nearest neigh- 
bors mostly all new varieties at awful 

OFFICERS high prices, claiming that they had 
D. B. Bingham, Prestdent_.--Sturgeon Bay KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE KICKAPOO |” a ea 

c. L Richardson, Vice-Prealdent_——-Stanley stayed at my place over night, and 
le he ellogg, reas a aa oh a _j * . . . . 
r. Craneflela’ Bechetah yoni cafadinen Slowly and surely Wisconsin people that I was in with the State Horti 

are taking an interest in Wisconsin. cultural Society and knew all about 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE The Kickapoo Orchard company re- these varieties and recommended them 

De B Bingham, Chatrman..—-...Ba-O Moto cently organized in Madison is evi- although I had never even seen the 

u Gi, Kelloggs ==—20-2077---- Re optete dence of the increasing confidence in| man. He must have sold southern 
, -___----_--_-__-__-Be-Officto a ‘ . 
gat Dist, Wm, Longlend-Laks sceneva Wisconsin resources as a fruit state. grown trees to them because now they 

gra Dist., Wm. Toole 22222277777 Barakes «= The incorporators are all Madison are all dead. If these people had told 

Bn Bie WY 0 Sleker------- Milwaukee men, among them L. B. Nagler, As- me about it sooner, I could probably 

mh Dist’, Fred Muehieniammp-----Sparta ne Secretary sae a . have helped them out of it, but as 
+N. A. Rasmussen___--- Oshkosh Sc - is + oN i i i ing i oth Dist. A.W. Lawrence: Sturgeen Bay Schubert, ex mayor 0 ad 180 h they kept quiet until this spring it 

10th Dist. Irving Smith_----------Ashland Harley, for years interested in Bitter is too late. 
ist., O. janders____________Bayflel . . 

Root enterprises, Robert Nelson, Dis- The agents haven’t been around 

BOARD OF MANAGERS trict Attorney for Dane county, and here since, but if they should happen 
D. EB. Bingham F. Cranefelg Six others. Mr. J. A. Hays, superin- to appear you will hear of a lynching 

L. G. Kellogg tendent of our trial orchard at Gays in Monroe county. 
Mills was actively interested in the ; i ‘ > ApNUAD MOnIUEPONIG cou cece 8 ON 8 ; iy d ; I just finished planting about one 

Life Membership ---__------.-----10 09 deal and is a stockholder. One hun- — jundred Hibernal along the roadside, 

Renilt to Gecretary W. 8. Hadtaon, Wis. dred and sixty acres of land have oy which T intend to graft all-winter 
—_ ________________ been acquired one mile east of the varieties, 

. trial orchard and a few acres will be ‘ . 
June is a good month to renew lanited thia ve The prospects) for fruit are good 

wembershipa, v 7 ec i, _— ‘A 7 as with the exception of apples, which 

2 ns planting will make exactly will be a small crop in Monroe 
in . one hundred acres of fruit on the county this year 
The Annual Report will be out— ridge nearest to Gays Mills. Within I i , ks read the letter of H. OC. Melcher next month. on rs th ll be five I Ired 5 five years there will be five hundrec i 5 

Watch the Kick in the last issue of Wisconsty Horti- 

Th thi 1 . 1 aerEs BACH “Wh@) “AIexapog. CULTURE on “The Farm Orchard.” ee Cr may er—re- Z 5 = hings E ee In ore : as PS Don’t agree with him on calling the 

riba aed the ied none Ew x A COMEBACK Wealthy and Longfield excellent for 
ributions to the columns of W. H. 3 si : 

If the gentle reader will observe, he cider. They both make a cider that 

2? will note “g”’—a small one this time is just good for some time and then 
The 1911 Printing Law cut down —sneaking up the back way and ask- it don’t even make good vinegar. It 

the number of our reports to 2,500 ing for a hand-out. He realizes that is hard to beat the Whitney for cider. 

copies, and in future members only if he desires “benefits” he must be It will make excellent vinegar. The 

will get a copy; no more free reports humble. But, also observe that in Whitney is easier to grow than the 

at institutes or elsewhere. writing his opinion he jarred about potato. Frep MurHLenKamp.
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=alelaeqleleaeaeae——— Sj Css than tthe portion below. To many able men have been working on 

4 ring all of the main branches on a the problem. The best we have to 

| Questions and Answers tree in one season would probably — suggest is watching the trees carefully 

_==—=—=————!  Eikill the tree by starving the roots. and cutting out the blighted twigs 

RINGING Bailey in the Pruning Book says This, however, is very unsatisfactory. 
| have several apple trees, Wealthy of ringing: “Ringing to produce — Fire blight cannot be controlled by 

and Duchess, measuring in diameter fruit-bearing is to be regarded as a spraying. Some varieties, among 

‘lives to four dnches: -a, foot: above special practice. [tis generally a last them the ‘Transcendent, are very 

zround that never bloomed up to last resort, not beeanse ringing injures imuch subject to blight. In) many 

wear, though standing in fairly rich the tree (for it usually does not), but cases we have advised the entire re- 

soil Thinking it about time to show because there are more fundamental moval of Transeendent and Yellow 

their colors, | tried a cure of which I and general) means of promoting Transparent from orehards as the 

Mad ‘end div art cold book + ito. ent wm fruitfulness.” blight spreads from these to other 

ring one-quarter. inch wide around Tf sound trees do not bear there is varicties. 

the limbs a few inches above where someting wrong in the treatment of - 
they. branch. off from the trunk of the orchard, usually a lack of plant QQ. Would like to ask a few ques- 

the: tree; this cut to be down to the food, and we should seek for the un tions about my cherry trees. Last 
wood, leaving no bark connection derlying cause and apply the proper summer at the time the cherries got 

whatever, no bandage or other protec- remedy rather than resort to the ripe the leaves turned yellow and all 

tion. [tried this on only a couple makeshift. dropped off and didwt leaf out again. 

of limbs of each tree, fearing they = Will my trees start this spring or are 

might die, but they leafed out as 0. If you were to plant an oreh they all dead? Should) T have 

usual and during last summer. the ard of six acres of late winter variv sprayed, and when? What mixture? 
hark grew, almost fully closing the ties in Southern Wisconsin, which of Is the powdered or paste Bordeaux as 

wap. This spring the ringed limbs the following —Minkler, Ben Davis, geod as the home prepared? W. 
are loaded with blossoms, the rest Golden Russett, Salome, Willow A. This correspondent probably 

have none whatever; so T proceeded — Twig, Black Ben, or what varieties vows by this time the results of lack 
at once to ring the rest of the limbs would you plant? Summer, fall and of spraying. We surmise that the 

on these trees for next season. Is early winter apples. ‘also ‘the North affected trees will leaf out this spring 

this operation injurious to the trees? West Greening not to be considered. tit at) will be in a fecble condition 
It seemingly is not because the limbs 4 Of those mentioned only Mink- and if not sprayed this year will be 
above the cut have grown to be one- Jer and Salome can be considered, dead next spring. The trouble was 
fourth to one-third larger than below Witlow Twig is not hardy, Golden caused by mildew, which will defo 
in thiekness. A. Bunaener. Russett is a shy and unreliable bear liate cherry trees every season if not 

Ringing fruit trees.and grape Gites er and Wiseonsin fruit growers ean- checked. Spray thoroughly with Bor- 

is Very Old practicn ‘The way of Ot afford to sacrifice their reputa deaux as soon as the buds appear and 

doing it is well described by Mr. Bun- tions by growing any of the Ben aguin after the Blosrorns have filles 
erner and when only a part of the Davis family. Por six varieties add also ence or twice more during the 
tree is so treated no harm will result, King, Northern Spy, Senator, Wind- season. Add fo pounds of arsenate 
Ii rests on the theory, or possibly it 8°" Other kinds are York Imperial, of lead. to each filty gallons of Bor- 

is a fact, that an abundance of food Jonathan and Grimes’ Golden. Any deaux and in this way take care of 
cds to create fruit buds. and all of these will stand in South the slug and other leaf-cating pests. 

Plant food is conveyed from th»  ¢™ Wisconsin. We have some doubts about the ready- 
fits ‘tothe leaves throtah tia olnie te to-use Bordeaux, whether powder or 

wood layers and after being digostil Q. T have noticed several articles paste. Tt costs three to four times as 

iv the leaves through the action of it Wiscoxsix  Torvicunrurs, also much as the home-made preparation 

inlight is distributed through the other publications, regarding the and is certainly not more effective. 
‘ner bark layers as needed. Now it blighting of Transcendent erab and , —_—_. 

‘llows that any restriction or check would like to know if there is no Q. What varieties of apples, goose- 

ike a label wire or removal of a strip SPT@Y whieh will control this trouble. herrles and eurrants are best adapted 
’ bark (ringing) will “fatten” the T have a number planted with other to Vilas County? 

virt above the restriction. This fat- "ees on my place and if there im BD A. This society had a trial orchard 
‘ning results in the formation of | Y#Y of controlling the blight will at cone tine iat, Hiele Tver on the 

‘enit buds as in Mr. Bungener’s trees have them taken outs “Would Like'to sandy lands, but were whooly unsue- 

rin case of the grape or trees where have your opinion on the me cessful in raising apples of any va- 

fruit is already set, an increase in W. B. riety. We still believe that certain of 

size of the fruit. A. Very little, if any, progress has — the most hardy kinds such as Duchess, 

The portion of the branch above been made in controlling fire blight Hibernal, Patten Greening and Ma- 

the ring will, of course, become in the past twenty years although linda will succeed on the clay ridges
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of Vilas County, but would not advise HorticutturE to hammer into the twenty-one and one-half to be exac: 

planting apples on the sandy lands. farmers who have good clay northern It’s good dope, keep it up. Our an 

Ag to the other fruits, any of the exposures, the fact that they can raise nual reports, bulletins and magazin. 

common varieties will succeed any- good apples on them—anywhere in always contain the very best advic 

where in northern Wisconsin. Both Wisconsin. The old bosh about not and encouragement to the farme 

currants and gooscherries are abso- being able to ‘grow apples, native something like this: A dozen tre 

lutely hardy anywhere in this state. plums and bush fruits anywhere in enough. Cultivate, prune, spray. Tl. 

ec Wisconsin has been quashed so many Ilome orchard an asset, ete., ete. 

@; Am-writing to: ale some: ques- times that it would seem as if it We certainly believe that ever 

tions on hardy vines. Which of the should be annihilated by this time, farmer ought to raise fruit sufficien: 

following vines are perfectly hardy but it isn’t. Say, why not put this for his own needs,—and no more, 

here (La Crosse)? Which are desir- standing column heading in Hoar Here is a revised version of thi 

able and worth giving some winter CULTURE in black face type: “Any — standard edition of Advice to Farm 

retection? Wistaria; ‘Trumpet Well Drained Northern or Eastern ers. How does it fit present day dairy 

Creeper; Bitter Sweet; Engelmann’s Haposure in _Wasconsin Having a farming? Plant a few trees, give 

Woodbine; Clematis, large — firg.; Good Soil Will Grow Good Apples. them all the care you can withou! 

Euonymus, rad. What. vines will do Americana Plums and Small Fruits neglecting any important farm worl. 

well ‘on a northern exposure? Our with ni More Work than Corn Re- take what you get and be thankful 

soil is a rich, sandy loam. Are any ea, fact: but iv’s al Facbithak for it Eprton: 
ects . s a fact; but it’s also a fact tha —_ ++ 

oie eammiant ai most farmers don’t believe it. Poynd A FEW WORDS FROM WASHINGTON 

; it into them. If you can’t get it into ISLAND 

A. None of the vines which you them any other way pound it in with I see in Horticutrure for January, 

have named are hardy without winter a club. The Donny-brook Fair method “Notes from Menominee,” where 3. 

protection except Engelmann’s Ivy of teaching is not elegant, but—with Running speaks of the Delicious ap 

and Bitter Sweet. These ought to the older part of the community at ple as a good apple for northern cli 

stand anywhere in Wisconsin. The  least—is effective. mates. 

Wistaria and Trumpet Creeper are I greatly enjoy Torticurturr,—and I have fifty of these trees and they 

both hardy as to root and will not especially B.’s, H.’s and R.’s articles. are doing nicely. Last season we hil 

only live forever but become almost ‘They are good sense. as big and as fine a crop of North- 

pests by suckers from the roots but B. M. Vauann. western Greenings, Pewaukee and 

in southern Wisconsin both these Walbridge as could be wished for. | 

vines always kill back more or less see no reason why we can not grow 

in winter and usually so far back  , Just a word more about “G.” He — as good winter apples here in Wiscon 

that we get no flowers. A Trumpet 'S a really truly person, an old time gin as anywhere else. As to quality 
Creeper planted twenty-one years ago member who has a farm orchard. He and flavor they cannot be beat. I only 

at Madison never had a flower. is also one of an ever increasing num- had about ten trees last fall that were 

The large flowered Clematis is rea- ber of regular correspondents of this about eighteen years old. I sold from 

sonably hardy but requires winter office, who come for help and get it. these ten trees one hundred ten bush 

protection. The worst trouble with We give them’ welcome and aid, but cls, T put fifteen bushels in my cel 
this is a fungous disease for which no the aid comes most often directly Jar. I fed to cattle and pigs abou! 

remedy has been found. The Euony- from the very’ men that “G” and Mr. — ten to fifteen bushels or more. I had 

mus radicans is not at all hardy. Vaughn claim “get all the benefits.” twelve bushels on one Whitney No. 

None of the climbing roses aro This is not gratitude. There is an- 90, I also had two Duchess that bore 

hardy in this climate without protec- other name for Mt Readers should go heavy that they broke down, i 

tion. The Crimson Rambler, Dorothy know that this office is merely a fact you could pick one, two an! 

Perkins, and others may be grown clearing house for information. The three bushels from a tree but still you 

very successfully if laid down and ditor is not all-wise, you may omit could see no difference. 
covered lightly each winter. the “all” and hyphen if you wish, but — T see that Mr. W. H. Hanchett’- 

‘ 7 keeps in touch with men who have article has made quite a stir. I si 
been successful and what is far more nothing wrong with it. It would be : 

AND HERENS ANOTHER: ONE to the point, men who are broad good Ane Boe that we could se'! 
To the Editor: minded and willing to help others. all the fruit we could raise and M». 

I enjoyed G.’s letter. Ie hit you That is the kind of material we have  T{anchett has merely raised the que 

right. Not that I object to the parties in our Society and that is the reason tion if it could be done. Now let i+ 

mentioned in G.’s letter getting the it gets things done. hear from those that seem to be +" 

benefits, for I want them to get all Now, about farmers and fruit: we sure about it, where and how it en! 

the benefits they can. They deserve agree most heartily with Mr. Vaughn be done. I have been told over anf 

it. But there is something true in and the writer has preached this same over again that if the whole of Door 

the implied or suggested neglect of doctrine for over twenty years, County was one cherry orchard it 

!
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SPRAY CALENDAR 

i When? | 
What? Why? How? rr a | Remarks 

| ist spraying | 2d Spraying 3d spraying | 

| | | | Apple Scab and bitter | Bordeaux Mix- | Before growth | Just after blos- | 10 days after 2d 
rot ture or Lime- begins | soms drop | spraying 

Sulphur (1 to 10 L. S.) (1 to 30 or 35 | (1 to 30 or 35 
L. S$.) | L. 8.) | 

Codling moth | Arsenate of Lead | Just after blos- | 10 days later Last week of Ist and 2nd spray- 
combined with soms drop July or 1st week ing same as 2d and 

Bordeaux of August for 2d 3d for scab; mere- 
brood ly add arsenate of 

| | lead to Bordeaux. 

Oyster shell scale | Lime-Sulphur March or early | Do not use Com- 
1to9d April but before mercial Lime - sul- | growth starts | phur on_ growing | | plants at less dilu | 

tion than 1 to 30 

Oyster shell scale | Kerosene Emul- | When young are | 10 to 12 days 10 to 12 days 
sion active later later 

Cherry and Mildew and shot- | Bordeaux Mixture | When leaves are | 2 weeks later After fruit Add arsenate of Plum hole fungus 3—4—50 about 1-3 grown harvest lead for slug and 
other biting” in- Currant and Mildew, blight | Bordeaux and Ar-| When leaves are | 2 to 3 weeks sect, 2 Ibs. to 30 

Gooseberry and Currant senate of Lead fully developed | later | gals. 
worm | | 

Grapes Mildew and an- Bordeaux Before leaf buds | 2 to 3 weeks — 3d, 4th and 5th | 
thracnose open later applications at | 

intervals of 2 | 
| weeks if re- 

quired 
Strawberry Leaf-spot or Bordeaux and Ar- | When first leaves | After blossoms 

blight and leaf- | senate of Lead | ‘appear fall 
eating insects | 

Raspberry and Anthracnose and Bordeaux As above 2 weeks later Spray new growth Blackberry fungous diseases | after fruit harvest. 

would not block the market. At that Let us hear from those who have — blackberries, raspberries, gooseberrics, 
rate we have just begun to plant, so faith in winter apples for Wisconsin. currants, same to be set this spring, 
what is the use to worry? Those at Curistian SaaBye. 42 acres. 
Sturgeon Bay who have the large Washington Island, Wis. This from seventy out of one hun- 
cherry orchards that have paid them dred and sixty members of our so- 
so well are all planting as much more ciety. However, I will say as far as at e GOING SOME AT BAYFIELD : _? yee ees as they can. That ought to be a good my information goes I think these 
sign, as they at least ought to know I see by several of the newspapers figures will cover a little over two- 
what they are doing, but it is going that information purporting to have thirds of the amount of fruit grow- 
i take some pickers to gather the come from the State Horticultural ing, but probably not half of what 
crop. There is no use talking. There Society gives the township of Bay- will be planted this spring. There 
is no stop to the planting now until it field and Washburn together, eredit are a great many new men coming in 
i all full. There will be more or less for having 55,000 fruit trees growing — and clearing land, getting it ready to 
planting for at least ten years to come. — with 25,000 to be set this spring. To plant fruit. 
\fter we have had some bumper crops show how accurate this statement is If you were to drive through the 
from the present planting there will I wish to give you the results of county any where you would think 
'~ a lull in the planting, which will my efforts to get accurate data on — there was a war on by the cannonad- 
\ more helpful to the fruit industry. this point. Last fall I sent out a re- ing you would hear all around you. 
\fter the get-rich-quick idea has faded quest. to about one hundred and But it is only dynamiting stumps. 
‘sings will be more quiet and probably twenty-five of our members, asking We have gotten so used to it, we don’t 

' few thousand trees here and there them to report to me what they had notice it any more. 
vill be neglected so as to bring things growing and what they intended to O. Franpers, Secretary. 

' i » plant this spring. I received replies . . 
ae one ie level. It will, of es ks $ # ee 7 dhe wenber, aad Ifardest job we have is to get any- 

rom seve Br, . in wit x he fruit business a other y ‘ . ‘ thing out of the Bayfield people. They ‘arming. When there is a big crop these seventy all in the Bayfield dis- A y 
ll h : ill be 1 1 trict, 1 of them from the town are all so busy planning and planting 

a ne rict, none Pl 2 7 . he the! (price MI h va ill hip of Washburn, as follows: that they have no time to boast, and a shi oO ash , St * . . . taybe so low othe t at hy oh r it trees growing, 58,833: fruit 2° desire to do it. Figures in May 7 Fruit 2es ying, , 5 not Day at all. en again wasn the : ae Tforricutrure were taken from the rop fails in one part of the country trees to be planted this spring, 25,204; Baufield Progress 
‘he other part may be good; then of strawberries growing, acres, 168; to . . 

vourse the price will be good for those be planted this spring 84 acres; other 

that have any, and so on. small fruit growing, 5214 acres; Tf you don’t like it, say so.
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IMPROVE THE SMALL LOT sure that it is not absolutely neces- this work be done by the childre: 

WM. G. MCLEAN, sary to call on the services of an under the supervision of the parent 

‘ 5 ‘ expert, to plant or maintain the ave- The children would be greatly be 
Park Superintendent, Madison. as 4 

rage small lot, where the building — efited. 

This short paper is not prepared as ysually oeeupies two-thirds of the The next question is what to play 

a guide for Iorticulturists setting — yrounds. There is no room upon the small |. 

forth what or how to plant, but rather JT am anxious to encourage this for trees,—their place is out on tl 
that it might encourage more of or \ork by proving how simple it is,  street,—beeause, while half a doz 

“small holders to improve their sur rather than by how complex. For trees may grow well enough in you 

roundings. Burbank says, “Environ: example, the Chinaman whom we con- back yard while they are small, « 

ment is the architect of heredity.” Sider as being unedueated, is never- they grow up it becomes necessary 1 

It is time we should appreciate this. (yeless a good gardener, and then trim off the side limbs, with the fina! 
and consider it a privilege to improve again there is the pleasure of learn- — result, that you have the effect of 4 

our environment. ing and improving by experience. yardfull of crooked telephone poles. 

The most neglected spots in every Many of our successful farmers have Just plant a few native shrubs, wu) 

city are to be found on the small gained their experience right in the near the foundation of the house. 
lots, and when we stop to consider fed, inside their own fence. A cer- and possibly a clump in the corner 

what a small amount of work would tain good gardener, in Chicago, who of your lot, or to hide some objce 

do, and then begin to multiply the jappens to be a good friend of mine — tionable view. Keep:the lawn open as 
benefits, we naturally ask ourselves, nee eonsented to teach a young lady much as possible, that is, don’t dot it 

why is this? the principles of cultivating plants. all over with plants. If you would 
It often happens that professional ‘(his lady was very anxious to learn— add flower beds, place them up 

people, of exceptional ability, fail to she had been studying at the Uni- against the shrub planting and_ see 
reach their desired goal, simply be versity of Chicago—but she came to what a fine background the shrubs 

cause they advocate methods, too ad the conclusion that it would be a will make. These plants need not In 

vaneed for understanding and appre great help to receive some instrue- expensive; what would be nicer than 

ciation of the masses. tions from a man who actually made a few dogwood, elderberry or bitter- 

This holds as true with the art of living, by raising plants. This lady — sweet, which abound in the woods in 

gardening as with other voeations was preparing to take care of a large this locality. All that is needed is 

and I find that in general, people country estate, and to this end she — the willingness to do a little work 

don’t want too much preaching. wished to qualify. Lessons were Do not plant for the sole purpose ol 

What is the use of going into ex- given twice a week, and included — hiding some old ash pile, but rather 

haustive details, when usually a sim- nearly everything, from preparing the clear away the ash heap and = plant 

ple primary lesson of practical ap- soil and sowing the seed, to potting, a few grape vines in its place or any 

plication, will be better understood transplanting, cultivating and prun-— other worthy plant. 

and really must precede that which —jng, but when spring arrived and he Possibly [I should have mentioned 

is of a higher grade-—to teach the requested this young lady to come out — the lawn first, because that which i+ 

professional—lessons to beginners. into the garden and actually prepare most) pleasing and refreshing about 

will generally tend to scare them ow. a seedbed, he found that all of his the home, is of most yalue, and this 

Every person who improves his — Jessons had been of little avail, in must be credited to a good lawn, well 

grounds, by planting a shrub, tree or so far as their practical application maintained. The following is a sim 
flower, is a public benefactor. was concerned, so he began all over ple method of improving the lawn. 

But why does the work of garden again something like this: “This is that may be applied at any time ot 

making languish? Is it beeause wa spade, it is a tool used to cultivate the year, when the ground is dry,- 

do not fully realize the many benefits the ground, you grasp it by the han- known as top dressing. This is: 

to be derived therefrom. or is it po dle with both hands—so fashion—set method that has been used success 

sible that we have been frightened the blade upon the ground and with fully in Holland, for many years 

out by some article, written at length, one foot you drive it in. Then by From the bottom of the many ditehc 

about planting effects, where the drawing the handle towards you, the that convey the water to the pump 

writer speaks of the many detail con- soil is pried loose and it is easily in Holland, they rake out the mar! 

siderations, with complex environ- turned over,” ete., ete. All this sim- which accumulates at the bottom, an 

ments, ete., until we are confused as ply proves how essential the prac- allow this to lie upon the banks ove: 
to the real purpose. tical lessons are. There are a few winter. The following spring, thi 

I do not want to belittle the artist. general rules to be observed, but it marl is of a better consistency t 
because he is the man to do the large is safe to say, that nearly all are handle, and is then spread upon thi 

things, and we all know, that to be familiar with these, such as good lawn, about one inch in depth. Upor 

a real landscape architect, requires soil, plenty of sunlight and good cul- meadows, where cows are permitte:! 

ability, character and many years of tivation. I might say that cultiva- to graze, for ten months of the year. 

preparation, but give unto Caesar, tion is neglected more than anything this treatment is repeated every thre: 
that which is Caesar’s, and IT am else and I would like to suggest that years, and in this way good pastures
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are maintained for forty years or ciple, to recommend a cleaning-up other. Hach is au important branch 

more, without reseeding., I believe first, in order to provide a fit place of Horticulture. 

iat most of our pastures run out in for the cultivation of any plant. It The Forcing of Vegetables re- 
ix or eight years. is well to remember that all vege- quires the grower to carry on his eall- 

It is a well known fact, that the tables do best when planted out in ing near the city, which is his market. 

irosts of winter lift the stools of the open, free from the one-sided con- The larger the city the greater is the 
wrass each year, thereby weakening it ditions of light and air, which is so demand and there is where we will 

ly exposure. So this top dressing, harmful near buildings and fences. find this industry thriving the most. 

not only benefits as a fertilizer, but For this reason we shall endeavor to In-many of the smaller cities we will 

hy filling the coneaves from one stool utilize all the vacant lots in the city find the Flower and Vegetable busi- 
i» another, it acts as a mulch, en- for the purpose of raising vegetables. ness combined, but around cities like 
couraging the grass to stool out ‘There are certain seetions or dis- Milwaukee are many large establish- 

stronger. If the lawn becomes weak — tricts in every large city, where plant ments devoted to vegetables only. 

or weedy, it needs a treatment of life will not exist, because of un- There are not nearly enough such 

this kind. It is far better to choke healthy conditions, such as too much — establishments in Wisconsin to sup- 

out the weeds by a vigorous growth gas, smoke, and sour soil, but I hold ply our demand, a demand which is 

of grass and clover than to dig them this criterion, that where plant life — steadily growing and with a little 

out with a knife. You will find that will not exist, we should not establish — stimulating will grow very rapidly. 

just as soon as the lawn becomes a permanent home, nor attempt to A lusury at first, but soon a neces- 
weak, the weeds will get a start. We raise our children under such ad- sity. Tam sorry to say that © very 

often see stable manure spread upon verse conditions. large part of Wisconsin’s supply 
the lawn in winter as a means of It is not necessary to draw & hair comes from other states. As this 
feeding the lawn, but this is of little line by saying that a certain plant supply is obtained principally through 
or no benefit because the spring rains must be planted here, or there. We Chicago and Milwaukee commission 

wash the juices into the sewer, before all possess some individuality, and houses, it would be hard to tell from 
the ground underneath has had a right here, in the planting effects, as where we procured most of it. Re- 

chance to thaw. It reminds me of — well as in the architectural design of — liable statistics are not to be had on 

giving a man a drink of whiskey our house, is a chance for its ex- the Vegetable Forcing alone and our 

when he don’t need it. pression. My hope lies in the child, Census Bureau gives the figures to- 

A good top dressing for this pur- and by improving the front and back gether with the florists, unless in the 

pose can be made by a body of pre- of our lot, the child is benefited most. 1910 reports which are not yet pub- 
pared soil, composed of nine parts To create higher real estate values, ished. IT will tell you of a little 

of top soil thoroughly mixed with to relieve congestion, to improve san- journey IT made last fall and what T 

one part of well rotted stable manure. itary conditions, and to teach the saw that may give you some idea of 

his mixture spread over the lawn, child some of the possibilities of the extent of this business around 
and rubbed in with the back of a nature, are a few of the benefits made our large cities, such as Chicago and 

rake, will also produce a smoother possible by planting a very few also a probable source of supply for 

surface than can be obtained in any shrubs or flowers and then directing Wisconsin. . 

vther way. If your lawn is weedy, the child in their maintenance. Tt became necessary for me to visit 

i will be well to sow a_ liberal Evanston and the Northwest suburbs 
sprinkle of white clover, before ap- a of Chicago last fall, so one fine morn- 

ilying the top dressing. This will THE VEGETABLE FORCING INDUSTRY ing found me standing on Ridge 

help to choke out the objectionable IN WISCONSIN Avenue, Evanston. From Ridge Av- 

weeds, as well as to make a good FRANE OVENDES. enue, west, is a large level stretch of 

‘cundation for the hard usage a lawn country. This country is devoted, as 

«ten receives. Few people have the faintest idea far as you can see cach way, to 

The small lot with its usual pent-up of the extent of the Vegetable Fore- Market Gardening and Truck Farm- 

orners, is not an ideal place for the ing Industry throughout the United jing, but what struck me most were 

‘ultivation of vegetables and yet there States of America. the Greenhouses in the foreground. 
‘re some varieties, such as lettuce, We are all more or less wrapped ‘The land is here laid out in city 
adish and green onions, that do well up in our own particular line of blocks and it seemed that every block 
hough, but the larger varieties, such business and come to look on all was more or less covered with Green- 

's tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, corn, others as a minor importance even — houses. 

-abbage and cauliflower, will need a when they may be of a kindred nature Being a Florist, and this my first 

nore free and airy situation. I have and perhaps a sister branch of the visit to Evanston, I supposed these 

‘nentioned vegetables, in connection same calling. were all Florists too, so I started out 

with the small lot, because of the The Forcing of Vegetables is a to inspect them and you may imagine 

seat returns realized, for the small branch of Horticulture just as much my surprise when I found that with 

amount of labor, properly applied— as fruit growing but though closely an occasional exception they were all 
and yet it is only good business prin- related are little known to each devoted to the Vegetable Forcing 

\
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business. Many of these ranges were and as it grows and matures in from with 1899 the yearly production i, 

quite large containing from fifteen three to four weeks is often sown barrels averaged 

to eighteen houses, each house 21 to between much slower growing crops. nding with 1904................42,570,00» 

29 feet wide and from 100 to 200 feet Tomatoes, cucumbers and melons are P"ding with 1907. ...........+-++26,000,01) 
in length. They were all up-to-date important crops, but require a much These records clearly show a din 

houses and were kept in good repair warmer temperature and are more inishing supply. But what of all tl. 

which shows they were run by up-to- particular in their requirements. trees that have been set out in th. 

date prosperous business men. The ‘lhey are often used’ to fill the houses past ten years? Again we have a few 

homes of the owners of these ranges during the summer when none of the statistics: In 1899 the U. S. hail 

were also up to date and many were cooler crops can be grown. Beets, 120,152,795 apple trees of bearing ag. 

real fine homes. Many of these beans, spinach, onions, cauliflower. which produced 143,105,689 bushel- 

ranges were devoted entirely to let- parsley, cress and many other vege- or about 11-6 bushels per tree. In 

tuce while others were devoted to tables are also forced under glass. 1899 there were 201,794,642 beariny 

various crops of vegetables. From Asparagus and pieplant (rhubarb) trees, and they produced 175,397,600 

Evanston I journeyed South along are two easily raised and good pay- bushels or 3-4 of a bushel per tree 

Ridge Avenue as far as Rose Hill ing crops. These are raised under [¢ ig estimated that the number o! 

Cemetery, a distance of six or seven the benches as are also mushrooms. bearing trees for 1910 had increase: 

miles, and it was more or less the The mushroom is more difficult to to 300,000,000, and the census shows 

same, but as I neared the Cemetery raise and those who are successful, that the production for 1909 was 76, 

the Florist began to predominate and make good money. There are some 245,000 bushels or an average of one 

on the South side of the Cemetery I who make the raising of mushrooms quarter bushel per tree. It is evi- 

found two of the largest ranges of a special business, having cellars, dent from these statistics that great 

glass in the United States, Peter and pits or houses constructed particular- areas which have been set out to 

George Reinberg’s. They cover many ly for this business. apple trees are losing propositions. 

city blocks and Peter Reinberg’s con- It all points to the fact that success- 

tains 2,000,000 feet of glass. These as ful apple culture is confined to lim 

Sag Minvaedt sabi” Se OHO THE DANGER OF OVERPRODUCTION ‘4 favorable areas. 
I will not follow my journey any OF APPLES It is interesting to note here that 

farther as it was all amongst the the former high producing states o! 

florists, but what I have told you of | Lewis K. Witson, Srupent, MavisonN. yo -Vork and Pennsylvania have de- 

Chicago is also true of Milwaukee in Nowadays we so often hear the clined steadily for the past: twenty- 

a much less degree. question “What are we going to do two years, while Wisconsin and the 

From this is readily seen to what yith all of our fruit when the vast far West have steadily increased of 
an enormous extent this business has \octern areas planted to apples come late years. Wisconsin has come up 
grown around our large cities as Chi- into bearing?’ Nineteen years ago from thirty-third place in 1899 to 

cago, New York, Boston, ete. As I that same question was asked by Mr. twenty-seventh place in 1909, and 
said before, the supply is far below J 47. Stewart, then a skilled orchard- will soon stand better than that. 
the demand for winter vegetables in 5.4 and successful businessman of the But we must be careful with our 
Wisconsin and it seems to me that Rogue River Valley, in a paper which supply and not crowd it all on to a 

there is a good opening for many of },, delivered before the Farmers’ In- few markets. We must have active. 

our young and progressive Horticul-  Jitite of Medford, Oregon. He was co-operative fruit growers associa 
turists in this State to try their thoroughly convinced at the time that tions to intelligently handle our pro 

hands at Forcing Vegetables. the apple growers were on the verge duct. 
I am told that in the East, many of an over production. But Rogue In the past the demand for our 

of the smal] fruit growers have fore- River apples have never since been apples has been almost wholly depen 

ing houses to occupy their time im jower than they were at that time. dent upon the population of the Uni 

the winter and with great success. The whole issue is dependent upon ted States, and while our supply ha- 
The Foreing business begins un Sep- supply and demand. Let us then decreased, the population and henc: 

tember and is mostly over with by yiance at the census estimates of the the demand has increased. At pre 
May with the exception of tomatoes, Department of Agriculture and see ent we have about 90,000,000 of pew 

cucumbers and melons, which are 404 the supply has been between the Ple in this country. It is estimate:! 

grown as an early summer crop as years 1895 and 1910. that our population will reach 117. 
well as in winter. 000,000 by 1920, 142,000,000 by 1930. 

Lettuce is the principal crop forced me ak, maximum production 170,000,000 by 1940, and 200,000,00:' 

under glass and probably two-thirds {83g $2070.90) maximum proguetlon or more by 1950. This would mea 
of the forcing houses are devoted to 1910 28,826,000 = maximum production practically a doubling of the popula 
this crop alone. This will yield from As the apple crop varies consider- tion of the United States within fort: 
three to five crops in one season from ably from year to year the estimates years. The outlook for domesti’ 

September to May. ' _ have been grouped into periods of five trade certainly looks encouraging. 

Radish stands next in importance years. During the five years ending and here it must be remembered that
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only a very smal] per cent of our con- bureau to investigate the systems of ganization requesting it. Informa- 

sumers have been educated up to the co-operative marketing, municipal tion is to be circulated through bul- 

yilue of perfect fruit, but they are markets, and public warehouses in Ictins or given personally by special 

rapidly learning. use in other states and in other coun- agents of the bureau. 

The public demands a certain tries and be prepared to advise for It is also to be the duty of the 

amount of fruit, but if there is a or against the establishment of sim- bureau to investigate the demand for 

shortage in one kind they will buy ilar agencies in Wisconsin. farm products in the trade centers of 

the other. During recent years the In connection with the plan under the country and publish information 

supply of citrous fruits has dimin- consideration by the State Board of — from time to time as to the current 
ished steadily :—the apple, the Amer- Public Affairs, it is important to note supply of these commodities and the 

iean fruit, will take its place. that a bill has been introduced into best markets available for their dis- 

But what if the supply should ex- Congress to provide for the ereation — posal. 

ceed the demand, we of Wisconsin of a federal bureau of markets in the ee 

are very well taken eare of, for we Department of Agriculture. This 7 

have markets for our apples where — bill, IT. R. 16310 is fathered by Rep J 

the West and the East cannot afford — resentative Beall of Texas. It repre 

to compete after paying their high sents the ideas of such men as Mr. 

transportation charges. And as for B. F. Yoakum, chairman of the St. 

these neighbors of ours, they can well Louis and San Francisco Railroad 4 

take care of themselves, for have they Company, and others who see the ne- os 

not the ever-increasing export trade?  cessity of better organization in our 

Europe has long been one of our best methods of bringing the necessities BERRY CRATES 

customers, and now Australia, China, of life from the farmer to the con- BOXES 

Japan, and Siberia, have come to sumer. The function of the proposed sad «Full linerof 

realize the high quality of the Amer- bureau would be to investigate mar- Other Fruit Packages 

ican apple. The Panama Canal will keting conditions in the United . 

also be a strong factor, for it will States and the plans suggested for iat here ae 
‘ 5 i ckages to comply with the new 

open up many new avenues of export improving them and to supply infor- Wiscensin law. 

for the Pacific coast apples. mation to farmers and others who 

But why all this talk about danger apply for it. Medford Veneer Co. 

of over production? GOOD frnit The bureau of markets contem- Medford, Wis. 

will always have a good market, so plated by the State Board of Publie }97@2@&=———~ 

let us produce only first-class fruit in Affairs would do work for the State 

Wisconsin. similar to that to be done for the 

nation by the proposed federal bu- T he G re at 

: reau. 
BUREAUS OF MARKETS PROPOSED A state bureau is necessary because Northern 

FOR THE STATE AND FEDERAL the federal bureau would be unable 

GOVERNMENTS to give the detailed study to Wis- 

One of the problems before the consin conditions that it needed if Nursery Co. 

State Board of Public Affairs is that any great improvement in the mar- 

of securing better facilities for the keting conditions within the State is 

distribution of farm products. The to be accomplished. The State bu- Sells First-Class 

wastefulness of the present system of — reau, however, could make use of the Wisconsin Grown Trees 
iarketing has long been recognized, information gathered by the federal Our Trees Live. We had anop- 

bnt until recently there has been no bureau and could co-operate with it portunity grown trees with, ot one 

result other than an unreasoning out- in investigations of conditions in eee en ena ee ate cae RD at 

cry against the middleman. The Wisconsin. cent of the eastern grown stock was 

State Board of Public Affairs is at- Representative Beall’s bill pro- ae owe Moral Gay Goo aee 
. « é stock and avoid loss. Our trees are 

tempting to attack the problem scien- vides that the proposed federal bu- HARDY, and our stock {s HEAL- 
“s * ene . . THY. A _ comparison will prove 
tifieally and to this end it is consid- reau shall be managed by a Director that our stock has not the willowy 

ering the establishment of a bureau of Markets appointed by the Presi- nd watery soft growth of southern 

of investigation, in co-operation with dent, by and with the advice and Every tree and shrub is packed 

ithe agricultural college of the Uni- consent of the Senate. foetal cia from ex> 
versity of Wisconsin, whose function It is to be the duty of the bureau 

would be to study methods of market- to investigate systems of marketing 

ing in use in Wisconsin with a view farm products, including those used Great Northern Nursery 

'o suggesting and aiding in the in- by co-operative associations, in this Company, Baraboo, Wis. 

troduction of improved methods. It and other countries and to supply the Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

would be one of the duties of the data gathered to any person or or-
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WHY I PREFER A COUNTRY LIFE tiny seeds, watch them spring from the cost of your keep be wasted, |, 
| ANNA L. RASMUSSEN. the ground and quickly but steadily worth something.” 

After having lived about an equal gtow into beautiful flower crested Most country housewives can | 
number of years both in the city and Plants or perchance into fine juicy somewhat independent. They ne 
in the country I have drawn con- fruit fit for a king’s table. not necessarily depend on their hu 

clusions and resolved that the re- And let me add right here’ that band’s salary or dividends. Thi 
mainder of my life shall be spent int anyone whose stomach is his best may have an income of their ow: 
the country. Not for one reason friend and who has a reasonably good A small area may be devoted to th 

only, but for a great many, a few of digestive apparatus, the Country raising of some crops, which a womi 

which I shall mention. affords fine opportunities. One is can care for. She may have a profi: 
I love the Country which God spared the expense and embarrassment able flower-bed, or she may raise 

made rather than the City which of buying a dozen of fresh eggs to fine flock of fowls, which will net lv 
man made. Nature holds for me a find that half of them were fresh a neat sum. At any rate she will no 
charm which is almost lost to sight bout six months ago; neither will be accused of going through man 
in the City. I shall not attempt to you have trouble with sour milk for pockets at night. 

describe the beauties of Nature as the the Country can give a good supply There again the farmer’s wife i 
poets and artists have taken care of of clean sweet milk. a business woman. She is interested 

that, but I think you will all agree The vegetables, with which you are in a firm and should be able at all 

that no poem nor painting however served, go almost directly rom gar- times to intelligently discuss busines~ 

beautiful was half so inspiring as den to kettle and are not dry, wilted matters with her husband. If ever 

Nature herself. I shall read a little and shopworn. The country house- you had the idea that “any woman 

poem, which I think very fitting, en- wife is also given the privilege of is fit for a farmer’s wife,” change 

titled “Summer in the Country” by getting them from the field thereby that idea to this “a farmer’s wife is 

Touis F. Thayer. taking a little needed out of door fit for almost any other occupation.” 

exercise and also creating an appetite She should know the various trees. 

SUMMER IN THE COUNTRY. for dinner. And best of all are the plants and_ flowers, the different 

Oh, Summer in the Country, berries. A great many city people breeds of animals and fowls; she 
Everywhere a fellow sees . 

Things as glad and lively fairly turn green with envy at sight should know how, when and where 

fipuee Aen ower Tere nastures, of the bountiful dishes of berries and to plant all kinds of seeds, how to 

See re eee een eee ewe the pitchers of rich cream which care for the plants and harvest the 

That's the time for me. adorn the tables of their country crops and in these days of scientific 

On, Summer in the Country es hosts and they ask, “Why don’t you and progressive farming she is also 
With its beauties from day's dawn | bring such berries to town,” and expected to have some knowledge of 

"Til the lingerin’ sunshine dies; - 2, i. 9 . 5 
Sometimes I think that man can catch the host smiles and answers, “Why? book keeping and stenography. She 

whee tho rays cr cheerful sunshine One advantage the country woman must attain the ability of being an 

Comes sittin’ ito Big exes: has over her city sisters is that she efficient sales lady and besides this 
Oh, yee. ENG Ped ANS CY es can, to a certain extent, choose her and a host of other knowledge she 

I jonged. 80, for, the Pillow a pieseea, profession. Should she dislike cer- must be a good housekeeper. Maviny 

Andi vay, heart for me decided tain duties about the house she can mastered all these arts, she may soi 

find plenty of pleasant employment day aspire to assume the position of 

OR en the Homers and too birds, out of doors and thereby earn more Manager pro tem. while her husband 

With Gebbiln progke and butterfiles, than enough to pay for hiring help is in some distant part of the state 

One ee Tere oe be happy, in the house. Remember a man al- attending the meetings of the State 

Tene ota abd Snonan ton fe: ways receives greater compensation Morticultural Society. © She — will 
; . for his labor even though he may ac- gladly be given the title Junior part 

; There are a great many children complish less than a woman. Who ner but would, perhaps, by the 

in the cities who have actually never an stronger sex not so willingly I 
. . would not rather sit in a coo] shady . 

seen the sun rise nor set and have termed silent partner. 

gotten only mere glimpses of a rain- spot and prepare vegetables for mar- Then there comes one of the mos 

bow. In the Country one may listen ket, or rather take care of a fine lot important duties in life,—rearing © 

some fine spring evening to the con- of chicks, than to fry a steak or children. Children require fresh air. 

cert of the birds and truthfully say bake bread on an average July day. out of door exercise and plenty 0° 
it surpasses the band concerts of the Often my city sisters remark “You room in which to play and oppor 

cities. One is constantly in close are always so busy, why don’t you tunities to make themselves usefu! 

touch with Nature, not only at every do this way or that?” I really do All these are found in the country 
glance cf the eye, but also at every not believe I am as busy as they with children are full of energy and ar 

turn of 1!» hand and it is certainly their receptions, luncheons and after- constantly looking for some way t 

more iutcresting and inspiring to noons at Bridge although, perhaps, I use it. The country child has « 

work with Nature than with the most accomplish fully as much and I firm- dozen ways of carrying out his am 
intricate machinery. Plant a few ly believe in the old saying, “Let not bitions where the city child has per
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hips only one. Country children fifteen inches up on the central j7~ i 

muy be given a little plot to care for branch, from the last lateral, and “ i 

and get proceeds derived therefrom count six more buds leaving them as We have a Fine Lot of 

or they may be.given pennies in com- before for the second set of primary ” 

pensation for their help or they may branches. Now work on the lateral Plants for the Garden. 

have a choice domestic animal all branches. Figure on cutting off two- 

their very own—thus teaching them — thirds of last year’s growth and select SEND FOR LIST 

to help themselves and become good a strong bud pointing to the outside 

husiness men and women. The in- for next year’s lateral branch, but 

creasing effort now is to teach chil- leave a six inch stub as before, for J. E. MATHEWSON 

dren that country life intelligently the purpose of training the limb in Sh : : 
: °, C © ebo jan Wisconsin 

and skillfully directed offers health, - yean, 

independence and more of comfort ey ae a 

and even luxury than most city peo- Dye ¥ 

ple ever attain. Life is larger, freer co t Aa ue 4 . 

and happier on the farm. Opportu- Ne, ~ “Za 4 rit id at Orchard Land in ae, ¥ 
nities come to a child on the farm as en, a he Sirs ae Boke | : 

often as to a child in the city. Stat- ae ‘ a S % Ai ae. Dunn County, Wis. 

isties show that over 70 per cent of ~e ae 4 re Po ice 2 

the really great men were born and [> ai i in Sonera 
brought up on the farm, including oe oS Bre ts & Surface rolling; soil, rich clay 
such men as Abraham Lincoln, Rob- a ie a) S loam underlaid with limestone. 

ort M. La Follette and President D. . “aN ieee aN The orchards of adjoining farms 
F. Bingham. Be an ee Oe ter ol show the adaptability of this 

++ Pe a ade ah part of Wisconsin to apple 
TRAINING YOUNG TREES 2 ; growing. Near railroads and 

\ lanation of traini | markets. Prices reasonable. 
An explanation of training young 5 ; 

apple trees, so simple that a child | Write for particulars. 

could do it, is given in The Fruit == = 

Grower. Starting with a yearling rs says 

“whip,” trim off all buds up to twenty ~ . OO " William J. Starr 

inches from the ground with a sharp — Just an ordinary Crawford Co: apple ‘tree Eau Claire, - - - - Wis. 

pruning knife. Then count six buds . a Y 

up and leave them. These six buds the desired direction. The buds below 

are in a spiral around the “whip,” the the new lateral may be changed into 

first being directly below the sixth fruit buds by pinching back the ° 

which is to be the vertical leader. growth. When their shoots are four Vincennes 

All buds are removed above the sixth, or five inches long, pinch them off, Nurseries 

for about six inches. The top will die leaving only two or three leaves. From . . 

back to the sixth bud and all but a — each of these pinched shoots will come Vincennes, Indiana 

six inch stub is cut off later in the a new shoot, which must be pinched 

seucon. The branch growing from the back to two or three leaves when it W e C. REED, 

top bud will be tied to the stub so as has become four or five inches long. PROPRIETOR 
to make it grow vertical. The other In a favorable season they may re- Cherry Trees by the 

bus develop into the main branches quire the third pinching back. This 100 or 100000 

of the tree in a whorl about the trunk, operation will have transformed the . 

which will give maximum access to lower buds into fruit buds which can The Growing of Cherry Trees 
* 3 : ; Seg has been our Specialty for 

air and hile k thi - be distinguished by the rounder shape . wir and sun, while making the maxi be guis y shape. Years. Our soil and method 
miim tree surface. Thére will be a They are located down on the stocky of growing produces a Tree 

teudeney for the upper buds to develop part of the branch, where the burden that is not excelled by any 

at the expense of the lower ones. To of fruit can best be carried. This one. Splendid blocks of two- 
avoid this, cut a half moon notch just would not be the case if more of the year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

above each, of the lower buds. This new growth were left, for the fruit year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early 
will di . . : : Richmond, Montmorency and il divert some sap to the bud and would be borne farther out on the H aa 

fi oe : ; 5 other leading varieties by the 
help it along. To keep the tree sym- limb and might break it. 100 or car load. We also grow 

‘metrical and well balanced, the faster ge a general line of other Nursery 

growing shoots should be pinched The future of fruit raising in Wis- stock. Personal inspection in- 

back even. consin depends on the “men behind vited. Correspondence solicited 

In the second year, measure about _ the trees.”
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WHAT Sve oi Tc ee self to be coaxed or bullied into giv- 

ing up to his whims. A boy soon i 

MRS. L. H. PALMER, BARABOO, WIS. loses all respect for a mother he can FIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 

I sometimes think we don’t half coax into granting his wishes against IN GREAT VARIETY 

realize how large a part the boy plays her better judgment, and with un- Consisting of 

in the lives of the most of us, or how — utterable contempt in his voice will 

dull and commonplace the country explain to his chum, “Oh, she is easy. FRUIT SHADE AND ORWA- 
would be without his jolly, funloving, [| can coax her over in a minute.” , 

mischievous presence. The country Be honest with him in all things, MENTAL TREES 

is certainly the best place for him — fulfilling all promises to the letter. 

as it is little less than a calamity for We have no more relentless crities Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 

a healthy boy to be obliged to con- than our children, and a boy ean re- berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape 
fine his activities, or work off his ccive no greater injury than to have | Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 
surplus energies within the narrow his mother fail to measure up to Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

contines of a city. what he has a right to expect of her. Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 

The subject of how to keep the boy “Thou shalt not bear false witness,” greens, etc. 
on the farm is being much discussed, means infinitely more to a boy work If you would like to see a really 
but no one can do more to solve that ed out in the family life than hung good Catalogue we would be gla 

problem than his mother. It is said a8 a motto over the door. ‘Teach him 

that a child's cdueation should be- to be interested in and gentle with | [Send you ours. It has more than 
gin with his grandparents. Certain all live things. Show him the dif- fifty pages and describes everything 

it is that it should begin very early — ference between a butterfly and moth, in the plainest language without 

in life. . and help him observe the changes in any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

Take him to help you make garden — animal and vegetable life as the sea- scriptions. 

that he may early become interested son advances. THelp him to watch 
in growing plants. Show him the for the first birds and flowers of | The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

seed germ as it starts, and encourage spring and tell him something of FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 
him to watch for it to push its way cach. Make your home beautiful Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery | 
up through the soil. Call attention with trees and flowers that he may 
to the beauties of the unfolding carly learn to love the beautiful and 

leaves and watch with him the growth form. high ideals. Study his char- 

and development from the tiny shoot | acteristics and guide him in his work. 

to the fully matured plant. Show If he brings a bug or other insect to JEWELL | 
him the relation the blossom bears show you, don’t give a shriek of ter- 

as it opens, as it opens and closes, ror and tell him to take the horrid MINNESOTA| 
to the fruit and get him interested thing away, but examine it with him, | 

in hunting for the varied forms of point out the beauty of its coloring, 

plant life m the home surroundings. or the peculiarity of its formation GROWN 

Explain the necessity for thorough and should he bring a pebble or some 

cultivation and the eradication of all curious form of plant life, be inter- Nursery Stock 

weeds that the plants may receive the ested with him, fix up a shelf in his 

full benefit of the fertility of the room, if you can’t afford a cabinet, es 

soil. Point out the beauty of a well that he may have a place for his OO : 

cultivated garden over one that has treasures. Don’t throw them away as Complete assortment of Fruit 

been neglected. It will help him trash. They mean much to your boy. and Ornamental stock in all 

when he has passed out to the larger His room should be his to use as varieties suited to northern cul- 

realm of farm work, to understand his needs require, and if shared with ture. A specialty of Hardy 

why father insists that the fields be another, each should be taught to Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

properly cultivated, and having respect the rights of the other. In Evergreens (Coniferous) Decid- 

learned the reason will not feel that, many homes there is a great differ- 2 
ie : . od 5 ae _ uous Shrubs, Apples and Ni- 
Father is an old crank, just wants ence in the furnishings of the boys . 

to keep a fellow at work.” Give the and girls rooms. That is not just tive Plums. 

boy a reason for what you expect to either. Encourage the sister to ees ee 

him to do, and as a rule you will make pretty and convenient things —_—_e_—er 

have no difficulty. for her brother’s room and also to 

Help him to understand that keep it in order, and note with what THE JEWELL NURSERY 60. 

though he is small, there is much he _ pride he will call his chum’s attention 

can do to help, and from the first to the “gimcrack” that sis made or LAKE CITY, MINN. 

exact instant and unquestioning obe- “see the handy contraption that 1500 Acres Established 1368 

dience from him. Don’t allow your- mother gave me for birthday.” Help
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|. th to understand how much they them and when he brings home a bag and care for it along with the other 

ay be to each other in many of game or string of fish, rejoice with farm animals. Take special notice 

ways. A sister is the best of mod- him. Get up a family fishing party of it occasionally. Note improve- 

iners for a boy, and a brother is the occasionally, inviting a neighboring iments, if any, but don’t be afraid to 

lest anchor (except father) a girl family to join. It will do you all criticise if there be need. You must 

cin cling. to. good and make the boys happy. he brave and strong enough to help 

Give your boy the best education Make a red letter day of each pass- your boy see his faults and insist on 

you can, not with the idea that many ing birthday and all holidays. In- _ hetterment. 

do; that you want to fit him so he vite his friends and give them the When the stock is sold, advise him 

can make a living easier than drudg- best room in the house, yes, all the about investing the money to the best 
ing on the farm. That mistaken fal- rooms. You don’t entertain your __ 

lacy is fast vanishing into thin air, friends in the barn or on the wood- : 

thanks to greater knowledge of busi- pile. Why should your boy? ‘Fur- EWALDS FOLDING BERRY -BOX 

ness conditions. There is no class of | nish plenty of games such as chil- Gane 
; . s : teow ey 

men today, that needs to be educated dren delight in and have a dish of — ?ATENTER AUG 13, 180 bes —— 

along so many lines as does the apples, nuts or popeorn for them to LF fm eee ager 

farmer. Supplement his schooling munch. Mingle with and be one si ea, ee BP bee. J 

with readings from the wide open with them. Don’t worry about your Si Keg = atid 

hook of nature, as the broader and dignity, it won’t get lost. It is time Fiat Fo 2 Fic 3 

more complete his edueation, the parents, teachers and preachers The only folding berry box made of wood 

greater will be his success asa farmer ceased to perch themselves on a  Yeneer ee SATISFACTION 

and a man. Keep in touch with his pedestal so high as to be out of the Made in Wisconsin style, Standard dry 
school, be a friend to his teacher, in- reach of the boy they are trying to measure quarts and pints. Neat and 

viting her to your home that she may guide. You minis come down to your sone peste eee ae hones aan 
feel that you are interested in her  boy’s capabilities for a time, if you — we will tell you more about this box and 

and the work she is doing. Many wish to keep pace with him as he how to get it nearer home at manufac- 
_ a ai * . turer's prices. Do it now. 
times she is little more than a child develops and, according as you bind We also manufacture crates and old 

and will be glad of your sympathy your boy to you, with loving sym- Style quarts and pints in K. D. for crate 
iitid hel thy and keep jh Xoudl ith hi makers and large growers who have stapl- 
and help. pa ay and keep in touch with his ing macnines and make up their own 

There is a general move all along mind and heart, so will you be able crates and boxes, big reduction in price on 

the line to have agriculture taught to guide and control him when he ental Our material and prices will 

in all schools, which is a fine thing, most needs you. If your boy has not Cambedl nd Fruit Pack C 

but while we are teaching farming perfect trust and confidence in your umbertand, xcult package “ompany 
5 . Cumberland, Wisconsin 

to the boys, if we would go a step love and judgment, at the age of ten 

farther and teach our daughters to or twelve years, you will not be able : 

le efficient, contented, home makers to influence him at the most critical 

on the farm, we would do much to- time in his life, the adolescence 

ward making our boys contented — period. THE HAW KS 
furmers. If I were asked to tell in The boy should be kept busy with N U R S E R Y C Oo 

ose sentence, how to keep the boys a judicious mixture of work and ° 

oy the farm, my reply would be, play. I would like to emphasize, let 

Keep the girls there. Just as long the work come first. Idleness is the are in a position to furnish 

u- mothers bemoan over the hard life mother of nearly all the discontent 

o! a farmer’s wife and educate their and mischief of boyhood. Ile should high grade Nursery Stock of 

dcughters to think they will be hap- understand that he must work, as reg- 2 a : 
; : : all kinds and varieties suit- 

}or any where than on the farm, just ularly as his father, that he is a part 

». long will the majority of the boys of the firm and that he is not only able to Wisconsin and other 
+k some oceupation in the city. working for his father, but for him- oo. 

cach your boys to be courteous, self- self also. The farm business should northern districts. 
! specting gentlemen and they will be an open book to him, that he may Will be glad to figure én 

» in no way inferior to anyone know, as much as his father, the 

» hom they meet. value of the stock and products of your wants either in large or 

Take your boy to church and Sun- the farm, also what it costs to con- we 
. : ‘ small quantities. 

vay-school, and be an active, loyal duct the business. He: will then be 

orker yourself that he may early able to see the necessity for reason- 

‘come interested and enlisted on the able economy and be better satisfied —— 

idle of right and justice. A boy has if he knows what the proceeds from 

un inherited right to a dog, gur and the farm are used for. WAUWATOSA, WISCONSIN 

lishing tackle. Give them to him He should be encouraged to pur- 

nd the opportunity to frequently use -chase some good stock for himself} 4©——H WW
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advantage,—thus teaching him busi- ful mother, but invite in such young humus, potash and other element 

ness methods and increasing his prop- people as you wish your boy to as- has a tendency to break the cycle «: 
erty interests and responsibilities at sociate with and let them dance or the tree. Great excess of water mak« 

the same time. In short, give the play as they wish. They may take a tree sick while a wet season mia. 

boy a square deal all around. It may a little polish off the floor, better that only make an excess of wood growt!) 

seem to many that these points were than having him out in the streets and few or no fruit spurs. Lack « ; 

better left to the father, but in most looking for a place where he can sufficient moisture may arrest tl 

cases the father is so busy supplying have a good time, and he will find growth of branch, fruit spur or frui! 

the needs of the family and farm, it, too. Tle will be a much better and lack of humus too little growt 

that he leaves the family affairs to boy, dancing with a few select friends of all three and lack of mineral elv 

the mother, believing that in all in his home, than he will be with ment makes trees shorter lived an! 

things pertaining to the home that heart and brain hot with rebellion the fruit deficient in color. 

“It is woman’s hand that rocks the because you have denied him the Applying these principles to North 

world.” privilege. ern Wisconsin, the heavy red or clay 

While busy making a good farmer You may not lay up a large bank ands hold too much water  whicl: 

of your boy, don’t neglect the social account, but you are doing something — forces the air out of the soil and an 

side of life. Fill your home with far better. You are working to build unhealthy growth in wet seasons. 
flowers, music and laughter. Keep up and complete the best finished The jack pine lands hold too littl 
up your personal appearance. In the product of the age; a broadminded, water. The rich loamy lands on 

hurry and stress of work, you are apt well educated, honorable farmer. porous clay will raise apple tree- 

to grow careless in dress. You may All this may sound rather stren- adapted to the region. Proximity to 

not always be able to have elegant uous, but when God gave us the priv- the lake undoubtedly gives some frost 

clothing, but you can always be care- _ ilege of motherhood, it was the great- protection by holding the bloomins 

fully and tastefully dressed with hair est honor he could bestow. We period back and by air currents, but 

becomingly arranged. When you go should put forth every effort to live late blooming means short season~ 

out with your boy, be especially care- up to its requirements. In a few and short seasons necessitate th 

ful in dressing, making the most of | years, when your boys have gone out growing of early varieties, and short 

any beauty you may possess. He to farms of their own and some other — season apples are never long keeper-. 

may not tell you, you look fine, but boy comes to help with the work, be though some may be kept till mid 

the quick glad look he will give you good to him, give him a pleasant — winter. 

is worth working for. A boy is more home and you will not only have kept On suitable soils and favorable lo 

sensitive than he appears to be and your boys on the farm, but you will cations apples such as the Duchess 

should never have cause to blush for do much to solve the problem of may be profitably grown for local or 

his mother’s personal appearance. farm help. near markets. The Wealthy can lx 

. Get him interested in organizing eee grown successfully but in wet, coli 

the neighbors into a social and cul- OBSERVATIONS ON APPLE GROWING 8¢asons_ would lack color, and it i- 

ture club in which both old and IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN doubtful whether it could be sold ex 

young can take part. Hold regular By G. If. Townsenp. tensively in competition with apple~ 

meetings and have programs that will from Michigan and the standard 

be instructive and entertaining. The So much has been claimed for the commercial varieties grown where thi 

head of the house may not be very Lake Superior country as an apple seasons are longer and warmer. 

enthusiastic about going out eve- growing region, it may be of interest Growing Duchess and Wealthy in th« 

nings, but he will go to please you if to the members of the State Horticul- Lake Superior country to compete i) 

you present the subject in the right tural Society to know how it looks the Chicago market or with the re 

manger. Go with your boy to lec- to a disinterested observer who has gions supplying the Chicago mark 

tures and concerts. Give him the personal knowledge of nearly all the js a dream that never will be realize! 

benefit of the best that comes your apple growing regions of the United except when the crop is a gener! 

way. Patronize the public library, if States. . failure elsewwhere. Apple growi 

there be one, if not get a movement In my address before the State should not be extensively undertake 

started to provide one in some way. Society at the January meeting I further north than where the M: 

Furnish games of all kinds and a _ tried to point out and emphasize the Intosh Red and Snow are a prove! 

good supply of the best reading. relationship of soil, climate and ele- success. 

Magazines that discuss all up-to-date vation or water protection to success- 

subjects. Good stories of travel and ful orcharding. Apple trees re- 
adventure written by men and women quire essentially three years to pro- WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

who are alive with good red blood in duce a crop and continuous favorable Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 

their veins and know something of conditions. By this I mean that any stock. We employ no agents but sell di- 
a % + < rect. If in the market you can save money 

what they’re writing. Have parties. extreme in water supply or lack of it, by buying of us. Get our prices. 

Work, read, sing and dance with frost, cold beyond the endurance of WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

your boy. Don’t be shocked, care- the trees, lack of plant food such as Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop.
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SOCIETY BUSINESS AND AFFAIRS ship among those whom it would ben- eral interest many are received daily 

Read at the Annual Convention, efit, no mad efforts have been made to that require an immediate reply. 
Madison, January, 1912. add names merely for the sake of The Information Bureau still re- 

The reports of the Sceretary under size. We hope some day to have at = mains an important feature of our 

this head from year to year show a least five thousand members, but we — work. 

| marked similarity for the reason want at least 4990 of them to be hor- Our main features, ‘Trial Orchards 

that the work of the Society during ticulturists at heart. and School Grounds have progressed 

past years has been alike. You must A marked improvement is evident 1. 
not understand from this, however, from year to year in attendance and 

hat we stand where we did one year interest at our meetings. In the mu a WM. KNIGHT & SON 
REPORT OF LOCAL SOCIETIES FOR 1911 

: | No. | Inerense | Memner- | No.of | Average No. of Name of society | eNfons | Guseeata | Mme | Meath | AtEEM | elRidns eal Estate and 
Washburn | a7 | Ist year | 1.00 | 8 22 None 
Ray tield ms | 1 | 250 | 2 50 Store Window Exh. 
Madison -| 35 } 12 1.00 6 12 | None ° 
Manitowoc Co. 44 | 8 | 50 | 2 | 50 One Fruit Growers 
Lake Geneva. 40 sears | 2.00 18 15 Three 
Oshkosh _.----| 29 16 1.00 12 20 None 
Poysippi -_- --| 14 | 1 | 25 | 3 17 None 

= We have land for sale in the Bay- 

ago for we have grown immensely in carly days of our Society the Con- field: Peningula. Eruit, Zones Good lo= 
. . . cation, good soil—suitable for apples, a year. ventions comprised about all of the . . 

:p . . soe cherries and small fruits. 
The membership now numbers work but are now merely an_ inci- ‘i lands: 4 " 4 

close to the two thousand mark, show- dental feature. They furnish, how- dice Brae; LANES; ‘for’ iStock; ani 

ing a steady and healthy increase ever, an accurate index of the success Prices are cheap and terms easy. 

over last year. of our work and _ still constitute a We will also clear and plant to or- 
While the inerease has not been yaluable part of our efforts in horti- chards for you, and cultivate and care 

all that was hoped for it has been cultural uplift. for them for five years. 

steady and lapsed memberships are The exhibit staged by our Society Write us for prices and terms at 

few. We have lost very few during at the State Fair was the first real 
the year. Q » show eve old i isconsi ri ye . ipple show ever held in Wisconsin BAYFIELD, WIS. 

While there has been a steady in- and was a splendid success from ev- 

creasing effort through the office of ery point of view. A detailed des- | —&_———_____ 

the Seeretary to inerease the member-— cription of this exhibit is neither - 

necessary nor expedient at this time. ) 

K N O X Over one hundred and fifty - bushels Kellogg Ss 

of apples were shown that excelled in 

——— size, coloring and quality any ever Nursery 

before shown in Wisconsin. Twelve 5 

NURSERIES | inva Oldest Nursery in thousand people by actual count q Z 
A ‘ed througt ont on Thursday Wisconsin lished in 1861) passed through our tent on Thursday 

(Beta and for the weck at least 60,000 vis- Our stock is grown right, dug 

Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. itors enjoyed the privilege for once right, packed right, and by no 

of seeing good apples. means least, the 

They strongly recommend One While the exhibit was expensive it 
x : — - PRICES ARE RIGHT 

Year Cherry Trees because they is generally agreed by all of our 

are stocky, well headed, well rooted members who saw it that it was worth Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of many times its cost. and Fruit Trees 

Two Year for those who prefer Our infant, Wisconsin Horticun- Apples singly or by the 1000. 
the larger trees. They also have a TURE, is now nearly a year and a half Currants by the doz. or 25,000. 

nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. old, has passed safely through all ills Strawberries by doz. or 500,000. 
incident to childhood and is pro- 

A trial order will convince nounced by its many admirers a FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
any one of their quality. I : z : 

healthy and likeable child with a Get our price list before you place 

promising future. your order and save money. 

We still answer questions, thou- Address Box 77 H. M. SIMPSON & SONS | : ea sands of them during the year. KELLOGG’S NURSERY 

Vincennes, Indiana. | While the magazine provides a me- Janesville, Wisconsin 
dium for answering questions of gen-
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BELIEVES IN DYNAMITE 

ARE THE BEST IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN T was interested in the paragra) 
D oO 0 r on dynamite in the May issue, as 

Pe For Fruit Culture. Door County have been doing some work along tlh: 

Orchards Pay a Revenue of from line myself. From what I have se 

Five Hundred to Eight Hundred the past two seasons, I am sure th 

Co u n ty Dellaze per Aére Annually. For dynamite is beneficial in a great man 

ae Paiticulars Wiite ¢ 2 © se: ¢ 3 soils, where they have neither har 

: . pan nor an impervious subsoil. | 

should be used to break up the sul 

L @) n d Ss DOOR COUNTY LAND co., soil and loosen it just the same w: 

——— STURGEON B AY, wis. cultivation is used on the surfac 

: suil. ILowever, there is a tendency ii, 

with satisfaction and success during body. United we stand, two thousan| the present advertising literature 1 

the year. Asa more or less complete earnest, active members and we must make it a cureall, using it at any 

discussion of the School problem ap- and will make things move in gooil time, cte., ete., at least, this is wha: 

pears in the January number of Wis- old Wisconsin. We still have much the enthusiastic convert is apt to do 

consin Tforticucture it will be un- to do, many problems to face but Dynamiting should be done only 

necessary to go into details at this we are not afraid. Nature has _be- when the subsoil is in condition to In 

time. stowed on us the soils and the plowed if you could reach it. Thi 
The status of our trial orchards climate, all we need is the “man be- iS usually late in the summer and the 

will also be reported by the chairman hind the tree.” We have a few of — best plan would be to dynamite in the 
of the Trial Orchard Committee. them now and they are putting Wis- fall and allow the holes to stand over 

Tn conclusion I desire to extend my eonsin on the map as a fruit state. all winter. Another point in the west 

sineere thanks to the officers, the when we get a few hundred more, where we have been dynamiting in 

members of the Executive Committee each with his fruit farm of 10 to 100 the spring is they have blown too 

and the members of the Society for aeres, and we have them right here — large holes, and some eases have hail 

their hearty good will and continued at home if we can only find them, Pet holes under where they set the 

support during the year. Our So- when these men get under way the — frees. This tendency should Ix 

ciety is doing a splendid work and propheey of your Secretary that Wis- Watehed and crow bar poked down in 

whatever results we have attained  consin will one day rank first of all the holes to see that no air pockets 
have been due wholly to the loyalty the states in the production of fruit ate left to cause the death of the tree 

and cohesion of the membership will not seem such an idle dream. the first dry spell. 

: Winniam 1. Svar. 
Neen ee ee eee _ _ 

Pe ot =S | — THE HARDIE sani REPORT OF Seana 
2 Read at the Annual Convention, 

SPRAYERS Madison, January, 1912. 

The outlook for horticulture in all 

} Hand and Power Outfits its branches in this state is decidedly 
. sorveisalt : 7 

5 n Dee The Hardie Sprayer is built by a practical fruit grower encourgemne iat the present a v 
F | for fruit growers and by a man who knows how to were sixty years laying the founda 
i - build sprayers. tions for commercial horticulture in 

an} Paris . . . . . this state and on such foundation 
i ‘arts coming in contact with spraying fluid made of we should build an industry that wil 

i i hard metal brass and cannot wear out. rank with stock-raising, dairying an: 

Talo The Hardie Sprayer is the Sprayer that will work when other branches of agricultural en 

re you want it to work and will do your spraying right. deavor. 

y The Hardie Pump is guaranteed. Wisconsin ranks first in the ou’ 

Write now for prices and catalog. We can give you put of dairy products, why not at 
H the best material, prices consistent with quality on fruit? Of those who will smile in 
= Arsenate of Lead, Sulphur Lime, Bordeaux, Bordo- dulgently at this and perhaps doul 

Lead, Powdered Ar®enate of Lead, Scale Killer, Sulfur. We have a com- the sanity of the questioner I wi 
plete line. Do not delay. Send for booklets and prices. ask another question; why is Wi- 

M ROHLINGER & SON consin the leading dairy state? Wis 

. ‘ consin soils are no better if as goo: 

523 CASS STREET as those of Illinois, Indiana, Ohic 

MILWAUKEE, - - - - - WISCONSIN Iowa or a dozen other states, Ou! 
grasses and grains are not more nu
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triious nor our seasons as favorable Fortunately not all of our people === EES 

as those of many other states and are rainbow chasers for we have and 

only one half of the state in area is have had for some time a few earnest, 

developed agriculturally. progressive men who have demon- McKay Nursery 

No Solomon is needed to answer strated conclusively that; fruit rais- 

ihe question, every one who has ob- ing is quite as profitable in Wiseon- Company 

served knows that it is due to the sin as in any other state east or west; 

“nen behind the cows.” due to the that more money ean be made from PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 
wide-awake, progressive, seeking-to- fall apples in Wiseonsin than from 

know, spirit of our dairymen. oranges or lemons in California or Offer a Complete line of 

Toard, Henry, Smith and other lead Oregon, or peaches in Connecticut or 

ers pointed ‘the way, urged without Georgia; that there is more profit. in HARDY NURSERY STOCK 

ceasing the improvement of dairy raising Duchess and MeMahan = ap- FOR SPRING 1912 

breeds, better housing and eare of — ples in Wiseonsin at $1.00 a bushel 

stock and above all the establishment than in Winesaps in Oregon at $1.50 If interested in planting FRUIT 

i! eens ereameries and cheese Bre nants Me Metntosh pee TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

actlories, Ce re TO O¢ ligher ste “oO TAT =: + . 

For thirty years these men labored fection ih Wisconsin dasa in ‘the ORNAMENTALS, write us for 
a . a. 1 . CATALOGUE and PRICES. 

along these lines and with what re- west; that the Wisconsin grower can . . : 

sults we know. The College of Agri- buy an aere of land and plant it to You will find our prices consist- 

culture, the Dairymen’s Association, fruit trees and bring it to profitable ent with quality of stock offered. 

and the farm press of the state sought bearing for less than it costs to ship eae 

first to make dairymen, then success a carload of western apples to Chi 

followed as night follows day. eago; that the eost of producing a NURSERIES AT 

In extent of territory adapted to bushel of apples in Wisconsin is less 

fruit growing Wisconsin leads many — than the freight charges on a bushel WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 

if not all of the states of the upper — of apples from Washington or Oregon 

Mississippi valley. to Chicago; that there are chap lil: —____ es 

We have millions of acrés of apple 

land, of cherry land and of small DY 

fruit land; we have the varieties ARSENATE OF LEAD LIMF— 

adapted to our climate; we have the 9 

market at our doors, why should not 

Wisconsin rank high in the produc- SULPHUR SOLUTION 

tion of fruit? And yet in spite of Fully Comniy-with st rigid require . cae \ these advantages it is not long since Fully Comply with most rigid requirements of Insecticide Act of 1910 

horticulture in Wisconsin was con PO Grasselli_ Arsenate of 

sidered a huge joke. Lead is being successful- 

Strange to relate we have even now ly used to destroy all 

in Wiseonsin, otherwise sane men, SS e legf-eating insects, such 

who really and truly believe that the as re) i as’ Codling Moth, Potato 

only place where apples can be grown Es i“ Beetle, Curculio, ete. 

with profit is some remote point west CUIN: The Grand Sweepstake 

of the Rockies, some fabled land of wv TRADE MASA MARK prize of $1000 for the 

stishine, gust at the foot of the rain ag) AX Say 4) best carload of apples 

how. For it is a fact, which we can- ao} Se @ MSS 1S 3} at the Nati 1 
ie: dispute, a fact which T am com- Oi US ae oO sown 8 8 ooeue 

. LS PAT OF Apple Show, Spokane, 
pled to state, although reluctantly, RS) 7 

/- Washington, has _ been 
that we actually have thousands of >) re) by user’ Of Craadélli 

pple in this state who have sent, 33 WOn.DY USEES OF rassenl 
ail are still sending, good hard . Arsenate of Lead for the 

noney to the far west for investment oo last three years. 
ir “Unit Shares” in Colorado, in Grasselli Lime Sulphur Solution is the Standard remedy for San 
Washington, in Oregon and even in Jose Scale. It has also come into prominence as a summer spray to 

tle Bitter Root Valley; money replace Bordeaux Mixture. 

fir investment in so-called irri- For Further Information Write 

gated lands where the water-right> ; ; i ‘ iwiong to someone else than the lana | MB Grasselli Chemical Company, Milwaukea, Wis, 
owner and in salaries to so-called The Grasselli Chemical Company, Established 1839 Main Office Cleveland, Ohio 
managers.
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in Wisconsin; that the state is 350 averaging 512 cases and 48 carloads a company of our leading fruit m. , 

miles from north to south and covers of strawberries of 512 cases each were has acquired a tract of 400° acr < 

nearly five degrees of latitude; that handled by the Sturgeon Bay Fruit near Ellison Bay 200 of which w | 

the Wealthy apple ripens in southern Exchange this year. This, it can be planted to apples next year. Tl, . 

Illinois in July, in southern Wis- readily be seen, is but a beginning. with the purchase of a 300-acre tr: 

consin in August, in central Wis- It has been estimated that the ship- by Profs. Jones and Moore of i 

consin in September, and in northern ments of cherries from Door county Agricultural College insures perm: 

Wisconsin in October; that fruit in 1920 will amount to 200 carloads ent development of this section. 

growing is not a question of latitude a day for 20 days, requiring an army 

but of isotherms, of local conditions. of 25,000 pickers. It is evident that .. . 

All of this and “much more than graye problems face the peninsula Either cultivate the young orcharl 
: 5 5¥ or dig out the trees and, burn them; 

twice all of this” have we learned growers. ‘ : : 5 

within a few years and we are taking One of the encouraging features they hinder mowing and reaping. 

the lesson to heart. of the situation in Door county is 

These men have placed Wisconsin the steady development of the district Door County Fruit Lands 

on the map, may their tribe increase! north of Sturgeon’ Bay. Orchards FOR SALE 

Turning now from generalities to of considerable size are now being Also Cottages and Bay Shore Lots 

specific facts we note that the 1911 planted at Egg Harbor, Fish Creek, BARGAINS 

fruit crop in the state, especially the Sister Bay and Ellison Bay, all on Cc. R Seaquist’& Son, Sister Bay, Wie 

apple crop, was an abundant one and the Green Bay shore, and in addition 

judging from all facts obtainable ex- 

ceeded that of any year since 1896. WIG TAGU? eS i SDE Bese, OSE, 

The total production of apples in Race GeO aN Kes re ee 

Wisconsin is a very difficult matter wee asa B ees apy Pe ie Sea Sa, 

to determine but an estimate of 100,- ales F ae Al )) 24) .s SaaS sigh 

000 barrels for 1911 seems to be quite Or Oe TW Y oe 3 Spl 
conservative. a DY i \ ld vA iy 

Probably cne-half of the crop was am A x ’ 

from farm orchards which averaged ~ 4 r 

less than 50 cents a bushel on the {9 ii ca _NG mi 

market. That the farm orchard as f | nip ————o 7 ~ 

now conducted is the greatest draw- five) =, Fad mT ie! Le ) Ties 

back to the successful marketing of cae ji lil ad ey, } rath, 

tree fruits in this state there can be @ ll . 0 : a © 
no doubt and it is the duty of every- | alan mh . are | 

one interested in this business to dis- i a. =i per rei 

courage the planting of fruit trees in Aa R sees ‘ 

farm orchards beyond the actual 

needs of the home. The fact that 

farm orchard fruit doey not rank SPRAY PUMPS»”NOZZLES : | 

with that from the commercial or- are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 

chard is not necessarily a reproach to ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 

the farmer. If he attends to his power rigs. They have all been developed in line with modern spraying requirements 

business as a farmer he cannot give ee ee ee oe artat Panne Hone Eaalos Buisstone and Avonood of 

the attention to fruit that it requires Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 

to produce first class quality. Nor deere ep aE 

need our attentions all be directed to _ ‘ : Wy Lap i le 

the elimination of the farm orchard. #7 ¥ } 

We have as yet too few growers who : _ 

give to the growing, picking and Py mm, 

packing of apples the care needed. , oN = , 

Progress in orchard planting has s Lan. \ , 

been marked in three sections during AS ——- 

the past year, viz., Door, Bayfield and ae (Ree } = 

Crawford counties.. pe A NG, ; 
Door county now has about 2000 = 

acres of cherries, to be exact 19984 F E M ers E Bro 

acres and fully as much more will e e yt e 

be planted during the next two Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works . 
years. Twenty-two cars of cherries _ASHLAND, OHIO
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FLOWERS IN THE SCHOOL AND HOME beauty of their foliage. Of the flow- be kept bright until after the holi 

By William Toole, Pansy Heights, ering kinds we can use some of — days. 
Baraboo, Wis. those which usually blossom in- the Even if plants cannot be kept 

I iti summer, yet with preparation will through severe winter weather, it) is 

. Lincompagi1t 11s Mob necessary co bear flowers through early winter, worth while to have them through the 
give reasons why flowers should be ‘ ° r a ; feeb cove 

ww il heel 1 and others which are specially adapt- fall, and the necessity ‘for giving 

grown im ‘the ‘se ed or on the ad to winter blooming. them up may hasten the time when 
grounds surrounding them, and yet 

there are schools in) which there is 7g Oa i ai Kimmie. 

no attempt made to grow flowers or idl re 

plants, and school grounds which are AS Paes x r , 

petitute me ornamental ss Pin A ¥ nal ; . rh 

} shrubs ¢ vines. vortant factors a ae, ee Gee: 5 

nl orth ne - tent effort Shah re hin Ou Catia! cs deter x shat extent efforts r x in determining to wha oe ent cite . \ i “te f ot} se Pate RY RY » ry 

shall be made to beautify the schoo! ae (i Se nk (ae SY * Pa 
: . oo wif Py - Sl tae 

and its surroundings are the teacher Ly} Ro WG i = q bc) a , 

and scholars, parents and other tax- ih Oh hee. tNetad | : = SS Pend Saha. a ee. ~. Ses Pa Sar 
payers, and the school board. ‘Teach- i Bee, ¢ QT ae = Ng .) s na rE . 

ers are rarely deficient in) apprecia- Pits | . bo é a Sed 
: . : aan . Y 3 : el a 2 

tion of the beautiful, and children al- aL eee an ~ Bi U SNES oI 
: : : to Wie ‘ bd fee | ss Ls most without exception, love — the . a Caan ; a «7 dr SN 

. aCe Ud Ye . is ce ee) 
bewutiful flowers which the Heavenly — | R. a p > as 

: : DS dian a! | a a Pee’ Ta 
Father has created for our pleasure. a \ A ‘ te oe AB 

If the teacher makes a beginning. "ES A) Naas g ~<a \ %6 F akes a beg A ~. rt . ieee ee 
aid from the scholars may be depend- a i sites ‘ | y Na "8 am be 4 

edoon, and if buildings or grounds oS > my ~ : aN 
are in unfit condition, the interest of WE ake é Sa ) 
parents) may be awakened hy the . rn ays e F s b 

scholar. The influence of scholars in % r LS . A 
directing home sentiment is often | ” E b . ~ ay i. a oF 
very potent, as many a teacher has — — ———————EEE 
levrmmed with sorrow. May we not Arrow Head,—-Sagittaria variabilis. ‘The Arrow Head is the companion of water lilies 

| ‘. ¥ . . Plentiful in ponds and streams in July. 
| hope to secure their influence in. the 

| line of helpfulness if their interest Of the first class, we may quite — beter conditions shall be provided 

| is seeured ¢ carly in the fall or late summer, take — For fall blooming, we may add to our 

For decoration of schoolrooms we up geraniums which have been — list chrysanthemum and cosmos. If 

may make selection from those plants — pinched back, also heliotrope, double cuttings of the late varieties of cos- 
Which bear flowers and also from — feverfew, Paris daisy, double alys- mos are placed in wet sand as soon 

those which are grown only for the sum, salvia and others, which may — as buds begin to show, they will take
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root readily, and can be easily grown — they enjoy plenty of light, they must and starting them into growth aft. + 

into nice, shapely plants, adapted to not be seorehed with sunshine they have had a slight freezing. |, 

window culture. through the windows. Of bulbs we — this class we may use the ornamen:./ 
Of the class of plants which have | may grow oxalis in variety; the vari- species of the asparagus, especial 

a special tendency to blossom in the ous nareissi, hyacinths, tulips and — the kind commonly called asparay 
winter, are several begonias, the others. The three last named kinds fern, also the scented — geraniw:., 

Chinese primrose, and other primulas, need special care to have roots — vineas, joint plant, dracenas, paln-, 

Christmas cactus, eyelamen, and bul- formed before the leafy growth be- and many others. 

bous plants in variety. Some of the gins to start. Others might be ad- Space cannot be spared for eultie| 

begonias are such persistent bloom- ded to this list, but only a portion of — directions in a brief paper like thi 

- ——— : = but it is well to caution the noview, 

le el ee i Te Gee as ie and the amlucky: ones. azainat: win 
| +} iF * Saad ‘ ‘ we . f less watering. Always water thor 

| 4 a * a oughly and not again until the sur 

| rH } face of the soil hegins to show dry 
gerne, 5 ; ness. Injury as often results Fron 

, a Rs > 1s ao keeping the ground too wet, as fron 
be xh _ a watering too seldom. When choosing 

2 - Be tae ie varieties of plants for outdoor flow 
we Ny pe oe ep * . ‘ 

sa i cl Pp ering, leading thought shonld be giv 

oh] Pea Recs en to such kinds as are in bloom 
| a * ow ; while school is in session; in. spring 

Me 5 ai. og? until early in June, and during 
| é Oy autumn from early in September un 

orion til the weather is too cold for them 
ry A rtd. nko -* : Preference might be given to hardy 

. ry perennials, and there are a few natives 

5 bm ¢ ral which can be made use of, such as 

| BL “pn: - shooting star, the wood phlox, Jacob's 

| ad 4 ladder, wild columbine, the — wood 

I : lily and others. When shrub planting 

| is established good use can be made 

5 , of some of our native ferns and such 

| o / early flowering plants as — spring 

. F| beauty, blood root, hepaticas, wood 

| / anemone, and many others. These 

may be planted as undergrowth 

| } among the shrubs. 

i | Of perennials which may be had 

1 in flower before school closes, we cat 

} make use of the mossy phloxes, hardy 

June pinks, pyrethrum, columbines. 

iris, valerian, the earlier paeonies, 

Iceland poppies, the light yellow diay 

ae 7 lily, lily of the valley, and perennial 

Common Milkweed, —Asclepias Cornutl. Grows everywhere, therefore we pass it by with- gaillardias. Among perennials which 
out notice. The milkweeds are all striking and handsome. Give them a chance in a blossom in the fall are the later vari- 
rich soil with plenty of moisture. A 3 

eties of perennial phloxes, a second | 

ers, that we may have them in flower these should be atempted at one blooming of perennial larkspurs. 

summer and winter. We have in our — time. which have been cut back after tle 

home a begonia plant which _ blos- From plants grown for the beauty * first blooming period, giant daisirs 

somed all summer, and was cut back of their foliage we may choose sever- and gaillardias. Some of our native 

early in November. Now early in al kinds of ferns, always including asters and perennial sunflowers are 

December the new growth is full of | some of the sword ferns, of which _ fine. 

flowers. Some begonias seem to the Boston fern is a typical form, Among the plants which are grow! 

choose winter for the blooming peri- and the ostrich plume and other di- as annuals although not strictly such 
od, and keep up their beautiful flow- vided forms are extreme variations. by nature, nothing fills the require- 

ers for a long time. An interesting addition to these may ments equal to the pansy. It is in 

The primulas and cyclamen must be had, by taking up late in the fall flower with the earliest, and continues 

not be kept too warm, and although some varieties of our native ferns, through the spring and into summer.
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\oung plants may be set out early species makes a striking contrast to trees for ornament, with little regard 

iv spring, and after yielding their the others with its white fruit and to shade, and the birches, poplars, 

leautiful flowers until school has bright red fruit stems. The true — catalpa, mountain ash, willows, honey 

closed, may be ent back that the — honeysuckles—the Loniceras—may be — locust, tamarack, hackberry and the 

young growth may give another lot trained as shrubs, and the Douglas — various evergreens give a pleasing 

ot flowers, from early September un- — species is noticeable for its dark red variety to choose from 

til the ground freezes. With winter flowers at a time when nearly — all Yes! we have a wonderful variety 

protection, these plants will yield ear- other shrub flowers are white. The of plants, shrubs and trees from 

ly spring flowers, while the new lot different species of wild roses are whieh to choose, and the sitnations 

ix being started. early bloomers, and the flowers are are so varied, that each school yard 

Most of our annual flowers cannot followed by showy fruits. T find this might be made beautiful, and yet 

he of much service before early mid- paper will he too long if time is taken — have an individuality of its own. As 
summer, so we can set them in the — to only briefly deseribe the beauties it is there is a disappointing same- 

«cheol grounds — leisurely. Asters, of all the desirable kinds of our na- ness showing negleet and indifference 

yerbenas, cosmos, petunias, annual — _ cn _ __ 

phlox, mourning bride, annual pinks, ¥- ma * " a x Ve 

and many others are not injured by iN 5 w . “| ¢ | 

the jighter autumn frosts, and afford ley ‘ay sd - a sy oy § 
uch pleasure before being spoiled — | , ae o ba ye eee | 
hy the later killing frosts. he a j " ce i In the fall is the time for bulb fi ; Vd =) | 
planting, and theig beauty the follow- : a A a | | 

ing spring will well repay the outho | - alias Ran y 4 

of money and labor. | an) 4 ™~’ Fy 

ror decorating our school grounds, RR Wi . 4 ‘ 

we inust not be content with her I a ae 4 € 
biceous plants. Ornamental shrubs a wi wee y 

z ape as I br r Jo, * ao y 
wre more enduring and if judiciously ad g VS, i Epa ys yg z 

pliced, they give a finish to the Jf Ge ee fe cae os ’ } 
grounds which nothing else can. — I } si id ik Soe a | 

. : : p hy ee “ 
would give first choice to our native i ¢ Pc i y a 

shrubs, and so many «f them are so ferr p ot Ci | 

very good, that if all desirable kinds | D an, ee) . ia 
are planted there would be little space ca ¥ LE ! BY, ) >| 

fur others. But we like variety, and | ee fs F ce) . : | 
weuld wot have all school grounds i £ ia) “J : r cn LS a 

phinted alike, so we are glad to have ll ae wet re re ae Ye ee aan 

such = wealth of variety to choose — pojson sumac or Polson Elder,—Rhus venenata, A good one to let alone, Grows mostly 
fia. Ag a elass, perhaps, none are — in swamps and can be distinguished from its harmless neighbors by its broad, shiny 

ao f leaves. Virst cousin to poison Ivy and more dangerous. 
nove striking than the viburnums. 

Tie nanny berry with its glossy black tive shrubs, but the hawthorn must — to the appearance of the places which 

fruit almost good enough to eat, be- not be overlooked, and our native ap- should be the bright spots in each 

iis a strong contrast to the high bush — ple flowers are worthy of our prefer- community. 

criuberry, with its drooping clusters — ence. We read of the time and money 

of crimson fruit. Smaller than these, For beauty and fragrance the flow- spent on some lines of railroad to 

ard also attractive with blossom and ers are such general favorites, that beautify their depot grounds — with 

fruit, are the maple leaved viburnum, our native apple would receive many flowers and shrubs and trees, and we 

{!. wythe rod, and the dentatum spe-  yotes to name it the state flower of think it is well. A not very distant 

cs, The shrub commonly known as Wisconsin. Oh, for time to deseribe city is proud of its beautiful drives, 

! ae back spirea is very desirable. the beauties of the elders, sumachs, extending well into the country, and 

I’; abundant blossoms are as showy witch hazel, black alder, Wahoo, they have been secured through the 

a those of the bridal wreath spirea, bladdernut, Juneberry, prickly ash, efforts of a few persons enlisting the 

ad these are succeeded by clusters Jersey tea and others. All are interests of the many, who have con- 

«seed vessels which are very notice- worthy of being planted. tributed to the expense fund. 

ale, Ornamental climbers we can choose I would that missionaries might . 

"hen we have the cornels, which are from in abundance, including the go forth to awaken an interest in 

sometimes called dogwood. They al- various climbing roses. beautifying our country school 

so are showy in fruit as well as in Of trees for shade we of course first grounds, that our teachers might be 

flovers. Some have fruits of rich think of the elms, oaks, maples and roused up to more interest in the sub- 

blue or purple, while the panicled basswood, but we like to have some ject by its frequent presentation at
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S Meeting, Bayfield, Aug. 21-22 ummer Meeting, bayfield, Aug. 2l-2z 
their institutes. Teachers might stir grounds of those districts desiring noon take them on an excursion | 

up enthusiasm among the scholars, — his assistance, and furnishing a work- — boat out among the islands and pro 

which would lead to practical object ing plan of the grounds, indicating ably to Cornucopia, returning to Ba 

lessons in an important part of — the best arrangement of trees and field at night in time for a banqu: 

agricultural education in our district shrubs adapted to each particular site and possibly a dance for those wh. 

schools. and its surroundings. These hoped would enjoy it. These exeursion 

To know how to properly plant a — for results are no more impossible — banquet and dance will be free to ai! 

tree or shrub seems like a simple than much that has been accomp- visiting members. Now what we wari 

thing, but the knowledge is almost lished in other directions, and the to ask of you as secretary of 1! 

rare with many. Love for the school — benefits which would follow would be State Society is to ascertain so 

and grounds should) be a pleasant as important as road improvement, or — approximately how many we may ¢\ 

memory in after life, to those who acquisition of state parks, and not — pect to attend the summer meetin: 

had helped create and care for their proportionately more expensive for so we can make our preparations av 

the amount of good which might be cordingly. At that time of the year 

[ i ee accomplished. our hotels will likely be all full, and 
oi | There is so much literature on the we will have to secure sleeping ac 

bg 9S « a subject of flowers for the home that  commodations for visiting members 
Py an a (ars PG this paper may well be closed with among our Jocal members, for whic! 

j Fe iS cs mE a me Z i saying that whatever is suitable for there will be no charge. The hotels 

By ise! Oe pr NR: ey we improvement of the school and — will charge about fifty cents per meal 

| ad a Pays” 3 bed? grounds, is available to even a greater — for their board. 

ae ae gt. bode. y £2) extent for the home. “Some of the sleeping accommod 
G5 “ are: ere a 2 +___. tions may not be very stylish, but 

| Be asain Bt ue ae SUMMER MEETING they will be comfortable. 

ta re EY * ee Nh Peas The summer meeting will be held O. Fraxpers, Seey.’ 

i ier ag ee Mi ‘a eee a atl a _ First a delightful drive through th 
Pa) cs cio e™ ye ‘ an i = fruit farms and orchards, then a boat 

a Pee e se’ pt! ‘ ever. a trip through the islands. a banquet 
| Pe sa ; = ‘ — . oca his v2 tere and a dance! With all of this in 
I Pung th heed and eac Tan every one oO Mer addition to two half-day sessions and 

ne: 5 Sarah i itumber will use his best efforts to oye evening illustrated lecture, ne 
| ER. Bae - : AS make the meeting one to be remem coaxing should be needed to get mem 

. ere 5 § bered. Also the Society is acting as bers to, attend. 

\ ee a unit in making plans for our com- 

é ee = B fort and entertainment. ee 
‘Tall Meadow | Rue, ‘Thalictrum Cornutt The program will not be announced !T NEEDS A MAN BEHIND THE TREE 

ta tow inendtowie th MO EReaeC Inthe. nies in full this month, nor is there need Apple raising is not a holiday en 

ca ean a foam higher that it should be. ‘There will be goo! tertainment. Poetry and roman 
things in plenty about berries, bushes — have woven their charm around. thi 

beauty. More desire to beautify home and bugs, but Bayfield itself will be apple, but those who cultivate their 
surroundings would be stimulated, the very best part. Listen :— orchards in dreamland and irrigat 

and through this influence would go “Our Society held a meeting re- them from the springs of their imay 

forth an important one of the many — cently to consider the subject of en- ination, will find their fruit. to bh 

factors which have a share in hold- — tertainment of the summer meeting apples of Sodom. Horticulture is » 

ing our young people to farm life. of the State Society. It was resolved — science, not a guess or makeshift aw! 

IT would that the subject of re- that we ask the board of managers to should not be a side issue. Tt was th 
deeming our school grounds from the make the program of work so it may — business of the first’ pair in) Kde1 

neglect and indifference which pre- be gotten through with in two morn- and will be the pursuit of the angel- 

vails, might forcibly and often be — ing and one evening sessions, leaving in Paradise. It is not a trade {vr 

presented before our farmers’ insti- us two afternoons ‘and one evening to those afflieted with the hook-worn 

_ tutes and horticultural meetings un- give you a good time. Kternal vigilance is the price. In 

til such an interest might be awaken- “Our program will be to take the dustry and sense are imperativ: 

ed that there would be need for the — visiting members on a ride and show- The apple that grows of itself aml 

state to provide an inspector of school ing them something of the horticul- falls into the open mouth of the loa! 

grounds, whose duty should be when tural development in the district on er under the tree is always a worm 

called upon to inspect the school one afternoon, and on the other after- windfall. Hon. Atva ApaMs.
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and cut back severely,” with great if you have it. Make a roue of two 

moderation. This tamarix combines — level tablespoonfuls of bacon or ham 
Gardens hee ; delightfully when in bloom with the — fat or salt pork dyied out (the salt 

Russian olive. There is an artistie and smoky taste of the bacon or ham 

A department conducted by practical group nearby, where a crabtree and — is desirable) and two level table- 
ome! e ens. Contribu- . + . = - 

ieomen) who realy: have eardens: star con. & Russian olive stand on a hilltop spoonfuls of flour, then add a bay 

ainta of all you contribute an article each with blue sky for a background, be- leaf, onion and a little celery seed or 
aking or home keeping, write it’ down. i ve ts og r deli- 5. BATE § SAT rrr : 

Peene ot peat Wein is 10, aBk questions, hind a tamarix in full bloom of deli tops, salt and pepper to taste and boil. 

Send all contributions and questions to this cate pink and feathery gray green. Just before serving add slices of hard 
ollice, a ee ; : . 

I'ry the combination and let us hear boiled ege and a lemon sliced thin. 

A CAUTION your opinion. It is particularly nice for a winter 

ai —— night supper or noonday luncheon in 
The old rule that melons and eu- as e u . ee . 

F * The coral red stemmed dog wood — the absenee of meat and is very fil- 
cumbers shall be planted in hills, : 5 . woe 

: affords a delightful color contrast ling and satisfying. Use more beans 
well enriched by old manure must be . : . . 5 3 

. . against the winter snow, but care in or less water than in making white 
cautiously followed by the amateur. . . 
nt “ . . planting it must be observed because or navy bean soup. 
The writer planted cucumbers in hills. 

. . it loves the shady nooks and cannot = 
enriched with hen manure and not : : . 7 

, live in a sunny dry exposed. situa- When green peas are young steam- 
well rotted at that. When the eu- $ ‘ . - 3 

: tion. ing for twenty minutes and not boil- 
cumbers failed to come up more seed ‘ 5 ; 

é —--- ing is the most delicate way to cook 
was procured, some being planted in tl but tl 1 1 

A . nos . The alders , rem, but as the season advances anc 
the hills which had failed, some in The elders both common and tl tous boili f 

: 2) ave jecti » habi le peas toughen bowie for some 
hills enriched by horse manure and golden, have an objectionable habit ti me ‘ em bett Hl fan 

. a : i ar shes ie Cr ime in Water is better lan steam very little of it, the latter germinated, ! that their branches die out from ‘ 
, . . . year ve. king i i 35] > ng. 

the former did not. Resulting in the — Year to year, making it impossible to e 

conclusion that the poultry manure tell from one year to the next in what Git : uid 
size shape sondition ¢ Siew ut worms are more numerous anc 

was too strong and burned up the — S!%e or shape or condition a bush will ’ 
Is bet th antedl be vicious than usual this year about 

secds before they germinated, " : an 
ow 7 es Madison. Are other localities in’ the 

There are two varieties of beans State also suffering’ Let us hear 

CAUTION NUMBER TWO which are little planted and yet from them, 

Many years ago our esteemed edi- should be in every home garden. The —_—~ 

tor, Mr. Cranefield, in donating some — first is Thorburn or Dreer’s Dwarf So many perennials were winter 

fumarie Siberica to an amateur start- Bush Lima, a rich thick buttery killed this year that those who love 

ing a new home remarked that they bean, which when fresh cooks — in them should plant them in the seed 

mquired severe pruning. At the same — twenty minutes and keeps well for bed now to set out in September. Tt 

time he slashed into a large specimen winter use either dried or canned, — 18 not too late to start them if the 

nearby and eut out vigorously. The — It is one of the most delicious beans bed is kept shaded and watered un- 

poor amateur, believing that imita- listed. It occupies the ground a full til they are well started. Try fox 

lion is the sincerest flattery, slashed season’ and bears from August until glove, gailliardia grandiflora, — co- 

al the specimens received each year — everything freezes in the fall. lumbine, corcopsis, Canterbury bells, 

in what seemed to his ignorance, the Another little known variety oriental poppies and Seotch pinks. 

sume way and then wondered why his among home gardeners is the Black But remember it is essential to keep 

luishes were so scanty and thin. This Turtle Soup Bean. It retails dried the bed well shaded and moist, using 

your cireumstances accidentally pre- in the groceries in Madison for fif- burlap or cheese cloth for a sereen. 

. ++ 
vented the annual pruning, and lo — teen cents per Ib. It’s a bush bean, 

wid behold the result is a thing of — which is shelled and dried to be used NO POKER GAME 

beauty and a joy not merely to the — in soup. The soup is extremely rich The apple orchard is no place for 
artistic flower loving eye but to the and nourishing and is made as fol- the man who believes that the god 

herfume loving nose of mankind and lows: Soak the beans over night af- of luck rules human destiny. Good 

tw honey bees are busily at work on — ter washing them and the next day — fruit is not a chance, luck may some- 

tiem all day. The bushes are loaded — cook slowly in the water in which — times win a prize in a lottery—-a bob- 

with pink plumes of tiny bell shaped — they were soaked, until they are — tail flush and nerve may sometimes 

flowers and the perfume floats on the — tender enough to mash first through = win a good pot in a poker game, but 

sentle breeze giving a delicate delight =a culinder and secondly through a no prize box of apples was ever raised 

t) each passing friend. Caution:— — puree sieve. Add an equal quantity without work and brains. 

luterpret Mr. Cranefield’s “prune of soup stock or a little beef extract Hon. Arya ApamMs.
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Break Loose for Once, go to Bayfielc 9 . i 

free fruit. It means larger fruit of there. If the land is so steep as | 

. fancy quality, less likelihood of per- cause washing of the soil, it shou! : 

R evutews petuation of disease, a chance to get be terraced before planting. 

rid of wormy apples, and a help for — 

the tree to bear well next year. In 1896 United States produc: | 
Under this head will be found the best ‘ 

from horticultural papers and experiment mai 69,000,000 barrels of apples; in 190-. 

fotuntion bat the "tre bene of the Read There is a live and growing de- about 23,000,000. “The rapid spre! 

put in Fendable: and. alteactlys, eOADe cites mand for smal] packages for fruit. of destructive insects and diseases 

School of Journalism, editor. A neat small package of graded fruit, fruit within recent years” has fore 

<= labeled with the grower’s name, will the abandonment of the large far 

From The Fruit: Grower.-—“Hood ring the fancy price. Now is the orchards. “The market apples of the 

River apples sell at 25 cents apiece, time to supply yourself, for / the future will be produced by special 

not because of their superior quality, makers of fruit packages are likely — ists.” 

but because of organized advertising to be behind their orders when the Se 

that has educated a certain class of | Packing time comes. THE TREE SHARK 

consumers to demand such apples at From Miss. Expt. Sta. Bul. 147.— About this time of the year nur 

any price.’ Manufacturers regu- “The bulk of apples found on our sery agents are abroad in the land. 

late styles and popularize them by ad- local markets are No. 2s or culls. Once a year, at least, we give warn- 

vertising, but most fruit growers These have sold at times for two ing and supply a list of “dont’s,” but 

have this lesson to learn. “It must “ellars or more per bushel. ---and victims of the fake nursery agent stil] 
be made stylish for the city people to the demand at these prices Was aime to us with their pathetic stories. 

walk down the street munching an tester than the supply.” The author Conditions in this state are much 
apple or a bunch of grapes. Apple thinks that “apple STOWE ey better than five years ago, but are 

eating can be made just as popular "ever be of great commercial mm “bad enough now. The very first bump 
as breakfast foods... .Advertising — PoTbance in Mississippi,” but that given to swindlers selling nursery 
will do it. It is time your associa- enough should) be grown for home dtock ‘in: this state was administered 

tion, your community, your horticul- "Se “There is only a limited num- by agents of the State Horticultural 

tural society is getting busy at  cre- ber of varieties of apples adapted to Society in 1908, when an agent of 
ating styles in fruit.” the South” and very little work has the Farmers’ Nursery Company ul 

a been done on them in Mississippi. ‘Tppecanow City, Ohio, waa arrest 

If you see a mower in South Africa Here is an opportunity to develop and fined for fraudulent , practices. 

you know who made it and where it. * 8reat apple trade m the Southert Among other things this agent repre 

was made. The only place its label states where the climate is not sented that he was employed by th 
counts for nothing is in the junk favorable to apples, but. where the State Society to teach farmers. how 

heap where it is worth about $2.00. people could be made to like them (o: PRONE, Ste; 

Too much of our fruit is sold as 2 Well as in the North. The next merry chase was after 
junk. If you are ashamed of your a agents of the Home Nursery Com 

fruit, sell it for junk. If you are To set trees exactly where the stake pany of Bloomington, Illinois. Om 
proud of it, label the package with was, use a board strip three feet long BB. N, Bowman was the chief high 

your name and the variety and grade — With a noteh in the center, and a hole priest. We gave him and his contrac! 

of the fruit. The confidence you at each end. Slip the notch over the — orchard plan several pages of fr 

inspire that way will sell more fruit stake, drive pegs through the holes at advertising in Wisconsin. Hortict! 

at better prices. the ends, remove the board, dig the pure and finally turned him over \> 

ee hole, replace the board on the pegs, the tender care of Prof, Sander . 

Currants grow better than most set the tree in the notch and fill the ~~ Bowman is now said to be full 

fruit in the shade. This makes hole. If another man digs while you halter-broke and guaranteed to stan! 

them valuable for interplanting with 8re setting the trees, he can carry a without hitehing, which is most 1 

young fruit trees, where four or five Similar board and you can keep yours markable. In_ the beginning ye! 

rows of currants may be grown be- for use on the pegs which he sets. might chase him over a county au! 

tween cherry, plum, or pear trees, —_—— when you were sure you had him ‘|: 

where the trees are twenty to thirty In selecting the orchard site, choose a corner he would serenely appe:’ 

feet apart. a north or- northwest slope in. order somewhere else with a bunch of co: 

a to retard the opening of the blossoms tracts for Ostheim and Northwe-! 

Tf you haven’t thinned your apples — till after frost. Plant on high ground, cherry at $1.10 each. Bowman au! 

four to six inches apart, do it now, because the colder air settles into the his agents actually sold thousands «! 

leaving only the best shaped, disease- lower areas and causes later frosts cherry trees at that price! |
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And See the Big Baufield Berries 
We next encountered agents of the TREES AND SHRUBS, LAKE GENEVA) gone. Lave lost also all Cercis or 

Spaulding Nursery and Orchard Conditions among perennials, trees Judas trees. Weigelias also suffered 
Company of Springfield, Illinois, sell- and shrubs are disheartening to say bad. Snowballs look as if they would 

| ing a collection of fruit trees and the least. Of most interest to you, rather go to sleep than grow. Bar- 

Catalpa seedlings worth about fifty perhaps, is to know how your trial berries suffered much. 
dollars for one hundred and forty orchard stands. I took a walk over Trees: I have in’ my nursery 

dollars cash on delivery and claiming there a week ago and I am glad to Ailauthus or ‘Tree of Heaven” 20 

to be employed by the Forestry De- report to you that the trees look fine, feet high that are only fit for kind- 

partment of the United States De- practically no damage to speak of. ling wood for the other place. Eng- 

partment of Agriculture. Your orchard has a somewhat south- lish walnuts are dead and so are some 

A number of other schemes were ern exposure, is also sheltered from hardwood maple seedlings six years 
exposed until for a time the state was the north and west winds. Not so Old that have never been transplanted 

comparatively free from these pests, with my orchard; that slopes to the for four years. Conifers are badly 

but there is good reason to believe north, lays high and is exposed to the sealded in places. 

that some of them will return. With west winds from the lake. Here the Roses severely frozen back, even 

the publicity we have given this busi-  pesults are that about one-quarter of such hardy ones as Ramblers, that 

ness and with the class of advertising al] trees (planted as two year old in We never think of covering. Ampe- 

we carry in this paper of reliable 1908) are dead. I am speaking now lopsis Veitehii or Boston Ivy killed 

home firms there is not the slightest of apples and pears, for plums and to the root. Kudzu Vine also dead. 

excuse for any reader being swindled. cherries are all right. The remain- Bulbs: Tfyacinths and many other 

In spite of this, just as sure as sun- ing ones lost all their fruit spurs, Narcissus frozen, as are Lilium aura- 

| rise will come tomorrow morning, be- whereas the tips of last year’s growth — tum, rubrum, ete, where no covering 

fore next September some member — gre producing the only flowers to be Was given. | . 

| will send ina “contract erchard” order geen with very few exceptions. Fruit Taraxacuin oficinale is in beautiful 

for varieties that no one ever heard — spurs, apples and pears, are killed bloom all over, whether covered or 
of ata dollar apiece or more, for in- — ynostly all around here. Peach trees Ht the Dandelion is always with us. 

spection and “what do you think — algo all winter killed. My peaches A. Martini. 

about it?” were Elbertas. Apples on the death —— — 

Such is the way of the world. ist; Pameuse, Bellflower, Wealthy, Everyone is busy making hay, not 

Here are three “dont’s” that may or Yellow ‘Transparent, Northwestern much time to work in the garden, but 

may not help. Greening, MeIntosh; all good hardy we must stop long enough this dewy 

Don't buy fruit trees on the “con- varieties and especially recommended — morning to dust the melon, cucumber, 

tract orchard” plan. If you lack con- for our climate. Cause? Very dry squash and = pie-pumpkin vines) with 

fidence in’ yourself sufficient to enter summer with plenty rain in fall and Jand-plaster to which a little Paris 
into a straightforward bargain for very hard frost with still more and — green has been added. Later wateh for 
trees to be delivered next spring and {hen some. ‘Trees were overcharged — the large hard-shelled gray bugs. 

paid for on delivery without any — with sap. ‘This explains leaves re- They will be found piled up under 

worthless guarantee to “trim and care maining on trees in the orchard all the leaves near the base of the plants 
for? the trees for five years don’t buy winter, Grapes and raspberries car- early in the morning and can then be 

[rees, ried over all right where they had gathered and destroyed. 

Pont buy, except for trial, in lots heen buried with soil. Where cov- Lime sulphur prepared at the rate 
f two or three, trees of any variety ered with manure only they are of 1-30 with one pound of arsenate 
vuless named in the Fruit Lists of — padly frozen. of lead added sprayed on the early 

‘se annual report of this society. Strawberries on dry ground all — potatoes will shorten the bug crop. 
‘There are enough poor ones listed right, in fact anything that was in Spray pansies, sweet peas und cle- 

“wre without going outside for 4 perfectly dry place did not suffer matis with a weak solution of Bor- 

‘rouble. so much. deaux to prevent mildew. 

Don't pay a dollar apiece for cherry Of perennials Tollyhocks and Burn over the old strawberry bed, 

'’ apple trees; they are not worth it. Marshmallows all gone. Digitalis, — then plow, harrow thoroughly and sow 

Save time, trouble and money by — Phlox, Caillardias, Dephiniums suf- to turnips. They will keep down the 

haying of firms which advertise in fered bad. weeds and furnish a welcome addi- 

Wisconsin HORTICULTURE. * Shrubs: Symphoria racemosa and tion to the winter supply of vege- 

ee Vulgaris (Snowberry and Indian cur- — tables, and the surplus can be fed to 

A WORD TO READERS rant) half frozen. Golden Bells or — the chickens. Mrs. Biddie enjoys a 

If you want to buy or sell advertise — Forsythia flowerball frozen and some “biled” dinner about once a week. 

in Wisconsin HorticuL TURE, plants entirely dead. — Privets all Mrs. L. H. Patmer.
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Wisconsin Horticulture vents you from going no serious obli- | [7 — 

gation is incurred, 
Published monthly by the 2+ ___ WM. KNIGHT & SON 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Dire spitie : os he A EL Millia St, Madison, Wis. / First’ berries Dunlop: Best show 

Qfftlal organ’ of the ‘Sorlety ing, Dunlap. Crop one-half to two- 

__ thirds a full yield. Cold) weather R | E 
. tess chev ' an 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor holding back the fruit and making ea state 

Secretary W. 8. 11, 8. Madison, Wis. quality poor, Acreage below average 
Associate Editors — Nineteen Hundred . . 3 

Members of the Soclety. in southern counties. Our heaviest F ° G 

ee picking will be June 24 to 28 on ac- ruit rowers 

Membership fee one dollar, which in count of not uncovering beds till late. 
cludes fifty conts subseription price of Wis to 
consin Horticulture. Remit: one dollar. to M.S. Kettoaa. 
Frederic Craneticld, Editor, Madison, Wis. | 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. ana We have land for sale in the Bay- 
A dollar bill may be sent. safe rappe A : 
or attached (0% card. Personal checks ac- OUR SCHOOL GROUNDS field Peninsula Fruit Zone. Good lo- 
cepted. "Stamps accumulate faster than we Fal cation, good soil—suitable for apples, 
ran use them. Do not send stamps if any ry ‘ami sof. : * ‘5 
other means are available y Along abot the middle of July the cherries and small fruits. 

Application for entry as second-class mat school yard is apt to be the worst 
ter at the postoflice at Madison, Wisconsin, 2 : Lo. . Also grass lands for stock and 
pending. looking spot in’ the district. Some- deities. 

Advertising rates made known on appli . . 
cation. body ought to cut the weeds and grass Prices are cheap and terms easy. 

SSS at least once during vacation. Who We will also clear and plant to or- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society — Will do it’ chards for you, and cultivate and care 
—_— for them for five years. 

ation s awe 4 Write us for prices and terms at 
OFFICERS Ie patica, bloodroot, ane 

b. B. Bingham, President.---Sturgeon Bay Dutchman’s breeches and many ot te 
C.L. Richardson, Vice-P. Chippewa Falls aay lars Hative plarits aay be . 
LG Kellogg, Treasurer Ph ginon Carly flowering native plants may be BAYFIELD, WIS. 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary----------Madison transplanted from the woods to the 1 

— schoolyard in vacation time with ea | _ 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE tire success if watered and shaded for 
D. BH. Bingham, Chairman________Ha-Officio . 

cs be Blehardsonneoneannaren nae OO a few days. K ll 9 
Ie 5 ellogg__-----------------Ho- 10 

F, ire eRe e Ogg s 
1st Dist., Wm. P. Longland_Lake Geneva This is the season when Arbor Day 
2nd Dist., G. W. Reigle---------- Madison i SON ANON: 2 a Nurser. 
3rd Dist., Wm. Toole____._...--._Baraboo trees and shrubs die for want of a VY 
4th Dist., W. C.. Sieker_______Milwaukee . . in 

Bth Dist. H.C. Melcher ==~==- Oconomowoc little attention. T know it is really Oldest Ni : 
ist., E. Gonzenbach__-_____Sheboygan 3 i 

ith Dist., Fred Muehlenkamp...-- Sparta nobody’s business in partieular but Wi ursery nm 
aN. AL al 

9th Dist. A. Ww. Hasmusten-- a paesoeneosh really someone ought to see that the isconsin 
10th Dist, Irving Smith-----7-_--“Ashland de are k iown. aronnd -the 
11th Dist, 0. Mandera.-222--2222-Rayfela = weeds are kept down around the Our stock is grown right, dug 

_ newly planted bushes, the soil stirred, right, packed right, and by no 
BOARD OF MANAGERS and a heavy muleh applied. means least, the 

D. E. Bingham F. Cranefield > == 
L. G. Kellogg an . . a PRICES ARE RIGHT 

cee The secretary of the Missouri State 

Annual Membership —__---------_-_-$1 00 Board of Tlorticulture reports an un- Our Specialties are Small Fruits 
hich includes fifty cents subseri rice r i 

ane eat WigeonainHontcuitage PY sually large apple erop for that and Fruit Trees 
e Membership -----___--________10 00 ate. The crop is estimated at 72 ; Remit to Secretary W. 8. H. 8. state. The crop. is cstimated nt 72 Apples singly or by the 1000 

Madison, Wis. per cent as compared with 35 to 40 Currants by the doz. or 25,000 

= == = per cent last year, Strawberries by doz. or 500,000 
Bayfield, August 21 and 22. Winter varieties are reported best 

+ with summer and fall varieties poor. FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

Don’t forget about Bayfield. Wisconsin is the only state that can Get our price list before you place 

+ raise fall apples and do it right. The your order and save money. 

You will never forget nor ever re- market is all our own and will be Address Box 77 
gret the trip to Bayfield. for all time. KELLOGG’S NURSERY 

- Sa ee Janesville, Wisconsin 

Overflow tents will be pitched in A WORD TO ADVERTISERS 

the shade of Mr. Knight’s Perfection “Be not misled by circulation 

currants on the hill back of the city. claims, but put your trust in the vig- WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

> orous character of the publication Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 
Notify the seeretary on or before that has a policy and = stands for stock. ee employ ne agents but sell di- 

e x i rect. in ¢l 
August | Wf you want a place to sleep something—not your policy, perhaps. by buyingiof i, Cavite money 

at Bayfield. _ dust state your in- but nevertheless an earnest appeal to WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 

tentions, and if later something pre- a living constituency.” 'T. Frispir. Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop.
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SPRAY CALENDAR 
ee = = —— < 

| When? 
What? Why? How? a ————— a a a et Remarks 

Ist spraying 2d Spraying 3d spraying 

Apple Scab and bitter | Bordeaux Mix- | Before growth | Just after blos- | 10 days after 2d 
rot ture or Lime- begins soms drop spraying 

Sulphur (1 to 101.8.) | (1 to 30 or 35 | (1 to 30 or 35 
L. 8.) L. 8.) 

Codling moth Arsenate of Lead | Just after blos- 10 days later Last week of ist and 2nd spray- 
combined with soms drop July or Ist week | Ing same as 2d and 

Bordeaux of August for 2d | 3d for scab; mere- 
brood ly add arsenate of 

| lead to Bordeaux. 
Oyster shell seale | Lime Sulphur March or early ’ « «Bien 

1to9 April but before mercial time seule 
| growth starts phur on growing | plants at less dilu- 

tion than 1 to 30 

Oyster shell seale | Kerosene Emul- | When young are | 10 to 12 days | 10 to 12 days 
sion active later later 

Cherry and Mildew and shot- | Bordeaux Mixture | When leaves are 2 weeks later After fruit Add arsenate of 
Plum hole fungus 3—4-—50 about 1-3 grown harvest lead for slug and 

ther biting 
Currant and Mildew, blight | Bordeaux and Ar-| When leaves are | 2 to 3 weeks eee ine a ea 
Gooseberry and Currant senate of Lead | fully developed later gals 

worm 

Grapes Mildew and an- | Bordeaux Before leaf buds 2 to 3 weeks 3d, 4th and 5th 
thracnose open later applications at 

intervals of 2 
weeks. i re- 

uire 
Strawberry Leaf-spot or Bordeaux and Ar- | When first leaves After blossoms 9 

blight and leaf. | “senate of Lead appear fall 
eating insects 

Raspberry and | Anthracnose and Rordeaux As above 2 weeks later | Spray new growth 
Blackberry fungous diseases | after fruit harvest. 

WHEN THE COWS DIDN'T COME HOME = attention upon the farm orchard. strength where T can. I want to do 

In March, 1907, T purchased the Some two acres adjoining the house all things possible to make  repara- 

Joseph Pearson dairy farm consist- had been planted to orchard trees. tion to that orchard. 

ing of about one hundred and thirty About: fifteen” trees were old ones. In 1907, the orchard yielded 200 
acres, situate two miles west of the  Seme fifty trees were thrifty seven- bushels of exceedingly defective ap- 

Madison city limits. With the farm °° ten-year-old) trees nicely coming — ples. Our grocers ttook them for 

| purchased the dairy herd of thirty- into bearing. As many more were — cooking apples, however, and we had 

thie. head of tilch ows id heifers,  YSulig tres ‘ist in bearing that had much use of them for sauce on our 

I could not buy the cows subject to been recently sect to fill in vacant own table. But none of the fruit 

the tubereulin. test and so after safiss SDaces in the orchard. T knew prac- was perfect. It was wormy and de- 

{ving myself as well as I could from tically nothing about the care or — fective in shape, stung by the cureu- 

the history of the herd and its physi- treatment of trees and positively lio, and much fruit fell prematurely 

col appearance of its reasonably nothing of orchards or orchard trees. from the trees. We cut excellent 
healthy condition T  purehased and The orchard ground was covered with — crops of hay from the orchard in 1907 

took my own ehanees. Within forty. dead branches and a mat of dead and in 1908, but our apple crop. in 

vight hours after taking possession of — &T@SS. My first venture to improve — 1908 was below the crop of 1907 both 

the herd, upon a tuberculin test being conditions in the orchard was to burn in quantity and quality. When we 

made, T found my dairy herd wiped it over. A neighbor discovering what — Jearned that we should not expect 

ut. Only seven animals failed to I was about, hastened to me and — both a crop of apples and a crop of 

tone “of this ‘ .e pointing out how T was ruining the hay from the orchard we tried to vact and of this number only three : ; 
were mileh cows, the remaining four tees by burning, helped me to keep make up to the orchard so far as we 
Leing young stock the fire away from and save most of — could by returning a liberal covering 

I went at the disinfecting and them. A few died because entirely of fertilizer. Three times, I believe, 

leansing of the barns and stables and girdled by fire. Many show great since the spring of 1907 have we 
vleans r the Sd s 23 Ane . , “ . 

: led slowly t build inj sears that were left after that burn- covered the orchard with barn yard 
vroceeded slowly to rebuild my dair ; z ‘ 
herd with tul y ii ted y y ing. All are making valiant efforts | manure. 
1er¢ v1 L are: ster “OWS. , . . 

r wit aiberen In teste COWS. to heal and cover over the sears. It was on Washington’s birthday, 
ihe Joss of the dairy herd and its Some yet will probably give up and 1909, that) our secretary, Mr. Fred 

wnticipated income fell very heavily die, T have learned my lesson on the Cranefield, went out home to lunch 

eno me and compelled me to prove treatment of orehard trees and am with) me and going through the 

every resource for income to carry making every effort to heal the trees orchard with me pointed out what 

iy investment. Necessity foreed my and to save and = conserve their ought to be done. Some trees were
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suffering from blight, others from cider press of about two bushels capa- 

canker, all from the necessity of prun- city was gotten and all wind-falls or 

ing and from a binding matted sod imperfect apples were used for cider. JEWELL 

of many years standing. Sweet cider in small quantities was 

We set about pruning the trees, marketed quite readily in Madison at MINNESOTA 

cutting out the canker, bridging over thirty-five cents per gallon. We 

the scars from the burning and cov- found that ordinarily a two bushel 

ering all large cuts and bruises with cheese of apples would press out four GROWN 

the grafting wax preparation for gallons of cider, so that as cider our 

which Mr. Cranefield gave us the wind-fall and surplus apples were Nursery Stock 

formula. In the spring of 1909 at bringing us about seventy cents per 

his suggestion we plowed up the sod, — bushel. ee 

pulverized it with the disk harrow The work of harvesting the apples I 

and have kept the orchard cultivated — and making the cider was practically Complete assortment of Fruit 

ever since. Commencing in 1908 we all done by members of the family, and Ornamental stock in all 

have sprayed twice each spring pur- — our son John, who is in his sixteenth varieties suited to northern cul- 

suant to instructions and have each year, having entire charge of the tik A sealer of Hamy 

year since pruned with vigor. marketing. His records show the Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

Our first substantial improvement sale of: Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid._ | 

in quantity and quality of fruit was 300 bus. apples at ___-.-------- $266.47 

in 1909 and in that year our sales 200", gale “elder alone <= _ 70,00 uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

amounted to about $200. The “frost ‘Yotal sales approximately 400 ie eet 
destroyed all fruit buds in 1910 and ae ee - 

we had searcely an apple. Our re- We have in our eT = ie ee —_—e—— eo 

sults for 1911 are as follows: on July April 13, 1912, several bushels of ap- 4 

I made as careful a canvass of ee ie a i THE JEWELL NURSERY 60. 

. og as I could and in our cider for vinegar and have used anc 

ane tmole in which is Tisted every iver aveay apples testy for nine | LAKE CITY, MINN. 
ee. its variety, condition, ete., I set months from the 1911 crop. . 

Bak ay puma, which “ageregated We have each spring since 1908 1500 Acres Established 1868 

400 bushels: On September 10, 1911, planted in new trees to take the place 

Mrs, Warner made a similar canvass of such as have died i os told 

roin fe ‘s her estimate: we have on a two acre plat 123 trees, 

and Terciny fellows her estima 39 of which are young and st of | EIRST CLASS NURSERY STOCK 
Variety eis wats which are in bearing. Of the fourteen IN GREAT VARIETY 

N. W. Greening — 36 180 varieties there were but one or two i 

en aa 1 a that we could name. Samples of the Consisting of 

Whitney No. 20 3 S apples were submitted to our secre- 

Seek No: ithe 4 ‘2 tary who furnished the names for FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 

Hibernal I 2 them. 

Pants Cider 5 80 Our Northwestern Greening, MENTAL TREES 

Feast : “<  Plumb’s Cider and Gano have been . . “i 

Peerless ’ 7 awarded premiums in stiff competi- Kontera en ete, 

‘Total 82 500 tion at the Horticultural Society ex- Vines ‘Asparagus a's en 

This estimate included — sundry ne ie tents, bad ae te Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

small sales that had been made as well a anne ° igwenere a a : Vines and Perennials, Roses, Ever- 

as apples used since about the middle explore the value of this 0 d orchard. t 

of July. The cstimate was signifi- No similar area of our farm has ap- sn etc. . i 

cantly accurate. ‘The apples were al- proached in net receipts this two you would like to see a rea i 

most uniformly perfect, of good size  8¢re plat. We have been getting les- good Catalogue we would be gla 

and every one sound clear through, 8288 in tree culture that are well to send you ours. It has more than 

‘The wind-falls Inst year were not of. Werth the effort expended and addi- | fifty pages and describes everything 

fered on the market. Only hand- ‘ional to that our cash receipts are in the plainest language without 
picked apples were brought to the proving significantly attractive. any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

city. Owing to the abundant crop, Ernest N. Warner. scriptions. 

the price we received for perfect Mr. Warner is a lawyer but was 

hand-picked fall apples averaged only reared on a large dairy and_ stock The Coe, Converse & Bdwards Co. 

about seventy-five cents per bushel. farm. When the lure of the land FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 
Our winter varieties later sold as finally could be resisted no longer, Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

high as $1.50 per bushel. A hand what more natural than to turn to
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durying as a recreation? Considered  ———————————————_ 

that old orchard by the roadside as Questions and A ore Door County Fruit Lands 

au ineumbrance on an otherwise per- FOR SALE 

fectly good pasture. Also Cottages and Bay Shore Lots 

Some day, and BOON; the light of Q. I would like to see in our paper pascuns __ 

reason ahd understanding will pene- 41) that is known about eanker on C.R. Seaquist & Son, Sister Bay, Wis. 

trate. the buttermilk brains of some apple and pear trees. What is the = ————————__—___| 

of our 160 Bere farmers who are jnatter with Windsor apple for prairie 
actually making about two per cent soil? G.R. Me. 

on their investment, when they will Rock County. ’ 

see that the apple tree plus the man Cc ay ursery 

behind the tree is a combination A. To tell all that is known about 
onnd to wins Eprror. the blight canker of the apple would Company 

+) require all of several issues of this 

GEMS paper. An excellent description of PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 

At the First American Apple Con- the disease and suggestions for con- 

gress, which met in Denver in 1910, trol ae be ‘ound ora annual re- Ofp_Fomplere linet. 

Hon. Alva Adams delivered a re- port of this Society for 1906. . 

markable address. It naturally con- In general terms canker is merely HARDY NURSERY STOCK 

tained much about Colorado orchards — fire blight attacking the crotches, FOR SPRING 1912 

and Colorado box apples, but here and — main limbs and trunks of the tree —_—————— 

there are to be found some old truths instead of the new growth of twigs. If interested in planting FRUIT 

beautifully expressed. You will find The remedy lies in gouging out all TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 

s of om i corners. thi affected bark with a sharp knife or : 5 some of them in odd corners. this aa a auitwding ts ard ORNAMENTALS, write us for 

month. Here is one: ; / ! fe me . jo . a CATALOGUE and PRICES. 

“The apple is an asset financially, With a strong solution of copper sul- . . . 
ve . : fate tt You will find our prices consist- 

morally and politically. It is a mort- ate. . ch li f k offered 

gage payer, a character builder, a The Windsor is probably as good ent with quality of stock offered. 

conservator of home and a patriotic #8 any other for prairie soils. No _ 

incentive. Apple orchards mean in- place for apples. 

tensive cultivation of small tracts of —— NURSERIES AT 

land. It means a maximum of pro- Q. 1. If one is to have but one, two 

duetion and a minimum of waste. It or three apple trees on this light soil, WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 
8! 

is a business in which every member — which kind or kinds are best? 

of the household can take an intelli- 2. Is there any truth in the state- 

gent and a useful interest. It cen- ment that trees trimmed in March 

tralizes the family and creates a produce wood growth, while if ° 

home in which all may have a part. trimmed in June they will bear more Vincennes 

In an orehard land fireside altars are — fruit? urseries 
everywhere reared and everywhere Waupaea, SS... 

sacred.” . . . Vincennes, Indiana 
‘ _ A. 1. Any of the kinds named in 

“Ceneral List” in Annual Report. W I ) 

GARDEN! BOOKS 2. Yes; these statements are mainly * C. REE 3 
Che gardener should read good eaehiak Hist 4 the maanic +a PROPRIETOR 

: correct; that “is, » tendency is 
hooks, books on pruning, books on in- ees pa ey a nt 

: . the direction indicated. Cherry Trees by the 
: ts, ete., am “e keep ae . — 100 or 100000 

. 28. s also a good idea to . oo : 
Ste, . Toske iecasion lly Q. 1. Is interplanting in orchards The Growing of Cherry Trees 

a 3 00) ecasionally. 5 5 fs 
" AC a BRORY i of apple trees advised? If so, what has been our Specialty for 
l'cre are two, both well worth read- crop would you advise? Years. Our soil and method 

ine: “The Garden of a Commuter’s 9. Is alfalfa advanta feous or detri- of growing produces a Tree 

Wife” and “The Secret Garden.” “ ‘ poe: that is not excelled by an 
_ i mental to apple orchards? z y y 

Not a single, solitary word about Sauk. Couuty C A. Ht one. Splendid blocks of two- 

girdening in either one, that is, not “ cas year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

« word about how to do gardening, A. 1. Cateh crops may be grown eae ee ie trees. i 

it delightful stories about gardens. in an orchard for the first three or cAmong,, MOntMOrency Any 
bape , ; : other leading varieties by the 

Jost the thing for a Sunday after- four years if common sense is used 100 or car load. We also grow 

hoon in summer. There are many — at the same time. Both grass and a general line of other Nursery 

things in life besides cows and dol- grain must positively be kept out of stock. Personal inspection in- 

lars and apples; don’t let them all the orchard and only such crops vited. Correspondence solicited 

slip by. Read “The Secret Garden.” — grown as require cultivation. Beans
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and potatoes are favorites with the 000 trees in 1900. This state alone It might be worth while to ma. 

Sturgeon Bay cherry growers. produced 25,409,000 bushels, valued a list of the native wild plants ay| 

2. Alfalfa should never be planted — at $13,848,000. In 1899, a crop of — wild animals found on this contine ++ 

in an orchard. 24,111,000 bushels was gathered. that might be cultivated and don 

—— : Wisconsin has 2,480,000 trees— — tieated to advantage, and althouw 4) 

Q. Some people whitewash their slightly fewer than 1900, and apple — most of these in a wild state may 2. 

fruit trees in fall. Is this a good — product is worth $2,232,000. Towa’s — pear erude and of little value thoy 

practice? Why Would it be of any is about three times as much and — will nevertheless compare very (.- 

benefit to trees if they were white- — Hlinois one-third more. The Wash- — vorably with the wild plants and ani 

washed in the spring alsof Should ington crop is worth $2,672,000, Ore- mals that have been cultivated aud 

any other substance be added to the — gon’s $1,931,000 and California's $6,- domesticated in the Kastern hemi 

whitewash / 335,000, sphere upon which we now mainly 

A. The. best far U ~ -—.- depend for food and shelter. 
A. . 4S ve Cy sy ce 

. REE RER Ae aT Ny ee ee CONSERVATION I hope and trust that you may be 
European practice of whitewashing “ 5 ‘ , é . 

. . Be vessel The two fundamental wants of hu- able to do something in’ the nes 
the trunks of trees is that it will do : = . ; 

2 manity are food and shelter, and un- future along these lines. 
no harm. It may even hel little, z " ts ‘ 

: Z til these are supplied the higher de- Joun A. Gaynor. 
but it must not be conside Ure- : . 

. . velopments of our race is” hardly 
all. It cannot replece spraying with . nn . : 

‘i practicable. The work of donesti-.§ 7-7 
lime-sulphur or Bordeaux. ti 1 developi int rieti 

a eating and developing imto varieties, “ le 

i the wild plants and wild animals of We have a Fine Lot of 
THE APPLE CROP tl East 1 sik lnid th 

i ms ” 1e astern emisphere a ne ” 

A preliminary a mu " the foundation for modern civilization. Plants for the Garden. 

gencral results " me a " t cen Notwithstanding the fact that we 

“us relative tote mu or farms “have found on the Western hemi- SEND FOR LIST 
spor ‘ » trees saring age 2 i ES 

reporting appl a is SeMEIE C sphere vast varieties of plants and 
sc. vo) varing age, to- 3 . 

and those ree o i a ae ’ animals well fitted to supply — the 
rether w y Yr ses in . . 
gether with the mune ° rees wants of humanity,—plants and ani- J. E. MATHEWSON 
each class as of April 15, 1910, and oe 

sa \  ushels of mals that under proper cultivation Sheb. Wi . 

giving the num ot ud. th ° and domestication could be developed eboygan, isconsin 

ples er m an ane ry yt into varieties that would serve hu- 

of the crop: has sn he Ae a manity even better than the varieties 

rector Durand: of the: bureau. of the imported from the East, yet we have 

oe ad 48 \ done but very little in this work of 
At the census of 1900 there were ri Th G t 

‘ conservation, 

reported 201,794,000 apple trees of ,: ; ; | e rea 
eave sist 151,323,000 Wisconsin has taken the leading 
bearing age, as agains d1,325, . : . 

: : part in) progressive movements, and N th 
5S 910, a decrease of 50,4 oO! . trees in re 1 decrease of 50,471,00 ié aeema to ie that You ave dit: A or ern 

trees, or 33.4 per cent. ye ‘ i 
oe . position to call publie attention to N C 
The present census shows that in aan wearul ‘ewiece Ga this matter; ursery O. 

1909 there were produced in the i would wale ¥ spam ams 
Tnited States 147,592,000 bushels of and would ask you to prepare an ar- 

United § tates Hastie \ " f $83 ticle on that subject to be read at the : 

aged having: ©: total Salus! Ot pets: next meeting of the Iorticulture So- Sells First-Class 

Ra ; : ciety, : Wisconsin Grown Trees 
Production by States. T have ‘be 2 lo this ki 

: nave been trying to do this kind Our Trees Live. We had anop- 

Missouri, New York and Illinois of work for the eranberry. I col- portunity eee are Tee eee 
together oe i 1910 ie eat ss together from all parts of the the end of tie" season only 82 per 

or ce! » trees . r 2 183 so called varieties 2 cent of the eastern grown si w per cent of a 1 apple trees ot vearing globe 183 so called varieties of the canto Se COR re Crete eolived 

age in the United States. The num- — cranberry and have turned them over andgrew. Moral: buy home grown 
“ . ‘ + : 4 . stock and avoid loss. Our trees are 

ber of trees of bearing age in Mis- to the State Cranberry Experiment HARDY, and our stock is HEAL- 
souri at the census of 1910 was 14, Station. Our late Professor Goff, that our stock has not the willowy 

360,000, this being a decrease since about one year before his death told or cetera of southern 

1900 of 5,680,000 trees. The produc- me in a letter that he hoped to be Every tree and shrub is packed 
: . e . - 

tion of apples in 1909 amounted to — able to do for the blue berry what I Sosure to anand wlad, fromox 

9,969,000 bushels while in 1900 it was have been trying to do for the cran- 

6,496,000 bushels, a gain of 8,473,000 berry. I regard his early death as 
os os . 3 . Great Northern Nursery 

bushels. The value of the 1909 crop a great loss to the Horticulture in- 

was $4,886,000. terests of Wisconsin and I have seen Company, Baraboo, Wis. 

New York reported 11,248,000 trees nobody since who is quite able to Write for Catalogue and Price - List. 

of bearing age in 1910 against 15,055,- fill his place. |
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SOME THINGS A GIRL CAN DO little thought to the future happiness pick the chickens on the farm. I 

By Mrs. L. TH. Palmer, Baraboo. of their daughters that they neglect think many city women will agree 
. teaching them the common details of | with me that it is very convenient to 

There is no one who can do more to home-keeping. Who has not heatd have jars of sweet, home-cooked lard 
hefp in the Country Life movenient young married women exclaim, “I stored for family use, and to be able 
than our girls. Do we fully realize wish mother had taught me to cook. — to serve chicken for dinner just for 

what it means to’ have so many of the: 7 .outa make candy and. angelfood,. the picking. ‘That: ia real 1ixtiry, 
bughtest ‘of our eountry girls drawn 4 7 never did any: plain) cooking: Girls, acquire all’ the acddniplisli 
into the already overflowing Sea of and it is so hard to learn when there ments your talents and tastes require, 
clerks, stenographers and factory is no one to show me.” but don’t neglect the art of —home- 
workers ¢ I had the pleasure not long ago of — keeping. If there were more — good 

(God created man first but woman visiting the school of home economics —home-keepers there would be far less 

came a elose seeond, not as a home- at Madison and a busier, happier lot divorce cases based on the charge of 
maker or bread-winner but as a help- of girls IT never) met. They were inhuman treatment. It is enough to 
mate, a home-keeper, endowed with washing dishes after the noon lunch 
a natural instinet to cling to and per- and were learning that even dish- 

fect the home that man, when tired washing can be made less unpleasant a y, Pa ij 
front a hard day's work, might find a yy 4 Jiberal use of good will mixed a 
haven of rest. with hot suds and clean cloths. : fees . Girls are born with the homing in- I hear some girl exclaim, “That all { ee \ 

stinet. There may be some inclined sounds very fine but I can’t attend f 
to deny this, but if they search down thie schaol of home ceonoriies2” You on z F 

into that wee small corner of their don't need to. Just go into the kiteh- : 

hearts, Kept for their sweetest, inner- a with mother and insist that she al- 
mest thoughts, they will know Tam 4. you to help her.” Mother don’t BERRY CRATES 
right. turn away her daughter’s offer of help BOXES 

Girls, you ean do much to make snd desire for knowledge. ‘The prize anda ling of 
country life what, it should be if you WiNnTARLAISWOR tO the: (UOEGAY wlis Other Fruit Packages 

Be e sent out among two hundred teachers Peakagoe Cl complyuithiehe new 
lhe freedom for spontaneous and wase “The witecuPadarmor of mock Wiecnan lew: 

inividual action, the opportunity to erate means who does her own wash- 
create an environment congenial with ing; froning;. cooking. sewing and Medford Veneer Co. 
your tastes. a “ae . Medford, Wis. 

sn . . brings up a family of boys and girls 
lhe city girl has no copyright on to be useful members of society and ee 

the use of brains and there is no ae- finds time for intelleetual improve- 
complishment, no form of amusement ment.” Help your daughter to. he- 

at her command that may not he come such a woman. Telp her to un- K N O xX 
yours if you will but put forth the derstand that home keeping is a hap- ee ee 
requisite effort. But, says someone, py. blending iof wrt and sciences and 

there is so much work, Sure, there is that a girl never looks lovelier than NU R S E R I E S 
work, but the country has no monop- with»sleaves rolled from dimpled arms ———.es>>amw™” 
oly work and = do have the and Hands: plunged inte aa snowy, (Established in 1861) 

wivilege of working for yourself sub- . 

jet to no ‘lictation but your own flsiity,. bow! al biead-snonge: inet by Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. ‘ , her skillful management, will soon 
teks surrounded by an environment oie inte delicicus, Goxutifally They strongly recommend One 
fur more beautiful than that of the yo ad qoaves of bread, or bending | Year Cherry Trees because they 

o with intent interest and glowing | are stocky, well headed, well rooted 
/ It is only that familiarity breeds cheeks over some culinary prepara- thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

nlifference that makes us so unap- tion that when placed on the dinner | Two Year for those who prefer 
beciative of the beauty of rural life. table will make father and the boys the larger trees. They also have a 
The greatest poets of all ages have happy. 2 5 7 

. . . 5 . . nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. composed many of their most beauti- That is modern evolution. and of 
ful poems on country life and noted — far more importance to present and A trial order will. convince 
anists have done their best work por- future generations than the discovery any one of ‘thelr quality: 
triying rural home scenes. of the missing link. 

There are no two words that stand Not long ago I heard a bright little H M SIMPSON & SONS 
for more in modern life than woman — woman remark that not all the wash- . 2 
and home and it is hard to under- ing machines or bread-mixers in Vincennes, Indiana. 
Stand why many mothers give so the world would cook out the lard or
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make a man inhuman to come home — case, and the time it lays its eggs. Tt onee of other protective — metho: 

tired from a hard day’s work, to find — is evident that if a systematic trap- and we will still sereen our hou. 

an untidy wife, a disorderly home, a — ping is carried on in this period be- at least, for some time to come, a | 

badly prepared dinner of dry taste- fore the first brood lay their eggs, cover our garbage pails carefully, 

less bread, soggy potatoes, poorly and there is co-operation upon the away with all filth as far as possil 

cooked meat and pie that would make — part of the people in the neighbor- and cover or remove the waste fr 
your venerable grandmother hold up hood, the number of flies in that vi- the stable. Stieky fly paper and |. 

her hands in horror. cinity would be appreciably de- use of formalin and water as a pois 1 

Better organize a neighborhood — creased. This theory works out in drink, with numerous other remediv <, 

cooking class, using the government — practice. will still continue to be practice, 

bulletins and = good eook-books as Two firms in Worcester are manu- — and should be made use of if we wish 

helps, keeping up oa pleasant rivalry facturing approved forms of fly traps, — to keep our children, as well as ony 

to see who can become the best all whieh can be used in a variety of — selves, ont of danger. 

around home keeper, and when you - i 

have perfected yourself so that. the Cth 

hands that dance se gracefully over ah 
the piano keys, ean ‘i Ba | 3 

prepare and dhintily serves dmner, g = & opel ean 
or do the family mending with the RAS eri. Pe stip * 

same patient interest that) you work MaMa ey oS Be ; 
sees cai gai . dis in are Pees Na fats. he alll SoS ~ 

out the intricate patterns of modern oe i Be ed sR 

faney work, then you will be truly Bt. SA scoreline)" Bos A 

accomplished, ready to form a happy _ — p ‘a 4 ged 

union with some royal young farmer ¢ ve ey ee ‘oe Py 
who will gladly, proudly crown you d my We on eo ee 
queen oof his heart and home.— ' Be’ oA fi ae Wag Rr ee 
Rarabeo Daily News, ~ —_———— - ~ 

. ek: ways with great success. They can We illustrate herewith — this new 

NEW METHODS IN COMBATING THE )° suspended from a hook ; they can fly trap, which sells, we believe, for 
HOUSE FLY be attached to a garbage can, to about 25 cents. The reader will male 

stable window sereens, or sereens in the large, generous bait box. The 

By Bod, Washburn, Minnesota State slaughter houses, and so arranged as — best bait apparently is a mixture of 

Entomologist: Delegate from to cateh flies going and coming out. — bread and milk, 

Minn. State . Horticultural It is strange that this did not occur SS 

Society. to us before, for it appears to be the Costs a dollar now. 

In our efforts to protect ourselves most sensible thing in the fight. _ 

from houseflies, which have resulted The offering of prizes to children 

in screened windows and doors and — for bringing in the greatest number TH E H AW KS 
sereened porches, it has not oceurred — of flies between certain dates, a pro- 

to us that we are making prisoners of — ceeding which has been very popu- N U R S E R Y Cc O. 

ourselves and leaving the flies free lar in various cities recently, while it 

to multiply in) enormous numbers, = may reduce the number of flies in a . oe 5 

thereby increasing the dangers of in- certain district of any town where are In a position to furnish 

fection from typhoid and other dis- the ecampagin is waged vigorously, high grade Nursery Stock of 

eases. The thought first oceurred fails in its ultimate objeet, and. is 

to a member of the family of Dr. based upon an entirely wrong. prin- all kinds and varieties suit- 

Hodge of Clark College, _Woreester, ciple, for it is to the interest of chil- able to Wisconsin and other 

Mass., that we were working on a dren and others collecting for prizes 

wrong principle, and this thought, to inerease the number of flies rather northern districts. 

emanating from a boy, was put into than decrease them, in order that they , 

practice in our fight against these may get more prize bringing ma- Will be glad to figure ou 

dangerous insects. As the boy said, terial. Not only that, but it has re- your wants either in large or 

“Why not put the flies in jail, and sulted in sending children into dis- ' 
let ourselves out?” tricts more or less contaminated with small quantities. 

There is quite a revolution in our disease germs, and into the neighbor- 

campaign against the house-fly. Its hood of filth, with which they would >> 

efficacy is based upon the fact that not ordinarily come in contact. 

there elapse somewhere from nine to All hail, then, to this new method WAUWATOSA WISGONSIN 

fourteen days from the time that the of fighting the house fly! It does not : ’ 

female fly emerges from the pupal mean, by any means the abolishing at
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WHY BACTERIAL DISEASES CANNOT this may be quite a rapid method of — it makes in the next branch it feeds 
BE CONTROLLED BY SPRAYING increase. The important point is upon, and there already inside the 

too. F. Potter: Students’ Contest that it is all done inside the tissues tissues they start a new colony. 

Annual Convention. of the host. Their method of enter- Thus it ean be seen that the real 

. ing new hosts is also different from — reason that bacterial diseases cannot 

tt ne well (kuioway ast that hae: that followed by fungi. They cannot be controlled by spraying is heeause 

terial diseases cannot he controlled by bore through the healthy skin, but — they not only live beneath the snr- 

SprUyIngs and it is one which every must enter in at an open breathing — face, but also reproduce there, and 

fiat en tare list should be abla fovex: pore, at naked cells such as those when carried from plant. to plant 

wlain, T doubt. however, if thereware which secrete the nectar in a flower, enter at places whieh it is impossible 

many whe: paul eee Ee correct or in wounds. They are not carried — to cover with a protecting layer of 

. fe ai worth while to note that the bacteria o> = 

ube tied of A atinte a are OS whieh produce plant disease die if BETTER THAN BEAR MEAT 
PTE ea Mintle inne, as dried out for even a couple of min The apple should be the emblem 

sila. but on the average it would utes, Tn anoiat-weather: it iis possible al salvation and not of sin-as it has 

take about 20,000 of them placed side that they mey drop throngh the air the virfig and power that brings re- 
fie: ade (o> make: a: Live oii. iveli iit for short distances, alight ina drop demption to the physieal and. finan 

length. Under normal conditions uf MOIshire and swim about until cial man. Diet has mueh to do with 

they are not present inside the tissue they find an open breathing pore. character. Apples would have made 

of a plant, and it is the invasion of — Bul in the orchard it is more usual a better world. Tad there been apple 
the plant by great numbers of these that they be carried by some _ine- orchards along the brook of Kedron, 

<mall organisms which causes — the chanical means such as insects. / It is Elijah the terrible, could have 

condition called discase. easy to imagine a sucking insect dropped his meat diet of locust and 

The common mistake is to think thrusting its beak into an infested lived on apples and honey—had he 

ihat ‘the reason: that they cannot be spot. and drawing forth several thous- done so, he would have been — less 

conttolléd by sprayina: is beanies and bacteria upon it. Some of these fierce, he would have preached toler- 

they are inside the plant when they will be left in the puneture which ance rather than judgment and_ fire 

are producing the disease, and for ©, -—— A AA A A 

this reason cannot be touched by a 

spray. But if we stop to think we SS 

remember that a fungus is also in 

side the plant tissue when it causes 

disease, yet we ean control fungus 

diseases by spraying. The more im- 

portant difference lies in — their 

methods of reproduction, of spread- =_1.'113$17?3::— eee aoa 

ing from plant to plant, and of en- 

tering the host. 

A fungus reproduces for the most AT BAYFIELD 

part by tiny organs known as spores 

which serve the same purpose as 

sods. These are born on tiny Only Cool Breezes from Lake 

branches of the fungus plant stand- Superior 

ing out from the diseased host. They 

are usually carried by wind to new 

branches. There they germinate on 

the outside, starting a new fungus AUGUST 21 AND 22 

plint which bores through the skin en ene eee nee ee 

o’ the host into the inside tissues 

again. It is a simple matter to cover EVERYBODY GOING 

tl plants with spray so that when 

tle wind brings the spore it will be 

killed before it can germinate. Write Secretary F. Cranefield, Madison, Wis., for 

Bacteria have a more convenient reservations. 

necthod of reproducing. When one 

gets too large it simply splits into 

two and as they get too large every 
half hour under favorable conditions “i
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baptism to a generation of vipers. and in time will have one of the ©? 

Had Napoleon. dieted on apples a most picturesque orchards in the Orchard Land in 
week before Waterloo he might have state as it is on a high elevation over- 

died a king in Versailles. I would looking the harbor at Ellison Bay Dunn County, Wis. 

rather trust a judge that loves apples % 7 \ 
and the islands out in Green Bay. ———— 

than one that hankers after bear 3 . 7 sat Besides the work done at Ellison Bay . aps meat. . Surface rolling; soil, rich clay Hox. Anva Apans. Bingham & Lawrence have set out I derlaid with i 
about 800 acres to cherries, apples arn Ungerdl wu limestone. 

and plums on their land near thi The orchards of adjoining farms é Ss 3 LTC i 3 
EARLY STRAWBERRIES Bo sees ° ‘ show the adaptability of this 

city as well as for other parties. : ‘ 
First berries on the market here ‘The Reynolds preserving Co. has | Pat of Wisconsin to apple 

were the Excelsior, The two best set out 80 acres of cherries on what | growing. Near railroads and 
early kinds for our soil and climate yas formerly the Ferris farm in the markets. Prices reasonable. 

are Excelsior and Bederwood. The — western part of Sevastopol besides 10 Write for particulars. 

Dunlap has not been entirely satis: eres of apples in another tract. This _ _ 

factory. work together with the seeding of oe : - 
Sparta. B.A. Ricuanpsoy. peas for the canning factory has kept William J. Starr 

— aa forget men busy.”—Nturgeon Eau Claire, - - - - Wis. 

My first sale of the strawberry this ay Democrat. 

year was made June 8. For the first - an 
: : . Tota atte te aes ve eae See, De 
seven days the selling price was ten Pee LS Sav} BS | ge ee vit bose Mavketel in pint QRSMBRSEERORICE SO | Cab Pee [Ree Sg Sap cents per pint box. Marketed in pint ORT LED 1D py NE ace BENS Ay SON S| Bio: NaS oy Ge Be ap SE 
boxes for twelve days, then changed eee Tagen p PRS Tae 3 Tae ou 

SGP a bY : oe RR BAS 
to the quart box.  Bederwood and ales , ae A S wary Sieh 

Lao aA 
Dunlap — 8 best — Warfield, Dunlap, be re A f } rd >" 

7a Sean 
Brandywine. Rain needed to develop ae ete q f fl Re es 

the green berries. G. W. Reteur. g A \ oan | - 
NSS 

“The threadbare story of Greeley’s em in Bi 

buttermilk that cost the same as his 3 “4 aK “tea 

champagne is the refuge and defense ve) re ’ AL Pr A lies) 

of the shiftless farmer. It is a good e ll TS are P| BH 

story, but it is not true.” ar | es 5 a 

Tlox. Anya Apbams. Ly - 
\ ——_ pee TTASTA i) 

tt ti : ==, 
SOMETHING DOING IN ORCHARDS sami 

“The Co-Operative Co. now has D 

522 acres set out to cherries, which SPRAY PUMPS. NOZZLES 7 

means 56,376 trees, of which num- are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 

ber 32,400 have been set out this ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 
spring. Of the 23,976 trees which power rigs. They have all been developed in line with modern spraying requirements 

and have long since passed the experimental stage. We show here a few types of 
were set out a year ago, not a tree our complete line of Spray Pumps, Nozzles, Bamboo Extensions and Accessories. 

was lost, although the winter was the Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 

severest known here, Manager Mar- Pee EL 

tin states that the good condition the gan y 4 fy La - Jig 

trees are in this spring is due to the 

elegant cover crop) which was put _ = 

in the orchard last year. o ? ce 

R. J. Coe and Dr. W. T. Clark, ae “Wy = | | 5 
of Fort Atkinson, who are interested ae. Q 

in the Ellison Bay Orchard Co., to- COME an nu 

gether with D. FE. Bingham and A. Baar 
W. Lawrence, were here from Mon- ee ee if le 

day to Wednesday and were taken to 

the orchard by the local members F E M ers & Bro 

of the firm. This company have ° $ e 

set out 200 acres of cherries, apples Ashland Pump & Hay*tool Works | 

and plums at Ellison Bay this spring ASHLAND, OHIO
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SENTIMENT IN HORTICULTURE robes were bordered with Pomegra- growing, ever changing plant or 
MARCIA H. HOWLETT, HAZENHOLT FARM. — nates of finely interwoven needlework. flower that arrests our attention and 

OSHKOSH, WIS. The golden candlesticks, used in the appeals to our better nature, our 

Those who have more skill and a sacred services, were ornamented — souls, if T may so speak, increasing: 

wider experience may tell you how with curiously wrought almond — our happiness and drawing us nearer 

to engage in horticulture for finan branches, with fruit and flower. the high and kindly Power that pro- 

cial gain. IT, an unskilled amateur, The first attempts to reproduce the motes the mystie growth, from the 

who studies and cultivates flowers for beauties of nature were no doubt tiny seed to the mature plant. A 
the love of them alone, will present crude; but as time passed man pro- mysterious something speaks to us 

the sentimental side of horticulture. — gressed and became more expert, until = from the rustling leaf, the quickeit 

Since an all-wise Creator place:l now both fruit and flowers almost ing germ and the unfolding petals 

man in a garden to keep and to dress perfectly reproduced in’ form and oof the flowers and bids us trust in 

it, there has been more or ee a Hlim who elothes the lilies 

less sentiment attached to of the field. 

trees, flowers, ote. Deep me N iy One who has been reared 
in our hearts, though often Be coca ai . ( / a the country: never loses 

unconfessed, we all know ae a Ee ke [x ; oN RAYS his sentimental love of na- 
that life without senti- aid ag ‘KK ahi ww la A eu Ny 1, ture. Though time and cir- 

ment would not be worth es ee EAL / ah we ry { Cunstiunices mas establish 
living and the sentimental ake Y Was Me yi eal A ee EN f him in. the cliN. there are 
side of our nature may be vy] aa Q Oe Say Adee Sie times when in his sceret 
likened to a golden thread i Or) Pe NG Plesk eal 4 rm heart he longs for the quiet 
thai runs through the i Cw gee ee f°) companionship of trees and 

warp and woof of human ff IP 5 i 7 Me.) flowers, A babe in arms 
lives, making bright the Y Le will pleadingly reach forth 

dark places. I a tiny fluttering hand to 

When man journeyed Geen ee . sates B) grasp a flower and show un- 

out into the world to sub- f - ; ee itinieesen mistakable signs of pleas- 

due and people it, and ooo 7 ure in its possession, even 

build for himself a Hagenholt Farm, House before the lips have learned 

home, this sentimental side of his coloring and designs of fruit, flowers to lisp the name of the flower. This 

nature prompted him to adorn thit and foliage oceupy an important love grows with their growth and in 

home with carvings of fruit, foliay;: place in the arts and erafts of today. most cases goes with them until they, 

and flowers. When he built him .»  Ifowever nearly we copy their form like the tiny seed, are laid to rest. in 

Sanctuary, a house of worship, the and color, human skill alone cannot the bosom of Mother Earth, to 

hangings and priestly garments were construct the marvelous living tissuc awake in God’s own time, even as 
dyed the color of the flowers—blue of plant or flower. the tiny seed, to a life of renewed 

| and purple and scarlet. The priestly There is something in the ever beauty and grace.
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No flowers are fraught with such her, and she was changed into a cinth, Narcissus, Lily, Violet ard 

fragrance as the flowers we plucked Laurel tree.” Rose. Cupid, the God of Love, wis 

in childhood and their graceful “Baucis and Philemon were visited her son, and though blind, he was 

forms and exquisite colors bloom by Jupiter and Mercury, and they always closely associated = wit); 

again in the memory garden of old alone were saved when their home _ flowers.” 

age. This thought is illustrated in city was turned into a lake. They Even in the practical, hustling |i/« 

the following verse: were given two wishes. They asked of today, flowers have a language :\/] 
2 2 separd eve i - 7 ; (though tor-away in.» fondign Tand, but one; ‘not to be separated even their own. ‘Thus, Pink Carnation 

My wandering feet now roam, in death,” and they were changed into means woman’s love; Pigeon-berry, 
Ever and aye my thoughts will turn a Linder avd an Oale tree? indifference; Red Rose, love; Yelluw 

To the friends and flowers of home. ¥ . . : 
Oh, winds of the ocean waft to me Narcissus was a beautiful youth, Rose, jealousy; Snapdragon, 10; 

The breath of my native flowers ! graceful in form and feature, and he Pansy, thought; Heliotrope, devotion, 
I long for the friends and flowers I knew St 

In childhood's happy hours. . ote. 
As leaves that are tossed on ocean's wave Bashful swains have been wont to 

Are seattered by spray and foam, alk : an i 3 ’ make use of this language to convey 
Tonight those friends are scattered wide Ce . ue . : 

From their childhood's lowly home. ee a silent message of love to their Ind 
But in fancy now, in the gloaming dim, 8 lies fair. The poet puts it thus: 

Loved faces T see and know (es , 
In fancy, again, T cull the flowers a r ‘dtd. 5 “An exquisite invention this, 

That bloomed in the long ago.” ‘ a Worthy of love's most honeyed kiss, 
J We This art of writing billet doux 

The flowers that are closely asso In buds and odors and bright hues : 

siated with fond friends and happy giv In saying all one feels or thinks 
canes PD: In blooming Daffodils or Pinks, 
days become very dear to us, even & Uttering as well as silence may 
though others may think them com- “ , - The sweetest words the sweetest way.” 

monplace and course. . Flowers are closely associated with 

“And what a world of dreamy thought b love and poetry, and many poets hav: 
The sight of them doth bring. " , ; . . , , 
Like birds who've wandered far from henee, compared the lady of their love mo. i 
And come again we know not whence a Vi flower. I will close with one illustra 

Ae the first call of spring.” i ze tion by an Oshkosh poet: 

Burns also illustrates this in’ the My love is not the Red Rose 
following: 7 Of passion and thorn. 

She’s the whitest of those 
“Their groves of sweet myrtle let foreign. / ‘That the wayside adorn. 

lands reckon rt She’s the Wild Columbine 
When bright, beaming s or exalts the She's the sweet Eg! o: ‘ pra Wand Minor AHALEA 1 Mrs. Marcia I, Howlett, Hazenholt Farm, — She's the sweet Hglantine : 

perfu / Gabhock: Wis. This dear one of mine 
Far dearer to me is yon glen or green (Published without’ permission.— Ep.) ‘That nobody knows. 

bracken ; : 
Wi the burn stealing under the lung became enamored of his own image She's Arbutus pure, 

yellow broom when seen in the water, and he was a she Heer rom the snows 
Far dearer to me all you humble brown aneed ¢ arinteane 2? here no others endure. 

pouches changed into the flower Narcissus. She was trained by the hand 

Where the bluebell and Gowan lurk lowly “Tyacinthus was accidentally Of the Gardener grand, 

BOGE ED slain by Apollo. Wherever the bright rien planted and planned 
For there lightly tripping amang the wild : . nat garden of yore. 

flowers hued life blood rained upon the earth 
Alistening the linnet, aft wandered m there:sprang into being the beautiful ™¥ Jove 18 the bloom:on the thorn, Ba , 7 jere sprang into being the beautiful ‘she’s not the Red Rose of fashion and 

: flower Hyacinth.” scorn. 

Because of the real or imagined “Ceres was a goddess who presided ‘She's the veln In my torn . 
je ° . . . Heart, where gladsomeness flows. 

resemblance to something else, fanci- over sowing, reaping and harvest — ghe’s the sweet Lavender 
ful sentiment has given unique names festivals. Flora was a goddess who That age cannot blur. 

s 56 Ror i aes And my sighing for her 
to some of the flowers. For instance, presided over flowers and Pomona 4. 'the proath of repose. 

Jack-in-the-Pulpit, Foxglove, Lady- presided over fruit.” sos Sega 
- 1 : », # ars « . x : a i slipper, Grandfather’s | Whiskers, The beautiful goddess Hebe sprang With limited capital, cane berries 

: is -and- ‘om j ” ¥ Bleeding Heart, Butter-and-Eggs, | from immortal bloom. offer a better opening than  straw- 

Shooting Star, Larkspur, Snap- Venus was the goddess of gardens, berries. But few acres and little 

dragon, ete. flowers and love, and according to equipment are needed. “There are 
aT iters ro € i y. ek y - : Ancient literature abounds in Greek mythology, “everywhere at the many markets like ours, with a plen- 

fantastic myths and legends of touch of her feet, the herbage quiv-  tiful supply of strawberries, that ‘lo 

flowers. Mythology tells us that ered into bloom. The Houris and not get nearly enough of cane 
“« ji 3 - 3 : eas : Daphne was pursued by Apollo, Graces accompanied her, twining berries.” 

who was in love with her. When she odorous garlands and weaving robes a 

found that he was gaining upon her, for her that reflected the hues and Can you think of a more delightful 

she prayed to the River God to help breathed the odors of Crocus, Hya- vacation than a trip to Bayfield?
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THREE OF A KIND are not in our line we will go just Rust. This line is supposed to be 

Alike and yet different,—three a little further down the hill this a part of the X. Y. & St. O. system 

nore Wiseonsin “men behind the time to the Melville orehard in a but once on a time when the dis- 

trees.” In the course of time our valley. That’s one of the things in patehers and other officials were 

readers wil] have an opportunity to the books; that an orchard must be making out new train schedules for 

eet acquainted with about fifty of © ona hill and never ina valley. Well the system the Kickapoo line train 

the men who are making Wisconsin here is one in a valley and a mighty sheet was lost and forgotten and 

in the fruit line, steadily pushing good orchard too. Fifty acres most- ever since trains on this division 

the name from near the bottom of ly Wealthy and Northwestern. Just have run by guess and to suit the 
the list to the top. That’s where we back of the house are three or four convenience of the trainmen. 

are going to land in just a few years Duchess forty years old, next — to The Kickapoo region must not be 
right up at the top just opposite these a block of Wealthy twenty blamed for the railroad, neither 

“Wisconsin” in the dairy column. years old and then another block and should John A. Hays. There will be 

It won’t be our superior climate or another and another and if you don’t a better road some day. If the M. S. 

soils that will put us in the top notch look out you will get lost, its all Ro company don’t build one Mays 
orchard, and all good orchard. No 

telling how many thousands of bar- 

= rels of apples have been hauled down 4 : 

r . those hills to Fan Claire and Chip if bi 

igs pewa Falls. This is a great deal fe 5 } 

Ps i about the orchard and not much & e - 

on about Melville but somehow it is - 2 

impossible to separate Melville and ee 9 
: the orchard. You see the orchard, i yy 

; : © clean, sturdy, vigorous and all an pit. ie 
, . orchard ought to be and then you cate? 

sad say, “That's Jas. Melville’s orchard, baci 

‘ } it couldn’t belong to anybody else.” tg 

1 You can’t imagine him whining about ee 

Vv. ; “luck? and “bad weather and the p: 

\, a") trees don’t grow or bear.” The trees af 

ey do grow and bear. In brief that’s . 

Jas. W. Melville, a man behind 4,000 
James W. Melville, Chippewa Falls. apple trees. The trees bear simply oliti. «As Hays) ORya QIU 

more than men and methods, these because he has willed it so. 8 : ; 
ave the mali factors always. : son a. avs will tila i cline across lots some- 

Now please get the right under: : wns, wis ea where. That’s the kind of snih he 

stinding of this situation the pic- ™ — _ : a : . Ele was born, an the: Walley: ial 
tures and the more or less libelous Tf you are yearning for the pie- Gays Mills, some years ago, at any 

aritdles. under ‘exch ave’ -atecely for turesque, if you really want to see rate before the railroad was built 

the purpose of introduction, so that the most beautiful region in Wiseon and that’s sixteen years ago. 

you may Ienow them when you wel sin, bar none, go to Wauzeka and The clay ridges along the border 

Ee ” then take the M.S. R. line up the of the Kickapoo rise 450 feet above 
around to attend the conventions of Kick Valley. The Kick ie tl ailey: fee +ise. thee |e Be 

. Xiekapoo Valley. 1e@ Kickapoo i 1e valley; just rise, lere is 1 
the Society, that and the hope that - . . r we . wpe 

immortalized in song and story. You — preliminary nonsense about it, just 

finan oe sian know the joke about the iver so rise right straight UP and on the top 

linpeoErtie dears Of BiaeRs . : crooked that a bird in trying to fly is the finest apple land in all eren- 

. ° . across it landed on the same side it tion. Mr. Hays spent most of his 

JAMES W. MELVILLE. started from? Well it isn’t any joke spare time for a number of years in 

Lives on the edge of Melville Set- at all. It’s true and the Kickapoo is picking up parcels of this land and 

Uement which is in Chippewa Coun- the river. The M.S. R. line follows in farming it. Farmed it very suc- 

ts, the river, when the river behaves cessfully in the intervals between 

Travel ten miles southeast from itself, and whenever the engineer running a hotel, a buteher shop, 

Ciippewa Falls and four miles up- runs out of tobacco he waits for one _ store, ete., ete., ete. 

ill and you will come to a school of the curves, reaches back to the Some eight or six years ago a foot- 

house on a hill and a flag pole in caboose and borrows a chew from sore pilgrim sent out by this Society 

front of the school house. From this the conductor. Boys frequently hin- landed in Gays Mills, shook the 

hill you may view the prettiest farm- der traffic by pulling the spikes from mud from his sandals and discovered 

ing region in all of Wisconsin but the ties to throw at jack rabbits. M. it to be of the kind in which apple 

as farming and landscape beauties S. R. means Meandering Streak of trees grow.
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The Ti d the PI 
Mere mention of this fact was You young fellow! if you are be- One member asked if on acecour 

enough. J. A. Hays of Gays Mills ginning to hanker after a city job of the income tax law I did not pul 

set about planting apple trees. Set first go out and take a look at the — lish expense account or net balance: 

about it in spite of the advice, sug- Kickapoo ridges and have a talk with to which question I sorrowful 

gestions, protests, tears and ridicule John A. Hays. answer, No. 

of the native Kickapoogians. Planted If. C. MELCHER. We raise almost every vegetal 

our trial orchard, went to Milwaukee We will be brief. Prolixity vexes known in this section thus havin 

and found some men and money and the soul of the busy horticulturist something to market almost the o: 

planted sixty acres more, found ang we have already wandered far. tite Year. 
some other men who have _plant- Really, though you Wits KHOW H. ©. We raise thoroughbred —poultrs 
ed twenty acres on another ridge and Melcher of Oconomowoc. Te is a 2nd get fancy prices for eggs durine 

now has found some more men who likable man, a home loving man. hatching season, also for fowls fur 
will plant one hundred acres more Believes in home influences as the breeding purposes. 

and nobody but John A. Tays most potent factor in the lives of the Our milk is bottled and contracter| 
knows what else will happen before Hoya and! gitls: Don’é.-proach #€ Buk to one dealer at not less than five 

next spring. practices it for he is not of the cents per quart. Thus far most of 
Nothing bustling or hustling | or preaching kind. The home orchard, UT calves have been sold for veal 

bragging or slambang about J. A. the home garden, flowers and_ trees but we are gradually working into 

° and shrubs about his home all pro- registered Guernsey stock and oe 

GF ss claim the manner of the man. We  casionally get a good price for on 
&: ‘Sine 4 necd him, and others of his kind to of these and in this way we expect to 

an . keep us from becoming wholly money swell the income somewhat. 

is = sas mad. Quotes Goldsmith and lives a We also sell a great many berry 
fa ea life of peaceful contentment on his  @1d bush fruit plants, although last 

ge" F ee. ? home acres. The home orchard is Year our strawberry returns wer 

& . oe. f 7 the best spot on the farm and it pays largely from fruit. We also sell het 

: 4 Me hai too when decently cared for; so does bed plants. 

: Si. 3 the berry field and the garden. Af- We make a specialty of musk 
a x ter all life is not full and complete melons and tomatoes and realiz 

‘ tie oy without the charm and comfort and g00d sums from these. We are alse 

XN cae beauty of flowers. The dollar raising apples, cherries and plum 

chasing fiends will work their fool and pxpect to add just one drop t 

, heads off trying to pile up a fortune the Door Co. ocean. 

A and may succeed but after it is all Besides horses and automobil: 
done will realize that they have truck we have an interurban car pa- 

missed something. A competence, a sing our door to help accommodat 

me Se Melebeen Ondnomerne philosophic state of mind and a home — our patrons who by the way are com 
Hi. but things keep happening when vith ag orchard, a fruit field and a mission men, retail dealers, — hote 

he gets started, happen. with such per- garden. keepers, also dealers in other citir 

sistence and regularity that you to whom we ship in large quanti 

recognize that there is a force at “How blest is he who crowns in ties. We ate ‘situated four mili 

work that must make things go. shades like these from Oshkosh which is as fine «| 

Quiet, unobtrusive, confident, — sin- A youth of labor with an age of market as one can find and are co! 

cere, his personality begets confi- ease.” nected with it by telephone so we ci! 

dence and inspires respect. Take my ———— ship via interurban car at all hou'- 

word for it all of those beautiful THAT TWENTY ACRE FARM of the day. 

clay ridge farms where the natives In reply to questions asked by One of our mottoes is, “The ear \ 

chased jack rabbits through the brother Melcher and others as to bird catches the worm” and we fil 

stumps for fifty years will soon all how much it costs me to get an in- that by having our goods ready f" 

be planted to apples and cherries and come of $4,200 from 20 acres and market just a few days before ti: 

grapes. For a long time it was how it is done, I will say Iam glad other fellow does, we can land a go: | 

thought advisable in addressing mail these questions came up and I think fat worm. 

to write as at the beginning of this our Wisconsin Horticunture a fine We keep at least one man the ev 

Lamb’s Tale, Gays Mills, Crawford paper in which to exchange as well tire year and usually from three '0 

Co., Wisconsin, U. S. A. but now as get new ideas especially if they six as the season and work deman| 

Gays Mills is on the map. will help one in his work. for the busier months. Last year we |
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Bayfield, A ayfield, August 21 and 22 
paid for hired help in money $920.00 — less dead ripe, and with a more ten- Himalaya berry in 1907. They told 
iwsides furnishing board. der core than is found in most black- at the time that there were some, 

I shall be glad to answer questions berries. The quality of the fruit is seedlings extant that were of no 
at any time either through Wiscon- fair, though it has not a delicate  yalue but that the originals were 
iN. TforticuLrure or personally. flavor. Its texture is firm and on without equal and would bear two 

N. A. Rasmussen. the Pacific coast it is reported as be- crates of berries to a single vine. 
Se ing a good shipper. My three hundred have not produced 

THE HIMALAYA BERRY The one paramount question to the three hundred quarts in the five 
Many readers have asked about the Towa planter is hardiness. The years I have been growing them. Al- 

llimalaya Berry, a novelty sent out Himalaya berry being of the ever- though they do well on the Western 

by “Wizard” Burbank many years green class continues to grow until slope, the berry is not equal to any 

ago. Burbank may be a wizard but late in the season and does not ripen of our blackberries. I consider it a 

fruit growers in the upper Mississippi up its wood properly for winter. In — rank failure for this section.” 

valley are beginning to doubt it. our investigations we have had 

It must be that his “magic” is numerous reports from this and ad- eae * Breet i zi BY a’ 

exerted wholly for the benefit of joining states that it winter-kills Per ete Tal ot Soe 

other sections of the country for badly, in some sections killing back nis” a ee) Pes ca 

with the exception of the Burbank to the ground. Whatever its value by Be we G rah o ce 

potato not a single Burbank “crea- may be for other sections, the evi- 3 eat Baie weet. > 

tion” has been adopted as standard dence so far available points strongly ty” ate 7 Teal ry wees 

in the Northwest and the real his- to its being not sufficiently hardy for n a ON a he 
tory of the potato if published might Towa and until more conclusive evi- ee ews a ‘ Ae to 

prove disconcerting to Burbank ad- dence to the contrary is available the Kes, alle SP iy y 

iirers, lowa grower is advised to restrict his x &! 5 a o> “hs ( 

Prof. A. T. Erwin of the Iowa planting to experimental purposes.” eS aN at y We 

Experiment Station submits the fol- REPORTS BROW GROWS, hs Sh ie Page 4 i ‘9 
lowing in Press Bulletin 31: ‘* ma = cae iv te it 

“In response to numerous inquir- Washinglon County, lowa.—*We ne Sly: re . ik 

ivs, the Horticultural Section of the have tried the Himalaya berry for i “ia anata rf : 2 b € ey . 
lowa Experiment Station submits the past three years but have not . ‘ : Wf Me 
the following information regarding seen the fruit yet. It kills back with- me mw 7 5 1 i Li ll 

the value of the Himalaya berry for im @ few inches of the ground where ao fi Ve? A bs ae 

luwa conditions. not protected. We think that it is K : " by ul! (Sie aN ata 

This plant is of Asiatic origin and "ot hardy in tig part of the State.” Common Milkweed. Asclepias Cornutl seems to have been introduced by Bremer County, — Lowa.—“Have Grows everywhere, therefore we pass it by 
Mr. Luther Burbank of California, ad the Himalaya berry for the past weer MOUs anne, milkwecds are all 
in the early nineties, the seed being three years. The plants came to me . . , . vos 
received by him from an English from California and were — recom- New York Huxperiment Station, 

traveler, who reported that it had mended as perfectly hardy, but it Geneva, N. Y.—“Plants of a black- 
come from the Himalaya mountains. proves to be too tender to live berry under the name Iimalaya 

The vine is of the general type of | through freezing weather. The vine  (Timalaya Giant, syn.) were re- 

the evergreen blackberries and of a resembles the dewberry and will grow ceived at this Station through the 

ivailing habit of growth, like the twenty to thirty feet each season and Department of Agriculture, Wash- 

dewberry. The vine is a perennial, freezes back to the ground each ington, D. C., early in 1906. Some 

hut heavily thorned. It is a strong winter, whether covered or not. Have winter injury was observed in the 

srower, making from fifteen to tried light and heavy covering with winter of 1907 and the spring of 

'wenty feet of growth om a single earth but have not saved the wood 1908; 75 per cent or more injury to 

branch in ong season and continuing over winter. Have had a few fruits the canes. The growth during the 

io grow nti coid weather. late in the fall that resembled dew- following season of 1908 was very 

Where hardy it is reported as be- berry but they have not matured. rank and rampant. Some bloom de- 

‘ng quite productive. The fruit be- ‘The Himalaya berry is too tender to veloped that year and the plants ap- 

sins to ripen late in the summer and be of any value’here. It is an ever- peared to be productive. In Novem- 

sradually matures during a long green and does not stop growth to ber the canes were removed from the 
period. As fruited in this section, prepare for winter.” trellis and given winter protection. 

the berries are medium, or below Johnson County, Nebraska—‘I se- In 1909 the plants developed in good 

medium in size, decidedly tart, un- cured three hundred plants of the shape. The crop, however, was not
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large. ‘The berries ripen during a — sorts of combinations have been cre- dividends from orchards proper 

long season. ‘The fruit was of good ated ostensibly for the purpose of | would have much more fun, and g:; 

size and color but was not equal in allowing the stranger with a few dol- quicker satisfaction betting on tl 

flavor and quality to several of the lars to invest, enjoy the benefits of | hundred-to-one horse at the races 

best standard commercial blackber- this golden harvest. Wausau Record-Herald. 

ries with which they were ecom- Propositions of all kinds are sub- nana — 

pared.” mitted. The investor is offered shares FRUIT GROWING IN NORTHERN 

Central Experimental Fariss, OF in orehard stock, “units” in) syndi- WISCONSIN 

M C . “We C) vate rehards a y i u 2 1 = r tawa, ‘anada We have bee noun eated orehard unything that could Be T. No Oxensraow, Powe’ Wise 

successful in establishing the Hima- be desired in the way of speeula- a 
; : : . WISCONSIN. 

laya berry and judging by reports — tion. ce I 

from the Unitel States, T under- The propositions all call for eon fulitor: Honmeuumvegrls yi 
June issue 1 noticed an article under 

oo. pros ey a 4 a 5 the heading “Observations on Apple 

- Cd ee iS ° ; ri 5 Growing in Northern Wisconsin” 

Sane goes east, a bs and to those who read the article | 
wn r ti = fen) A : 

a \ aia EL MND : Sore mye ™ oS desire to state how it looks to on 

os w" we } oe i, - Y NG & » F Lage who has personal knowledge of near 
is « ( a : 

Ce ee 7 ‘ie wy nes Vox ly every aere and who has lived in 
. a i ey - TEC om D> “A a “ ‘ Pi 

yj Be. Le ee if iy] fata ar the Lake Superior region for — the 
fe a ; N ™~ ‘ Ye fis / Pre Peks past twenty-five years. 

7 M ae x. @ ‘py a P , . : 
eases aN isa A 5 ae : Practical experience in the grow 

ize) nv AW Ce: | Vy) pec ing of apple trees for the past fiftecn 

acon Cp ee ¥S, Faas ie oy years has demonstrated that we ar 

eet is * “eo ee Fad ~~ \ aoe - tas in a favored locality and that the Pee ai ; ah Nees . . . 
aa jae 5 bi r 5 os a ith 3 Pate a yi soil contains a sufficient amount of 

‘i ar > an ( a eae vate a . : 
& Tae Fe rer AN Shy MS Sc iis Aad Fa ROS, humus, potash and other elements TRAE? QnA Se aONy ty) gre f Oe : he 

Parade re Ne mT GO 9 SS ea Be 2 has been proven, We have a sutti 

ae ee Wikia A ea el bs ce Pere cit oo. cient amount of moisture and _ there 

bg fk ta yo SS, Sa eee a SWE ay is no lack of mineral elements, hence 

ney, ria as a et Pg 5 \ a “ail apple trees grown in the Lake Su / a FR KS oe ly T 3 y eer : : 
4 ee ae o ia al jerior country are longer lived and 

ey e 2 Pa UY 4 8 . 
ra 3 Li rap y 5 y > we the fruit is better in color and 

a es cA >| tear ‘a << 5 Vw * ore 
~ 18 orga ™ a Pn Ave ; flavor than in many other district~ 

ee ae a: t F a Hah ah a That our district is favored as to A ESEY oh a jak aA 3 ES Le . : . 
protection against frosts is an estab 

Wild Ginger, Asarum Canadense. “A curious woodland plant whose odd flower is . : . r 
half concealed by its low position and its sober color which not infrequently resembles lished fact. By referring ta Wiscon 
the leaf-mold just beneath it.’—Mathews. sin State Bulletin No. 290, Vol. | 

stand it is not supposed to be hardy — siderable expenditures. It is figure you will find that we have 143 grow 

north of Philadelphia, so that I do that an acre of orchard in bearing is ing days between killing — frost 

not think it is going to be of value worth a thousand dollars. The pro Government reports show that — in 

here.” moters entirely overlook the fact that the fruit belt of Montana, in th 

“————— constant yearly attention is required, vicinity of Missoula, there are 9 

APPLE GROWING and that good yields can only be ex- growing days and in the fruit belt 

Much needed warnings against syn- pected ouce in two or three years. around Ivan, Michigan, there are 115 8 iy : & 

dicated orcharding are being pub- It is hardly worth while to analyze growing days. During the summer 

lished in a number of periodicals. the average orchard proposition, of 1910 when much of the fruit wa- 
Within the last few years apple however, because it belongs in the injured in the middle west by frost-. 

growing has attracted wide atten- well marked  gold-brick category. the fruit of the Lake Superior 

tion. New areas have been added tal together with infinite industry region was unharmed. 

to the old fruit regions. The result business is to understand it and re- So especially adapted is the Lake 

is that the public has, to a slight ex- tain control of all the elements. The Superior region for apple growin: 

tent, lost its head and come to man who understands fruit grow- that many summer varieties becom 

imagine that common sense rules do ing, has a moderate amount of capi- fall apples and fall varieties become 

not apply to this business. tal together with infinite industry winter apples when grown in ou! 

Companies have been formed, pros- and patience, can ‘raise apples and region, that is, the same variel) 

pectuses prepared, figures compiled other fruits successfully. Lacking grown here will keep from four (» 

showing that apple growing makes all these qualities, or any of them,  cight weeks longer than those grow! 

gold mining look like thirty cents, the man who puts money into some- in southern Wisconsin and elsewhere. 
and corporations, syndicates and all body else’s hands and expects to draw ‘This coupled with the fact that our |
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apples are so highly colored makes are dug in the fall and cut into see- THE JOE-PYE “MILKWEED” 
it no idle dream to consider that we tions of about two inches and stored Last month readers of Wisconsin 
will be able to compete in the Chica- in damp sand in a cellar. In the Torticunrure were treated to a 
go market and at other points with spring these are planted in shallow double column cut of Joe-Pye Weed, 
apples. grown elsewhere. drills and from each will spring a sometimes called Boneset and labeled 

No commercial orchards were plant. Considerable difficulty is ex- Milkweed. Explanations are not 
planted in this locality until it had perienced in storing the root eut- pleasant, but here is the how of it 

been carefully demonstrated and tings and still more in getting a good in short words: The right legend got 
proven without a doubt that fruit re 
was a success. We have watched o% ee bd a © " 

very carefully the small orchards en aR f a Ma 

planted some years ago; have noticed J yi 4 ata a eS 

the condition of the trees from year i it a re ae 

tu'gear and tie quality and quantity ; Pe oa |x oN wh 5 hy, 
of fruit picked each season and | 7 5 ae fe a » .. ¥ nike’. . 

therefore feel that we have a fair F N a ets J if e 4 ray 

knowledge of this region as an apple Ri, i Mare, a Ly! ot 
erowing district. a4 q A Bs Pee pi \ 

In a country where drought is a vas r Ys ‘ eg APP i Ae ; 

stranger, irrigation unnecessary anil Phe tae Pe ares Ve st ‘etx 
crop failure unknown, and where soil a se e * Ae S Py \ a9 4 
ind climate conditions have been - * os me = Ms q 7 
proven to be right I can see no OE 9 P y | . Pa 

reason why apple growing should not Ts Hi » ba y b 2 

be extensively undertaken. These e A - 

favorable conditions referred to i Fs pe 
above exist in what has been justly 4 ‘ iN 3 4 

styled “The frost-proof, fruit belt of , Boo 

Lake Superior.” | | 

++ ' 

PROPAGATING RASPBERRIES " 

AND BLACKBERRIES 

The black raspberry is propagated 

hy stolons. A stolon is a shoot or \ 

branch growing above ground which i 

forms roots when it reaches the 

ground. The new canes of — black 

raspberries do not shoot up like 

those of the reds but curve down- | 
ward. When the tips of the shoots | 

touch the ground which will be in 

September or late in August cover | 

them with earth and each will form SR 

a mass of fine roots with numerous jg ¢o he found in the woods these days, Kvery boy and wif ghould make bis acquaintance, 
biida: at: the center: Thesd are the te not well, however, to become too infimate with the turnip-llke root, a slight 

“tip? plants sold by nurserymen. The . . . 
. stand as shallow planting is demand- under the wrong picture, or the 

tips may be left where they rooted . . : 
ntti exe “epring “or may be: faken ed and even a short drought will cut wrong legend under the right picture, 

up and heeled in. The stem may be down the stand of plants very mir or the right picture over the right 
cut six or eight inches from the terially. For the home garden sufli-  jegend, or,—oh, pickles! anyway, 

xround as there is no need of leaving cient sucker plants can usually be Joe-Pye was a New England Indian 

more. secured for the new plantation. doctor who preferred the weed, not 

Red raspberries are propagated by ————— the Milkweed, but the other one, to 

suckers. These are always abundant Trapping codling moths with Casearets and the ungrateful New 

uid no particular directions are sweet poisoned bait seems to have [Englanders named the weed for him, 

needed, just dig as many as you need. little effect for, so far as anyone and we printed a picture of it and 

Blackberries sucker to some extent knows, it eats very little food. It called it Milkweed! ‘The editor 

but the nurseryman usually propa- lives only a few days, seemingly only knows now for certain that some 

gates from root cuttings. The toots to lay eggs. people read the paper. See page 5.
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Wisconsin Horticulture FRUIT AND FLOWER EXHIBIT Mr. Morell, a landseape gardener, 

If you are very sure you cannot go Will outline plans and give principles 
Published monthly by the to Bayfield, and take your family, do that may be applied right at hore, 

Wisconsi i iet 2 : . a . incgusin Stace Horhouitural Score! y the next best thing and send an ex- ; All of the others on the prograi, 

Official organ of the Society. hibit. The premiums are attractive. including Prof. Burrill, are so well 
a known that there is no need of eon 

PREDEI *RANEFIELD, Edit . . . iis ment, 
Secrtexe os cnae ee ee Wie: Articles intended for exhibit, sent ses 

Associate Editors — Nineteen Hundred to Secretary Cranefield, Bayfield, 
x Soolety, 7 . nea THE SUMMER MEE’ 

Members of ithe ‘Society. Wisconsin, will be entered and is . TING 
— staged. Please prepay charges The summer meeting will be held 

Entered as second class matter May 31, : en . at Bayfield August 21 and 22. Mem 
1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wiscon- —— = ° . oes 
sin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. hers of the Society need a0 invita 

Advertising rates made known on appll- The hotels at Bayfield are apt to . : 
cation. i Il filled duri A tion to attend. You have heard 

~ me Pen Hise ei ah ‘ eee much about Bayfield: now is) you: 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society with hay-fever wiehims,, put that need, chanee to sce the country and 

cause no concern. Every member the Bayfield) growers on their Membership fee one dollar, which in- : . - aa aid His yay 3 ; aL ow ly cludes fifty nate subscription price of Wis. {tending the meeting as well as his farms. 

eee rem es ae sone Collar fo family and guests will be taken care Evidently the Baytioht fruit iw: 
Remit by Postal or l:xpress Money Order. 4 f jy the local Society. Rooms have a at Hen 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped nee ‘ are not ashamed of their country or 
or attached to a card. Personal checks ac- een engaged for us in the city and oo 
cepted. Stamps accumulate faster than we : else they would not have been <, 
can use them. Do not send stamps if any = “surrounding country.” * . ‘ 3 
Other means Are Avaliable, # active last winter in working for the 

seinen —— meeting nor so anxious now to have 
OFFICERS You can go if you want to; the — people attend. The local Society has 

D. EB. . --.-§ cor A ar 5 . . , ae Pinebam, Feesident. ert world will go around just the same — raised a large sum of money for en 
L. G. e! 4 jetta eisai thile vw > aWwaV. ; sua . " 3 L. a Melloge. [pol eee Pete while you are away. It will give you tortainment, members have offerei 

a chance to forget some of the petty their homes to guests, and are doing 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEB troubles that you have, perhaps, everything possible to make our stay 

D. BE. Bingham, Chalrman__—-----Ha 0 flote magnified. Just get away for a few pleasant and profitable. ‘They are 
I. G, Mellogg-———--------------Ba-O tote days with the family for a delightful doing their share; we ought to doe 

ist Dist., Wm. P. Longland_Lake “Geneva. trip. You will be just as rich two nurs. Let’s go! 
2nd Dist., G. W. Reigle___________Madison hundred years f: Try i 3rd Dist, Wm. Toole. 22222222227 Baraboo dred years from now. ry it. tee 
4th Dist., W. C. Sieker_______Milwaukee 
bth Dist, H.C.” Melcher_--_“Oconomowoe Se CARING FOR PERENNIALS 
ith Dist, Beate aR oe THE PROGRAM The question of plan as regards 
8th Dist., N. A. Rasmussen_______Oshkosh : a] . ari fale i (Sh Dist A.W. Lawrence.-Sturgeon Bay Only a part of the program. is the labor of caring for perennials in 

11th Dist, O. Manders 222777777“ Beynetq given in this issue, the remainder * flower garden becomes a_serivus 

ees will be announced at Bayfield. Con-  0ne for an ambitious home gardencr 

BOARD OF MANAGERS cerning that which is here written, Who does all the work unassiste:l. 
D. E. Bingham Gi Keifoee F. Cranefleld it may be said that it is all good. Where lawns must be trimmed, flower 

_ The topies assigned Prof. Sanders borders cultivated, while peas aul 

Annual Membership __.-------------$1 00 and Prof. Jones originated wholly in vegetables must be gathered daily 

Mea a RAGS Le 00 the brain of the editor, as these gen- before the gardener is called to store 
Madison, Wis. tlemen insist that they attend our or office it often becomes a question 

r ae meetings to learn rather than to of a proper plan or complete abau- 
NOTICE TO MEMBERS. teach and that they desire to confer donment of the perennials. Of course, 

Members of the State Horticul- with the growers as to the best meth- the following suggestions are male 
tural Society are hereby notified ods of controlling insect and plant with a full realization that they are 

that a meeting of the Society will troubles. Members will therefore merely labor saving and that a more 

be held at Bayfield August 21 and = come prepared to keep them busy with informal arrangement would be more 
22, 1912, the first session to be questions. artistic. After trying a combined 

called at 9:00 A. M. at the Opera Mr. W. A. Toole knows lots about arrangement of lines of iris or orien- 

The sidéting: is called for a dis. perennials and will tell how we may — tal poppies, on one border and shrubs 

cussion of the different topics propagate them. on the other as a background, with 

named in the program, printed Bayfield is keen on civic improve- an irregular arrangement of clumps 

elsewhere in this issue, and for an ents and will soon be known as the or oblongs of columbine, larkspii". 
exhibit of fruit, flowers and vege- most beautiful city on Lake Supe- Scotch pink, gaillardia maxima, cai 

tables, rior. The best proof lies in the fact panula and Shasta daisies in frout. 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, that the ladies are interested and the whole arrangement is now abir- 

Secretary. two of them, Mrs. Carver and Mrs.  doned and the new planting is to be 
For the Executive Committee. Weber, will tell how it will be done. — strictly in rows, far enough apart to
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permit of a rapid cultivation by a REPLANTING OF PERENNIALS will give the grower more satisfaction 

wheel hoe. Hand hoeing under 5 4. a AGAR to raise a few kinds well than to have MRS, RL G. THWALTES. 
former conditions was always crowd- Suthori lift a large variety of poor quality. 

od out for want of time, and unless ARNEHOELEARS! ¢ iffer greatly as to haw A well known dealer gives excellent 

done when necessary the grass once orten pls need resetting. The directions for the planting of peren- 

started in soon ran riot and became necessity Oo GOUrSG: IUNAL “vary with vials in his garden book for 1912. 

murderous, but with the rows wide the kind of perennial, the soil and Ile says the nearest approach to a 

enough apart to admit the wheel hoe, situation oe which it is grown and rule that may be followed in planting 

and the plants close enough in the row the needs of the grower. is to sect out those plants that grow 

to make a continuous line, the matter Some kinds take several years to ty a height of two fect or less, twelve 

lecomes simplified, the cultivating reach their fullest perfection, while inches apart, and to give all others 
Incomes merely an extension of the others will give better results if re- nace equal to one-half of their 

routine work, BL OU. sel every year, In very rich soil jaight when developed. 
HILLING POTATOES. eal. will grow too vigorously and Avoid putting bright) colored 

. will require frequent thinning out hawats close Eomethes fow-voun bordar. ifow anany, amateurs ‘Mill’ the:pote« ut coiiplete resetting, while . nl tl wwers close together, for your horder 

iwescorreetly? ‘The majority hill them 0 oO" vie * / vou will he more pleasing if mostly white 

are growing the flowers Iuerely for ith delieate shades of pink and some 

oo a Dae es eT entting, more transplanting will be Gf the blues. White ean always be 
| en id eS ae: required than if they are grown only ged in large quantities amongst the 

| 7 es a es pis i for the beauty of the perennial bor- ther colors. 
as ee, " J der, 

jae oes ar es August and September are the 
RAG P 

| ye Sele \ wa t bes : Tn awhidl ern ig “ le t ey 3 5 ® iy re t months in which to 1 et most We have a Fine Lot of 
eee Fe. j Tien oN of the perennials. The great Oriental 

i! = . mo a Ser re > ies are s1 G staly 3 58) ” 
: ae eee es ta Poppies are then completely at rest Plants for the Garden. 

eS ty fie SNEN ees and should be moved during August 
Pr | Se ee rd betore ‘they ‘bog sit fall grow ee rae « fore they begin their fall growth. SEND FOR LIST 

iw pana Peds td Iris of all sorts, most of the Campan- a BN y Bu eho Cr ge _. 
‘fe un PS A eee Ne ye ulas, the Aquilegias, Pyrethrums, 

° — = Phlox and all of the early Daisies J E MATHEWSON 

Wild Geranium. Cranesbill. Geranium may be moved in August so that they oo 
Maculatum. "| « 
wean . may become well established during Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

© that the earth slopes from the — the cool fall months. Peonies can be 
plint as a center and so forms a diyided and reset any time during =~ 

perfect device for shedding the rain, September. 

instead of forming the hill so that SPRING BULBS. 

the plant rises from a small depres- : . ‘ WM. KNIGHT & SON . Now is the time to order the bulbs sion or cup like center on the top of a * ‘ 
: that will bloom next spring, or in the 

a flattened hill, so shaped that the . . 7 
loneession. ll Bat@. Gad ‘hold th house during the winter. September ] E 

de 28S v cate. and ce a . 
- . - is the best month for planting the ea State and 
rain about the plant instead of : Fl . . ° bulbs in the garden. If you wish to shedding it. B. II. : 

: a move any that are now in the garden: . 

Cut worms played havoc with the dig them in August, keep them dry Fruit Growers 

late cabbage plants, about fifty to and you can reset them at any time 

sixty per cent being destroyed within —lefore the end of September. 

tw ee days setti bi temember that they need ake , oO or - days of setting until Re member = ey need to make Weihave lata! fo% sale in/thie! Bay- 

he paper collar method was reealled — their root growth before the ground field Peninsula Fruit Zone. Good lo- 

und no more trouble followed. Each — freezes. For the house, plant them cation, good soil—suitable for apples, 

rabbage plant was rolled around the in pots at intervals of a week or two cherries and small fruits. 

‘em above the bunch of fine roots, during October and November. Also grass lands for stock and 
with a strip three to four inches wide The large Paper White Narcissus dairies. 

‘orn from a page from a seed or mail — forces well in water by keeping it for Prices are cheap and terms easy. 

order catalog, as that paper is thin the first week or two in a dark place. We will also clear and plant tojor= 
. Y . . chards for you, and cultivate and care 

and flexible. The paper after being Do not crowd your perennial bor- for them for five years 

ound around the plant was pinched der so full of different kinds that White us for prices and termisvat 

close to the stem above the roots and none of them will do well. Give 

then the plant was puddled in setting cach variety plenty of room to develop 

out. There was almost no loss in in, to show its individuality and to BAYFIELD, WIS. 
this method. B. H. grow to its full size and beauty. It
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——o OO _ needs every bit of moisture we can 

save. We cultivate right through 

R eu 1 ews the picking season and aim to stir FIRST GLASS NURSERY STOCK 

up the surface right after each pick- IN GREAT VARIETY 

ing.” If the canes begin to suffer Consisting of 

from ‘horticultural, papers and experiment. for moisture, the late blossoms drop 6 
reticulate Noses of" aRe pantmi off and much of the fruit already set | FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNA- 
put in readable and attractive shape. Mr. dries up. Blackberries ripen under 
R. E. Hodges, of the Agricultural College 
School of Journalism, editor. dry conditions, but are small, hard MENTAL TREES 

Cut Dahlias in early morning or and seedy. ee Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 

after sundown, placing them imme- Azaleas often flower better in the — | berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape | 
diately in water in a cool place. second and succeeding years if a little Vines, Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc. 

Glonurtis cfton dies for wani, wf effort is taken to keep them over, says Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs, 

support. A stick the size of a cane ratios Erinn of the oloendy lee Vines and Perennials. Roses, Ever- 

is only an aggravation, for the leaf —, areal ae {Tousehold sreens, etc. 8 
dlulks caiiiel wind around it; and the . urna hen whe foes ‘end If you would like to see a really 

vine exhausts a large part of its a ae nie ° vale te a good Catalogue we would be glad 

ateently tANE, rim the: plant, avoiding the loss 0 to send you ours. It has more than 
= _ much old wood. Set the pot in the fifty pages and describes everything 

The place now for Genistas is in a aoe neat atttoneacu fentleet in the plainest language without 

shady place out of doors with the and plenty’ of water, both on the any extravagant or overdrawn de- 

pots ae the a ‘he ate roots and as a wash to keep the leaves scriptions. 

fo avoid drying. rim them NBNEN ereen and free from dust. Take it 
and often, watering the tops and tip in September, putting it. tha The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

roots every: day. light, airy place for winter quarters, FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 
an oO . . where the flowers will probably come Wisconsin’s Largest Nursery 

1 To ee oo from ee ie a earlier and better than at first bloom. : 
ders are better than gravel. Make a ¥ 
mound around the tree a foot and a ARORE (THT! HURL, EW" WORIEKE 

half in diameter and eight or ten oe = 
inches highly Hien damp: ie-4ight, “Tt A handy raspberry carrier for eight JEWELL 

will, nok: beconte hard enough +o: tne boxes is made of two half-inch boards 

jure the tree, as gravel may; and 6 inches hy 24 and five plastering MINNESOTA 

mice do not burrow in it, and not /#th. Nail one lath around one 
mud: baneath Gk. board to prevent boxes slipping off, 

oe then nail four laths on it for legs GROWN 

& Picea are abserit from the prairies about 28 inches long. Nail two hori- 

because they could not compete with zontal pieces across the end legs, Nursery Stock 
the grasses. These having their spreading them a little, and fasten 

roots nearer the surface would have the other board on them. Put a bas- a 

the first chance at the moisture.” So et handle on the top board, and your _ - a 

says a bulletin of the North Dakota = C#?mer will be at the most convenient Complete assortment of Fruit 

Experiment Station. Here is a rea- height for cane fruits. and Ornamental stock in all 

son why a sodded orchard is wrong. vena varieties suited to northern cul- 
Not only does sod get first chance FROM THE FLORISTS’ EXCHANGE. ture. A specialty of Hardy 

at moisture, but it evaporates mois- Watering the flowers in hot, dry Shade Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

ture much faster than tilled ground, weather without cultivating them Evergreens (Coniferous), Decid- 

from the greatly increased evaporat- afterward is worse than no water at uous Shrubs, Apples and Na- 

ing surface of the grass leaves. all with cultivation, especially on tive Plums. 
—— heavy soils. The ground bakes hard 

“When the cane berries begin to with capillary spaces which evaporate ———————————— = | 

ripen, we have about six feet of new the water rapidly; and gets so hot ! 

cane on the reds, and about.seven or that the roots of the plants, especially THE JEWELL NURSERY 60. 

eight feet on the black berries. With sweet peas, gladioli, etc., suffer and 

this new growth to support as well the plant is weakened for its battle | 

as the bearing canes, and the fruit with the heat. Watering carnations LAKE CITY, MINN. 

to mature and ripen, all in the hot- in the hot months tends to make 1500 Acres Established 1868 

test, driest time of the year, the plant them grow soft and long jointed.
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Peonies are making growth beneath — vents compacting the svil by the 

the surface and require cultivation pounding of rain which aggregates 

now for the best development of the thousands of tons per year on an i 

eyes that will make plants next year. acre. It prevents overheating of the 

A top dressing of short manure roots on hot days; and in its decay, A department conducted by practical 

worked into the soil about three adds humus to the soil. In the ab-  (yomen who really have gardens. Contribu- 
inches will help as much with peonies sence of a vegetable mulch, a few — USts of all who sees Ogee mee 
as with less hardy plants. inches of dirt kept loose by cultiva- Raking or abe, “eeening, “write cientieae: 

ee tion will serve most of these pur- send ai) contributions and questions to this 

. . oe a poses. But remember that any sort sees 
FROM THE MARKET GROWERS JOURNAL: (4¢  amulcli encourages the’ roots to Spade up*a plat of rich mellow 

The cost of growing onions in the come near the surface where they ground and sow to pansies for early 

north is about $80 per acre and the would be destroyed by deep cultiva- blossoms next spring. ‘The plants 

sales amount to $120 to $240 per acre. — tion. should be thinned to six inches apart 

depending partly on ability to store — and the soil ‘kept from forming a* 
them for a time, according to W. R. TWO GOOD ONES crust. They should be covered with 

Beattie of the United States Depart- Two grand winter apples suitable some coarse litter after the ground 

ment of Agriculture. Cleanliness of for Wisconsin planting, Jewel?’s freezes. 

vegetables exposed for sale coumts Winter and Yahuke. ‘The former has 
much in getting prices. been added to the list for Minnesota Give the asparagus a liberal sprink- 

planting and the latter in my — ling of salt at this time, It will kil! 

IMPORTATION OF PINES PROHIBITED. opinion should be. I planted twenty- the weeds and act as a tonic to the 
. _ five trees of each four years ago and — asparagus 

“TTorticulture” prints the order of choy aire wil still alive: vigorous and 

the Massachusetts UESEEY LRADECLOr healthy. Thompson’s seedling ,No. Look over all) the currant and 

prohibiting the importation of all 24 renamed Jewell’s Winter from — gooseberry bushes and ent out all 

five-leaved _ pines from Europe to the famous seedling orchard of the broken or diseased branches, thus 
Massachusetts. This is on account inte J.’S., B. Thompson oF Grondy: avoiding all danwee front haves 

of a disease prevalent in Europe county, northern Iowa. ‘The tree is — 

which kills young trees of this class one of the most vigorous growers with Cut out the old wood) from the 
and renders worthless the old ones. sie. [have found it perfectly hardy rose bushes and burn it. Don't for- 

It is known as the White Pine Blister and carly bearer and exceedingly get to take a fow cuttings from 

Rust, Though it is not established oiise. It stands uur rigid winters healthy year-old growth canes and 
here, the inspector warnsvall fo watell, 1 doog iiot kill lack aii Tneli. It lay them down in q anoist: sheltered 

| fon if bore last season with me after the place to take root. You will be able 
oO third seasou of planting. It  re- to keep a supply of your favorites 

FROM THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST. — Sombles the Wealthy in its bearing and have some to exchange with 

~Valotta and Amaryllis may stand habit, only it is a longer keeper and — your friends. 

outdoors in partial shade from June bears in clusters and hangs on the Mes. TL. 1. Parmer. 
until the end of August.” If re- tree better. In shape it is somewhat 

votted at all, this should be done elongated and in color it is striped 5 

a the end of July, but “a top with crimson blush on the sunny Orchard Land in 

dressing or mulching with good rich side. Flesh is white, crisp, pleasant Dunn County, Wis. 

svil is often better than repotting flavor, sub-acid and a fairly good 

these plants.” keeper. =I 

ee Yahnke Origin at Winona, Minne- . oe 

sota, by Frank Yahnke, Winona. The Surface rolling; soil, rich clay 
MULCHING GIVES LUSCIOUS FRUIT. treo ‘is perfectly hardy. with: me: and loam underlaid with limestone. 

“low well we remember the large is a vigorous upright grower and The orchards of adjoining farms 

lv-cious blackberries we have gath-  fruited last season after three years show the adaptability of this 

ered from canes that grew on the of planting. The fruit resembles part of Wisconsin to apple 

herth side of some old rotten log ‘Tomkin’s King. It is large and growing. Near railroads and 

where Nature had mulched their exceedingly handsome in color, is markets. Prices reasonable. 

roots a foot deep!” Green’s Fruit rich yellow heavily striped with dark Write for particulars. 

Grower urges mulching of small crimson. The flesh is white, firm, = = = 

fruits with vegetable matter free tender and juicy sub-acid and fine a Oo 

from weed seeds, especially in the quality. Skin tough and a good William J. Starr 

bearing season. A mulch holds shipper and good keeper and stands Eau Claire, - - - - Wis. 
Moisture in dry weather, and pre- handling. KE. G. Tunvepgr.
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P R 0 G R A M pot in the earth between every 4] 

ternate two tomato plants (the pleats 

Summer Meeting, Bayfield, August 21 and 22 were set to stakes two feet apart) ind 
proceeded to fill the pots with water 

Regular Sessions at the Opera House. The improvement was instant snd 

Members on arrival will be met by members of the Bayfield Society who rapid. Later on some of the phints 

; : had a little chicken manure put in 
will assign rooms. — 

the pots for fertilizer. 

MORNING SESSION, Last month an account was given 

Wednesday, August 21, 9:00 A. M. of some cucumber hills whieh liad 

Address of Welcome . 2). cc. ccc cee eee eee eee eeeee eee eee ++ Hon, Wm. Knight been treated to too heavy a dose of 

The Season of 1912 in Bugland...................-+..+-Prof. J. G. Sanders poultry manure. These cuctunbers 

Plant Welfare in 1912 0.0.0... .022.0. 002000020 0000+..-.Prof. L. R. Jones were growing slowly and making s | 

‘Transplanting Herbaceous Plants ..............+.-.-.W. A. Toole, Barabou little promise that the lazy woman 

* Birds—An illustrated lecture by Ass’t. Prof. A. C. Burrill, Dept. of Entom- — was in despair, The experiment of 
ology, Agricultural College irrigating with pots was now tricd. 

TRO NENG ‘ a A four-inch flower pot sunk in the 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. middle of each hill was filled with 

Excursions to orchards and berry farms in vicinity of Bayfield. water nightly when rain was lacking 

Free transportation for all. The result has been marvelous. ‘Tl 

WEDNESDAY EVENING. cucumbers have grown rapidly an 

are full of blossoms. The same sys 
>The Importance of Modern Civie Planning,” an illustrated address by Mr. temt was tried with backward czy 

A. U. Morell, of a & pig te er architects plants, a three-inch pot sunk besid 

ee enna NOS each plant, and as a result the fruit 

THURSDAY MORNING, 9:00 A. M. set soon after beginning treatment 

AcCHERRY: S¥BcPOsIUAr In the July planting of lettuce be 

The Tree cocci e ec eee eee e cesses Re J. Coe, It. Atkinson fore the seed was sowed three ane 

Planting and Pruning the First Season. .....A. W. Lawrence, Sturgeon Bay pots were sunk mn the row three Feet 

Pruning the Second Season ....c00.00e0000e00e++0++Pres. D. E, Bingham — Parts the seedlings are coming ub 

Pruning the Bearing Tree ......................A. L. Hatch, Sturgeon Bay well, but it is yet too early to predict 

Cultivation and Cover Crops.... 0.0... 00. 000-05 _Csresults. 

Picking and Marketing .........................1. A. Richardson, Sparta The one place where the pots 

seemed unsuccessful was when placed 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. between two rows, one of Bermuda 

Boat Excursion, Apostle Islands and along the South Shore to Cornucopia. and the other pickling onions. ‘There 
Irree to all members and their guests. were only two pots three feet apart 

rma yaaa sunk, but they interfered with cul 

THURSDAY EVENING. tivation and appeared to make but 

Visiting members and delegates will be the guests of the Bayfield Horticul- little improvement in the onions 
tural Society at a banquet. The old folks will dance later in the evening. The amount of water pumped is 

Note.—Auy member attempting to leave Bayfield before 2:00 A. M. Friday atout ont-half or tworthirds: of ile 
will be arrested and fined. Bayfield local laws (social) are very strict and amount required for a minimum 

penalties severe. sprinkling and the result app: ars 

much more effective when applied in 

AMATEUR IRRIGATION tin cans which had holes punched in this way than in sprinkling: Ties 

BLANCHARD HARPER. their bottoms. When the plants se baking of the sultivated a il 
s a aa the lone, readied ‘ h and fertilizers are so simply app!ic 
ummer after summer as the long, ceded water these cans were filled, that the method promises well for 

dry seasons came, one woman toiled and the tale proceeded to relate how an experiment in amateur irrigation 

wearily night after night in the twi- this method conveyed the water di- 

light pumping and carrying water rectly to the roots where it was — 

through the thirsty garden, Last needed, and minimized the evapora- A HINT 

winter in a forgotten magazine she — tion, and the labor of cultivating the The Missouri State Board of Ilor 

found a tale of a man whose toma- soil to prevent baking after each ticulture reports a heavy crop of 

toes grew successfully because he watering. So this lazy woman pon- winter apples but summer and fall 

watered them by sinking into the dered on this story and when her apples shy. Ought to be a good yeat 

ground near each plant until the top tomato plants failed to grow for want for Wisconsin Duchess and Me 

of the can was level with the ground, of water, she sank a five-inch flower Mahans.
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Door County Fruit Lands 

Tue Fortowina CasH PREMIUMS ARE OrrerED For Exnuprrs or Fruirs ANp FOR SALE 
Frowers. Also Cottages and Bay Shore Lots 

Ist 2nd BARGAINS 

Boek Display Asters’ s esecc ss ccs ve oe ov sees as eae wees oof 1000 $0.50 = —— Write to <a 
Best Display’ Cosmos. cass sae 24 cee ees es esos ae ceeeres vs LOO 250, GC. R. Seaquist & Son, Sister Bay, Wis. 

Best Display Coxcomb .... 0.0... 000. 0 0c c cee eee eee eee ees 1.00 500 3). 

Best Display Single Dahlias .... 0.0... 00..0. 002000002 eee eee 1.00 50 
Best Display Double or Show Dahlias ....................... 1.00 5O po 

Best Display Cactus Dahlias ........... 00.8 cee eee eee eee 1.00 250. 
Best Display’ Delphinitiwié a v2 eg cos os va ees cree oe ee 100 50 M K N 

Best Display Gaillardia ws 2.s.s0%0 e604 es vetoes oe eve oe es 1.00 250. Cc ay ursery 

Best Display Gladioli .... 0.0.0.0... 000 cee cece cee ee eee ees 1.00 50 
Best Display Nasturtiums ....... 00.0.0 000 00000 cece ee eee ee 1.00 DO. GC 

Best Display (PANIES osc cs commen ama oe oon emcee LOO 50 ompany 

Rest Display! PewiWis ccgeras cs occ oes a conn 1.00) 250 
Best Display Phlox (Annual) ...............0 0000s eee sees 1.00 50 PARDEEVILLE, WIS. 
Best Display Phlox (Perennial) ........ 0.00.00 cece eee eee 1.00 50 é 

Best Display Roses .........0 0.00 c cee cee cee ee eee eee 1,00 50 Offer a Complete line of 
Best Display Snapdragon .. 0.0.0... 0.06 c eee ee eee eee ees 1.00 50. 
Bast Display ‘Sunflowers ose ce van vas coe oe sonnei oo wen eons LOO 50, HARDY NURSERY STOCK 
Best Display SwW6etpea! secs meow coon me men ma eee oe 100. 50 
Best Display Stocks «<anas o asas eeesnee os sereaen os eer ve: 1000 250 FOR SPRING 1913 
Best Display: Verbenas escesisse woseuen @ seis wees een 100 50 
Best Display Herbaceous Perennials ............-..-2-+.+-++ 1.00 50 If interested in planting FRUIT 
Rest Display Annual Garden Flowers not enumerated in above R 

Tist; (COMECHHON) cis comenig as careawnn on oe oemaes a anon 1400) HO TREES, SMALL FRUITS or 
Rest bouquet of garden flowers in vase not over six inches in ORNAMENTALS, write us for 

inmMetel 5 cA sash Be BACHE 1 SESE & RL tewey mm eeeree 100. 50 CATALOGUE and PRICES. 

: For Awereuns Ower, You will find our prices consist- 

Povey PRANE ent with quality of stock offered. 
rep PLANTS. 

Best Fuchsia... 0.00.0 cee ee eee eee eee 1.00 250, pace 

Best Rex Begonia 1.0.0... 00.000 00 cece eee eee eee 1.00 50 
Bast: Tuberous: Begonia scscvees cs cows wee cows vw momranen woomwove 100 50 
Best Begonia other than above ............. 0.00005 wore 100 50. NURSERIES AT 

Bes ini S88 a oes ees LO J Beat Sword Pema ESSE 190 zo | WATERLOO, WISCONSIN 
Best, Fern other than above 2... 0.00.00 60000 c ee eee eee ees 1,00 50 
Best’ Asparagus PlumOsus! woe os os cu cee oe er eae on eee 1.00 50 
Best Asparagus Sprengerii ........0.. 00000000 cee eee ee eee ee 1.00 50, 
Best Display Géraniums: ¢ cosas va cj erwawar ve ewe ase oe ee ee 100 250 ° 
Best: Display Coleus) ..c% ais vs.gcineis 0% 38 Giese oa oe HOR EAD a Qoeay “1.00 250, 
Bost Display Golden Rod 2.0.0.0 0.. cee cee cee eee eee 1.00 50. Vincennes 

Wiip Frowers. Nurseries 
Best’ Display ASters: (TAtiVE):  sosiscorsscs we seem a am aomn om on ome « 00 50 : « 

Best Display Lobelias (mative) ........0. 06.0000 cece eee eee 1.00 50 Vincennes, Indiana 

Best Display Native Ferns « sayaisies vo sa se eurucs oe ewes vx om avs 1.00 250 7 
Best, most artistically arranged bouquet of Wild Flowers. ..... 1.00 250 W. C. REED, 
Best Display Ornamental Wild Fruits ..................2... 1.00 250 

Best Display Native Fungi .......... 0.00 cece cece eee eee ee 1.00 50 PROPRIETOR 
Best eollection of Wild Flowers in arrangement and variety; Cherry Trees by the 

the different varieties to be shown separately each with com- 100 or 100000 
mon: and. botanical name saeesas seve us ssaewewes wre ws os » 9300 2.00 5 

; o i The Growing of Cherry Trees 
Sweepstakes to be awarded to the exhibitor receiving the Ist 2nd 3rd has been our Specialty for 

ee — of net premiums on flowers and potted 5.00 3.00 9.00 Years. Our soil and method plants, amateurs only .......00. cece sce ch eee ete e eB 3: 2. of growing produces a Tree 

For Proressionar, Growers ONLY. that is not excelled by any 
1st and one. Splendid blocks of two- 

Display ornamental potted plants ..............62.0502++4. 10.00 5.00 year 5 to 7 foot trees and one- 

Display cut flowers < sas ss cova vous sy oe yeas ww os va ve cerewes w 16,00 4.00 year 4 to 5 foot trees. Early 
Richmond, Montmorency and 

FRUIT. other leading varieties by the 
Apprrs 100 or car load. We also grow 

VES. a general line of other Nursery 
Bes ee Fe ean amet elcn ox weenmain se sd ne “00 stock. Personal inspection in- 

Best Plate Autumn Strawberry ..........20000 0000 eee ees 1.00 5O vited. Correspondence solicited 
Best Plate: Duchess sjeci008 se.siacs saviod ie owas oe sewanies ¢ 100 50
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Ist 2nd 
Best Plate Dudley .......0..0 00000000 cee eevee eee ees esses 1.00 50 | WISCONSIN NURSERIES 
Best Plate Early Harvest ............ 02.000 ee cue cece eee ees 1.00 50 Grow and handle all kinds of nursery 
Best Plate Fameuse 205 oes sine tied Shmaenaad 14 os sees ae wm vw 1.00 50 stock. We employ no agents but sell di 
Best Plate Lowland Raspberry ........ 000000000 eevee ee eee 1.00 250 rect. If in the market you can save moncy 
Best Plate: Lonel «os cence ws monnesnics aco vn mocomnes me aroun OO 250 by buying of us. Get our prices. 
Bast Platé -Me@Mahait « cc caccmses ax en we sane ame om neorenens on corner 100. 50, WISCONSIN NURSERIES, 
Bést Plate MGUit68hi yes og segecas os seus wos mee oe cee eon, LOO: 50 Union Grove, Wis. W. 8. Moyle, Prop. 
Best Plate Lubsk Qucen si @ vsseuen = quesex ce acceso we oe 100 50 
Best Plate Patten Greening ........0.0 0.000.000 cee eee eee eee 1.00 50 
Best Plate Plumb Cider .... 0.0 0.0.0.5 0.00 e eee ee eee eee 1.00 50. 
Best Plate ‘SwitZer’ cos ws ie once cows wn saree ws on om wae cress cca LOO 50 THE HAWKS 
Best Plate T@tofskts vse os oa oxsmeswe as wacom os eos wa aarrceas anon 100) 50 
Bést Plate Utter’ sexcs cs sencguyes mm peewwes wa 0G orawows ys os ew TOO 50 NURSERY co. 
Best Plate Wealthy: ci 2: oc Maced Gi ae HORER Be eEwE SS we we 100 50 
Best. Plate Seck-no-Further . 0.0... 0..0 00. cee eee eee eee eee es 1.00 50 
Best Plate Wolf River .........0 0.0000 e cee ee eee ee eee 1.00 50 : sae os 
Best Plati: Yellow Tranispateitt cscs ce sosenwu se oe srewew ae oe oor 1.00 50 are: in @ /position: fo. furnish 
Bast Displiy: Crabs: sss ox ox coos was os ou os sew osu os ween 1.00 50 high grade Nurser toc 
Best Display. Péars: = sees os ceewwes es 26 wawewan oi ws ces eee me vw 100 50 sng y§ k of 
Best Display Japanese PAWNS: « deve Has os KOE BUGS TE WaSLES as ve eo 100 50 all kinds and varieties suit- 
Best Display European Plains .... 0.00.00... 0 eee eee ee eee 1.00 50 
Best Display Native Plums . 2.0.2... 000. 00e eee eee ee eee eee ee 1.00 50 able to Wisconsin and other 
Best Display Cherries. «oc esses soe os waa wean oe eae noon os wor 100. AO 

. northern districts. 
Busn Frurrs. 

Rest Red Currants, P quarto... 0.0.00 0cc cece eee eee eee ees 1.00 50) Will be glad to figure on 
Bast White Currants, 1 Quart: voces os ca os cae ca on oe ies ow vs oor 100 50 . . 
Best Black Currants, 1 quart 15.60 .5 c.c ove tree ee ee eee 1.00 50 your wants cither in large or 
Best Gooseberries; 1 quart . m.ssces is m memswes io ee pean & ge: 1200 nO . 
Best Red Raspberries, 1 pint 20.0.0... 0.0000 cee ee eee eee eee 1.00 0 small quantities. 
Best Black Raspberries, 1 pint 2... ...0.000. 02000 cee eee eee eee 1.00 50, * 
Bost Blackberries). L Pitit: cconscusen: oe vovassnavesm exiov aan es a oe oe oer LOD 250 

Specimens of plums must be fully colored and ripe enough for culinary use. 
Five apples to be shown for a plate-——In plums and crabs not less than 
six specimens will be considered a plate. WAUWATOSA, WISCONSIN 

Ist 2nd 3rd 
Sweepstakes for largest number of first premiums for fruit 5.00 38.00 2.00 

VEGETABLES. 
Ist 2nd T h G t 

Best quart Snap Beans 2.0... 0.0000 cee eee eee eee 1.00 50 e rea 
Best quart Bush Lima Beans ......... 002.00 e cee eee ee eee 1.00 50 
Bést quart Pole Lith: Beiti8: ssse wesecon aweucess ve eameniaee wa ewer LOO 50, N th 
Best Six Lirmnip Bests ax ese oy eepewen my ewes ca coe 1000 50 or ern 
Best three heads Drumhead Cabbage ................5 2204+ 1.00 50 
Best three heads Cabbage any other variety ................. 1.00 AO N y C 
Best three heads Cauliflower .... 0.0.2.0... 0000000 eee eeeeess 1.00 50. urser o. 
Best Celery, six heads 2... 0.0.0.0. 0 cece cee ee eee eee es 1.00 50 
Best twelve ears Sweet Corn 0.0.0.6. ccc cee eer eweeeedeveees 1.00, 50 . 
BSSt (81 CUGURBETS. cos es cx cesrwewsicen 0g mamrneven va mewn sass on wa wees 1100 50 Sells First-Class 
Best Head Lettuce, three heads .. 2.0... 000. 0006 ce ee eee ee ees 1.00 50 . . 
Best:three Musk Melons is. 23 i9.95 Ws Seka Ges cages os ewe 100 50 Wisconsin Grown Trees 
Best three Watermelons 2.0... 00.00. 00000 eee eee eee eee 1.00 50 Oar Tree, Live. We had an op- 
Best six Parsnips .......0 00.0000 c ee ee cee cee eee eee eee 1.00 50 Wisconsin grown creas with & elmi- 
Bast twelve Tomatoes, . os cocci oe necro on nw ne waco oonermene LOO -50 Janlot ofan Bastern Nursory: akt 
Best Turnips, one-half peck ....... 00.00.0000 ee cee eee eee ee 1.00 50 opicoe ‘ties eastern grown stock a 
Best White Onion, one-half peck .... 0.0... 0.0000 0020202. 1.00 50 alive, whtle 95 ver cont of Ours lived 
Best Yellow Onion, one-half peck ..........0.00 000 cee eee eee 1.00 50 stock and avold Toss,” Our tres are 

ast twelve C: . x - Best twelve Carrots 2... 0.0.0. .e eee e eee eet ee eee eee cess 1.00 50 Tay EO ee ual eave 

Best three Egg Plant 2.0.2... 00.000 e cee ce ee ee ee eee es 1.00 50 that our stock has not the willowy 
Best six Peppers .. 1... 0... sees eee ee cee ee eee eee eee see eee + 1.00 50 Bid watery sett grow thot southern: 
Best ‘three Summer Squiashi sss cs es os ese sven os cess wv ore 1,00 50 Byeey tees: aula eurab de pacued 
Best three Winter Squash cocci. os esscaes ci cee wes coe vs vw 100 50 entirely under cover, free from ex- 
Best Display Radishes «0s: os aa coneseowes os saewnus oe ev sare, 100 50 f Posure to sun and wind, 
Best Display Novelties ....... 20.0.0 00 ccc eee eee ee eee eee es 1.00 50 

: ; Ist 2nd 8rd |! Great Northern Nursery 
Sweepstakes for largest number 1st premiums, Vegetables 5.00 3.00 2.00 : 

Company, Baraboo, Wis. 
Write for Catal d Price - List. 9 logue and Price 

Don’t Forget Bayfield, August 21 and 22
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—— = house grown stock. The bulbs may © sheriff of the county, and, last year, 
. k ists a i ying a gt ‘ 4 0 Questions and Answers 2 had from florists any time after having n good apple crop, I even 

midwinter and for early bloom in complained to the governor of our 

—ooOOccssSss the garden should be started in the state without that high official even 

(). Please give directions for rais- house about March 15th to April 1st. as much as making an answer there- 
ing horseradish. A. B. If satisfied with late bloom the — to. 

A, Havevadliah way hewade-a prest- bulbs may be planted in the open The constitution of our nation and . 

ground May Ist although some diffi: our state guarantees to every in- 
able crop when grown on deep loose 5 a 

. ‘ é : culty will be experienced in holding 
soil that is well drained and fertil- : git 
wed. Early in spri lant j back the bulbs until this time. 

Weis any WN SPETnS, Pian: I TOws For house culture fair suecess may ? 
three feet apart, six inches in the on mouse © meuccessms Kellogg S 

u 1 ts th to f be had if a high temperature can be 
row. se small roots three to four age 

aintained for three or four weeks 
inches long and plant three to four m ‘ 1 7 beros . Nursery 
inches below the surface. Cultivate after the bulbs: sre:potted., Luboroses 5 
tenes be 7 . . are heat loving plants and require Oldest Nursery in 
twice a week. In July remove soil 5 ; 

. a temperature of 75 to 80 degrees un- Wisconsin 
to the depth of ten inches, break off “ys nv 

Il sid ta and Fetuen fo the: sail til in bloom. The bulbs should be . . 

all side, roots BRE, TOEMER 10) toe: 80) potted in January for bloom in April Our stock is grown right, dug 
Roots grown in this way will weigh right, packed right, and by no 

. or May. 
from one to five pounds, valued at - means least, the 

from six to ten cents per pound. . 
J. W. Ror. Q. A member, name and address PRICES ARE RIGHT 

lost, asks how to raise Brussells Our Specialties are Small Fruits 

(). What causes plums to take - Sprouts. and Fruit Trees 

form of enclosed samples and reme- A. Brussells Sprouts is a great Apples singly or by the 1000 
dy for same. WwW. W. favorite in England but is rarely Currants by the doz. or 25,000 

(Half grown fruit puffed and swol- grown in American gardens. Tt be- Strawberries by doz. or 500,000 

len to abnormal size, spongy and Jongs to the eabbage family > ) gs to the cabbage amily, — the 
. FIFTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

wrinkled.) edible part consisting of “sprouts” 

A. A condition caused by a fun- 0% diminutive ecabbages which grow Get our price list before you place 
_ 7 A ‘ your order and save money. gous disease known as Plum Pocket in the axils of the leaves along an ‘Address Box 77 

or Bladder Plum. Attacks its of elongated stalk. reas Bok 

the ti - u” d tacks fruits « The culture is in all respects KELLOGG’S NURSERY te native plum and very common on 2 a As a spects Janesville, Wisconsin 
wild plums. Later in the season, like that of cabbage. For early 

August or September these mal- “sprouts” sow seed in April, for late 

formed fruits will be covered with a crop sow in the field in May or June. 

gray or bluish coating, spores which The late crop will prove most satis- 
serve to spread the disease. There- factory. The field culture is the KK N O xX 

fore collect and burn all affected] same as for cabbage. ———————————— 

fruits at once. Little good will be When the sprouts or rosettes are 

accomplished by spraying now but well formed break off all leaves ex- NUR Ss E RIES 

the trees should be sprayed with cept a tuft at the top to allow room (Established in 1861) 

Bordeaux before the buds start next for growth of the sprouts. 
spring and at least twice later in the ++ Make a specialty of Cherry Trees. 
season. This will also take care of TRESPASSING, DEPREDATION, THEFT They strongly recommend One 
shot-hole fungus on the leaves and Wied, this applies to. aw oxehard Year Cherry Trees because they 

all other fungous diseases. Add ar- f : a 
7 in bearing public morality seems are stocky, well headed, well rooted 
senate of lead and control the ecureu- ‘ e 
lio horribly slack. thrifty and vigorous. Plenty of 

. I say this from an_ experience Two Year for those who prefer 

(. Please give directions for care through thirty years. Out of a crop the larger trees. They also have a 

an . . of possibly one thousand bushels of : : i 
of Tuberoses, time of planting, etc. . nice lot of Apple in northern sorts. 

ITow shal] I treat some that were apples some years: T got just: about 1 
phinitea 4 ‘ _ d were one-half. The other half thieves got A trial oe ae on 
four . fine : Sie eh? are now and the best half too. And not only any’ iene) ene AMEE 

H itve; menes, Mgnt MB the best half of the crop stolen, car- 

—— ried and hauled away but often 

A. Tuberoses may be grown in times trees broken down. Hl. M. SIMPSON & SONS 

the garden but the spikes will not I have complained to the mayor of Vincennes, Indiana. 
’pproach in size or quality the green- the city, I have complained to the
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habitant thereof the right of proper- as they were gone, he mowed the 

ty and equal protection of the same. vines close to the ground and burned 

It does not seem to apply to apples them to prevent fungous diseases. He THE SHIPPING BUSHEL 

in orchard. Tf $300.00 or $400.00 cut the roots to about a foot and a —= 

worth of goods in a store or of cur- half apart, cultivated, watered and g 

rency in a bank was stolen and car- fertilized them with nitrate of soda. oO Se 

. Tied away the police, sheriffs and de ; © Ls 

tectives would be busy hunting down a ae 

the depredators, but if that amount Surplus Apple Trees to in ll : 

in apples is stolen in an— orehard Sell or Exchange Swe 

these same officials to the governor ° . ; Sinicn! 

will not even listen to or recognize q relablé wath ueate Donnan 

your complaint and your right under trees for our own planting and will 
. * « is th ckage i hich t ‘ket this same constitution and whieh we Tne nee! oneiane two year 8 apples. itsells the fruit quickly and a 

all pay for to uphold without fear change for cherry trees, grape vines iinds. of vegetables, We make the 
and without favor and equal to cach black berry, red and black raspberry Wisconsin standard basket required by 

; and strawberry plants, law. 
and all, whether possessed of much Medford V. c 

or only of an orchard. Can it be G H TOWNSEND edior eneer Lo. 
. . : ¢ Madison, Wis. Medford, Wis. 

the recollection in us of the small 

boy in that period of life, wherein —©§ = 

even a green, sour apple — tasted oR SS eas ay 
i iat | ke at Ag Says LAB asa, TCEE. righty goo? Ie < NG cated \\ eg? bee, 

5 . GR Kak OI ie iS \ eS rig 
If the small boy would content a Raia LEE T ee me ne 

velf to satisfy this: craving only, it pe TREY f ae WY DP RD? Tae Cony 
: ome CRS b i pn ea 

would not be so bad, but he will carry (eM SVR A S oar y Saat) 
OE ierta, Gy) a 7, 

off all he can carry and a whole army be ee A 4 } ir pth 
Rie , ait 

of small boys ean earry off a lot. RO Ser i f fl AK uP 
\ 

But it is not only small boys. It x ‘ ‘ 

is big boys and full grown people A 7 a, 4 f. 

as well and they have horses and . a.) 
wagons and some make a practice ( : i Saar =P 

and a living that way, upon the fore five) ney, g 1 ie 5 bes) 

thought and labor of others. ae i] Th ) Scare P| ea 

I think our society should take up @ rect | i Cy nea ss ig 

for consideration seriously this mat- foamy oo EBiethae | 

ter and work for more just laws for || (I) a i 4 

the orchardist. I could not just say Sa 5 Nees 

if same conditions obtain here as in 

other parts, but IT am = inclined — to SPRAY PUMPS«°NOZZLES 

think it is the same all over our i 

state, and it is certainly a most re are made in many styles and sizes to meet every spray- 
grettable state of affairs. ing need from the small knapsack or bucket outfits to the large 

Menomonie. S. Rusewwe. power rigs. They have all been developed in line with modern spraying requirements 
. and have long since passed the experimental stage. We show here a few types of 

+ our complete line of Spray Pumps, Nozzles, Bamboo Extensions and Accessories. 
“One hundred and twenty quarts Our new catalog No. Sp-12 will give you full descriptions and prices, 

of strawberries was my first crop Ace 

from a patch 25 feet square contain- j 5 ry: iV Le ie 

ing about 200 Marshall plants,” says . 

S. T. Lyon in the Garden Magazine. oo et es] oy 
IIe cultivated and watered them fd _ . an 
often through the first season after cr DD a j M | 

planting, pinching off the blossoms S fe ‘ @ j i 

to make good plant growth, and cut- Ga ah f l ne | Lt 

ting all runners between the rows. ee ae \¢ e ana. 
Ife mulched them in the fall with | eee a We 2 é : 

stable sweepings and straw. Shortly 

after this was removed in the spring, F E M ers é Bro 

the bed was abloom and bore a tre- carer iis e 
mendous erop of highly colored, uni- Ashland Pump & Hay-tool Works ! 

formly large size berries. As soon é _ASHLAND, OHIO
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